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PREFACE

'A

LTHOUGH a hundred years have elapsed since the scientific
study of Buddhism has been initiated in Europe, we are
nevertheless still in the dark about the fundamental
teachings of this religion and its philosophy. Certainly no
other religion has proved so refractory to clear formulation." This
observation of the late Professor Stcherbatsky made in 1927 (The
Conception of Buddhist Nirvina, p. I) remains no less true today. I t
is also a measure of the difficulties which one encounters in this field.
The vastness of Buddhism is surprisingly immense. An extensive and
varied literature, canonical, exegetical and systematic, covering a
period of more than fifteen centuries, is scattered in a score of languages, Sanskrit, PHli, Tibetan, Chinese and several Mongolian
languages. Its complexity is no less formidable; its schools and subschools are bewildering in their number and in the twists and turns
of their thought. The greatest difficulty encountered is the lack of
an accredited tradition of interpretation which might set aright many
inaccuracies and shortcomings in our understanding. In spite of these
admitted difficulties, a determined attempt should be made to understand Buddhism. This is essential for a correct and fruitful understanding of Indian philosophy and religion on which Buddhism has
exercised a profound and permanent influence. Moreover, Buddhism
forms the staple culture of the south, east and far-east Asian countries.
A study of Buddhism should also prove valuable as a contribution to
world-culture. And this may not be without significance in the
context of the present-day world.
The Mgdhyamika philosophy claims our attention as the system
which created a revolution in Buddhism and through that in the
whole range of Indian philosophy. The entire Buddhist thought
turned on the Siinyat5 doctrine of the MHdhyamika. The earlier
pluralistic phase of Buddhism, its rejection of substance and the
rather uncritical erection of a theory of elements, was clearly a preparation for the fully critical and self-conscious dialectic of Ngg5rjuna. The YogEcPra-Vijfi3navZida Idealism explicitly accepts the
4iinyatH of the Mzdhyamika, and gives it an idealistic turn. The
critical and absolutist trend in Brahmanical thought is also traceable to the Madhyarnika.
Considering the r61e and the importance of the MZdhyamika, I
have ventured to appraise it as the Central Philosophy of Buddhism.
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Modern literature on the subject is neither too plentiful nor free
from misunderstanding. Our standard text-books on Indian philosophy content themselves with a perfunctory treatment of the
system. There is a tendency on the part of some critics and historians of thought to dismiss it as nihilism; many even identify it
with the VedHnta. Such criticism is as uninformed as it is misleading. Stcherbatsky's book, The Conception of Buddhist Nirvina,
is an exception to this. But it is hardly to be expected that in the
course of about 60 pages, most of which are devoted to polemic and the
elucidation of the conception of nirvZna, anything like an adequate
exposition of the MHdhyamika philosophy could be made. The present
work is an attempt to fill this gap in our knowledge. It is a full
study of the MBdhyamika philosophy in all its important aspects.
The book falls into three well-defined but connected parts of
unequal length. The first is mainly historical: it traces the origin
and development of the MBdhyamika philosophy, its dialectic, as the
attempt to resolve the conflict that was engendered by the two main
traditions of Indian philosophy, the ZtmavBda (substance view of
reality) and the anBtmavBda (modal view of reality). The anticipations of the dialectic are to be found in the celebrated 'silenceJ of
Buddha, in his refusal to speculate and to predicate empirical categories of the transcendent reality. The development of the MZdhyamika stages and schools of thought and their literature is dealt
with at some considerable length. The possible influence of the
MZdhyamika on later philosophy, especially on the VijfiHnavZda
and the VedBnta, is also indicated. The second and main part is
devoted to a full and critical exposition of the MHdhyamika philosophy, the structure of its dialectic, the application of the dialectic
to categories of thought, its conception of the Absolute, and its
ethics and religion. The chapter on the Application of the Dialectic
is chiefly of historical interest and is somewhat technical; it may be
omitted on the first reading. The last part of the book compares the
MHdhyamika with some of the well-known dialectical systems of
the West (Kant, Hegel and Bradley), and undertakes a short study
of the different absolutisms (Mgdhyamika, VijfiHnavHda and the
VedHnta) whose different standpoints are not generally appreciated.
There is a measure of risk in comparative studies. No two systems
of thought or even aspects of them are quite identical or similar.
On the other hand, if they were absolutely unique, we could not
differentiate or understand them. My constant endeavour has been
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to draw distinctions, on every important topic, between the Miidhyamika, the Vijfiznavada and the Vedanta. I have also tried to
understand the development of thought here in the light of the known
development of similar trends in the West. In particular, I have made
pointed references to Kant as elucidating aspects of the Madhyamika.
I have tried to be on my guard with regard to the differences in outlook and background of Indian and Western philosophy. In spite of
its shortcomings, the comparative method is perhaps the only way
by which Indian thought could be made intelligible to the Western
reader in terms of the philosophical ideas with which he is familiar.
It is fortunate that we possess not only the basic MZdhyamika
texts but practically all the important ones either in the original
Sanskrit or as restorations and translations. Help from Tibetan
sources would certainly have added to our information of the system,
especially about Buddhapzlita and Bhavaviveka. This is not,
however, a serious handicap, as we have Mzdhyamika texts in Sanskrit representative of every period right from its inception by
Nzgzrjuna to Prajfizkaramati's Paiijiki in the I I t h century A.D.,
when Buddhism practically disappeared from India. Besides, in a
system which is all dialectic and no doctrine, such additional information as we may glean from other sources cannot materially
affect the main exposition and interpretation of its philosophy.
I have approached my task not as a philologist or an antiquarian,
but have tried to reconstruct and recapture the spirit of Madhyamika
philosophy. A history of philosophy is not an out-dated museum
piece, but a living exposition of ideas; it is essentially a restatement
and a revaluation. It is possible that my critics may not always
agree with me in my interpretation of the Mgdhyarnika and incidentally of many aspects of Indian thought. In philosophy, difference
of interpretation is legitimate, and should even be welcome. I shall
feel myself amply recompensed if my attempt helps, in some measure,
in understanding an important phase of Indian thought.
It is with pleasure that I record my obligations. I must first pay
my respects to the revered Professor K. C. Bhattacharyya for the
general standpoint of my exposition. I have greatly profited by the
published writings of Stcherbatsky, Poussin, Winternitz, McGovern,
Radhakrishnan, Vidhushekhar Bhattacharyya and many others.
Acknowledgement is made of my indebtedness a t the appropriate
places. This book was first submitted as the Doctoral Thesis for the
D. Litt. Degree of the Benares Hindu University. To my examiners,
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Pandit Gopinath Kaviraj , Professor Vidhushekhar Bhattachryya and
Dr. Benoyatosh Bhattacharyya, I am grateful for their valued
criticism and helpful suggestions. I am greatly indebted to my
esteemed friends, Acharya Narendra Deva, Professor G. R. Malkani
(Director, Indian Institute of Philosophy, Amalner), Dr. C. Narayana
Menon (Professor of English, Benares University), Sri B. I<. Mallik of
Exeter College, Oxford and to Mr. A. Alston of New College, Oxford,
who read the typescript and offered valued suggestions for improving
the style and presentation. The book would have been much more
faulty without their help. My deepest and most sustained obligations
are to my revered teacher, Professor S. Radhakrishnan. The work was
undertaken under his inspiring guidance. He very kindly revised the
manuscript and sent me full and most helpful suggestions from Oxford.
He has also taken a keen interest in the publication of the book,
encouraging me to hope that it may prove a useful work on the subject.
I am very deeply indebted to him for all his kindness to me. Thecentral
Philosophy of Buddhism is respectfully dedicated to him as a token of
my gratitude and admiration. Professor Radhakrishnan has done so
much to revive interest in Indian philosophy and Buddhistic studies.
I am deeply thankful to Mr. K. J. Spalding, Fellow of Brasenose
College, Oxford and to the late Dr. H. N. Spalding for their encouragement and help. Dr. Spalding did me the honour of attending
my lectures on the Middle and Last Phases of Buddhism given during
the Michaelmas term of 1949in the University of Oxford where I was
Deputy for the Spalding Professor of Eastern Religions and Ethics for a
year. Dr. SpaldingJsdeath is a great loss to the cause of Indian culture.
I am greatly indebted to my young friends, Dr. Rama Kanta
Tripathi, Dr. Ashok Kumar Chatterjee and Sri K. Sivaraman for
their active help and co-operation in writing the book; I have been
immensely benefited by my discussions with them on many topics
dealt with in the book.
My thanks are due to the Editor (Professor P. A. Schilpp) and the
Publishers (Messrs. Tudor Publishing Company) of The Philosophy
of Samepalli Radhakrishnan, to Messrs. George Allen and Unwin,
Publishers of The History of Philosophy, Eastern and Western, and
to the Editors of The University of Ceylon Review for permission to
reproduce some portions of the articles which first appeared in their
publications.
T. R. V. MURTI.
December, 1954.
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PART ONE

Origin and Development of the
Midhyamika Philosophy

CHAPTER O N E

THE TWO TRADITIONS IN
INDIAN PHILOSOPHY
I.

THE

MADHYAMIKA

SYSTEM-ITS

ROLE A N D SIGNIFICANCE

JDDHISM profoundly influenced the philosophy and religion
of India for over a thousand years. I t was a challenge to
complacency and a call for renouncing dogmatism. It
adopted the method of critical analysis (vibhajyaviida)
from the very outset.' Buddhism occupies the central position in the
development of Indian philosophy. Brzhmanical and Jaina systems
grew under the direct stimulus of Buddhism. Schools and sub-schools
sprang up without number. Doctrines were systematised and details
were worked out under this pressure. Great attention came to be paid
to logic and epistemology. Precise terminology was evolved, and an
immense Siistra-literature came into being. Indian philosophy
became critical and richer; it gained in depth and comprehension.
There were sharp twists and turns in Buddhism itself. I t had a
momentous and varied life. Its schools and sub-schools, judged even
by Buddhist standards, are bewildering. The tendency to split and
divide itself into sects and sub-sects appeared very early in the
history of Buddhism. The several Councils held from time to time
to decide the orthodox creed and to stamp out heresy are evidence
of this vitality. The Kathivatthu is perhaps the earliest record in
P d i of the doctrinal differences of the schools. Buddhlst historians
like Buston and Tiiraniitha speak of the Three Swingings of the
Wheel of Law (dharmacakra-pravarttana).
At first the earliest Teaching completely excluded the nihilistic point
of view (i.e. everything, all the elements, were considered to be real in

themselves). Owing to this an (incorrect) realistic imputation could
easily grow prominent.
With a view to this (the Buddha) has expounded the Intermediate
teaching in which a negativistic standpoint predominates. But this
Cf. ''I
am not a generaliser (dogmatist); I am an analyser (vibhajjavzdi)."
Majjh. N. 11, p. 197 (Subha Ssctta, No. 99).
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(scripture of the latest period) introduces (different degrees of Reality),
demonstrating the elements in their imputed aspect (parikalpita) as
totally non-existing, the elements in their causally dependent aspect
(paratantra-svabhgva) as having a real existence from the standpoint of
the Empirical Reality (samvyti), and the two forms of the Ultimate Aspect
(parini~panna)as representing the Absolute Reality. I t is accordingly that
which puts an end to the two extreme points of view, contains the direct
meaning (nitgrtha) and cannot be an object of dispute. On the contrary,
the other two (Swingings of the Wheel of the Doctrine) are of conventional
meaning (neygrtha) and can be made an object of controversy. This is
the opinion of the Vijfignav5dins. . . . The Mgdhyamikas however say:
"The Lord having begun with the teaching that all elements are devoid
of a real essence of their own, that they neither become originated
(anutpanna) nor disappear (aniruddha) and by their very nature merged
in Nirvgna and that they are quiescent from the outset (5&-Sgnta), has
swung the second Wheel of the Doctrine for the sake of those who had
entered the Great Vehicle. The teaching, marvellous and wonderful as it
is, demonstrates the principle of non-substantiality and Relativity. . . .
According to the Mgdhyamikas,l the earliest and the latest Scriptures
are both conventional (5bhiprZyika) and only the Intermediate contains
the direct meaning.2
Stripped of metaphor and partisan colouring, this means that there
were three principal turning-points in the history of Buddhism. And
these are:
I. The earlier realistic and pluralistic Phase comprising the
HinayLna schools-TheravLda and VaibhH~ika(SarvHstivLda). This
can be called the Abhidharmika system. The SautrLntika school is
a partial modification of this dogmatic realism;
2 . The middle phase or the MLdhyamika system of Niiggrjuna and
Arya Deva advocating Siinya-v~da(Absolutism);
3. The last idealistic phase-the YogLcLra system of Asanga and
Vasubandhu and the later VijfiHnavHda of DignLga and Dharmakirti.
This is the view of Candrakirti and others: tad evam Madhyamaka
dariana eviistitva-n2stitva-dvaya-darSanasy8-prasangona VijiignavadidarSane? viti vijiieyam . . . tathavidha-vineya-janabodhiinurodh5.ttu paramarthadarSanasyop2yabhiitatv5.n neydrthatvena mahZkarunSparatantratay2 vijiia'diva'do deiitah, SZmrnatiyapudgalav8davat, n a nitdrtha iti vijiieyam.
MKV, pp. 275-6.
Cf. also. BCAP, p. 406: yat tu kvacid bhagavatg citta-m8trZstitvam
uktam, t a t skandhayatangdivan neygrthatayeti kathayisyate. See also p. 484.
a BHB (Buston's History of Buddhism), Vol. 11, pp. 52-4 (quoted with
gaps). See also Dr. Obermiller's The Doctrine of Prajfidpdranzitd (pp. 91-100)
for a full exposition of the three phases of Buddhism. Stcherbatsky: Buddhisi
Logic, Vol. I , pp. 3-14;Rosenberg: Die Probleme der bud. Phil., p. 3 5 .
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These historians of Buddhism, Buston (1290-1364) and Taranatha
(1574-1608), were neither too near nor too far removed from the
movement, and hence they could comprehend it as a whole. The
MZdhyamika is the turning-point of Buddhism. I t is the central or
the pivotal system. Like Kant in modem European philosophy, the
MBdhyamika system brought about a veritable revolution in Buddhist
thought. "It never has been fully realized," says Stcherbatsky with
regard t o this system,
what a radical revolution had transformed the Buddhist church when
the new spirit, which however was for a long time lurking in it, arrived
at full eclosion in the first centuries A.D. When we see an atheistic, souldenying philosophic teaching of a path to personal Final Deliverance
consisting in an absolute extinction of life, and a simple worship of the
memory of its human founder, when we see it superseded by a magnificent
High Church with a Supreme God, surrounded by a numerous pantheon,
and a host of Saints, a religion highly devotional, highly ceremonial and
clerical, with an ideal of Universal Salvation of all living creatures, a
Salvation not in annihilation, but in eternal life, we are fully justified in
maintaining that the history of religions has scarcely witnessed such a
break between new and old within the pale of what nevertheless continued
to claim common descent from the same religious founder.'
In metaphysics, it was a revolution from a radical pluralism
(Theory of Elements, dharma-v5da) t o an as radical absolutism
(advaya-vPda) . The change was from a plurality of discrete ultimate
entities (dharmPh) t o the essential unity underlying them (dharmatz).
Epistemologically, the revolution was from empiricism and dogmatism (drsti-vsda) t o dialectical criticism (SfinyatZi or madhyamg
pratipad). Ethically, the revolution was from the ideal of a private
egoistic salvation t o that of a universal unconditional deliverance of
all beings. Not mere freedom from rebirth and pain (kleigvarananivyttih) but the attainment of Perfect Buddhahood by the removal
of ignorance covering the real (jiieyzvarana) is now the goal. The
change was from the ideal of the Arhat t o that of the B o d h i ~ a t t v a : ~
Conception Buddhist of N i w i p a . p. 36. See also p. 4 and p. 46 for similar
observations.
a 'ye'pi te Subhiite, etarhy aprameyesv asamkhyesu IokadhZitusu TathZigat5
arhantah samyaksambuddh2h daSadiSi loke ti~thanti dhriyante ygpayanti
bahujana-hitdya bahujanasukhiiya lokdnukampdyai mahato janakiiycssydvthdya
hitdya sukhdya devdndnr ca manu$yindm cdnukampliyai anukampdm upZid5yZnuttargm samyak-sambodhim abhisambuddhzs te'pi same enam eva praj-
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Universal love (karun2) and Intellectual perfection (prajfi8 or
SijnyatH)' are identical. The Theoretic and the Practical Reason
coincide.
In Religion, it was a revolution from what was almost a positivism
to an absolutistic pantheism. Religion is the consciousness of the
Super-mundane Presence immanent in things. the consciousness of
what Otto happily calls the 'mysterium tremendum'. Early Buddhism
(TheravHda) was not a religion in this sense. I t was an order of monks
held together by certain rules of discipline (vinaya) and reverence for
the human Teacher. I t enjoined a very austere moral code, primarily
for the ordained. But there was no element of worslup, no religious
fervour, no devotion to a transcendent being. No cosmic function was
assigned to Buddha; he was just an exalted person and no more. His
existence after parinirvzna was a matter of doubt ; this was one of the
inexpressibles. The rise of the MHdhyamika system is a t once the rise
of Buddhism as a religion. For the MahHyHna, Buddha is not an
historical person. He is the essence of all Being (dharmakgya); he has
a glorious divine form (sambhogakzya) and assumes at will various
forms to deliver beings from delusion and to propagate the dharma
(nirmHnakHya). The essential unity of all beings became an integral
part of spiritual life. Worship and devotion to Buddhas and Bodhisattvas was introduced, possibly owing to influence from the South.2
This laid the foundation for the last development in Buddhismthe THntric phase. THntricism is a unique combination of mantra,
fi8p8ramit8m iigamyii 'nuttarzm samyaksambodhim abhisambuddhzh. ASP.
P 255.
Cf. Itivuttakam (84), p. 78.
Dr. Har Dayal considers -the Bodhisattva ideal as a revival of the genuine
teaching of the master. Says he: "They (the monks) became too self-centred
and contemplative, and did not evince the old zeal for missionary activity
among the people. The Bodhisattva doctrine was promulgated by some
Buddhist leaders as a protest against this lack of true spiritual fervour and
altruism among the monks of that period. The coldness and aloofness of the
arhats led to a movement in favour of the old gospel of 'saving all creatures.'
The Bodhisattva-ideal can be understood only against this back-ground of a
saintly and serene, but inactive and indolent monastic Order." The Bodhisattva
~ o c t r i n epp.
, 2-3.iiinyatii-karunzbhinnam bodhicittam iti smytam.
a The A;tasdhasrikd (probably the oldest Prajfidpdramitd text) contains a
passage conforming to this reading. I t says: ime khalu, Siiriputra, sat-p5ramit5samprayuktiih siitr5nt5.s tathzgatasyztyayena dak~indpathe pracarisyanti,
vartanygh punaruttariipathe pracarisyanti navamandaprii te dharmavinaye
saddharmasyiintardh8nak8lasamaye samanviihytZs te,
Briputra, Tathiigatena." ASP. p. 225.
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ritual and worship on an absolutist basis. I t is both religion and
philosophy. This development occurred in Brlhmanism too, influenced
no doubt by the corresponding development in Buddhism,
The Sa'lastamba Satra says1: "Whosoever sees the PratityasamutpPda sees the Buddha, and whosoever sees the Buddha sees the
Dharma (Truth or Reality)." NPggrjuna expresses himself similarly
in his Ma'dhyamika Ka'vikdsZ:"One who perceives truly the Pratityasamutpgda realises the four sacred truths-pain, (its) cause, cessation
and the path." Buddhism has always been a Dharma-theory3 based
on the PratItyasamutpPda, and every Buddhist system has claimed
to be the Middle Path. Pratityasamutpgda has, however, received
different interpretations a t diflerent times. The earlier Buddhism of
the Abhidharmika systems took it as denying the permanent Atman
(substance) and at once establishing the reality of the separate
elements. Pratityasamutpgda is the causal law regulating the rise
and subsidence of the several elements (dharma-sanketa). The middle
path is the steering clear of Eternalism (substance or soul) and
Nihilism (uccheda-vPda, denial of continuity). The MPdhyamika
contends that this is not the correct interpretation of the doctrine.
Pratitya-samutpsda is not the principle of temporal sequence, but
of the essential dependence of things on each other, i.e., the unreality
of separate elements (naissvPbhPvya, dharma-nairgtmya). The entire
MZidhyamika system is a re-interpretation of Pratitya~amutpiida.~
It
is now equated with Stinyat5-the empirical validity of entities and
yo, bhiksavah, pratityasamutpHdam paSyati, sa buddham pahyati, yo
buddham paSyati sa dharmam pakyati. Sdlistamba SQtra, quoted in BCAP,
p. 386, also partly in MKV. p. 6, 160.
The Pali text corresponding to this is found in Majjh. N. I 191 (28th Sutta):
vuttam kho pan'etam BhagavatH: yo paticcasamuppHdam passati so dhammam passati; yo dhammam passati so paticcasamuppHdam passatiti. The
other part of the formula may be completed from Sam. N. IV 120: yo kho,
VakkHli, dhammam passati so m8m passati; yo mHm passati so dhammam
passati. Cf. also Itivuttaka, 92 (p. 91).
MK. XXIV, 40.
Rosenberg makes this characteristic observation in his Die Probleme der
bud. Phil. Alle Teile der buddhistischen Dogrnatik sind in der Tenninologie
der Theorie von den Tragern den dharma dargelegt . . . Die Dharma-theovie
ist der Schliissel zum Verstandnis der dogmatischen Literatur des Buddhismus,
der alten so wie der spatern (p. 77). Again he says: Der Begriff "dharma" ist
in der buddhistischen Philosophie von so iiberwiegender Bedeutung, dass man
das System des Buddhismus in geruissem Sinne Dharmathemie nennen kann.
(PP. 78-91.
tad atrHnirodhHdyastaviSe~anaviSi~ta~
pratityasamutpHdah SZstr5bhidheygrthah. MKV. p. 3.
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their ultimate unreality.' The middle path is the non-acceptance of
the two extremes-the affirmative and the negative (the sat and asat)
views, of all views. In the Viji78nav5da. Siinyatz is accepted, but with
a modification. The formula is: That which appears (the substratum,
i.e., vijigna) is real; the form of its appearance (the duality of subject
and object) is unreaL2 The middle path is the avoidance of both the
dogmatism of realism (the reality of objects) and the scepticism of
Nihilism (the rejection of objects and consciousness both as unreal).a
An intelligent reading of the development of Buddhist thought
shows the Msdhyamika system as having emerged out of a sustained
criticism of the Abhidharmika schools, which themselves grew as the
rejection of the Ptmavzda of the Briihmanical systems. It is thus a
criticism of both the iitma and angtma theories. An analogous
position in the West is that of Kant in modern philosophy. His
Critique is primarily a criticism of Empiricism, which itself was a
rejection of the standpoint of Rationalism with regard t o the origin
and scope of knowledge. The Yogiicgra Idealism is made possible by
the Sfinyat3 of the MZdhyamika, just as the Idealism of Hegel is
indebted to Kant's Critique for its understanding of the function of
Reason.
I t is possible to perceive the initial stages of the dialectic in the
direct teachings of Buddha himself.4 Buddha pronounced some
problems to be insoluble or inexpressible (avyskyta). This is the socalled agnosticism of Buddha. Criticism is the very essence of Buddha's
teaching. He was aware of the antinomical character of Reason. His
refusal to answer questions about the beginning and extent of the
world or of the unconditioned existence of the soul (jiva) and the
Perfect Being (tathiigata) was the direct outcome of the awareness
of the conflict in Reason. It is a t the same time an attempt to
yah pratityasamutpZdah 4iinyatZm t5.m pracaksmahe; yZ prajiiaptir
upgdgya pratipat saiva madhyamz. MK. XXIV, 18.
a abhiitaparikalpo 'sti dvayam tatra na vidyate; Siinyats vidyate tvatra
tasygm api sa vidyate. MVBT. p. g .
Cf. also:
tatra kim khyilty asatkalpah katham khyZti dvayZtman8;
tasya kZ nutit8 tena yil tatriidvaya-dharmatg.
TrisvabhdvanirdeSa, 4.
An entire treatise-The Madhya'nta-Vibhaga is devoted to an elucidation
of the Middle and Extreme views.
See MVBT. pp. 9 ff; TrimSikd, pp. 15-6.
4 infra, Chapter 11.
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transcend the duality of Reason. Dialectic was born. To Buddha,
then, belongs the honour of having suggested the dialectic first,
much before Zeno in the west. Dialectic, as will be shown later, is the
consciousness of the total and interminable conflict in Reason and
the consequent attempt to resolve the conflict by rising to a higher
standpoint. In a conflict there are a t least two principal alternative
views, totally opposed to each other in their solutions of the
problems of existence and value. The two view points were the
Ztma and anZtma systems, like the systems of Rationalism and
Empiricism before Kant .
In Buddha, the dialectic is but suggested; as the conflict of viewpoints which engenders the dialectic had not yet developed. The
dialectic in its systematic form is found in the Mgdhyamika; for, by
that time the divergent views had been cultivated and formulated
into well-knit systems-as the Ssnkhya, Vaiie~ikaand the Vaibhg~ika.
There is no doubt, however, that the Mgdhyamika dialectic is the
systematised form of the suggestions made by Buddha himself.
Buddha resolves the conflict by an intuitive perception of the Real
as non-dual (advaya); the Mgdhyamika does it by turning Reason
against itself, through the dialectic.
The development of the Advaita Vedanta ofiers us a close parallel
on the 2tma tradition. The Upani~adsaffirm Brahman (Absolute
Spirit) as the sole reality of the world. The Upani~adicseers reach this
absolutism not so much through reasoning as by inspiration. They
are more suggestive than systematic. The Advaitism (Non-dualism)
of Sankara is established on a dialectical basis by the criticism of the
SBnkhya, the older VedZinta and other systems. For its dialectical
technique the Vedsnta is clearly indebted to the Mgdhyamika. l
A system which engendered t h s revolution in Indian philosophy
and religion deserves to be studied with more sympathy and attention
than has been accorded to it. There is a tendency on the part of some
critics and historians to dismiss the Madhyamika system as nihilism
or as identical with the Vediinta. Such criticism is as uninformed as
it is misleading. An attempt is made in the following pages to study
the Mgdhyamika system in all its aspects-historically, analytically
and comparatively. This may throw light on the development of
Indian philosophy, especially of the absolutist (advaita) trends.
A study of the Mgdhyamika system may prove of value intrinsically
as it is a critique of all philosophy.
Infra Chapter IV.
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THE TWO TRADITIONS~ I N INDIAN PHILOSOPHYTHEIR GENERAL NATURE

There are two main currents of Indian philosophy-one having its
source in the Ztma-doctrine of the Upanisads and the other in the
anZtma-doctrine of Buddha. They conceive reality on two distinct
and exclusive patterns. The Upanisads and the systems following
the BrZhmanical tradition conceive reality on the pattern of an
inner core or soul (Zitman), immutable and identical amidst a n outer
region of impermanence and change, to which it is unrelated or but
loosely related. This may be termed the Substance-view of reality
(Ztma-vgda). In its radical form, as in the Advaita VedZinta, it
denied the reality of the apparent, the impermanent and the many;
and equated that with the false. The SZmkhya did not go so far; still
it inclined more towards the substantial, the permanent and the
universal. The NyZya-VaiSesika, with its empirical and pluralist
bias, accords equal status to both substance and modes. Not only
did these systems accept the Zitman, but what is more, they conceived
all other things also on the substance-pattern. The gtman is the very
pivot of their metaphysics, epistemology and ethics. In epistemology,
substance makes for unity and integration of experience; it explains
perception, memory and personal identity better than other theories.
Bondage is ignorance of the self or the wrong identification of the
non-self with the self (Zitmany anZtm5dhyZisa). Freedom is the
discrimination between the two.
The other tradition is represented by the Buddhist denial of
substance
and all that it implies. There is no inner and
immutable core in things; everything is in flux. Existence for the
Buddhist is momentary (ksanika), unique (svalaksana) and unitary
(dharmamgtra). It is discontinuous, discrete and devoid of complexity.
The substance (the universal and the identical) was rejected as
illusory; it was but a thought-construction made under the influence
The term 'Tradition' is used here not in the sense of dogmatic
authoritarianism, but to mean a fountain-source from which stems a continuous
stream of thought and culture.
h t a r a k s i t a explicitly states that NairPtrnyav5da is that which
distinguishes the teaching of Buddha from all others:
etac ca sugatasesfam 5dau nair8tmyakirtan3.t;
sarvatirthakrt3.m tasmzt sthito miirdhani tathagatah.
TS.-~~~O.
Again: gtrnadrstau hi vinagt5h sarvatirthiksh. TS. 3325.
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of wrong belief (avidya). This may be taken as the Modal view of
reality. The Buddhists brought their epistemology and ethics in full
accord with their metaphysics. Their peculiar conception of perception
and inference and the complementary doctrine of mental construction (vikalpa) are necessary consequences of their denial of substance.
Heroic attempts were made to fit this theory with the doctrine of
Karma and rebirth. AvidyP (ignorance), which is the root-cause of
suflering, is the wrong belief in the Btman; and prajfia (wisdom)
consists in the eradication of this belief and its attendant evils.
The terminology employed here is after the best Jaina epistemological treatises. Philosophical views, they say, are principally twothe dravyarthika naya (substance-view) and paryayarthika naya
(modal view) .l Each view, carried to the extreme, denies the reality
of the other. One emphasises the universal and the continuous to the
exclusion of the changing and the difierent, and vice versa. The
Vedanta is cited as the exponent of the extreme form of the SubstanceviewI2 and Buddhism (Tathagatamatam) represents the exclusive
Modal view.=
The Jaina ostensibly reconciles these two opposed views by according equal reality to substance and its modes. There is no substance
.~
is manifold
without modes nor modes without s ~ b s t a n c e Reality
(anekantatmakam); it is not of one nature; it is unity and difierence,
universal and particular, permanent yet changing6 The Jaina shaped
its epistemology on this pattern and formulated the logic of the disjunction of the real (syadvada). This view may be said to constitute
the third stream of Indian philosophy-lying mid-way between the
sZm2nyatas tu dvibhedo, dravyzrthikah paryZyZrthika3 ceti. Praminti
Naya, VII, 5; Sanmati Tarka, Ggthii 3 (pp. 271 ff.). tathshi parasparavivikta-stimznya-viiesa-vi~yatvgd
dravyarthika-paryay8rthikftv eva nayau,
na ca trtiyam prakgrgntaram asti. (p. 272).
sattadvaitam svikurvznah sakala-vi6esZn nirzcakenas tadzbhgsah,
yathg sattaiva tattvam tatah pythagbhiit8nSm viies2nZ.m adarSanat, P r a m a ' ~
Naya, VII. 17 & VII, 18.
rju vartamgna-ksanasthgyi-paryaya-mZtrafi prZdh8nyatah siitrayan
nabhi-pr8ya yjusiitrah.
sarvath8 dravyg-palapi tadsbhZsah, yatha tathzgatamatam. Prama'?za
Naya, VII, 28, 30-1.
4 dravyam parygyaviyutam paryay5 dravyavarjitah; kva kada kena
kimriips dyst2 mgnena kena v5. Sanmatitarka I.
6 Cf. Um%v2ti1s Siitra: utpada-vyaya-dhrauvya-yuktaxh sat. Taltvdrthddhigama, V. 30.
also: dravyaparyEyi?tmakam vastu ~rameyam,quoted in Sya'dv&iamaiij'arl'
and other works.
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two extremes of the 2tma-and an2tmavSdas. Seemingly partaking
of both, it was essentially un-Brghmanical and un-Buddhistic. It
was un-Brghmanical, as it accepted a changing 5tman1 and even
ascribed different sizes to it ;no Brghmanical system could ever accept
that.* I t was un-Buddhistic too, as it accepted a permanent entity,
gtman, besides change. As such, the Jaina found favour with neither.
The synthesis of two views is a third view, and is no substitute for
them. The Jaina system exercised comparatively little influence on
the course of Indian philosophy, and was little affected by other
systems. Jainism has remained practically stationary down the ages.
Indian philosophy must be interpreted as the flow of these two vital
streams-one having its source in the Stma doctrine of the Upanisads
and the other in the angtmavgda of Buddha. Each branched ofi into
several sub-streams with a right and a left wing and several intermediary positions. There were lively sallies and skirmishes, but no
commingling or synthesis of the two streams. Throughout the course
of their development they remain true to their original inspirations.
The Brghmanical systems took the real as Being, Buddhism as
Becoming; the former espoused the universal, existential and static
view of Reality, the latter the particular, sequential and dynamic;
for one space, for the other time, is the archetype. The Brshmanical
systems are relatively more categorical and positive in their attitude
(vidhimukhena), while the Buddhists were more negative (ni~edhamukhena). Again, the former are more dogmatic and speculative,
the Buddhists empirical and critical. Subjectively minded, Buddhism
is little interested in cosmological speculations and constructive
explanations of the universe. The Brghmanical systems were bound to
an original tradition; they all accepted the authoritarian character of
the Veda. Buddhism derives its inspiration from a criticism of experience itself. The tempo of development was quicker and intenser
in Buddhism than in the Upani~adictradition.
Absolutism (advaitism) came to be established in each tradition
by an inner dynamism, by the necessity to be self-consistent.
Advaitism must be distinguished from monism, which just asserts
A changing titman is a veritable contradiction for the Brtihmanical systems:
the 2tman does not change and what changes is not titman.
Cf. The Brahmasiitras: evam ctitm&ktirtsnyam 11, ii, 34 ff. Some
Brtihmanical systems (Stinkhya, Nytiya and the advaita Vedtinta) conceived
the titman as all-pervasive (vibhu) in size, while others, especially the Vaispava
schools of Ramtinuja, Madhva etc., conceived it as atomic (anu) in size. But
neither of them could tolerate increase or decrease in the original size.
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the existence of a single reality. Advaitism (non-dualism) expressly
denies the reality of duality. And this is done, not by positive
arguments, but by the negation of appearance. All absolutism is based
on the dialectic.
Monism had already been reached in the Upani~ads,and t h s was
carried on by the older VedZnta with the help of a systematic exegesis
(mimHmsZ). I t did not find it necessary to deny the reality of the
world nor of the efficacy of works (karma). The monism of the
Brahmasatras was compatible with difierence and change. All this
underwent a change in GaudapPda and Sankara who consistently
deny difference and change. They uphold non-dualism as the truer
meaning of the Upani~ads.
Contemporaneously or slightly earlier, there occurred a revolution
in the Philosophy of Language, and an absolutism of the Logos
(Sabda-~rahma-vZda)through an analysis of the symbolic consciousness was reached by Bhartrhari in his Vikyapadiya.
This revolution in the UpaniSadic tradition was not attained without outside help. Absolutism in Buddhism (both the MZdhyamika
Siinyatii and YogZciira Vij iiapti-MZtrat 5) actually preceded it by
several centuries. There is ample evidence not only of precedence
but of influence as well. GaudapZda appears to us as the Br5hmanica.l
thinker boldly reformulating the Upani~adicideal in the light of the
MZdhyamika and VijiiZnavPda dialectic. But there was more
borrowing of technique than of tenets. The Vediinta philosophers did
not and could not accept the Buddhist metaphysics-its denial of the
self, momentariness etc.; but they did press into service the
Msdhyamika dialectic and the VijiiZnavZda analysis of illusion. No
absolutism could be established without the dialectic and a theory
of illusion.
The YogZcZra, though it severely criticised the MZdhyamika
conception of Siinyat5, was yet directly and immediately influenced
by the MZdhyamika. Its difference with the latter was with regard
to the nature of the Absolute. While the Miidhyamika refused not
only t o characterise it-which all absolutism does-but
also to
identify it with anything in experience, the VijiiPnvZdins identified
it with Consciousness. I t only makes for confusion to ignore the
difierent conceptions of the Absolute in the VedZnta, MZdhyamika
and VijfiZnavZda systems; at least the approaches are different.
There is no doubt that it was the MZdhyamika dialectic that paved the
way for the other Absolutisms.

I4
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The SiinyatZi of the Mgdhyamika is the necessary implication of
his dialectic, and the dialectic is the maturity of criticism which was
born with Buddhism. The rise of sects and schools helped and hastened
the birth of the dialectic.
a
must be
The immediate emergence of the ~ g d h ~ a m i kdialectic
traced to the rise of the systems of philosophy like the Sgmkhya,
VaiSe~ika and NyPya on the one side and the Abhidharmika
philosophy on the other. As they were diametrically opposed to each
other, and yet as every one of them claimed to give us the true and
only picture of reality, it must have dawned on men, already critically
minded like the Buddhists, that speculative systems of thought are
mere conceptual construction: they profess to lead us to the real
but succeed in landing us in appearance; they claim t o be knowledge,
but in a sense are only illusion. This awareness of the utter subjectivity
A.
birth of the dialectic.
of our conceptual devices is'the
I11

UPANISADS AND BUDDHISM

Since the opening of the Buddhist scriptures t o the Western world,
it has become almost a stereotyped opinion among orientalists
to regard Buddha as carrying on the work of the Upani~adic
seers. Indian philosophy is interpreted as having evolved out of
one single tradition-the Upanigadic. Buddhism and Jainism are
treated as deviations rather than as radical departures from the
Upanigadic tradition (gtmavzda). Such an interpretation is not fully
alive to the vital differences and exclusive attitudes inherent in
the Brghmanical and the .Buddhist systems. It tends towards oversimplification.
Likewise, the differences obtaining in Buddhism itself are overlooked or minimised, and an attempt is made to treat it as one system.
This mistake, however, is not made in the case of the systems
(Sgmkhya, Yoga, MimZimsH, VedLnta and Ny5ya-VaiSe~ika)deriving
their inspiration from the Vedas. Such attempt engenders partisan
spirit in writers; they begin taking sides with one or the other school
of HinayLna and MahgyZna, and consider that as the teaching of
Buddha. There is again the fallacy of over-simplification. This prevents
a correct understanding of the development of Buddhist philosophy.
The dialogues of Buddha, as preserved in the PPli Canons, are
suggestive; they are as little systematic as the Upani~adictexts.
Buddhist systems grew out of them much in the way the BrZhmanical
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systems grew out of the Upani~ads. Buddhism is a matrix of
systemsI1and not one unitary system. It does not exclude legitimately
different formulations. For a correct and fruitful understanding of the
development of Indian philosophy, it is necessary to admit not only
the difference between Buddhist and Brahmanical systems of thought,
but also internal differences within Buddhism itself. This would be
evident if we consider the nature and development of the U p a n i ~ d i c
and Buddhist thought.
The entire Vedic teaching may be construed as knowledge of the
deity (devatgy vidyP). The DevatP (deity) is the super-natural
personality or essence activating things from within. I t is an unseen
presence (paroksa), not overtly perceived, but felt to be the guiding
and controlling spirit within. Indra, Varuna, Agni and other Vedic
gods are not mere natural forces personified, as interpreted by
Western scholars. It would be truer to understand them as personalities. Each deity has a characteristic external manifestation,
such as thunder and lightning in the case of Indra. Prayers for favour
could be addressed to them as they were deities and had power over
phenomena; and as personalities they could be gracious. The devat2
has both a cosmic (gdhidaivika) and a microcosmic (gdhyiitmika)
signification. I n the Upani~ads,'deva' and '5tmanJ are often used as
interchangeable terms.2 Impelled by its own dynamism, there was a
two-fold movement in the deepening of the devat5-knowledge. As
the deity is understood as the soul or inner essence of thing^,^ the
same logic led to the search for a deeper and innermost deity of
deities. This is the movement towards monotheism which is an
admitted feature of the Rg Vedic hymns. It may be truer to say that
the insight into the innermost deity, variously called VirBt, Praj5pati
or Hiranyagarbha,' was implicit from the beginning. The characterisaCf. "All the different shades of philosophic theory-realistic and idealistic
-are found within Buddhism itself; and we have, so to speak, philosophy
repeated twice over in India--once in the several Hindu systems and again in
the different schools of Buddhism" (Hiriyanna, Outlines of I d . Phil., p. 198).
adhyBtmayogadhigamena devam matvg dhiro harsahokau jahati (Katha,
I, ii, 12); seyam devataiksata (Chd. Up. VI, iii, 2); devatmahktim (SvetiiS.
Up. I, 3); caksuh 6rotrah ka vu devo unakti (Kena Up. I, i); yadaitam
anupahyaty BtmBnam devam aiijasg (By. Up. IV, iv. 15).
Compare the expressions :giidham anupravistam; guhghitam gahvarestham;
nihitam guhgy8m; esa giiQhotmB na praksate; ya atma sarvhtarah, etc.
tad yad idam ghur amum yajamurh yajety ekaikad devam etasaiva S&
visystir esa u hyeva sarve devsh (By. Up. I, iv, 6). yasmad etasyaiva prajapateh
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tion of each deity (Indra, Agni, Visnu etc.) as the highest God in
turn, the so-called Kathenotheism, is evidence of the awareness of
the unity of Godhead. The Vedic religion of devatHs is not so much
a polytheism as a pantheism.
Side by side with this, there was the movement to identify man
and his spiritual functions with the deity. I n the VidyHs and U p b
sanBs, notably in the VaiSv2nara-vidyH and the OnkBra UpBsanH, we
can clearly see the process of identification of the aspects of the
individual with the macro-cosmic divinities. Here too was the same
search for unifying the several psychic functions in a deeper principle
underlying them all.' That principle is found in Vijiigna (Consciousness) and Ananda (Bliss). The next step is to identify the essence of
the subjective with the reality of the objective. This is expressed in
the sentences like, 'I am Brahman', 'That thou art'. Difference
between the self and Brahman is looked down upon.2 This could be
done, for both are transcendent (devoid of empirical determinations),
and yet are the basis of all. 'Tat tvam asi' (That thou art) sums up
the final teaching of the Vedas.
The mode of the development of Vedic thought consists in
accepting the Htman as an inner core in things, and then to deepen
this insight till a logically stable position was reached. The true self is
identical with the Absolute (Brahman).3 Later systems try to
synthesise this original intuition in their own way; but they all take
the ?itman (Substance) as the basic reality.
In the dialogues of Buddha we breathe a different atmosphere.
There is a distinct spirit of opposition, if not one of hostility as well,
to the Ztmav2da of the Upani~ads.Buddha and Buddhism can be
understood only as a revolt not merely against the cant and hollows5 visrgtir devabhedah sarva ega u hyaiva prajapatir eva pranah sarve dev24.
"indrarfi mitram varunam agnim ahuh" iti kruteh. " e ~ abrahmaisa indra esa
prajspatir ete sarve devsh" iti ca Aruteh.
(Sankara's BhZsya on the above, p. 109, Anandabrama Edn.)
As in the Kena where the Atman is reached as the foundational principle
behind all mental functions; or as in the Taittiriya where the bodies (kokas)
are shown to be the external trappings of the inner core (Atman); or as in the
By. U p . where the self is established as the invariable light (svayamjyotib)
which illumines the changing states, to mention only a few characteristic
modes of approach.
a Cf. Ztma hy esari.1 sa bhavati, atha yo'ny5h devatam up8steJ nyo' savanyo'ham asmiti na sa veda. By. U p . I, iv, 10; also, neha nanasti kimcana.
a The movement of thought can be expressed in the equation: DevatZi =
Atman = Inner Essence = Sole Reality, Absolute (Brahman).
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ness of ritualism-the Upaniyds themselves voice this unmistakably
-but against the Stma-ideology, the metaphysics of the Substanceview. Buddha nowhere acknowledges his indebtedness to the
Upani~adsor to any other teacher for his characteristic philosophical
standpoint. Although Brahm5, the deity, is referred to several times,
Brahman (the Absolute) is never mentioned. Buddha always
considers himself as initiating a new tradition, as opening up a path
never trod bef0re.l In the Brahamajila, the S&aaiZ%aphala Sutta and
elsewhere, current philosophical speculations are reviewed; and all
of them are rejected as dogmatic (ditthiv2da) and as inconsistent
with spiritual life. This is not the way of one who continues an older
tradition. It is not correct to hold that the differences are religious
and practical, although they are put up as phil~sophical.~
If the 2tman had been a cardinal doctrine with Buddhism, why
was it so securely hidden under a bushel that even the immediate
followers of the Master had no inkling of it? The Upani~ads,on the
other hand, blazen forth the reality of the 2tman in every page, in
every line almost. Buddha came to deny the soul, a permanent
substantial entity, precisely because he took his stand on the reality
of moral consciousness and the efficacy of Karma. An unchanging
eternal soul, as impervious to change, would render spiritual life
lose all meaning; we would, in that case, be neither the better nor
the worse for our efforts. This might lead to inaction (akriyzvzda).
Nay more; the Stman is the root-cause of all attachment, desire,
aversion and pain. When we take anything as a self (substantial and
permanent), we become attached to it and dislike other things that
are opposed to it. Sakkgyaditthi (Substance-view) is avidyz (ignorance) par excellence, and from it proceed all passions. Denial of
Satkgya (Stman or Substance) is the very pivot of the Buddhist
metaphysics and doctrine of s a l v a t i ~ n . ~
samudayo samudayo ti kho me, bhikkhave, pubbe ananussutesu dharnrnesu
cakkhum udapadi, iianam udapZdi, pafiiig udapgdi, vijjg udapgdi, aloko
udapsdi. Sam. N. 11, p. 105. See also Mahdvagga ( Vinaya Pifaka) I, 5.
na me gcariyo atthi sadiso me na vijjati;
sadevakasmim lokasmim na'tthi me patipuggalo.
Majjh. N . I, p. 171 (Sutta, 26).
1.P.Vol. I, pp. 691 ff..
The Upanisadic verse: '5tmHnam ced vij&niyZdletc. can, with a slight
change, be made to express the Buddhistic formula:
ZtmZnam ced vijgniy8n n k t y ayam iti p t i r i i a ;
kim icchan kasya kZm8ya tv anusamjvared &tmZnam.
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The oft-recurring strain in the P a Canons is that things are
transitory :
How transient are all component things;
Growth is their nature and decay.
They are produced; they are dissolved again;
To bring them all into subjection that is bliss1
Decay is inherent in all component things;
Work out your salvation with diligen~e.~

This is the last speech of the TathZgata, and must therefore be taken
as summing up his life-teaching.
In his interesting monograph, The Basic Conception of Buddhism,
Professor V . Bhattacharya concludes, after a searching analysis, that
the denial of the self is the basic tenet of Buddhism. He says: "Thus
and in various other ways, too many to be mentioned, the existence
of a permanent Self or stman, as accepted in other systems, was
utterly denied by the Buddha, thereby pulling down the very foundation of desire where it can rest.jJ3Another distinguished scholar, the
late Professor Stcherbatsky, is equally emphatic about this.
When Buddha calls the doctrine of an eternal self 'a doctrine of fools' it
is clear that he is fighting against an established doctrine. Whenever in
his Sermons he comes to speak about Soullessness or Wrong Personalism
(satkgyady~ti)a sense of opposition or even animosity is clearly felt in
his words. This doctrine along with its positive counterpart-the separate
elements that are active in life and whose activity must gradually be
suppressed till Eternal Repose is attained-is the central point of the
whole bulk of Buddhist teaching, and Mrs. Caroline Rhys Davids remarks,
"how carefully and conscientiously this anti-substantialist position had
been cherished and upheld." We may add that the whole of the history of
Buddhist philosophy can be described as a series of attempts to penetrate
more deeply into this original intuition of Buddha, what he himself
believed to be his great discovery.4

We are now in a position correctly to indicate the relation between
the Upani~adsand Buddha. Both have the same problem, Pain
1

a

a

anicc2 vata sankhZr2 upp2davayadhammino;
uppajjitv5 nirujjhanti, tesam viipasamo sukho'ti.
Maha'sudassana Sutta, ii, 17; Mahd Pari Nib. VI,
"vayadhamm5 sankh2ra, appamadena sampSdeth8'ti".
ayam tathsgatassa pacchims v5c5.

Basic Conception, p. 70; see also p. 95.
Soul Theovy of the Buddhists, pp. 824-25.

10.

Maha' Pari Nibbdna, VI, 7.
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(duhkha), and they see it in all its intensity and universality.
Phenomenal existence is imperfection and pain. Both again are one
in placing before us the ideal of a state beyond all possibility of pain
and bondage. The Upani~adsspeak of it more positively as a state
of consciousness and bliss (vijfiZnam Znandam brahma) . Buddha
emphasises the negative aspect of it: NirvZna is the annihilation of
sorrow. Both have to speak of the ultimate as devoid of empirical
determinations, as incomparable to anything we know; silence is
their most proper language. They also agree that no empirical means,
organisational device, sacrifice or penance, can bring us to the goal.
Only insight into the nature of the real can avail. For the Upani~ads,
the Ztman is real; only its identification with the body (koSas), the
states or any empirical object, is accidental. By negating the wrong
identification, its unreal limitations, we can know its real nature.
Atman is Brahman; there is no other to it. No fear, aversion or
attachment could afflict it.' To realise the self (ZtmakZma) is to have
all desires satisfied ( Z p t a k k a ) , and thus to transcend all desires
(akiima) .
Buddha reaches this very goal of desirelessness, not by the
universalisation of the I (Stman), but by denying it altogether. For,
only when we consider anything as permanent and pleasant, as a self,
do we get attached to it and are averse to other things that are
opposed to it ; there is then bondage (samsZra). The attii is the rootcause of all passions, and this notion has to be rooted out completely
to attain NirvZna. For the Upanisads, the self is a reality; for the
Buddha it is a primordial wrong notion, not real. The highest
experience, brahmznubhava, the Upanisads take not as the annihilation of the 'I,, but of its particularity and finitude. In fact, we realise
the plenitude of our being there as b h b Z (whole). Buddha was
impressed by the negative aspect of the highest trance-states as
devoid (Siinya) of intellect, consciousness etc. Both reach the same
goal of utter desirelessness, but through different means. The
spiritual genius of Buddha carved out a new path, the negative path.
There are observations in Professor Radhakrishnan's writings
which indicate the dfference between Buddha and the U p a n i ~ d s :
"If there is a difference between the teaching of the U p a n i ~ d sand
Compare the passages: tatra ko mohah kah Soka ekatvam anupdyatah;
yatra sarvam Stmaiv5bhiit; abhayam vai, Janaka, prapto'si, etc.
ath5k5rnayam5no yo1k5mo nigkgma ZiptakakZima atmafirno na tasya
prapa utkramanti brahmaiva san brahmZipyeti (By. Up.IV,iv, 6).
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the Buddha, it is not in their views of the world of experience
(salhszra) but in regard to their conception of reality (nirvHna)."'
The fundamental difference between Buddhism and the Upani~ads
seems to be about the metaphysical reality of an immutable substance,
which is the true self of man as well. . . . It is true that Buddha finds no
centre of reality or principle of permanence in the flux of life and the whirl
of the world, but it does not follow that there is nothing real in the world
at all except the agitation of f o r ~ e s . ~
Is not a fundamental metaphysical diference the source of all other
differences? If Buddhism is "only a restatement of the thought of the
Upani~ads"with a new e m p h a ~ i sit, ~is desirable t o emphasise this
'emphasis,' especially because it is of a fundamentally metaphysical
nature. The Upanisads and Buddhism belong to the same spiritual
genus; they differ as species; and the differentia are the acceptance
or rejection of the Ztman (permanent substance).

Attempts have been made by not an inconsiderable section of
orientalists to discover a primitive Buddhism-the actual teaching
of the master as distinguished from later scholasticism and monkish
elaboration. Some, like Poussin, Beck and others,4 aver that Yoga
and practice of virtues formed the original teaching of Buddha which
scholasticism later on transformed into a soul-denying creed.
Mrs. Rhys Davids' holds, on the strength of a number of textual
citations, that Buddha advocated the existence of soul and carried
on the tradition of the Upanisads. She says:
You may find that genuine Sgkya more in what the Pitakas betray and
have suffered to survive than in what they affirm as chief and fundamental.
Gautama-the Buddha, p. 33.
a I.P. Vol. I, p. 375.
Ibid., 676.
See Stcherbatsky-Buddhist NirvEna, pp. 6 and 23.
I n her later works, Gotama the Man (1928)~Sdkya or Buddhist Ovigins
(1931), A Manual of Buddhism (1932), Outlines of Buddhism (1934) To Become
or not to Become (1937), What was the Original Buddhism (1938), and many of
her older works (Birth of Ind. Psy. and its Development i n Buddhism, 1936
Buddhism, 1934; Milinda Questions etc. which she has re-edited and revised
with the 'gtma-bias' and in reviews and articles in the periodicals (I.H.Q.,
ViSvabhZrati, Hibbert Journal, N.I.A.; J.R.A.S. etc.) too numerous to mention,
Mrs. Rhys Davids elaborates her pet theme with tiresome repetition. She has
gone back completely on her previous interpretation.
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This happened because the pitakas are the work of men removed from the
Founder by centuries, not far short of five centuries when values were
undergoing change."l

Buddha, according to Mrs. Rhys Davids, did not deny the soul or
self outright, but only that the body, the sense-organs etc., were the
self. "The words 'body is not the self', 'mind is not the self', cannot
rationally be said to imply that there is no self or soul or real 'man'.
As soon might I be held to be denying the existence of the captain,
if I said on looking at two sailors, 'you are not the skipper'. Yet this
is just the inference that Buddhism has come to draw from this
monition! This belongs to the after-history."e "But I held that the
man was, though he was not the things he worked with. I only said
he was not these, he was not mind, not body."3 "Thus the positive
word with which I could have helped man was taken from me and
the negative word, which by itself makes my teaching worthless, is
put forward as the most characteristic note in our philo~ophy."~
"Gotama was both teaching and expanding the Immanent cult
of his day.''6 Accepting the Upani$adic ideal of the self as the ultimate
value, Buddha taught how to realise it, how to become that. He
insisted on conduct (sila), works, concentration (samiidhi) and
insight (pafiiiz), and dependence on oneself than on ritual or knowledge. The Siikya religion ,
at its birth, was a new word of a certain 'More' to be recognised in man's
nature and life, he was very real, not a 'being' but as one who becomes that,
as becoming, he is capable at length of consummation as That (Most) the
form which Deity as immanent had assumed in Indian religious teaching
of the day.O

The utter denial of the self as a reality and its replacement by the
Group (skandha) theory is a later but unwarranted accretion.'
Siikya ov Buddhist Origins pp. 5 ; 339.
3 Outlines of Buddhism, p. 46.
Gotama the Man, p. 68.
6 Outlines of Buddhism, p. 2 0 .
Ibid., p. 121.
Siikya, p. 419. "Man as safeguarded by the utterance was that who becomes,
in a way body and mind do not . . . . But the monk-dressed utterance, as we
have it in full, speaks of man not as the More but as the Less, the worse, and of
suffering as held desirable." Ibid, p. 200.
"Those facts taken together seem to show, that in the Five Khandha
doctrine we have an effort in mental analysis not belonging to the birth of the
Sgkyan mission." Buddhist Psychology, p. 201.

'
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Mrs. Rhys Davids calls it "monkish gibberish." She seeks and finds
a primitive Buddhism free from the soulless creed, but with a simple
faith in the immanent Zitman. Her favourite literary method is to
declare Suttas as the Potthapida and even portions of the same Siitta
(e.g. the Simailriaphala) which speak of soullessness as later additions1
She takes out passages out of their context and reads them arbitrarily
as subscribing to her view.
All this raises several issues of considerable importance: exegetical,
historical and philosophical; and a correct appraisal of the issues is vital
for the understanding of the emergence of the Mgdhyamika system.
Yoga and practice of morality are neutral. It is no doubt true that
Buddha and Buddhist schools paid the utmost attention to Sila
(virtues) and samgdhi (concentration of attention) ; they brought to
light deeper and subtler distinctions, and gave us a minute map of the
entire terrain of our inner life. However, there is nothing peculiarly
Buddhistic about this. We have all the ingredients, if not the detailed
prescriptions, of a moral code in the Siksivalli of the Taittiriya
Upanisad and similar texts. Yogo practice was- much older than
Buddhism. Buddha himself was taught Yoga, all our accounts agree,
by two SZnkhya teachers, A@ra KZlBma and Uddaka RBmaputta.
I t is an accepted tenet of all Indian philosophical systems that an
impure and distracted mind is incapable of perceiving the truth.e
All systems enjoin, as a preliminary to ultimate insight, the practice
of virtues and the training of the mind in concentration. Excepting
the materialist and the MimZmsZ, every system accepted Yoga as
part of its spiritual discipline, although its orientation differs in each
system. Buddhism differs in this respect from the other systems only
to the extent that it made a systematic and intense study of these
spiritual aids. But to reduce Buddhism to a technique of mindconcentration or a code of morals is failure to appreciate the individuality of Buddha's genius and his metaphysical insight. I t is failure
to discern that even a way of life implies a view of real it^.^ The socalled 'silence' of Buddha and his aversion to speculative theories
,Buddhist Psychology, pp. 194 ff.
a Cf. sa tasmai mrdita-kaszyiiya tanlasah piiram darkayati bhagavHn
Sanat Iiumiirah-Chii.
U p . VII, 26, 2. tasmai sa vidviin upasannSyQ
samyakPvaSii~lta-cittayaSamiinvitiiya; yengksaram purusam veda satyam
proviica tiim tattvato brahmavidyiim. Mundaka U p . I, ii, 13.
Brahrnacarya is prescribed (e.g. in C'k. U p . lT1JI)as a necessary condition
for receiving the highest kno\\rledge.
This point is dealt with later.
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cannot be adduced as evidence of his not having a philosophy. The
real significance of his silence is discussed in the next chapter.
Mrs. Rhys Davids' contention raises, as already pointed out, three
kinds of issues: exegetical, historical and philosophical. What is the
proper
exegesis to adopt in ascertaining the import of the Buddhist
Canons, which admittedly contain different strata of composition
and belong to periods of time more or less removed from ~autHrnathe
Buddha? They are suggestive rather than systematic, and there are
apparent doctrinal differences. I t will not, however, do to pick up only
those passages that are favourable to our theory and ignore the
rest or call them interpolations and later accretions. For, it is possible
to adduce against one textual citation which affirms the Ztman, ten
or even twenty which deny it with vehemence.
Reliance on isolated texts and those too considered out of their
context, as is done by Mrs. Rhys Davids, is not calculated to lead to
fruitful result. The chronological division of texts into primitive and
later accretion is highly conjectural. Two or several parts of the
Buddhist scriptures may be at variance with each other; but in the
absence of incontestable historical evidence, it is difficult to decide
which text is prior to which other. We have to fall back upon the
philosophical appraisal of the doctrines for deciding the priority of
some texts to that of others. And yet philosophical evaluation of the
Canons is itself made to depend on the division into the original
teaching of Buddha and later scholasticism, thus involving a
circularity in argument. Exception must also be taken to her reading
of some passages which amounts almost to a distortion.'
-

Mrs. Rhys Davids quotes (Buddhism, p. 73; Outlines, p. 5 5 ; Buddhist
Psych. p. 209 and elsewhere) the MahGparinibbGna passage "attadipa
attasarqa" etc. . . . and translates it: "Live as they who have the self for a
lamp, the self for a refuge, as they who have dharma for a lamp, dharma for a
refuge, and none other." This interpretation is not borne out by the context.
There was no doctrinal discussion of the soul or the self. Buddha was telling
Ananda that he had become old, eighty years of age, and that he had taught
all that he knew without reservation (anantaram abghiram karitvg) and that
he did not hold anything up his sleeve like a tight-fisted teacher (gcariyamutthi). Therefore the Order should do well without him. " h a n d a , be a lamp
unto yourself, be a refuge unto yourself; seek not any outside help (ana5fiasarana) in this matter." To treat this passage as inculcating a metaphysical
tenet about the self is not warranted by the context. The Dhammapada text:
"8tm8 hi Btmano nZtha, ko nu ngthah par0 bhavet" (quoted in MgdhyamiLa
works, MKV. pp. 354-5) and similar ones admit of the interpretation that the
empirical reality of the self as a doer and enjoyer of the consequences is accepted.
The MHdhyamika teachers have made commendable efforts to reconcile these
texts.
See infm, Chapter VII, the last portion of the section on the 'Examina-
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Passages must not be counted, but weighed. We must consider the
entire body of texts together and evolve a synthesis, weighing all
considerations. We require a synoptic interpretation of the Buddhist
scriptures. I t is necessary to make a doctrinal analysis of the contents
and assess philosophically their value. Such syntheses of doctrines
and texts have been made from time to time by the Buddhist schools
themse1ves.l We need consider only three such important synthesesone by the VaibhQika and the Sautrzntika, the second by the
Mzdhyamika and the last by the YogZcsra. Each is an attempt to
reconcile all the texts and doctrines from a definite point of view.
In spite of the specific hfferences they exhibit, they have a generic
affinity that is particularly Buddhistic. The Msdhyamika synthesis
of the texts and doctrines is on the distinction of existence into
paramzrt ha (absolute) and samvrti (empirical) and texts into
nitsrtha (primary) and neygrtha (secondary).According to Nzgsrj una,
Buddha has affirmed the existence of the Stman against the materialist,
for there is the continuity of karma and its result, act and its responsibility; he has denied it as against the eternalist who takes it as an
immutable identical essence; he has also said that there is neither
the self nor no-self.2Buddha, like a skilful physician, always graduated
his teaching according to the need and the capacity of the taught.
This is one way of reconciling the differences of texts and doctrines.
It is our contention that traditional explanations must be taken into
account, and proper weight must be given to them. To brush them
aside by condemning them as scholasticism, as later addition etc.,
is not evidence of unbiassed criticism. Buddhist or the other Indian
schools of thought are not scholasticism in the sense that philosophy
is made subservient to theology, as we find in the West during the
middle ages. They may be scholastic in the sense that they pay
attention to minute details and revel in subtlety. This however is
no draw-back.
tion of the Atma doctrine'. Much cannot be built on the use of such terms as
'brahmacariya', 'brahmavihara', 'brahmapada', for they connote purity,
serenity and 'blessed state'; they have lost all implications of a Brahmanor atma-metaphysics.
The Kathivatthu is a sustained attempt, on the side of Theravada, to
interpret all texts from its standpoint by rejecting other opposed interpretations. The appeal there is to the texts for deciding an issue.
atmety api prajiiapitam anatmetyapi dehitam; buddhair n5tmO na
cSnatm2 kahcid ity api dehitam. MK. XVIII 6. See MKV. pp. 354 ff. for the
considered MOdhyamika standpoint on the subject of the Stman.
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Every Indian system has passed through three or four welldefined stages of development. A seer or a great man of insight gives
utterance to his intimate vision of reality; this is the miilamantra, the
original inspiration, which initiates a new path and is the basis of a
new philosophy. The second stage consists in systematising, defining,
the suggestions in aphoristic form (siitra or kTirik2); a philosophical
system gets formulated. There is further elaboration, drawing of
implications, application to details of experience, removing of
discrepancies, etc. A further stage is reached when the systems indulge
in criticism and refutation of other systems to strengthen their own
position. Only the third and fourth stages can be called scholastic,
and this too is not undesirable or value1ess.l
Buddhist systems are the different ways in which the original vision
of Buddha has been sought to be formulated in systematic form.
Nothing is gained by the theory of a soul-affirming primitive
Buddhism followed by a soul-denying scholastic Buddhism. Even if,
per impossible, it were proved that the historical person---Gautama
the Buddha-did teach a soul-doctrine, fundamentally a t variance
with the doctrines we associate with classical Buddhism, we shall
still have to explain Buddhism and to relate it with the Upanigadic
tradition. Freeing Buddha from the charge of preaching the denial
of the Btman may save him from any 'guiltJ. The question is not a
personal one. In attempting t o bridge the difference between the
Upanigads and Buddha, we would have immeasurably increased the
distance between Buddha and Buddhism. We cannot find any
sufficient and compelling motives for the falsification of the original
teaching. Either the monks were too stupid to grasp the master's
basic teaching, or they were so clever that they fabricated and
foisted on him an opposite doctrine. Neither of the alternatives can
be seriously entertained. Why and when precisely the falsification is
supposed to have occurred is not specified.
Prima facie, those systems and schools of thought which owe
allegiance to the founder of this religion have greater claim to represent
and understand Buddhism than the modems who are removed from
him by centuries of time as well as distance of culture and outlook.
The Buddhist schools have had an unbroken tradition of development, and most of the leaders of the schools had received their
Doctrinally, the stages are: suggestive, systematic and scholastic; from
the literary point of view, these may be put down as the canonical, bats or
sfitra and tik2 stag-.
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knowledge from some of the celebrated direct disciples of Buddha,
like S ~ r i ~ u t r MaudgalyZiyana,
a,
KHSyapa, Ananda and others. In
the course of its progress, a great religion develops and emphazises
certain trends and tendencies implicit in the original inspiration of
the founder. In the case of Buddhism too we must accept the law of
evolution that the later phases are potentially contained in the earlier.
The entire development of Buddhist philosophy and religion is
proof of the correctness of our nairiitmya interpretation of Buddhism.
There is no Buddhist school of thought which did not deny the Ztman;
and it is equally true that there is no BrZhmanical or Jaina system
which did not accept the Ztman in some form or other. I t may be
objected that the Ztman the Buddhists deny is the material self
identified with the body or with the particular mental states, and that
such denial does not touch the position of the Sgnkhya or the
VedZnta etc. But Buddhism never accepted the reality of the Ztman,
of a permanent substantial entity impervious to change. The Real,
for Buddhism, is Becoming. And any species of the Zitma-view must
take it as a changeless idential substance. The Buddhist schools
differed among themselves to a great degree; they have, however, one
thing in common-the denial of substance (iitman). It is a mistake to
think that the MahZiyZina schools reversed the denial of soul and
re-affirmed its reality. If anything, they are more thorough in carrying
out the nairZtmya doctrine. They deny not only substance (pudgalanairZtmya), but extend the denial to the Elements too (dharma-nairgtmya) which the HinayZna schools had uncritically accepted as real.
In that great compendium of early Buddhist philosophyAbhidharma KoSa-Vasubandu devotes one whole chapter to the
discussion and refutation of the 5tma-doctrine (pudgala-viniScaya).
It is principally a condemnation of the PudgalZtman-heresy in
Buddhism, the special tenet of the VZtsiputriya schoo1,l which
admitted a sort of quasi-permanent self, neither identical with nor
different from the mental states (skandha). It also refutes the SZmkhya
and VaiSe~ikaconceptions of the Ztman. Vasubandhu observes that
of all teachers Buddha is unique in denying the self.2 Denial of
This forms the first issue t o be discussed in the Katlziivatthu.
a Cf. The stanza of a Stotrakiira referred to by YaSomitra:
sshamkiire manasi na Samam yiiti janmaprabandho,
niihamk5raS calati hrdayiid gtmadystau ca satygm;
anyah Sdstd jagati ca yato ndstz nairEtmya-vddi
nsnyas tasmZd upaSama-vidhes tvan-matsd asti msrgah.

AKV. p. 697.
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substance (Btman) is the foundation of Buddhism down the ages.
Sgntarak~itasays that all heretical philosophers have made their
position untenable by adhering t o the 2tman.l In later scholastic
Buddhism, the denial of the self is fully worked out with all its
implications; its metaphysics, epistemology and spiritual discipline
were brought in full accord with this basic tenet. There was elaboration and deepening of the original teaching of Buddha and not
distortion or falsification.
The Buddhists are not the only ones in taking their phlosophy as
nairztmyavgda. Jaina and BrZihmanical systems invariably
characterise Buddhism as denial of the Btman, substance or soul.
MZdhavPcPrya considers the Buddhist only slightly less objectionable
than the materialist (CgrvBka); in the gradation of systems he makes
in his Sarvadardanasangraha,tBauddha-darkanaimmediately follows
the CPrvZika. For an BtmavZidin nothing could be more pernicious than
the denial of the self. UdayangcBrya very significantly calls his
Refutation of Buddhistic Doctrines ( Bauddha-dhikkrira) At mat attvaviveka (Distinction of the Reality of Self). The acceptance of the
Ztman is what divides the orthodox from the Buddhist systems. The
Jainas agree with this characterisation, and sharply distinguish their
view from the purely modal view of the Buddhist.
The modern exponent may not feel committed to the estimate of
Buddhism by Buddhists and others. But he is required to pause and
explain the unanimity with which Buddhism has been taken as
anPtma-vZda. He is also required to consider the teachings of Buddha
in relation to Buddhist schools of thought which, prima facie, have
the right to be considered as embodying the founder's tenets.
There is another compelling reason for our nairztmya interpretation of Buddhism. If it had subscribed to the gtma-tradition like
the Brghmanical systems, the emergence of the Mzdhyamika
dialectic should prove an enigma. Dialectic is engendered by the
total opposition between two points of view diametrically opposed to
each other. And the required opposition could have been provided
only by the Btma-view of the BrZhmanical systems and the an2tmavada of earlier Buddhism. The Ratna-K@a-Siitra (Kdiyapa Parivarta)'
makes this explicit :
That everything is permanent' is one extreme; 'that everything
is transitory' is another. . . . 'that atman is' (Ztmeti) is one end
TS.p. 867 and p. 866.
11 I

K~~yafiaparivarla,
pp. 86-7.
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(antah); 'that the gtman is not' is another; but the middle between
the stma and nairgtmya views is the Inexpressible. . . . I t is the
reflective review of things (dharmsngm bhiita-pratyavekgii)." This
is the Middle Path (madhyams pratipad) of the Mgdhyamika.

v

SOME OBJECTIONS AGAINST THE NAIRATMYA INTERPRETATION OF
BUDDHISM ANSWERED

I.

It is sometimes suggested that Buddha could not have

propounded the nairMmya doctrine as the India of that period was
not ripe for receiving it; the Zeit-geist was against any radical
departure from the Upani~adictradition. Further, the success that
attended Buddha even during his life-time could not have been
achieved, had he preached the denial of the self.
It is wrong to suggest that the times were philosophically premature
and unprepared to entertain revolutionary doctrines. If anything,
the picture of India that is depicted in the contemporary Jaina and
Buddhist scriptures is one which revelled in philosophic speculations
of a very daring kind. The objection ignores the originality and
genius of Buddha. And if it were accepted, no reform, no change,
should be possible as that would mean going against the established
order.
The criticism further implies that only a particular type of
philosophy or religion deserves to succeed or could succeed. Curiously
enough, this is what might be and is actually said by the votaries of
other systems. If Buddha succeeded, it was because the monks,
following his path, could perceptibly advance towards freedom from
all attachment. This is not to say that that could be achieved only
by this path, but that it is one of the paths open to us.
If there is one lesson more than any other which the history of
philosophy and religion teaches us, it is thls: that differences of outlook are inherent and cannot be ruled out. There will always be
advocates and votaries of particular systems. It would be nearer
the truth to admit that there are some basic types of philosophy and
religion; and some persons evince spiritual affinity to a particular
type rather than to others. The refusal to accept this verdict of history
is nothing short of intellectual myopia; it savours of intolerance. The
issue, in the last analysis, is whether we subscribe to the view that
there is only one way to reality or that it admits of alternative paths. If
the former, the criticism of Buddhism is justified; but nothing could
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justify the criticism itself. One can be positive of one's own way that
it leads to the goal and not that others cannot. That would be a
species of dogmatism.
If alternative paths are admitted, difference in perspectives has to
be admitted, but without a necessary difference in the ultimate goal.
Further, the choice of one particular path to the exclusion of others
is not a matter of logic, but of spiritual temperament and a m a t i o n .
One may succeed better along a particular path than on any other.
Logic comes in after the choice is made; it is the endeavour
consistently to keep to that path and not to stray unwittingly or
otherwise into another. Polemic, ostensibly indulged in to refute the
opponents out of existence, has value as defining and differentiating
one's pattern of reality and mode of spiritual progression from that
of others with which it might possibly be confused. I t need not, however, be feared that we have no means of discriminating the spurious
from the essential spiritual types; for, the spurious dies a natural
death through sheer inanity and lack of following. Corruption and
vested interests can thrive on spurious as well as on genuine systems;
we should be on our guard against this. In the last resort, the criterion
of the genuineness of any spiritual discipline lies in one's personal
intimate experience of the real. This is accepted as the end by all
systems.
2 . It is also suggested that Buddha was a practical man; he
rigorously eschewed all theoretical considerations as vain; as not
conducive to the spiritual life. Support is apparently lent to this by
Buddha's rebuke of Mzlfinkyaputta and Vaccha G0tta.l It is concluded
that Buddha inculcated a way of life, but did not care to enunciate
a view of reality. He addressed himself exclusively to ethics and left
metaphysics severely alone. Votaries of this contention might further
say that it was left to the scholastic phase of Buddhism to spin
metaphysical theories and distort the teachings of the Master. The
Master himself did not preach them, even by implication.
Can we have a way of life which does not imply a view of reality
as well? Is it possible to follow an ideal of conduct which claims
allegiance of the entire man without raising, by implication a t least,
questions about the ultimate value, the nature and destiny of the
individual undertaking the discipline, and his relation to the ideal?
The Mimams~ which is ostensibly concerned with dharmaperformance of the sacrifices and rites-finds that the investigation of
See Majjh. N . Suttas 6 3 and 72.
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dharma involves metaphysical and epistemological issues about the
self, nature of karma etc. I t is committed to a form of Realism.'
Stoicism and Epicureanism which began apparently as ethical schools
have always implied a metaphysic.
The modern political modes of life, e.g. Fascism, Communism etc.,
imply each a distinctive philosophy. They may be materialistic or
otherwise, but they imply a philosophy of existence and value. The
common man may not be conscious of having a philosophy; he has
neither the occasion nor the capacity to formulate a system; nevertheless his conduct implies a world-view. The choice then is not
between having a metaphysic and not having one; but between one
metaphysic and another, between a good one or a bad one. I t is
possible to have speculative systems of philosophy without a t once
having an ethics; but the converse is not possible. If it is impossible
now to have a way of life without a view of reality, it was impossible
for Buddha too not to have had a metaphysic. Western philosophical
systems, with a few exceptions, are speculative in character. Being
mere playthings of imagination, they do not necessarily lead to a
spiritual discipline; they can go with any or no path of life. No Indian
philosophical system is merely speculative. Each is a darSana, an
insight into the real which is a t once a path of perfection and cessation
of pain.
Buddha of the Nikgyas appears to be well-acquainted with all
the philosophical systems and trends of thought current before
and during his time. He rejects them because they are a t variance
with the path of perfection elaborated by him. Does this not
mean that Buddha is alive to the fact that a way of life implies a
met aphysic?
The practice of virtues and concentration of mind are not ends in
themselves. They are meant for giving us insight into the nature of the
real. Buddha inveighs against the mechanical observance of rites and
virtues (Silavrata-parZmar5a). His own discipline would be
indistinguishable from mere Silavrata without the insistence on
prajfiZ (knowledge). And it is this attainment of prajfiH that imparts
karmibhyah phalasambandhah pzralaukyaihalaukike;
sarvam ityzdy ayuktam sygd artha-hiinyzsu buddhisu.
tasm5d dharmarthibhih piirvam pramznair lokasammataih;
arthasya sadasadbhzve yatnah kzryah kriygm prati.
S l o k a V d r t . Nirdlambanavdda, 3-4.
The KdSikd thereon says: sarvo hy ayam mim8ms8-prapaiico biihy8rthZSraya
eva.
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a unity and singleness of purpose to several isolated acts of morality.
Not only this, but it is prajfiZ that perfects the virtues. One
cannot be completely virtuous and freed from pain without insight.
Insight makes spiritual life easy and natural. This is so in every
system. As SureSvarZcZrya says: "To one who has knowledge of
the gtman, non-hatred and other virtues come naturally, without
any effort."'
Indicating the role of prajfig, SZntideva says: "Practice of virtues
and concentration of mind are for the sake of attaining bodhi or
prajfiZ."2 The Astasdhasrikd speaks of prajiiH as the leader of perfections. The other pZramitZs cannot even be pgramitgs (perfections or
excellences) without prajfiZp3ramitH. He who is not convinced of
the hollowness of things (StinyatZ) cannot also practise charity and
other virtues to the utmost limit. He would have his reservations and
hesitations. I t is not possible then to have mere practice of virtue
without implying a metaphysic.
3. By far the most serious objection to the view that Buddha
taught the nairgtmya doctrine (denial of soul or substance) is that it
is contradictory to his other doctrines accepted as basic, namely, the
efficacy of karma, the adoption of spiritual life and the doctrine of
rebirth. Karma without a permanent agent who wills and reaps the
fruit of his action is inconceivable. What is the value of spiritual life
if there is none a t the end of it? Buddha's doctrine would be the
acceptance of pain without any one who feels the pain, a spiritual
discipline without any person who undergoes the discipline and a
final result (nirvsna) without any individual to enjoy it. Such an
absurdity, it might be said, could not have been meant seriously by
Buddha.
Buddha himself was aware of these alleged absurdities. In the
Canons it is especially stated : "There is action, but the agent does not
exist.'j2 In the Sermon of the Beaver of the Burden, it is again stated
that the Five Groups (paiicopHd5na skandhHh) are the burden,
attachment to them is carrying of the burden, detachment from them
utpanniitma-prabodhasya tv advesteviidayo gungh;
ayatnato bhavanty asya na tu siidhanariipinah.
Ndiskarmya Siddhi, IV, 69.
BCA IX,I : imarh parikaram prajfiiirtham munir jagau.
iti hi bhiksavo'sti karma asti karmaphalam;
kiirakas tu nopalabhyate ya im2n skandhiin vijahHti
any%rhSca skandhgn upiidatte, anyatra dharma-sanket2t.
Quoted in BCAP. p. 474; TSP. p. 11. See also Sam. N . I, p. 135.
B
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is laying down of the burden, and the burden-bearer is the empirical
individua1.l
People entertain the fond belief that the rejection of the soulthe permanent substance-vitiates Buddhist metaphysics, and that
the difficulties with which it is faced are insuperable. It is further
believed that the 8tma-metaphysics (substance-view) avoids these
pitfalls and affords a more plausible explanation of things. All this,
however, is evidence of confused thinking. The anatma doctrine is
no more at variance with facts or logic than the Ztma doctrine. How
does the acceptance of the atman-the
unchanging permanent
entity-explain karma, rebirth, memory and personal identity more
plausibly? As the permanent is of one uniform immutable nature, it
cannot have different volitions when different circumstances call for
different actions. I t is neither the worse nor the better for the actions
performed. It is impervious to any reform or progress. Precisely to
avoid this insuperable difficulty did Buddha, taking his stand on the
efficacy of Karma (act) as the sole arbiter of an individual's destiny,
refuse to accept the permanent soul. A changing atman (soul) is a
contradiction in terms. No atma-view has accepted or can accept a
changing self; for, once we accept change of the Ztman, we have no
valid argument to confine this change to definite periods, i.e. it
remains unchanged for an appreciable stretch of time and then
changes. This would mean two different atmans. Nor can we admit
that one part of the atman changes while the other part is permanent.
If the changing part does belong to the Stman as integrally as the
other part, then we would be having a supposedly unitary entity
which has two mutually opposed characteristics. This does violence
to our conception of an entity.
Buddha replaced the soul by the theory of a mind-continuum, by
a series of psychical states rigorously conditioned as to their nature
by the causal law governing them (dharma-sanketa), According to
him this alone provides for progress (change, efficacy) and continuity
(responsibility), as each succeeding state (good or bad) is the result of
the previous state. Thus it avoids the futility of karma which is an
inescapable predicament of the acceptance of the permanent soul on
the one hand and nihilism or materialism which follows from the nonacceptance of continuity on the other. Rebirth does not mean that the
soul bodily, as an identical individual essence, transports itself from
Quoted in AKV. p. 106; BCAP. p. 474; TSP. p. 130. See Sam. N. XXII 2 2
for the P2li text.
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one place to another. I t only means that a new series of states is
generated conditioned by the previous states. Nothing is lost, and the
new birth is a result of the previous. The Silistamba Siitra puts the
matter definitely: "There is no element which migrates from this
world to the other; but there is recognition (realisation) of the fruition
of karma, as there is continuity of causes and conditions. I t is not as
it were that one, dropping out from this world, is born into another,
but there is continuity of causes and con&tions."l When Buddha says
that in a previous birth he was himself Sunetra, a venerable teacher,
as he does in the Saptasfiryodaya Sfitra and in many of the Jdakas,
this only means that the Buddha-series (buddhasantsna) is onethat both Sunetra and Gautama belong to the same continuum.2
The identity of the individual is affirmed by ignoring the differences
(abhedopacEra) and emphasising only the causal connection.
Memory and recognition might be thought to present insuperable
difficulties. "If there is no soul how is it then that detached moments
of consciousness can remember or recognise things which have been
experienced a long time ago." Remembrance, as Vasubandhu in his
Abhidharma KoSaS says, "is a new state of consciousness directed to
the same object, conditioned as it is by the previous states." That
the experience of A is not remembered by B is because the series of
states conventionally designated as A is different from the series
designated as B. This explanation, however ingenious, does not
explain memory fully. Memory or recognition is not merely a revival
of the object of the previous state, but there is the added consciousness that 'I have experienced it before.' A mental state, being strictly
momentary, individual and unitary in content, cannot, on the
Buddhist hypothesis, take cognizance of any other state. Consciousness of change is not change of consciousness; yet this is exactly how
atra na kahcid dharmo1sm8t l o E t paralokam samkramati asti ca
karmaphala-prativijiiaptir hetu-pratyayznzm avaikalyzt. Quoted in MKV.
p. 568; BCAP pp. 481-2.
Cf. also samtznasyaikatvam S r i t y a kart5 bhokteti deiitam. BCA, IX,

73 (P. 471).
a The AKV. (p. 710) has: Sunetro nzma i5steti-SaptasQryodaya SQtre'yam
eva Bhagav5n rsih Sunetro nzma babhfiveti-eka-samt5nat5m darhayatiti
yasm5t Sunetro Buddha-samt5na eva %it. See also MKV. p. 574: yat tarhidam
pathyate SGtre (probably Divya'vada'na, p. 228) "aham eva sa tena kzlena tena
samayena Mgndh5tZ n5ma R5jS cakravarti abhcvam iti." tat katham
veditavyam iti. anyatva-pratisedhaparam tad vacanam, naikatva-pratipzdakam iti vij iieyam.
Soul Theory. pp. 452-3; AKV. pp. 711-2.
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the Buddhist explains change. The identity running through the
different states is a false ascription, an illusion, accordng to them.
The opposite hypothesis of a permanent self does not fare much
better either. How can an unchanging uniform being like the iitman
remember anything at all? Memory is not merely the continuity of
consciousness, but the knowing of an object as having been
experienced in the past and relating it with the present experience.
An unchanging uniform iitman might have existed in the past, but
as it does not lapse, it cannot know anything as past. The devices to
which the SZnkhya and the Vediinta resort for explaining this
difficulty are well-known. They differentiate the function of the
Ztman as mere unchanging awareness (svariipajfiZna) from the function of the changing mind (buddhivytti) which alone knows,
remembers etc. As Ztman and buddhi would then fall asunder and
would not make for any coherent experience, both Siinkhya and
Vediinta further assume a false identification (adhygsa) between the
two, by virtue of which what is true of the one is mistakenly ascribed
to the 0ther.l The NyZya is oblivious to the difficulty. I t posits a
non-conscious substance (iitman),and conceives the states as produced
in it through the co-operation of the inner sense (manas). How the
states like knowledge, pain, pleasure etc., which are transitory, can
belong to the unchanging Ztman is nowhere explained. The difficulty
is not solved by simply asserting that the qualities are produced in
the Ztman from time to time. What prevents two states from being
two different things altogether? In the Sankhya and NyZya, both the
changing and the unchanging substances are considered equally real;
there is no evaluation whether the changing is real or the unchanging.
Vedanta (Advaita) accepts the unchanging alone as real and rejects
the other as unreal. The Buddhists do the opposite.
The difficulty is not confined to memory and moral responsibility
alone. Even in such rudimentary experiences as sensation or feeling
and in higher forms of experience, such as judgment and inference,
synthesis and interpretation are involved. The given data have to be
classified, compared, related, apperceived and synthesised into a
unity; and yet the distinction has to be maintained.
The problem of knowledge is part of the larger problem, namely,
the nature of existence. Our interpretation of experience will be of a
piece with our interpretation of the real. In every aspect of things we
find two opposite standpoints. In causation, we may emphasise the
Cf. The Sa'vitkhya KZrikH,

20.
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emergence of the effect as something new and different, or we may
emphasise its necessary connect ion and continuity. In any presented
object, we may attend to the particular and the changing, or to the
universal and the abiding feature. The latter may be termed the static or
space-view of things, and the former the dynamic or the time-pattern.
On the first, change and difference may be taken as appearance; on the
second, the permanent and the universal. One emphasises unity, the
other difference. What is real for one is appearance for the other, and
vice versa. Whatevef be the nature of our bias, we have to work out
a systematic explanation of t hings--obj ects and our knowledge of
them-in terms of our view. The Buddhist schools and the Brahmanical
systems in the course of theirzdevelopment did eventually come to
formulate a coherent metaphysic and epistemology in consonance
with their respective standpoints. I t is not contended that Buddha
himself formulated this doctrine of an2tma in the systematic form
with all its implications fully drawn. I t is, however, suggested that he
gave the inspiration and the impetus to the nairgtmya view which
came to be formulated in such sharp contrast to the 2tma view. That
there are difficulties on either conception of reality, on any conceptual
pattern, no one realised perhaps more strongly than Buddha. He was
thus led to discredit all attempts a t conceiving reality, and in
consequence, to reject all speculative metaphysics. This is the sole
meaning of his silence. To this conclusion too he would have been led,
because two or more opposed points of view were tried and found
unsatisfactory. If the gtma-tradition alone had held the field, Buddha
could not have come to his characteristic 'no-metaphysics' position.
The systematic form of this 'silence' is the Msdhyamika system.
This system could arise only after the two traditions had developed
sufficientlyto enable their conflict to be appreciated in all its intensity
and universality. That alone could engender the dialectical
~onsciousness.

CHAPTER T W O

T H E 'SILENCE' OF T H E B U D D H A A N D
T H E BEGINNINGS OF T H E DIALECTIC
JDDHA declared certain questions of a distinctly metaphysical character to be unanswerable. For a correct
understanding of the Miidhyamika system it is necessary
that the 'silence' of Buddha should be properly appraised.
It is our contention that the Miidhyamika dialectic is anticipated in
essentials by Buddha. The Miidhyamikas have but systematically
formulated his suggestions and drawn out their implications
fully.1
The Inexpressibles (avyiikata, Skt. avy8kytavastiini) occur in very
many dialogue^.^ They are invariably enumerated as fourteen and
practically in the same order.
I

SOME INTERPRETATIONS

Several interpretations of the avygkyta have been offered by
oriental scholars. I t has been suggested that Buddha was innocent
of metaphysics or was not interested in it, as he was eminently a
practical man with a severely practical aim. The locus classicus of
this view is the CGla M i l u n k y a Sutta3 wherein Buddha likens the
metaphysician to that foolish man wounded by an arrow who, before
being attended to, would like to know what sort of arrow struck him,
This is evident from the whole tenor of the MZdhyamika system, especially
from its reasoned opposition to all kinds of dysti-speculative theories. See the
last Chapter (XXVII entitled Dysti-Pariksd) of the Mddhyamika-KdrikBs
and also pp. 446 ff., 536 ff. MKV; ASP, pp. 269 ff.
a Reference to the avyzkata: Majjh. N. I, pp. 426-32 (Sutta 63); pp. 483 ff.
(Sutta 72); Sam. N. 111, pp. 257 ff. (Vacchagotta Samyuttam); Sam. N.IV,
pp. 374-403 (Avyiikata Samyuttam). Particular problems: (Mahdniddna,
Brahrna JGla Sutta (D.N.) Mahdli Sutta (D.N.) . . . Po.t.tAapdda Sutta (D.N.),
Mahdnid~naSutta (D.N.) Maj. N. I1 pp. 228-38. Sam. N. 111, pp. 213-24
(Ditfhisamyutta). Milinda Pafiho, pp. 144 ff. A bhidharma KoSabhci;ya,
Appendix (Pudgala-vinikcaya). MK, XXVII, and also X X I I and XXV;
ASP, pp. 269 ff. Mahdvyutpatti, p. 64 ($206);Dharmasangraha, p. 67.
Majjh. N. I, 426 ff. ( A . N . IV, 67 ff.)
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whence it came, who aimed it etc. The wounded man would have
died before he got satisfactory answers to his questions. The moral
drawn is that metaphysical enquiries are unnecessary and can even
prove harmful to spiritual life. It is contended by some others1 that
Buddha was an agnostic, though his agnosticism was not a cogently
reasoned one, and that this alone fits in with his system and moral
discipline. Oldenberg suggests that the questions ought not to be
answered and even that they could not be answered. A negative
answer or the annihilationist interpretation is also given by the
same scholar: "Through the shirking of the questions as to the existence or non-existence of the ego is heard the answer to which the
premises of the Buddhist teaching tended: the ego is not, or what is
equivalent to it-the NirvZna is annihilation.'
These three principal interpretations-the practical, the agnostic
and the negative-are stated here as specimens of the incorrect
reading of Buddhism. These and similar interpretations do not accord
with the teaching of Buddha and the doctrines of the Buddhist
schools. We cannot have a way of life which does not imply a
philo~ophy,~
an ultimate appraisal of reality. The human mind cannot
for long be in a state of suspense and postponement. As regards the
annihilationist interpretation, Dr. E. J. Thomas very pertinently
observes :
I2

I t is certain, however, that that is a conclusion which the Buddhists
never drew. In this very sutta, annihilation is rejected. I t is not really to
the point to say that Buddhist premises tended to this conclusion. The
only real question is what conclusion did the Buddhists draw and what for
them was the logical answer. They could not consider it (NirvZna) as
bhgva, for it is not what is cognised by the senses, nor as non-existence.
Cf. "It is quite legitimate to hold that the Buddha was a genuine agnostic,
that he had studied the various systems of ideas prevalent in his day without
deriving any greater satisfaction from them than any of us to-day do from the
study of modem systems, and that he had no reasoned or other conviction on
the matter. From the general poverty of philosophical constructive power
exhibited by such parts of the systems as appear essentially Buddha's, one is
inclined to prefer this explanation." Keith: Buddhist Philosophy, p. 63. "This
leads clearly to the conclusion that agnosticism in these matters is not based
on any reasoned conviction of the limits of knowledge; it rests on the two-fold
ground that the Buddha has not himself a clear conclusion on the truth on these
issues, but is convinced that disputation on them will not lead to the frame of
mind which is essential for the attainment of NirvBna." ibid. p. 45.
a As quoted by E. J. Thomas in his History of Buddhist Thought, p. 127.
a This issue has been discussed in a previous Section.
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The Buddhists had reached the conception of a state of which neither
existence nor non-existence could be asserted. "l
A fairly cogent solution of the problem is possible if all the passages,
where the questions are discussed in the Buddhist records, are
considered together with the characteristic interpretations of the
Buddhist schools themselves. We may then critically assess the value
of these considerations.
AVYAKRTA
All our authorities agree in enumerating the avygkrta as fourteen.
Actually, there are four sets of questions, three of which have four
alternatives each, and the last one concerning the soul (jiva) has only
two. One does not however see why the last question too could not
be logically formulated in the fourfold way like the others. The
questions are:2
I1

T H E ANTINOMICAL CHARACTER O F T H E

Whether the world is eternal, or not, or both, or neither;3
Whether the world is finite (in space), or infinite, or both, or neither;3
(3) Whether the TathZgata exists after death, or does not, or both, or
neither;
(4) Is the soul identical with the body or different from it?
(I)
(2)

In the composition of the alternatives, there is a positive thesis which
is opposed by a negative counter-thesis; these two basic alternatives
are conjunctively affirmed t o form the third alternative, and
disjunctively denied t o form the fourth. The similarity of the
avygkyta t o the celebrated antinomies of Kant and the catuskoti of
the MZidhyamikas cannot fail to strike us. No insistence need be made
on the order or the number of these questions. Importance, however,
attaches to their nature and the form of stating them. The first two
questions concerning the world-the one with regard t o its origination
and duration, and the other about its extent-are the two main
History of Buddhist Thought, p. 128.
' MKV. p. 446.
The first alternative is usually interpreted as referring to the beginning of
the world and the second to its end-both with regard t o its temporal limitation or otherwise. see MKV, p. 536: antavgn loko nfintavan , . . eta6 catasro
dystayo parantam samfikritya pravyttah. SgSvato loko' 6fiSvato lokah . . .
ityet56 catasro dystayah piirvantam sam26ritya pravarttante." But it appears
more significant to hold that one question refers to the eternity or othenvise
of the world and the other to its infinity or limitation in space.
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cosmological problems. Human reason seeks to understand the
ultimate unconditioned ground of objects. I t seeks to find a transcendent substance like the Prakfli of the SBnkhya, the primordial
ground of phenomena, an infinite all-pervasive cause capable of
producing all things. The aim in the cosmological speculations
(Rational Cosmology) is to reach the unconditioned ground of
empirical objects by means of a regressive chain of reasoning
(i.e. arguing from effect to cause) stretched illegitimately, as Kant
points out, beyond the possibility of experience. We wdl not get the
correct orientation to this and other questions, if we understood the
alternatives (4ZSvatoJyamlokah etc.) as referring to the permanence
and impermanence of the empirical world. For, the Eternalist does
not and cannot deny empirical change. What he does affirm is that
there is an eternal transcendent ground of these changing phenomena.
The anti-thesis just denies the existence of this transcendent ground.
Buddha must have had before him the SZnkhya conception of
Prakrti for the thesis and the materialist denial of the non-empirical
for the anti-thesis.
The last question is about the self or the soul (jiva).The thesis seeks
to reach the ultimate (non-empirical) unity of the subjective states
in an independent entity. If the self were distinct from the body and
the states (anyo jivo'nyac chariram) it follows that it enjoys an
unrelated, unconditioned existence apart from the body and the
mental states. Its separate reality as consciousness (idealism in a
broad sense), its simplicity as pure awareness, its immortality as not
being composite and its freedom follow as natural consequences. The
question is not about the empirical individual who is perceptibly
subject to the vicissitudes of birth and death, but about the ultimate
essence and separate existence of the soul as a transcendent entity.l
Such a conception of the soul was advocated in the SBnkhya doctrine
of purusa. Buddha might have had this in view as illustrative of the
thesis. The antithesis (sa jivas tac chariram) denies every one of the
above implications of the thesis by identifying the soul with the body
Th,e Brahma JiZla Sutta (D.N. I, p. 34) says: "In this case some recluse or
Brahman is addicted to logic and reasoning. He gives utterance to the following
conclusion of his own, beaten out by his arguments and based on his sophistq.
The self which is connected with the eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin is
impermanent, not perduring, liable to change. But that self or soul which is
called consciousness or mind or intelligence is permanent, stable, perduring,
not liable to change or it will remain for ever and ever," (Rhys Davids's
Translation).
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(upLdZna in general). This is the materialist view of Ajita
KeSakambalin and others.
The question regarding the Tathzgata is in fact about the ultimate
ground of both the soul and objects1-about the unconditioned in
general. The Tathsgata as the Perfect Man (uttama puriso parama
puriso. Sam. N IV, p. 380) is the ultimate essence of the universe.
His position is analogous to that of God of Rational Theology
(ens realissimum). The thesis accepts the absolute existence of the
Tathiigata free from his empirical adjuncts. The phrase param
maraniit-really means existence apart from relation to phenomena.
The antithesis denies the existence of any such reality. The implication of this would be the confining of the real to be empirical-the
sense-experience. This amounts to Positivism and Nihilism.
The questions are threefold, as our interests are mainly concerning
the object, the knowing subject and the unity of both. There may,
however, be many secondary questions and even questions about
the other aspects of these three.

The formulation of the problems in the thesis-antithesis form is
itself evidence of the awareness of the conflict in Reason. That the
conflict is not on the empirical level and so not capable of being
settled by appeal to facts is realised by Buddha when he declares
them insoluble. Reason involves itself in deep and interminable
conflict when it tries to go beyond phenomena to seek their ultimate
ground. Speculative metaphysics provokes not only difference but
also opposition; if one theorist says 'yes' to a question, the other says
'no' to the same. We know from the dialogues that Buddha was
acquainted with the different speculations, especially of the six
tithiyas (heretics). The opening dialogue of the Digha Nikiya (the
Brahmajila Sutta) indicates the standpoint of Buddha. He
characterises all speculations as ditthi-viida (dogmatism) and
consistently refuses to be drawn into the net (jsla). He is conscious
of the interminable nature of the conflict, and resolves it by rising to
the higher standpoint of criticism. Dialectic was born. To Buddha,
then, belongs the honour of having discovered the dialectic long
In the order of statement of the avyzkyta, this stands midway between the
cosmic and the psychological speculations. The ~ a t h g ~ a t a ' not
i s merely man
but a cosmic principle as well. Hence, he could be the synthesis or union of
both. But too much cannot be built on the order of the avygkyta.
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before anything approximating to it was formulated in the West. We
that Buddha reached a very high level of philosophic
consciousness, and he did give an answer to the problem-the only
answer possible for a critic of experience. Had he resiled from this
position and given a 'yes' or a 'no' answer, he would have been
guilty of that very dogmatism (ditthi) which he so consistently
condemned in others. On the opposition of the eternalist and
nihilist views (SBSvatavBda and uccheda-v5da) , Buddha erected
another and more fundamental opposition-that between dogmatism
(both 585vata and ucchedavgdas are species of dogmatism) and
criticism which is the analytic or reflective awareness of them as
dogmatic theories. Criticism is deliverance of the human mind from
all entanglements and passions. It is freedom itself. This is the true
Mgdhyamika standpoint. We shall enforce this contention by citations from texts and by arguments. Before we do so, we might
profitably consider the Abhidharmika (VaibhQika-Sautrgntika)
interpretation of the avygkyta.
ABHIDHARMIKA INTERPRETATION OF TH.E AVYAK,RTA
The Abhidharmika system is a semi-critical school. It rejected the
unchanging identical soul (gtman), declaring it to be a name having
conventional meaning in the context of the empirical. It, however,
constructed a system of speculative metaphysics-a
theory of
Elements (dharmas), based on an imperfect understanding of the
utterances of Buddha about the skandha, dhgtu and gyatana.
Vasubandhu discusses the avygkyta principally with regard to the
soul in the concluding portion of his Abhidharma Ko.4a.l Coming from
an Zcgrya (teacher), one of the greatest of all times, his interpretation
bears the impress of a master-mind. Himself a Sautrgntika, he has
summed up the Vaibhs~ikaview. I t represents the highest level
to which the earlier Buddhism could attain.
Questions are of four kinds: those that can be answered directly,
multiple questions that require analysis before answer, those that
are answered by counter-question and lastly those that cannot be
answered at all (sthgpaniya). The Abhidharma KoSa enumerates and
IV

'

THE

The Appendix (Parihi~ta)to the VIII Chapter (A$ama KokasthBna)
entitled an Examination of the Soul Theovy (Pudgala-Vinihcaya). See AKV.
PP. 697 ff. This has been translated by Stcherbatsky with his usual thoroughness
and understanding in the Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences, USSR, 1919,
PP. 823 ff. & 932 ff.
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explains these.' The fourteen avyLkrta belong to the last classsthzpaniya. The Milinda Pailha2 also holds the same view with
regard to the avyakrta.
The Vgtsiputriya heresy of a quasi-eternal soul (pudgaliitman)
that cannot be defined as either identical with the states (skandhas)
or different from them is the target of Vasubandhu's criticism. His
own interpretation emerges through this polemic against the

he existence of

the soul as something identical with or different
from the body is denied. The Vgtsiputriya asks:
-

If the individual represents exactly the elements he is composed of and
nothing else, why then did the Lord decline to decide the question, whether
the living being is identical with the body or not .3
Vasubandhu-Because he took into consideration the intention of the
questioner. The latter asked about the existence of the soul as a real living
unit, controlling our actions from within. But as such a Soul is absolutely
non-existing, how could Buddha have decided whether it did or did not
differ from the body. Fancy someone asking: 'are the hair of the tortoise
hard or smooth?' This question has already been analysed by quite
ancient teacher^.^
Vgtsiputriya-And why did not the Lord declare that it does not exist
a t aU?5
Vasubandhu-Because
he took into consideration the questioner's
state of mind. The latter could have understood that the living being
(jiva) is the same as the continuity of elements of a life (and that this
continuity) is also denied. He thus would have fallen into a wrong doctrine,
(the Doctrine of Nihilism).
Vgtsiputriya-Why then did not Buddha declare that the 'living being'
is a conventional name for a set of constantly changing elements?
Vasubandhu-Because his interlocutor was not capable of grasping the
theory of elements. . . . This (method of teaching in conformity with the
mental capacity of the taught) can be clearly seen in the express words
of Buddha to Ananda, when he had answered by silence Vatsagotra and
the latter had departed. . . . This point has been explained by Kurn~ralgbha
thus: 'The Buddha was pleased to construct his doctrine concerning the
AK. V, 2 2 ; AKV. pp. 465-7.
a Milinda. pp. 147-8.
kasmgd bhagavatS sa jivas tacchariram anyo veti na vy2-m
iti. ayam
e ~ B mabhiprgyah, yadi skandhe~upudgalopacarah kasmac chariram eva jiva
iti noktam iti. AKV. p. 708. The passages cited here are from Stcherbatsky's
translation of the Soul Theory. pp. 846 ff.
piirvakair eveti-Sthavira Nggasensdibhih. AKV. p. 708.
"tara Sha-yadi ngvaktavyah kasmSn nokto ndsli eveti AKV. p. 708.
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elements of existence (with the greatest caution) like a tigress who holds
her young by her teeth, (her grasp is not too tight in order not to hurt
him; nor is it too loose in order not to let him fall). Buddha saw the wounds
produced by the sharp teeth of the dogmatic (belief in eternity) on the
one hand and by the downfall of (every responsibility for one's) actions on
the other. If humanity accepted the idea of an existing soul, it lay down
wounded by the sharp weapon of dogmatism. But if it did cease to believe
in the existence of a conditioned self, then the tender child of its moral
merit would perish!l The same author goes on and says: 'Since the living
being does not exist, the Lord did not declare that it is different from the
body. Nor did he declare that it did not exist, fearing that it could be
understood as a denial of the empirical self.'
Vgtsiputriya-"And why did Buddha not settle the questions about the
Eternity of the world etc.?"
Vasubandhu-"For
the same reason! He took into consideration the
intention of the questioner. First of all the latter would have meant the
(Universal) Soul to be the world. But then as for Buddha no (such) soul
did altogether exist, every answer such as: it is eternal, it is not eternal, it
is partly eternal and partly non-eternal . . . would have been out of place.
If again the questioner would have meant under the Universe the appearing
and disappearing of all (its elements), every answer would have been out
of place. . . . Ifleternal, there is no hope of final release; if non-eternal, the
world-process would break of its own accord.
For the same reason, Buddha did not solve the four questions regarding
the end of the Universe."
V5tsiputriya-"And
why was the question about the existence of a
Buddha after death refused an answer?"
Vasubandhu-"A simple answer was not possible, taking into consideration the intention of the questioner. The latter in asking his question was
surmising that the term Buddha denoted the (absolute) soul liberated from
all bonds of transient existence. Since the existence of such a soul was not
admitted, it was impossible to answer whether it did or did not exist after
the death of the body."2
The realist solution of the a v y s k ~ t aamounts to this t h a t Buddha
himself advocated a view of the soul, of the world of things etc. The
view is that the soul is but a name for the states; there is nothing
l h a catreti, bhadanta KumZralBbhah! d&i-damsP8vabhedam ca bhramham cZveksya karmanlm ; dekayanti j in& dharmam vyZghripolSpahlravat.
AKV. p. 708, also quoted in TSP. p. 129.
yathZ vyZghri natinisthurena danta-grahanena svapotam apaharati, nayati,
masya damstrays kariram k ~ a t a mbhiid iti, nZpy atikithilena dantagrahanena
tam apaharati, m5sya bhramsap8t01smin visaye bhiid iti. AKV. p. 708.
Stcherbatsk~:Soul Theory pp. 846-849.
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unitary or identical corresponding to the name. But all our accounts
are unanimous in declaring that the Tathggata characterised all
views as things of dogmatic speculation (ditthigatiinimzni) and did
not entertain any view himself. Secondly, the Abhidharmika solution
reduces a conflict of reason to a difficulty of verbal formulationone that would give least offence to the weak-minded. The interpretation is, however, valuable as paving the way for the MLdhyamika
standpoint which is the real heart of Buddhism.
V

THE REAL I S TRANSCENDENT TO THOUGHT

All the passages should be considered together to have a complete
picture. Vacchagot ta-the
wandering ascetic-is
the principal
interlocutor who persistently asks the Tathagata or his distinguished
disciples the reason, the justification, why the Lord does not answer
the questions definitely while the other philosophers do so. This is
evidence of the fact that Vacchagotta has become aware of the
difference between Buddha and other philosophers; he is as yet not
aware of the ground of distinction.' The Lord or his disciples supply
the ground of distinction.
The questions are about the Unconditioned. Buddha is alive,
unlike other philosophers, to the insuperable difficulties (idinavam
sampassamtino) in conceiving the Transcendent in terms of the
empirical. That form by which the Tathiigata is usually known is
no longer present; He is free from measure and form (riipa-sankh5vimutto); he is deep and unfathomable like the ocean. To say with
regard to the ocean that it begins here or that it does not, etc., would
be a piece of irrelevance. Likewise, the Tathggata, as the totality of
things, is beyond predi~ation.~
Khemii Theri gives almost an identical
reply to King Pasenadi; and this is later on confirmed by the Lord.
The TathLgata cannot be identified with the material and mental
forms, nor can he be characterised by the absence of these. The utter
inability to relate and characterise the Unconditioned in terms of the
phenomenal is the reason why the questions about the Tath3gata
Sam. N.IV, pp. 392-3 & 396.
a mahayye samuddo gambhiro appameyyo duppariyogiihoti. evam eva kho,
mahZrZja, yena riipena tathagatam paiifiapzyamiino paiifiapeyya, tarh
riipam tathggatassa pahinam ucchinna-miilam talzvatthukatam anabhiivakatani iiyatim annuppiidakatam. rfipasarikhgya-vimmutto kho, mahZr5ja1
tathagat0 gambhiro appameyyo duppariyoggho . . . etc., same with regard
to vedan8, safifiiietc. Sam. N. IV, pp. 376 ff. Maj. N. I, pp. 487-8 (Sutta 72).
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and others cannot be answered outright . Dogmatists invariably
confound the Transcendent with the empirical. They take the riipa,
vedanP, vijiigna etc. t o be the self. The Tathggata, on the other hand,
does not take these t o be the self, nor the self to have the riipa, nor
the riipa in the self, nor the self in the riipa. Deeply conscious of the
empirical nature of these categories, the Tathsgata does not indulge
in such unwarranted extensions; he does not spin speculative theories.'
He has realised that the Real is transcendent t o thought.
Buddha tells Ananda, when Vacchagotta had been answered by
'silence' and had departed, the reason for his attitude.
If, h a n d a , when asked by the Wanderer: 'Is there a self?' I had replied
to him: 'There is a self'. then, Ananda, that would be siding with the recluses
and Brahmins who are eternalists. But if, h a n d a , when asked 'Is there not
a self?' I had replied that it does not exist, that. Ananda, would be siding
with those recluses and Brahmins who are annihilationists. Again, Ananda.
when asked by the Wanderer: 'Is there a self?' had I replied that there is,
would my reply be in accordance with the knowledge that all things are
impermanent? "Surely not, Lord." Again, Ananda, when asked
Vacchagotta the Wanderer: 'Is there not a self?' had I replied that there
is not, it would have been more bewilderment for the bewildered Vacchagotta. For he would have said: Formerly, indeed I had a self, but now I
have not one any more.2

If he had answered the questions, yes, or no, i.e. accepted one of the
alternatives propounded, he would have been guilty of that very
dogmatism (ditthi) which he had so vehemently condemned in others.
Consistent with his attitude of a critic of experience, as one rising
beyond the relativity which infects every phenomenon, he could not
have given any other answer. All the speculations are dogmatic,
mere theories. Vacchagotta asks: "But has Gotama any theory of
his own?" The Lord answers:
The TathBgata, 0 Vaccha, is free from all theories. But this, Vaccha, does
the TathPgata know-the nature of form, and how form arises and how
form perishes. . . . Therefore the TathZgata has attained deliverance and
is free from attachment, inasmuch as all imaginings, or agitations, or false
notions, concerning an Ego or anything pertaining to an Ego, have perished, have faded away, have ceased, have been given up and relinquished.=
Sam. N . IV pp. 395-7.
Sam. N . pp. 400-1 (Kindred Sayings. IV, p. 282. Trans. b y Woodward).
a Majj. N . I, p. 486 (Dis. 7 2 ) Trans. b y Warren-Buddhism in Translations:
p. 125.
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Instead of the usual opposition between SGvata-vHda and ucchedavgda, affirmation and negation, Buddha substituted the more
fundamental one between dogmatism and criticism. This is his middle
position (madhyamH pratipad), which is not a position in the sense
of a third position lying midway between the two extremes, but a
no-position that supersedes them both. I t is thus on a higher plane.
Why do not the other philosophers rise up to this critical plane,
or how could Buddha reach this? Again, the Lord or h s disciples,
SZiriputta and Moggalana, provide the answer. The Lord tells Vacchagotta that ignorance of riipa, vedana etc., how they arise, how they
cease, and of the path leading to their cessation is the cause of
dogmatism. To another questioner, Mah2kotthika, SZriputta gives
.~
of the truth with regard to riipa etc. is
the same a n ~ w e rIgnorance
'due to attachment to riipa and being addicted to e x i ~ t e n c e . ~
Buddha, unlike the dogmatists, knows what riipa and other
skandhas are; he perceives their origin, their nature as pain and the
way to suppress them. He does not theorise about them. Others
weave theories regarding these, but do not know their inner constitution. And to know this is to be free from the delusion of the 'I' and
the 'mine.' The contrast implied is between the dogmatic use of
riipa etc. and the analytic awareness of them, between theory and the
critical consciousness of it. To become aware of a theory (ditthi) as
such is not to propound another theory, but to be self-conscious of
it; and thereby to resolve it. This is freedoms4
When do we know riipa as riipa, a theory as theory? Not when we
are using it implicitly, putting all our trust in it, enamoured of its
externals, but only when we realise its shortcomings. As long as a
mechanism is working smoothly, we have no occasion to know its
constitution. Interested as we are in its working, we do not take it to
pieces. When we use Reason in the dogmatic speculative way to
construct theories, we are not aware of its nature, how it works. As
Reason becomes involved in antinomies, we grow critical and try to
understand the structure of Reason itself. The two may thus be
Sam. N. 111, pp. 258 ff.
Sam. N . IV pp. 386-7.
rfipe kho Zvuso avigata-rzgassa avigatachandassa avigatapemassa
avigatapipZsassa avigataparilZhassa avigatatanhassa, hoti tathagato param
maranZ ti pissa hoti Sam. N. IV p. 387.
kiii ca bhikkhave jgnato kim passato asavznam khayo hoti. iti riipam iti
rfipassa samudayo iti riipassa atthagamo, iti vedanZ . . . evam kho bhikkhave
jgnato evam passato iisavZnam khayo hoti. Sam. Nik.I11 pp. 152-3.
a
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equated; to know what a theory (d~$ti)
is, is to know it as false. The
very futility of the attempts of Reason to reach the Unconditioned
shows it up as a subjective device.
Buddha condemns theories in his characteristic way:
To hold that the world is eternal or to hold that it is not, or to agree to
any other of the propositions you adduce, Vaccha, is the jungle of theorising, the wilderness of theorising, the tangle of theorising, the bondage and
the shackles of theorising, attended by ill, distress, perturbation and fever;
it conduces not to detachment, passionlessness, tranquility, peace, to
knowledge and wisdom of Nirvgna. This is the danger I perceive in these
views which makes me discard them aU.l
This contention also necessarily implies that the criticism of views
is not itself a view.

Buddha's silence, then, cannot be construed as agnostici~m;~
for
this is an attitude of doubt and despair; but Buddha's answer is
decisive. I t is not also true that Buddha's attitude was just a suspension of judgment and that he was awaiting a more favourable
opportunity to publish the truth. He tells us expressly that he has
taught the truth without reservation and without any distinction of
the exoteric and the esoteric; he had not kept back anything like a
. ~ is it ignorance of metaphysics. He was not
tight-fisted t e a ~ h e rNor
only conversant with philosophical speculations of the time, but was
himself a metaphysician of no mean order. By his penetrative analysis
he had reached a position which transcended and annulled the dogmatic procedure of Reason. His rejection of speculative metaphysics
was deliberate and sustained. Criticism itself is philosophy for him.
His position was not Nihilism even in an implicit form. Neither
Buddha nor any Buddhistic system ever took this to be so. Buddha
avers in the most explicit terms the existence of NirvZna as the
implication of his doctrine and the spiritual discipline. Numerous are
the passages in which Nirvana is spoken of in positive terms as a
reality beyond all suffering and change, as unfading, still, undecaying,
Majjh. N . p. 485-6 (Trans. by Chalmers, slightly modified).
Buddha sharply distinguishes his position from the afifi5navZda of
Saiijaya-the Agnostic (vikatthavzdin). See Bvahmajdlasutta and SrSmaCCaPhala Szstta etc.
MahiZpavinibba'?za Sutta, ii, 2 5 .
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taintless, as peace, blissful. It is an island, the shelter, the refuge and
the goal.1 In a celebrated Uddna passagea Buddha says: "There is a
not-born, a not-become, a not-created, a not-formed. If there were
not this not-born, this not-become . . . there would not be the escape,
the way out of this bondage (samssra). . . .
Buddha did not doubt the reality of NirvHna (Absolute); only he
would not allow us to characterise and clothe it in empirical terms as
being, non-being e t ~His
. ~silence can only be interpreted as meaning
the consciousness of the indescribable nature of the Unconditioned
Reality. Professor Radhakrishnan unerringly indicates the nature of
Buddha's silence in his works thus:
J1

If the Buddha declined to define the nature of the Absolute or if he
contented himself with negative definitions, it is only to indicate that
absolute being is above all determinations.* Why, then, did Buddha not
admit in express terms the reality of the absolute. Buddha refused to
describe the absolute, for that would be to take a step out of the world
of relativity, the legitimacy of which he was the first to contest in others,
The absolute is not a matter of empirical observation. The world of
experience does not reveal the absolute anywhere within its li~nits.~

A close parallel, as is pointed out by many scholars, is the
Upani~adicway of defining Brahman as 'neti' 'neti', as what cannot
be grasped by speech, thought or senses. Brahman is nirdharmaka
(asthfilam, ananu etc.) , devoid of determinations. Far from being
unreal on this account, it is the sole reality, the soul of the universe.
While the indescribability of the absolute is common to the
Upani~adsand Buddha, a difference in their approach must be
admitted. The Upanisadic seers do not concern themselves with the
different philosophical standpoints and views of the real. Being
pioneers in the field, they had not before them many, right or wrong,
views to criticise and to condemn. They appear to start with an
intuitive or extra-philosophical knowledge of Brahman and then lead
the disciple to that knowledge through arguments and analogies.
They are not aware, except in a vague form, of the conflict in Reason.
Theirs is not a dialectical approach. Buddha on the other hand is
more rational in his procedure. He starts with the total and interminable conflict in Reason as exemplified in the several speculative
a
3
4

Sam. N . IV p. 369 ff.
Ud6na p p . 80-81. c f . Jtivutl~kap. 37 (543) and p. 6 1 .
Cf. Ud6na p. 80 (VIIi. I ) .
Gautama the Buddha, p. 59.
6 I . P. Vol. I pp. 682-3.
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systems of his time. The untenability of each view, of all views,
condemns them as mere subjective devices. The rejection of theories
(ditthi) is itself the means by which Buddha is led to the nonconceptual knowledge of the absolute, and not vice versa. I t is no
accident then that Buddha concerns himself with an analysis of the
various theories of reality and rejects them all. Buddha ascends
from the conflict of Reason to the inexpressibility of the absolute.
The consciousness of the Conflict in Reason and the attempt to
resolve it by rising to a plane higher than Reason is dialectic. And
the dialectical method is the Miidhyamika way.
Again, the Upanisads, with one voice, speak of the knowledge of
the self as the knowledge of all and this is the sole means of freedom.
Bondage is the ignorance of the self. For Buddha, however, the self
is a primary wrong notion. Buddha does not speak of the knowledge
of any specific entity as the saving knowledge. For him the awareness
of the nature of pain and its cause is itself the knowledge which sets
man free. Times out of number we are told that Buddha knows what
is pain, how it arises, how it ceases etc. This can only mean that for
him knowledge is the self-conscious awareness of the world-process;
to realise the inexorability of the Causal Law (pratitya-samutpHda)
is to stand aside from it. "Freedom is the knowledge of
Necessity." I t is an attitude of withdrawal. AvidyZ is ignorance of
the nature of pain etc; it is the natural but unconscious attachment
to things. Buddha's conception of reflective awareness of things
as the saving knowledge is the MZdhyamika notion of SiinyatZ or
praj fiii.
It might be asked: if Buddha had no theory of his own, how is it
that he appears to have suggested a theory of elements (skandha,
dhFitu and Zyatana) a t very many places in his dialogues? To suggest,
as is done by some scholars, that the skandha-doctrine is a later
scholastic elaboration of the monks is to shelve the question. We
must accept that Buddha did formulate such a doctrine; the passages
are too numerous and the tradition too weighty to be ignored. On our
interpretation, the doctrine of elements was necessary as a preliminary
step. If there had been only the substance-view (gtma-vBda) in the
field, Buddha could not have been led to the dialectical consciousnes~.
A modal view too was necessary. A thesis had to be opposed by a
counter-thesis before there could emerge ';the d.@ectical consci~usness.
Then alone could there be a C l i i f k t in .Rea.on and tb; attempt to
transcend it. As a matter of dialectical necessity +:len did h d d h a
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formulate, or at least suggest, a theory of elements. The Mah2yana
systems clearly recognise this dialectical necessity when they speak
of the pudgala-nair3tmya-the denial of substance-as intended to
pave the way for Absolutism. S i i n y a t ~is the unreality of the elements
as well (dharma-nairztmya). Modern Buddhist scholars like Kimural
who are in touch with a living Buddhist tradition also speak in the
same strain.
MADHYAMIKA
That the Buddha did not mean the doctrine of elements to be ar.
ultimate standpoint is evident from certain trends and texts of the
P2li canons, although they have been subjected, as is accepted now,
to a careful and partisan revision and editing by the Theravgdins.
Buddha declares riipa, vedan3, etc. to be illusory, mere bubblesa
etc. In the Majjhima Nikiya, it is stated9 "Depending on the oil
and the wick does the light of the lamp burn; it is neither in the one
nor in the other, nor anything in itself; phenomena are, likewise,
nothing in themselves. All things are unreal; they are deceptions;
NibbHna is the only truth." Basing himself on this text NiigHrjuna
says: "In declaring that it is deceptive and illusory, the Lord means
Sfinyat5-dependence of things.
Condemning that incapacity of some of the monks to understand
the deeper, inner, meaning of his teaching, Buddha speaks of the
Bhikkhus of the future period thus:
VII

ANTICIPATIONS OF THE

j4

"Historically, i t must be said that Buddha preached his phenomenological
doctrines in an 'Exoteric form' t o the people and his Ontological doctrine in
the 'Esoteric form' was reserved only for advanced or brilliant men. Teachings
on both these lines proceeded simultaneously without implying any periodical
or chronopgical division. However, from the doctrinal point of view, the former
is the more expedient (upgya) doctrine, while the latter is the real doctrine.
This orderbquates well with the inherent natural law in the spiritual domain.
Here the former or 'exoteric' must come first and t h e latter or 'esoteric' would
come next." The Terms Hinaydna and Mahdydna etc. p. 60. See also pp. 47 ff.
a phena-pindiipamam riipam; vedang bubbuliipamii maricikiipamii safifig,
sankhgrg kadaliipamg, mgyiipamaii ca viiifiznam dipit&dicca-bandh~n~m
Sam. N . 111 142. cf. also the Majjh. N. (11, p. 261)passage: anicca, bhikkave
kgma tucchg musg moghadhammg mgygkatam etam, bhikkave, bglatapanam.
e t 4.
~ also Suttanij?Gta 757-8. The Sanskrit versions of these texts are quoted
a t sevesl places in tlre MKV.
Majjh. N.111, p. 245 Dialogue, 140.
tan ~ T S mcsadharma
B
yad yadi kirh tatra rnusyate;
etat tfiktam b n v a v a t 8 LiinyatZi-paridipakam. MK, XI11 2.

'
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The monks will no longer wish to hear and learn the Suttgntas proclaimed
by the Tathggata, deep, deep in meaning, reaching beyond the world,
dealing with the Void (sufifiatg-patisamyutt2)but will only lend their ear
to the profane suttgntas proclaimed by disciples, made by poets, poetical,
adorned with beautiful words and syllables.1

This is a significant admission that the real heart of Buddha's
teaching is the doctrine of Siinyat5, as the MHdhyarnikas claim.
NgZrjuna is justified in declaring that the Buddha has nowhere
taught the doctrine of Elements as the ultimate tenet.2
The Mgdhyamika standpoint is clearly stated in some celebrated
passages. Buddha tells us that there are two principal viewpointsthe existence and the non-existence views (bhavaditthi and vibhavaditthi). No one holding to either of these can hope to be free of this
world. Only those who analyse and understand the origin, nature and
contradictions of these two views can be freed from the grip of birth
and death-~ams5ra.~Kacc5yana4 desires to know the nature of the
Right View (sammzditthi) and the Lord tells him that the world is
accustomed to rely on a duality, on the 'It is' (atthitam) and on the
'It is not' (natthitam); but for one who perceives, in accordance with
truth and wisdom, how the things of the world arise and perish, for
him there is no 'is notJ or 'is'. "That everything exists" is, Kaccgyana,
one extreme; "that it does not exist" is another. Not accepting the
two extremes, the Tathsgata proclaims the truth (dhammam) from
the middle position. NZgZrjuna makes pointed reference to this
passage in his K&ik&s declaring that the Lord has rejected both the
'isJ and 'not-is' views-all views.
'
The Ratnakqa (K&?yapaparivarta), which is one of the early
formative texts of the MahgyZna, explicitly mentions the two standSam. N. I1 p. 267.
.[
SarvopalambhomaSah prapaiicopahamah s i v a ;
na kvacit kasyacit kaScid dharmo Buddhena d e b i w . MK. XXV,24.
.
a Majjh. N . I, p. 65. See also U d d m p. 33; Itzvuttaka, pp. 43-4.
dvayanissito khv2yarh, kacayan;, loko yebhuyyena atduitdd ceva
natthitaii ca . . . sabbam atthiti kho, kaccsyana, ayam eke ~.nto;sabbarh
natthiti ayam dutiyo anto. ete te, kaccsyana, ubhe a v -2 anupagamma
majjhena tathggato dhammam dcseti. Sam. N.11, p. 17. (ie also Sam. .,V. 11,
pp. 61 ff.
',
1-atisiddham b h a g a v a ~
ti k2tyZyangvavi%de csstiti nZstiti cobhayam;
bh2vabh&vavibhi%vin~
MK. XV, 7.
]

'
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points-Ztma
and nairltmya-vZdas and the middle position as
transcending both.'
Buddha compares, in the Alaguddiipama Sutta, the dharmas to a
raft which has to be left off after crossing the stream; they are not
meant to be taken as ultimate tenet^.^ The MZdhyamikas take this
as the UpZya doctrine, having just a means-value; it is to be abandoned
after it had served its purpose.
Indicating that pain is conditioned by imagination and is nothing
real in itself, Buddha refers to the parable of the Demon Vepacitta
who was bound or freed according to the evil or good nature of his
thoughts. That imagination (kalpang) is bondage3 and the cessation
of Kalpang is freedom is a fundamental Mgdhyamika tenet given
expression to a t several places in his Ktirikb by N g g Z r j ~ n aAtten.~
tion must be drawn, once again, to Buddha's rejection of all speculative
philosophies as dogmatism (ditthi or ditfhigat5nimHni) and his
declaration that the Tathggata is free from all theories. This is in
entire accord with the Msdhyamika standpoint of criticism and
rejection of all theory as -constituting the highest ~isdorn.~
Importance also attaches to the antinornical way of stating metaphysical views; the fourfold formulation of the alternatives which is
a regular feature of some of the dialogues6 anticipates the form also
of the Mgdhyamika dialectic.
The passages favouring the MHdhyamika interpretation may be
few and greatly interspersed with texts of a dogmatic character.
-

-

-

Ztmeti, kZSyapa, ayam eko'ntah; nairgtmyam ity ayam dvitiyo'ntah;
yad gtmanairgtmyayor madhyam tad ariipyam anidarSanam . . . iyam
ucyate, kaSyapa, madhyam5 pratipad dharmgngm bhiitapratyaveksi.
KdSyapaparivarta p. 87. cf. also the Samddhir6ja SGtra: astiti n5stiti ubhe'pi
ant5 ubhe anta vivarjayitvg madhye'pi sth8nam na karoti panditah (IX 27)
Gilgit MSS. Vol. 11, p. 103.
a evam eva kho, bhikkhave, kulliipamo may5 dhammo desito nittharanatth5ya na gahanatthgya. kulliipamam vo bhikkhave gjgnantehi dhamm5 pi
vo pahgtabb5; p5g eva adhammg. Majj. N. I, p. 135 (Sutta. 22) cf. the
Bisdhyamika conception: upgyabhfitam samvyti satyam; upeyabhiitab
ParaUaZrtha-satyam.
Sam. V . IV, p. 202.
MK. XVIII, 5.
Majj.
I p. 486 (;rind Sutta) cf. also MahdnidGna Sutla, 32 (Digh. N .
XV, p- ?2) >'~vat5nanda adhivacanam y5vat5 adhivacanapatho, y g ~ a t i
niruttl yavata nll -'
ipatho, y5vat5 pafifiatti ygvatg pafifiatti-patho, ygvat2
pafifis
yZvatO pafidL..acaram, yavatii vattam y ~ v a t 8vattam vattati, tad
a b s c g vimutto bhikkhb tadabififi5vimutto bhikkhu na j5ngti na passatitilssa
ditthiti tad akallame ~ ~ ~ h m a jand
d l aother h r .
This is the catu~kotiof the Mgdhyamikas.
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Nevertheless, they necessitate a reinterpretation of the entire body
of Buddha's teaching. For, it is possible to subordinate the doctrine
of elements to the absolutist teaching and not vice versa; the
skandhas, dhHtus and syatanas may be taken as having phenomenal
validity; their formulation would still be significant. But the texts
which speak of them as illusory and fit to be rejected as ditthi cannot
be understood in any other manner except as the ultimate teaching.
An analogous case is the relative value attaching to the 'para' and
are told, in what appears to be
'aparaJ texts of the Upani:ads:We
a canonical text, that we should attach value to the texts of primary
and ultimate import (nitsrtha) and not to those of secondary
import (neysrtha).l The Mgdhyamika exegesis consistently explains
and interprets texts on this distinction.
That the early Buddhist view was like that of the Mgdhyarnika
has not wholly escaped the notice of orientalists like Kern, Otto
Franke, Poussin and even of Keith. Kern says that "from the outset
"that the early Buddhistic
Buddhism was an idealistic nihili~m;"~
view was, like that of the MahLyZna, negative though the argument
establishes, even taken on its own claims, that the view was idealistic
with a tendency, not wholly conscious or articulate, to negati~ism."~
"The Majjhima Nikaja freely contains the ideas of VoidnessJJ says
Keith giving exact references to a number of passages. "Belief in
the existence of ideas is merely a raft to enable men to cross the
ocean of existence. . . . This accomplished, it should be cast away for
the useless thing it is.jJ4
SZriputta confronts Yamaka with the question whether the true self of
the TathZgata is his material form and receives a negative reply. Similar
replies are given to the questions whether he is in the material form, or
nitartharh ca siitram prati-haranam uktam iti: catvZrimgni, bhik+vah,
pratiiarangni. k a t a m h i catvgri? dharmah pratiSaranam na pudgalah; arthah
pratiharanam, na vyaiijanam, nitartha-siitra pratiharanam na neyartham;
jfianarn pratiharanam na vijiignam iti. Quoted twice in AKV, p. 174; P. 704.
a A Manual of Indian Buddhism, p. 50.
Franke's view-See his paper: Negativism in the Old Buddhist Teaching
(Festschrift Kahn, pp. 366 fl). Therein Franke tries "to prove that the idea of
Voidness has indeed been in the mind of the founder of the creed or that the
Singhalese school itself takes up the idea of voidness or that it has been interpreted into the original conception by the authors of the commentaries
(atthakatha) and above all by Buddhagosa." Poussin (E.R.E. VIII, P. 334)
Says: "There is a great deal of Mgdhyarnika philosophy in the PSli Canon."
Buddhist Phil p. 49.

'
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it in him, or different from it, and so on with the four other constituent!
which make up the apparent individual. Yamaka also admits that the
five constituents all taken together do not make up the Tathiigata; nor
again is he without the five constituents taken together. Siiriputta then
confronts Yamaka with the conclusion that even in life he cannot compre
hend in truth and essence the Tathggata and that a fortiori it is absurd to
make assertions of him after his death. Does this mean that even in life
Yamaka cannot show the Tathiigata really to exist and still less of course
in death can his nature be stated?l The interpretation is possible, and in
entire harmony with the Miidhyamika view.2

It is not contended that we have a full-fledged dialectic in Buddha;
but that there are definite suggestions and indications which led, as
a matter of logical development, to the systematic formulation of the
dialectic by the Miidhyamika. The reason for this is that the conflict
in reason which engenders the dialectical consciousness was itself not
in a systematic but suggestive stage then. Only as the rival systems
developed and differed radically from each other could their opposition be sharp and sustained. This presupposes a period of several
centuries wherein the systems took their definite form. The Miidhyamika
represents that systematic stage of the conflict in reason and the
solution of the conflict by transcending the alternatives.
This is exactly the conclusion that Ngggrjuna arrives a t in his chapter on
the Examination of the TathGgata ( M K . XXII):prapaiicayanti ye buddham
prapaficiititam avyayam; te prapaiicghatiih sarve na pahyanti tathiigatam.
tathggato yatsvabhiivas tatsvabhiivam idam jagat;
tathggato nihsvabhgvo nihsvabhiivam idam jagat. M K . XXII, 15-1 G .
a Buddhist Phil. p. 67. See also p. 66.

CHAPTER THREE

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TWO TRADITIONS
AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE
M ~ D H Y A M I K ASYSTEM
I

GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE DEVELOPMENT

YSTEMS of philosophy are the elaboration, through concepts
and symbols, of certain original intuitions. If all of us had
those basic intuitions, systems should be superfluous. Every
one is not a Buddha or a Ygjfiavalkya. It happens that the
great mass of mankind can but be followers and are not leaders in
thought. Systems of thought are intended to lead them to the
highest experience through symbols and concepts. The several
systems, both of the Upani~adic(Stma) and Buddhistic (anstma)
tradition, must be considered as so many attempts to embody their
original inspiration. In the process of translation the original freshness and flavour are lost to some extent. Besides, all the systems do
not equally penetrate t o the original inspiration. Some may stay a t
the periphery, some go a little deeper, while it is only a few that
penetrate to the centre. These differences arise because of the spiritual
bias and the capacity of the makers of systems. Though all the
BrZhmanical systems are derived from the Upani~ads, there is
justification to hold that only the Advaita VedPnta represents the
real heart of the Upani~ads.Similarly, though all the Buddhistic
systems (Theravgda, Vaibhgsika etc.) embody the teachings of
Buddha, it is the MPdhyamika system that represents the real heart
of Buddhism.
It is a fact exemplified in both the traditions that the Advaita
Vedhta and Mgdhyamika systems developed as criticism of an
earlier realistic formulation, the Sgmkhya and the Abhidharmika
systems respectively. The historical development is also the logical
here. It is admitted on all hands that the Sgmkhya was the first
System to arise in India, and in its earliest formulations it is preBuddhistic. The Siimkhya grew as the first synthesis, on rationalist
basis, of the chief tenets of the Upanisads. It tried to remove certain
C
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inconsistencies in the Upani~adicteaching by bifurcating reality
(substance) into the changing object (paringmi nitya) and the un.
changing subject (kiitastha nitya) and by precisely defining change,
The inherently unstable standpoint of the Samkhya was tried to be
rectified by making reality homogeneous. The VaiSe~ikarealism does
this by objectifying all things, the gtman (subject) included, and by
converting the dualism into a pluralism. The idealistic Vedanta
reasserts monism through a rigorous criticism of the Samkhya dualism.
The older Vedanta of the author of the Brahma Siittras and his preSankara commentators, while establishing monism, generally accepted
the modification of Brahman, and did not see any contradiction in
conceiving Brahman as both unity and difference. I t was left to
Gaudapada and his illustrious successor, Sankara, to revolutionise
the Vedanta by introducing the theory of appearance (vivarta); they
rejected the earlier conception of a real transformation of the
absolute into phenomena (brahma-paringma) and asserted nondualism (advaita) as the true teaching of the Upani~ads.This
development, which was a turning-point in the history of Indian
philosophy, was engendered by two sets of influences: one, the drive
towards self-consistency which was a t work in the older Vedinta
too, and second, the adoption of the technique (dialectical
method) already perfected by the Madhyamika and also used by
the Vijii5navZda. We have definite evidence of this influence in
GaudapPda, though in Sankara the traces are almost obliterated.
There was, however, adoption of the technique of the Miidhyamika
dialectic and not the borrowing of its tenets. Influence is not necessarily acceptance or borrowing of doctrines. That too is influence
which stimulates the systems to modify, revise or even to re-affirm
their doctrines. Influence may be expressed as much through opposition as by acceptance. In this sense alone the Brghmanical systems,
VedZnta and NyZya, have been influenced by Buddhism.
An almost analogous and parallel development obtained within the
anztma tradition (Buddhism). Like the Szmkhya on the Upanisadic
side, the first attempt to synthesise the teachings of Buddha was the
Abhidharmika system. We may comprise under this the ~heravzda
as well as the SarvBstivZda. Internal evidence of the Mahgyzna
systems themselves and historical evidence unmistakably point t o
the SarvZstivSda as the matrix from which the Buddhist systems
developed as departures and deviations. The Abhidharmika system
is analogous to the SBmkhya in a more vital sense. We may consider
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its dharmas (Skandhavsda) as the Buddhistic version of the Samkhya
conception of Prakrti and P u r u ~ a .
The inadequacy and inconsistency of the Abhidharma systemthe theory of elements-led to the Msdhyamika dialectic. The tempo
of development was intenser and quicker in the anstma tradition.
Schools and sub-schools multiplied without number, and in the
welter of ideas, Mahsysna was born. I t was a revolution in Buddhism,
and is in a sense the re-affirming of the oldest and central teaching of
Buddha. Here too two influences may be seen a t work. One, the
passion for consistency: the very dynamism of the nairgtmyavzda
must have made the realist phase (the Theory of the Elements) seem
just a step. Then there was the Samkhya and probably the other
systems which conceived reality from a totally different standpoint.
The difficulties in each standpoint with regard to philosophical
problems were there as ever. This must have led an acute and
sensitive mind t o reflect that the fault lay not in this or that system;
there was something fundamentally wrong about the constitution of
Reason itself. Kant was led, in similar circumstances, when faced
with the impasse created by Rationalism and Empiricism, to examine
the claims of Reason in his Critique of Pure Reason. We have reason
to think that the opposition in philosophy created by the Szmkhya
and the Vedanta on the one hand and the Abhidharmika philosophy
on the other was much more total and basic than that between
Rationalism and Empiricism. Reflective criticism was inevitable.
The Mgdhyamika dialectic is the expression of this criticism.
The great contribution that Buddhist thought made to Indian
philosophy was the discovery of the subjective-the doctrine of
appearance. While the Samkhya took only the relation between
puruSa and prakrti as appearance, the Buddhists with their nairgtmya
bias relegated substance, the permanent, the whole and the universal
to the realm of the unreal. They maintained them to be purely
subjective forms (vikalpa) lacking reality. Not empirical in origin,
the vikalpas are a priori forms which the uncritical mind (baapflhagjana) superimposes on what really are momentary particular elements
of existence. Thus is created the illusion of the soul, the permanent,
the whole and the universal. Owing to this, there is attachment,
aversion, infatuation, etc. (samskZras, kleias). That these forms are a
priori is evident from the formula: (avidyH-pratyayzh samsk3rHh . . .).
We might say that the Buddhist metaphysics from the very start
Partook of the Humean and the Kantian: in admitting the reality of
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the separate elements the Buddhists were like Hume; and unlike
Hume but like Kant they ascribe the origin of the substance-notion
to avidyl which is beginningless and non-empirical in origin. This
standpoint is present in essentials in the Plli Canons and is welldeveloped in the Abhidharma literature and the Milinda Paiiho.
The Sautrfintika school is a very vigorous form of this critical
attitude consistent with pluralism and realism.
To the MZdhyamika it became clear that the subjective was much
deeper and wider in scope. Not merely the categories of substance,
but causality, change, existence (bhlva), non-existence (abhHva)
were equally subjective. To this conclusion he must have been led,
as on the Htma tradition there was a parallel movement to deny the
reality of change, difference and to take them as subjective a prz'ori
forms imposed on the real, which is changeless. What was avidyH for
the Buddhist was real for the SHmkhya or the VedZnta and vice versa.
The second stage in the development of subjectivity (nairgtmya) was
reached in the Mgdhyamika. There is the denial of all categories and
doctrines (ZtmZi as well as anZtmZ), of all species of dogmatic
philosophy; all dogmatic systems are drsti, and Prajfi5 is the negation
of all views-siinyat5. Siinyata (Doctrine of the Void) is the pivotal
concept of Buddhism. The entire Buddhist philosophy turned on this.
The earlier realistic phase of Buddhism, with its rejection of substance
and uncritical erection of a theory of elements, was clearly a preparation for the fully critical and self-conscious dialectic of NZgZrjuna. Not
only is the YogZciira idealism based on the explicit acceptance of
sfinyatZJbut the critical and absolutist trend in the Htma tradition
is also traceable to this.
The revolution in Buddhist thought exerted a decisive influence on
subsequent philosophy. Each system began re-modelling, reforming
and readjusting its tenets in the light of this disturbing and devastating discovery of the subjective. Systems with a monistic bias such
as the Vedanta and VijiignavHda accepted the subjective, the a
priori function of thought and profited in the result; but they
restricted the subjective w-ithin limits. They seem therefore t o
condemn the extremism of the MZdhyamika-his so-called nihilism
(SiinyatZ). They may be taken as a modification of the extremely
critical no-metaphysics st andpoint of the Miidhyamika.
The Advaita Vedlnta with its insistence upon the reality of Pure
Being, its identity and universality, defined avidyl as that which
makes Being appear as Becoming (vikzra),the universal as particulars,
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the identical as different (bheda). The Vij fiBnavHda, with its insistence
on the reality of Consciousness as Will or Ideation, defined avidyz
to consist in Vijfizna appearing as confronted with an object-with
the duality of the apprehender and the apprehended.
Different from monism, both reach advaitism (Absolutism)-the
advaita of Pure Being (Brahman) and the advayatz of Pure
Consciousness (vijfiapti-mBtratB) by rejecting appearance through
dialectical methods-through negation. Their absolutes partake of
the formof the MLdhyamika SiinyatL in being transcendent to thought
and being accessible only to non-empirical Intuition. They also have
recourse to the device of two truths and two texts to explain apparent
inconsistencies in experience and in the scriptures.
The reaction of the realistic and pluralistic systems was just the
reverse. They rejected the subjective and re-affirmed their realism
more vehemently.
The MimLmsL and the NyLya on the one hand and the Jaina on
the other take thought-forms to be forms of the objectively real too.
Thought discovers or represents reality, and does not distort it. For
the absolutist systems, thought distorts reality and makes it appear
as other than what it is. They had thus to make the distinction
between what is in itself and what appears merely, and had, as a
logical consequence, to accept two truths etc. The realist systems
had no such distinction to make; their reds are just systematised
or crystallised forms of empirical thought; they are very close to
everyday moulds of experience. This is hardly the place to pursue
this topic. The systems of realism-Jaina,
NyLya-VaiSe$ika, and
Mimlms5-that
emerged out of their age-long duel with the
Mgdhyamika and other critical systems are no longer the naive
formulations they were in the beginning; they are fully conscious of
their implications. All this can be amply proved by reference to the
works of each system.
ATMA-TRADITION
A consideration of the Szmkhya and the systems that developed
Out of it is necessary for understanding the emergence of the
Mgayamika dialectic. Dialectic is the Consciousness of the total
conflict in Reason and the attempt to resolve the conflict. This
cannot be engendered without the systematic and sustained cultivation of the two 'moments' of the dialectic. NZg2rjuna and Aryadeva,
11
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the founders of the Mgdhyamika, were quite conversant with the
classical SZmkhya and VaiSesika and possibly with the Vediinta too.1
They invariably take them to represent the SZSvata or 5tma view
and were alive to the insuperable difficulties of that view, as they were
aware of the difficulties of the opposite view. Hence the dialectic.
The first stages of the Sgmkhya system are pre-Buddhistic. The
teachers of Buddha-A!~ra KBlSma and Uddaka Rgmaputta were
SZmkhya philosophers. There might have been a theistic phase of the
S5mkhyaP2for aught we know; but as tracing a history of the SHmkhya
falls outside the scope of the subject, we omit these details. The
Sgmkhya attempted a synthesis of the teachings of the Upanisads on a
rational or independent basis. There were two prominent tenet s-the
immutability and purity of the Zitman (asango' yam puru~ah),Self
as pure consciousness, and the creation of the world from the Self
which was taken as the sole reality. To the Sgmkhya it appeared
axiomatic that what changes could not be conscious and the conscious
could not change. I t tried to remove the apparent contradiction in
the Upanisads by sacrificing the sole reality of the Ztman (brahman);
and bifurcating the real into exclusive compartments, it assigned
different functions to each. I t accepted two kinds of the real (nitya):
the unchanging purusa (kiitastha) and the changing Prakrti
(paringmi).
That the Sgmkhya was a rational synthesis of the Upanisads is
proved beyond doubt by the fact that the Brahma SzZtras find it
necessary to refute the Sgmkhya contention that it represents the
true import of the Upanisad texts. The refutations are so numerous
and so sustained that they would be unintelligible if the SZmkhya
had not been considered a rival in the field of Upani~adCf. Ngg8rjuna.s Ratndvali:
sas8mkhyauliikya-nirgrantha pudgala-skandha-vzdinam;
prccha lokam yadi vadaty asti-nzsti-vyatikramam.
quoted in MKV. p. 275.
Kimura (Hinaydna and Mahdydna p. 2 3 ) gives this interesting information:
"If we now look a t NBg8rjuna1sDada-bhiZmi Vibhdsd Sdstra we find the names of
Szmkhya and Yoga mentioned, and in his EkaSloka Sdstra we meet the names of
Kapila and Uliika, and in his Praj?idpdramitd Sdstra reference is made to the
doctrines of the S8mlthya System. And in his DvddaSanihdya Sdstra also we
come across the term 'satkZryal which indicates the doctrine of the ~ ~ m k h y a . "
See Pt. Aiyzswami's note on Ndgdrjuna and Satkdryavdda of the Sdmkhyas,
Sino-Indian Studies, Vol. IV, Part I (1951).
Dasgupta: History of Ind. Phil. Vol. I , pp. 213 ff. Keith; The Sdmkhya
System. Chapters I and 111.
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The appellations-'a5abdam1 (unscriptural) 'anumZnaml,
l~umPnikam'L(conjectured, inferred), by which the Ssmkhya is
referred to in the Brahma Siittras-are significant as revealing that
the Sgmkhya interpretation was considered 'free' and unorthodox,
and that the Sgmkhya did claim to be a correct understanding of
the Upanisads.
The problem of change occupies the central position in the SQmkhya
as in other systems. Becoming, change, for the SQmkhya is selfbecoming, self-manifestation. One and the same thing is at once the
stuff that changes and the efficient cause of its change (up8dQnaand
nimitta). Matter is dynamic; it is energy-stuff. Cause is self-efficient
and self-contained. Only the universal cause (vaiSva-riipya) is selfsufficient; particular happenings are organic limitations of the one
universal causation. That which changes and that into which it is
changed are identical (satkgryaviida). The difference between them
is not that of two things but of two states of one thing: the effect is the
actualised (vyakta) state of the potentital cause (avyakta). Causation is continuous or legato movement. The Siimkhya does not rule
out difference and declare change as appearance (avidyQ) as the
advaita Vediinta does; but it emphasises the identity-aspect of things
rather than that of difference. The SQmkhyalsis a logic of identity
with a tinge of difference. In a rigorous formulation of the real, this
has to be rejected. The real cannot be heterogeneous, composite.
The difficulties of the SQmkhya are fundamental. There are two
reals--one is real as changing, the other is real as unchanging.
Nothing is common to both of them and they thoroughly exclude
each other. In calling them both existent and real, we are using a
common measure. The SQmkhyauses two mutually exclusive patterns
of the real and does not evaluate them, i.e., prefer one to the other.
Apparently, prakrti is independently real, as real as purusa, and in
that sense it could be called a 'self', existing by itself. Prakfli exists
and acts by itself; but it is not foy itself; the value of its existence is
for another (sanghzta-parsrthatviit). The Siimkhya would not go to
the extent of asserting that prakrti would continue to exist even if
There are about 13 or 14 explicit references t o the Sgmkhya interpretation

in the Brahnza Siitras. The fifth Adhikarana (iksater nghabdam etc.) makes out
that the SBmkhya interpretation of the Upanisadic texts is unwarranted.
Referencemay also be made t o the other adhikaranas (Sections) in the Brahma
Siitras.
2

aiabdam ( B r . Sctr. I i 5 ) ; Bnumgnikam (Ibid I,
11, ii, I).

i17,

I)

anurnanam (Ibid
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there were no puruga. The vaison d'ttre of Prakyti's existence and
activity is the satisfaction of the needs of Purusa.l Not only is the real
bifurcated into spirit and matter, but even in Prakyti's nature, there
is the bifurcation of existence and value. This necessitates the plurality
of purusa, to keep the world-process going.2 Prakyti exists, but it is
not what we attain to in our spiritual effort; in fact it is that from
which we dissociate ourselves. Thus what exists and what is valuable
are sundered. The same predicament we shall meet with in the
Abhidharmika system too where the impermanent elements are real
as ultimate existences; but they are not accepted as the goal of the
spiritual discipline (nirvzna). This basic defect is unavoidable in any
dualistic or pluralistic metaphysics.
The SHmkhya position is inherently unstable. In it there are
elements which are mutually conflicting. This arises because of the
adoption of two patterns of the real (purusa and prakyti). This in
turn necessitates the sundering of existence and value, and the
admission of identity and difference as equally real. Criticism, as the
drive towards rigour and consistency, can take either of the two
directions: If change and impermanence is the sole pattern of reality,
then puruga must be replaced by the states of the mind (buddhi);
and change itself must be construed as the momentary flash and
flicker of things. For, the acceptance of an abiding entity (prakrti)
which changes introduces heterogeneity into the structure of the real.
It partakes of the substance and the modal views a t once. If change is
to be accepted as real, the abiding permanent element must be
discarded as unreal. This is exactly what the earlier Buddhism did.
This was easy for them, for they had no love for the permanent; and
so could explain things on one single pattern of impermanence and
non-substantiality (anitya, anztman). The other direction in which
the SHmkhya could be made consistent was to deny change and
impermanence; it would be to take purusa (Spirit) or the Unchanging
as the norm of the real. This would tend towards monism and, in
its rigorous form, to the Absolutism of the VedHnta by the denial of
difference and change as illusory. A somewhat intermediary standpoint is that of the VaiSegika which accepted the change as well as
the permanent. The SBmkhya holds that the permanent (prakoi)
itself changes; for the VaiSegika, the permanent (the atoms-the
sv%rthaiva parartha Srambhab: Sdhkhya Kdrikiis, 56.
wartharh prati nag@m api anastam tad anyas2dhHranatv2t-Yoga
Scha~,111, 22.
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ultimate parts of thlngs and the other substances like, atman, ksla,
mk, gkg4a) do not change a t all; but a new thing is produced in them
when such parts are brought together. The same mechanical conception underlies its notions of substance and attribute, whole and
parts etc.
In the SZmkhya, these idealistic and realistic trends are not brought
together in harmony. We have already noticed that prakrti exists
for the purusa and cannot function without him, though it does not
owe its existence and activity to him. That is, the SBmkhya accepts
the dependence of the object on the subject in the practical sphere of
value (tadartha eva dy5yasyiitmZ), but not in the sphere of existence.
The SZikhya rightly holds that empirical existence (samsgra) is
owing to the wrong identification of spirit and object; and t h s is
because of ignorance. But it has not much justification in holding
that praklti will not be affected if the contact ceases on the attainment of viveka (discrimination). Here too there are the two trendsrealistic and idealistic. Consistency would demand that one or the
other should be made more exclusive. Either spirit is all-idealism
in the sense of the supremacy of the spirit and the object is an
appearance; or every thing is object, the spirit itself to be conceived
as knowable, like an object (jada). The first is the position which the
Vedgnta came to adopt finally; the second is the NyHya-VaiSe~ika
realism. There were certainly several stages before these standpoints
could be reached.
From the unstable equilibrium of the Siimkhya there is evolution,
on one side, of the VedZnta with its insistence upon one substance
(spirit) and its logic of identity and the consequent denial of difference;on the other we have the NyZya-VaiSesika with its acceptance
of many substances conceived equally as objects of thought, and its
logic of difference. The NyHya is a pluralistic, realistic and empirical
version of the SZmkhya; the V e d k t a is the absolutistic version of it.
We know for a fact that the older Vediinta of the SGtrakHra and
the early commentators affirmed the oneness of substance-the
sole reality of Brahman by pointing out the untenability of creation
from an unconscious substance (prakyti). It did away with the
difference or opposition between spirit and matter, and conceived
the world of nature and spirits as the manifestation of the one underlying Brahman. It relied on texts1 which speak of matter and mind
as two aspects of Brahman, and took the accounts of creation from
dve vBva brahmano riipe, miirtam caivamiirtam ca-Br.

U$.11, iii,
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sat or Ztman literally. The difference between objects and spirits is
that of two forms of one underlying substance. The older Vedanta
accepted the logic of the Sgmkhya, its SatkZryavZda, its notion of
identity with some difference, but with the ontology of the Upanisads
-the reality of Brahman alone. This development does not show
any Buddhistic or external influence and can be understood as a very
natural reaction of the Aupani~adaschool against the Samkhya
dualism. I t can be characterised as a Pantheism or Monism.
This type of Vedanta continued to be in vogue for several centuries
from the beginning of the Christian era till the time of GaudapZda
and Samkara. They then substituted the notion of vivarta (appearance)
for parinZmavZda (modification) ; monism was turned into advaitism.
The main criticism is that just as there cannot be two exclusive or
opposed compartments of the real, Brahman too cannot be conceived
as having two aspects-one the unchanging and the other changing;
it cannot have parts. The real must be of one piece. The jiva (individual
self)is completely identical with brahman ;their difference is appearance.
The Advaitic stage in the Vedanta was, however, not reached
without the influence of the Madhyamika and Vij fiZnavada as
indicated before. The precise nature of the indebtedness will be dealt
with in the next chapter.
From the SZmkhya dualism then the stages in the development of
the Upani~adictradition are:
(I) SZmkhya dualism;
( 2 ) The Pantheism or Monism of the older Vedanta;
(3) Advaitism of Gaudapzda, Mandana MiSra and Sankara.
In the NyZya-Vaise~ika,we may distinguish three similar stages
of development. The point of departure must be taken as the
SZmkhya, because of the considerations already urged. The SQmkhya
could be made consistent by interpreting everything in terms of the
Spirit or in terms of the object; it had to adopt the logic of identity
or that of difference exclusively. The former alternative was carried
out by the Vedanta; the latter by the NyZya-VaiSe~ika.
The initial phase of the NyZya-VaiSesika does not show any
Buddhist influence. We may find the faint beginnings of it in the
Seven Ultimates of Pakudha Kaccayana,' who is one of the six
important tirthiyas figuring in the Pali Canons. From the beginning
Ref.: S d m a 6 ~ a p h a l aand other Suttas. See Barua's Hist. of Pre-Buddhistic Ind. Philosophy, pp. 282 ff.
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it had been a realistic pluralism, advocating atomism and mechanical
and separation of things (Hrambhavgda). The influence
of Buddhism made it still more realistic; it tended to make the NyHyaVaiSe~ikaa very consistent and self-conscious realism.
The basic principle of the Nygya-VaiSe~ikarealism is that everything is object (vi~aya,padgrtha, jfieya), Htman and knowledge
included. Objectivity (vi~ayat
5) is threefold-Substantive (viSe~ya)
,
Adjective (vigesana) and Relation (sambandha); because, our knowledge is invariably of this form, and there is one-one correspondence
between thought and things. Certain entities can exist only as in
a thing, as its predicates (qualifying adjectives). To t h s class belong
attributes (gunas, e.g. colour, taste, pain, pleasure, etc.), motion
(karma), generality (sZmZnya), particularity (viSe~a),and even
absence (abhHva) which is conceived as a qualifying characteristic
of the locus. In contrast to this class, we have the substances (dravya)
in which the predicates have their being, and which they qualify.
Distinct from both is the relation corresponding to the apprehension
Of "in'),
the attribute is in or of substance. The Real has to be
conceived as one of these three distinct and primordial modes. I t is
not possible to reduce their number or derive one from another.
Relation (samavgya) is not only real, but is one more real, difierent
from the relata (e.g. substance and attribute, whole and parts).
This conception alone makes for the co-existence of different entities
and their connection. Both the Advaita Vedgnta and the Buddhist
deny the reality of relation, but from opposite angles. For the
Advaita, the substance or the whole alone is real, and the attribute
or the part is just an ascription; it is, therefore, nothing apart from
the substance (dravyHtmkat3 g u ~ y a ) . The
'
Buddhist denied the
reality of substance and the whole, accepting the modes only. Neither
of them has any use for relation (samavgya). But it is against the
Buddhist that the NyHya directed its polemic.
The Nyiiya-VaiSe~ikasystem that emerged a t the end of its duel
with the Buddhist systems sustained for centuries very rigorously
establishes the objectivity of relations (samavHya), of the whole
(avayavi), universal (slmHnya) and even of absence (abhHva). It
minimised and even denied the work of thought. I t objectified and
externalised all thought-forms, and put them up as categories of the
object. One has to look into the polernic found in the works of
See Salikara's criticism of the VaiSe~ikadoctrines in his cominentary on
the BY.Szitras 11, ii, I 7.
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VUsyByana, Udyotakara, VBcaspati MSra, Jayanta, Udayana,
Sridhara and a host of others to realise the truth of this remark.
The Nygya brought its ontology and epistemology in full accord
with its basic principle or assumption. The NyBya resisted the
subjectivistic and critical attitude of the Buddhist schools all along
the line. Of special note is the Nyiyn SQtra criticism1 of the general
position of the Mzdhyamika, who condemned thought as subjective
and so capable of giving us only appearance. The Nygya vinchcates
the objectivity of pramgnas (valid sources of knowledge) and their
inherent capacity to serve as the means of knowing the real as it is.

Existence is declared anicca, anatta and dukkha in the Pali Canons.
Classification of things into khandha, dh5tu and gyatana is also a wellestablished feature in them. The Theravsda and the SarvBstiv5da,
in spite of some important differences, may be considered as representing one metaphysical standpoint. They were the first to develop the
suggestions contained in the teachings of Buddha; they were the first
to have an abhidharma, a metaphysical system, much earlier than
the other schools. As we have noted, it is the realistic and dogmatic
tendency that is expressed first; the absolutist systems arise as a
criticism of this.
The philosophical treatises, as distinguished from the SWtra
(Discourses) and the Vinaya Pitaka (Rules of Discipline), may be
considered as the abhidharma of each system. 'Abhidharma' is
defined in the Abhidhama KoSa as Pure Intuitive Knowledge of the
dharmas with its subsidiary discipline (prajfigmalg sgnucarii'bhidharmah).2 Asanga defines it as the intimate (abhimukhatah) and
sustained (Zbhik~nygt)perception of the nature of existence; it is
the attempt to penetrate to the deeper import of the teachings
(siitrzrtha) of Buddha; lastly, it serves to suppress the defilements.'
Abhidharma is the metaphysic of each system with which its other
disciplines are intimately connected.
See N p y a Sfitvas 11, i, 8-19 and all the commentaries and sub-commentaries thereon. Reference is made t o this controversy later down. Infra,
Chapter VI, Sections iv and v notes.
"KV.
p. 8.
%bhimukhatolthZbhiksnyZd abhibhiivagatitolbhidharmaSca.
abhigamyate siitrzrtha etenety abhidharmah. MalzCyZna SCtvhZan kdra X I , 3.
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The seven Abhldhamma treatises of the Pgli Canon, though put
forwardas the word of Buddha, are really the Theravada interpretation and synthesis of the teachings of the Master. Both internal and
external evidence clearly proves this. The Kathivatthu, on its own
&owing even, was composed a t the time of the Emperor Asoka.
Different and conflicting interpretations were current at that time,
and there were eighteen schools of Buddhism. The Kathivatthu is the
drawing up of the orthodox creed by the Elders in Council, comparable,
as Mrs. Rhys Davids felicitously puts it, to the Nicene creed. The
favourite method of the Kathivatthu, in the settling of a disputed
tenet, is to cite a passage from the Suttas and ask the opponent
to accept it. The style and manner of treatment of subjects in all the
seven Abhidhamma treatises is so artificial and cramped that they
could hardly be called dialogues. In the Dhantmasanga?zi and other
treatises, we are treated to interminable lists and classifications of the
dhammas, undertaken mostly from the ethical point of view. The
underlying general metaphysical principles are hardly stated; they
can be elicited only by implication. There is little attempt a t
argument, and no a prior2 deduction of the categories is made. The
statements are mostly headlines or mnemonic aids (mHtik3s) meant
to be supplemented by oral exposition. They are an advance on the
suggestions scattered in the Suttas, in so far as they specifically
enumerate and classify existences on a realistic and pluralistic basis.
It is a dhamma theory, a doctrine of elements.
The SarvastivZda can claim to be as old as the Theravzda. The
adherents of this school had their canons in Samskrit.l Fragments of
this have been discovered in Central Asia, and recently considerable
portions of its Vinaya were discovered a t Gilgit and ably ehted by
Dr. N. Dutt.9 Their entire canon is preserved in the Chinese
Tripitaka. Regarding their Abhidharma literature Takakusu observes
thus :
The evidence we have adduced from Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese
sources not being conflicting, we are fairly justified in assuming that at
"The learned Buddhist monk Vinita Deva of 8th Century A.D. makes a
statement like this-The
S a ~ & t i v g d i n sused Samskrit, the Mghgsanghikas
Pr2kfl, the SPmmitiyas Apabhrarhha and the Sthaviravgdins used PaihPci"liimura, Hinaydna and Maheyzna p. 7. This is in accord with the permission
that Buddha gave his followers to maintain their canons in their own language:
"anuj~nnprni,bhikkhave, sakiya-fiiruttz~abuddhavacanam pariy~punitum"
Cullavagga. V, 33, I .
Gilgif MSS. 3 Vols. published under the authority of the Kashrnir Durbar.
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an early period of their separate history, the Sarv5stiv5dins were in
possession of an Abhidharma literature consisting of seven books, one
principal and six supplementary, and that these works had been widely
studied in Kashmir, the seat of this school, and we can say further that the
tradition concerning them is comparatively trustworthy, since it has been
preserved in practically the same form in India, Tibet, China and Japan.1

Unlike the Theravsda Abhidhamma treatises, the seven works,
J2inaprasthdna and its subsidiary P5dasJ2 are attributed to human
authors. The works of the SarvZstivzdins do not represent one and the
same period of Buddh~stphilosophy, nor do they agree entirely in
content with their P5li counterparts. A detailed comparison of these
treatises with their Abhidhamma counterparts is a task which can
be undertaken with satisfactory result only when the whole SarvBstivzda literature from Chinese, in which alone it is preserved in entirety,
is made available in translation. The Maha' Vibhisi and Viblzd~iare
commentaries of epic proportions on the J.iiinaprasthina, but
incorporating matter from the other Pidas. Wholly lost in Sanskrit,
they are preserved in Chinese (Nanjio, 1263, 1264; Hobogirin, 1545,
1546). These represent the real SZstra of the Abhidharmikas, and give
the name t o the system (VaibhQika). Vasubandhu's A bhidharmakoSa
is an authoritative treatment of the whole subject by an acknowledged
master. Himself a Sautrzntika, like his gifted conlmentator Y aSomitra,
Vasubandhu has, however, faithfully expounded the Vaibhgsika
doctrines.3 Owing to the labours of savants like Poussin, Stcherbatsl<y,
Rosenberg, Sylvain Levi, Wogihara and others we have before US
a fairly complete and coherent picture of the system.
Takakusu- The S~vvdstiviidaLiterature pp. 8 1-2, J .P.T.S., I 905.
* Cf. AKV. (p. 9): anye tu vygcak~ateSgstram iti JfignaprasthBnam. tasya
Sarirabhiitasya Sat pgdgh. Prakaranapgda itygdi . . . Sriiyante hy AbhidharmaSZstrgn3.m kartgrah. tad yathg JGiinapra~thdnasya 5rya KatyZyaniputrah kart& Prakarana-Pddasya sthavira Vasumitrah, VijGd?zakdyasya
sthavira-Devaharmg, Dharmaskandhasya grya SBriputrah, P~ajiiaptiidstrasya
grya Maudgalygyanah, Dhgtukgyasya Piirnah, SamgZtiparyiiyasya MahBkausthilah iti (Ibid. p. 11). See also Buston Vol. I pp. 49-50.
Takakusu's article in J.P.T.S., 1905; McGovernJs Manual of Bud. Phil.
PP. 27 ff.
Cf. AKV. p. 11. "uditah kilaisa SZstrg" . . . 'kila' Sabdah pargbhipriiyam
dyotayati. Abhidharamikgngm etan matam, na t v asm2karh Sautriintikgniiln
iti bhavah . . . cf. the kgrikg of the Abhidharmakoda (VIII 40) "KaSmira
Vaibhg~ikanitisiddhah, prgyo maygyam kathito'bhidharmah." At numerous
places YaSomitra refers t o Vasubandhu as: "Sautrgntika-pgk~ikast v ayam
BcHryah." (AKV. p. 26, etc.)
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A correct and adequate understanding of the Vaibh4ika system
is essential for the appreciation of the dialectic of N2g2rjuna; for, it
is mainly directed against the Vaibh2~ikasystem. All mention of the
~bhidharrna system and its doctrines invariably refers to the
Sarv%tivHda. The opinion of competent scholars like McGovernl
and Stcherbatsky is that the Southern or Ceylonese Sect had little
or no direct influence in the development ifBuddhist schools in
India. For our purpose it may be ignored; a t best, it may supply
corroborative evidence a t places.
The Vaibh2~ikasystem is a radical pluralism erected on the denial
of Substance (soul) and the acceptance of discrete momentary
entities. Dharma is the central conception in this, as it is in the other
systems of Buddhism. Change, Becoming, is the central problem
here, as in the Sgmkhya, with this difference that for Buddhism this
and every problem was approached from the predominantly ethical
point of view. There is no doubt that the Abhidharmikas had before
1 "One point, however, deserves attention, and that is the complete absence
of all North Indian mention of the Abhidharma books of the Pgli Canon. The
Pgli School makes very sweeping claims for itself. I t claims that Pgli was the
original language of the Buddha, that the seven Abhidharma works are part
of his gospel, and that they were recited a t the first council. It is also stated
that Buddhaghosa, the great commentator, came from somewhere in North
India and was a scholar of some repute before his arrival in Ceylon. Both of
these statements imply a close relationship between the Ceylonese Buddhist
school and that of India. I t is therefore important to point out the following
facts: the only HinayHna Abhidharma Pitaka which we can prove to be known
to the Buddhists of North India was that of the Sarv5stivBdins. For a long
time it was thought that these works were but different versions of the PZli
Abhidharma Canon, or that if different, the Sarv5stivHdin works were probably
half commentaries or rewritings of the works preserved for us in Ceylon. We
now know, however, that there is no connexion between the two sets of works,
that the SarvHstivgdin writings were composed by persons whom it is scarcely
possible to conceive could have seen the Pgli works, or even to have heard of
their categories. Nor do we find any scholar either inside or outside the
Sarv2stivHdin school who accepted, quoted, or even attacked the PSli Abhidhama works. They were completely ignored as far as we have any record, and
though the SthaviravHdins were cited from time to time, there is no place where
we can identify their quoted statements in such a way as to prove the possession
of a definite Abhidharma Canon.
In the same way whenever the Mgdhyamika philosophers refer to the
Hinayha Abhidharma works, the SarvBstiv8dins are the only ones quoted.
In fact, among the MHdhyamikas the term Abhidharmika is used as a synonym
for SarvZstivZdin." A Manual of Buddhist Philosophy Vol. I, pp. 16-17.
The Buddhist formula: "ye dharms hetu-prabhavgh etc." fully justifies
this remark. See &senberg: Die Probleme der budd. Phil. p. 1 7 . For the meaning
of term dharma see Buston Vol. I, pp. 18 ff. and Central Conception of Buddhism
PP-2 ff; 73 ff.
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them the developed S a k h y a and that they moulded their system
closely on the SZmkhya model.
Viewed as a step in the evolution of Indian philosophical thought, says
Stcherbatsky, Buddhism was probably preceded by a fully developed
form of the Ssmkhya system in the elaborate thoroughly consistent shape
of an Indian science (sgstra). . . . Both doctrines are sometimes called
radical systems (ekhtadarsana), because the one adheres to the doctrine
of eternal existence only (sarvam nityam), while the other maintains
universal impermanence (sarvam anityarn). I t is out of place here to go
into a more detailed comparison of both systems. Their close affinity has
not escaped the attention of scholars. What I should like to insist upon is
the fact that a close connection may be expressed not only by points of
similarity, but also by opposition, nay by pr0test.l

The characteristic standpoint of the Abhidharmika system can be
expounded as a polemic against substance,Vhe permanent and the
universal conceived as real in the systems of the atma tradition.
Though the arguments were formulated in strict logical form later
and belong rather to the Sautrantika school, they are quite relevant
here too.
The Real is the efficient (arthakriy5,kZri). The permanent as the
non-efficient is unreal. Efficiency can be either simultaneous or
successive. If simultaneous, all the effects being completed at once,
it may be asked whether the permanent exists after the first moment
or not. If it does, it should produce the same effects in the second and
succeeding moments, thus giving rise to an interminable series of the
same effectfrom one cause. This is an absurdity. If it does not produce
this series, though continuing to exist in the succeeding moments,
then it is evident that there is a manifest diflerence in its nature
between the first and other moments; for, in the first moment it is
efficient (samartha), while in other moments it is not so (asamartha)
with regard to the same effect. T h a t cannot be one of which two 07
wore opposed characteristics are pvedicated.3 Nor is the permanent
efficient successively, e.g., A first produces XI then Y, then 2. It
Soul Theory, p. 824.
This is a classical argumentation expounded and criticised in most
Brghmanical and Jaina works. Reference may be made t o the K;a?zabhanga
S i d d h i (both versions) in the S i x Buddhist N y E y a Tracts; TS pp. 131 ff.
Among the modem expositions. Dr. S. K. Mookeriee's Buddhist P h i l o s o $ h ~
of Univ&sal Flux may 6e consulted, as also stche;batskyls Buddhist ~ o g i c ,
Vol. I, pp. 79 ff.
This is the Buddhist dictum: yo viruddhadharm5dhy5sav511 n&5v ekab
a
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be asked whether A is capable of producing Y when it was
producingX. If it could do so, A would precipitate all the effects a t
once, and the second alternative will have been reduced to the first
one of simultaneous production. If it is not capable, it will never
produce the effect, as a piece of stone cannot produce the sprout
given any length of time. If we still think that A is one and the same
entity in two or more moments, then it is both efficient and inefficient
at once with regard to the same effect.
It may be objected that a cause (e.g. the seed) is the same; only,
the efficiency is owing to the presence or absence of auxilliaries. But
do the auxilliaries (sahak3ri) mean anything to the permanent? The
mere inoperative presence of them will not bring about any result.
They must therefore first modify the seed before it can sprout; it is
the seed as changed that produces the effect. If the modification were
an integral part of the seed, it should have that always. If it were not,
then the seed would have two natures--one, what it is in itself and the
other, what it becomes in response to its auxilliaries. But accepting
two natures of a thing is really to accept two things, according to the
Buddhist dictum. Thus things are different every moment; diherence
of time is difference of thing; a t no two moments is a thing identical.
Existence is momentary (k~anika)
.
The same conclusion can be enforced by the consideration of decay
and destruction. The vulgar notion is that a thing will continue to
exist unless it is destroyed by opposite forces. But if a thing is not
capable of destruction by itself, no amount of external influence can
affect it, much less reduce it to nothing. The blow from a stick
destroys the pitcher, it may be said. But if destruction were not
inherent to the pitcher, the blow should mean nothing to it; it should
continue to exist untouched as before, like empty space. If the destruction were inherent to the pitcher, the blow of the stick is merely an
occasion for its cessation; it does not bring it about. Consider for a
moment, what is meant by the ageing or decaying of a thing. I t is not
the case that a thing continues to exist unaffected for any stretch
of time and then suddenly begins to change. I t changes every moment,
uniformly, unperceivedly, relentlessly. Change or even birth is death
every moment; the thing must become different at every moment of its
existence. Permanefzce of a thing is an illusion, like the oneness of the
flame or of the stream.' Existence is flux. A thing is a point-instant,

'
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having neither a 'before' nor an 'after'; it has no span temporally;
there is no duration. Cessation is inherent in things and is entire
(ahaituko niranvayo vinZSah).
Precisely the same logic is applied to refute the reality of the Whole
(avayavi). What constitutes one thing? We might hold with commonsense that the table is one entity, the tree is one, though they may
consist of parts. But the table is partly seen and partly not, as it is
impossible to see all the parts at once. Parts of the tree move and
some other parts do not; a part of it is in shade and a part of it is
sunlit. How can that be one entity to which two or more opposed
characteristics (e.g. seen and unseen, moving and unmoving, dark
and sunlit) are ascribed? It is not possible to escape this logic by
stating that what is moving is one part and what is not moving is
different from it. For, both the parts belong to the same thing; the
characteristics of the parts belong to the thing-the whole-of which
they are parts. Therefore, there are as many things as there are
distinguishable 'parts' or aspects. An entity has no extensity or
complexity of content. The oneness of many things ('partsJ and
aspects) is illusory as the oneness of a heap of c0rn.l Horizontally,
spatially, a thing has no expanse. I t is not only an instant (k~anika)
lacking duration, but a spatial point lacking all magnitude and
diversity as well.
By the same logic we are led to the denial of the universal (s5mZnya)
or identical aspect of things. Each entity is discrete and unique
(svalak~ana).The existence of the universal, uniform and identical,
in all the particulars is beset with insuperable difficulties. How can
one entity exist in a number of particulars separated by distance of
space and time, in entirety, untouched by what happens to the
particulars? Moreover, in cognising a thing, we do not certainly cognise
it (the particular) and its duplicate (the universal). The polemic of the
Buddhist against the universal is too well-known to need any
detailed statement, All existence, for the Buddhist, is particular; the
universal is a t hought-construct , a vikalpa.
The real is momentary; it is simple, unitary; it is particular, unique.
This view militates against the conceptioil of the real as permanent,
citt5nam santane vijiianam ity upacaryate, ekam iveti kytv8. AKV. p. 713.
ra'divad dhdra'vad i t i . . . ekasmin k ~ a n esarnavahitSnSm bahiingm r8Sih;
bahusu ksanesu samavahitiinzm dhiir5,. riihidystiintena bahusu dharmesu
pudgalaprajiiaptim darhayati. dhZrZdrst2ntena bahutve sati riipa-vedangdinam skandhanzm pravshe pudgalaprajiiaptim darhayati. Ibid. p. 705.
See footnote No. I on previous page.
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as substance, as universal and identical. All things, physical and
spiritual,exhibit this pattern; there is no exception. I t is not, as in the
S~mkhya,that while the object changes, the self does not change.
Nor is change considered as the change of a permanent underlying
substance that is continuous in the effect. Change is the replacement
of one entity by another; it is the cessation of one and the emergence
of another. Existence is the momentary flash into being and subsidence
into non-being of material and mental states-feelings, perception,
volition etc. No doubt the states can be grouped, under various
combinations, into skandha, dhZtu and Zyatana etc. ;but the combination is not real over and above the constituents. The components are
real, vastusat; the combination is appearance, prajiiapati sat. What we
usually take as the self or the soul (gtman) can be analysed, without
residue, into the several mental states, citta and caitta. There is no
abiding and continuous self over-lapping these states and in which
they inhere. The pudgala or the Individual is an appearance; it
constitutes the primary avidy5-sat kZya-dr$ti.
The rejection of substance, soul and all relations is Humean in
character. Hume recognises two main principles of his philosophv:
"that all our distinct perceptions are distinct existences, and that h e
mind never perceives a n y real con?zexion among distinct existences. Did
our perceptions either inhere in something simple and individual.
or did the mind perceive some real connexion among them, there
would be no difficulty in the case."2
But there is a very important difference which should not be lost
sight of. Hume would account for the notion of substance, causality
etc. through the operation of the empirical laws of association and
habit. The Buddhist was alive, like Kant, to the fact that these
notions are a priori and are not of empirical origin. SatkByad~tithe inveterate tendericy to read permanence, universality and identity
into what are really momentary, discrete and particular-is primordial
beginningless avidya. Alongside of their rejection of the substanceview and the acceptance of the real as momentary states (modal

'

The Abhidharmika and other treatises usually speak of the 20 peaks of
this mountain of satkBya or Btma dysti: vimSati-hotik2 hi satkgyady~tih
pathyate: ripam gtmeti samanupasyati, rcpavantam gtmgnam, gtmiyam
ripe Btmeti; evam yBvad 1ijiiBnam vaktavyam, AKV. p. 705.
v!rfi~ati-~ikharasamunnatatarBtipythu-satkya-dyimahBailah
MKV. p. 294.
vl~~ati-Sikhara-samudgatoJYam
satkByadysti-hailah kumatinZim pravarttate
~adutariipam gtm%etc. TSP. p.
I3I .
Tyeatise of Humaa Nature. Appendix pp. 6 3 5 6 (Selby-Bigge's Edn.1
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view), the Buddhists developed the complementary doctrine of
avidy% and vikalpa; with a metaphysic largely Humean, they
elaborated their analysis of knowledge more or less on Kantian lines.
This is evident from the logical treatises such as the Pram&a
Samuccaya and Nyliyabindu where the theory of kalpanH (vikalpa)
or the synthesising activity of the mind is worked out. The Buddhists
brought their epistemology1 and ethics into full accord with their
anZtma-metaphysic.
Though it would be interesting, it is not possible to investigate
the fuller implications of the above Buddhistic position. I t should,
however, be pointed out that it is a very consistent and comprehensive
philosophy of the modal or anatma standpoint. If in the consistent
Ztma metaphysic the problem is how to account for change, plurality,
particularity and difference, here it is how to account for the
appearance of permanence, universality and identity. Both have
recourse to the theory of avidyH or Transcendental construction to
account for the appearance of difference or identity respectively.
In this and the previous sections we have investigated the two
standpoints of the S5mkhya and other systems following the Ztma
tradition. The trend in one is towards unity, identity and universality;
in the other it is towards plurality, difference and particularity. The
Ssmkhya, which is the basic system of the Htma tradition, advocates
satkZryavHda or the identity of cause and effect; the Abhidharmika
system conceives them as different. Curiously enough, they lead to
the same impasse-no production or causation. If the effect were
identical with the cause, nothing new emerges; there is no causation.
If they were different there is no emergence of the effect from the
cause; the two are unrelated, and there is no causation. A combination
If the momentary and the unique is the ultimately real, (paramgrtha sat),
that alone is the true object of perception (pratyak~amkalpan8podham; tasya
visayah svalaksanam).
The series or the continuum (santgna), although not ultimately real, is still
of empirical validity; i t is not however perceived, but only 'inferred', known
indirectly through the mediation of the categories of thought-construction.
There are thus two spheres of objects, svalaksana (the particular) and s2mgnyalaksana (the general) ;and t o cognise them there are two means of knowledge
perception and inference ( p r a t y a k ~ aand anum8na). I n the practical sphere,
the (mis) understanding of the separate elements as a self (as a permanent
identical substance) gives rise t o attachment t o i t and aversion t o its opposite
and infatuation generally. These are the kleSas (primary passions) and
upakleka (secondary passions) included under samskzras, which are directly
derived from avidyii (satk8yadysti). The antidote for this is nairatmya
bh8van8, the true view of things as mere dharma without any substance.
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these alternatives fares no better. If the combination were a mere
assemblage of the two, it would be open to the objections levelled
against each. If on the other hand, it were something unique and
indescribable, it might escape these objections; but it would be
beyond the purview of thought. The conclusion is inescapable, as
the Mgdhyamika found, that the fault lies not in this or that thoughtpattern, but in this veritable tendency to apply patterns to the Real.
This predicament stares us in the face everywhere. Take what you
call a thing, the table. Is it a cluster of qualities or predicates without
a unity-(dharmam5tram)? Then they cannot form one thing, each
being an isolated and self-contained entity. The unity is neither in
one nor in all of them collectively. This, however, is the standpoint
of the Abhidharmika system, since it denied substance. Nor is the
table a bare unity without the predicates, for such a thing is not
experienced a t all. A consistent form of the Substance-view advocates
the supremacy of Being; it has to deny change, becoming and
movement. It is necessarily committed to a block universe. The
Buddhist view, promising in its advocacy of the supremacy of
Becoming, does not satisfactorily explain change, movement. I t
reduces change to a series of entities emerging and perishing; each
entity however rises and perishes in entirety; it does not become
another. Movement for the Buddhist is not the passage of an entity
from one point to another; it is the emergence, a t appropriate
intervals, of a series of entities, like the individual pictures of a
'movie' show; it is a series of full-stops. There is neither flow nor
movement in each entity, nor in the series; it is the spectator who
projects that into the several static entities. Cutting up of the real
into a number of discrete slices cannot make for movement or change.
The realisation of the insuperable difficulties in each of these
standpoints led to the emergence of the MZdhyamika dialectic. It is
the consciousness of the inherent contradiction present in the
attempts of Reason to characterise the unconditioned in terms of the
empirical. The dialectic exposes the pretensions of speculative
metaphysics which seeks illegitimately to extend thought-categories
beyond their proper field. As we have pointed out, there are two
principal 'moments' or wings in a Dialectic. The systems of the 5tma
tradition represent the thesis, and the Zbhidharmika system the
antithesis of the antinomical conflict. This is the systematic form of
the same conflict which was present in suggestive form in Buddha.
Buddha's refusal to be drawn into the net of speculative metaphysics
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is consciousness of the transcendence of the real to thought. In the
Mhdhyamika, the same attitude is carried out in systematic form,
The Mzdhyamika system represents the maturity of the critical
consciousness within the fold of Buddhism.
There was, however, no sudden jump from the earlier pluralistic
Buddhism of the Hinaygna to the Mgdhyamika. A number of
transitional and intermediary schools and doctrines paved the way
for the advent of the Mgdhyamika ~bsolutism-SiinyatZ.

The rise of Mahiiyiina as a religion on a distinctly philosophical
basis was the work of several centuries; but its beginnings could be
traced shortly after the pari-nirviina of Buddha. Three features
sharply distinguish MahiiyZna from the earlier schoo1s:l
(i) The conception of the supermundane Personality of Buddha
(lokottara) as the essence of phenomena;
(ii) The Bodhisattva ideal of salvation for all beings, as against
the private and selfish salvation for oneself of the Srzvakay3na,
and the attainment of full Buddhahood instead of Arhatship;
(iii) The metaphysics of SiinyatZ-Absolutism-instead
of a
radical pluralism of ultimate elements.
The terms MahiiyZna and Hinayiina came into vogue much later
than the tendencies and cults of which they are the labels. In the
schism of the Vajjian monks and the secession of the Mahiisanghikas
we see clearly the Mahgyiina trends, which must have been germinating much earlier. Kimura, who has made a special historical study
of these terms, states that the terms Mahiiyiina and HinayZna were
coined by the Mahiisanghikas as a sort of retaliation against the
TheravZdins who called them 'Pgpa Bhikkhus' (sinful monks) and
heretics. Further, that the MahZsanghikas have developed the
The ASP (p. 24) takes MahZyZna t o mean the refuge for countless and
immeasurable beings, as the path of the Bodhisattvas and as the real that is
transcendent t o thought, not having origination or decay.
See Asanga (SzZtrdlamkdva, I.) for the distinction of MahSyHna from
Hinayha:
SSayasyopadeSasya prayogasya virodhatah;
upastambhasya kHlasya yat hinam hinam eva tat. (I, 10).
. . . SrZvakayZne 2tmaparinirv8n2yaivZSa~~astad artham eva prayogah,
parittaS ca punyasambhSrasamgyhitah upastambhah, k&lena ciilpena tadarthapraptir ySvat tribhir api janniabhih. mahHyane t u sarvam viparyayena.

(P.4).
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or the ontological teaching of Buddha, while the Theravadins
were the conservative literalists who emphasised the phenomenological teaching and could not go beyond the external (exoteric)
meaning.
The evolution of the MahBygna may be said to have begun from
the time of Buddha's parinirv5na (544 or 487 B.c.); it was almost
complete by the 1st century B.C. The process lasted for more than
three or four centuries during which period the deeper and more
fruitful ideas of the master gained ground on the religious, ethical
and metaphysical fronts. At first, the advocates of these doctrines
were branded as heretics and breakers of the Order, although they
do not seem to have been insignificant in numbers. Later on, the
tables were turned against the Orthodox Elders, and by about the
beginning of the Christian era MahByZna became ascendent.
No history of the development of Buddhism, as religion and
philosophy, can be complete without a proper co-ordination of the
undermentioned three aspects:
(i) We have to take into account the external history of the
Order, the rise of the Schools, their distribution and migration,
together with the various attempts made from time to time
in the Councils and Synods to stamp out heresy and to evolve
an orthodox creed.2
(ii) The literarv history of Buddhism will also throw considerable
light on our understanding of its philosophy and religion.
Under this, we have to consider the language of the schools,
the nature and extent of their literary productions (canonical
and non-canonical) with the ascertainment of their dates.'
Mah&ydna and Hinaya'na, pp. 12, 15, 67, 115 ff.
A considerable body of literature has grown round the history of the
Buddhist Councils; for References see Hastings's E.R.E. and Winternitz's
History of Indian Literature (Vol. 11, pp. 71, 169 f f . )Regarding the spread of
Buddhist Schools and Sects reference may be made t o Dr. N. Dutt's Early
Hist. of the Spread of Buddhism, S. Dutt's Early Monastic Buddhism & Kimura's
The Shifting of the Centres of Buddhism i n India. (Journal of Letters, Val. I,
Gal. Uni.) and the Hist. of the Early Budd: Schools, Vol. IV (Asutosh Mukerjee.
Comm. Volume).
By far the best summary of the Buddhist literature is found in the
monumental work of Wintemitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. I1 (abbreviated hereafter as H.I.L.) and Buston's History oj Buddhism 2 Vols. Trans.
by Obermiller. R. L. Mitra's Nepalese Buddhist Literature and Nariman's A
Llteva~yHistory of Sanskrit Buddhism are out of date and unsystematic.

'
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(iii) But the above considerations are meant for the understanding
of its ideological or doctrinal development. And it is with this
that we are primarily concerned.
Early Buddhist historians, like Vasumitra and Bhavya, speak of
the 18 different schools, all claiming to embody the true teaching of
Buddha1 (a$&daSa-nikgya-bheda-bhinnam bhagavato dharmaigsanam). The question of historical value apart, this acount supplies us
the important links in the evolution of the Mahsygna. Only four main
schools need be considered: the Sthaviravgda, SarvZstiviida,
Mahssanghika and the Ssmmitiya; others are sub-schools and offshoots of these. The Sthaviraviida, predominant a t first, gradually
declined in importance and influence from the time of the 3rd Council
(Asoka's reign) till it disappeared altogether from the mainland
proper; but it continued to thrive in Ceylon, Burma and Siam. The
~arv&tiv5dawas the most dominant and influential school; it had
its ramifications all over the country, including Kgshmir, Gandhira
etc. When the Mgdhyamika or the Vij fignavgda writers criticise the
Abhidharma philosophy, they invariably mean this school. The
Sgmmitiyas (Vgtsiputriyas) must have been a prosperous sect with
quite a considerable following. No original works of this sect have
come down to us, and there is the disadvantage of having to derive
our all too meagre knowledge of this school from its opponents. Its
importance is as a transitional stage between the one-sided modal
standpoint of the other schools and the no-position of the Mgdhyamika.
I t is however the MahZsanghikas who can be definitely termed the
precursors of Mahgygna religion and philosophy.
The development of the MahHy5na literature with its characteristic
form and content from out of the HinayZna was preceded by a stage
of transition. There is extant a considerable body of literary works
which constitute a veritable borderland, with one leg in the Hinayana
and the other in the Mahgygna.
Vasumitra's Nikliyiilambana Slistra (Nanjio, Nos. 1284-6)' translated into
English by J . Masuda (Origin and Doctrines of Early I n d i a n Buddhist Schools),
A s i a Major Vol. 11, 1925; Max Welleser's Die Sekten des alten Buddhismus
(Heidelberg, 1927) gives Vasumitra's ( p p . 24 ff) and Bhavya's (BhZvaviveka's)
( p p . 77 f f ) account of the schools. See also Buston Vol. 11, pp. 97 ff ., TZraniitha's
Geschichte-pp. 270 ff. Dr. N. Dutt's Three Principal Schools of Buddhism
(Calcutta, 1939) is further valuable as making a comparative study of these
sources with the Kathdvatthu. Rockhill's Life of the Buddha ( p p . 181-202)
gives information about the schools condensed from the Tibetan works:
Bhavya's Nikiiyabheda Vibhanga, Vinita Deva's Samayabhedoparacandcak?'a
and Bhiksuvar;Zgraflyccha.
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The Mahdvastu,' Lalita Vistaras and the Avaddna8 literature
constitute, both in literary form and content, a distinct step towards
the MahiiyyHna. Deification of the Buddha, legendary tales glorifying
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in the approved Puriinic style with
all manner of exaggeration, a trend towards Buddhabhakti and the
glorification of the exalted Bodhisattva ideal are the characteristic
ieatures of these. The epics and dramas of ASvagho# (contemporary
of K a n i ~ k a served
)~
the same purpose. We see in these the steps by
1 The Maha'vastu (Ed. by E . Senart, Paris, 1892-97)claims to be the Vinaya
Pitaka of the LokottaravZidins belonging to the Maaanghikas. This is a
of epic proportions written in easy, fluent Mixed Sanskrit. I t belongs
to the class of literature called AvadBna, moral stories. I t is a veritable storehouse of Jgtakas, edifying stories and dogmatic Siitras. Buddha is treated as
God who had descended into the world and who underwent penance etc. as a
sort of make-believe. To some extent the Mahiivastu also anticipates the
Mah2y5na spiritual discipline, especially its conception of the ten bhiimis of the
Bodhisattva.
a Lalitavistara (Ed. by R. Mitra, Bib. Indica, and S. Lefmann, 2 Vols,
Halle). Though strictly belonging to the Dharmagupta sect-a branch of the
SarvSstiv3dins, it is, in style and content, a Vaipulya Siitra of the MahiiyBna,
and has been considered as one of the Nine Dharmas along with such works as
Saddharma Pundarika, Astasdhasrikd, Lankdvat6ra etc. The precise date of
this work is uncertain (see H.I.L. Vol. 11, pp. 253 ff .) . For our purpose, it may
be stated that it has been one of the secondary formative works that might
have possibly influenced the MBdhyamika. We find appreciative references to
the Lalita Vistara as a canonical authority in Candrakirti (MICV. pp. 26, 108,
377, 407, 551 etc.), SBnti Deva (SS pp. 203 ff and especially 237 ff) and
Prajiigkaramati (BCAP. p. 532). These Mgdhyamika writers appeal especially
to the following Lalita Vistara passages: that the cause (seed) is not the same
as the effect (sprout) nor different etc., bijasya sato yathgnkuro na ca yo bija
sa caiva ankuro; na ca anya tat0 na caiva tat, evam anuccheda aS&Svata
dharmatg. (quoted in MKV. pp. 26, 108, 377 and 428 and SS p. 238);that a
thing that is produced by dependence on others is nothing in itself (MKV. p. 407;
SS. p. 238. BCAP. p. 532; that things are apparent. mgyika, like mirage or
reflections is also stated in many places (MKV. p. 532, SS. p. 239). These are
hasic Mgdhyamika notions.
Special mention must be made of the Avaddna Sataka and Divydvaddna.
See H.I.L. pp. 277 ff. The value of this literature is on the religious and ethical
side as glorifying the Bodhisattva ideal.
ASvaghosa is the author of Buddha Carita, Saundardnanda and SariputraPvakara?za, besides man lyrical poems. To ASvaghosa is attributed the
MahZydna Svaddhotpdda dstra, wholly lost in Sanskrit but preserved in Chinese
only and translated therefrom by Suzuki and T. Richard as " The Awakening of
Faith." So far, we have come across no reference to this book in any MahByBna
work. The Bhiita-TathStB concept elaborated by the author of the Awakening
of Faith seems to be later to NBgSrjuna. Probably, this is the work of Ahvaghosa
11. 5th Cent. A.D. See Kimura Hinaydna and Maha'ybna pp. 41, 84 etc.
Kaniska's date remains still unsettled. Considered opinion now favours the
beginning of the 2nd Cent. A.D. Some scholars continue to adhere to an earlier
date (A.D. 78 or even 58 B.c.). See H.I.L. Vol. 11, Appendix V.
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which Buddhism became a popular religion with attractive legends
and a glorious pantheon.
The beginnings of the MahZyZna can be distinctly traced in the
Mahgsanghika schools which seceded from the Sthaviravsda at the
Second Council held a t VaiSg1i.l The doctrinal diii'erences attributed
to this influential and progressive section of Buddhism by Vasumitra,
Bhavya and others leave little doubt that they were evolving the
Buddhakgya conception, the Bodhisattva ideal and Buddhabhakti.
By implication, they had some vague notion of an underlying reality
as the ground of the changing phenomena. I t was natural for them to
identify this reality with the TathZgata whom they considered as
lokottara (supermundane, transcendent) and d i ~ i n e .These
~
undeveloped notions mark the incipient stages of the MahgyZna
Buddhology, Siinyatg and Bodhisattva ideal which are fully developed
in the PrajCiParamiti and other treatises.
The D5pavamsa gives a graphic but biassed description of the
method of the Mahzsanghikas and their 'creation' of new canons.
"The Monks of the Great Council made a reversed teaching (of the
scriptures). They broke up the original collection and made another
collection. They put the Suttas collected in one place elsewhere. They
broke up the sense and the doctrine in the five NikByas. The ParivZra,
the summary of the sense (of the Vinaya), the six sections of the
Abhidhamma, the Patisamblzidi, the Niddesa and part of the JZtaka,
so much they set aside and made others."3 This account is evidence
of the revolutionary nature of the Mahgsanghika doctrines, and of the
-

A hundred years after the death of the Buddha which is put traditionally
a t 544 B.C. or by the western scholars at 487 B.C.
a Kimura: HZnaydna G. MahGydna pp. 86-7:
"If we look a t the NikGyabheda-dharma-mati cakra Sdstra (or I-pu-tsun-lun-lun)
of Vasumitra, we come across the following passages: 'The fundamental and
common doctrines of the Mahgsanghika, the Ekavyiivaharika, the Lokottaravada and the Kaukkutika schools: The four schools unanimously maintained
that ( I ) The Blessed Buddhas are all supermundane (lokottara). (2) The
Tathagatas have no worldly attributes (sasrava dharmas). (3) The words of
Tathagatas are all about the Turning of the Wheel of Law (dharmacakrapravartana). (4) Buddha preaches all doctrines (dharmas) with one utterance.
( 5 ) In the teachings of BhagavZn (Buddha) there is nothing that is not in
accordance with the Truth. (6) The physical body (riipa-k8ya) of Tathagata
is limitless. (7) The majestic powers of Tathagata also are limitless. (8) Lives
of Buddhas too are limitless. (9) Buddha is never tired of enlightening living
beings and awakening pure faith in them etc.' "
See also: Masuda's Origin & Doctrines of Early Ind. Buddhist Schools, pp. 18fi.
a Quoted from E. J . Thomas's Hist. of Buddhist Thought, p. 32.
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negativereaction it raised in the Orthodox fold. On the Mahgsanghika
side, the complaint was that the Sthaviras were literalists and did
not understand the deeper and truer meaning of the Scriptures.
External (Brzhmanical) influence on the rise of Mahgyzna has been
surmised by some scholars, e.g. Kern. Max Muller, Keith, Stcherbatskyl
and others. Possibly, the influence exerted was with regard to the
conception of Godhead and Bhakti and the absolute as the transcendent ground of phenomena, an idea which is well-defined in the
Upanisadic conception of Brahman. The question is difficult to
decide as there is little direct evidence. If there was any borrowing,
it was indirect and circumstantial. More probable it is that by its own
inner dynamism Buddhist thought too was heading towards
Absolutism in metaphysics and Pantheism in religion.
The part played by some philosophical schools, notably the
Vgtsiputriyas and the Sautrgntika, in proving as a sort of transitional
link, must be mentioned. Universally condemned by all the other
Buddhistic schools as h e r e t i ~ a l the
, ~ VHtsiputriyas held tenaciously
to the doctrine of the pudgalztman (the Individual) as a quasipermanent entity, neither completely identical with the mental
states, nor diflerent from them. However halting this conception nlay
be, it is evidence of the awareness of the inadequacy of a stream of
elements to account for the basic facts of experience, memory, moral
responsibility, spiritual life etc. The VBtsiputriyas showed the
hollowness, at least the inadequacy, of the doctrine of elements;
the states (skandhas) cannot completely substitute the Htman; a
permanent synthetic unity must be accepted. Of course, they could
not attain to the critical (middle) position of the Mzdhyamika, viz.
that there are no states without the self, nor is there the self without
the states, and therefore both are unreal, being relative.
The SautrZntika,s as a critical realist, developed the doctrine of
Kern sees distinct parallels between the Bhagavad Gitd and the Saddharma
Pu?ldarika. Keith even hints a t Greek and Christian influence (Buddhist
Phil. pp. 2 1 6-7). Stcherbatsky says: "That the MahHyHna is indebted to some
Aupanisada influence is probable" (Buddhist Nirvdna p. 5 1 ; see also p. 61).
The Pudgal2tmav2da has come in for vehement criticism a t the hands of
the other schools. Vasubandhu devotes an entire section (the Appendix to his
Abhidharma K d a ) for a refutation of this doctrine. The Kathdvatthu opens
with a condemnation of this. Even the MHdhyamika does not spare him.
(MK.Chaps. IX & X ) . See lnfm Chap. VII, the section on dtmaparikpd for a
detailed criticism of the Pudgala theory.
Sankr2ntiv~daand DZrsSntikavBda were other names or stages of the
Sautrintika. See Masuda, oi.'cit. pp. 66-7.
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conceptual construction (vikalpa) as complementary to the doctrine
of elements. They were aware of the subjectivity of phenomena to
a much greater extent than the VaibhL~ika.They cut down the
inflated lists of categories accepted by the VaibhPsika, and roundly
declared many of their reals as merely ideal (prajfigpti-sat).' he
application of Occam's razor could have but one logical limit; all
phenomena, without exception, are dependent on construction, and
are without any real nature of their own. This certainly paved the
way for the more logically developed position of the MZidhyamika.
The SautrZntika by his insistence on the creative work of thought
and the doctrine of Representative Perception (bPhyPnumeya-v8da
or jfiZnZik5ra as visaya-sPriipya) directly led to the Idealism of the
YogZc3ra. If we knew only our ideas and the external object was
always inferred, the conclusion is irresistible that only ideas are real;
the external world of objects is an ideal projection. The VijiiZnavZda
arises by a trenchant criticism of the Sautrzntika doctrine of sgriipya
(resemblance) between Vi~aya(object) and Vij iiZna (knowledge)the doctrine of representative perception. In the West too, the
Idealism of Berkeley arises as a criticism of the Representative
perception advocated by Descartes and Locke. This known parallelism of development should help us to understand a similar line
of thought here.
The Satya Siddhi school of Harivarman is sometimes claimed as
an intermediary school between Hinayiina and Mahgytina. YamaKami Sogen says : "Harivarman's doctrine (the Satya Siddhi
School) is to be regarded as the highest point of philosophical perception attained by Hinaygnism, and in a sense it constitutes the stage
of transition between Hinayanism and MahBygnism." But as the date
of Harivarman is the 3rd Century A.D., long after the advent of
Niiggrjuna and Arya Deva, the Satyasiddhi school may be considered
as an attempt at a synthesis between HinayPna and MahZygna rather
than as a precursor of MahZ~Bna.~
The Sautriintikas based themselves on the scriptural text: paiicemgni
bhiksavah samjiiiim8tram pratijii5matrari.l vyavah5ramiitram samvyti-miitrad
yad utiitito'dhv5niigato'dhv5kiiham nirvznam pudgalah ceti. Quoted in MKV.
P. 393; CSV. pp. 59-60. They also refused t o accept the citta-viprayuktasamskgras. MKV. p. 444. The Sautrzntikas reduced the number of Dharmas
(75 in the Vaibh5sika) to 43. See Appendix D of Pt. Aiy2sw5mi1s edn. of
Alambana Pariksd. (Adyar, Madras).
a Systems of Bziddhistic Thought, p. 173, as quoted in Dr. Dutt's Aspects of
Mahzydna.
This remark is from Dr. Dutt's Aspects, p. 65.
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M~DHYAMIKA

SYSTEM

The MHdhyamika system is the systematised form1 of the Sfinyat2
doctrine of the PrajiZdpdrarnitd treatises; its metaphysics, spiritual
path (sat-p3ramitBnaya) and religious ideal are all present there,
though in a loose, prolific garb. With the PrajtZciPi~arnitis an
entirely new phase of Buddhism begins. A severe type of Absolutism
established by the dialectic, by the negation (Siinyatg) of all empirical
notions and speculative theories, replaces the pluralism and dogmatism of the earlier Buddhism. The Praj.iiaydramitis revolutionised
Buddhism, in all aspects of its philosophy and religion, by the basic
concept of Sfinyat~.In them is reached the fruition of criticism that
was born with Buddhism. Earlier Buddhism was semi-critical: it
denied the reality of the substance-soul-(pudgala-nairamya),
but
dogmatically affirmed the reality of the dharmas, separate elements.
The new phase denies the reality of the elements too (dharmanairztmya). The PrajiZ~pdramitisare not innovations; they can
and do claim to expound the deeper, profounder teachings of Buddha,
The fourteen avygkyta (Inexpressibles) of Buddha receive their
significant interpretation here. The dialectic that is suggested in
Buddha is the principal theme here.
There is evidence to believe that the A~tasdhasrikiis the oldest and
basic Prajfi3pgramitH text from which there has been expansion and
abridgement, expansion into the Satasihasrikd and Paiicavimiatislihasrikd2 and abridgement into the Saptaiatikd, Adhyardhaiatikd etc.
Candrakirti says of Niigiirjuna that he had unerringly and deeply understood the Prajfiiipiiramitii way: Aciirya-Niigiirjunasya vidit5viparitaprajiiBplrarnitg-niteh (MKV. p. 3) and saddharmakohasya gabhirabhsvam
yathgnubuddham krpayii jagiida (ibid p. I ) . From the Chinese sources we
learn that NZgarjuna is the author of a voluminous Mahdpvajiidpdramitc~
Sist~a (Nanjio No. 1169; Hobogirin, 1509; translated into Chinese by
Kumgrajiva, A.D. 402-5). This circumstance might have led some to consider
NggZrjuna as the author of the Prajiidpdramitd Siitras; but it is definitely
established now that they had existed a considerable time before him and that
he is only their systematiser. See H.I.L. Vol. 11, pp. 341-2. Kimura: Hinayana
& Mahcydna, pp,
10 ff.
- a This is in spite of the orthodox opinion that the Satasdhasrikd has been
abridged into the PaGcaaimJati, Asja, etc. See AAA. p. 14.
The Prajfiiip&ramit5Sfitras range from the Satasdhasrikd (roo,ooo verses in
length) to the PrajlidpEmmitd Hrdaya SCtra consisting of a few lines only: this
1s more or less a Dhzrani. The printed texts of these are:
1 . The Satnsdhasrikd, Bib. Indica, (1902-13), Chapts. 1-13 or a little over a
fourth has been published so far;
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down to the shortest Prajfidpdramitllhydaya SQtra consisting of a
few lines. The Astasdhasrikdl was translated into Chinese as early a
A.D. 172 by Lokarak~a,and this affords us the lower limit. ~ l l o w i n ~
for the fact that the work must have established its reputation in
India itself and for the difficulties of travel to a distant country etc.,
we may not be far wrong if we hold that the Astasdhasrika' might
have been in existence in the 1st century B.c., if not earlier. The
2. The PaiicavimSati, redacted t o conform t o the Ablzisamaydlamkdra, edited
by Dr. N. Dutt in the Calcutta Oriental Series, 1934. The first Abhisamaya or
about a third of the entire work is all t h a t is published. The original PaficavimSati
seems t o be lost in Sanskrit, but is available in Tibetan.
3. The A;hidas'a (fragments only) edited by Bidyabinod (1927) and Sten
Konow (1942) in the Memoirs of the Arch. Survey of India, Nos. 32 & 69 respy.
4. The Dakasdhasrikd is lost in the original; the I & I1 chapters have been
restored from Tibetan into Sanskrit by Sten Konow, Oslo, 1941.
5. The Astasdhasrikd, complete text edited by R. Mitra in the Bib. Indica
(1888) and by Wogihara, Tokyo, 1932-35.
6. A summary or nucleus of the A;ta is the Ratnagu?zasamcaya Gdthi
consisting of about 300 verses in Giithii Sanskrit ed. by Obermiller, Bib.
Buddhica, 1937.
7. The SuvikrZntivikramiparipvcchd or the Sdrdhadvisiihasrikd, the first two
chapters of which have been edited by Matsumoto; ch. I (Bonn, 1932); ch. 2
(Kahle Studien, I 935.).
8. The MafijuSri parivarta or Saptadatikd edited by Tucci in Mem. d. R.
Acc. N. dei Lincei, Vol. XVII, Rome, 1923; First Part only (corrected and ed.)
by J. Masuda in the Taisho Uni. Journal, 1930, Tokyo.
g. The Vajracchedikd (the well-known Diamond SGtra) ed. by Max Rliiller,
Oxford, 1881.
10. The Adhyardha Satikd has been edited by E. Leumann (Zur nordarischen
Sprache und Literatur, Strassburg, 1912 ; and by Izumi, Toganoo and Wogihara,
Kyoto, 1917.
11. The Praj.ltiipiiramitd Hydaya SGtra, easily the most popular of the
Prajiiaparamita siitras, has been edited and translated several times over by
different scholars: by Max Miiller, Oxford, 1884; by Shaku Hannya in the
Eastern Buddhist, 1922-23; by D. T. Suzuki in his Essays in Zen Buddhism,
1934; and by Dr. E. Conze in the JRAS, 1948.
Fairly complete and detailed information about these and other PgramitB
texts which exist in MS only with the Chinese and Tibetan versions is given in
Matsumoto's Die Prajiidpdramitd Literatur, Bonner Orien. Studien, Heft.
I, 1932.
Many and varied are the problems connected with the Prjfidpdramitds.
To mention some of them only: the inter-relation of the various recensions, the
settling of the different stratifications t o which each of them has been subjected,
the fixing up of the dates for each, and the doctrinal analysis of their contents
etc. A vast exegetical literature too has grown on these. Many of the commentaries are in Chinese and Tibetan, especially in the latter. The Abhisamaydlankdrdloka of Haribhadra (G.O.S. No. LXII, Baroda) is also a free commentary on the Abhisamaydlankdra and the Astasdhasrikd a t once.
Die Pmjr7Zpdranzitd Litcrntur pp. 4, 22 (Nanjio No. 5, DaSasdhasrikd is
the same as our A ~ t a ) .
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formulationof the MLdhyamika as a system belongs, therefore, t o
the beginning of the Christian era.
It is difficult to say with any definiteness regarding the other
canonicalworks that might have preceded and influenced Nggarjuna
and Arya Deva. The Nine Dharmasl-A;tasdhasrikd,
Saddharma
pu$arika, Lalita Vistara, Lankriuatcira, Gandavyziha, Tathdgataphyaka, Samcidhircija, Suvarna Prabhdsa and DaSabhGmikd Sayas
are held in great veneration by both the Mgdhyamika and YogacBra.
There is evidence that NZgBrjuna was acquainted with the Saddharma
Pu~darika,for he quotesa from it. Probably, the Gatha portions of
the Samidhi-rijas (Candra-Pradipa) SzZtra were also utllised by
Nsggrjuna. Candrakirti however quotes very freely from this in
almost every chapter of his commentary Prasannapadi. The
Tathigata Guhyakal and Lankcivatcira and other works are probably
later than NZggrjuna. Nothing definite can be said about them in
the present state of our knowledge.
"The Kciiyapa2Parivarta (Ratnakfie) belongs to the comparatively
small group of MahZyZna works whose existence before the year
A.D. 200 can be confidently assumed." The Mgdhyamika standpoint
of steering clear of the two extremes of nitya, and anitya, of gtman
and nairztmya, is brought out with emphasis and clarity in this
important text. The MadhyamZ Pratipad is very suggestively
characterised as the self-conscious or critical awareness of things as
they are (dharmgnzm bhiitapratyaveksZ); it is not a position a t all,
All these nine are available in print; some (Saddharma, Lankdvatara,
Suvar?zaprabhdsa and Sam6dhirija) have been edited twice over.
See Hist. of Ind. Lit. Vol. 11, p. 304.
Candrakirti refers to this as Sarnhdhiri.ja Siitra, while hntideva calls i t
Candrapradipa SGtra after the principal interlocutor there. This (chapters IXVI) has been recently critically edited with introduction and notes by
Dr. N. Dutt as part of Gilgit M S S . The earlier edition of this work, printed by
the Buddhist Text Society, Calcutta, is faulty and incomplete. K. Regamey
has published 3 chapters, VIII, XIX & XXII of this Siitra, Warsaw, 1938.
The characteristic Madhyamika standpoint is stated thus:
astiti n k t i t i ubhe'pi ant&
tasmad ubhe anta vivarjayitvz
madhye'pi sthgnam na karoti panditah. IX 27.
The distinction between nitartha and neyartha is also clearly drawn (VII 5 ,
Gikit MSS. Vol. 11, p. 78).
In his learned introduction to his edition of this work, Dr. B. Bhattacharya
discusses the date and authorship of Tathagataguhya or Guhya Samaja. After
a thorough analysis, this scholar concludes that "it is very likely, therefore,
that Asanga who belonged to the 3rd Century A.D. is the author of the Guhya
SamGja Tantra" (p. XXIV).
KGiyapa Parivarta Ed. by Baron A. von Statl-Holstein, Shanghai, 1926.
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and is indescribable.' In all probability, this was one of the shorter
formative texts of the MPdhyamika system--one that is quoted with
respect by Candrakirti and !%inti Deva.
About 48 other Siitras are included in the Ratnakiita class in the
Chinese and Tibetan collection^;^ most of them are Paripycchrir,
short tracts dealing with a particular problem, and still others like
the Pitieutra Samigama etc. are considerable treatises going over
the entire ground of Miidhyamika philosophy. %ti ~ e v a '.%kSisamucs
caya remains our main, and in most cases the only, source for excerpts
and specimens from these Siitras. Candrakirti quotes, among others,
from A ksayarnati, Upiliparipycchi, Pitciputra Samigama, Ratlzamegha, Ratnacfida Pari$~cchi,Satyadvaycivati~aetc. From this it
is not possible to conclude that these were necessarily prior to
NZgiirjuna and Arya Deva.
In the Prajiii+iramiti and the subsidiary Canonical (Siitra)
literature of the Miidhyamika, the one basic idea that is reiterated
ad nauseum is that there is no change, no origination, no cessation,
no coming in or going out; the real is neither one, nor many; neither
Ztman, nor anstman; it is as it is always. Origination, decay etc.
are imagined by the uninformed; they are speculations indulged in
by the ignorant. The real is utterly devoid (Siinya) of these and other
conceptual constructions; it is transcendent to thought and can be
realised only in non-dual knowledge-Prajiiz or Intuition, which.is
the Absolute itself. We are also expressly warned not to consider
Siinyatii as another theory, the DharmatP as other than the phenomenal world. The Absolute in one sense transcends phenomena
as it is devoid of empiricality, and in a vital sense is immanent or
identical with it as their reality. The distinction between two truths,
Paramartha and Samvyti, is emphasised. The butt of their criticism
is the dogmatic speculations (the reality of skandha, dhZtu, iiyatana
etc.) of earlier Buddhism; riipa, vedanL etc. are nut anitya
(impermanent); but they are Sfinya, lacking a nature of their own.
Pratitya-Samutpzda is not the temporal sequence of entities but their
essential dependence. NairZtmya receives a deeper interpretation as
appearance (nihsvabhiivatva); and by a relentless dialectic it is
shown that nothing escapes this predicament. All this finds the
fullest expression in the works of NZgzrjuna and his followers.
Ibid. pp. 82-90. This is quoted a t many places in this work.
The Kanjur Lists 49 works as belonging t o this class. The Tdhoku University
Cat. of the Tibetan Buddhist Canons (Nos.45-93).
a
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The Madhyamikal system seems t o have been perfected a t one
stroke by the genius of its founder-Ngggrjuna. There have not been
many important changes in its philosophy since that time. In a system
that is all dialectic, criticism, progress cannot be measured in terms
of doctrinal accretion or modification. The Mgdhyamika system
performs the high office of philosophy in taking stock of itself from
time to time. A close study of the system reveals to us the stresses
andstrains to which philosophy was subject in India down the ages.
The MBdhyamika system has had a continuous history of development from the time of its formulation by Ngggrjuna (A.D. 150) to
the total disappearance of Buddhism from India (11th Cent.). We
have a succession of brilliant teachers practically in every period.
It is possible to distinguish three or four main schools or rather
stages in the course of its development. The first is the stage of
systematic formulation by Nagarjuna and his immediate discipleArya Deva. In the next stage there is the splitting up of the MHdhyamika into two schools-the
Prgsangika and the Svatantrika,
represented by Buddhapalita and Bhavaviveka respectively. In the
third period Candrakirti (early 7th cent.) re-affirms the Pr%angika
(reductzo ad absuvdum) as the norm of the Madhyamika; the rigour
and vitality of the system is in no small measure due to him. %ti
Dva (691-743),though coming a generation or two later, may also
he taken as falling within this period. These two account for the high
level attained by the Mgdhyamika system. The fourth and last
stage is a syncretism of the Yoggcgra and the MMhyamika-the
chief representatives of which are S ~ n t a r a k ~ iand
t a KamalaSila. I t is
they who culturally conquered Tibet and made it a land of Buddhism.
The MBdhyamika remains to this day the official philosophy of the
Tibetan Church.
I. First Period-Nciga'rjuna (c. A. D. 150) and Arya Deva (c. 180-200).
Though the traditions of his life are greatly overlaid with legendary

'

'Madhyarnaka' or 'Madhyarnaka Darkanal is an alternative, and perhaps
an earlier term used for the Middle Way of Nggsrjuna; it is derived from
'Madhya' (Middle) by the addition of 'taddhita' sufKxes. 'M2dhyamika1is used
both for the system and its advocates. Non-Buddhist writers invariably refer
tothe system as well as the adherents of it as M~dhyamika.NSgPjuna or even
A ~Deva
a do not seem to have used either of these terms.
D
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details, there is no reason to doubt that NZg5rjuna was a real person.1
The circumstances of his life2are briefly told. He was, in all probability,a
BrZhman from the South who came to NZlandZ and propagated the
new PrajiiZpBramitZ teaching. The legend which credits him with
having brought the Satascihasrikd from the abode of the NZgas means
that he was the founder of a new and important phase in Buddhism.
All our accounts also agree in connecting his abode with DhZnyakataka or Sriparvata3 in the South, and of his personal friendship with
the King S5tavZhana (Andhra) for whom he wrote the Suh~~llekha.
Tradition places him four hundred years after the parinirvZna of the
Lord, whereas the consensus of opinion among European scholars
is that he lived about the middle of the 2nd century, A.D.'
According to Buston (Vol. I, pp. 50-1) six are the main treatises
of NZgZrjuna. Prajiii-mala (MGla-Madhyamaka Kci~ikds5)which is
Max Walleser (Life of NiZgdrjuna, Asia Major Hirth Ann. Vol.) writes in
a sceptical vein about the historicity of NiigBrjuna: "The systematic development of the thought of voidness laid down in the PrajEdPdramitd SGtras is
brought into junction with the name of a man of whom we cannot positively
say that he has really existed, still less that he is the author of the works
ascribed t o him. This name is NSgiirjuna." (p. I). Possibly, the Chinese and
Tibetan accounts used by this scholar confound the philosopher with the
Alchemist and the Tantrilla Niigiirjuna.
2 See Buston-Vol.
11, py. 122 ff.
Reliable historical evidence is available for associating NBgBrjuna with the
remains of the great Buddhist monastery and temple, NBgBrjonikonda, in the
Andhra province. See Buddhist Remains of Andhra, pp. 53-63.
"It has t o be agreed that even to-day, an exact fixing of N5gBrjuna1s
life-time must remain entirely doubtful, having regard t o the contradictory
source of the tradition, always supposing that a writer of this name existed at
all." (Walleser, ibid, p. 6).
"It is a good working hypothesis, though nothing more, that he lived in the
latter half of the 2nd century A.D." (H.I.L. Vol. 11, p. 342).
This is the basic text of the M2dhyamika; it is comparable in influence and
importance t o the Brahma Sfitras or the Nydya Sfitras. The text with the
Pmsan?zapadd of Candrakirti has been edited by the Buddhist Text Society,
Calcutta and by L. da Vallee Poussin in the Bibliothica Buddhica No. IV,
1913. The latter edition is a very valuable piece of scholarship. The text
consists of 27 chapters beginning with Pratyayapariksd and ending with
D g t i ParZksa; i t consists of 448 verses. Each chapter is an examination of a
particular category or doctrine. The Abhidharmika doctrines are the ones
chiefly criticised. Eight commentaries have been written on this by celebrated
men, by NBgBrjuna (Akutobhaya),Buddhapzlita, Bhiivaviveka (~raj~iZpradZpa),
Gunamati, Sthiramati, Candrakirti (Prasannapadd), Deva Sarman (Sitdbhyudaya) and GunaSri. All commentaries, except t h a t of Candrakirti, are lost
in the original, but are preserved in Tibetan. According t o Wassilief (quoted
by Stcherbatsky, Nirvdna p. 66), "the authenticity of the work (~kutobhaya)
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the Miidhyamika S b t r a par excellence; &nyati Saptatil expounding
the theory of the unreality of things in 66 anugtub stanzas; Yukti
Sastikiz is a work of 60 stanzas in anustup metre; the original of this
and the above work is lost; but they are preserved in Tibetan.
~@aha-Vya'vnrtaniis the refutation of possible objections that may
be raised against the negative method of Siinyat5 (Dialectic); it is
very valuable for the light it throws on the nature of the MZdhyamika
dialectic. The text is available3 with the commentary of NggZrjuna.
We have the evidence of Candrakirti to say that the Ac2rya4 wrote
his own commentary on the work. At places, the Vigraha V'dvarttani almost repeats versess from the Midhyamika K i r i k h . "Vaidalya
Szitra and Prakarnna, the self -defence of NZgLrjuna against the
charge of perverting logic" is to be had in Tibetan. The sixthe
work, according to Buston, is Vyavahira Siddhi, "showing that
from the point of view of the Absolute Truth-Non-substantiality,
and from the empirical standpoint-wordly
practice, go along
together."
was doubted even by the credulous Tibetans." Some chapters have been
translated: I & XXV in English by Stcherbatsky, and V, XII-XVI by Schayer
in German.
There are three commentaries on the S ~ n y a t dSaptati, one by NBgBrjuna,
the second by Candrakirti and the third by Parahita-lost in the original but
preserved in Tibetan (Mdo. XVII 4). A stanza from S ~ n y a t dSaptati (pa@h
kiranatah siddhah etc.) is quoted in MKV. p. 89.
Preserved in Tibetan and Chinese. Translated from the Chinese Version by
Phil. Schaeffer in German; Heidelberg, 1923. Candrakirti quotes from this half
a verse:
tat tat pr5pya yad utpannam notpannam tat svabhsvatah (MKV. pp. g
& 10.) to decide the exact meaning of pratitya-samutpgda as dependence.
Another verse from the Yukti-Sa;!zkd (hetutah sambhavo ye~Bm)is cited in
MKV. (p. 413) and in BCAP. (p'. 583) and a slightly different verse in BCAP.
@. 500). A replica of this idea is found in BCA. IX, 145.
Vigraha-vy&varttan~Ed. by K. P. Jayaswal and R. Sankrityayana,
Appendix to J.B.O. R.S. Vol. XXII; Translation into English from the Chinese
and Tibetan versions by G. Tucci, in the Pve-Dirimiga Buddhist Texts, G.O.S.
No. XLIX. Probably, this book was written after the Mddhyamika Kdrika,
as the Vflti of W. quotes the MK. Kgrik5: vyavahgram an&Srityaparamzrtho
na de6yate. etc.
MKV. p. 25: vigrahavyiivartanyd m i d kurvatapy gcsryer?a prayogavakySnabhidhgngt.
W 37 = MI< VII 12; W 38, 39, 40 = MK VII g, 10, 11 respectively.
"wording to TBanstha only the first five are by NggBrjuna. Some take
the sixth work to be Akutobhaya, but this is wrong. This commentary is not by
N%arJuna. See Obermiller- Doc. of PrajG-Pdramitb pp. 4-5.

'
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There is good evidence to hold that RatncivaliI1which is profusely
quoted by Candrakirti and Praj iigkaramati, is the work of Niigiirjuna.
There is no reasonable doubt with regard to Catuh Stavas (Nirupama,
LokZtita, Cittavajra and ParamLrtha-stava in anustup metre) being
the work of NZgLrjuna. These are feeling verses of the highest
devotion; they show that NSgLrjuna, like Sankara, had the religious
strain also well-developed in him. Both these great AcLryas have the
same felicity of language and the capacity to express their thoughts
even in shorter pieces. A number of spurious works have been
fathered upon them, and in many cases it is difficult to reject them
as not genuine.
Pratitya Samutpcida Hydaya3 (Tanjur Mdo XVII) is a small tract
in seven 3ryZt.s by Niigiirjuna; one verse (sv3dhyLya-dipa etc.) from
this has been cited by Candrakirti (MKV. p. 428, p. 551.). The
Bodl~icaryivatdrapafijika'(p. 351) quotes, apparently from this, a
couplet and a half to the effect that in the phenomenal sphere,
pratitya samutpzda, or the twelve-link causal chain with its three
sub-divisions, continues without intermission in this and other lives
conditioned as it is by klega and karma.4 There is a commentary on
this by Candrakirti.
i
it may be hazarded
On the strength of a verse from ~ L n t DevaJ5
that NLgLrjuna was the author of a collection of Mah3yZna Sfitras1 This work is utilised in our exposition of the Madhyamika doctrines.
G. Tucci has edited the text with a translation of some parts in the J.R.A.S.
1934, 1936. (Incomplete; Parts I, 2 and 4 only).
a The Catuhstava is quoted a t many places in MKV. pp. 55, 64, 215 and in
BCAP (numerous places). These citations are utilised in this work. Nairaupamyo
and Paramdrtha Stavas have been edited by Tucci in the J RAS (1932), p p 312
ff. Prabhubhai Pate1 has restored the entire Catuhstava from Tibetan into
Sanskrit in the IHQ. Vol. VIII (1932), pp. 316-331 ; 689-705). According to
Pate1 the titles of the four Hymns are: Nirupama, Lokdtita, Acintya and
Stutyatita.
Tibetan Text and Translation ed. by Poussin as Appendix IV to his
Theovie des douze Causes, Gand, 1913. P t . N. Aiyaswami has translated this
into English from the Chinese version (Taisho, Vol. XXXII, 1654) in the
K. V. Rangaswami Azyangar Com. Vol. pp. 485-91. A commentary on this by
Ullangha named PratityasamutPddaJdstra has been translated from the
Chinese by V. Gokhale, Bonn, 1930.
"CAP.
p. 389.
BCA, V. 106:
sakksepen8thav8 paSyet Sfitrasamuccayam;
3rya-NZg3rjun2baddham dvitiyam ca prayatnatah.
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sat~aSaw~uccuya.~
Buston too includes it in the list of the works of
Ngajuna "dedicated to the practical side of the Doctrine."'
There exist a great number of small tracts such as UPiyahrduya,
hlahiyifia VimSakala A k ~ a r aiataka (rightly a work of Arya Deva),
Abuddha Bodhaka, Bhavasamkrdnti SiZtra V?ttiI4 PrajiiaiiaDa?zda,b
Dharma SangrahaI6 etc. which are attributed to NQZrjuna. I t is
difficultto decide about the real authorship of these works. In the
Chimse Tripitaka (Nanjio, p.368) 24 works are ascribed to NZgZrjuna,
some of which have been noted already. Of the rest, the important
ones7are: Mahiprajiai-pi-pbamita'Slistru (No. I 169). Daiabhrirniviblrli;g
Sistra (No. 1180). Dvidafa nikdya (Mukha) ~ l i s t r a(No. 1186) and
EkaSloka Sistra (No. 1212); the first three were translated into
Chinese by Kumgrajiva about A.D. 405 and the last by PrajfiPruci
(A.D. 538-43). Besides these, a large number of Tantric and Medical
works are attributed to Nggkjuna in the Tibetan Collection (Tanjur).
Mr. Anukulchandra Banerjee, in a note on this topic in the I.H.Q. Vol.
XVII, pp. 121 ff., gives interesting information about this work. He concludes:
"From these evidences, it is clear that there were two texts of the SQtva
Samuccaya, one by %nti Deva and the other by Nggarjuna, and that h n t i
Deva regarded the work of Ngggrjuna as of great importance and recommended
its more careful study than that of his own." (p. 126).
Buston, Vol. 11, p. 125.
Reconstructed Sanskrit Text, edited with the Tibetan and Chinese versions
and an English translation by Prof. Vidhushekhar Bhattacharya, Sgntiniketan.
Concensus of opinion among scholars is that this work is by another Nggsrjuna
who lived about the first half of the 7th century. This work however is quoted
in ]iidnasiddhi.
' Bhavasamkrinti Sa'stra by Ngggrjuna. Restored into Samskrit by Pt.
Aiyiswsmi S ~ s t r i Adyar,
,
1938. As some of the verses are quoted from this
work, e.g. 'na caksuh preksate riipam etc.) this is most probably a genuine
work of Nsggrjuna.
A book of 260 sayings, edited and translated by Major W. L. Campbell,
Calcutta, 1919. There is nothing particularly Buddhistic about them.
Ed. by Kasawara and Max Miiller-Oxford, 1885. This is just a glossary
of Buddhist technical terms.
'"There are no grounds for denying NggZirjuna the authorship of the
commentaries, PrajfiGp&amitd SGtra Sistra and DaSabhiimi uibhdsi Stistra.
translation of the Mahipyaj+i@dyamitd into French by Professor Lamotte
'Sin progress. 2 Volumes (pp. 1-11 18) have already been published. (Louvain.
'944, 1949). The short treatise, EkaSloka Sc~stra,which has come down only in
Chinese, and which sets out to prove that true existence (svabhiva) is nonexistence (abhgva), is perhaps rightly ascribed to Nsggrjuna." H.I.L. VO~.11.
348. This has been translated into English by Edkins (Chinese Buddhism,
PP. 302-317) and restored into Sanskrit by H. R. R. Iyengar, Mysore Univ.
Jourml,I, 2; 1927.
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Arya Deva (KBna Deva, PingalBk~a.Nila-Netra, Deva) was the
chief pupil and worthy successor of NHggLrjuna. The MHdhyamika
system owes much of its popularity and stability to him. NgLggBrjuna
directs the dialectic mainly against the Abhidharmikas and establishes SfinyatB as the true import of the scriptures. His references to
the Ztma tradition are slight and indirect. He was however fully
acquainted with the classical SHmkhya and even the Vaiie~ika.1The
Mgdhyamika system is primarily a revolution in Buddhist thought,
and so the concentration of NHgHrjuna on earlier Buddhism is
understandable. In Arya Deva, we find not only criticism of the
Abhidharn~ikabut greater attention is paid to the SHmkhya and
VaiSe~ikaconceptions. This is done in his chief work Catuh Sataka.
There was need to consolidate the MHdhyamika position against the
non-Buddhist systems and to show that the dialectic is equally
valid against them. Coupled with the accounts we have of him that
Arya Deva was a great debater and that in many discussions he
vanquished his adversaries, there is no doubt that he shares the honour
of founding the MHdhyamika system with his master, NZgHrjuna.
The most trustworthy account of the main incidents of his life is
given by Candrakirti in the introductory part of his commentary on
the Catuh Sataka:~"Arya Deva was born in the island of Sinhala and
was a son of the King of the land. After having become the crown
prince he renounced the world, came to the South, and becoming a
disciple of NHgHrjuna, followed his doctrine. Therefore the truth of
his Catuh Sataka Siststra is not different from that of the Mcidlzyamika
Sistra (of NHgZrjuna). The assertion that there is difference between
their doctrines simply shows one's rashness; for. it is a false
imagination."
Deva "most probably lived a t about the turning point of the
second and thlrd centuries, A . D . " ~
CatuWataka (~atuh-Satiki
or simply Satakn) is the most celebrated
work of Arya Deva. Except for some fragmerlts.4 the work is lost in
See Supra-pp. 55-6 n.
Prof. V. Bhattacharya's Restoration of CatuhSataka, Intr. XIX. Dr. N. Dutt
questions the authenticity of these incidents, and Prof. Bhattacharya answers
the criticism. See I.H.Q. ix (1933) pp. 18 ff. and 193 ff.
H.I.L.Vo1. I 1 , p . 350.
Fragments mixed up with vrtti discovered and published by MM. Pt. H.P.
h s t r i , Memoirs of the A.S.B. Vol. 111, No. 8, pp. 449-514. This contains only
I29 verses or about a third of the whole work.
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the original, but is preserved in entirety in Tibetan, from which it
has been reconstructed1 into Samskrit . Dharmapala and Candrakirti
have written commentaries on the work, the first probably on the
first half and the latter on the whole work. It consists of 400 verses2
arranged symmetrically under 16 chapters, each consisting of 25
verses. The first half is devoted to the MHdhyamika spiritual discipline
and the second to a refutation of dogmatic speculations of Buddhists
and non-Buddhists, e.g. SHmkhya and VaiSe~ika. In style and content
it is equal to the Midhyamika K P i k i s ; and its importance in the
system is only second to the Kci~zkcis.Candrakirti quotes the Sataka
frequently in his MKV as authority for his statements. The correct
hlidhyamika standpoint is upheld by Arya Deva, and the work ends
with a verse4 characteristic of the dialectic.
The Sata Sistra5 (translated by Kum2rajiva A.D. 404. into Chinese)
and the Sata S l t r a VaipuZya (trans. by Hieun Tsang A.D. 650) are
probably the last 8 chapters of the Catuh Sataka, the contents being
reshuffled.
The Aksara Satakam6 is in all probability the work of Arya Deva.
It is lost in the original, but is preserved in Chinese (Satcik;ara
Btram, Nanjio, No. 1254; Hobogirin, 1572) and also in Tibetan
where it is wrongly ascribed to Nsggrjuna. With regard to the
genuineness of the work, Mr. Gokhale remarks: "As regards the short
basic text-the Aksara Sataka proper-it is by no means improbable
Part 11, Chapter VIII-XVI, reconstructed and edited with copious extracts

from the commentary of Candrakirti by Prof. Vidhusekhar Bhattacharya,
Visvabharati, 1931. This work grew as a criticism of the restoration made by
Dr. P. L. Vaidya in his Etudes sur Arya Deva el son Catuh Sataka, Paris, 1923.
Prof. Bhattacharya had also previously restored the VII chapter in the Proc.
of I V Oriental Conference, (Allahabad, 1926) pp. 83 I ff. I have unhesitatingly
used the restorations of this eminent scholar in my exposition of the
Mgdhyamika system.
a Regarding the number of verses and arrangement of the chapters. see the
Prefaceto the Fragments from Catuh Satik6 cited above and Dr. Vaidya's Intr.
to his restoration (Etudes).
See Chaps. IX, XI X I of cS.
sad asat sadasac ceti yasya pakpo na vidyate;
upSlambha.4 cirenapi tasya vakturh na Sakyate. CS XVI 25.
Translated by prof. G . Tucci in the Pw-DilinEga Buddhist Texts on Logic.
G-O.S. XLIX, Baroda.
"ksara Satakam- he Hundred Letters-A Mgdhyamika Text by Arya
Deva, after Chinese and Tibetan materials. Trans. by V. Gokhale; Heidelberg.

'
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that Arya Deva was the author of it; the title in itself is so typical
of an Arya Devic production that one might easily be tempted to
suggest a chronological sequence among the works: Catuh Satakn,
Sataka (Sata S l t r a ) and Aksara Sataka, where beginning from the
CatuhSataka the logical arguments become more and more systematic
and pointed till in the present text they develop into a short and neat
refutation solely directed against the Szmkhyas and VaiSe~ikas,who
probably formed in Arya DevaJs time the most powerful opponents
of Buddhism."l I t must be admitted, however, that the Aksara
Satakam does not seem to be very intelligible even with the cornmentary. The general drift of the treatise is to refute both identity
and difference (bh3v3naikatvam bhinnatvam api), sat and asatkgryavzda and to establish that things are apparent (svapnasamam). The
twenty odd propositions which form the entire subject-matter of the
treatise are introduced so abruptly and with so little argument that
it singularly fails to add to our knowledge of the Mzdhyamika
system.
The Hasta-vila-Prakaranaa (The Hand Treatise), (Chinese,
Mustiprakarana . . . Nanjio Nos. 1255-6; Hobogirin, 1620, 1621,
wrongly attributed to DignZga) may be taken as another attempt by
Arya Deva a t summarising the doctrines in six verses. Just as the
appearance of the 'rope-snake' is unreal, likewise things of the world
too, when closely scrutinised, are nothing apart from their parts; but
indivisible parts are equally unreal. The wise one should abandon
attachment, just as one shakes off fear of the unreal 'rope-snake.'
The distinction between the empirical (laukika) and Absolute Truth
(paramzrtha) is drawn in the last verse.
Cittaviiuddhi Prakarana3 and Jitiinascira Samuccaya4 are also
attributed to Arya Deva, perhaps with less justification. In the
Chinese Tripitaka , the Refutation of Four Heretical Hinayrina Schools
Aksara Satakam, p. 14.
V r o f . F. W. Thomas has edited the Tibetan and Chinese texts with a
restoration in Samskrit of the text and Commentary and an English translation
in the J.R.A.S. 1918, pp. 267-310. In his prefatory note to this, Dr. Thomas
discusses the authenticity of the work and the peculiar nature of the title.
Fragments discovered and edited by MM. Pt. H. P. Shastri, JASB, 1898,
pp. 178-184; Ed. by Prabhubhai Patel, Visvabharati Series, 1933, 1949.
The work belongs to the Vajraygna school. See I.H.Q. ix (1933) pp. 705 and the
introduction to his edition for a discussion of the contents and authorship of
this work by Patel.
Prof. V. Bhattacharya quotes a couplet (Basic Conception, p. I I ) from this.
This is also quoted in TSP. pp. 72, 878.
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and of the Conception of Nirvca'na according to 20 heyetical schools
mentioned in the Lankivatciua SzZtva are also attributed to Arya Deva.
If these are genuine, it affords information about a number of sects
and religions, such as MZiheSvara, Vaisnava,' etc.
Buddha-Psta and BhZvaviveka2 initiate a new phase in the
development of the Mgdhyamika system. Buddhapslita takes the
essence of the Mgdhyamika method to consist in the use of reductio
adabsurdurnarguments alone (prasanga-vgkya).The true Mgdhyamika
cannot uphold a position of his own; he has therefore no need to
construct syllogisms and adduce arguments and examples. His sole
endeavour is to reduce to absurdity the arguments of the opponent
on principles acceptable to him. We have the evidence of Candrak'lrti
to say that Buddhapglita held prasanga (reductio ad absurdum) to
be the real method of NBggrjuna and Arya Deva. He therefore
initiates the Prgsangika School of the Mgdhyamika.
Bhiivaviveka (Bhavya), a younger contemporary of Buddhapglita,
criticises the latter for merely indulging in refutation without advancing a counter-position.g He seems to have held that the Madhyamika
could consistently advance an opposite view. When the sat karyavlda
is criticised, the opposite view of cause and effect being different
should be set forth. I t is not quite clear what exactly Bhavaviveka,
who was himself a MZdhyamika, meant by this. Probably, he would
have liked to take a particular stand with regard to empirical reality,
or his aim was to vindicate the empirical validity of both the alternatives in turn. I t is unfortunate that we have no extant work of his
in Sanskrit which could have thrown light on the distinction between
the two schools. Bhgvaviveka is the founder of the Svatantra
(Sviitantrika) MBdhyamika School which had some following and
which later on gave rise to combination with the Sautrantika and
Yoggc~ra.Candrak-kti criticises him severely for being inconsistent,
although a Mgdhyarnika,d in advancing independent arguments and
2.

See Kimura: Hinaydna and MahtiyiZna pp. 28-9 and 350.
a Regarding the date, N. Peri says: A propos de la date de Vasubandhu j'ai
place Buddhapiilita dans la premiere moitie du cinquieme sibcle (1st half of
the 5th Century A D . ) BEFEO, 1911, as quoted in Dr. Vaidya's gtudes sur
~ ~ ~ a d etc.
e v ap. 17. Winternit= agrees with this date. H.I.L. Vol. 11, p. 362.
8
adrya-Bhiivaviveko dfisanam aha: tad atra prasangaviikyatvst etc.
MKV. p. 36. See also pp. 38, 14-15.
I angiwa-madhyamaka-darkanas~iipi
yat svatantraprayoga-v~ky8bhidhS. . . asya tiirkikasyopalak~yate.MKV. p. 25.
D*
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for his fondness for exhibiting his skill as a 1ogician.l He is even
castigated for his inaccuracy2 in stating the opponent's position.
From another reference to Bhgvaviveka, it appears that he held that
the realisation of Sfinyat5 was not absolutely necessary for NirvPqa
and that he conceded that the Sr8vakass and Pratyekabuddhas could
also attain final release. This is certainly opposed to the ekanayavHda4
of NggPrjuna according to which eventually the votaries of the other
paths have to be initiated into the SiinYat2 discipline for attaining
final release.
In his KaratalaratnaJ5 Bhgvaviveka attempts to establish the
basic Madhyamika standpoint by syllogistic arguments. He formulates
the syllogisms thus : The conditioned things (samskrta) are unreal
(Siinya) from the standpoint of ultimate truth (tattvatah), because
they are produced through causes and conditions (pratyayodbhavHt),
like things created by magic (m8yZvat). The unconditioned
(asamskyta), such as Space, NirvZna etc., are non-existent from the
standpoint of ultimate truth, because they are non-originating
(anutpgdgh), like the sky-lotus (khapu~pavat).The syllogisms are
mainly intended to convince the Hinayanist of the truth of the Void
(Siinyat%). BhZvaviveka defends his argument against possible
formal and material objections. He points out that he does not mean
to deny the empirical validity of things (samvytisat), but only their
ultimate reality.' The argument therefore is not vitiated by the
evidence of sense-perception etc., as these acquaint us only with
appearanceeaNor is it opposed to the testimony of the scriptures or
1 gtmanas tarkaSZstr5tikauSalam2tram gviScikirsay8 MKV. p. 25, tasmzt
priyZinum8natZm evatmana iic8ryah prakatayati, MKV. p. 16.
. . . iti paravyZkhy5nam aniidya diisanam abhidhatte, tasya parapak~ZnuvBdBkauSalameva tavat sambhzvyate. MKV. p. 8 also pp. 9-10.
a See MKV. pp. 351-3. Candrakirti concludes on this with regard to
Bhgvaviveka: tad ayam 5cZryo yathaivamvidhe visaye ngcBrya-matBnuvarti
tathii pratipgditam Madhyamakdvatdre 'diirangamgyiim tu dhiyzdhika ity
atreti na punas tad diisane yatna gsthiyate.
See AAA. p. 120: Brya NgggjunapiidZis tan-mat8nusgrinaS caikaygnanayavadina ghuh. 'labdhvg bodhidvayam' . . . etc. See infra Chapter X.
Poussin has translated this work MahZydnatdlaratna S ~ s t r of
a Bhgvaviveka
into French (Le Joyau duns la Main) in MCB ii (1932-33) pp. 68-138. Pandit
N. AiyBswSmi S ~ s t r has
i
restored this from the Chinese translation of Hieun
Tsang (Nanjio, 1237, Taisho, 1578) into Sanskrit under the title, Karatalaratna
(The Jewel in Hand) Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan, 1949.
a Karatalaratna, p. 34.
7 Ibid-p.
35.
Ibid-pp. 40 ff.
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even of commonsense. I t may be objected1 that for the Stinyavldin
there is no subject of negation, as he does not accept any entity.
The objection is not valid; for it is not necessary that a thing must be
acceptedas real before we could negate it; it is enough that it is
taken to be real in common parlance. Realists may advance the
counter-argument2that what is efficient e.g. the sense-organ, is real
(not unreal like the barren woman's son). This is clearly wrong, for
efficiencyis also possible in the case of apparitional things.
Another possible objection is that the argument that proves the
voidness of all things is itself void, as it is itself subject to the same
predicament (i.e. is conditioned by cause^).^ Far from being a defect,
this only serves to bring out the universal applicability of the law;
the proof that all things are Sfinya is itself Sfinya, within appearance.
Bhlvaviveka further clarifies his position by stating that SiinyatS
does not mean the assertion of the non-existence of things, but only
the denial of the dogmatic assertion of existence.* He also distinguishes
his standpoint from that of the VijiiSnav5din.s He rightly points out
that %nyatH does not nullify things or make them disappear, but
shows up their real nature as devoid of essence ( n i h s v a b h s ~ a ) . ~
Does Bh5vaviveka succeed in 'proving' sfinyatZ by positive
arguments? There can be no doubt about his ingenuity and scholarship; nor does he fare worse than other speculative philosophers.
Can we, however, establish the concomitance (vyZpti) between
'dependent origination' (the middle term) which is claimed to be a
universal factor of all things and their unreality, Sfinyat5 (the major
term)? As all things are brought within the compass of the rule, there
can be no negative example (vipak~a-dr&5nta):we are not in a
position to say: what is not unreal is also not dependent in origination.
The argument is inconclusive, as the method of Agreement alone is
used and not the method of Difference or Exclusion. To say, as
Bhgvaviveka does, that the SHmkhya or the VaiSe~ikaor even the
Buddhst realists make use of the same method merely means that
they are equally inconclusive, or that the Mgdhyamika is equally
dogmatic. The characteristic MHdhyamika stand as a review or
criticism of all positions and theories does not emerge from BhZvaviveka's procedure. And to review a position, we should not have a
position of our own but be alive to the contradictions of other

' Ibid,p. 42.
Ibid-pp. 44 ff.
' Ibid-pp. 56 ff.
a

~aratalaratna,p. 43.
Ibid-pp. 49-51.
Ibid-pp. 62 ff.
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positions. The MLdhyamika is a philosophy of higher order; it is a
philosophy of philosophies.
Both BuddhapPlita and BhBvaviveka developed their respective
standpoints by writing commentaries1 on the Midhyamika Sistra;
these are lost in the original but are available in Tibetan. Bhavaviveka
was evidently a man of great scholarship; for his Tarkajva'li2 gives
full exposition of the views of SPmkhya, VaiSe~ikaand Vedanta,
often quoting from the original texts. I n his Madhyamakdrtha
Sarig~aha,~
he accords to the Absolutes of Hinaylna and heretical
. ~ makes him out as
systems the status of paryPya ~ a r a m a r t h aThis
a liberal-minded MZdhyamika unlike Candrakirti. Besides these
works and Prajitipradipa the commentary on the Midhyamika
K&ikds,
BhPvaviveka has written an independent workMadhyamakivatira-Pradzpa, (mdo XVII I) and another prakarana :
Madhyanzaka Pratitya Samutpida.
3. I t is Candrakirti and ~ B n t Deva
i
that give to the Mgdhyamika
system its rigorous, orthodox form. Candrakirti is a commentator
and author of unequalled merit; his dialectical slull is of the highest
order. Stcherbatsky rightly describes him as "a mighty champion of
the purely negative method of establishing monism." "He succeeds
in driving BhBvavivekals school into the shade and finally settles
that form of the Madhyamika system which is now studied in all
monastic schools of Tibet and Mongolia, where it is considered to
represent the true philosophic basis of MahByiina Buddhism."s
1 According t o Stcherbatsky (Nirvd?zap. 66) these two celebrated champions
of the MZdhyamika system appeared in the South. BuddhapZlita is the author
of the Madhyamakavytti (Tibetan version partly pd. in the Bib. Buddhica); no
other work of his has come down t o us. PrajfitZpradipa (Tibetan version partly
pd. in the Bib. Indica) is the name of Bhavya's commentary.
a This is an auto-commentary on the Mddhyamika-Hydayakdrikii. Probably,
Madhyamakahydayavytti TattvtZmyttZvatdra is another name of this work (See
pp. 58 & 76 of BhZvavivekals Karatalaratna). A Sanskrit palm-leaf MS of
Tavkajvdld was discovered by R. Sanskrityayana in the Shalu Monastery
(Tibet) in the year 1936. A copy of this was made by him there itself; and it is
now awaiting publication. Interesting details of this MS are given in the
JBORS Vol. XXIII, Part I. (p. 48). The opening Slokas are given. Some of
the names of the chapters are: ( I ) BodhicintZparityiiga, (2) Munivratasamiiiraya, (3) TattvajfiZnZvatZra, (4) SrZvaka-~attva-niicaya, (5) Yo@cZra-tattva-niicaya, (6) Siimkhya-Tattva-niicaya, (7) Vaikesika-tattvanikcaya, (8) Vedgnta-tattva-niicaya etc.
a Text restored into Sanskrit by Pt. AiyZswZimi SZstri; JOR (Madras)
Vol. V, pp. 41 ff.
See infra Chap. IX (Section, TWOTruths).
6 Budd. Con. of Nirvi2ylal p. 67.
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Candrakirti, according to Bustonl and Tkanstha, was born in the
in Samanta; he entered the Order, and studied the holy texts
from Kamalabuddhi-the disciple of Buddhapaita and Bhavya.
Candrakirti has written lucid and authoritative commentaries on
the works of Ngggrjuna and Arya Deva. His Prasannapadd (The
Clear-worded)-a commentary on the Midltyamika Kbikis-is
probably his mature and latest work. I t was certainly written later
than the Madhyamikavatira, which is very freely quoted and
referred to. From Tibetan sources, we also know that he wrote
commentaries on N5gsrjunays Szinyati Saptati and Yukti Sastikd.
His commentary on Arya Deva's Catuh Sataka2 is next on& to
Prasannapadi in merit and importance. Candrakirti has written an
independent work of great value, the Madhyamakivatiras, with his
own commentary on it. This is unfortunately lost in the original, but
is preserved in Tibetan and part of it has been restored into Sanskrit .4
Two other small manuals (prakaranas) Madhyamaka- Prajicloattiya
and Pakaskandha are also attributed to him in the Tanjur collection.
(Mdo. XXIII 5 , and XXIV 3).
Candrak-kti re-affirms the prsangika standpoint of Buddhapiilita
against Bhsvaviveka, whom he severely criticises for h s unMPdhyamika position and several other inaccuracies. Candrakirti is
the chief exponent of the Priisangika School which has, mainly
through his efiorts, become the norm of the Msdhyamika. He has
also refuted the VijBZnavBda a t several6 places, and has shown the
unsoundness of its doctrines of Self-Consciousness (svasamvitti) and
the existence of Knowledge (vijfigna) without the object. In a
sustained dialectic, Candrakirti shows, in his Madhyamakivatira
(Chapter VI), that without object, Vijiigna too is nothing; we cannot
even apprehend it, much less remember it. He even suggests that
'Viji~na'is the Atman6 of the heretics (TIrthakaras) in disguise. He
See Buston, Vol. 11, pp. 134 ff, for an account of his life and works.
Tgrangtha's Geschichte pp. 147 ff.
Chaps. VII-XVI restored into Samskrit with copious extracts from
Candrakirti's commentary by Professor V. Bhattacharya.
a Partly translated into French by Poussin in Le Muse'on, 1907, 1910, 1911.
Tibetan Text published in the Bib. Buddhica. There is a commentary on this
by Jayhanda.
Chapter VI (Incomplete) restored into Sanskrit with the commentary by
Pandit N. AiyBswami $&trio J . 0.R. (Madras) 1929 a.
q e e MKV. pp. 61 ff-274 f f ; MA. pp. 40 ff. The MBdhyamika criticism of
Vijfignav~da
is dealt with in a subsequent chapter (Chap. X I I I ) of this work.
a MA. p. 59.

'
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has no hesitation in concluding that Vijfilnaviida is inconsistent with
the truth of empirical1 reality. VijiiHnaviida is not, according to
Candrak-Mi, the middle position, which is the non-acceptance of both
'is' and 'is not' ('astitva' and 'nlstitvaJ)whereas Vij iiiinavlda accepts
both, the non-existence of the Parikalpita and the existence of the
Paratantra.' For him, Vijiiiinavida is not the final teaching (nitlrtha),
but is just a step to it ( n e ~ i i r t h a ) . ~
Candrakirti also vindicates, from the standpoint of empirical
truth, the soundness of commonsense notions with regard to the
objects of sense-perception against the Sautrlntika-VijiilnavZda4
doctrines of the Unique Particular (svalaksana) and Perception as
devoid of determination (kalpanipodha). According to him, these
refinements have not much use either as a statement of the empirical
or of the ultimate reality.
His criticisms directed against the VijfiHnavida and the Sautriintika
and his intimate knowledge of their technicalities afford evidence of
the ascendence of these schools at that time and the Midhyamika
reaction to them. Candrakirti's time5 is certainly subsequent to
DinnZga and probably contemporaneous with Dharmakirti.
Siinti Deva6 follows the priisangika method, and his works are
equally important and popular. According to Tiiraniitha and BustonI7
Sinti Deva was the son of King Kalyinavarman of Saurii~tra,and
was himself to be crowned king in succession to his father, but he
renounced this on the advice of MafijuSri who appeared to him in a
dream. "He fled and took orders in Niilandii with Jayadeva:
henceforth he was known by the name of Siinti Deva."
MA. p. 64 bhrastii hi t e samvytitattva-satygt.
a tasya parikalpitasyiividyamZnatvSt paratantrasya ca vidyamanatviid
astitva-nsstitva-darSanadvayasy3py upanipgtgt kuto'ntadvayaparih5rah
MKV. p. 275.
MKV. p. 276.
MKV. pp. 596.
There is some difference of opinion with regard t o the exact time of
Candrakirti. Winternitz (H.I.L. Vol. 11, p. 363) says: "One of DharmapZla's
pupils is Candrakirti, who must accordingly have lived in the 6th century and
not, as is usually taken for granted, in the 7th." Peri and others place him
between A.D. 575-625.
"The evidence of Tattvasiddhi where Sgntaraksita quotes a full Bloka from
the Bodhicarydvatdra once for all settles the question (of h n t i Deva's date).
I t proves that !%inti Deva flourished in a period between the departure of
I-Tsing from India in 695 and before k.ntaraksitaPsfirst visit to Tibet in A . D .
743." Dr. B. Bhattacharya's Foreword t o the Tattvasamgraha p. xxiii.
7 Buston, Vol. IT, pp. 161 ff. TBrangtha, pp. 163 ff.
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Sbti Deva's S i k ~ dSamuccayal and Bodhicaryivatiraa are the two'
most popular works in the entire MahPyPna literature, and they well
deserve their popularity. The Siksd is a compendium of the doctrines
of the MahsyBna, especially of the Mgdhyamika. The entire work is
a string of excerpts from important Siitras, most of which are now
lost in the original. !%ti Deva supplies 27 verses that serve as the
Chapter headlines under which the citations from the Siitras are
arranged. Ssnti Deva's pre-occupation, in this and the Bodhicarycivatrira, is with spiritual discipline, the cultivation of the Bodhicitta.
These two works are our chief sources for the Msdhyamika path of
spiritual realisation. The ninth chapter of the Bodhicarycivatdra
called Prajfii@dramitciis extremely valuable for a knowledge of the
metaphysics of the MHdhyamika. Like Candrakirti, %inti Deva is
consistent in following the Prasanga method, and he is as thorough
in his criticism4 of Vij fi2navZda.
A very high order of spiritual serenity and detachment pervades
his works. One is invariably reminded of the Imitation,of Christ in
reading the Bodhicarydvatira, which is the stronger in appeal, as it
is born of deep pNosophical insight. Devotion (bhakti) to the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, and confession of one's transgressions
(papadeSan5) before them are enjoined as part of spiritual purification. This is by no means an innovation; N2g5rjunaJsCatuhstava is in
the same strain.
4. In S ~ n t a r a k ~ i and
t a KamalaSila we find a new phase in the
development of the MHdhyamika system. They accept the SautrgntikaVijfiZnav~da position with regard t o the empirical, and the
Ed. by C. Bendall and published in the Bib. Budd. No. I. An English
translation of this by Bendall & Rouse is available; London, 1922.
a Text with Prajiiakaramati's PaCjikiZ edited by Poussin in the Bib. Indica.
The popularity of this work is evinced by the fact that as many as 11 commentaries have been written on this. The Pagjikd of Prajiiakaramati (c. A.D.
1078) is the one extant in Sanskrit, and is one of the very best.
TZranBtha p. 165 and Buston, Vol. 11, pp. 163, 166, speak of 3 works of
k n t i Deva, Sikpdsamucca a, Siitra-sanuccayya and Bodhicarydvatdra. Dr.
Vaidya (in his ~ t u d c sur
s d y a Deva etc.) suggests that Sikgdsamuccaya refers
to the 27 Karikas of $anti Deva forming the skeleton of the work and the
SCtva Samuccaya are the extracts from the MahBySna Sfitras which form the
bulk of the present Sikpd. This enumeration might have had its origin in
h i Deva's o m reference to Nlgarj juna's Siitra Sanzuccaya and a second one
of his own. See Winternitz op. cit. p. 366 n.
BCA pp. 389 ff.
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MBdhyamika with regard to the ultimate reality. They represent a
syncretism of the Mzdhyamika with the YogBcZra.
The evidence for our contention is two-fold: the nature of their
works and the testimony of Tibetan historians. The entire structure
of the Tattvasangraha is Mzdhyamika in character; every chapter of
it is devoted to the examination (pariksZ) of a particular category or
system; refutation is the predominant note. The prefatory verses in
the beginning are an echo of NZgBrjuna's opening verse in the
Mddhyamika Kivzkis. Santarak~itamakes his obeisance to Buddha
-the foremost among teachers-who
has taught the Pratitya
Samutpiidal that is characterised by negative predicates. I t has been
pointed out that a t places the author shows his manifest inclination
But he likewise expounds the doctrine of momentarito Vijii3na~Bda.~
ness, svalaksana etc. All this can be explained on the hypothesis
that Sgntaraksita accepts the VijiiBnavZda contention about the
non-existence of objects from the empirical (vy2vahMka) point of
view.
Besides the Tattvasaligraha, SZntaraksita has also written
Midhyamikilalikira K&ikig and its Vytti, on which there is the
commentary (Pa5jiki) by his disciple, KamalaSila. His other works
are on Tantra and on PrajiiZpZramitH. There is no independent work
on VijiiZnavZda as such.
The evidence of Buston and other Tibetan historians almost
settles the issue. We read: "Buddhapdita and Candrakirti are the
chief representatives of the Miidhyamika-prssangika school. The
teacher Bhavya and the rest are the MBdhyamika-Sautrzntikas.
Jiignagarbha, Srigupta, SZntarak~ita,KamalaSila, Haribhadra and
others belong to the school of the YogZcZra-M~dhyamikas."~
Cf. the opening stanzas of the Tattvasamgraha which serve as the key to
the whole book with that of the Mddhyamika Kdrikds:
cf. prak~tiS.obhayZtmiidi-vyiipiira-rahitam
calam; . .
yah pratitya-samutpiidam jagada gadatam varah
tam sarvajiiam pranamyiiyam kriyate Talfvasamgrahah
with
..
anirodham anutpiidamyah pratityasamutpi.dam prapaficopaSamam Sivam;
degayiimiisa sambuddhas tam vande vadatiim varam. MI< (Opening Verse).
See both the English and Samskrit Intr. to the Tattvasamgraha pp. xxi ff
and 14 ff.
See Buston, Vol. 11, p. 136; Bhattacharya, Agama Sdstra p. lxxvi.
l3uston, Vol. 11, p. 135. Poussin, writing about Bhsvaviveka (MCB, ii,
p. 67), says: that the Tibetans divided the SvZtantrikas into two branchee;

.

.
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Dr. Obermiller in a note quotes from the work of Tson-kha-pa's
pupil Khai-dub the following: ". . . Thereafter, the teacher
Sgntarak~ita
composed the Mlidhyamiklilankira and laid the foundation of another school of the Mgdhyamikas which denies the
Empirical Reality of the External world, acknowledges the introspective perception, but on the other hand does not consider consciousness
to have an Ultimate Reality (differing in this from the YogZcBraVijfikav2dins). The Mcidhyamikdoka and the 3 Bhlivanikramas of
KamalaSila, as well as the texts of Vimuktasena, Haribhandra,
BuddhajfiZnapZda. Abhayakara Gupta etc., agree with S~ntiraksita
with the main standpoint (which is that of the YogZcBra-MadhyamikaSvgtantrika, whereas Bhgvaviveka and Jiignagarbha express the
point of view of the Sautrantika-Mldhyamika-SvPtantrikas. "l
Sbtarak5ita and KamalaSilaa introduced and spread Buddhism in
Tibet. Owing to their efforts and those of other teachers such as
Dipamkara Srijiiana (AtiSa), the MBdhyamika has continued to be
the dominant philosophy in Tibet and Mongolia to this day. We are
also told that even in distant Japan it consituted the faith of the
Sanron3sect.
SvBtantrika-SautrBntika (Bhavaviveka etc.) and SvBtantrika-YogkBra
(Siintaraksita and others). The distinction is based on their conception of
empirical reality only.
Buston, Vol. 11, p. 136 n; see also Obermiller's The Doctrine of the PvajrirSpdramitd, p. go n.
a hntaraksita lived between 705-762 and KamalaSila, 713-763. For a
discussion of the dates and the personal life of these great teachers see Dr.
Bhattacharyals Foreword t o the Tattvasamgraha, G.O.S. XXX-XXXI,
Baroda.
"ee H.T.L. Vol. 11, p. 351.

CHAPTER FOUR

DIALECTIC
I

I N F L U E N C E O F THE

MADHYAMIKA

ON V I J ~ A N A V A D A

P

HILOSOPHY never returns to its former placid state after
the shock of a great philosopher. I t is again a saying of Hegel
that the opposition that a philosophy evokes is evidence of
its vitality and fruitfulness. The SfinyatZ-advayav2da-of
the MLdhyamika had come to stay. It was generally accepted that
the Real is Absolute-at once transcendent of empirical determinations and immanent in phenomena as their innermost essence. A
necessary distinction had also to be made between what is in itself
and what appears to untutored perception. Absolutism entails
the distinction between the paramzrtha and the vyiivahiirika; it
formulates the doctrine of two 'truthsJ; it also implies a theory of
illusion.
These basic ideas of the Miidhyamika were accepted; but there was
a reaction against what appeared to some as its extremism and
unqualified negation of phenomena. The Idealism of the Y ogiicgra
(VijfiLnavZda)school has to be understood as a significant modification of the MBdhyamika Sfinyatii on a constructive basis. The
formula now is: That which appears is real but not the manner of
its appearance;' that which is devoid is real, while that of which it is
devoid is unreal. . . .='All is real' or 'All is nothingJ are both incorrect
forms of SiinyatL. The rope is inherently devoid of the 'snake1appearance, which is foreign to it; but it is not devoid of its own
yat khy2ti paratantro'sau yath2 khy2ti sa kalpitah;
pratyayZdhinavrttitvZt kalpan2mZtra-bhZvatah.
tasya khyZtur yath2khyZnam yZ sad2 vidyamZnat2;
jiieyah sa parinispanna-svabhZvoJnanyath2tvatah:
Trisvabhdva NirdeSa, 2, 3.
a aviparitarfi SfinyatHlaksanam udbhZvitari.1: yac chfinyam tasya sadbhZvgd,
yena Sfinyam tasya tatr2bhZvZt. sarvabhgvah sarvgbhavo vZ viparitah
Sfinyat2lak~nahSfinyat2yZ ev&bh&vaprasang&t.
MVBT. p. I 3.
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intrinsicnature as rope.
..--l With this logic, the VijfiBnav2dins contend
that the reality of vijnana (consciousness) must be accepted as it
cannot be denied a t all, while the duality of subject and object with
which it is apparently infected must be considered non-existent ;
i i n ~ a t 8applies
~
to this unreal aspect. The real is identified with
vij fizna.
The Vij iignavzdin maintains two contentions; VijfiBna is real) not
apparent; vijiiBna alone is real, not the object. The first is against
the Mzdhyamika, for whom both the knowing consciousness and the
object knbwn are relative to each other, and are therefore nothing in
themselves, i.e. unreal. The second is against the realist (like the
hbhidharmika) who uncritically accepts the object as real on a par
with vijiizna. Both are extreme positions, and the VijfiBnav2da steers
a middle course between them.3
It is convinced of the unreality of the object on certain plausible
grounds: (I) There is want of conformity between the usual form of
knowledge (viz. chair, table etc.) and the object which is the atom,
singly or in combination. The cognition is of the gross object (sthiilapratibhgsa); but the atom cannot serve as the object-condition
.~
appears in knowledge
(ilambana pratyaya) for the c ~ g n i t i o nWhat
has no counterpart outside, and what is supposedly outside does not
appear in knowledge. The whole or a real combination consisting of
parts is not accepted, as the NyBya-VaiSe~ikadoes; the VaibhBsikaSautrgntika theory had already condemned the reality of the avayavi
(whole). (2) The manifest difficulties inherent in accounting for
cognition on a dualistic basis, viz., knowledge here and object there
with a sariipya relation (representation) between them- and the

' yathii rajjub Siinya sarpatvabhsvena tatsvabhavatvabhavZt sarvak2laIfi
12.
' Cf. the first KBrik5 of the Ilfadhydntavibhdga:

SQnyB,na tu rajjusvabhsvena. tathehapi. MVBT.p.

4

abhiitaparilcalpo'sti dvayaIfi tatra na vidyate;
SiinyatB vidyate tv atra tasyam api sa vidyate. MVBT. p. 9.
vijfiznavad vijfieyam api dravyata eveti kecin manyante;
vijiieyavad vijiianam api samqtita eva na paramarthata
ity asya dviprakSrasyiipy ekantavgdasya pratigedhsrthal?prakaranarambhah. TrimSikd Bha';ya, p. 1 5 .
na tadekam na c8nekam visayah param8nusa;
na ca te samhatz yasmat paramznur na siddhyati. VimSatikd, I I
Cf. also yady apindriya-vijfiapter grZhy8dSah (anavah) karanam bhavet ;
atadgbhatayg tasya ngksavad visayah sa tu (anavah).
yadabhiis~na tasmat s2 dravyHbhgv2d dvicandravat, evam bahya-dvavaln
caiva na yuktari.1 matigocarah. Alambana Parik;E. I , 2 . See also
TS. pp. 551 ff.
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inconceivability of an unknown object (sahopalambhaniyama) throw
doubt on the realistic hyp0thesis.l (3) The occurrence of illusion,
dream-objects, mirage, reflections, etc. proves that vijfigna can have
a content without there being a corresponding object outside.=This
shows the self-contained nature of consciousness; its content is the
result of its own inner modifications. (4) We can plausibly explain
all facts of experience on the view that vijcgna manifests the objectcontent from time to time owing to its own internal modifications
which are the result of its vgsanas (latent forces).=
The trend of Buddhism had been subjective; it had from the very
beginning denied the objective reality of many of the entities which
are commonly taken as real e.g., the whole, the permanent and the
universal, and had reduced them to mere ideas (kalpang).This idealism
reaches its fruition in the VijfiHnavHda; not only certain forms of
objectivity are, but objectivity itself is, the work of creative thought.
Vij iiHnaviida is a nihsvabhgvat H - ~ g d a as
, ~ it rejected the reality
of the objective in toto; and in consequence it rejected the duality of
subject and object with which consciousness is apparently infected.
The MHdhyamika too is a nihsvabhzvatavgda, for things are mutually
dependent in their nature (i.e. substance on attributes, self on the
states and vice versa) and are nothing in themselves; phenomena are
unreal (Sfinya) because they are pratityasamutpanna (dependent);
mutual dependence is a mark of the unreal. The difference between
the two is that the MHdhyamika considers the logical constitution of
a thing and finds it lacking in essence. The VijfiHnavHdin views it
psychologically: the object cannot stand by itself; it is nothing
without the consciousness on which it is super-imposed (~arikalpita).
I t is vijiiHna that can undergo modfication, and it can purify6 itself
by getting rid of the superimposed duality.
TS pp. 571 ff. Pramdnavcirttika pp. 242 ff. (Manorutha-Nandini-Vytti).
vijiiaptim5tram evedam asadarthZivabh5saniit. Vimdatikci, I .
yatah svabijgd vijiiaptir yadSbhZs5 pravartate;
dvividhayatanatvena te tasyz munir abravit VimiatikG, 9.
yadantar jiieyariipam tu bahirvad avabhgsate;
so'rtho vijiianariipatvat tatpratyayatayapi ca. Alatnbana Pnrik*, 6 .
Vimbatikii pp. 3 ff.
trividhasya svabhiivasya trividhiirh nihsvabhZvatiim;
samdhgya sarvadharman2.m deSit2 nihsvabhZvat5.
TvimSikci, 2 3
samkli~tiica viSuddh5 ca samala vimalg ca;
abdh2tukanakZk5SaSuddhivac chuddhir isyate.
MVBT. pp. 42-43.
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With his bias in favour of vijfizna as the sole reality, the YogLSra
criticises the MQdhyamika for denying the reality of vijiigna. His
most effective argument against the MBdhyamika is that everything
may be dialectically analysed away as illusory; but the illusion itself
impliesthe ground on which the illusory construction can take place. 1
Accepting the SiinyatP2 of the Prajiiripi~amitisand even protesting
that they interpret it correctly, they modify the Siinyat% of the
Mgdhyamika; they give substance to the Siinya by identifying it
with Pure Consciousness (vijfiapti-matrats) that is devoid of duality
(dvaya-5iinyatQ).They consider themselves the true MPdhyamikaadopting the middle course between the extremes of Nihlism and
Realism. A whole treatise- The filadhyinta Vibhdga-is devoted to
an elucidation of the Vij fiZnavPda position in contradistinction to
that of others! The YogScZra-VijfiPnavPda school is the third and
last comprehensive synthesis of Buddhistic doctrines. I t could
certainly incorporate the VaibhPsika 'dharmas' taking them as citta
and caitta (mental states) ; the Y ogiicsra even increased the number
to a h ~ n d r e d . ~
The founder of the Yogsc3ra school is Maitreya(nPtha) (A.D.
270-350) whose historicity6 is now generally accepted. But he is
represented solely by his illustrious disciple Asanga (c. 350) and
his brother Vasubandhu.' Their position here corresponds to that of
upac8rasya ca nir2dhHrasya caambhavad avaiyarh vijfi&naparinSmo
vastuto'stity upagantavyo yatr2tmadharmopac2r+ pravarttate. Tvimfikd
BhB;ya, p. 16.
a nanv evam sfitra-virodhah, sarvadharmzh 6finy5, iti sfitre vacanat. n&ti
virodhah, yasmsd dvayarh tatra na vidyate etc. MVBT. p. g.
na siinyam n&pi c2Sfinyarh sarvaxh vidhiyate PrajiiBpBramitHdisu sattvHd
iti, asattvgd iti . . . madhyam5 pratipac ca seti . . . sarvzstitve sarvan2stitve
vinta eva sy5n na madhyamz pratipat. MVBT. pp. 13-14. See also p. 18.
A comparison between the VijiignavBda and the Rlsdhyamika Absolutes
and the logical merits of their respective standpoints is undertaken in a
subsequent chapter entitled "The Mgdhyamika, Vijiignavgda and TredHnta
Absolutism." (Chapter XIII).
See McGovern: Manual of Buddhism pp. 109 ff. Pt. Aiyzswzmi: Alambana
Pariksd Appendix C. pp. I I I ff. This gives a restoration from Chinese of
Vasubandhu's MahGydna Satadlzavma Vidydmukham.
See Tucci-Some Aspects of the Doctvines of Maitreya,tdtha and Asanga.
PPo 2 ff. H. Ui and, previous to him, M. M. H. P. Sastri have established the
historicity of Maitreyanztha.
' There is difference of opinion with regard to the date of Vasubandhu. "The
most important are those that place him between A.D. 280-360 and
between A.D. 420-500." (Foreword to TS. p. LXVI). The former is the one now
generally accepted.
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Ngggrjuna and Aryadeva in the Mtidhyamika system; they founded
and systematised the YogHcgra philosophy. The Yogacgra was continued by the VijfiiinavHda of Digniiga and Dharmakirti who both
had strong Sautrgntika leanings; this is reflected in their logical
works.
Asanga is a very interesting and dominating figure in the development of MahHyHna philosophy. His three works Mahliyina
Siitrcilamkcira, Dharma Dhavmatlivibhanga and Madhyinta Viblziga
are from the YogHciira point of view and interpret Siinyatii on an
idealistic basis.
In the Abhisamayilamka'ra, not a single word is said about the storeconsciousness (Zlaya vijfisna), about the three aspects of existence, etc.
The main teaching is that of non-substantiality and Relativity of all
elements of existence, without any limitations whatever. This is the strict
Mzdhyamika point of view. . . .
The Uttaratantra also is a treatise devoted to an exposition of the
strictest Absolutism of the Mzdhyamika type. Oberrniller makes this
interesting observation with regard to this: We have thus two categories
of texts to consider: On one side there are the Samdhinirmocana, the
Lankivata'ra, etc., containing the Yog5cZra teachings and a compromising
interpretation of the Prajfi5pZ.ramitii; the three Yog5cZra treatises of
Maitreya, and the whole literature founded upon them. On the other we
have the pure uncompromising Monism of the PrajfiZpZramitZi, summarised in the Abhisamaya'lamka'ra, brought to a further development in
the JGBza-doka-alomka'ra, the Sri-ma'lri-devisiirhana'da and similar Siitras
and fully expounded in the Uttaratantra. As the central figure here we have
the Saint Asanga, as the expounder and the interpreter of two different
systems. How is this strange position of one of the most celebrated
Buddhist ScZryas to be explained? What was Asanga's real standpoint?
In our introduction to the Uttaratantra we have indicated two possibilities, viz. that there may have been an evolution in the conceptions of
Asanga, from Idealism to pure Monism, or that he could have simply
written his works from different points of view. Before we are put in
possession of new materials that will help us in the solution of the question,
we shall have to state merely that Asanga 'has evidently fluctuated between
the two divisions into which the MahgyZna was split.'l

Asanga is an important figure in one other respect. He seems to be
one of the leaders of the Tantric Buddhism (Vajraygna), if his
connection with the Guhya Samcija Tantra (Tathrigata Guhyaka) is
Tlte Doctrine of PrajfiZpdramita'. pp. 99-100.
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Tantra is certainly much earlier than Asanga, and the
basic ideas and practices have been present in all ages. Tantra is the
unique combination of mantra, ritual, worship and yoga on an
absolutisticbasis. It is both philosophy and religion, and aims at the
transmutation of human personality, by tantric practices suited to
the spiritual temperament and needs of the individual, into the
Absolute. What the student of philosophy, especially of the Mgdhyamika system, is interested in is to point out that it is Siinyat&
that provided the metaphysical basis for the rise of Tantra. With its
phenomenalising aspect, karung (corresponding to the Hindu
conception of Sakti), the formless Absolute (Siinya) manifests it self
as the concrete world. But the forms neither exhaust nor do they
bring down the absolute. It is through these forms again that man
ascends and finds his consummation with the universal principle.
The various deities, each with a physical form, a bija mantra (a secret
symbol), a mode of worship etc., constitute the pantheon from which
Buddhist, Hindu and even Jaina Tantras have drawn, sometimes
through mutual borrowing. It is not relevant to our work to enter
into these details. It is however the Siinya of the Mgdhyamika that
made Tantricism possible. I t may thus be said to have initiated a
new phase in Buddhist philosophy and religion; this had its due
influence on the corresponding phase on the Brghmanical side.'

With regard to the influence of the Mgdhyamika on V e d h t a we
are on less sure ground. I t is a matter of conjecture and presumption
whether and to what extent there had been borrowing on either side.
The question is vast and complicated; scant justice can be done to
it in the compass of a few pages. For the sake of completeness however, we have to indicate the possible influence of the MLdhyamika
on the development of Vedanta. Only the barest outline can be
attempted here.
See Dr. B. Bhattacharya's Intr. to the Guhya Samdja pp. XXIV ff.
a "There is hardly a Tantra in Hindu literature," says Dr. BhattacharYa in
his Buddhist Esoterism (p. 163)' "which is not tinged with Buddhistic ideas of
Vajray2na and its leading tenets, including the Mah~sukhavada;it is no
exaggeration to say that some of Tantras of the Hindus, such as the MahdcZnakrama-tantra are entirely Buddhist in origin. . . . It is thus amply proved that
the Buddhist Tantras greatly influenced the Hindu Tantric literature."
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To appreciate the possible influence, we may begin by considering
the nature of the revolution in A u p a n i ~ d athought ushered in by
Sankara and GaudapBda. It is unfortunate that we have no extant
Vedgnta exegetical literature prior to them. The main features of the
older V e d h t a have to be pieced together from references to and
citations from the commentaries of those writers found in the works
of Sankara and the non-advaita Vedgntins, especially RiimZrluja.
We have evidence of the existence of these Vedgnta teachers beginning
shortly after the author of the Brahma Satras: BodhByana, Upavar~a,
Guha Deva, Kapardi, Bhgruci, Bhartymitra, Brahmanandi, Tanka,
Dramida, Brahmadatta, BhartypraFafica, and Sundara PZndya.
Competent scholars' have gleaned the views of these and have tried
to present a picture of pre-Sankara Vedgnta. The views of Brahma
Datta and Bhartrprapafica deserve special notice; Sankara criticises,
the views
at numerous places2 in his bhgsya on the By%*adi~a?zyaka,
of Bhartyprapaiica. Ignoring minor difierences and details, we may
characterise pre-Sankara (Gaudapgda) Vedgnta as follows:
(I) Upholding the sole reality of Brahman against the Szmkhya dualism,
it however accepted modification of Brahman (parinzma), and even
ascribed parts to Brahman. The Upaniqad texts regarding creation
are taken literally; jiva (the individual) and the world of nature are
conceived as real parts (amSa) of Brahman.
(2) Brahman was conceived to have qualities and aspects. Tt has concrete
form (riipa), and is also formless (ariipa). I t is one as the whole and
many with regard to its aspects; unity and diversity are not mutually
incompatible.3 While difference in kind was denied, internal diversity
MM. P t . Gopinath Kaviraj makes a comprehensive survey of re-Sankara
Vedanta in his Introduction, in Hindi, (pp. 8 ff) t o the translation of BY.SGtra
Si~riliavaB h d ~ y awith the Ratna Pvabha' (Acyut, Vol. 111, 4). This article, which
is almost a fair-sized book, deserves t o be more widely known for the wealth of
information and fruitful suggestions.
See also Hiriyanna: Brahma Datta-an Old Veda'ntin. Proc. IV. Oriental
Conf. (pp. 787 ff); Bhart~prapan'ca-Ind. Ant. 1924, pp. 76-86 and Proc. 111
Orient. Conf. pp. 439 ff.
a By. U p . Bhd;ya (Ananda~ramaEdn.): pp. 150 ff., 190, 207, 236, 293 ff,
323 ff, 331, 560, 622-3 etc.
atra kecid vyacaksate: atmavastunah svata evaikatvarh n8nZtvam cat
yaths gor godravyatayaikatvam sasn5din5m dharmansm parasparato bhedah.
yatha sthiilesvekatvarh nanatvarfi ca tathQ niravauavesv amiirtavastusv
ekatvanhnan5tvamcHnumeyam.By. Up. Bhd;ya p. 622. See also BY.SQtr.B h d ~ s a
on 11, i, 14.ekatvam n8nZtvarh cobhayam api satyam eva, vyk~a.ityekatvam
GkhQ iti nsnstvam, etc.
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and even individual distinctions were admitted. The resultant
philosophy could be called the theory of Identity with difference
(Viii~tlbheda)or both Identity and difference (bhedgbheda).
Freedom is not through knowledge alone. On various grounds all the
pre-Sankara Vedgntins have accorded an important and even equal
status to uplsang (devotional contemplation) and karma (works).
They advocated the combination of knowledge and works (jiihakarma sarnuccaya-v5da) which Sankara and his disciple, SureSvariczrya, have repeatedly refuted. Probably also, they did not
advocate complete identity between jiva and brahrnan in the state
of mukti, but only similarity (slriipya).

(4) ,4s a consequence of the above position, they had the closest aflinity
with the P i h a Mimgms5; the enquiry into Brahman was considered
an integral part of, or at least a necessary sequel to, the karma
jijfilsl ( P i w a M-nZuhs5). It is Sankara who makes a total break
from this tradition, and comes in for criticism at the hands of
non-advaita Vedhtins.1

(5) The nature of avidyZa is hardly clear. It was taken as a function of
brahman t o become many; there was real transformation and
re-transformation of the world into Brahman again (prapaiicapravilaya-vZda).g The notion of appearance (adhylsa) does not seem
to have been understood or appreciated.

No doubt, there are many other differences; but these are enough
to indicate the distinction we want t o draw between pre-Sankara
Vediinta and Sankara's standpoint. The former did not formulate a
theory of appearance (vivartavsda); no need was felt t o draw the
distinction between the paramzrtha and the vygvahzrika or of the
texts into para and apara; re-Sankara Vedsnta is best described
as ekat vavsda, monism; it is not advaita-Absolutism. Advaitism is
the conscious rejection of duality and difference as illusory. Brahman
is established, not positively, but by the denial of duality.
This is the nature of the revolution in the Aupani~adatradition
ushered in by Sankara. All these are present in essentials in
Gaudapada's Mindrikya
..
Klirikis. He very explicitly declares that
a Cf. By. Up. Bhdsya (p. 330) avidy5y5S ca svata utthanam fisafidivad ity
~dikalpan~nupapannaiva.
See SaikaraBsBha~yaon Br. Sct. 111, ii, 21 for a criticism of this doctrine
and its implications.
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duality (dvaita) is unreal (mithyg) and advaita (non-duality) is
ultimate (paramZrtha) ;l there is complete unqualified identity
between jiva and Brahman; their difference is only apparent and is
circumstanced2 by delimiting adjuncts (upsdhi). There is no creation
or parcelling out of Brahman, and all accounts of creation in the
scriptures are to be taken as but devices to teach the identity of
brahman and the world.g Gaudapiida makes, in the first three books
of his Kdrikis, a sustained and successful attempt to show the deeper
meaning of the Upani~adictexts.4 By appeal to arguments too, he
shows plausibly how a thing could appear and be mistaken as real;
he adduces as examples dream-objects, 'rope-snakeJ etc; ajati-vgda,5
vivartavada and mZyZvZda are all established as the true import
of the VedZnta.
Sankara's greatness consists in his seizing upon these suggestions
and coherently working them into a system. Even if his identity
with Sankara, the commentator on the Kdrikis, is questioned, as it
can well be, there can be no doubt that our Sankara was fully
; quotes two verses6 from them, and
acquainted with the K i ~ i k i she
reverentially refers to GaudapZda as the master conversant with the
VedZnta-tradition.' Tradition also makes out that GaudapZda was
the teacher of his teacher.
VedZnta
The question can now be put; pre-~audap~da-Sankara
is monistic, not advaitic; how could it suddenly take an absolutistic
turn? Two hypotheses are possible: one that of borrowing, or at least
of copying, from the absolutism and dialectic already well-established
in the MZdhyamika and Vij ABnavZda systems; and second, that
owing to its own inner dynamism the Upani~adictradition too was
heading towards absolutism. There is nothing incongruent in either
of the hypotheses, nor are they mutually exclusive, But it is to be
noted that after its criticism of the SZmkhya dualism and establishment of the reality of Brahman, there was not much development
mZyZm2tram idam dvaitam advaitam paramgrthatah. (I, 17) advaite
yojayet smfiim (11, 36) ; advaitad paramartho hi (111, 18) etc.
"ee Mtitzd. Kti. 11 3-7, 13-14.
Ibid. 111 15.
Mtind. I<dri. I1 3, 11-15; I11 23-26.
Ibid. I1 32, I11 2 ff. I11 20 ff.
"aniidi m5yay8" is quoted in Br. SCt. Bhdsya 11, I , 9 and "m~lloha
visphulinga" etc. in 11, iv, 14 (ibid).
atroktam vedantgrtha-sampradgyavidbhirgcgryaih.
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in the Aupani~adaschool; it produced a considerable amount of
exegeticalliterature and evolved a mimHmsL, but as regards originality
and striking a new path, it remained stagnant and sluggish. There is,
h'owever, nothing inherently impossible for the older Vedkta-thought
in developing into advaitism; for, if the radical pluralism of earlier
Buddhism could lead to the absolutism of the MZdhyamika, a
similar development could happen here too, perhaps with greater
ease. The Upani~ads themselves unmistakably suggest the sole
reality of Brahman; difference is decried as apparent ; Sankara's
reference to Gaudapzda, as one knowing the tradition (sampradgyavid),l may mean that there was an advaitic school of
Vedanta too, although it might not have been a dominant one.
It is possible, even probable, that such a school existed and
exerted its influence on the Mzdhyamika and that it became the
dominant VedZntic school owing to the efforts of Gaudapzda and
Sankara.
Though this hypothesis of evolving absolutism without external
help cannot be ruled out completely, it is however a fact that
absolutism (advayavtida) had already been evolved in the antitma
tradition. There were lively interchanges between the Buddhist and
the Brzhmanical logicians for centuries. The Mzdhyamika and
Aupani~adaschools were not enclosed in water-tight compartments.
We have undeniable evidence of Mgdhyamika and Yoggctira influence
in the Mcinddkya K i ~ i k i s :The whole problem has been ably and
thoroughly treated by Professor Bhattacharya in his Agama Scistra
of Gaudapcida.2 The question has been brought as near a solution
as our present knowledge of Mahsysna Buddhism and VedZinta
warrants.
The questions about the priority of the MipdzZkya Upani~adto the
Kirikris, how much of it is Upani~adand even the question about the
identity of the commentator of the ~grikcis-Sankara with the
Bhagavatp5da, may be waived aside as not germane to our enquiry.
One cannot fail to be struck by points of close similarity between the
Kirikis, especially the IV Chapter of it and MahPyLna works. These
Gaudap~dahimself uses expressions which indicate that he is following a
Vedgntic tradition, e.g. "ved2nte~uvicalqaqaiP;" "vedapsragaih . . . d ~ ~ t a"h ;
"ahur manisinah" etc.
The Agema Sdstra of GaudapZda, ed., translated and annotated by Prof.
Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, Calcutta, 1943; Sanskrit version by the same
author, 1950.
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faunder three heads: use of technical words1 which have significant
meaning only in Buddhist philosophical literature; versesa which are
almost verbatim quotations or adaptations from well-known
MPdhyamika and YogacBra works; and third the doctrines like nonorigination, the non-predicability of the four kinds of alternatives
(sad asad, etc., svatah paratah etc.) to things, all things being pure
and quiescent, the object as creation of citta-spandana (mindvibration), etc. These are too numerous and persistent to be laid away
as accidents and insignificant coincidences. The conclusion is irresis,
a VedZntaphilosopher,
tible that in the Mindiikya K i ~ i k i sGaudapPda,
is attempting an advaitic interpretation of Vedanta in the light of
MPdhyamika and Yogacara doctrines. He even freely quotes and
appeals to them.
This conclusion is however subject to two important considerations-one textual and the other doctrinal. To take the first. We have
so far proceeded on the assumption that all the four chapters (Agama,
Vaitathya, Advaita and AlPtaSanti) organically belong to the
Mindfikya K d ~ i k i s ,and are of one authorship. It is to be noted
,
is
however that in the first three chapters of the K i ~ i k i s nothing
said to which any orthodox Vedantin could take exception as regards
language and logical content. In fact, the author of these three
chapters impresses us as a keen Vedantin giving the deeper interpretation of Upani~adictexts. His arguments are all Vedantic, and there
is little Buddhistic flavour about them.s The examples adduced by
him, viz., rope-snake (11, 17-8), ghat5kPSa (111, 3-7) have become
integral to subsequent Vedanta. No Vedanta writer has quoted from
the fourth chapter, while verses are quoted from the first three.
sam-a
(11, i, 4, I V 33, IV 57): kalpita samvfli and paramartha IV 73,
74. dharmzh in the sense of elements (IV, 10, 33, 58, 81, 91, 92, 93, 96, 98, 99);
ajati (IV 19, 42 etc.) . . . buddha IV 19, 42, 80, 88, nayaka IV 98, 99-sambuddha, dvipadam vara IV, I . prajiiapti, samkleha, paratantra (IV 24))
abhiitfibhinive4a IV 79; lokottaram IV 88. VaihZradyam IV 94. tZyin-IV 99,
advayata, prapaiicopahama, asparhayoga I1 39. I1 2.
Quotations from MBdhyamika works: svato v5 paroto v5, IV 22, hetor
Zdih phalam IV 15, asti nastyasti . . . IV 83, kotyah catasrah IV 84, gdihgntgh
. . . sarvadharmgh IV 93.
Quotations from Yogacgra works:
abhiitzbhiniveho'sti dvayam tatra na vidyate-IV 75.
cittaspanditam evedam, IV 72; cittam na saxhspySatyartham IV 26.
All references are traced to their original sources with relentless thoroughness
in the Agama Sdstra, especially in the annotations to Book IV.
Such expressions as siimvyta, advaya, prapaiicopahama, ajiiti, vikalpa etc-I
do occur; but on such slender foundations nothing can be built.
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~h&avivekaand kntarak:ital have also quoted, in their exposition
of the A u p a n i ~ d aschool, from this part alone.
We breathe a different atmosphere in chapter I V (AZgta Sdnti).
ProfessorBhattacharya himself observes that "in Book IV GaudapZda
has discussed nothing directly of the VedZnta, as nothing ~ e d Z n t i c
will be found therein; even such words as brahman and Ztman are
not to be found there.'l2 This part begins with a salutation
(mangalgcarana) in praise of Buddha (dvipadgm varam) and ends
with another. This shows that it is an independent work. With regard
to their content, the Professor remarks that the relationship between
this and the previous books is not "such as between a work and its
different ~ h a p t e r s . "AjZtiv2da
~
is established again, but this time as
the true import of the Buddha's teachings. Almost every line of this
Book IV has reference to the MZdhyamika and Vij EinavZda treatises.
Everywhere we are told that such is the teaching of the Buddhas, and
such is not. I t can be considered as an attempt to synthesise the
two schools of MahZyZna. On internal evidence alone, we may treat
the ~la'ta'sinti
~ r a k a m q of
a the Mindzlkya Kcirikcis as an independent
work, written most probably by a Buddhist. Therefore establishing
a concordance between this part (Book IV) and Mahgygna works
proves little; for it is concordance between two Buddhistic works, and
not between a VedZnta treatise and Buddhism. Professor Bhattacharya
comes almost to the same conclusion when he says: "This leads one
to think that Book IV is an independent work" and even more
drastically: "Thus we arrive at the conclusion that these four Books
are four independent treatises and are put together in a volume under
the title of Agama Scistra."'
If the independence of the Books, especially of Book IV, were
accepted,=it alters our contention with regard to the alleged borrowing. We have no direct textual evidence for that. We can only presume
and conjecture from the acknowledged priority of the MZdhyamika
and YogZcgra advayavZda t o the advaita of GaudapZda and
See &ama Stistra pp. Ixxv-vi.
"bid-p.
cxliv.
"gama Sdstva p. iv.
Agama Sdstra, p. Ivii.
Y" what chance these independent works were brought together and were
foisted upon one author is a matter of conjecture. The similarity of form
(ajativ~daand advayav5da) might have been responsible for this accidental
alliance.
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S a ~ k a r aand from the absence of such a trend in their predecessors.
This brings us to the doctrinal consideration. We have been talking
of borrowing, influence and relationship in rather general terms. It
is necessary to define the possible nature of the borrowing, granting
that it did take place. I t is our contention that there could not be
acceptance of any doctrinal content by either side from the other, as
each had a totally different background of tradition and conception
of reality. The VedHntins stake everything on the gtman (Brahman)
and accept the authority of the Upani~ads.We have pointed out at
length the nairMmya standpoint of Buddhism and its total opposition
to the iitman (soul, substance, the permanent and universal) in any
form. This barrier was always there. Besides, it is readily assumed that
there is no difference between the Absolute of VedZnta and that of
the Mgdhyamika or VijfiZnav5da.l If we carefully analyse their
respective standpoints, we would find that all these agree with regard
to the logical form of the absolute, as free of empirical determinations and as the essence of phenomena and also as realised in an
intuitive experience. But they differ with regard to the nature of
the absolute (that with which they identify it) and the mode of
their approach. I t can only make for confusion to ignore the
differences.
Consistent with the above contention, we can only expect the
Vedzntin to have profited by the technique or method of the Mgdhyamika. He had before him the Mgdhyamika distinction of paramgrtha
and samvrti, of texts into nitgrtha and neyiirtha, his reaching the
real by the method of negating the unreal appearance etc. The
Mgdhyamika and Yogiicgra also had a theory of illusion to account
for the emergence of appearance. Knowledge of this turn in Buddhism
This is the usual opinion about these absolutes. MM. Pt. Kaviraj, however,
makes the pregnant suggestion (op. cit. p. 73) that these are not identical, and
that though they are all absolutism, yet the Siinyav5da of the MBdhyamika,
TrijiiZnZdvayavZda of the YogBcZras, Saktvadvayav3.da of the SZktas, the
Sabd2dvayavZda of the Grammarians and the older Vedgntins like Mandana
Misra differ in themselves t o a greater or lesser extent. The Advaita taught by
GaudapZda has its own special feature. In the circumstances, i t is difficult to
estimate whether and t o what extent Sankara has been influenced by other
systems.
What is real for one is appearance for another. Throughout this work, the
characterisitic standpoint of the MZdhyamika has been kept in view, and
distinctions between the MZdhyamika, Vedanta and VijiiZnavBda have bee11
drawn with regard to important doctrines. The problem is discussed in a separate
chapter (Chap. X I I I ) entitled Th,e Mtidhyamika, Vijfia'navdda and VedGnta,
A bsolutism.
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must have sent the Vedktin back to lus own texts and enabled him
to perceive the truer meaning of the Upanigads in advaitism.
presumably, there has been borrowing of technique1 and not of
tenets.
1 Sri H a r ~ a ,as is well known, employs the MBdhyamika method in his
Khaydana Khanda Khddya and even says so in so many words. Our explanation
of si;ilarity of method and technique accounts for the accusation by BhBskara
and other non-advaita Vediintins against Saxikara and his followers as introducing MahByBnika-naya (praveka) and as being Buddhists in disguise (pracchanna-bauddhas); it a t once preserves the doctrinal originality of the VedBnta.

PART I1

The Dialectic as System of Philosophy

CHAPTER FIVE

T H E STRUCTURE OF T H E
DIALECTIC
I

MADHYAMIKA

ORIGIN AND PLACE OF THE DIALECTIC

T is difficult t o conceive of two view-points more diametrically
opposed to each other in their metaphysics than the Zitmavada
and the nairztmyavada. The Sgmkhya and the older Vedanta
representing the Zitma tradition advocated and formulated the
substance-view-the supremacy of being. They emphasised the
permanent and universal aspect of experience; they understood the
effect as identical with the cause (satk2ryavZida). GaucjapZida and
Samkara merely bring out the implications of this standpoint when
they declare change, difference and plurality as illusory; they formulate
the complementary doctrine of avidyz to explain the appearance of
difference.
For the earlier Buddhism, the real as the efficient (arthakriyZkZri)
could not be permanent; only the momentary (ksanika) is real.
Things are different at different times; there is no duration; permanence
is a subjective construction put upon discrete momentary entities.
There are as many entities as there are distinguishable aspects. Each
entity is unique; the universal is an appearance. With a Humean
metaphysics, the Buddhists worked out the complementary doctrine
of conceptual construction largely on Kantian lines. Rejecting the
permanent, they elaborated the doctrine of Elements. Causation was
takenastheco-ordinationof these separate elements (dharma-samketa).
It is significant that both the Buddhist and the Brzhmanical
systems establish their real by a critique of causality; this is the
central problem in Indian philosophy. Curiously enough, both views
lead, when consistently pressed, to the same predicament.' If the
effectwere identical with the cause, there is no production, as nothing
new emerges; if they were different, there is no continuity between
cause and effect. The Mgdhyamika shows by his dialectic that not
only causality but every category or doctrine leads to contradiction.

I

' Many MBdhyamika treatises begin the dialectic by an analysis of causation.
cf-

MR. I (Pratyaya-Pvakara'~?.a),
BCA. (IX). TS (Opening Chapten).
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These views appear t o give the truth as long as we are not reflective,
critical. Criticism dissolves their plausibility, and establishes the
real as Absolute, as devoid of thought-determinations (Sfinya).
Further, the MHdhyamika urges that the earlier Buddhism was
critical by halves. It was right in denying the reality of substance
(pudgalanairHtmya); but it was dogmatic when it converted this
nairMmya into a doctrine of the reality of discrete momentary entities
(dharma). Cutting up the real into a series of rigid self-sufficient
entities does not make for the production of one thing from another.
Each entity being absolutely self-contained, there is no dependance,
movement or change; the effect becomes a fortuitous emergence.
As NiigHrjuna says:' "If you take entities t o exist by themselves
(svabhHvHt), you take them as unconditioned, uncaused." If things
depend on each other, as the doctrine of pratityasamutpZda should
mean, they are relative t o each other in nature, and not merely in
point of time. There are no rigid elements of existence. If things
cannot be conceived as permanent, they are not momentary either.
Buddha has taught the doctrine of momentariness not as an ultimate
proposition, but as a step leading to relativity (Siinyatii). 2
Like the Advaitism of Sankara, the Mzdhyamika is a revolutionary
interpretation of Buddhism. It deepened Buddhism by analysing
fully its implications. It is a sustained attempt to synthesise the
teaching of the Buddhist scriptures by the adoption of the transcendental (paramiirtha) and the phenomenal (samvrti)g standpoints.
Texts are divided into ney Hrtha and nitzrtha, corresponding to
Sankara's distinction of par3 and aparz Srutis.
Pratityasamutpiida, the cardinal doctrine of Buddhism, means,
according to the MHdhyarnika, the dependance of things on each
other, their having no nature or reality of their own (nissvabhzvatva
or 5iinya).4 The MHdhyarnika dialectic was born immediately of the
M K . X X I V , 16, 17.
BCA. IX, 7: lok5vatiirangrthari.1 ca bhZv2 nzthena deSit5h; tattvatah
ksanik5 naite:
The Vijii5navZdin also says that the earlier doctrine of elements is a step
towards the final denial of the elements too:
tath5 pudgala-nairztmya-prave.40 hy anyath2 punah;
deSan5 dharma-nairstmyapravesah kalpitZtman2.
Vimdatika', 10
a MK. X X I V , 8 , 9 . See also BCA. IX,2.
4 Cf. the oft-quoted text from the Larikdvatdra SQtra:
svabhsv8nutpattiri.1 sa~hdhsya,mahsmate, sarvadharmah.
SiinyZ iti may2 deSitah. MKV. p. 504.
1
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criticism of the two radical points of view-the substance-view and
the modal view, especially of the latter. l But like the Kantian dialectic,
the Mgdhyamika is a critique of all philosophy.'

The position occupied by the Mgdhyamika in Indian philosophy
is similar to that of Kant in modern European philosophy. The
emergence of criticism in Kant was the direct outcome of the impasse
created by the two trends of thought, Rationalism and Empiricism.
Each had been cultivated for three or four generations with great
intensity; they advocated diametrically opposed views about the
real and our knowledge of it. A similar, perhaps an intenser, conflict
emerged in Indian philosophy by the clash of iitma and anstma
views. Dialectic is the consciousness of this conflict in Reason. I n
Kant are gathered the two trends, Rationalism and Empiricism.
Both are species of dogmatism, and the critique is their solution as
revealing this dogmatism. Likewise, the Mgdhyamika characterizes
both the Mma and angtma views as dogmatic (dnti). Critically
analysed, each d p t i reveals its inner contradiction. Prajfig (intuitional
.
the MBdhyamika and
insight) is the abandonment of all d r ~ t i Both
Kant can justly be credited with having initiated the critical phase
in philosophy in their respective spheres. The Copernican revolution
in Indian philosophy was brought about by the Mgdhyamika.
For both the MBdhyamika and Kant criticism itself is philosophy.
They arrive at the devastating conclusion that speculative metaphysics
is untenable. Speculation does not give us knowledge, but only
illusion. Neither the Mgdhyamika nor Kant has any doctrine or
theory of their own. The MHdhyamika is more decided and consi~tent.~
The critical philosophy of Kant led to the rise of the great Idealist
Reference must be made to Part I of the work, especially to Chapters
a discussion of the nature and development of the two Traditions
(atma and angtma views) and the consequent origin of the Mgdhyam*a
Im-3, for

Dialectic.

'

Jtinyal~saruad~;/ininiproktZ nissaranaxh jinaih. MK. XIII. 8. The MK
ends with the same note: sarvadr$tiprahSnZiya etc. MK. XXVII. 30.
a See infra the Chapter on the ~ Z d h ~ a n z i kConception
a
of Philosophy as
P~ajiicipa'ramitd.
Kant is hesitant, and at places states his intention of giving us a system of
philosophy. "Such a system of pure (speculative) reason I hope myself to
P a u c e under the title of Metaphysics of Nature." Critiq=. P- 14-
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and Absolutist systems of Fichte, Hegel and Schopenhauer. Likewise'
the two great absolutist systems of India, Vijfignavgda and Vediinta.
although they did not accept the Siinyatg of the Msdhyamika, are
still the direct outcome of the Mgdhyamika dia1ectic.l

I11

DIALECTIC-THE

CONFLICT OF REASON

'DialecticJ is generally, but incorrectly, applied to any closely
reasoned argument or refutation of doctrines. Zeno is considered to
be the first discoverer2 of the dialectic, because he invented irrefutable
arguments against motion, change and the void. This only means that
he was fully aware of the implications and absurdities of 'Becoming';
it is a critique of Becoming. I t is not a critique of Being as well. Zeno
refutes others, but is not alive to the shortcomings of his own position.
In the Parmenides of Plato we find for the first time the beginnings
of the dialectic. Therein Plato exhibits, with wearisome detail, the
contradictions involved in the notions of 'One' and 'Many,' 'Being'
and 'Becoming'; there is also an attempt to get beyond these
opposites. If our interpretation of Buddha's 'silence' is accepted,
then to Buddha belongs the honour of being the first discoverer of
the Dialectic.3
Dialectic is a self-conscious spiritual movement; it is necessarily
. ~ is not possible without the consciousness
a critique of R e a ~ o nThis
of the opposition of the thesis and the antithesis. There must be at
least two view-points or patterns of interpretation diametrically
opposed to each other. A dilemma is not a dialectic, for that is a
temporary predicament having reference to a particular situation.
The Dialectic is a universal conflict affecting every sphere of
things.
See supra . . . (Chap. IV) for an assesment of the nature and extent of the
influence of the Mgdhyamika Dialectic on the Vijiignavgda and the VedBnta.
a "Because of this method, which he employed with masterly skill, Zeno was
called by Aristotle the inventor of Dialectic and Plato says that he could make
one and the same appear t o his hearers, as like and unlike, as one and many, as
in motion and at rest." Zeller, History of Greek Phil., Vol. I, p. 613.
a See Chapter 11, Silence of the Buddha and Beginnings of the Dialectic.
We are not accepting the disreputable meaning of the term dialectic as
semblance-knowledge, as sophistry consciously employed to create illusion.
See Critique, p. 99. Dialectic is rightly understood as a "Critique of the understanding and reason in respect of their hyper-physical employment." ibid.,
pp. 100-101.

'
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In common-sense and science such an opposition does not arise,
although two or more opposed concepts are used in interpreting
things. Some things are taken as fleeting and momentary like the
flash of lightning; some as permanent, even unchanging. The organic
pattern of development is applied in the biological and humanistic
sciences; the mechanical in the purely physical sciences. Both these,
however, are not offered as explanations of one and the same set of
facts;nor is any one pattern universalised. This, however, is inevitable
in philosophy. Philosophy selects a particular pattern from among
several exemplified in things, exaggerates it out of all proportion and
universalises it to infinity. The pattern or concept so selected and
universalised becomes an Idea of Reason, as Kant calls it. What
impels us to select one particular point of view and not any other is
a matter of our spiritual affiliation. The Mahgyiinists would call this
our spiritual gens (gotra).l But having chosen one, consciously or
rather unconsciously, we universalise it and take it as the norm of
evaluation. Though innocently stated as a description of facts, every
philosophical system is an evaluation of things or a prescription to
view them in a particular way. There is nothing scientific or philosophic
about ideas and concepts. The concept used with restraint, within
experience, is scientific; the same used without those limiting and
validating conhtions becomes an Idea of Reason. With the Rlgdhyarnika, we can call that a dr&i or anta. Division of spheres among
sciences is natural; but within each science itself there cannot be
alternative and conflicting systems of explaining the same set of
facts. Restriction of spheres among philosophical systems is unthinkable; each philosophy is, or claims to be, a complete and the
only picture of all things. In science, a dispute regarding rival
hypotheses can, a t least in principle, be settled by an appeal to
sense-experience in the last resort; in philosophy hypotheses cannot
be proved or disproved by any such appeal. Disputes become
interminable conflicts. Science is experiment at ion with things
Presented to us by sense; philosophy is speculation with regard to
the supersensible. "No actual experience has ever been completely
adequate to an Idea of Reason, yet to it every actual experience
belongs."2 There is thus no hope of alighting upon an empirical fact

'

Cf. Mah6ya'nasfitra'Zamk6ra111, 2 (p. 10):
dhgtiingm adhimukte4 ca pratipatteh ca bhedatah;
phalabhedopalabdhe4 ca gotr2stitvaxh niriipyate.
Critique, p. 308.
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which will upset any philosophy. Philosophy, when cultivated
seriously and systematically, leads to interminable and total conflict.
Dialectic is implicit in philosophy. Dialectic is a t once the consciousness of this interminable and total conflict in reason and the attempt
t o resolve it.
IV

DIALECTIC AS RESOLUTION OF THE CONFLICT

Two or three ways have been suggested to get over this conflict.
We may recognise that each philosophical system embodies and
emphasises a valuable view of reality; its fallacy however lies in its
extremism, abstraction from other aspects. The opposition can be
got over by incorporating all the views in a comprehensive system.
This is the way of the Jaina system and Hegel. Or, despairing of any
settlement in this anarchical state of affairs, one may easily be led
to scepticism and positivism. Positivism, as denial of metaphysics,
is chronic in philosophy. Its resurgence is almost periodic; it
invariably appears after a period of great philosophic activity.'
Scepticism usually takes a positivist turn by restricting the realm of
significant discourse to the empiricaL2 Though confused with
positivism, the Madhyamika position, like Kant's, is totally different;
it is spiritual to the core. The MZdhyamika denies metaphysics not
because there is no real for him; but because it is inaccessible to
Reason. He is convinced of a higher faculty, Intuition (prajiig) with
which the Real (tattva) is identical?
It is instructive to consider the solution of the conflict in Reason
To illustrate this from the history of European philosophy:
The scepticism of the Sophists-Protagoras and Gorgias-followed on the
heels of the Eleatic (Being) school and Heracleitus (Becoming); the great
systems of Plato and Aristotle were followed by the Scepticism of Pyrrho; it
invaded the Academy itself, and distinguished masters of the academyArcelaus and Carneades-were its great exponents. Hume's scepticism was the
natural result of the conflict of the great systems of Rationalism and Empiricism
in the modem age. The Positivism of Comte came in the wake of the great
systems of Fichte, Hegel and Schopenhauer. I n our own times, Logical
Positivism may be considered as the negative reaction to Idealism and Realism.
a Positivism is anti-metaphysical. It considers metaphysics or philosophy
proper as a body of pseudo-propositions, as nonsense. Only science is significant.
The function left for philosophy is t o analyse linguistic forms employed in
science. See the works of Wittgenstein, Carnap, Max Scheler, Ayer and others.
For a fuller discussion of the nature of this intuition see the subsequent
Chapter on The Mddhyamika Conception of Philosophy as PrajiiiZpa'~arnata'.
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attempted by the Jaina and Hegel, if only because it throws light on
the structure of the dialectic and shows in what manner the
Madhyamika dialectic differs from theirs.
By a criticism of several systems representative of different points
of view like the SZmkhya, Nysya and Buddhism, the Jaina shows
that each view is true in so far as it draws attention to an actual and
indispensable aspect of the real. I t becomes an exaggerated travesty
of facts (nay8bhZsa) when it excludes other views. A truer view is
to comprehend these views in our conception of the real. Both the
substance-view and the modal view (dravygrthika and paryZyZrthika
naya, or asti and n k t i ) are equally true of the real. The basic alternatives (miilabhangas) are t wo-affirmation and negation. These can be
asserted successively (kramgrpitobhayam) or simultaneously
(sahfirpitobhayam)+ngendering a composite view (asti and nssti),
and an indeterminate standpoint (avaktavyam) respectively. The
indeterminate, as the indifference of emphasis, allows of combination
with the previous three, thus giving rise to three more derivative
alternatives.' The formulation of the real cannot be complete with
less than these seven disjunctives. It must be noted that a subsequent
alternative does not supersede the previous, but is an addition to it.
Thus there can be no higher or lower view as in Hegel; each is equally
a true view of things. The real is not a unity, but a manifold of
diferences (anekZnt2tmakam vastu). The Jaina logic is a disjunctive
synthesis.
Hegel too inveighs against abstraction which is but partial truth;
the whole alone is real. Hegel derives the opposite not by an appeal
to experience, but by a logical analysis of the concept. How one
concept, by being insisted upon, passes into its opposite has always
seemed a puzzle to students of Hegel. The dialectic is a passage, a
movement, from concept to concept; it is a t once creative of newer,
more comprehensive and higher concepts. I t is a negative and a
Sya'dvcidaratncikara, IV, Sfitras 17-18 (pp. 62 ff). Sanmatitavka pp. 441 ff.
S~~dvddamai~javt'~~.
189ff (Poona Edn.).Prameya-Kamala-MlTrta&a pp. 681ff.
tatra prakna-vaSat kaScid vidhau Sabdah pravartate;
syadasty ev5khilarh yad vastusvarfip5di catustayat.
syan nasty eva vipary5s2.d iti kaScin nisedhane;
syad dvaitam eva tad dvaitad ityastitva-nisedhayob.
kramena; yaugapadygd v5 sy5d avaktavyam eva tat;
syadastyavacyam eveti yathoci ta-naygrpangt.
sy5n ngsty avscyam eveti tata eva nigadyate;
sy5d dvayHv5cyam eveti saptabhangyavirodhatah.
~atlua'rtha-SlokaVcirt. (p. 128.)
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positive function of Reason. I t presses each concept (e.g. Being),
squeezes out all its implications, as it were; and at this stage it
becomes indistinguishable from its very opposite (Non-Being). But
through this negation there arises a new concept. And as this concept
has been engendered by its opposite, it is richer in content, and
includes the previous one. Negation is not total annulment but
comprehension without abstraction. This new idea itself is the starting
point for another process, the thesis of a newer triad. The dialectical
movement is a spiral. Rather, it may be conceived as an inverted
pyramid. Its beginning is determined by the idea with the least
content (Pure Being), and the end by the most comprehensive
concept (Absolute Idea). The objection that the entire dialectical
movement is merely ideal-formal-is
attempted to be solved by
Hegel by asserting the identity of Thought and Reality. The
investigation of thought-structure is a t once the investigation of
the Real.
The Hegelian dialectic is a conjunctive or integrating synthesis:
a t every stage the alternatives are unified and transcended; and this
leads to a higher and a lower view. The Jaina dialectic is a disjunctive
synthesis of alternatives, as we have seen; it is more a syncretism
than a synthesis. They further differ in the function they assign to
thought: for Hegel thought is creative, while for the Jaina it is
representative of the real. The Jaina's is a logic of realism and
pluralism; Hegel's is a logic of idealism and absolutism. However,
both may subscribe to this common formula : distinctions in thought
are not merely in thought, not subjective; they are truly indicative of
the real. This the Mgdhyamika denies. For him thought-distinctions
are purely subjective, and when taken as the texture of the real they
are nothing less than a falsification of it.
The MZdhyamika dialectic tries to remove the conflict inherent in
Reason by rejecting both the opposites taken singly or in combination. The MZdhyamika is convinced that the conjunctive or disjunctive synthesis of the opposites is but another view; it labours
under the same difficulties. Rejection of all views is the rejection of
the competence of Reason to comprehend reality. The real is
transcendent to thought. Rejection of views is not based on any
positive grounds or the acceptance of another view; it is solely based
on the inner contradiction implicit in each view. The function of the
MBdhyamika dialectic, on the logical level, is purely negative,
analytic.
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THE FOUR ALTERNATIVES IN EVERY PROBLEM

Four alternative views are possible on any subject . l The basic
dtematives are two: Being and Nan-Being. Affirmation and Negation. From these, two others are derived by affirming or denying both
at once: both Being and Nan-Being ( ~ b h a y a s a m k i r ~ ~ t m aand
),?
neither Being nor Non-Being (ubhayaprati~edhasvabhgvat
2) . 2 1t map
be thought that in avoiding the two extremes, the M2dhyamika takes
a middle position in between the two. No; he does not hold any
middle p o ~ i t i o n Or,
. ~ the middle is no position; it is beyond concept
or speech; it is the transcendental, being a review of all things.4
Four and only four views are possible: two are primary and the
other two secondary. It is not possible to reduce affirkation or
negation to each other. It may be held that "all affirmation is
negation"; because, to affirm that 'this is a triangle' is to deny that
it is a square, etc. Likewise, negation may be taken as affirmation;
for, to deny the existence of a thing is to affirm its presence elsewhere
or in some other form. These attempts however are more fanciful
than plausible. For, whatever may be the real nature of any concrete
thing (whether it is all Being or Non-being or both at once), the two
-

1 In the examination of each category, causality etc., four types of views
are invariably formulated in the MBdhyamika texts. In the chapter on the
Examination of Views (Dr;fiparik;d, M K . XXVII) the schema of four views is
given. "dr~tayona bhavi~y5mi. . . etc." MK. XXVII, 2. The Vrtti thereon
says: ih5pi dy~tidva~op5danam upalaksan5rtham catasras tvetd d~;!ayah
(MKV.pp. 572, 573). ryadeva gives the number and order of the alternatives:
sad asad sadasac ceti nobhayam ceti ca h a m & ; esa
proyojyo vidvadbhir ekatvgdisu nityakah (cS. XIV, 21).
Haribhadra puts the thing logically as:
vidh5nam pratisedhafica tgveva sahitau punah;
prati~edhamtayor eva sarvath5 nsvagacchati-AAA. p. 61.
a In BCAP (p. 358) these characteristic expressions are used.
a astiti n5stiti ubhe'pi ant5
suddhi asuddhiti imepi ant5
tasmiid ubhe anta vivarjayitva
madhye' pi sthdnam nu knroti panditah-Samddhirdja SQtra I X , 28 (p. 103,
Val. 11, Gilgit M S S ) ; also quoted in MKV. pp. 135, 270.
The tattva for thk MBdhyamika, according to the well-knomn verse, "na san
n%at", is catu~ko~ivini~muktam.
atmeti, Ksyapa, ayam eko'ntah, nairatmyam ity ayarh dvitiyo'ntah.
yad etad anayor antayor madhyam, tad arQpyam anidarSanam apratistham
anibhzsam avijfiaptikam aniketam iyam ucyate, KBSyapa, madhyamd
Wipad dharmzngm bhita-pratyavek~5.(RatnakiZfvuoted in MKV, p. 358.
K i b p a ~ a v i v a G ap.
. 87).
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attitudes ( a h a t i o n and negation) are entirely different, and one can.
not be derived from the other. Affirmation posits, identifies, includes or
relates a predicate of a subject; while negation denies, differentiates,
excludes or rejects the predicate of the subject. They may be like the
two sides of a shield, still they are two sides and must be considered
as distinct.
It might be thought that affirmation and negation being both
exclusive and exhaustive, there is no scope for other alternatives,
and that the affirmation and denial of both of them at once do not
mean new attitudes. This may be the dictum in formal logic which
works within a restricted sphere. The acceptance of both 'is' and
we
'is notJ may be affirmation; but it is on a different footing,
- as here
have the consciousness of the one-sidedness of mere 'isJ or mere 'is
not'. Likewise, the rejection of both 'is' and 'is not' may be denial;
but it is done with the full consciousness that no corresponding
affirmation1 is available. This is an extreme form of non-committal.
It is not an attitude of decision, but of doubt and despair. As the
competence of thought is not questioned and Reason not transcended, it is still a view (dnti) and not the giving up of views. It may
correspond to the agnostic position, but it is not the MZidhyamika
standpoint.
The four sets of views serve as schema for classifying all systems
~,
of philosophy. The consideration of the real as ~ e i n uniform,
universal and identical everywhere is the affirmative view (satpaksa). This is in the main represented by the systems of the Ztmatradition, especially by the Vedgnta which takes sat (Zitman) alone
as real. The Buddhist or Humean view is a good example of the
negative attitude; it is a denial of substance, of the universal and the
identical, and the acceptance of the asat. The synthetic view like
The third alternative is clearly an affirmation of both 'is' and 'not-is' at
once (ubhayavidhznam). With regard to the fourth there may be this doubt
whether it is t o be construed as denial of both the alternatives 'is' and 'not-is'
together (conjunctive denial, ubhaygbhgva or viSistZbh5va) of the form-not
both 'is' and 'not-is'; or as the denial of each alternative (disjunctive negation
or pratyekgbhgva) of the form-neither 'is' nor 'not-is'. If it is construed as
not both (ubhaygbhava), then it is incompatible with the assertion of both 'is'
and 'not-is' together, but is perfectly compatible with the acceptance of 'is'
and 'not-is' singly; cf. the Nyzya dictum: eka-sattve'pi ubhayarfi (dvayah)
niistiti pratiteh. Rut this is clearly opposed t o the construction put upon this
by Niigsrjuna and other Mgdhyamika BcBryas. For instance, in examining the
conception of NirvBna, the fourth alternative is stated as a disjunctive negation
of the form: neither 'is' nor 'not-is': naivabhiivo naiva bhiivo nirviinam iti
yZ5jans. MK. XXV, 15.
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that of Jaina or Hegel is an example of the third alternative. The
~g-nosticor the Sceptic like Pyrrho or Saiijayal can be cited as
of the fourth.
VI DIALECTIC I S REJECTION OF VIEWS BY REDUCTIO A D ABSURDUM

How does the MBdhyamika reject any and all views? He uses only
one weapon. By drawing out the implications of any view he shows
its self-contradictory character. The dialectic is a series of reductio ad
absurdurn arguments (prasangapadanam). Every thesis is turned
against itself. The MBdhyamika is a prsangika or vaitancjika, a
dialectician or free-lance debater. The Msdhyamika disproves the
opponent's thesis, and does not prove any thesis of his own.
Prasanga is not to be understood as an apagogic proof in which we
prove an assertion indirectly by disproving the opposite. Prasanga is
disproof simply, without the least intention to prove any thesis.
AU the arguments which Kant adduces to prove the thesis and the
antithesis in his Antinomies of Reason are well-known examples of
the apagogic proof. The Ssmkhya proof of the satkBryavBda by
disproving the opposite theory of asatkgrya-v8da (asadakaraniit
etc.) as also the Buddhist proof of momentariness (momentary as the
efficient) by the disproof of the permanent are typical examples in
Indian Philosophy. Such proofs, however plausible they may appear,
fail to carry conviction. For, the disproof of the opponent, even if
it is cogent, does not necessarily mean the establishment of one's
position as true. For both the opponent's view as well as one's own
may be false. The apagogic proof can have cogency and compulsion
in spheres where by the nature of the subject matter, such as in
mathematics, we so completely possess the field i n concreto that the
alternatives are narrowed down to two, and by rejecting one we
indirectly prove the other. I t must fail with regard to empirical
facts and especially with regard to the supersens~ous.~
For, we not
The A5iiBnavSda of Saiijaya: amara-vikkhepam-evam pi me no;
tatha ti pi me no; afiiiatha ti pi me no; no ti pi me no;
no no ti pi me no ti. Digh,
N. I, ii, 24 (Vol. I, p. 25).
iicaryo bhfiyasH prasanggpatti-mukhenaiva parapaksaxh nirHkaroti sma
MKV. p. 24). cf. also: pasangasPdhanah ca na svapaksasthHpan2yopadiyate
tu parasygnistHpPdanHrtham; pariinistarh ca tadabhyupagamasiddhair
eva dharmHdibhih &&yam Hp5dayitum. Ny6yakandali1 p. 197. cf. NyiyasQtva
11i1 3 and the B hijYa thereon.
a See Kant's C*itiguc @p. 626 ff) for a discussion of the nature and scope of
the apagogic proof.
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only lack any sensuous intuition of the latter, but we do not also have
an adequate representation of it. I t would be circular reasoning to
arrive a t this very knowledge through the apogogic proof, which,
to be cogent, does itself presuppose this intuition. The reductio ad
absurdum of the MQdhyamikadoes not establish any thesis. It accepts
a particular thesis hypothetically, and by eliciting its implication
shows up the inner contradiction which has escaped the notice of the
opponent.
Nor does the rejection of a thesis entail, as a necessary consequence
of this rejection itself, the acceptance of a counter-thesis. For
example, the rejection of self-becoming does not mean that the other
view of production from the other (cause and effect as different) is
The reductio ad
accepted. It is pure negation (pra~ajyapratisedha).~
absurdum is for the sole benefit of the holder of the thesis; and it is
done with his own logic, on principles and procedure fully acceptable
to him.2 The MZdhyamika dialectic is a spiritual ju-jutsu. The
MZdhyamika does not have a thesis of his own. He does not construct
syllogisms and adduce arguments and examples of his own.3
There was indeed a sub-school of the MQdhyamika which believed
in advancing counter-theses. This was the Svatantra MBdhyamika
school, the chief exponent of which is BhB~aviveka.~
This school does
not seem to have had much vogue. All the chief M~dhyamikateachers
-NBgQrj una, Aryadeva , BuddhapBlita, Candrakirti and S~ntidevainvariably adduce prasanga (reductio ad absurdu,nz)arguments.
VII

CAUSALITY DIALECTICALLY ANALYSED

To illustrate the dialectical procedure of the MBdhyamika we may
consider the problem of causation. The relation between cause and

'

nanu ca 'naiva svata utpanni' ity avadhgryamPne, 'parata utpanng.'
ity anistarfi prapanoti. na prapnoti; prasajyaprati~edhasya vivaksitatv~t~
paratoJpyutp8dasya pratisetsyaminatvit. MKV. p. 13.
parah ' c a k ~ u h pahyatiti pratipannah', sa tatprasiddhenaivdn~mdnena
nir8kriyate. MKV. p. 34.
yadi kacana pratijitg sygn me tata eva me me bhaved dosah; nisti ca
mama pratijfii tasmgn naivssti me dosah. VV. 29.
midhyamilrinirh paksahetudystintinim asiddheh, svatantrinumadnabhidhiyitvit-MKV. p. 18; 16 and 34.
Bhsvaviveka, the author of TarkajvZld and other treatises, is severely
criticised by Candrakirti at several places in the MKV (pp. 14, 25. 36. 19(~1
351-52). He comes in for special censure for adducing, though a ~ M h y a m i k a .
syllogisms of his own and advocating a thesis. This is against the correct
standpoint of the MZdhyamika.
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effecthas been conceived in four different ways. The SBmkhya advocates identity bet ween the two (satk2ryavZda), and thus holds the
theory of self-becoming; things are produced out of themselves (svata
UtpannL bhgvgh). The Buddhist and even the NyLya to a certain
extent oppose this by maintaining differencebet ween cause and effect .
The Jaina view combines the above two views by insisting on the
continuous as well as the emergent aspect of the effect (utpHdavyayadhrauvyayuktam sat). The materialists and the sceptics, rejecting all
the alternatives, take things as produced by chance (ahetutah).
The Sgmkhya thesis that things are produced out of themselves
is wrong; for there is no point in self-production, reduplication. The
Simkhya too does not admit that the thing which is already present
(fully manifest Like the pitcher) produces itself. Besides, there will
be no conceivable limit to this process of self-duplication.1 The
Sgmkhya might parry the argument by saying that it does not deny
all difference; the manifestation (abhivyakti) is certainly new; but
this does not amount to a difference in substance, but onlv in form or
the states of the same substance. Does not this difference militate
against the identity of the underlying substratum? The Mgdhyamika
further urges that the manifestation itself2 might be taken as the
essential meaning of causation, for it is that which makes any entity
efficient. Are the cause and the efiect identical with regard to this
emergent form? Obviously not. Identity militates against causation.
Propositions true of the effect (of the pitcher as holding water etc.)
are not true of the cause (clav). Either the cause is not identical with
the effect, or if identity is insisted upon, causation must be given up.
The SMkhya thesis is not consistent with itself. It sets out to explain
causal relation as identity, and yet it cannot do so without admitting
differences.Absolute identity is not even assertible. Even to affirm
A is A, we have to take the help of difference of time, place and
circumstances of A's occurrences etc. Absolute identity is inexpressible by thought. A critique of the Sgmkhya reveals the inner fissure
present in its thesis, and in removing this inconsistency we reach an
inexpressible absolute identity. We have not the right to call it
identity even. I t is beyond thought, outside the range of predication.
TO take the other alternative. If the cause and the er;'ect were
different,the effectis an other to the cause. And being totally different,
na svata utpadyante bhavw. tad utpadavaiyarthyzt; atiprasangadogac
MKV. p. 14, also p. 22.
a MKV. p. 2 2 .
1
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nothing should be able to produce things or anything should emerge
from anywhere.
This however is not the case. The insistence upon difference thus
leads to non-relation, to the abandonment of causation. Absolute
difference is not even expressible as a proposition. No attribute can
be predicated of a subject; for, being different, they are not relevant
to each other. No two entities can be compared; they cannot even
be known as different, each being unique and incommensurable. We
cannot find a common concept or term even to call them 'things';
for, this is still to identify them as belonging to a class. Pure difference
is beyond thought.
The Buddhist is faced with a dilemma: Either insist on diflerence
and thereby give up causation and relation, or accept causation and
other relations and give up absolute difference. The Buddhist must
give up either difference or causation. But he hopes to retain both;
hence he implicitly contradicts himself. The dialectic exposes the
implications and the flaws inherent in his position.
It may be thought that both the SZmkhya and the Buddhist
might considerably better their respective position and remove the
contradiction by incorporating some elements from the other. The
Buddhist might accept identity along with difference in his view of
causation. The SZmkhya might admit difference along with identity.
Would they be escaping the dialectic then? If identity and difierence
were simply plumped together, this will add to the difficulties instead
of decreasing them?
There was a t least the merit of simplicity in each thesis that is
admittedly gone now. The real must be conceived as having two
different aspects. It is then subject to the Buddhistic dictum: 'that
na parata utpadyante bhBvBh, sarvatah sarva-sambhava-prasangzt,
MKV. p. 36.
a The third alternative (ubhayatah) is hardly criticised a t any great length
in the Mgdhyamika treatises. I t is taken as subject to the difficulties of both
the previous ones (sat and asat); sat and asat are mutually opposed to each
other. Nggarjuna says a t one place:
parasparaviruddham hi sac casac caikatah kutah. MK. VIII, 7.
bhaved abhgvo bhZvaS ca nirvZnam ubhayam katham;
na tayor ekatrastitvam Zlokatamasor yath5. MK. XXV, 14.
Sgntaraksita criticises the Jaina view of the Real which is the best example
of this view in his TS. pp. 486 ff.
He says:
vidhanapratisedhau hi paraspara-virodhinau;
hky2v ekatra no kartulfi kenacit svasthacetass. TS. 1730.
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is not one which is invested with two or more opposed characteristics.'l
To say roundly that reality is so is to be dogmatic: philosophy then
becomes a mere description of what appears to untutored perception.
We may accord prominence t o one ingredient and subordinate the
other to it. There is, however, no ground for this preferential treatment. We may take identity as the prius, and subordinate difference
to it, or vice versa. But the notion of subordination is unintelhgible
in the case of entities which are mutually dependent and indspensable
to each other. I n the last resort, the subordinate can only mean the
dispensable; that is, the real nature of a thing is not affectid when the
subordinate is absent. This alternative then will be reduced to either
of the first two. If the synthesis is under a third somethng, a tertium
quid, we have a new pattern. What is the relation between this
synthetic unity and each one of the constituents: is it identity,
difference or both?a The theory is not so simple as it appears. If, to
escape this, we say it is beyond the range of identity and difference,
it is tantamount to accepting that it is unrelated to the opposites and
is inexpressible in itself. This is exactly what the Mgdhyamika
desires to point out. The real is beyond Reason.
The fourth alternative that things are produced neither from
themselves nor from others etc., that is, they emerge at random can
be disposed of easily. If no reason is assigned for the thesis, it is a
mere dogmatic assertion; it falls to the ground through sheer inanity.
If a reason is assigned, there is a manifest self-contradiction bet ween
what we assert and how we assert it: for we have a conclusion (that
things are produced at random without cause) sought to be cogently,
causally, derived from premises."
yo viruddhadharmZdhykavSn nBZvekah.
If the elements of the synthesis retain their nature and individuality to
any extent, then this alternative is certainly subject to the objections against
the two previous alternatives. If they do not, and the synthesis is taken to be
a unique position devoid of distinction and difference, then it would be
indistinguishable from the Msdhyamika standpoint. If it is averred, as is done
by Hegel, that the synthesis unifies and yet retains the differences, we have a
new problem on our hands: what is the relation between this synthesis and
each one of the differents; is i t identity or difference or both? If a new synthesis
is resorted to, this will lead to a regvess ad infinidurn.
This view has always been taken as that of the SvabhZva-vBdin (Naturalist,
Materialist). see BCAP. 540 ff.
Cf.
na heturastiti vadan sahetukam;
nanu pratijiisrh svayam eva Satayet.
athapi hetupraqay2laso bhavet;
pratijiiayg kevalayzsya kim bhavet.
Quoted in BCAP. p. 544; and TSP. p .66 (as tatha coktarn Zcarya SfiripZdaih).
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SELF-CONVICTED, NOT COUNTERBALANCED
In rejecting one thesis the MZdhyamika does not accept its counterthesis. He does not set one opponent against another. Not only would
this be sharp practice but it would be illogical in the extreme. This
may be adopted by a sophist trickster out to confute the opponent
by any handy means; but a self-conscious dialectic with a spiritual
end cannot and does not stoop to this. In refuting the SZmkhya view
of causation we do not enlist the support of his opponent. The
%mkhya stands self-convicted by the implications of his own thesis:
production and self-identity cannot go together. Likewise with the
other theses. The consideration of several views does not mean that
one is false because of the other. The knowledge of the opposite thesis
merely makes us critical, helps us in discovering the flaw withn it.
I t is false because of its inherent weakness. Every thesis is selfconvicted and not counter-balanced by an anti-thesis.
A view is plausible because we prize it; we are enamoured of its
externals. We hold fast t o it as the truth (grgha, abhiniveSa). No
doubt the process is unconscious and goes beyond empirical experience;
it may even be beginningless. Nevertheless, it acts as a cover (Zvarana)
in hiding the real from us. I n that state we do not even know that it
is a view. So long as we are in illusion, we do not know it as illusion.
We become aware of its contradictions, as we analyse it and know
it inside out. Self-conscious reflection is not possible if anything were
taken as true and unitary, as simple. When we entertain a view, we
are possessed by it; we look a t things in this coloured way and are
not even conscious of it. Only as a contrast is felt between what
appeared and what it really turns out to be, there is self-consciousness. We must stand aside and perceive the inner flaw or fissure in
our position. This is analysis or Siin~atiiwhich splits up entities and
exhibits their inner nature.
VIII

EVERY THESIS IS

I X PRINCIPLE OF THE DIALECTIC
NOTHING I N ITSELF: ALL IS RELATIVE (PRAT~TYA-SAMUTPANNA

Why are all views rejected? What is the principle on which it is
done? Any fact of experience, when analysed, reveals the inner rift
present in its constitution. It is not a thing in itself; it is what it is
in relation to other entities, and these in turn depend on others.
This process thus proceeds indefinitely and leads to a regress.
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Practically minded, commonsense does not care to go deep. Philosophical systems, in their anxiety to uphold their own views, slur and
gloss over the inherent flaw and instability of their contentions. For
instance, in causation we must differentiate between the cause and
the efiect and a t the same time identify them. The relation between
the two cannot be conceived as identity, difference or both; nor can
we give it up. NZerjuna says: "Neither of those things is established
(as real) which cannot be conceived either as identical or different
from each other. "l
The principle is enunciated in almost every chapter of the
Mididlzyamika K i ~ i k i sThe
.
substance-view thinks that it could have
substance without attributes or modes; the modal view believes that
it can dispense with substance altogether. There is, however, no
attribute without substance nor is substance without attribute.
They are not intelligible even together; for how can we then distinguish
them? NggZrjuna in discussing the relation between a person and his
emotions (rZga and rakta) says: that they are not anything either
together or separately; likewise, no entity is proved (to exist) as
~
is no self apart from the states
together or ~ e p a r a t e l y .There
(upZdZna),nor is the latter without the self that gives unity to them;
. ~ relation between fire and fuel
nor are they anything t ~ g e t h e rThe
(agnindhana) is examined a t length by Nggkjuna to illustrate this
predicament. Fire is not fuel, lest the consumer (agent or kartg) and the
consumed (object-karma) should be identical; nor is fire different from
fuel, for it cannot be had without the latter.a All entities, like the Self
and its modes (ZtmopZdZnayoh kramah) as well as particular empirical
things such as table and chair, are completely covered by this analysis.

'

ekibhzvena v2. siddhir nangbhsvena vZ yayoh;
na vidyate tayoh siddhih katham nu khalu vidyate. ME;.11, 2 1 .
sahanyonyena v2. siddhir vingnyonyena vB yayoh;
na vidyate tayoh siddhih katham nu khalu vidyate. MK. XIX, 6 .
evam raktena r2.gasya siddhir nu saha na'saha;
ragavat sarvadharrnZn2.m siddhir na saha ngsaha.
MK. VI, 10.
2tmanaS ca satattvam ye bhavZn2.m ca pfihak pythak;
nirdihanti na t8n manye SBsanasy2rthakovid2.n.
MK. X, 16.
yad indhanam saced agnir ekatvam kartrkamanob;
any& ced indhan2.d agnir indhan2.d apy @e bhavet.
MK. X, I .
agnindhanabhyarh vy5khyZta 2trnopSdhavob;
sarvo niravdesena sardham ghatapatgdibhih.
MK. X, 15.
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Again, it is pointed out that the agent is dependent on the act;
and this in turn depends on the agent. All things are to be understood as on a par with the Agent and the Act.' If the definition
(lak~ana)
were different from the definitum (lak~ya),
the latter would
be bereft of any distinguishing mark; and if both were identical, then
there would be the absence of both as such.2 There is no whole apart
from the parts and vice versa.3 Things that derive their being and
nature by mutual dependence are nothing in themselves; they are
not real.4
Relation has to perform two mutually opposed functions: as
connecting the two terms, in making them relevant to each other,
it has to identify them; but as connecting the two, it has to diferentiate them. Otherwise expressed, relation cannot obtain between
entities that are identical with or different from each other?
These insuperable difficulties impel us to the conclusion that cause
and effect, substance and attribute, whole and parts, subject and
object etc., are mutually dependent, relative; hence they are not
things-in-t hemselves.
MK. VIII, IZ, 13.
a laksygl laksanam anyac cet sysl laksyam alaksanam;
tayor abh5v01 nanyatve vispastarfi kathitarh tvay8.
MKV. p. 64.
WpakZrananirmuktam na riipam upalabhyate;
riipengpi na nirmuktam drSyate rfipakaranam.
MK. IV, I.
riipgdivyatirekena yath5 kumhbo na vidyate
vsyvgdivyatirekena tatha riiparh na vidyate.
cs. XIV, 14.
parasparapeks5 siddhir na svHbhHviki.
MKV. p. zoo.
na tena tasya sarfisargo, n5nyenEinyasya yujyate.
MK. XIV. 8.
Cf. Bradley: "Relation pre-supposes quality, and quality ;elation. Each can
be something neither together with, nor apart from, the other; and the vicious
circle in which they turn is not the truth about Reality."
Appearance and Reality. p. 2 1 .
pratitya yad yad bhavati na hi t2vat tad eva tat.
MK. XVIII, 10.
pratitya yad yad bhavati tat tac c h 8 n t d svabhsvatah.
MK. VII, 16.
pratitya-samutpannarh vastunjparh sarhqtir ucyate.
BCAP. p. 352.
Thus Pratityasamutp2da is equated with Siinyat5.
See MK. XXIV, 18.
1
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What is relative is subjective, unreal. The categories are so many
conceptual devices (vikalpa, prapafica) by which Reason tries to
apprehend the Real that cannot be categorised and made relative
(buddher agocaras tattvam). Reason (buddhi) is therefore condemned
as falsifying the real (sarhvrti). No phenomenon, no object of
knowledge (bhgva or abhgva), escapes this universal relativity.'
Relativity or mutual dependence is a mark of the unreal. A Hegel
would have welcomed this inherent dependence of things as the
dialectical necessity of Reason working through the opposites,
differentiating and at once unifying them. For him that is the mark
of the Real. And this, because he does not go beyond Reason; in
fact, for Hegel Reason and Real are identical. For the MBdhyamika
reciprocity, dependence, is the lack of inner essence. Tattva or the
Real is something in itself, self-evident and self-existent .2 Reason
which understands things through distinction and relation is a
principle of falsity, as it distorts and thereby hides the rea1.J Only
the Absolute as the unconditioned is real, and for that very reason
it cannot be conceived as existence (bhiiva) or non-existence (abhZva)
or both etc.
The detailed application of the dialectic to some of the important
categories is undertaken in a subsequent chapter. But this would
merely examplify the dialectical principle. The analysis of even one
relational mode must be enough to convince us of the inherent
hollowness of things. In induction even one instance, carefullj~
analysed, is enough to enable us to arrive a t the principle in question.
Important generalisations have been made from single instances.
Number of instances is of subjective value only, as facilitating the
isolation of the principle sought. k y a Deva gives expression to this
truth when he says:4
apratitya samutpanno dharmah kdcin na vidyate;
yasm5t tasmgd aSiinyo hi dharrnah kaScin na vidyate.
MK. XXIV, 19; cf. also cS. IX, 2.
aparapratyayam S5ntam prapaficair aprapaficitam;
nirvikalpam ansnktham etat tattvasya laksanam.
MK. XVIII, g.
Bradley comes to the same conclusion: "The conclusion to which I am
brought is that a relational way of thought-any one that moves by the
machinery of terms and relations-must give appearance, and not truth.
Afipearance and Reality p. 28.
' bhavasyaikasya yo drag@ d r a s s sanrasya sa smflah;
ekasya Sinyata yaiva saiva sarvasya SiinyatB.
cS. VIII, 16.
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He, that perceives the nature of a single ens,
perceives the nature of all;
The Sfinyat2 of one is indeed the !kyats of all.
X

MOMENTS OF THE DIALECTIC

The 'moments' or the stages of the dialectic may be schematised
thus. These moments are also the stages in the development or
maturation of the philosophical consciousness.
There is first the moment of dogmatism-the
indulgence in
speculative philosophy (dr~ti-vsda). This natural metaphysical
disposition gives rise, sooner rather than later, to two or more
philosophical systems. They are not merely different, but are opposed
to each other as contraries; they explain all things from mutually
conflicting points of view. And as this conflict is not empirical in
origin and scope, we become not only aware of the gravity of the
conflict but also suspicious of the claim of thought to acquaint us
with reality. Criticism is born.
The second moment arises with the awareness of the transcendental
illusion, the subjectivity of thought. Dialectic, as a critique of reason,
thoroughly exposes the pretensions of speculative reason. This is
done by revealing the inner contradiction present in each one of the
views, i.e. by reductio ad absurdurn arguments. As in exposing a thesis
the counter-thesis is not accepted, the opposition is resolved without
residue. The dialectical movement does not precipitate another
triad, nor does it lead to the spiral. The Msdhyamika dialectic, unlike
the Hegelian, is purely analytic in character. Criticism is Siinyat5,
the utter negation of thought as revelatory of the real. All judgments,
all philosophical systems, are vikalpa, prapafica, false-ascriptions or
t hought-constructions.
The awareness of the transcendental illusion is possible because of
an ideal or norm to which thought tries, fruitlessly, to conform.
Thought is subjective, false, in relation to the objectively real. If
there were no unconditioned (nirvikalpa, tattva or dharmatg) to
which we are denied access in thought, there could not be the
consciousness of the subjectivity of thought. The unconditioned
(paramiirtha) is transcendent to thought ; it is certainly accessible
to us in intuition. The death of thought (dr~tijfiiing)
is the birth of
PrajfiZ, knowledge devoid of distinction (jfiiinam advayam). Kant
is convinced of the subjectivity of Reason because it gives us only
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a semblance of knowledge. He thoroughly exposes the transcendental

illusion in his Dialectic. Inconsistently enough, he denies that we call
have knowledge of the Nournenon by Pure Reason (Dialectic). He
should have, as complementary to his doctrine of transcendental
illusion, accepted a knowledge of the real; though necessarily, it
could not be in the thinking way. He even denies that the illusion
can ever disappear1 or that we can have intellectual intuition.2 For
the MZdhyamika, the effectiveand complete disappearance of thought
is intuition of the real; it is not a new emergence from somewhere;
it has been there always3 (tathat8 sarva-kdam tathZbhZvZt). Onlv,
it had been obscured by thought (sgmv~ta).NZgPrjuna declares that
they do not understand the heart of Buddha's teaching who do not
distinguish between the unconditioned truth and the conventional
one!
The Absolute is not one reality set against another, the empirical.
The Absolute looked at through thought-forms (vikalpa) is
phenomenon (samsZra or sZmvfla, literally covered). The latter,
freed of the superimposed thought-forms (nirvikalpa, nisprapafica),
is the Absolute. The difference is epistemic (subjective), and not
ontological.6 NZg5rjuna therefore declares that there is not the least
difference between the world and the absolutely real.6 Transcendent
to thought, the absolute, however, is thoroughly immanent in
experience. A critique of experience, like the MZdhyamika dialectic,
is conscious of this immanence, the phenomenalisation of the absolute.
The phenomenalising activity is of two kinds: one through ignorance,
through avidy5 and its satellites, the klegas; and the other is the free
conscious assumption of phenomenal forms activated by prajfia and
karunz. The former is the unconscious activity of the ignorant
(pflhagjana),and the latter is that of the Enlightened Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas.
Philosophical consciousness attains its fruition through the
working of its inner dynamism, through the three moments of the
Cf. "Transcendental illusion, on the other hand, does not cease even after
it has been detected and its invalidity clearly revealed by transcendental
criticism",
Critique,p. 299.
a Critique, p. 268.
aprahinam asamprzptam anucchinnam aS54vatam;
aniruddham anutpannam etan nirvgnam ucyate.
MK. XXV, 3.
6 MK. XXV, 20.
6
MK.
XXV,
g.
hlK. XXIV, g.
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dialectic: dogmatism ( d r ~ t i ) criticism
,
(6iinyatH or prasanga) and
intuition (prajfig). In its natural speculative employment, phfio;ophy
is dogmatic (dnti); this finds expression in the various systems of
thought . As this inevitably leads to a conflict, philosophy becomes
critical, self-consciously aware of the assumptions and inadequacies
of Reason. This is the consciousness of the relativity of phenomena,
their unreality. Phenomena are %nya as they are dependent, and
are thus void of the essence of reality (nihsvabhgva).
The completion of criticism effectively does away with the
h~
speculative or conceptual functions of Reason. ~ h i l o s o ~then
culrninat es in intellectual intuition, Praj fig. Here knowledge (Reason)
and its object (the Real) coincide; there is non-duality (jfignam
advayam). This too is Siinyatz, as PrajfiB or the Absolute is devdd
of duality (Siinya of dntis or views).l
The MHdhyamika dialectic as culminating in intuition is not only
the fruition of the theoretic consciousness; it is the fruition of the
practical and the religious consciousness as well. The root-cause of
pain and imperfection is avidya or the tendency to conceptulise the
real. Mistaking as this or that do we get attached to things or evince
aversion towards them. NHgzrjuna says : "Freedom is the cessation
of acts (karma) and the roots of evil (kle4a); these are born of vikalpa
and this of prapaiica (the conceptual function of Reason) ; prapaiica
ceases with the knowledge of S ~ n ~ a t l The
. " ~ dialectic as nonconceptual intuitional knowledge takes us beyond the possibility of
pain. I t is the summum bonum of all our endeavour. It is Freedom
itself (Nirvzna).
The dialectic as PrajfiHpHramiti is identified with the tathzgata
(dharmak8ya)-the Ens perfectissimum, which all beings are in
essence and which they attain by spiritual discipline. Religion is this
mystic pull of the Transcendent (the Ideal) on the actual. The
dialectic consummates the union of all beings with the perfect Being
(buddha-kHya).
The terms 'Siinyal and 'Siinyatgl are applied both to phenomena and the
absolute. Phenomena are %nya as they are devoid of thinghood (nihsvabhsva);
for they are dependent on each other (pratitya-samutpanna). The Absolute is
Siinya as it is utterly devoid of the conceptual distinctions of 'is' and 'not-is',
free from all subjectivity (nirvikalpa, nisprapafica). See I.P. Vol. I, p. 702.
R4K. XVIII, 5; see also MK. XXIII, I.
Kiigsrjuna says in his Catuhstava (quoted in BCAP. p. 590):
buddhZn8m sattvadh2toS ca yengbhinnatvam arthatah;
Stmanah ca paresgrh ca samats tena te mats.
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In Kant , the Critique silences theoretic (Pure) Reason; its function
is thus merely negative. I t is the Practical Reason that alone
guarantees to Kant his ideals, God, freedom and immortality. There
is thus the severance of the intellectual form the ethical and the
religious. The MLdhyamika Dialectic as negation of thought is
intuition of the Absolute; as the rooting out of passions it is Freedom
(Nirvana);and it is perfection as union with the Perfect Being.'
1 See the Chapter on the Ma'dhyamika Conception of Philosophy as Prajfidpdramztd and subsequent Chapters for elucidation of these aspects of the
Dialectic.

CHAPTER SIX

SOME OBJECTIONS AGAINST THE
DIALECTIC CONSIDERED
ERTAIN objections, logical and metaphysical, might be
urged against the soundness of the dialectic. A consideration of these should be of help in appreciating the implications of the dialectic. That the Miidhyamika system, even
if logically sound, is nihilistic and is a species of positivism and that
it has been sterile in the past and does not hold out any hope for the
future are broader philosophical issues. They are dealt with in a
subsequent chapter. Objections of a formal or epistemological
character against the value of the dialectic as a method of knowledge
are considered here.

The foremost objection that cannot fail to strike us is the question
-Is criticism of any thesis possible without the acceptance of a
counter-thesis? I t is commonly held that to criticise a theory we
should have a rival theory or stand-point of our own, or that some
tenets should be held in common by the disputants. But the acceptance of a common tenet, a common platform, cannot serve to
favour any one of the rival hypotheses. Nor does a special tenet or
thesis peculiar to one party fare better; for, to claim peculiar strength
on the basis of a special tenet would cut both ways. The holding of
a position cannot by itself decide the issue in favour of either of the
disputants. How then is any hypethesis to be demolished at all?
I t is done by pointing out that the consequences of a hypothesis
either contradict the hypothesis itself or are mutually contradictory.
The holding of a rival hypothesis is not only unnecessary, but is
clearly irrelevant. Nor is it necessary that the consequences of a
hypothesis should be believed in by one who urges the objections,
but merely that the consequences should be shown to be implied in
the hypothesis to the satisfaction of the party concerned.' This is
1

kirh punar anyataraprasiddhenapy anum5nen&sty anum%nab&dhg?
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the only way to confute an opponent. The absurdity of his position
must be brought home to him on principles and arguments accepted
by him. The MHdhyamika claims to do nothing else. He is a prkangika
-having no tenet of his own and not caring to frame a syllogism of
his own. "An opponent in putting forward a thesis is expected, as he
is a believer in pramgnas (valid sources of knowledge) to validate
it. He must prove to his opponent the validity of that very argument
by which he himself has arrived at the right conclusions."~But the
case of the MHdhyamika is different; he does not vindicate any
assertion in order to convince an opponent. He has no reasons and
examples which he believes to be true. Every endeavour of the
Mgdhyamika is, therefore, exhausted in reducing the opponent's
position to absurdity on principles and consequences which the
~
is the only
opponent himself would a ~ c e p t .Self-contradiction
weapon that can convict an opponent. If he does not desist from his
position even after his assertion has been proved to be selfcontradictory, we must give up arguing with him. He is not dis. ~criticise a position, then,
interested enough to arrive a t the t r ~ t hTo
it is not only unnecessary but irrelevant to advance another position.
I1

CRITICISM IS SELF-CRITICISM

It might be thought that though the MHdhyamika dialectic may
be correct as a logical method, it nevertheless savours of ill-will
symptomatic of a disposition which sees no good in others. How does
it escape being a species of philosophical sadism? The Mgdhyamika
dialectic is not refutation; it is pre-eminently a critique of Reason?
asti sZ ca svaprasiddhenaiva hetunH, na paraprasiddhena; lokata eva d ~ J a t v 8 t .
MKV.pp. 34-5. Cf. also: niScitam idam vskyaxh lokasya svaprasiddhayaivopapatty% n8ry8nZim. MKV,p. 57.
MKV. p. 19.
na vyarh svatantram anumiinarh prayuiijmahe; parapratijii8-nisedhaphalatvgd asmad-anumZnHnZm. MKV. p. 34.
atha sviibhyupagama-virodha-codanayiipi par0 na nivarttate, tadHpi
nirlajjatayZ hatudystht8bhyam api naiva nivartteta. na conmattakena s a h a mgkarh viv8da iti. MKV. p. 15.
A Critique of Reason is the criticism of Reason undertaken by Reason
itself. The genitive 'of' is both accusative and nominative in import. Reason
is both the object of the inquiry and the subject (agent) conducting the inquiry.
Dogmatic Reason is the subject-matter of enquiry by critical Reason. The
Dialectic, as the Critique of philosophical consciousness, is self-consciousness
of the higher order. Regarding the correct interpretation of the title of Kant's
Cvitique of Pure Reason, see Kemp-Smith's Commentary, pp. 2-3.
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Refutation is the rejection of an opponent's view by an interested
party having a view of his own to establish. A critique is the disinterested analysis of Reason by itself. Reason occupies at once the
position of the judge and the accused brought before the tribunal.
All sound criticism is self-criticism. Only then can it serve the
spiritual purpose of self-culture. For, how can the refutation of most
or all views profit anybody, unless it is helpful in saving him from
the same mistakes which others have inadvertently committed?
It is an antidote and a safeguard against future mistakes. The
MBdhyamika is exorcising the devil of dogmatism from his own
soul. The outward form of refutation is employed by him so that he
can the better dissociate himself from the inherent dogmatic tendency
of the human mind. The Mzdhyamika dialectic is actuated by the
spiritual motive of purifying the mind and freeing it of the cobwebs
and clogs of dogmatism (sarvasamkalpaprah2nzya SiinyatB
'mytadeSan2) .l
I11

DIALECTIC AND THE LAW O F EXCLUDED MIDDLE

Another line objection may be adopted to confute the MMhyamika.
When one alternative is rejected or accepted the other is eo ips0
accepted or rejected, else the Law of the Excluded Middle would be
violated. The Mzdhyamika flagrantly violates this law at every step;
we find him cutting down all the alternatives that are, by the canons
of formal logic, both exclusive and exhaustive. For instance, four
alternatives are framed by him with regard to causation, but none
is accepted: "Neither out of themselves nor out of others, nor from
both, nor a t random have entities come into being a n y ~ h e r e . "1s
~
not the rejection of satk3ryavlda (Identity of cause and effect)
tantamount to accepting asat klryavgda (diflerence between cause and
effect), this being its contradictory? Does not the rejection of motion
entail the acceptance of rest-this being its material contradictory?
The Mzdhyamika rejects both.
The sole aim of MZdhyamika system is t o free the human mind of the net
of concepts 'vikalpa-j81a1 and verbal elaboration (prapafica). The dialectic,
as PrajfiZp8rarnitZt, is venerated as nirvikalpam, prapaiicopahamam, hivam
etc., in the MZdhyamika treatises. (ASP. Opening verses, MI<. Opening
KTirikZ etc). NTigZrjuna ends his great work with the same note:
sarvadystiprahTi1~2yayah saddharmam adehayad;
anukampHm upadZya tarh namasy8mi Gautamam.
MK. XXVII, 30.

M K I, I.
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The Mgdhyamika is not the only sinner in rejecting the Excluded
Middle. Kant does not accept it when he formulates his antimonies
and rejects both of them, e.g., "the world has a beginning in space
and time" and "the world has no such beginning etc." Hegel himself
does not recognise the Law; had he done so, he should have chosen
either Being or Non-Being instead of seeking a third.
No logical flaw is involved in not observing the Excluded Middle.
~f any one wants to vindicate this law, he must not only resolve the
antimonies which a dialectic presents, but show that in rejecting one
alternative, we do so by covertly accepting its contradictory, or
vice versa.
The law of Excluded Middle assumes a sort of omniscience and
makes capital out of our ignorance. That any two alternatives together
exhaust the universe of discourse and that no third is possible cannot
be known from the alternatives themselves.' Such is not the case
with the law of contradiction; it derives all its force from the material
in hand, from what is actually presented to us. We can, even on the
strength of immediate experience, say that both the contradictories
cannot be true. The Excluded Middle too, it may be urged, does not
presume anything more than the particular kind of disjunctives
called the Contradictories-as Being and Non-Being, Affirmation and
Negation. Such contradictory alternatives can easily be recognised
by any one, it may be said. To this our reply is that the doctrine of
Contradictories as conceived by Formal Logic is defective; for it is
always possible to suggest one other alternative in all cases; besides
being and non-being, we can admit the indefinite; affirmation and
negation do not exhaust all attitudes towards an asserturn; we may
not assert anything at all, but simply entertain a datum without
committing ourselves to any one of these modes. The contention is
not academic. Consider for instance the two propositions-"An
integer between 3 and 4 is prime"; "An integer between 3 and 4 is
composite, not prime." Neither of these propositions is true, though
they are contradictories in the formal sense. Can the Excluded Middle
help us here? This is a case where no adjective, no alternative, can be
predicated without absurdity. The illusory snake is another example;
it cannot accept the predicates sat and asat, for it is not an existent.
This is possible in the case of mathematics and other purely deductive
sciences, where we possess a knowledge of the entire field so completely and
unerringly, that we can formulate the alternatives exhaustively, and by the
negation of the one we can affirm the other, and vice versa.
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If we want to formulate the contradictory of any proposition-

'S is P'-it is not only 's is not-P' but also 'S is not'; i.e. the proposition is contradicted if the subject does not exist. It is clear that
because there are two contradictories to any position, we can never
pass from the denial of the position to any one of the contradictories,
or vice versa. This is tantamount to giving up Excluded Middle.
A formal objection, pointed out by Johnson,l can also be raised
against the law. If it were true, the existential import of a proposition
and that of its obverse, which is based on the Excluded Middle,
must be neither more nor less. 'S is not P' says nothing about the
existence of S or P ; the proposition would be valid even if they had
not existed. What is required is that the combination SP should not
be found, and this is available with or without the existence of these
terms. Following formal logic, 'S is not P' can be positively rendered
into 'S is non-P'. But this is more than a mere verbal change. The
new proposition afirms a negative predicate of a subject S. If S were
not an existent, the proposition would be meaningless, as it would
be even if there were no P and non-P. But as we have seen, the original
proposition gives no guarantee of the existence of S or P. The obverse
imports, tacitly under the cover of an indubitable law, existential
matter not to be found in the original proposition. The obverse will
be valid, only if one implied premise is supplied. Therefore it is clear
that the principle on which obversion is based, namely the Excluded
Middle, is not valid. 'S is not PJ does not commit us to any position,
while 'S is non-P' commits us to the existence of S and possibly of
P and non-P. It is apparent that Excluded Middle is not a purely
formal principle, but a device to serve a metaphysical doctrine, in
which to negate a judgment is taken as affirming a negative predicate.
I t seems to be a very easy device for asserting the existence of any
subject; its only trouble seems to be confined to the assignment of a
positive or a negative predicate; the fundamental question about the
existence of the subject of a judgment is left to take care of itself.
The Law of Excluded Middle is for the regulation of thought.
But here the question is whether thought itself is competent to grasp
reality, and not the internal ordering of thoughts. The Law, even if
formally valid, is applicable within thought, and has no relevance
with regard to the metaphysical problem about the relation of Thought
to Reality.
1

Logic, Part I, pp. 71 ff.
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IV IS CRITICISM POSSIBLE WITHOUT THE ACCEPTANCE OF PRAMANAS?

The MHdhyamika need not have a thesis of his own nor need he
admit any of the alternatives suggested. He has, however, to accept
the valid sources of knowledge, the pramsnas. Otherwise, he would
be putting himself out of court at the very outset; he cannot participate
in a discussion as a disputant.'
He has to urge and bring home to the opponent the consequences of
a view. This can be done only by accepting principles of logic and
canons of evidence. If without argument and evidence any statement,
even this that 'Everything is relative', could be proved, then the
most extravagant statement about the reality of all things would be
valid.2 If, to escape this predicament, the proofs and sources of
knowledge are accepted, universal scepticism or 6iinyatZ must be
abandoned. The MHdhyamika will then be compelled to formulate,
like others, his theory about the number, nature and the object of the
prarnlnas. And he will further be compelled to discuss the question
of their ~ a l i d i t y . ~
The acceptance of the pram2nas may thus be forced on the
MPdhyamika on one of the following grounds: (i) that they are
indispensable for any philosophical investigation, criticism included;
(ii) that they are indubitably certain, axiomatic, and to doubt them
will be self-stultification ; (iii) or that they are universally accepted
by all, philosophers and others.
This objection is based on a misconception of the nature of the

Sri H a r ~ a influenced
,
as he is by the Mgdhyamika dialectic, raises this
objection in the very beginning in his Kha&anaKhandakhddya (p. 5). Is any
discussion possible without a previous acceptance of the pramgnas by both the
participants in the dispute?: atha kath8yS.m vgdino niyamam et5dfiam
manyante, prarn8ngdaya sarvatantrasiddh8ntatayQ siddhgh padgrthgh
santiti kathakgbhygm abhyupagamyam. tad apare na ksamante. t a t kasya
hetob etc.
bt Nggsrjuna himself raises these objections in his Vigvahavydvavttani: hetos
',.tat0 na siddhir naihsv5bhiivy8t kuto hi te hetuh; nirhetukasya siddhir na
copapanngsya te'rthasya. yadi cghetoh siddh* svabhgvavinivarttanasya te
bhavati; sv2bh5vyZistitvam mamgpi nirhetukam siddham. atha hetor astitvarh
bhivanaihs~iibhgv~am
ity anupapannam; loke naihsvgbh8vyZt na hi kahcana
vidyate bhgvah. W. 17-19 (p. 9).
atra kecit paricodayanti; anutapanns iti kim ayam pramsnajo niScaya
UGpramHnajah. tatra yadi pramHnaja isyate, tadedarfi vaktavyam: kati
Pramgngni, kirn laksaqgni kirh visaygni, kim svata utpanngni, kirh parata
ubhayato' hetuto vkti. athgpram8~ajah sa na uktah. pramsngdhinatvat
PremeyBdhigamasya. MKV. p. 55.
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dialectic. I t may be the correct and fruitful procedure in commonsense and the sciences where we have to deal with the objective
world to accept the logical canons. Here it would be suicidal. If these
principles are accepted on the strength of other principles, this would
lead to a regress ad infinitum.l If they are accepted A h o u t proof, an
element of arbitrariness is introduced: of certain propositions we
demand proof and of certain others we waive that. ~ h e s principles,
e
it might be urged, should be taken as axiomatic, self-valid, and hence
require no proof. They make proof possible, but themselves require
no proof like the lamp which illumines objects illumining itself, or
the balance (tul3) which serves as a standard for itself and other
things .
here is, however, a vital difference between the example of the
lamp (pradipa) or the balance (tulZ) and the PramZnas. Light itself
does not stand in need of illumination. It is unlike the object which
is shrouded in darkness first and is later revealed by the lamp by
dispelling d a r k n e ~ sLogical
.~
canons and pramsnas are not indubitably
certain like light. They are themselves object of knowledge, and
divergent views are held with regard to them.
It might be held that there is some immediate experience which
gives us direct access to these principles. There is, however, no such
yadi pramanZdhinah prameyadhigamas tani prarngngni ken2 paricchidyanta iti Vigrahavydvarttanya'm vihito dosah; tadaparihZrZt. MKV. p. 59.
anyair yadi pramsnaih pramanasiddhir bhavaty anavasthg; nZdeh siddhis
tatrasti naiva madhyasya nantasya. VV. 32 (p. 16).
te~Bmatha pramanair vina prasiddhih vihiyate vildah; vai+amikatvad
tasmin viSe~ahetu4ca vaktavyah. W, 33 (p. 16).
This example of the lamp (pradipa) or fire is subjected to a detailed analysis
by NZgZrjuna in his VigrahavydvarttanZ (34-40) and the Mddhyamika Kdrik6s
(VII, 8-12) and by &inti Deva in his Bodhicavydvatdra (IX, 18-19). These
examples are also cited in the Nydya SQtras (11, I, 8-11) in answer to the
objection of the MZdhyamika about the untenability of the relation between
Pramana and Prameya. The two cannot be conceived as one prior to or dependent on the other, pramsna as prior to the prameya and vice versa; nor are the
two simultaneous (mutually dependent) . . . The Tdtparyatikd explicitly states
that the objections are by the MZdhyamika: ayam atra piirvapahino Mahyamikah (Ta't. Tika' pp. 360, 362, Chowkhambha Edn.).
An object that is illumined by the lamp passes through two phases: it is
first shrouded in darkness and then the darkness is destroyed. This destruction
of darkness is the illuminating function of the lamp, prak2So hi tamovadhab
The lamp does not pass through these two stages. If it did, if it were in darkness
first, i t would itself stand in need of being lighted up. When the lamp reveals
objects, it is not an object itself, and if i t is itself made an object, then it does not
function as revealing objects.
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empirical experience that is without the mediation of the categories
or the interpretative function of the intellect.' I t is possible to show,
as Kant has done, that all experience is subject to conditioning by
the a priori categories of the understanding. Though this knowledge
may be considered true for practical purposes, yet when we strive
for the ultimate and immediate truth, the categorising function has
to be eliminated. A &rect intuitive experience of the canons of
knowledge free from the possibility of doubt, distortion, and interpretation is thus not possible. Intellectual intuition is not denied by
the MIdhyamika; only it is transcendent to thought as well as to
phenomena.
Nor is there unanimity among philosophers about the nature,
number and function of the logical canons and sources of know1edge.a
If there were to arise a dispute concerning the number and nature of
these, it would hardly be consistent to suggest their initial acceptance
in settling the issue in dispute. It would be circular reasoning to
accept the pramsnas in order to determine these very pramsnas.
And if a discussion could be begun without having to accept the
pramsnas, the rule that no discussion is possible without the previous
acceptance of the pramsnas, is nullified. If one discussion can be
begun and conducted unconditionally, other discussions can fare
equally well.3 In any case we have to make a distinction between any
ordinary enquiry about objects and one which is concerned with the
fundamental presuppositions of knowledge.
athapi sy2.d anubhava esolsmi%kamiti. etad apy ayuktam, yasmiid anubhava esa mys%, anubhavatvst, taimirikadvicandrZdyanubhavavad iti. t a t a h
ca anubhavasyspi sSdhyam&natvat tena pratyavasth3nam ayuktam iti.
MKV. p. 58.
It is a commonplace that different systems give different answers to the
four sets of questions that may be raised with regard to the pramHpas: their
number, the specific nature of each, their object, and the result they lead to.
cf. Nyaya-bindu-tikd (B. Ind.) p. 7: caturdhH c2tra vipratipattih, sadfhyzlak~ana-gocara-~hala-vi~a~8;"
Prakaranafia2cikd; p. 38: "svariipa-sarfikhy8fia-phalesu vadibhir yato vivSd2 bahudh2 vitenire; tato vayam tat-pratib~dhasiddha~e
pram5napsr5yanam &rabMmahe." Pariksa'mukhaSGt~aT f k d ,
1: "svariipa-sa~khya-visaya-phala-lak~an~~u
catas~u
vipratipattigu madhye".
etc.
The Khavdana gives this answer (p. 10-1 I): yad idam bhavat2 diisanam
uktam, tad api na vaktum Sakyam; kidfiixb mary5dHm Blambya pravytayzh
kathayarn idam diisa~amuktam . . . tathaiva kathhtarasygpi prasakteb . . .
tasm&t pram8qZdi-sattv%sattv8bhyupagamaud%inyena vyavahsra-niyamena
?mayam baddhvs pravarttit%yS,m kathsysm bhavatedarh diisaqam uktam
l t ucitam
~
eva tatha sati syat.
P
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Moreover, there is no such thing as a neutral logic which every
philosopher accepts or has to accept. The Realist has his own logic
and the Idealist's is different from this. The various interpretations
given of the Law of Identity or any other fundamental dictum
illustrate the point. They are not agreed even about the nature of
judgment. The logic of a philosophical system is the way in which its
fundamental position is elaborated through concepts and verbal
symbols. Different logics are the inevitable expression of different
metaphysical standpoints. If you accept consciously or otherwise
a particular metaphysic, you also accept a particular technique of
elaboration, which is the logic of that system. Logic is metaphysical
to the core. Nothing is more common in philosophical discussions
than to find the disputants emerging at the end of the discussion with
their differences more accentuated. I t is not an accident then that
different philosophical systems have continued to the present day
without any indication of their going out of existence. If a neutral
logic acceptable to all had been available to us, the differences could
have been composed long ago. It need not be pointed out that
philosophers differ because they tenaciously stick to their initial
prejudice. For, this initial and unconscious bias is what we have
called a metaphysical standpoint or d p t i (abhinivega). Entering a
discussion to settle differences merely proves that the disputants are
not as yet aware of their fundamental differences, and they entertain
the fond hope of composing them through the discussion.
The most serious objection is that no criticism of knowledge is
possible if this contention, that some canons of knowledge are to be
accepted as true and sacrosanct, were conceded unquestioningly.
By this simple device of raising a sort of point of order or veto,
criticism would be stifled. That the pramlnas or other principles
condition our knowledge of thinking is true. They function as the
a priori factors, more or less in an unconscious way. But a critique
which tries to lay bare the a prior; cannot itself be conditioned by the
a pviori: for this would be to make the a priori perform a two-fold
function a t once: as the conditioning factors of knowledge and the
object known (conditioned). If the a priori were known by another
set of a prioui, this would lead not only to a regress, but we should
never become aware of the working of the a priovi, the constitution
of knowledge. This is really to deny the possibility of a critique of
knowledge. The insistence on the unquestionable acceptance of the
pramenas or other canons of knowledge is really the device of
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dogmatism t o stifle criticism, dialectic. I t is the denial of the selfsufficiency of Reason to sit on judgment over itself. The dialectic
tells us how Reason works and fashions theories, how experience
itself is constituted. This enquiry then cannot, from the nature of the
case, presuppose or postulate anything as valid and inviolable.
Possibly, the objection might be the result of faulty terminology.
Terms such as 'Knowledge', 'Reason', 'ProofJ etc., are used in a
two-fold sense. 'Knowledge' is used for the knowledge of objects as
also for knowledge of this knowledge itself; 'Reason' is used not only
to mean particular arguments, but also for the awareness of what
reason is and how it works. Knowledge of the a priori categories is
not knowledge through the a priori. The proof that the a priori
function in knowledge (the entire Critique of Kant is a brilliant
example of this) is not scientific proof of the empirical kind, which is
mediated through the a priori. Knowledge of the a priori is not an
empirical activity a t all; it is no knowledge comparable to the
knowledge of objects. The procedure and value of the two are entirely
different. Empirical knowledge works throzdgh and because of the
pre-suppositions; it is samvyti, and is drected towards understanding
and handling objects. Critical knowledge is just the awareness of
these presuppositions; it is thus the disabusing of the mind of its
pre-suppositions. Its value is clarity and freedom, and not any secular
utility. It is Siinyat5 or paramzrtha-satya. The Mgdhyamika
distinguishes bet ween dystijiigna which is conditioned through
concepts and words (savikalpa, prapafica) and praj ii5 or S h y a t 2
which is totally free of these (nirvikalpa, ni~prapafica).
The unhappy terminology used even in philosophical treatises is
a predicament of language. Language is pre-eminently an instrument
to express the empirical. This is not only natural, but pragmatically
the more important. Very often philosophy, especially absolutism,
has to convey through the usual symbols what admittedly cannot be
symbolised. This it does by superimposing an induced or artificial
signification on conventional words. Many of the ambiguities and
apparent inconsistencies in the MBdhyamika or other absolutist
systems are traceable to this necessary predicament. They are ever
trying to convey through language and concepts things for which
language was not intended as an instrument of expression.
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V

DIALECTIC AND SIGNIFICANT NEGATION

1s unqualified, universal. negation-a t horough-going SiinyatB like
the MBdhyamika Dialectic-consistent ? And even if consistent, is
it significant?
I. If A is negated here, it is possibly existent elsewhere. When a
person's mistaken identity is negated, it necessarily leads to his
correct identification. We cannot stop with mere denial. Negation is
significant only as afirming a real existing in some form or in some
place other than what and where it was mistaken for.' Moreover,
'A is not B' may and does usually mean that A is Y. The coin is not
elliptical, because it is circular. The latter statement is not only the
ground for the negative judgment, but is also the completion of it:
'A is not B, because it is Y.'
Every judgment without exception challenges the question: 'Why it
is so?' or a t least 'How do you know it to be so?'; the former question
demanding the cause or real ground, the latter demanding the cause of
knowledge or logical ground. . . . In denial then there must be this element
also of positive import, the attribute which justifies the denial for use3
Denial, as a form of judgment, must be capable of contributing something
positive to knowledge. . . . We must assume with Plato that knowledge is
knowledge of something; and if the nature of 'nothing', as e.g. the abstraction of empty thinking, can be known, the nothing is so far and in that
Universal negation is self-stultifying, i t may be contended, as is done by
the Nydya SQtras (11, i, 13-14). If a reason were assigned for the negation, that
reason has to be excluded from the scope of negation, (tat-prgmiinye v2 na
sarva-pramiina-prati~edhah).Negation ceases to be universal. If no reason were
assigned, the negation is not valid, as it is unsupported by any reason. (sarvapramiina-prati~edhgcca pratisedhgsiddhih). The objection misses the essence of
the dialectic. Siinyat%(Universal relativity or the non-existence of any thing-initself) is not established by some reason or condition outside the things criticised.
It is shown to be the very nature of things, and the showing is not another thing.
Just as when it is held that 'Things are momentary' or 'Things are eternal'
momentariness or eternity characterises all things, and is therefore not another
thing. This objection is taken up for consideration a t the end of the chapter.
The Vigrahavydvarttani ( I 1-1 2 ) states the realist's contention almost in
the same words: sata eva pratisedho nasti ghato geha ity ayam yasm8t;
d&ah pratisedho' yam satah svabhgvasya te tasmgt. (W-11).iha ca sato'
rthasya pratisedhah kriyate, nssatah, tad yathii ngsti ghato gehe iti sat0
ghatasya prati~edhahkriyate, n8satah. evam eva n5sti bh8vo dharm2n2m iti
satah svabhgvasya prati~edhahprZ~pnoti,ngsatah (W.p. 7).
atha ngsti sa svabhiivah kin nu pratisiddhyate tvay2-nena vacanenarte
vacanzt pratisedhah siddhyate hyasatah. (VV. I 2 .)
3 Bosanquet-Logic,
Vol. I, p. 287.
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sense something. All significance then is in this sense positive significanm,
and significant negation must, therefore, convey something positive.'
For significant denial bare exclusion (the contradictory negation
of formal logic) is but a necessary step, a movement towards a determinate position. This means that all possible alternatives proposed
for understanding the real or some aspect of it can be rejected only a t
the peril of giving up thought altogether. And even if negation is
thorough-going without any positive counterpart, we have to take
into account the negating act, the person who pronounces the negation
and possibly the thing negated etcB2In the absence of these, negation
itself will not be possible.
Against this interpretation of negation the following considerations
must be urged. Negation has to be understood only in the context of
the correction of a n error or the cancellation of an illusion. It is
admittedly more subjective than affirmation. As Sigwart says: "The
judgment 'A is not B' means, it is false, it must not be believed, that
A is B; hence immediately and directly the negation is a judgment
concerning a positive judgment that has been essayed or passed; only
indirectly is it a judgment concerning the subject of this j~dgment."~
Affirmation and negation do not stand on the same footing, and the
demand to have something positive in negation is not to understand
it correctly. Negative judgment is the negation of judgment, and not
one more judgment. It is on a higher level of self-consciousness. I n
affirming we need not be conscious of the affirmation; in negating
we are necessarily conscious of the negating function. The two,
affirmation and negation, cannot be taken as co-ordinate and equal.
They function in different ways.
The truth of the statement to be negated is not presupposed as a
necessary condition of negation;-very
negation then would be a
self-contradiction. If negation implied the truth of the corresponding
Ibid, p. 283.

' Cf. nanv evarh saty asti grZiho grfihyah ca tad grahits ca; pratisedhah

pratiseddhyam pratiseddhg ceti satkam tat. atha naivasti graho na ca grfihyarh
na ca grahitgrah; pratisedhah pratiseddhyarh pratiseddhiiro' sya tu na santi.
pratisedhah pratisedhyarh pratiseddhgra.4 ca yadyuta na santi; siddhg hi
sarvabhava yesam evah svabh5vaS ca. W. 14-16.
Sigwart, Logic, Vol. I, p. 122 (Eng. Trans.).
"We have not always judged a matter to be true before we deny it. And if
an affirmationof the same content is to subsist as a condition of the negation,
it seems doubtfulwhether a negation would not always have to be self-contradictory"-(Bosanquet, Logic, Vol. I, pp. 277-278) cf. also Sigwart-Logic Val. 1,
PP. 119 and 14-(Eng. Trans.)
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affirmation, no negative judgment can be made, no statement can be
contradicted, no error can be corrected. To say that negation annuls
the previous statement but partially is really no answer. For, of the
rejected part again it cannot be maintained that that too is partly
real, as this would be to reject nothing a t all, not even a part . l In the
last resort it has to be admitted that the negated, to some extent or
other, is not real in any sense. It is purely subjective, an appearance.
A dialectical answer given by NZgZrjuna to this question may be
mentioned. If negation of itself implied the truth of the corresponding
affirmation (the thing negated) (yadi sata eva pratisedhah), then the
denial or negation of SiinyatZ itself would, according to this dictum,
imply the truth of ~ i i n ~ a t What
Z . ~ is negated need not be real, is
not real. In fact, negation is relevant only as excluding arbitrary
interpretations and conjectures of the real. It is significant as doing
this pruning work.
Even in the limited sense in which negation is accepted by difierent
systems of philosophy, it is possible to show that there is an element
of subjectivit y-construct ive interpretation or distortion-for which
there is no counterpart in reality. The flower-vase is not on the
mantelpiece; it m a y be present elsewhere, but its relation with the
object here as its mode is non-existent. The mistaken identificatiole
of a man with the lamp-post has no objective counterpart. 1t may
even be cogently urged that not only the mistaken relation, but the
appearance itself, is no object, having merely an epistemic existence.
For, the illusory cannot be had apart from the context of that
experience. I t has no existence apart from know1edge;s but the real
must have substantive existence of its own.
-

'Partially real' may be taken t o mean approximately or imperfectly true.
Partial truth is an abstraction, as a mere part is put for the whole and is misleading when taken as giving a complete picture. Though a complete view may
incorporate elements from an incomplete view, the former must be taken as
a substitution and not as an addition of partial views. For, the respective places
accorded t o things in a coniplete picture are bound t o differ from those in the
incomplete one. And the claim of each incomplete view t o give us the whole
picture and the only picture can never be incorporated. There is thus a great
deal of subjectivity (unreality) in the view that is negated.
a VV. 62-63.
a Cf. the Vedanta notion of the pratibhasika as the pratibhgsa-mZtraSariratva; the appearance has no existence apart from our apprehension of it.
But this is no existence a t all; the sat (real) is in itself and not in and through
our knowing of it. Being real, it may be known; but the knowing does not make
it: being a vastu, it is not purusatantra. The pratibhisika is mithya (unreal),
as it is annulled by knowledge. (jfiananivartyattvam mithyztvam). See
Advaita Siddhi pp. 160 ff.
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As for the question: 'how do we negatep-the ground of negation,
it might be thought that we already know what the thing in question
really is, and are, therefore, in a position to reject wrong views about
it. But if we are already in possession of the truth, negation becomes
a gratuitous procedure. Negation is not a necessary instrument, a
movement, in our reaching the real. On the Mgdhyamika view,
negation is just that instrument by which we know the real.
It is not always the case that we have first known what a thing is
before we negated its imputed character. The 'snake' that I misperceive may be realised to be no snake from my shouts and cautious
proddings, made from a safe distance, not evoking any response in
the 'snake'. In fact, my conviction that the presentation before me is
not a snake a t all-the negation itself-may lead me, by dissipating
fear and ignorance, to the knowledge that it is a rope and not vice
versa. The extravagant claims and inconsistencies of a philosophical
position may be sufficient ground to condemn it as false without our
being in a position to supply the real solution. No thesis can be
accepted as true simply on the ground that a better one is not
produced.
The question may be more specifically stated in the context of the
Mgdhyamika philosophy; which comes first: knowledge of the Real
and then condemnation of phenomena as Siinya, because they fail
to measure up to the criterion of the Real? or is it the other way
round, that we are led to discover the nature of the real through our
redisation of the inconsistencies in phenomena? If the first, it is
unintelligible how we could have had a knowledge of the real a t the
very outset. And having had access to the heart of reality, why did
we turn away from it to indulge in a thoroughly gratuitous condemnation of the world. This negative act has no discovery-value; it does
not light our pathway to reality. I t may be said that though we do
not have a full and direct knowledge of the real to start with, we still
have a formal criterion of it, and this enables us to pass judgment on
phenomena. This contention too is not sound. If the criterion were
purely formal, it is inexplicable why we have started with that
particular criterion of reality and not with any other, any criterion
being formal. The entire procedure would then be highly hypothetical:
if YOU accept A as the standard, then c, dl e are the consequences;
and if instead B were accepted x, y, z, will be the consequences.
In such a case, the starting-point cannot be justified; and besides,
we shall have nothing to decide between the rival hypotheses. This
2.
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might be the method of speculative dogmatic metaphysics; it is
not the spirit of the Miidhyamika dialectic.
All this arises because we invert the real order of our discovery.
The progression is from the appearance to the real, from the false
t o the true1 and not vice versa. There is no passage from the real to
the unreal. Nor is it needed. Our natural attitude is to take anything
that appears as real. For instance, we mistake the body for the self.
This is a n unconscious process of identification; for none can
consciously fall into illusion. Then occurs the shock of disillusionment. Consequent on this, we become reflective. Disillusionment or
the cancelling consciousness reveals the soul of the appearance by
tearing off its superficial vestures as it were. Only this experience
provides us with the criterion of the real as abidhya, nirvikalpa, or
aparapratyaya (the uncontradicted, the non-conceptual thing-initself) and the illusory as biidhya (the cancelled); and not any a
priori formal conception.
The criterion itself must be elicited through criticism. A seeker
after truth cannot start with any a priori criterion; that would be
dogmatically to prejudge the issue. What is implied in the philosophical consciousness as embodied in the different systems is the
urge t o know the Unconditioned, the ultimately real. Through
gropings and trials, through systems of dogmatic speculative metaphysics and their necessary clash, the light of criticism breaks out.
That takes us to the Real.
The above may be taken as the Miidhyamika conception of the
function of negation. It is instructive to compare this with the
VedBnta and VijfignavZda conceptions. In all the three systems,
Reason (discursive thought) is transcended, and the Absolute is
reached through negation. The differences of these absolutist
systems may, however, be treated as different ways of formulating
negation.
In the VedBnta, negation applies to becoming and difference,
which are falsely ascribed to Pure Being. I t is prompted by an extraphilosophical or theological reve1ation.l The Upani~ads(VedZnta)
Cf. the Upani~adictext: asato m&sad gamaya, tamaso m&jyotir gamaya,
mrtyor ma'mrtam gamayeti ( B y . Up. I, iii, 28). From the unreal lead me to the
real, from darkness to light, from the mortal to the immortal.
a Brahman is aupan&ada-known only through the Cpani~ad;
it is therefore.
declared as Sgstra-yoni (BY.SGt. I, 1-3). The oft-recurring texts, &c&ryav2n
puruso vedo, tadvijfisnsrtham gurum evsbhigacchet etc., make out the system
as based on revelation to start with.
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reveal and declare to us verbally that the non-dual gtman (Pure
Being, Self) alone is real. We start our spiritual journey already in
possession of the map of the real. The initial verbal knowledge is
helped by the dialectic of difference which makes for the removal of
doubt and conf3ct.l The process begun in revelation is perfected in
the intuitive knowledge of Brahman (nididhysana, anubhavsvas5natvZid brahma-vij fiZinasya).
In the Mgdhyamika system no ab extra revelation is relied on.
The dialectical consciousness, implicit in speculative systems of
philosophy, matures through their necessary mutual conflict.
Negation applies directly to the warring views of reality, to all vikalpa,
and only indirectly to the false appearance. Negation is purely
logical as it takes its cue from the contradictions of the philosophical
systems.
In the YogZcHra system negation is cancellation of objectivitythe independent existence of the object. This is not prompted by
theological revelation as in the VedZnta nor by purely logical
criticism as in the Msdhyamika. The YogZcHra bases himself on the
psychical experience of trance-states, where the object progressively
dwindles and vanishes altogether in the highest reaches (in the
asamjfii or nirodha samspattis). The highest state of trance is taken
as the Norm of the Real, and this supplies him the metaphysical
dictum: Citta (Vijfisna), Consciousness, is all;2 the object is nothing
but a false imputation. The dialectic against realism (the reality of
object) gets started, and the sole reality of Consciousness (Vijfiaptim3tratZi) is reaffirmed and reassured. The cue for the negation is
psychological in origin.
3. It has been urged, as an implication of significant denial, that
we cannot stop with mere negation; it demands completion. The
MZidhyamika dialectic is apparently a sinner in this respect, and
critics have not hesitated to dub the system as nihilistic. Against
such uninformed opinion, it may be stated a t once that the system is
not nihilism as it rejects the negative attitude too. I t is not that the
judgment must be replaced by another judgment. The completion
may belong to a different order of knowledge; it may be by intuition.
Negation is the pointer to the breakdown of the judgment-attitude.
manana or brutyanuEla tarka (criticism in conformity with revelation)
is valuable as removing want of understanding (apratipatti)and misunderstanding (vipratipatti) with regard to the real.
a cittarnstra, bho, jinaputrg, yaduta traidh5tukam iti vacanst.
F'
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It shows that Reality does not accept our ideal constructjoll.l
Negation reveals to us the purely subjective character of thought.
Thought is not an organon of the real, but a distortion of it. It is
even wrong to speak of the negative judgment. To judge is to interpret
and ideally to reconstruct reality in thought. Judgment qua judgment
must always be affirmative, ascriptive. Negative judgment is as
little meaningful as the negative copula of traditional logic. Negative
judgment is the negation of judgment.
Negation is thus the despair of thought; but it is at once the
opening up of a new avenue-the path of intuition. Negation is the
threshold of intellectual intuition. S i i n y a t ~is not only the negation
of dr&i (view, judgment), but is Prajii5. As spiritual life is born of the
abandonment of the secular, intuition is made possible by universal
negation. Siinyat5 is negative only for thought; but in itself it is the
non-relational knowledge of the absolute. I t may even be taken as
more universal and positive than affirmation. For to affirm 'A is B',
that a figure is a triangle, is inplicitly to deny that it is a square or
circle. Every affirmation implies an element of negation. Both
affirmation and negation are determinations, limitations or negations. The dialectic as Siinyat& is the removal of the constrictions
which our concepts, with their practical or sentimental bias, have
put on reality. I t is the freeing of reality of the artificial and
accidental restrictions, and not the denial of reality. S i i n ~ a is
t ~negation of negations; it is thus a re-affirmation of the infinite and
inexpressibly positive character of the Real.

Very often the objection is advanced that Siinyat5 which criticises
all theories is but another theory. The Miidhyamika dialectic which
negates all positions is but one more position. And as a new position
has been advanced, this would require to be negated by another
dialectic and that by another, thus leading to a regress.
The first criticism considered in the beginning of this chapter is:
how criticism is possible without a position; the present objection is
Any and every kind of thought-construction has t o be denied of the Real.
The P r a j n ' q 6 r a m i l d and other texts speak of 18 or 2 0 kinds of 5iinyata:
Siinyat2 of external objects (bahirdhz-Siinyatz), of internal states (adhygtma)
etc. See AAA. pp. 89 ff; Satasdhasvikd Prujn'd P h r . pp. 77, 886, 1407; MahlSvyutPatti Sect. 37. D h a r m a Sangraha, section 4 1 . RCAP. p. 416.
Paficavimdati pp. 195-8. See Appendix I. T h e Twenty Modes of St2?zyath.
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that criticism itself is a position. As such one can be treated as the
converse of the other. Both these objections spring from a common
misunderstanding of the nature of dialectic.
The objection that Siinyat5 is itself a theory is on a par with the
one urged against the VedHnta. I t is said that when the world is
declared and cancelled as illusory, the illusoriness (mithyiitva) itself
would stand out as a fact, may be a negative fact, against Brahman.
This is thought to militate against Absolutism-as the Absolute is
confronted by an 0ther.l
Criticism of theories is no theory. Criticism is but the awareness of
what a theory is, how it is made up; it is not the proposing of a new
theory. Negation of positions is not one more position. Dialectic, as
analysis, does not impose any new thing; it reveals rather than add
or distort. Its function is like that of light which merely shows up
things in their true character. Suppose the analysis of theories,
instead of merely revealing, were to distort or to add to what it analyses,
how is this awareness that 'analysis adds or distorts' possible? For,
ex hypothesi, this awareness of the analytic function may itself be of
the nature of distortion; hence no statement about it can be valid.
1 The Vediinta is considerably exercised over the status of the cessation of
avidyii (avidyg-nivytti) or the illusoriness of the world (prapaiica-mithyiitva).
Is the cessation of avidyg another fact, different from Brahman as well as from
the world-a
sort of fifth category different from sat, asat, both, and anirvacaniya; (paficama-praksrg avidy5-niyttih) or is it identical with Brahman?
The first view is advocated by some Vedsntins-(see Siddhdnta-ZcSa.), and
perhaps Mandana MiSra took the cessation of the world t o be a negative fact
and not a positive one and not therefore militating against the positive nondualism of Brahman (bhgviidvaita). See Hiriyanna (J.R.A.S., April 1923 and
Jan. 1924)~M. M. Kuppuswami Siistri Intr. to Brahma Siddhi pp. XI ff.
The accepted view of knowledgeable Vedgntins is that cessation of ignorance
as absence (abhavii) is not distinct from, but identical with, Brahman, the
substratum (adhikarana-svarfipa). tasmgd ajiizna-hiinir gtmasvariipam
tad8k8r8 vfltir veti siddham. ye tu paiicama-prak&riidipa~iis,
te tu mandabuddhi-vyutp8dangrth5 iti na tatsamarthanam arthaygmah. Advaitasiddhi
p. 885. The allied question whether a fresh effort is called for t o prove the
illusoriness of 'the illusoriness of the world' is put dilemmatically by the
realists (e.g. Nyiydm~taTarangini) thus: Is the illusoriness of the world
illusory or real (prapafica-mithygtvammithya or satya); if the former, it means,
as a case of double negation, tlie emphatic assertion of the reality of the world;
(theworld is not not-real); if the latter, the world too should be real likewise. In
either case, absolutism will not be tenable. The objection is based on a misconception of the nature of mithygtva; for drSyatva (being object), the reason
by which we pronounce anything illusory, is equally present in the pronouncement itself. prakfie tu nisedhyatiivacchedakam ekam eva drSyatvadi . . etc.
Advaita-Siddhi pp. 21 2-13.

.
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In the last resort then, we have to accept pure analysis or mere
awareness without any trace of distortion at some ultimate stage.
The knowledge of what theories are cannot itself be a theory;
knowledge of what a hypothesis is is not hypothetical. Analysis
or criticism does not add t o the stock of our existing knowledge. We
gain in depth and not in extension. As no new fact is added, there is
no necessity for launching on a regressive series of SiinyatL.
Dialectic is reflective or self-conscious awareness of the previous
state of dogmatic speculation, Reason (dnti). A state which is
merely subsequent in time is not necessarily reflective of the previous
state. The content of the two states must be identical; otherwise one
would be irrelevant to the other. And yet the reflective state is not
a duplication of the other. The same content is more closely, clearly,
reviewed. Reflective awareness of Reason, and this is Stinyatz,
belongs t o a higher level of consciousness. Then alone can it be a
review of views. Criticism is nothing but the theories turned inside
0ut.l
In keeping with this contention that SiinyatL (the dialectic) does
not add anything to that to which it applies nor is it a different thing,
it is stated a t very many places in the Astasihasriki and other
PrajZi-piyamit4 texts, that riipa is Siinya and Siinyat5 is riipa
(riipam Stinyam, Siinyataiva riipam), and similarly with regard to
vedanL, samjfiz, samskzra, and vijfiLna. If Siinyat3 were different
from them, things will not be Siinya (devoid of essential reality)."
Therefore it is that samsLra and nirvsna are identical, there being
not a trace of difference between them as NHglrjuna declares3
NirvLna is the reality of samslra or conversely, samsgra is the
falsity (samvrti) of Nirvlna. NirvHna is samssra without birth and
The argument of this contention is that Siinyatg is Reflective awareness
of theories; reflection cannot be understood except as analysis of the content of
a previous state (theories);i.e. it does not have another content nor does it add
anything to it but merely reveals, reviews or clarijies the presented content. This
revelation is not possible if the content analysed were absolutely unitary.
Analysis (viveka or parik~g) is possible, only if the analysed contains
incongruous elements. Thus reflective awareness or analysis has a content
identical with the previous state, but it reveals its inner incongruity and is thus
on a higher level of consciousness.
na ca AiinyatZ bh8vZd vyatirikta, bhgvasyaiva tat-svabhZivatv8d;
anyatha SiinyatiiyS bhgvgd vyatireke dharm8ngm nihsvabhiivats na syst.
nihsvbhiivatg tat-svabhgva iti sgdhitam priik. BCAP pp. 416-7.
MI<. XXV 19-20; RIKV. p. 535.
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decay.' The difference between them is in our way of looking at them;
it is epistemic, not metaphysical.
A further vital consideration with regard to SiinyatB is that it is
truly universal, the whole reality. If it were a theory or view, however
exalted and useful it might be, it would still be a determination and
limitation, a constriction of the real into this or that conceptual mould.
To analyse a proposition is not to make another proposition. If that
were the case, we cannot make any universal statement. For, the
statement about the nature of all propositions will, on this contention,
be itself a proposition; and it cannot be included in the "all" from
the nature of the case (as being that which states and not falling within
the stated). Nor can it be left out; for being a proposition (ex hypothesi)
it ought to be included within the 'all' for the sake of completeness."
The predicament is insoluble, because the premise from which we have
started, that statement about all propositions is itself a proposition,
is wrong. The right way is to take the truly universal as not falling
within the realm of judgment. Likewise, the self-conscious awareness
of all points of view, or Reason as such, cannot itself be a view.
Hence the true universal cannot be a view-point (a dy~ti);and
conversely all points of view and positions are particular, not
universal.
The MBdhyamika very happily brings out the truth of the
considerations urged above by stating that "SiinyatB (the awareness
of the hollowness) of all views is prescribed by the Jinas (Buddhas)
as the way of deliverance; incurable indeed are they who take
SinyatB itself as a view"It is as if one were to ask,4 when told
that there was nothing to give, to be given that nothing."
Elsewhere it is stated that S k y a t 5 should be handled with skill;
it does great harm if wrongly understood, like a snake caught at
MK. XXV.9; MKV. p. 524.
The dilemma is: as making a statement about propositions, i t is the
apprehension of them and not the apprehended; thus it cannot be included
within the propositions, for that would mean the confusion of the knowing and
the known (karma-kartr-virodha); nor can it be excluded from the 'all', for that
would make our statement less universal; as the statement, being a proposition
ex hypothesi, is not included within the 'all'. The predicament cannot be avoided
even if the stating act were sought to becovered by a subsequent act of apprehension; for this would be repeating the difficulty without removing it.
"K. XIII, 8.
yo na kihcid api panyam d5sySmity uktah, sa ced 'dehi bhos tad eva
mahyam na kirficin nilma-panyam' iti briiygt, sa kenoptiyena Sakyah panyabhbam pahayiturn. MKV. pp. 247-48.

'
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the wrong end.' We are also expressly warned not t o consider Siinyatl
as a theory, as one more theory. To quote the KiJyapa Parivarta:
Those, K%yapa, that (mis)apprehend Sfinyat~as a negative fact, I
consider them the forlorn, the irrevocably lost. . . . Better it is to entertain
the substance-view (pudgala-drsti) of the magnitude of the Mount Sumeru
than the Siinyatg-view of the nihilist (abh8vgbhiniviSinah). Why is it so?
Of all theories, KBSyapa, Sfinyat2 is the antidote. Him I call the incurable
who mistakes Sfinyat3 itself as a theory (dnti). I t is as if a drug, administered
to cure a patient, were to remove all his disorders, but were itself to foul
the stomach by remaining therein. Would you, KSSyapa, consider the
patient cured? . . . Likewise, KBSyapa, Siinyat5 is the antidote for all
dogmatic views; but him I declare incurable who misapprehends Siin~atii
itself as a theory.%

a

MK. XXIV, I I .
KcZSyapa-Pa~iva~ta,
p. 97; sec. 6 5 , also quoted in MKV. pp. 248-9.

C H A P T E R SEVEN

APPLICATION OF THE DIALECTIC

T

H E application of the dialectic to some of the important
categories of thought such as causality, motion, substance
and quality, and self may be considered. This will show the
concrete procedure of the dialectic, and help us in understanding its value as an organon of criticism. In fact this might have
well preceded the general considerations of the dialectic; but in the
interests of exposition the order has been reversed. I t is not possible
to exhaust the concrete applications of the dialectic or even to
enumerate the general spheres with any measure of adequacy. The
applications will be many and varied according to the opponent
criticised and the occasion calling for criticism. In a system which is
all dialectic, progress or development could be measured not in terms
of doctrinal accretion, but in the criticism that it levels against
particular systems and doctrines from time to time. Not having a
con tent itself, the Mgdhyamika dialectic receives its orientation from
its criticism of human thought a t every stage of its history. The
dialectic performs the high office of philosophy in analysing the
"absolute pre-suppositions" of thought . As analysis, the application
will not add to the presuppositions, but only make us aware of
them.
NHgZrjuna himself applied the dialectic against the Abhidharmika
system-the doctrine of Elements. The Midlzyanzika K1Erikis are a
sustained attempt to evolve the SiinyatZ doctrine out of a criticism
of the realistic and dogmatic interpretations of early Buddhism.
His criticism of the Sgmkhya and other systems of the Ztma tradition
is rare and implicit. His disciple and successor, Arya Deva, pays
considerable attention to the criticism of the SHmkhya and VaiSesika
systems. BuddhapZita and BhHvaviveka carry on in a similar way.
In Candrakirti not only is the opposition to the BrZhmanical systems
more evident, but a new line of criticism is met with. At several
places, both in his Prasannapadd and the Madhyanfakivatira,
VijfiZnav~dais criticised; the Mgdhyamika standpoint is maintained
as the true teaching on rational and textual grounds (yukty-
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Zgarn5bhyKm).l Dialectical criticism is turned against an inconsistent
turn in the hlZdhyamika fold itself, against the Svatantra (speculative)
tendency of BhH~aviveka.~
In %ti Deva, we find explicit criticism
of the BrZhmanical systems and also of VijfiBnavZda.3 This shows
that during the period between Candrakirti and $?inti Deva
VijfikavBda was on the ascendent. SktarakSita and his disciple
Kamalaiila pay particular attention t o the Nyaya arguments and
also t o the Jaina. VijfiBnavBda is accepted, and the doctrine of selfawareness (sva-samvedana) is even established. The force of their
criticism, however, falls against the Mimsmsaka, especially against
the arguments of the Slokavcirttika of KumBrila. The Tattvasangraha
also contains refutation of the Aupani~adaand the Sabda-~rahma
systems.
The successive application of the dialectic to systems of thought
reveals the strains and stresses to which philosophy was subject in
India down the ages.

I1

CRITIQUE OF CAUSALITY

The Midhyamika K i ~ i k i sand other MZdhyamika treatises open
with a critique of causality.4 This is the central problem in Indian
philosophy. The concept of causality a system advocates exhibits
the logic of the entire system. There is a special reason why the
MZdhyamika should pay particular attention to causality. The
entire Buddhist thought revolves on the pivot of Pratitya Samutpzda;
the Mgdhyamika system is the interpretation of Pratitya SamutpLda
as Stinyat~.s
MKV. pp. 61 ff. pp. 275-6. MA. pp. 40 ff. See Chap. XI11 for the MBdhyamika criticism of the Vijfi2navgda.
a MKV. pp. 14 ff., 36 ff., 196 ff., 351 ff.
a BCA. pp. 389 ff. and 523 ff.
4 The importance of the problem may be gauged from the consideration that
in the Mcidhyamika Kcirzkcis several chapters-I.
(Pratyaya PariksB), XV
(Svabhdva ParikscZ), XX (Scimagri Pariksa') and XXI (Sambhava Vibhava
Parik;ci)-directly deal with this a t length, while several others deal with its
practical application to pain, (duhkha) Bondage and Freedom (Bandha Moksa),
samsk2ra (motive Forces), karma-kart2 (doer and the deed).
yah pratitya-samutp2dam pahyatidam sa pahyati; duhkham samudayam
caiva nirodham miirgam eva ca MK. XXIV, 40, also 18 already quoted.
"ya4 pratitya samutp2dah Siinyatg saiva te mat&"
Quoted in BCAP. p. 417.
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A critique of causality has necessarily to be a criticism of the views
held by different systems. I t does not directly concern itself with the
causal phenomenon; that is the work of science and common sense.
Philosophy can only take into account our scnderstanding of things;
the datum of philosophy is not the raw fact, but the facts which have
already been subjected to a measure of unification and synthesis by
the understanding at work in science. The sciences formulate laws;
they reduce sense-data to order through the application of relevant
forms or categories. Philosophy strives to achieve a greater, a higher
kind of, unity that is possible for Reason.
Except the materialists (the svabh3vavZdins) who advocated the
chance-origin of things, no serious philosophical system in India
denied causality or took it as subjective; i.e., as formed through
habit and association of ideas, and therefore as merely probable. The
Buddhist, the Jaina and the Bramanical systems all subscribe to the
principle of causality as governing all phenomena. Each interpreted
it in its own way, and all of them, before the advent of the Mgdhyarnika,
took it as ultimately real, as a feature of the unconditioned noumenon.
The problem for the M3dhyamika is thus confined to proving that
causality and other categories are of empirical validity only; they
constitute the texture of phenomena. But with regard to the
noumenon (tatt va) they are mere ascript ions-vikalpa. To adopt
Kantian phraseology, we might say that the categories are empirically
real but transcendentally ideal (subjective, false). This conclusion the
Mgdhyamika establishes by showing that all the possible ways in
which the categories can be understood under the forms of identity,
difference, or both, or neither are riddled with contradiction. This
shows their relativity and their limitation to the phenomenal realm.
For Kant the problem was first to vindicate the empirical reality,
the a priority of causality, substance etc., against the contention of
Hume, who reduced them to association of ideas and habit. For
Hume causality etc. were invalid (subjective) even empirically; they
are not true of phenomena even. As such his position militated
against science and commonsense. I t has been already pointed out
that though Buddhism is usually thought to be Humean in its outlook, this should be confined to the dictum that existents are discrete
atomic entities. Unlike Hume, the Buddhists accepted causality as
a universal and objective principle, ultimately valid of the unconditioned too. Even with regard to the notion of substance (soul), they
held that this was not of empirical origin, being beginningless as
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avidy5 (satk8yady~ti).For Kant then there was a double task: to
prove the categories of the understanding to be a priori (this he does
in the Analytic), and then to show that they are valid within phenomenon alone and are not constitutive of the noumenon. This he does
in the Transcendental Dialectic. The MHdhyamika procedure is
simple and direct. He had not to vindicate the empirical reality of
the causal principle, but only to urge its restriction to the sphere of
phenomena.

Four alternative views are usually considered with regard to
causality and other categories. We mav consider the effect as the
self-expression of the cause, or as caused by factors other than itself,
or both, or neither.l The last alternative amounts to giving up the
notion of causation, as it means that things are produced at random
through sheer chance. The third alternative is really an amalgam of
the first two. In fact the first two are the principal alternatives to be
considered. Self-production, or the identity of cause and efiect, is
the Sgnkhya view of causation (satksrya vgda); the Buddhist takes
them to be totally different. One emphasises the continuity between
cause and effect, the other the emergent aspect of the efiect. Dialectical
criticism discloses the inherent flaw in each conception.
Some of the arguments have already been set forth in a previous
chapter. Additional arguments and objections may be considered
here. I t has already been shown that there is no point in mere selfduplication (utpHda-vaiyarthyiit) ; production must mean change, the
emergence of a more useful factor not already present. There is also
no end to the process of self-duplication (anavasthz-prasangado$ic ca). I n self-becoming, what prevents the seed from duplicating
itself ad nauseum without producing the sprout, the leaves, the
flowers, fruits etc., one after the other?
One may attempt to improve the position by stating that an
entity is potential in the beginning, and then it becomes actual, and
that there is a difference of states, not of substances, between the
cause and the effect. If the cause is fully actual (ni~panna),
there is
no purpose in its reproducing itself.2 Besides, the entity that is
MA. VI, 8 (p.7); BCAP.355 ff.
BCAP. pp. 355-56; TSP.pp. 23 ff; MKV. pp. 14 and

MK. I,
a

I;

22.
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produced, being an other, cannot be identical with the cause. If the
cause were partly actual and partly potential, the thing would not
be one; it would then be containing two opposed natures. If the cause
were wholly potential (ani~panna)
, then it cannot manifest it self,
become actual of its own accord; the factor (the efficient cause) by
which formless matter becomes actual must be different from it. And
if it contained the efficient cause of its change within itself, there
would not be any state in which it remains purely potential. For,
having all the necessary and sufficient conditions for its production
within itself (i.e. if the cause were self-contained and self-sufficient
as the doctrine of satkaryavsda should mean logically), it still
continues to be in the potential state for an appreciable period, then
it would either not produce at all; or be dependent on an external
factor. This would be to give up self-causation. This criticism is very
pertinent with regard t o the Prakfli of the SZrhkhya. What causes it
to pass from the state of pure potentiality (sPmyHvasthZ) to the
manifest form. Although the SZmkhya tries to slur over this fact,
it is the presence of the P u r u ~ awho, in the ultimate analysis, supplies
just that element of disturbance which sets Prakrti on its course of
evolution, very much like the piercing of the dam releasing the
impounded waters. l
If the cause and effect were identical, how is one to function as
cause and the other as efect.2 Their natures are different. Propositions
true of the one are not true of the other. The distinction between the
two cannot be made except on the ground of different notions;
otherwise there would be a distinction without a difference? As
NSgZrjuna puts it, "The identity of cause and the effect (act and the
result) is utterly untenable; if so, there would be no difierence
between the doer and the thing done.4 In fact, acceptance of satkzryavZda would logically lead to the abolition of all difference. The entire
universe must collapse into a colourless, differenceless mass.=
A similar example is given in the Yoga SGtras, IV 3.

a na hi yad yasmgd avyatiriktam tat tasya kgryam kgranarh v5 yuktam,

bhinna-laksanatvgt ksryaksranayoh. anyatha hidam ksryam idaA k2ranam
vety asamkirna-vyavasthz kathak bhavet . TSP. p. 22.
MA. VI, 13.

' MK.XX 19, 20.

ti anyatha bhedavyavah5roccheda eva syat. tatak ca sattvarajastamasam
caitany~niim ca parasparam bhedgbhyupagamo nirnibandhana eva sygt.
sarvarn eva ca vikvam ekalfipam spgt. tatah ca sahotpattivin5Sa-prasangah,
eka-\-ogaksema-laksanatv&dabheda-vyavasth2nasya . . . etc. TSP. p. 23.
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If the doctrine of self-becorning logically leads to the abolition of
differences and the concentration of all causes in one, the doctrine
of production from another as logically leads to ultimate differences
and the dispersal of causes. A single entity can never be the cause
(na hy ekam ekasmgt). Four kinds of causes, rather conditions
(pratyayas), are usually enumerated in the Abhidharma treatises,
and these are detailed for criticism in the Mcidlzyamika KcZrikcZs.1 The
four are hetu, Uambana, samanantara and adhipati. The principle
of division is not clear. They are not like the Ny5ya-VaiSe$ika notion
of causes (samavayi, asamavgyi and nimitta) which are necessary
and invariable in the production of every effect. Nor do they bear any
resemblance to the Aristotelian four-f old division of causes. The
hetu2is the direct cause corresponding in some respects to the material
or samav3yi k2rana. I t is defined as nirvarttako hetuh-that which
(directly) brings about the result; the seed as producing the sprout
.~
is adduced as example. Usually six kinds of hetu are l i ~ t e dAlambana
is the object-condition which is taken as the cause in the production
of knowledge and mentals (citta and caitta). All samskrta and
asamskyta dharmas are 3lambanapratyaya.4 The Samanatara too
AKV. p. 231 ff., AK. 11, 61. catvzrah pratyayz uktsh. MK. I, 2.
a Really there is not much difference between hetu and pratyaya except one
of emphasis. See AKV (p. 188).
AK. II,49. kzranam sahabhii4 caiva sabhBgah samprayuktakah; sarvatrago
vipakgkhyah Sabvidho hetur isyate. AKV. pp. 1 8 8 9 . For a fuller description
of the six hetus and their inter-distinction consult RlcGovern: A Manual of
Buddhist Philosophy, Vol. I, pp. 182 ff. and Central Conception p. 106. The six
hetus are not considered here, as no MBdhyamika treatise enters into any
detailed criticism of these.
illambana pratyayo'pi sarvadharm5 iti mano-vijfiiinBpeksay8. AKV. p. 236.
This corresponds to the visayata-sambandha of the NyBya. "Alambana
pratyaya or percepient condition. This corresponds to what the Cartesians
would call the occasional cause. Conditioned by various external objects
different types of consciousness arise. The Sarv5stivBdins believed that the
nature of the newly arising consciousness is conditioned by the external objects,
but that the cause of the origination remains karma and the passions. Hence
the action of the external objects is called Blambana pratyaya. All objects or
all the dharmas of the universe can act as Blambana-pratyaya inasmuch a . all
dharrnas can act as objects of perception, riipa being the glambana pratyaya
of the five sensuous aspects of consciousness, while all dharmas whatsoever
can act as the Blambana pratyaya of the sixth or manovijfiBna. In this way even
the asaIfisk@a dharmas and the s a r h s w dharmas of the past and future can
function as Blarnbana-pra tyaya." McGovern. op. cit., pp. 190-1. The Yoggcaras
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plays a part in the production of mentals only. I t is the immediately
preceding moment of cessation which engenders a succeeding mental
state.
According to the Abhidharma KoSa and its Vycikhyi (the Sphutidh6)
the samanantara is applicable only in the case of mind and mental
states.' But from the criticism of this cause by Nagarjuna and
Candrakirti, it is more logical to hold that the samanantra was
understood as the immediately precedent cessation of the cause
(ksrananirodha), like that of the seed, facilitating the emergence of
the sprout. The examples given and the point of criticism make this
interpretation clear?
The adhipati pratyaya is the indirect influences which one dharma
has over another. I t is not merely the dominant condition, as the
TheravZidins too literally interpreted this term to be, but the comprehensive and universal cause. Any entity (sarvah dharmah) exerts
influence over all entities except itself. It is thus identical with the
ksrana hetuJ4which is defined as all except itself.6 The adhipatiintroduced a great modification of this notion by refusing to accept the external
object as cause of vijiigna. VijiiZna contains within itself the ingredients of the
subject-object relation.
The AK. (11, 62) defines the samanantara thus: "citta-mitt8 acarami
utpanngh samanatarah."
samah cayam anantarah ca pratyaya iti samanantara-pratyaya iti.
samgnarthe s a h S a b d a , (AKV. p. 233).
An immediately preceding mental state gives rise to a succeeding homogeneous state (samgngrtha-vedang of vedans, saIfijii2 of sari.ljii8 etc.); cittam
cittgntarasya samanantarapratyayah na vedangyiip, vedana vedanantarasya
na cittasyeti. samtgnasabhggah sabhiigahetur ity arthah. (AKV. p. 233).
"When one set of dharmas is uniformly and without interval succeeded by
another, the preceding group is called the samanantara-pratyaya of the
succeeding group. This has special reference to the relation of two different
moments of consciousness within the same personality. Any group of mental
dharmas (i.e. cetasikas) has the duration of only a single ksana, but a t the
moment when this group disintegrates a new one arises to take its place and
inherit its potential energies." McGovern-A hfalzual of Buddhist Philosophy,
p. 189.
MK. I, g. anutpanne~udharmesu nirodho nopapadyate; ngnantaram ato
yuktaxh niruddhe pratyayai ca kah. Candrakirti says: "tatra 1~2ranasyiinantaro
nirodho kHryasyotpZda-pratyayah samanantara-pratyayalak~am," and
gives the example of the seed (bijanirodhah). MKV. p. 86. anantarah kgrananirodhah kgryotpatti-pratyayah, tadyathH anantaro bljanirodhah ankurasya
samanantara-pratyayah. MA. p. I 2 .
a sarvah samskfla-samswah sarvasya samshtasya svabhgva-varjyasya
sPlambanasy8nZlambanasya ca pratyayo'dhipati-pratyayah. AKV. p. 236.
pat* kgranam ucyate AK. 11, 62.
svato'nye kgrana-hetuh AK. I1 50, 5 1 .
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pratyaya is thus wider in scope than all the pratyayas, including the
Uambana which conditions only mental phenomena. It is a co-present
cause, and is on this very ground criticised by the MZdhyamika.
All the four types of conditions engender the mind and mentals
except in the case of the two nirvikalpa trances; with regard to these
there is no object-condition (Zlambana pratyaya). Two pratyayas
only, hetu and adhipati, condition matter and material phenomena.
including the forces called citta-viprayukta dharmas. Alambana and
samanantara pratyayas, for reasons already urged, cannot apply to
non-mental events.' God, primeval matter (prakyti), time (kzla),
chance and others are non-causes, as they cannot account for the
order, succession, variety and uniformity of the world-process. This
is common ground with the M g d h ~ a m i k a . ~
The points of note in the SarvZstivZda theory of causation is that
not a single entity is the cause of an effect,= and that the cause is
different from the effect. These are the two main points in the
Mgdhyamika criticism of this theory.
If the effect were an other to the cause, there is lack of relation
between the two. In principle anything should be capable of being
produced from anything and anywhere; a piece of stone may as well
sprout into a plant as the seed does, otherness to the plant being
equally present in both.* Otherness may be of time, the cause and
effect taken as successive, not simultaneous; or it may be of nature,
the cause and effect being different in nature. The two kinds of otherness may imply each other. Production is inexplicable on this theory.
The effect is not found in the causes taken singly or collectively.
How is it then produced from them?5 The effect has no standing, no
caturbhiS citta-caitt8 hi sam8patti-dvayam tribhih; dvabhygm anye
tu jayante AK. 11, 64, AKV. p. 20.
neSvar8deh kramadibhih. AK. 11, 64; iSvar8daya.s tu pratyayg eva na
sambhavantiti. MKV. p. 77, BCA, pp. 544-60.
na hy ekapratyaya-janitam iti svalpapratyayatve'pi avasyam dvau
pratyayau stah, AKV. p. 20.
Cf. "na lrimcid ekam ekasmat s8magryZh sarvasambhavah." quoted in
TSP. p. 155.
MA. VI, 14 (p. 12-3) also quoted in MKV. p. 36. prthaktve phalahetvob
sygt tulyo hetur ahetung. MK. XX, 20.
6 na hi svabhavo bh8v8n8Ifi pratyaygdi~uvidyate;
avidyamhe svabhave parabh8vo na vidyate.
na ca vyasta-samastesu pratyayesv asti tatphalam;
pratyayebhyah katham tac ca bhaven na pratyayesu yat.
MI<. I, 3, I I . See MK. XX, 2-4.
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bond of unity, with the causes. There should be as many effects as
there are causes, or at least the effect must come into being piecemeal
(ekasya klryasya khanPa6a utpatti-prasanggt) .
It might be thought that though the cause may be an other to the
effect, it does not necessarily mean that any two entities sustainingthe relation of otherness to each other are cause and effect. For, this
would depend upon other factors. It is a matter of observation that
B is invariably preceded by A and does not otherwise come into
being. But how is this necessary relationship between A and B
established? To say that we so observe it is no logical answer; it is to
beg the question,' for we want the reasolz why A is the cause of B
while C, D or E are not, when these are equally other to it. The
question remains unanswered, and an empirical fact of observation
is not the rule but an instance which has itself to be brought under the
rule. It cannot establish a rule.
Moreover, the Vaibhg~ikaholds that if the causes (like the seed etc.)
were to continue to be present in unmodified form, the efiect (sprout)
cannot be produced. The seed has to cease to be before the sprout
could emerge.= If that were so, the cause does not exist when the
effect is produced? They belong to two different moments of time.
It is inexplicable how they can be related to each other as cause and
effect. The two relata must be present together for the relation to
obtain between them.' Relation presupposes, as an essential condition,
the togetherness of the relata.
It might be argued that there is no interval between the destruction
of the seed and t h e emergence of the sprout; the occurrence of the
one means the occurrence of the other. Cause and effect might well
be conceived as the two pans of a balance which go up and down in
invariable succession. when the cause goes down (goes out of exis-

idam eva t5vad asmai k8ryaki,ranav&dineprastavyam. siilyankurasya
hetuh SBlibija eva ngnyah, Sglibijasya ca kiiryam Siilyankura eva itygk5ro yo
niyamah sa eva kasmsd iti. gha, niyamasya darsaniid iti. kasm5d evam niyamo
drsyata iti paryanuyoge, yasmsn niyamo drSyate tasm5n niyamo drhyata iti
tanmstram vadatanena niyamahetum anabhidhsya uktado~ahkatham cid api
ngpskartum gakyate. MA. p. 14.
a MK. I, 3. and MKV. p. 78.
Cf. BY.SiZtras. 11, ii, 26.
"sty ankuraS ca na hi bijasamgnakglah; bijam kutah paratayzstu vinH
paratvam; janm2nkurasya na hi siddhyati tena bijHt, santyajyatsm parata
udbhavatiti paksah. MA. VI, 17. (pp. 14-15.)
tat kim apeksam paratvam pratyay8din8m9vidyam5nayor eva hi maitropagrHhakayoh paraspariipeksam paratvam; na caivam bijiinkurayor yaugapadyam. MKV. p. 78.
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tence) the effect goes up, emerges.' This analogy does not, however,
hold good here. The two pans are available together and are also
connected through a rod, and owing to this one raises the other. The
seed and the sprout, on the Vaibhs~ikahypothesis, are never to be had
together; one is destroyed, but the other is yet to come into existence.8
The gap may be attempted to be bridged by supposing that the
cause puts forth an activity (kriy5), and through that the efiect is
brought about.3 This intermediary step, far from helping, only serves
to complicate matters. When does this activity come into being?
Not after the effect has emerged, for this would be perfectly useless.
Nor before the effect; for, as an activity, it must be embodied, i.e.,
belong to an entity. I t cannot belong to the seed, for the seed,
ex hypothesi, is already non-existent; nor to the sprout either, for
it has not come into being yet. Nor is the activity existent when the
effect is being born; for there is no moment of time apart from the
preceding and succeeding moment^.^ It is possible to understand the
activity not as an effort put forth by an enduring agent or body that
is present a t the time, but as one or more steps, modifications, between
the cause and the final emergence of the effect. And this would be in
keeping with the Buddhistic conception of momentariness. How is
this intermediary step or series of steps which paves the way for the
final effect produced? The same pattern is repeated here in principle.
Before the seed produces the sprout, we may interpolate one or
several steps; it first swells, then splits, and finally there is the
extrusion of a tiny stock, first within the ground and lastly above it;
and in between any two of these steps we may suppose any number of
other intermediary steps. However, this device will not yield the
desired result-the causing. Any two members of the series that are
This analogical argument is given in the Madhyamakdvatdra (VI 18):and
also in MKV. p. 544-5. d a d a d v y a s y a namanonnamanau tul2y2.h; drs@u
yath8 na bhavato hy asamZnak8lau ;janyasya janma janakasya tatha nirodhah.
It is suggested in the Sdlistamba Siitra.
a yady ekadiisty asad i d a h tviha naikakiilyam. janmonmukham na sad
idarh yadi jHyam5nam, niiSonmukhah sad api n8ma nirudhyamznam; d@am
tad8 katham idam tulay5 sam8nam. MA. VI 18-19.
MIW. p. 79. MK. I, 4. Also MA. pp. 16 ff.
MKV. pp. 79-80. For a sustained argument regarding the untenability
ofthe divisions in time see the subsequent section-Motion and Rest (MK. 11).
Cf. ksanikilb sarvasarhsk&r& asthir5niim kutab kriyil.; bhiitir yai~am
kriy2 saiva kgraltarfi saiva cocyate. Quoted a t various places. BCAP. p. 376;
TSP. p. I I . This probably represents the well-defined Sautrgntika position, but
the Vaibhg~ikatoo would accept this.
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contiguous might be considered as the cause and the effect, but there
would still be a gap between them. Recourse may be had to the device
of supposing some more intermediary steps, of a subtle kind, to
account for the relation. We may repeat the process ad injniturn
without our alighting on the relation; the gap will still yawn between
any two steps.' There is really no simplification, much less a solution,
of this causal relation. The effect will remain an oth.er to the cause;
there is lack of relation between them.
As causation, on the Vaibhs~ikaview, is not self-becoming but the
co-operatione of several factors (pratyayk) in generating an effect,
the question arises: what makes factors A, B, C, D etc., which by
themselves are disconnected entities and no causes and conditions,
into causes? What co-ordinates them for a united effort, for a common
end? If some other factor were assumed as bringing about this cooperation, a further question arises: what makes this co-ordinating
cause too a cause? This clearly leads to a regress ad i n f i n i t ~ r n . ~
his
difficulty is peculiar to all theories of external causation which take
the causes t o be several, each one of the co-operating causes being
a separate entity and coming into contact with the others only
accidentally. The difficulty is almost insurmountable, as Buddhism,
unlike the Nyzya, does not accept God or other conscious and
universal co-ordhating agency.
Logically, this theory of difference between cause and effect leads
to occasionalism. As the cause does not give rise to the effect out of
itself, the two entities are total strangers, and are utterly unconnected.
The cause, even repeated occurrences of it, does not produce the effect
but only indicates that the effect would occur.4 The interpolation of
-

Cf. Hume's analysis of the notion of cause: Treatise of Human Nature.
pp. 88 ff. (Selby-Bigge's Edn.)
a sahaksritva is not sambhiiyaksritvam but ekakaryaksritvam. Cf. Six Bud.
Nyaya Tracts. (K;anabhanga-Siddhi).
See MK. I, 5. atha matam, ptrvam apratyaysh santah kirhcid anyam
pratyayam apeksya pratyayatvam pratipadyanta iti.
etad apy ayuktam. yat tat pratyayhtaram apratyayasya tasya pratyayatvena kalpyate, tad api pratyayatve saty asya pratyayo bhavati. tatrspy
esaiva cinteti na yuktam etat. MKV. p. 82.
See Sarhkara's criticism of this doctrine in the Brahma SCtras 11, ii, 19.
bhaved upapannah samghsto yadi kimcin nimittam avagamyeta, na tv
avagamyate. The Bhdmati (p. 530) makes out clearly that the sequence of
succession (avidya etc. )can only be an indication (jfiapanam)and not production: tatha ca jiigpitasy2nyad utpsdakam vaktavyam, tac ca sthirapakse'pi
saty api ca bhoktary adhisthstzranh cetanam antarena na sambhavati, kim
anga pun@ ksanike~ubhsvesu.
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other entities in the middle does not alter the situation, but onlv
repeats the same predicament within a shorter segment. Causation
is reduced to a universal occasionalism-a dharma samketa.
The Mldhyamika criticism with regard to the different types of
causes conceived by the Abhidharmika systems need not be dealt
with in great detail. The four pratyayasl are subject to the general
criticism adduced above.
The other two alternatives of the theories of causation-effect as
a t once identical and different from the cause, and chance-occurrence
-have already been considered beforen2They are equally inconsistent
and contradictory.
is led, as the result of his
The conclusion to which the Mldhyamika
examination, is that causation cannot rationally be explained. All
theories of causation are conce~tual devices and make-shifts.
Practice does not entail the acceptance of any theory. It is not that
the peasant, if he subscribed to the satk5ryaviida, would reap a
richer harvest, or that he would be spared the trouble of having to
manure and water the seeds; for although the theory advocates selfbecoming, these efforts would be necessary for the self-manifestation.
On the opposite view they are needed to bring a new thing into
existence. These theories have no bearing on practical every-day
happenings. Every theory can cogently explain all phenomena from
its own standpoint. Empirical facts cannot settle the issue between
the rival philosophical theories.
The contradictions stare us in the face when they are pressed and
brought home to us in metaphysics, when we go beyond the empirical
d

A

The hetu-pratyaya is defined as the producer (nirvarttakah) of the effect.
This is untenable, for the produced cannot be understood as already present
(sat), or as non-existent (asat),or both etc. If already present, there is no need
for i t t o be produced; if non-existent, how could it be produced a t all. The third
alternative is subject to the criticism of the above views (MK. I, 7; M I W . p. 83).
The glambana is the object-condition governing the rise of mental states. If
the state is already present, the object is superfluous; if it is absent, then there
can be no relation between the two (MK. I, 8; MKV. p. 84). The samanantra,
as the cessation of the cause immediately precedent t o the effect, cannot be
taken as a cause; for if the seed were to cease before the sprout came into being,
how will it exert any influence on the effect? and if the sprout were still to be
produced, it would be through chance. MK. I, g ; MKV. p. 86.
The adhipati, as the general influence of all entities, is defined as "that being,
this comes into existence." This implies that entities are rigid and well-defined.
and have a nature of their own (sasvabhava). This, however, militates against
their dependent origination. In the absence of a rigid nature how could the
distil~ctionof the cause and the effect be upheld. MK. I, 10; MKV. p. 87.
Supra Chap. V.
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to the nournenon. The essence of the contradiction is that if the cause
and the effect were conceived as identical or continuous, there is no
distinction between the two; we have a colourless static mass; nothing
new emerges, and there is no production. If, however, they are
conceived as distinct and discontinuous, then they become external
to each other and the cause is on a par with the non-cause, and the
effect has emerged from nowhere as it were; it is uncaused.1 Differently
expressed, causation cannot obtain between entities which are
identical with or different from each other.
All these views, which are mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive, try to explain the causal relation through one or other of
the thought-patterns-identit y, difference, existence, non-existence
etc., or a combination of them or a denial of them. The insuperable
difficulties which confront all these attempts condemn the relation
as mere appearance. Like origination, destruction is neither selfcaused nor brought about by other^.^ The conclusion that is forced
on us is that causation is inexpressible, like tLe illusory appearance.
"Origination, existence and destruction" says NggZrjuna, "are of the
nature of m8y8, dreams or fairy castle.jJ3Repeated observation of
the seed being followed by the sprout does not prove that it is
produced out of itself; nor does it prove the opposite theory. The
mystery of production remains. Repeated observation serves but to
deaden our sensitivity and to hide the mystery from us. In principle
there is no difference between a magical apparition and one produced
in the ordinary way of causes and conditions. In either case we are
unable to explain wherefrom and how has the efiect been p r ~ d u c e d . ~
MK. XX, 19-21. Cf. Bradley App. a d Reality, p. 46. The dilemma is:
t continuous." ibid.,
causation must be continuous;" "causation c a ~ o be
pp. 51-2.
a na svatmanii nirodho'sti nirodho na parQtrnan8;
utpadasya yathotp5do n&tman5na par5tmaniI. MK. VII, 32.
v a t h a may&yatha svapno gandharva-nagararh yathg;
tathotpadas tatha sthsnaxh tatha bhanga udahytah,
MK. VII, 34.
See CatuhSataka XIII, 25. algta-cakra-nirmsna-svapna-m&y&mbucandrakah;
dhimiksntah-pratihrutka maricyabhraih samo bhavah.
mayatah ko viheso'sya yail miidhaih satyatab kytam.
rnayaya ninnitam yac ca hetubhir yac ca nirmitad;
ay5ti tat kutab kutra y3ti ceti nifipyatgm. BCA. IX, 143-4.
Cf. also a verse of NSgZrjuna from the Yukti .$astikt2 (quoted in MKV. p. 413;
BCAP. p. 583).
"hetutah sambhavo yes5rh tadabh&vZn na santi ye;
katham n5ma na te spastam pratibimbasams m a w . "
11
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Does this amount t o the denial of causation altogether and accepting
that things are produced a t random through chance? It would be
a misapprehension of the MZdhyamika stand-point to take it thus.
Answering such an objection, Candrakirti says in a revealing passage:
That which originates dependent (on others) is Nothing by itself; there
is thus no self-hood, independent existence. What is in itself, by its own
nature, is not produced by causes and conditions. All phenomena are
conditioned. The conditioned is not a thing-in-itself. The relativity or
non-absolute nature of things is their Siinyat~.l

I1

MOTION AND REST

I. Change as transformation of things (causation) cannot be
explained rationally. Change, as change of place or locomotion, is
equally inexplicable. An examination of motion by the Msdhyamika
is specially helpful as revealing to us the nature of space, time, and
the substance-attribute relation.
Zeno also denied motion, but he did not disturb rest. Had he been
aware of the equally insuperable difficulties that beset rest, Zeno's
argument would have been a dialectic instead of being a refutation
which it now really is. A consistent dialectician, NZg5rjuna denies
both motion and rest. Each is nothing by itself or together.
Three factors are essential for the occurrence of motion-the space
traversed (moved in), the moving body and the movement itself.
Without motion the divisions of space into the traversed, yet to be
traversed, etc., cannot be made; and motion itself cannot be understood without these distinctions. a The mover is not intelligible wit bout
motion; nor is the latter anything without the mover.' To take each
of these factors in turn.
What is traversed, moved in? Not that which has already been
'traversed' (gatam), nor even that to be done so (agatam); and there
is no third division of space as the "being traversed" (gamyamiinam):'
When a foot-step is put forward it divides the space, without residue,
into the one already traversed, and the other yet to be done SO. It
tasmtld iha pratityasamutpannas a svatantra-svariipavirahPt, svatantrasvariiparahito'rthah Siinyattlrthah. C V. pp. 226-28.
a MK. 11, 18.
MK. 11, 14.
MK. 11, I. gatam na gamyate tgvad agatah naiva gamyate; gaagatavinirrnuktarh gamyamanaIfi na gamyate.
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may be urged that the place on which the foot is set can be taken as
the 'being traversed' (gamyamsna). As the foot itself consists of
distinguishable parts, the front portion (the toes) will fall within the
traversed, and the back portion (the heel) into that to be traversed.
Even in the toes and in the parts of them such distinctions can be
made ad injinitum, without our alighting upon any part that is 'being
traversed." I t would be pointed out that there is some such space as
the 'being traversed'; for that is the place where the activity is
present; and this activity does not pertain to the traversed or that
portion yet to come.' But as the activity belongs to the moving body
and not to the space, this consideration also will not help us to
distinguish that space. It is not possible to ascribe motion to both, to
the space covered and the moving body.' If there were only one
motion-and this naturally belongs to the moving body-how could
the space, though unrelated to motion, still be said to be 'being
traversed'. There is nothing to differentiate it from other spaces. If
two motions were accepted, two moving bodies have perforce to be
a ~ c e p t e d For
. ~ it is inconceivable how motion can exist without a
support, without the body that moves. We are here faced with an
impasse. There is no space that is being traversed. The divisions in
space are relative and unreal. Space considered in itself does not have
these distinctions-gata
(traversed), agata (not traversed) and
gamyamgna (being traversed); there is no intrinsic property by which
any space could be singled out and distinguished from others.
Motion, it might be said, is possible because there is the mover in
whom it inheres. Can we say that the mover moves or the nonmover? The latter alternative is a manifest contradiction. But is the
other alternative-a mover moving-more intelligible? Is the mover
anything with or without the motion, and vice versa? MTemust a t
2.

atha sygd, gantur gacchato yaS caran2krgnto deSah sa gamyamanah sygd
iti. naivam; caranayor api paramZnusamgh2tatv&t, angulyagr5vasthitasya
paramgnor yah pfirvo deSah, sa tasya gate'ntargatah; p2rSnyavasthitasya
caranaparam2nor ya uttaro dehah sa tasyzgate'ntargatah. na ca paramznuvyatirekena caranam asti. tasmZn n a t i gatagatavyatirekena gamyamgnam. yath2
caivam carane vicgrah, evam param8nCnZim api pfirva-para-digbhagasambandhena vicgr* ksrya iti. MKV. p. 93.
cest5 yatra gatis tatra gamyamsne ca s5 yatah;
na gate nagate c e s s gamyamiine gatis tatah. MK 11, 2.
MK. 11, 3, 4, 5.
dvau gantzrau prasajyete prasakte gamanadvaye;
gantaram hi t i r a s m a gamanam nopapadyate. MK. 11, 6 .
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once distinguish and yet identify them. The mover is either motionless by himself apart from the motion, or he has a motion other than
the motion which inheres in him. In the first case we have the
anomaly of a mover without motion; in the second, there are two
motions, for it is a mover that moves, and not a non-mover as in the
first case.l With the acceptance of two motions, two movers too shall
have to be accepted as disembodied motion cannot be conceived.
It might be objected that all this difficulty about a mover moving
or a non-mover moving is but a verbal quibble. But the difficulty
cannot be treated as a mere quibble or as an unimportant question
about the suitable form to express a real situation. The difficulty is
a fundamental one and concerns the substance-attribute relation.
The activity (motion) can be conceived neither as identical with the
mover nor as different from him.2 If identical, the substance (mover)
and the attribute (motion) cannot be distinguished; but even to
assert this identity, distinction is necessary; the mover would always
be moving, for he is identical with motion; and motion, for this very
reason, cannot be transferred to any static body. But motion is not
intrinsic t o the body; it is its transitive p r ~ p e r t y If,
. ~ on the other
hand, motion were different from the mover (substance), the latter
can exist without activity and vice versa; motion should be possible
without the moving body.4 But disembodied motion is inconceivable.
N5gBrjuna comes to the conclusion that both those things do not
exist which can be conceived neither as identical with, nor as
different from, each other.5
3. It may be thought that these difficulties are really about the
locus of motion, whether it resides in a body which is itself bereft of
motion or not; they have nothing to do with motion a t all. There is
movement, for it is begun. But where, and when does motion begin?
Not at the place already traversed, nor even at that which is yet to
be. And we have seen that there is no such space as the 'being
gamane dve prasajyete gant5 yady uta gacchati;
ganteti cocyate yena gantii sail yac ca gacchati, MI<. 11, I I.
"MK.
11, 18.
yad eva gamanam gant5 sa eva hi bhaved yadi;
ekibhZvah prasajyeta kartuh karmana eva ca. MI<. 11, 19.
anya eva punar gant5 gater yadi vikalpyate;
gamanam syZdrte gantur gantii syiid gamaniid rte. MK. 11, 20.
The dictum is expressed in the striking KiirikZ:
ekibhiivena vii siddhir ngniibhiivena vii yayoh;
na vidyate tayoh siddib katham nu khalu vidyate. MK. IS,
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traversed'; for this would lead to two movements (in the space and in
the moving body-kriyldvaya prasanglt) and two movers (kartydvaya
prasanggc ca) as there cannot be motion without a substrate.' When
does the mover begin t o move? Not when he is stationary. And
before he commences the motion there is no division of time into the
past or the present. And motion cannot be commenced in the future.'

4. It might be thought that though there might be difficulty about
the precise moment or place of the commencement of the motion, the
distinctions of time into past, present and future, and of the space
into the traversed (gatam) etc., are available. Not so; without
motion, these spatial and temporal distinctions too cannot be made.
For the past or the traversed mace (gatam) is nothing but that time
or place whence the movemeni has stopped, and the future is that
into which movement will enter, and the present is that where the
movement is progres~ing.~
It is thus seen that on the basis of these
distinctions alone can motion be conceived to arise, and only with
its commencement are such distinctions tenable. The nerve of the
entire argument is stated thus by NggBrjuna: "Distinctions of space
(and of time) into the traversed (past), to be traversed (future) and
that which is being traversed (present) are dependent on the arising
of motion itself;"4 for, that alone serves as the dividing line. But the
rise of motion itself is inexplicable without these very spatial and
temporal distinctions which it engenders. This involves a veritable
circularity.
It must be added, to make the argument complete, that space and
time are inconceivable without these distinctions of the traversed,
the past etc. A uniform differenceless all-pervasive space (dik) and
time (kaa) like that of the Nysya-VaiSe~ikaor of the Newtonian
pattern cannot be distinguished from things which are supposed to
be in them. The entire universe would be reduced to a colourless
indistinguishable mass. It would not be the correct MBdhyamika view
to take these distinctions themselves to be space and time. This
MK. 11, 12;MKV. p. 100.
MK. 11, 13. na piirvam gaman5rambh2d gamyamgnam na vZ gatam;
yatrarabhyeta gamanam agate gamanam kutah.
sati hi gamikriya-prsrambhe, yatroparata-gamikriyZ tad gatarn iti
parikalpyeta, yatra vartaman5 tad gamyamznam, yatrZjZt2 tad agatam iti.
MKV. p. 101.
gatam kim gamyamgnam kim agatam kim vikalpyate;
adykyarnsna Srambhe gamanasyaiva sarva thg. 31K. TI, I 4.
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might be the view of the earlier Buddhism. The Abhidharmika system
might hold the view that space and time are these very distinctions,
and that there is no underlying entity behind them. The essence of
the Mgdhyamika standpoint in this regard would be that the divisions
of past, present and future etc. are of some ubiquitous substance and
cannot be understood without this underlying entity. In turn, this
entity too is nothing without these divisions which alone impart
determinateness to it.l

5. Motion exists, it might be urged, for its opposite-rest--does;
that exists whose opposite exists, e.g. darkness and light, or this side
and the other side.2 Logically therefore, a denial of motion involves
that of rest as well. It is here precisely that Nggarjuna proves himself
a truer dialectician than Zeno.
Here too, as in the case of motion, the indispensable factors are
denied. Who rests? Not the mover, nor the static-the non-mover;
and there is no third who could rest. The static does not rest, for it is
already stationary; there are no two rests, as this would involve two
stationary bodies? It is a flat contradiction to say that the mover
rests, when a mover is impossible without motion; when any body
rests, it is, ips0 facto, not a mover.* It would be said that rest is
possible, as cessation from motion is possible. The mover can stop;
stopping is an opposite activity. Not so; for, whence will be the stop?
Will it be from the space already traversed, yet to be traversed, or
that which is being t r a v e r ~ e d ?Now
~ this activity brought in to
ensure rest is on a par with motion, and will be assailable on that
score. There is no activity or motion in all these three spaces for the
said reasons. And hence there can be no cessation of it.
Rest is possible, for it could be begun, it might be said. But is it
begun when someone is a t rest, or not at rest or when about to rest?precisely the very alternatives considered in connection with the
commencement of motion.
NZglrjuna refuses to attach significance t o mere mental states without
the underlying substratum of an atman, nor to the Mman without these. Each
is relative t o the other MI<. X, 16. MKV. p. 116.
atriha. vidyata eva gamanam tatpratipaksa-sadbhwt. yasya ca
pratipakso'sti, tadasti; illoklndhak&ravat,p3riIv8ravat sarfibaya-nibcayavac ca.
asti ca gamanasya pratipak~ahsthanam iti. MKV. p. 101.
a ekayl sthityl ganti, aparaya tis*atiti,
sthitidvaya-prasangzt, sthiQdvayaprasanga iti piirvavad d o ~ a bMKV.
.
p. 101.
6 MK. 11, 17.
MK. 11, 16.
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Rest being thus untenable, motion too cannot be established on the
principle "that motion exists whose opposite (rest) exists." With the
unavailability of motion, spatial distinct ions too cannot be made;
for, they are relative t o the motion as seen already. The mover too
cannot be conceived as either identical with or difierent from the
motion. Being relative to each other, neither of them is real.' Niigejuna
therefore reaches the conclusion: that motion, mover and space are
but appearance.

6. NZgBrjuna's dialectic of motion and rest suggests a comparison
with Zeno's refutation of motion. For Zeno motion is appearance;
but he accepted the reality of rest and the static. For Niiggrjuna
neither motion nor rest is real. Being relative to each other and to
the ingredients which engender them, they are appearance. Nggiirjuna
is aware of the antinomical character of Reason, and refuses to accept
one of the opposites as constituting the nature of the real. He is a
truer dialectician.
N3ggrjuna's arguments are comprehensive and conclusive. Motion
is denied because of the untenability of the ingredients that necessarily engender it. I t is shown that distinctions in space depend on
motion and vice versa, and that the mover cannot be understood
either as identical with or different from motion. Zeno's argument,
implied in the examples chosen-Achilles and the tortoise or the
flying arrow etc.-is that the space between any two points consists
of an infinity of discrete points and these cannot be summed up,
completed, within a finite quantum of time.3 A Bergson may answer4
that this is an unwarranted spatialisation of time, movement. Movement cannot be cut up into a number of discrete and disjointed
entities, each one of which is static and dead. Movement is one
sweeping act. It cannot be conceived, but only 'felt' and lived through.
The Madhyamika arguments contain an implicit answer to the
Bergsonian position too. If movement were one indescribable whole
that is lived and felt, we are precluded, ex hypothesi, from comparing
MK. 11, 19, 20, 21 already quoted.
a tasm5d gatiS ca g a n a ca gantavyam ca na vidyate, MK. 11, 25.
For a detailed exposition of the arguments of Zeno, see Zeller's PreSocratic Philosophy, Vol. I, pp. 619; Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, Vol. I, pp. I92 ff.
I t is also possible to point out that though a series may be infinite such
as the number I / Z . . . 114 . . . I 18 . . . I / I 6 . . . etc. the sum of them is a finite
number (one); i.e., an infinite series is capable of summation.
G
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any two movements, from making distinctions of past, future and
present; we cannot even know whether a motion is swift or slow.
Without the landmarks of the past etc. and in the absence of any
rigid standard of measurement, movement will have no direction nor
can the progress be measured. Distinctions of space and time are
indispensable t o mot ion, and these distinctions themselves are
dependent on the commencement of motion. The Bergsonian view,
consistently pressed, should lead t o the real as non-conceptual, the
utterly indescribable. The real is as little t o be identified with time
(duration or movement), which Bergson does, as with space. Without
concepts, space, time and things would all collapse into an
indistinguishable mass.
ABHIDHARMIKA CATEGORIES
The MHdhyamika dialectic as a trenchant criticism of the Modal
standpoint embodied in the Abhidharmika system devotes
considerable attention t o an examination of its categories-skandha,
dh3tu and Hyatana-in their metaphysical and ethical bearings.'
The general conception of phenomenal existence and process
(samskyta) is subjected t o a penetrating analysis both in the
Miidhyamika Kirikiis and the C a h h S a t a k a . ~
The Elements (dharmas) are ultimate existences, and they are
classified variously in the Abhidharma treatises. The skandha, dh2ttu.
Hyatana classification is the one most prevalent in the schools. There
is no doubt that the analysis of a n individual into a number of
states without the residue of any soul or substance is as old as
Buddhism itself, and must be attributed t o the Buddha himself.
References t o the five skandhas and the six Hyatanas and dhstus
are too persistent and universal a feature of the Nikliyas and other
older PHli Canons to be ignored as later accretions. Invariably this
is done t o show that these are not iitman, nor is there any stman
apart from these, and that the attachment t o the Htman is ignorance.
The classification of existences into skandha, Hyatana etc. (groups or
collocations) may be termed subjective, as the interest is re dominantly
in sentient experience, in the individual and his components. An
objective classification irrespective of these moulds of thought came
t o be formulated in the schools. The Sthaviravgdins and the SarvWi111

EXAMINATION OF THE

MK. Chaps. 11-XVII: cS. XIII.
MK. VII (Samskyta P a r f k g i ) : . XV.
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v5dins1 made their own lists, and this process continued for centuries,
the numbers in the total and in the sub-classes varying from time to
time. The A bhidharma-koSa of Vasubandhu represents the final
form of the SarvZstivada doctrines, while his contemporary Buddhaghosa's Visuddhimagga can be taken as the final form of the
Theravada.
The details of the Abhidharmika systems are of mere historical
interest now. But it was and still remains one of the most comprehensive
and systematic attempts made to explain things from the modal
standpoint by a conscious rejection of an underlying substantial
unity in things. Criticism of the Abhidharma system shows the
untenability of every species of the modal view.
The Ay atanas
The Zyatana classification is taken up in Chapter I11 of the
Mddhyamikd Klirikis for criticism. Ayatana is the sense-organ which
functions as the door (aya, dvZra) for the ingress of sensations
consequent on contact with the respective sense-data.
There are six sense-organs: five external-eye, ear, touch, taste
and smell-and
one internal, mind, on the one side; they are
confronted on the other by the sense-data-fipa etc.= The coming
together of these two engenders the resultant visual and other
cognitions. The general formula is that the eye (cak~uh)sees colour
(riipa) and the ear hears sound etc. The function of the sense-organs
can be taken as that of an active agent, that which sees (paiyatiti
darganam cak~uh),or as an instrument of vision-that by which
things are seen (paSyaty aneneti karanasgdhanam). In either case
the intention is to provide an account of the cognitive process without
having to suppose an immutable substrate (atman) underlying the
states.
I.

'Sarva' does not mean that they accepted the reality of everything, but
only of the elements variously understood in the Buddhist scriptures; sarvam
sarvam iti brHhmana yHvad eva pafica skandhzh, dvSdasgyatanSni, as@daAadhgtava iti. Quoted in TSP. p. 11. BCAP. p. 375. The peculiar feature of the
SarvhtivSda was its belief in the reality (astitva) of a thing in the three times
or phases of being (adhvg).
a For a comparative list of the number of categories admitted by TheravBda,
SarvistivSda (Vaibh%ika) and the YogScSra reference may be made to McGovern's Manual of Buddhism Vol. I , pp. 81 ff (Cosmic analysis); Rosenberg's
Die Probleme der buddhist. Phil. pp. 1 2 0 ff.
4 MKV. p. 117.
a MK. 111, I .
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The eye does not see itself, and without self-perception how can
it perceive others? 'Seeing oneself' would mean the untenable bifurcation of a n entity into the 'seer' and the 'seen'.' I t may be urged that
the eye need not see itself to see objects, as fire burns the wood without
burning itself. But this is subject to the difficulties considered with
regard t o motion. What is seen cannot be that which is already seen
or that which is unseen; and there is no third class of objects as the
'being seen'. Likewise, the question may be raised about the seer:
Who sees? Not the seer, (for this would mean two activities etc.), nor
the non-seer, ( t h s is a flat contradiction) and there is no third
a l t e r n a t i ~ e As
. ~ there is no activity called seeing, how can there be
a seer, and a fortiori the non-seer cannot see.3
The instrument-view of the eye and other sense-organs does not
fare much better. An instrument implies an agent (kartii) who
operates the instrument, one who sees by means of the eye etc. But an
agent is untenable, as he cannot be conceived as seeing himself with
the eye as his instrument, and without this self-perception how can
he perceive others; nor can he be conceived as perceiving others
without perceiving himself because of considerations already urged.4
A further general difficulty is that the seer (dra~tii)is not intelligible
as identical with or difierent from the activity of seeing. And without
the agent there can be no seeing or the object seen.5The considerations
urged in the case of the eye apply with equal force to the other
sense-organs.
Advocating as he does a theory of elements (dharmamiitram).
discrete and momentary, emerging and subsiding without any
activity or agent, the VaibhZqika might welcome the above MLdhyamika criticism of the agent and the activity as falling in line with his
own standpoint. Perception on this view would not be the seeing of
a n object by the percipient, there being no activity (nirvyiiparadharmamgtram), but the momentary emergence into being of a
moment called conventionally the eye simultaneous with that of
another moment-the
sense-datum of colour (riipa) followed by
another moment-the visual consciousness (cakgurvijfiLnam). But
without the activity exerted by a thing, the Mgdhyamika cogently
MI<. 111, 2 .
a MKV. pp. 114-5.
4
MKV. p. 117.
MK. 111, 4-5.
tiraskrtya drastB n5sty atiraskoya ca darbanam; drastavyah dadanad
caiva d r a ~ t a r yasati te kutah MK. 111, 6.
6 BIK. 111, g.
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urges, there cannot be the emergence of the discrete moments even;
they would be utterly inefficient and unreal like the sky-lotus
(kriyii-rahitatvgt khapuspavat) .
If we confine ourselves to the phenomenal point of view, if we
propose merely to give a transcription of what obtains in everyday
experience, we must accept, besides the states or moments, the
activity and the agent. From the noumenal point of view of the
Unconditioned truth, the moments too are as unreal as the activity
which the earlier Buddhism rightly rejects.' The correct MBdhyarnika
standpoint is that the modes by themselves cannot osier an adequate
explanation of phenomena. Substance too must be accepted. Both,
however, are of empirical validity only (sgmvyta).
Skandha classification examined
If the Eyatana classification is on the basis of sense-data and
sense-organs and therefore predominantly epistemological, the
skandha (group) classification is from the point of view of the derivation of things. In the former, the cognitive attitude dominates; in
the latter the causal. The skandha-classification is objective and
ontological. The Abhidharmikas conceive existence as divisible into
five aggregates-riipa, vijfigna, vedanE, samjfig and samskka-the
first comprising matter and the rest mind and mental phenomena.
As in the iiyatana division, here too the intention is to explain all
phenomena without the substance (soul)-the corner-stone of all
Buddhism.
A distinction is made between primary and secondary phenomena,
the original and the derivatives. Riipa (matter) is divided into bhiita
(mahzbhiita) primary matter, and bhautika, empirical objects of
sense. Likewise, vijiigna or citta is pure consciousness or mind par
excellence and the others, vedanii (feelings) etc. are mentab-caitta
or cetasika. A system which refused to admit any self-becoming or
transformation of a substantial (potential) being into temporal modes
2.

In an illuminating passage Candrakirti puts the issue in the proper light:
ye tu manyante: nirvygpgram hidam dharmamgtram utpadramsnam
utpadyata iti, naiva kim cit kaScid visayam pakyati, kriysyg abhgvgt; tasmsd
darSanam na pahyatiti siddham etat prasgdhyata iti. atrocyate. yadi kriyZ
vyavah8rZngabhfitg na sygt, tad2 dharmamZtram api na sygt. lcriy5 virahitatvat khapuspavad iti. kutah kriygrahitam dharmamgtram bhavisyati.

tasmdd yadi v i a v a h ~ v a s a t ~ a wdharmamdtravat
i
kriya'py abhyupagamyatGm;
atha tattvacinfd tada kriydvad dharmajna'tram a p i nnstrti bhavata'bhyupaganzyatdm.
MKV. p. I 16.
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has perforce to explain the causal nexus as mere arrangement or
external grouping of the discrete elements. The grouping itself is not
an inherent organic feature of the elements, being a superimposition
on them.
Nlglrjuna's criticism of this doctrine, which must have been
inadequately developed a t that time, is that the division into
primary and secondary phenomena is untenable; and secondly,
the causal principle which is at the basis of this classification is
unintelligible.
There is no secondary matter apart from the primary causes thereof.
If so, it would be adventitious (ahetukam), baseless; and there is no
phenomenon that is without cause.' Nor is the primary matter
conceivable without the secondary. For in that case there would be
a cause which does not issue forth into the effect ;it would be no cause
at
The original and the derivative are not intelligible either as
related or unrelated to each other.3
The effect cannot be understood as similar to (identical with) the
causes4For, propositions true of the one are not true of the other and
vice versa. The secondary matter (or the objects of sense) are
perceivable and are of a sizable magnitude; they serve various
empirical uses. The primary matter is imperceptible and serves no
utility. The identity of causes and effect cannot thus be
countenanced.' We cannot, however, accept the other alternative of
an ultimate difference between the two, as this would cut at the very
root of the causal relatione6
Mutatis mutandis these considerations apply with equal force to
the other groups-vijfizna, vedanl, samjfi8 and samskzra.'

3. Examination of the Dhdtus
The DhMus or Bases, according to the Canons, are six. These are
MK. IV, 2.
MK. IV, 3.
riipe satyeva riipasya kgranarfi nopapadyate;
riipe'satyeva riipasya kgranam nopapadyate. MK. IV, 4.
na kgranasya sadysam karyam ity upapadyate;
na kCiranasy8sadySaxh kkaryam ity upapadyate. MK. IV, 6.
MKV. p. 126.
For a detailed examination of the causal relation reference may be n~adeto
the previous section of this chapter.
MK. IV,7.
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--earth, water, fire, air, ZkPSa (ether) and consciousness. The later
and more well-known dhZtu classification is the one into eighteen
elements. This is a modification of the Zyatana classificati& (six
sense-organs and sense-data) with the respective consciousness
(visual consciousness etc.) added; it does not imply any new principle
of d i ~ i s i o nThe
. ~ six-dhZtu classification is an attempt exhaustively
to enumerate and define the ultimate components of existence. In
the well-known text of the Pitiputva Sam~gamaSiZt~a,~
it is stated
that the human being ( p u r u ~pudgalah) is composed of six basic
components (:ad-dhZtuh), implying that man (his physical and
conscious part) is analysable without residue into these six elements.
The differentia of each element (asZdhZrana dharma-dhZran2d
dhZtuh) is also given. This line of thought is interesting, as it throws
light on the nature of the relation between a thing (lak~ya)and its
specific property (lak~ana).NZgZrjuna indeed makes it a theme for
his critique of the doctrine of definition or substance-attribute
relation.
DhZtus are Radical elements or Surds; they are the irreducible
stuff of which phenomenal (samskyta) things are composed. Two
notions are involved in this conception: the fixing up of the number
and nature of the components, and second the way in which these
components are compounded t o form things of the phenomenal
sphere (samskyta). he first is examined here and the second in the
subsequent section.
A basic element, to be distinguished from another, must possess
a specific character-the differentia or definition which separates it
from others. The Buddhists do give us the differentia of these elements,
e.g., non-obstruction of IkZSa (Space), hardness of earth, cohesion
In the Dha'tuvibhanga (p. 82 P.T.S. Edn.) i t is stated that there are six
dhatus viz. cha dhztuyo: pathavi dhgtu, gpodhgtu, tejodhstu, v8yodGtu1
2kasadh2tu1 viiiiignadhgtu. See also Majjh. N. 111, pp. 237-47.
This classification is useful in dividing the universe into three planes of
existence (traidhgtuka) according to the types of consciousness and objects
experienced in them-(Kgmadhgtu, Riipadhgtu and ArfipadhZtu. "All these
varieties of consciousness exist only in the ordinary plane of existence (kgmadhztu). In higher worlds (rfipa-dhgtu), sense-consciousness gradually disappears;
in the immaterial worlds (ariipadhstu), only non-sensuous consciousness is
left. A division of consciousness into various kinds is thus made necessary for
the composition of formulas of elements corresponding to the denizens of
various worlds." Central Conception, p. I o.
sad dh5tur ayam, rnah5,ri%.ja,puru+-pudgala iti, MKV. p. 1 2 9 . The passage
is cited in full in SS. (pp. 244 ff) and BCAP. (pp. 508 ff.).
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(sneha) of water etc. Is there any distinction between the definitum
(HkHSa, pythvi, etc.) and its differentia1(anlvytih, klthinyam etc.)?
If there is not, we cannot define the dhltus, nor distinguish one from
the other. Once a distinction is accepted, we may further ask whether
the definitum (lak~ya)is prior to the defining characteristic or not.
If the laksya, (e.g. lkHsa) could exist without its specific property,
then it would be non-descript in itself; and a non-descript entity is
a non-entity; such a thing is not an object of experience? If there is
no characteristic entity, to what will an attribute or definition apply?J
Moreover, the differentia (lak~ana)cannot be predicated of a
) non-determinate entity (alak~ana).The
determinate ( s a l a k ~ n a or
latter is a contradiction: how can the non-determinate be ascribed a
determination? If the first, as the subject is already determinate,
what further function would be served by ascribing to it this determination? Even after this determination is predicated, a second or a
third may have to be applied; and this would lead to a regress ad
injinitum; there is no third alternative of an entity which is both
determinate and indeterminate or neither of them.4
Diflerentia being thus not predicable, the subject-term too is
unavailable. And without the subject of predication, there can be no
difierentia as such. There is no positive entity which is without the
subject-predicate relation.
I t might be urged that these objections militate against the
existence of a positive entity (bhHva).But Hk%a need not be conceived
as a positive existence. In fact, according to some of the Buddhist
schools, it is the absence (abhlva) of obstruction. The conception of
lklSa as a negative fact is not tenable; for, a negative fact is but the
negation--change, destruction or absence--of a positive entity;
and if the latter is not available, the former is so too: abhZva is
relative to b h l ~ a . ~
The Buddhists may say that the differentia is the thing and not that the
thing has the differentia, the use of such expressions as "The pitcher has C O ~ O U ~ "
etc. being conventional. For a critique of this position see Candrakirti MKV.
P P 66-9.
MI<. V, I .
MK. V, 2.
MK. V, 3 ff. MKV. p. 131.
tasmin na vidyate laksyam laksanah naiva vidyate;
laksya-laksana-nirmukto naiva bh2v01pi vidyate. MK. V, 5.
MKV. p. 132. yad 2kiSam bhiivo na bhavati, tad2 bhgvasyg sattve
kasyibhsvah kalpyatim. vaksyati hi: bh2vasya ced aprasiddhir abhavo naiva
siddhyati; bhivasya hy anyathgbhgvam abhgvam bruvate jangh.
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Similar considerations apply to the other dhgt us, prt hvi (earth),
Consciousness etc. They do not have a svabhgva-an immutable
absolute (unconditioned) nature of their own. Without svabhzva,
when there is nothing as itself, how can there be an other; for an
other is but the svabhzva of the different.' Those that have recourse
to such dogmatic speculations with regard to the real, conceiving it
as positive, negative, as substance or mode, as prthvi, vijfi8na etc.,
miss the essence of Buddha's teaching."
Nggzrjuna severely castigates them for their obtuseness: "Those
that affirm the existence of things or deny their existence (the men of
little wisdom), they do not perceive the ultimate truth that is the be" ~ Lord has clearly declared that one
nign cessation (of the ~ o r l d ) . The
should not get into the muddle of the 'Is' or 'Not-is' views-that is the
way of samszra, and one does not thereby attain freedom from pain.4

4. Criticism of the Samsk-rta and the Pratitya-Samutptida
The ultimate elements of existence (the dharmas), like the letters
of the alphabet, have been determined and enumerated. We have to
explain the modes of their combination to make phenomena (samskfia
dharma), to form words and sentences to continue the analogy of the
alphabet. The question is about the dynamics of the world, the way
in which things arise and subside. The Lord is reported to have said:
"Three are the phenomenalising characteristics (samskytalak~an%ni)
of all phenomena (samskrta): of the samskrta there is the origin
(utpgda),cessation (vyaya)and change of state (sthityanyathgtvam)
.'I5

See MKV. pp. 262-6 ff.
Commenting on the verse: svabhgvam parabhgvam ca bhgvam cgbhavam
eva ca;
ye paSyanti na paSyanti te tattvam buddhaigsane. MK. XV, 6.
Candrakirti says: ye hi tathzgata-pravacanZviparita-vyiikhyiinSbhimiinitayZi, pythivyzh kiithinyam svabhsvah, vedangys visay&nubhavah,vijfignasya
visayaprativijfiaptih svabhgva ity evam svabhSvari.1 varnayanti; anyad
vijiianam anvad rfipam anyaiva ca vedanety evam parabhavarh vamayanti,
vartmin8va&h&nam ca vijiign8dikam bhavatvena ye varnayanti, vijii2nHdikam eva catitatam ayannabhgvam iti, na te parama-gambhirasya pratityasamutpgdasya tattvam vamayanti. MKV. p. 267.
astitvam ye tu pahyanti nastitvam c5lpabuddhyah;
bhZvZn2m te na paSyanti drastavyopasamam Sivam. MK. V, 8.
"K.
XV, 7 & MKV. p. 269.
AKV. p. I 7I . Setre: triNrngni, bhiksavah, samsI@asyasamskytalaksan h i . katamani trini. samskytasya, bhiksavah, utpZdo'pi prajiigyate; vyayo'pi
prajfigyate; sthityanyathStvam api. Amg. N. I, p. 152-111. 47-Also quoted in
MKV. p. 145; CSV. p. 232.

'
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This formula, which has all the ring of being an uncontested declaration of the Buddha, has been variously elaborated in the schools.
There was unanimity of agreement that the formula denied the
existence of substance-an immutable substance be hind the changing
states. The schools, however, differed considerably with regard to the
positive interpretation, with regard t o the number and nature of the
elements and the manner of their interaction. I t is neither possible
nor even profitable to ascertain against which particular formulation
of the theory of Elements is the Mgdhyamika criticism directed.'
Possibly, it is against the Vaibhg~ika;more probably, it is against
the Sautrgntika. The essence of the doctrine is that there are ultimate,
durationless, incomparable entities which flash into existence for a
moment and as quickly subside into non-existence. The flow of these
entities in a defiled way (shrava dharmas) is conditioned by avidyl
(satkgya-dnti) and its satellit es, the samskiiras. All things (physical
and psychical) are rigidly subject to the operation of the causal law
which determines their origin and subsidence. All things are anitya
(impermanent, momentary) angtman (unsubstantial modes) duhkha
(restless). Impermanence is understood as the origination, continuance
for a moment, and then the cessation of things.
The Miidhyamika criticism is that each one of these three
characteristics is not a complete definition of the samskyta. For, then
we shall have the anomaly of the origination of a thing which has no
duration or destruction, of something that endures but has no origination or decay, or of a thing that dies but which was not born at all.'
To escape this predicament, it might be held that all these three
together (trilak~ani)characterise the phenomenal. But the three
functions-origination, duration and cessation--cannot apply to a
thing simultaneously (yugapad) nor successively (hamagah). It is
manifestly impossible for these three functions to work on a thing at
once, for they are opposed to each other in their n a t ~ r eNor
. ~ do they
successively operate on a thing; for this would mean that at the time
of origination, the thing is permanent and only later it ceases to be
and vice versa.
A criticism of the samskyta is found in MK. Chap. VII (Sawiskrta Pariksd);

cs. x v .

utpSdSdyas trayo vyastii nSlam lak~ana-karmani;
samskytasya samastiih syur ekatra katham ekad8.
MK. VII, 2. MKV. p. 146.
utpada-sthitibhangiiniih yugapan n&ti sambhavah;
kramahah sambhavo niisti sambhavo vidyate kadii. cS. XV, 11.
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As the definition of the samskfla should apply universally to all
compounded things, it is pertinent to ask whether it applies to each
one of the three characteristics, for they are also things and must
satisfy the definition of the samskfla.' Does origination, like other
entities and forces, originate, endure and cease? If it does not, there
would be certain things which are unwarranted exceptions to the
universal maxim, which thereby loses its compelling character as
invariably true of all phenomena. If it does, this would lead to origination of origination and that to another ad injinitum. Some schools
(as the S2mmitiyas) did accept origination of origination too, and it is
difficult to see how they escaped a regress. Possibly, they held that
origination originates itself in the sense of self-origination, very much
like a lamp illuminating itself and others.=Self-illumination is not to
be taken as that of an entity being both subject and object a t once.
A more serious difficulty about this notion of the s a m s w a is: how
are we to conceive origination, duration and cessation. Does the thing
which is already present in its natural form come into being or that
which was non-existent originate?=When a thing already exists and
is in the form which is natural to it, why and how would it come into
being again? And if it does not exist, how does it originate at all?
When there is no entity before and after, there is no 'it' which comes
into being. There is no subject of which we could predicate that 'it'
has come into being; there is just origination, but it cannot be
predicated of anything. The difficulty is not one concerning the correct
verbal formulation. I t is fundamental to any momentary or modal
view of things. If whatever exists is just that moment, nothing
before or after, how can 'it' be said to originate, endure or cease.
We might analyse a thing away into h e r , subtler moments; but each
moment would be a discrete self-contained entity, and there is no
I t appears from the MZdhyamika criticism (MKV. pp. 545 ff) and from
AKV. pp. 174 ff. that the Vaibh%ikas held that origination, decay, duration
and change-all the four forces-perate
on a thing at once: yato jHti-jar&
sthity-anityatzkhyani catvHri samswlaksanHny utpadyamgnasya bhZvasya
bahy2dhyHtmikasya vii ekasrninneva k ~ a n ebhavantiti Abhidharma-pd.thah.
The momentary cannot be accepted; because it cannot decay, being unitary;
if it has an end, it must have a beginning and middle and so nothing is really
momentary; and the entire structure built upon the momentary must also
collapse. MKV. pp. 546-7. cf. MK. VII, 4 ff. cS. XV, 12.
a NZggrjuna subjects the notion and the example (lamp) t o a searching
analysis in his Mddhyamika Ka'vikds VII, 8 ff. & W. 34 ff.
a sat& ca tZvad utpattir asat& ca na yujyate;
na sata.4 c&ata4 ceti pfirvam evopapHditam. MK. VII, 20.
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movement or change of it into another or different state. Each
distinguishable state is an entity, and nothing can be predicated of
'itJ. In fact there is no 'it'-the thing-which changes or moves from
one state to another; the states are all the real; they cannot even be
compared with each other; they are so discrete and disconnected
that no relation can obtain between them. This is the insuperable
difficulty which NBgZrjuna brings home to the VaibhB~ikain various
ways by asking what originates-not that which is already present,
not that which is not existent and there is no third which is neither
the one nor the other;l what endures and what changes are also
Cessation cannot be understood as selfequally ine~plicable.~
annihilation or as destruction caused by forces other to it or both or
neither.
Both NggBrjuna and Aryadeva come to the conclusion, as a result
of their criticism of the samskrta, that origination, duration and
cessation are inexplicable like mByB (illusion) the dream-object and
The samskyta being thus untenable, the asamskyta
the fairy-ca~tle.~
too is unavailable; for one is relative to the other.5
The Abhidharmika might complain that the MBdhyamika, by his
carping criticism of the origination etc. of the samskfia things, has
effectively reduced to nullity Buddha's key-doctrine, Pratitya
Samutpzda. The Mzdhyamika retorts by adverting to the obtuseness
of the VaibhB~ikawho misses the real essence of the Master's teaching.
"In declaring that 'this is dependent on that' the Revered TathZgata
has clearly said that there is nothing in itself-everything is r e l a t i ~ e . ~
-"whatever originates dependent (on others) is nothing by itself."
"An entity existing by itself in its own nature retains the state and
form natural to itself. Being already present, it does not depend on
any other. It does not come into being. Consequently, the view that
things have a fixed nature of their own militates against their
yadi kaScid anutpanno bh5vah samvidyate kvacid;
utpadyeta sa kim tasmin bhgva utpadyate'sati. MK. VII, 17.
yadi kaScid anutpanlla utpiidgt piirvam ghato ngma kvacit samvidyate
sa utpattikriygm pratityotpadyeta; na caivam kahcid utpgdgt pfirvam kvacid
asti. tasmin nasati ghate kim utpadyate. MKV. p. 161.
a MK. VII, 2 2 ff.
3 MK. V I I 32.
MK. VII, 34; CS. X I I I , 25.
utpiida-sthiti-bhanggngm asiddher n5sti samskytam;
samskytasy2prasiddhau ca katham setsyaty asarhskytam. MK. VII, 33.
MKV. p. 159.
1
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dependent origination. I t is thus you, who uphold the doctrine of
rigid nature of entities (sasvabhzvatii), that contradict the Pratitya
SamutpZda. And in consequence thereof the entire Buddhist philosophy is vitiated. The scripture says that whosoever perceives the
real nature of Pratitya SamutpZda perceives the Dharma; and
whosoever perceives the Dharma perceives the Buddha."'
Pratitya samutpZda is not the temporal sequence of the origin
and subsidence of momentary entities but their mutual dependence,
their lack of thinghood or reality. It is thus equated with the unreality of things (nihsvabhgvatva or SiinyatZ). This is the revolution
in Buddhist thought initiated by the MZdhyamika.
ATMA DOCTRINE EXAMINED
The substance-view of Reality (Ztmadr~ti)is equally beset with
insuperable difficulties as the modal view of Buddhists. All the
Brghmanical systems, as already pointed out, conceive reality on the
pattern of an inner core or soul which perdures without change and
to which the changing states are attached in a more or less loose
manner. A full critique of the ZtmavZda will, besides laying bare the
basic assumptions underlying the generic form of the doctrine, have
to concern itself with some specific formulations of it. The successive
application of the dialectic by the MZdhyamika teachers unmistakably
shows t h i s 2 The gtman is part of the larger problem of the conception
of the Real as static being.J NZgZrjuna's successors, Aryadeva and
others, pay considerable attention to the VaibhZ~ikaand VaiSe~ika
categaries of the asamskrta and the nitya respe~tively.~
A criticism
of the Ztman thus leads us, on the one hand, to the more generic
question of the permanent Being (nitya) in general and to the specific
formulations of the Ztma-conception on the other.
The Immutables, as conceived by various philosophical systems,
fall into four well-defined groups: Space (Zk5Sa and dik), Time (kZla),
IV

THE

MKV. p. 160.
Cf. cS, X for a criticism of the Ztman, especially of the SZmkhya conception.
Candrakirti criticises the NyZya-VaiSesika conception too; SZntideva does
likewise (BCA. IX, 66 ff): The TS. examines in detail the SBmkhya, NyBya,
MirnBrhsB, Jaina and VZtisputiy5 conceptions. pp. 75-130.
"itya-kabdasya
svabhgva-satya-slra-vastu-dravya-pary2yatvt.CSV.
P. 32.
C S IV and XI.

'
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Atom (paramgnu) and the Soul (8tman). The first two (gkzha and
k a a ) provide the two ubiquitous recepta in which finite things exist
and change ;themselves unchanging, they make motion and modification possible. The atom (paramLnu) is the ultimate constituent of
matter, and the Htman is the spirit which is the subject of experience.
The permanent is conceived as that being which has no cause;
it never was not.' In the case of Space and Time it may further be
said that they do not give rise to any effect or modification. Such
things are, however, thought t o exist and affect the course of things.
The general criticism is that there is no entity which is by itself,
uncaused. All things play a part in the engendering of entities; we
cannot conceive of a n entity which is not related as cause or efiect
to the other entities. Anything that is outside this relation altogether
is non-existent. "Nowhere is there the existence of anything that is
not dependent (related to other things) any time. The permanent does
not thus exist anywhere.'j2
I t is shown by a searching analysis of causation3 which has become
classic that the permanent cannot effect anything; it is not efficient
simultaneously or successively. If the permanent precipitates all its
effects in the first moment but continues to exist after that, it would
give rise to the same effects in the subsequent moments ad infiniturn.
If it does not, then it really possesses two natures--efficiency
(szmarthya) in the first moment and non-efficiency (as~marthya)in
the subsequent moments of its existence with regard to the same
effect. The Buddhist invokes the dictum-'that is not one which is
invested with conflicting characteristics.'' The same result is reached
on the other alternative too. If the permanent is efficient only
successively, then in the moment when it is producing A, it is not
efficient with regard to R (the successive effect); if it were so, why
I.

Cf. The VaiSesiku SGtras (IV, i, I & 4): sad, akSranavan nityam. anityam
iti ca visesatah prati~edh2bhSvah.
4 apratityastitii nSsti kadScit kasyacit kvacit ;
na kad8cit kvacit kaScid vidyate tena SSSvatah.
cS. IX, 2; MK. XXIV, 19.
arthakriySkaritvari.1hi kramSkramSbhySri.1vy8ptarh; tau hi kramakramau
sthiriid vyZivartam5nau1 arthakriyzkaritvam api vy8vartayatah . . . etc.
This sustained argument is stated in Buddhist, Jaina and ~rghrnanical
treatises. Cf. K;anabhangusiddhi (Six Buddhist NyZya Tracts). TS. pp. I 3 1 ff.
Dr. S. K. Mookerjee's Buddhist Philosophy of Universal Flux gives a brilliant
exposition of momentariness (flux).
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could it not produce that too then; it has no need to wait for anything
else, being itself sufficient to produce the effect B then and there,
(samarthasya ksep2yog2t). Only in the succeeding moments does it
produce B, C, D, etc. And as it is the same permanent entity that
continues in the first and subsequent moments, it is at once efficient
and non-efficient with regard to B, C, D, etc., in the first and other
moments. I t is a manifest contradiction to hold that one and the same
entity can have two conflicting natures. The position is not much
bettered by the consideration that the permanent is helped out by the
presence of the auxiliaries that co-operate with it to bring about the
result. The mere inoperative presence of the entities cannot mean
anything to the cause; it must itself change and abandon its rigidity
before it can produce anything. Aryadeva states this pointedly when
he urges: "The cause must undergo modification before it can be the
cause of an other; and that is not permanent which is subject to
m~dification."~
If it be said that which is subject to modification is
impermanent and the permanent is not so subject, it might be urged
that as the impermanent alone is seen actually to exist, the permanent
may well be equated with the non-exi~tent.~
The basic difficulty is that the permanent is so disparate in nature
from the changing events that it cannot in any conceivable way be
related to them. The Advaita VedZnta which takes the real to be
Pure Being, immutable and uniform in nature, has perforce to deny
the reality of becoming; substance appears to change but does not
really do so; its position is so unique that it is unrelated to phenomena.
Logically pressed, the permanent has to be taken as the absolute,
and nothing can be predicated of it.
2. Space and Time are, even from the empirical point of view
unsubstantial things.3 They are admittedly not objects of perception
like the everyday things such as chair, table etc. They appear to be
existences owing to our inveterate tendency to objectify concepts
and words. I t is difficult to ascertain the nature of their existence or
the mode of their influence on things.
Space is usually conceived as an all-pervasive entity-(positive or
negative) which provides room for the existence of limited objects

'

kiiranam vikfiim gacchaj j8yate1nyasya k8ranam;
v i w i r jiiyate yasya SgSvatam iti tan na hi. cS. IX, 9.
anityam kfiakaIfi drstvii S 2 S v a t o J ~ a kyadi;
o
&takasy&stit8m dr&v8 n8sti tenhtu SiiSvatah. cS. IX, 4.

a
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that occupy space. From its all-pervasiveness (vibhutva) and lack
of parts (apradeiatva) it is assumed that space is eternal and
immutable.' But space too must have parts; for when the table
exists in space, it does not cover the whole space; as in that case other
things cannot exist at all anywhere; and there is no other space which
is free and unoccupied. To avoid this, if it be said that the table exists
not in all space but in that part of space where it does actually exist,
leaving room for the other objects t o exist elsewhere, it is clearly
implied that space too has partsJ2like objects. For, do not we speak
of this part of space and that part of space, 'here1, 'thereJ, 'elsewhere'
etc. Space too has distinctions and parts. That which has parts is
composite; and the composite is conditioned by causes; it is
impermanent as having been brought into being.
To escape this predicament, if i t were held that space is an a priori
form of our mind without any objective status, it would be accepting
the M3dhyamika standpoint that things are mere subjective forms
(vikalpa). A critical school of Buddhism, the Sautrgntikas-who
might be considered with good reason as the precursors of the
Mzdhyamika-did hold that Space, Time and NirvZna were mere
forms of thought or words of common usagea3
3. 3Time is thought t o be a factor in the modification of things; it is
taken as engendering the origination and cessation of the world as a
whole and of the particular entities within it. It is a common expression to say that everything depends on the opportune time or
moment. Time is further taken to be all-pervasive and eternal, as all
empirical things without exception are subject to time.
There are solid reasons whv Time cannot be a cause. As it is
invariable and uniform, the sprout etc. which are thought to be caused
by it, will always be in a state of production; a variable impermanent
(kgdgcitkatva) factor alone can account for the production of the
sprout sometimes only and not a t other times. If time too is conceived
to be variable, it would be non-existent a t times, or be impermanent
like the seed. And for this, it would have to be dependent on conditions on the occurrence of which it would happen and without which
it would not.
-

J

Cf. VaiSesika SQtras (11, I , z g ) , dravyatvanityatve vgyung vygkhygte.
pradeSini na sarvasmin pradeho ngma vartate;
tasmgt suvyaktam anyo'pi pradebo'sti pradehini. cS. IX, 6.
3 uktam ca bhagavatg paiicemgni, bhiksavo, ngma-miitram pratijiigrngtrah
vyavahgra-miitram sarilvrtim5tram: tad yath~tito'dhv2n3gato'dh~Bki~o
nin2nam pudgalaS ceti. Quoted in CSV. pp. 59-60; MKV. p. 389.
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A cause must lead t o some result (phala),for it is inconceivable that
there should be a cause that does not produce anything. If time were
a cause, it would itself be modified into effect. A cause further cannot
produce the effect without itself being transformed and ceasing to be.
The seed perishes in giving rise t o the sprout. Time too would be
subject to this consideration. That of which the permanent is presumed
to be the cause is really uncaused or produced at random (abhMv5
jgyate) ; for the cause (kZla) does not do anything to it. Such an
entity does not stand in need of any cause, and Time has thus no
hand in its production.l Further, why should not an effect produced
by Time, which is eternal, be itself eternal? For, disparity between
cause and effect is not p r ~ p e r . ~
The above arguments prove that Time as a permanent unchanging
entity cannot be a cause. Its unreality even as an existent is brought
home t o us by the examination of this concept by Ngggrjuna. The
divisions of Time into the Past, Present and Future are vital t o its
conception. The Present and the Future are what they are in relation
to the Past; they should therefore exist in the past, for they are
dependent on it.=If so, they too would be included in the past, or the
latter would be indistinguishable from the present and the future.
If, to avoid this, it were held that the present and the future do not
exist in the past, relative to what are they the present and the future?'
A non-relative present or future is not possible; and without distinctions, time too is unavailable.6 The same arguments may be urged,
mutatis mutandis, with regard t o the existence of the past or the
present in the present and the future etc!
The existence of time apart from things, an empty time, is not
tenable; for, no such entitv is apprehended apart from the momentary
entities.' Time might be thought t o exist in relation to things that
C S . IX, 10.
utpannah SHSvat8d bh8vZt katham a63Svato bhavet;
vailaksanyam dvayor hetuphalayor jZtu nesyate. cS. IX, I I .
a pratyutpa1lno~n8gati.S
ca yady atitam apeksya hi;
pratyutpanno1n8gat8Sca k8101titebhavisyatah. MK. XIXI; cS. XI,
pratyutpanno1n8gat8Sca na stas tatra punar yadi;
pratyutpanno1n8gat8Sca sy8tZm katham apeksya tam. MK. XIIX,
anapeksya punah siddhir n8titam vidyate tayoh;
pratyutpanno1n8gat85ca tasm8t kg10 na vidyate. MK. XIX, 3.
' MK. XIX, 4.
bh8vam pratitya ki.la6 cet kg10 bhgvsdfie kutah;
na ca kakana bhgvo'sti kutah k8lo bhavisyati. MK. XIX, 6.
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change. But as changing things (bhsva) have been shown to be
untenable, the reality of Time too is not established.
4. The atom plays an important part in the constitution of the
world-picture in the Buddhist (Vaibhz~ika),Jaina and VaiSesika
systems. The atom is arrived at by an extension, beyond phenomenon,
of the argument that production of an effect is by the mechanical
combination of parts. Matter is not infinitely divisible; there is a
limit to the process of partition, and the ultimate limit of it is the atom
(paramznu). We cannot stop with a perceptible object of the least
magnitude; for, that is composite, as it is related to things which are
themselves composite, e.g. the sense-organs which cognise it and the
gross objects which are constituted by it. Every philosophical system
wants to reach the super-sensuous unconditioned ground of things.
We have thus the conception of ultimate bits of matter, partless,
discrete and unrelated; these somehow combine to constitute the
world.
I t is the Vaiie~ikaconception of the atom that has come for
criticism a t the hands of the Mgdhyamika.1 especially Aryadeva.
His criticism brings out certain features not met with in other critics
like Sankara or the VijfiZnavLda.
To prevent the composite entity from becoming indistinguishable
from the atom, we must accept that the atomic size of the atom is not
communicable to its products (the composite) ; i.e., the p3rimZndalya
parimzna is not a cause. The atom then has two aspects; one is that
aspect which is in contact with other atoms and which communicates
its nature to the product, and second the incommunicable part which
is thus no cause though present in the atom. The atom is thus dual
in nature, i.e. is itself composite, and hence not permanent.l
The contact of one atom with another atom is not in its entirety
(sarvztmanz) lest the resultant dual atom should be of the same size
as the single atom; and we have no observed example of contact of
one entity with another in entirety. If partial contact were admitted,
then the atom too would have parts; and what has parts is not
permanent.
cS. IX, 12 ff . . . BCA. pp. 502 ff, 516 ff; TS.pp. 185 ff.
hetuh kakcana de4ah syiid yasyiihetuk ca kaScana;
sa tena jiiyate n5nZ n2nii nityo na yujyate. cS. IX.12.
This criticism is not generally made.
cS. IX,I 3, 14.CSV. p. 48.This is the usual argument against atomism x-net
with in Buddhist and other works. Cf. Vasubandhu's VimizSalikd, PP. 7-8.
Saxikara's B h d ~ y aon the BY. Sfitvas 11, ii, 12.
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Movement of the atom is also not conceivable. For, when a body
moves, it moves forward to the new position by its front part, and
abandons the previous position by its hind part.' The atom, ex
hypothesi, has no such distinction of parts; it cannot then be a mol.er.
If it has parts, it is not an atom; nor is it permanent.
As the atom is without extremities or middle, it cannot be perceived
even by a Yogin, and its existence is a matter of c o n j e c t ~ r e .A~
perceived object has distinguishable parts, and what has no parts
cannot be perceived.
If the atom ceases when the effect emerges, as is the case with other
causes, then it is not permanent. If it continues to exist unmodified,
then there is no origination of a new en tit^.^
Contact, movement, perceivability and production etc. are notions
exemplified and valid in the empirical sphere. To apply them in the
case of atoms which are admittedly beyond the pale of experience is
an illegitimate extension. Dialectical criticism lays bare the
unwarranted application of the categories to the transcendent.

5. Atman is the chief category of the permanent. In a restricted
but more prevalent usage, it means the soul or spirit, the subject of
experience; in a wider and more logical sense it is substance in
general. There are two principal views of the Self (Ztman): one is the
conception, in vogue with the Briihmanical systems, of a permanent
and immutable entity identical amidst changing states and therefore
different from them; the other is the Buddhistic conception of Ztman
as a conventional name (prajfiapti-sat) for a series of discrete
momentary states (skandharfipa), sensation and feeling, intellection
and conation. There is nothing unitary or identical amidst the
changing states, and nothing hidden beneath them as the Mman.
Like all existence, the mental states too are in a state of continual
flux. The Buddhists coined a very unattractive word-'pudgalaJb

grahanam pcrvabhagena pahcadbhagena varjanam;
tad dvayam naiva yasygsti sa gantapi na jayate. cS. IX, 16.
gamangbhimukha-dehyartham deSasya ptirvah prade4ah pipyate, pascad
deSasya paScZtprade4ah ca tyajyate. tena gantur gantrtvam utpreksyate.
anahSatvad yasya paramHnor a rimena pascimena cgvayavena grahanam
varjanam ca ngsti sa na gantg. C V. p. 51. This acute analysis of motion and
its inapplicability to the atom is not, to my knowledge, met with anywhere.
Hdir na vidyate yasya yasya madhyam na vidyate;
vidyate na yasysntah so'vyaktah kena dySyate. cS. IX, 18.
nasMh phalena yad dhetus tena hetur na SgSvatah;
yasmixih ca vidyate hetuh phalaxb tasmin na vidyate. cS. IX,18.

b
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for the Ztman. Besides these two principal views, there is the intermediary standpoint not only of the Jainas, but of the Vatsiputriyas
(SHmmitiyas) within the Buddhist fold itself. They held that the
Stman or pudgala was a sort of quasi-permanent entity neither
different from nor identical with the states like fire and fuel.1 The
PudgalZtmavZda has been universally condemned as a heresy by the
Buddhist schools, including the Mzdhyamika.
If the Stman were identical with the states (skandhalak~ana),it
would be subject to birth, decay and death. There would be as many
. ~ each self it could be urged that
selves (Stman) as there are ~ t a t e sOf
it was non-existent before it was born and would cease to exist
later. Further, it would have been produced without causes, each
self being a discrete independent entity, having no relation with the
p r e v i ~ u sThe
. ~ full weight of this criticism is realised when we consider
moral responsibility. As the former self has ceased to exist and a new
one has emerged into existence, the deeds done by the previous also
cease to exist; for, there is no longer that entity which performed
them. If the later self were t o experience the result of the acts of the
previous self, it would be a clear case of gratuitous burdening of
responsibility. All this is repugnant t o the implications of the moral
act and its consequences, as done and enjoyed by the same agents6
This view of the states being the self really identifies the act with
the agent, the feeling with the person who experiences the feeling.
pudgalZtmavZdinas t u punarantakcara-tirthakZh skandhebhyas tattvZnyatvZbhyZm avZcyam pudgalanZmZnam 2tmZnam icchanti. BCAP. p. 455.
Cf. also MKV. pp. 283-4: na caivam Ztm2 nityZ-nitya-bhiitah. tasya hi
skandhebhyas tattvZnyatvZvaktavyavan nityatvenZnityatvenZpyavaktavyatZ vyavasth5pyate. AKV. (p. 700) says: yathendhanam upZd2yggnih
prajiigpyata iti. dravyasan pudgalah. nlinyo nlinanya iti. svam upadanam
up5dZya prajii2pyarn5natviit. yo hi bhiivo nznyo nZnanya iti svam upadaya
prajfiZpyam2nah sa dravyasams tad yathZ1gnir iti VZtsiputriy2bhiprByah.
NZgZrjuna examines the VZtsiputriya conception of the Pudgalgtman in
his Mddhyamika Kdrikds I X (Pfirvapariksd)and the example of Fire-Fuel in
the next chapter (X Agnindhana Pariksa). BCAP.-pp. 455-6. T S . pp. I25 ff.
MA. VI, 127-8 (also quoted in MKV. p. 342).
nZpy abhiitv5 samudbhiito doso hy atra prasjyate;
krtako v5 bhaved BtmZ sambhiito vZpy ahetukah. MK. XXVII, 1 2 .
tasya piirvakasyltmanas tatra nastatv5d iha cgnyasyaiva codpadangt
pCrvakasyZtmana ucchedah syZt, tasminS c5,tmany ucchinne karmanam
adatta-phalZn2m ev5kraya-vicchedena vicchadat bhoktuh cabhavan n s a
eva syZt. atha piirvaken5tman5 krtasya karmana uttarenatmang phalaparibhogah pariltalpyeta, tath2pyanyena krtasya karmanah phalasyanyena
upabhogal; sy2t. MKV. p. 580.
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Such identification is unwarranted and cannot account for experience.
The feeling itself is not the feeler, a content is not the knowing of the
content. The subject of experience has to be accepted as indispensable
for the occurrence of any mental state. The Buddhists, as rigorous
exponents of the modal view, eschew the Ztman and replace it
completely by the states of feeling, sensat ion, conception and
volition. Memory, recognition, moral responsibility and transmigration are all attempted t o be explained on this hypothesis of substanceless momentary states-(upZidZna-skandhas). I t speaks not a little
for the dialectical insight of NZigZirjuna and his followers that they
are acutely alive t o the halting nature of the modal view (upgdgnam
evZt mZ) .
"The self is not the states that originate and cease; how can the
experiencing subject (upZdZt5) be identical with the experienced
states (up5d5na)?"l His main criticism of the modal view is that it
wrongly identifies the agent with the act, the subject and the object
(ekatvam kartrkarmanoh) . A multitude of qualities is not substance;
a bundle of states is not the self. Bereft of unity, they fall asunder and
make for disorder. The substance or self is the unifying factor which
integrates several acts, making mental life continuous and coherent.
The rejection of the Buddhist modal view of the Ztman by the
MZdhyamika does not of itself mean that he is committed to the
opposite view of an identical and changeless self (substance) different
from the states. As a keen dialectician, the Mgdhyamika is equally
aware of the pitfalls of the substance-view of the Ztman. He rejects
that too as a false view of the real.
The conception of the Ztman is variously formulated by the
different non-Buddhistic systems; but they all agree in considering
it as eternal, and as existing apart from the states and as identical
amidst change.' The main criticism of the MHdhyamika is that if the
Ztman were totally different from the states, it would be apprehended
apart from them, as the table is perceived apart from the chair. It is
not so perceived.3 and hence it is merely thought to exist owing to
transcendental t hought-construction. The Ztman is the egoit y
na copZd2nam ev5tmZ vyeti tatsamudeti ca;
katham hi nZmop5diinam up2dZtZ bhavisyati. MK. XVII, 6.
2tmZ tirthyaih kalpyate nityariipo'kartz bhoktz nirguno niskriyas ca;
kamcit kamcid bhedam ZSritya tasya bhedam y8tZ prakriyg tirthikzngm.
MA. VI, 121 (as quoted in MKV. p. 344).
anyah punar up5dZn5d 5tm2 naivopapadyate;
grhyeta hy anup2dZno yady anyo na ca gyhyate. MK. XXVII, 7.
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(ahamkzra) reflected in the states, enjoying a semblance of
independence, identity and permanence. I t is thus a construct
(vikalpa) read into the manifold of states.'
If the Htman were a real entity, there should be agreement about it.
On the contrary one's (self) Htman is anztma (non-self) for another,
and vice versa; and this should not be the case if it were an objective
reality.
The relation of the iitman with the states cannot be formulated in
any conceivable manner: whether the states are the self or different
from them; whether the states are in it, or it is in them; whether the
states belong to it, or vice versa, etc. There are obvious difficulties in
every formulation, and most of them have been considered already.3
I t might be asked: if the Ztman were not a real spiritual entity,
then who is the mover and controller of the bodily movements?
But how can an immaterial principle actuate a material thing like
the body or the sense-organs and mind4 etc. Changeless and allpervasive (sarvagata), atman is not active (ni~kriya);and without
action, the ztman cannot be an agent (karta). He cannot even
co-ordinate and synthesise the different states into a unity.5
As in the modal view, here too moral and spiritual life becomes
impossible, though for an opposite reason ; an unchanging at man
cannot be benefited by any spiritual discipline, nor can it deteriorate
if that effort were not made. In spiritual progress the atman cannot be
identical at any two stages of development. To say that the Htman
is not really bound or free, but owing to avidyii he wrongly identifies
himself with the body, sense-organs and mind, is to say that phenomenal life is the work of false belief and imagination (kalpanH). The
saving knowledge then is not that the real is iitman or anatma, but
that none of our conceptual patterns applies to it.
On the modal view, there are the different momentary states only;
there is no principle of unity. Mental life is inexplicable without the
See Ratndvali by Ngggrjuna as cited in MKV. p. 345. cf. the Kantian
doctrine that the Transcendental Ego (I) is an empty abstraction without the
categories and the manifold of sense-data.

= cs. XI3.
a

See MKV. pp. 432 ff. read with p. 341.
bhavasya nzsparhavatah preran8 n%majzyate;
tasrngd dehasya cestgy* kart2 jivo na jayate. cS. X, 5.
kriy8v8ii ch8hvato nZsti n a t i sarvagate kriy8;
ni~kriyonstitl-tulyo nairgtmyarh k i h na te priyam. cS. XII 7.
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unity of the self. On the substance-view, there is the unitary and
identical self rigid and standing aloof from the states which the Ptman
is presumed t o shape into order. The self of the BrLhmanical systems
is a bare colourless unity bereft of difference and change, which alone
impart significance to it. The self has no meaning apart from the
states and mental activity. The two are mutually dependent, and
hence unreal.
It might be thought that a view which contains the above two
standpoints, the self as a unity in combination with the diversity of
states, is in a position eminently to avoid the pitfalls of both the
extremes. Such a view was actually advocated by the Jainas and the
Sgmrnitiyas (VStsiputriyas) in their conception of the Pudgalathe Individual as neither identical with nor different from the states.
This doctrine is examined a t length in two chapters of the Midhyamika
Kirikis (Piirva ParZkgi and AgnZndhana ParZkga').
I t is difficult t o formulate any conceivable relationshipidentity
or difference or both (ekatva, anyatva etc.) between the 5tman and
the states (upSd5na). Does the Ptman (unity) exist before, after or
simultaneously with the states? If before, how is he apprehended at
all without the ~ t a t e s without
,~
the difference of mental content?
If the Ptman could exist without the states, the states too could exist
without the Ztman.= I t may be urged that it is not prior to all states
but only to particular ones. But how could it be prior to each one of the
particulars in turn if it were not prior t o all of them?' The Stman
cannot be posterior t o the states, as this would mean that the states
could exist without the direction of the agent (self).6 Nor are the two
simultaneous; for, only those two are simultaneous which can exist
apart from each other.6
tayo4 cop8deyop8d2troh paraspar8peksayoh karma-kzrakavad eva siddhir na svabhsviki . . . "karma-kartybhyamSe@n bhavan vibhsvayet." MKV.
PP. 189-90.
a darSana-Sravangdibhyo vedanadibhya eva ca;
yah pr2g vyavasthito bhzvah kena prajfiapyate'tha sah. MK. IX, 3.
MK. IX, 4.
sarvebhyo darhanadibhyo yadi piirvo na vidyate;
ekaikasmzt katham piirvo darhanadeh sa vidyate. MK. IX, 7.
MK. IX, 10.
prak ca yo darkanadibhyah szmpratam cordhvam eva ca; na vidyate'sti
nzstiti nivflt5.s tatra kalpanah. MK. IX, 12.
pflhak prthag asiddhayoh sahabhZv2darSanat Sakdyngayor iva atmopid&nay04 ca paraspara-nirapebayoh pflhak pflhag asiddhatvat sampratam api
nasti. MKV. p. 199.
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In defence of the reciprocal dependence of the Btman and the states
it may be pointed out that mutual dependence of two things does not
necessarily mean their unreality, but that both are real. Fire does not
exist apart from the fuel it burns and thrives on; on that account it
does not cease t o have a nature of its own as heat etc. The fuel too
is the wood that is ignited by the fire, but in itself it is derived from
specific s0urces.l If the two were identical, the subject and the object,
consumer and consumed, would become one; this is unwarranted. If
different,there should be fire without fuel, always lighted and without
effort.2 Relation is possible, it may be averred, between entities that
are different from each other.3 This is to accept their independent
existence. Such a contention would be tantamount to giving up their
mutual dependence. I n mutual dependence, as in the example of fire
and fuel, it is difficult to decide which is prior and which is posterior,
and which depends on which. In fact, neither has any nature of its
own; no distinction between the two is possible, as they are always
together, and neither of them can be had apart from the other.4
The difficulties implied in mutual dependence of things, as in the
adduced example of fire and fuel, infect the relation of gtman and the
states and every phenomenon such as substance and attribute, whole
and parts, cause and effect etc. A relational view of reality gives us
only appearance.
After an examination of the several views (dr~tis)with regard to
the Btman, NCigBrjuna concludes: "The self is not different from the
states, nor identical with them; (there) is no self without the states;
nor is it to be considered non-existent."
The MBdhyamika position may appear to be at variance with the
teaching of the Zuddha; on several occasions he seems to have asserted
the existence of the self. But there are texts which declare quite
MKV. p. 202. s8peksZnii.m api padZrth8n5m sasv5bhZvya darkanad evam
up5d2nas~pekso'pyupZdZtZ sasvabhZvo bhavisyati; up5dZtrs2peksam cop8danam ity agnindhanavad etau bhavisyata up2dZnop8diit2riiv iti.
MK. XI 1-3.
MKV. pp. 206 ff.
yolpeksya siddhyate bhgvas tam ev2peksya siddhyati;
yadi yo'peksitavyah sa siddhyatgm kam apeksya kah. MK. XI 10.
agnindhansbhyam vy8khyZta Ztrnopiidanayoh kramah;
sarvo niravakesena sgrdham ghats-patgdibhih.
MK. X I 15. MKV. pp. 213 ff.
evam nanya upSd2nZn na copadanam eva sah;
2tm2 nasty anupadgno napi nasty esa nihcayah. MK. XXVII, 8 .
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unequivocally that he denied the self.l The contradiction, however,
is but apparent. "The self does exist, the Buddhas have declared;
they have taught the 'no-self' doctrine too ; they have (finally) taught
that there is neither self nor non-self."' Buddha's teaching is adjusted
to the need of the taught as the medicine of the skilled physician is to
the malady of the patient. He does not blindly, mechanically, prescribe
one remedy t o all and sundry, He corrects those with a nihilistic
tendency by affirming the self, as there is continuity of karma and
its result; t o those addicted t o the dogmatic belief in a changeless
substantial Ztman and who cling to it, he teaches the 'no-self doctrine'
as an antidote; his ultimate teaching is that there is neither self nor
not-self as these are subjective device^.^ The Real as the Indeterminate
(Scnya) is free from conceptual c o n s t r u ~ t i o nThe
. ~ indeterminacy of
the Absolute allows freedom of approach; numberless are the ways
by which it could be reached. The sole condition is that the method
chosen should suit the disciple's disposition; this is the doctrine of
upZya-kauSalya (excellence in the choice of means), and it applies t o
every doctrine.6
The seemingly divergent utterances of Buddha may also be taken
as addressed not t o different inhviduals, but t o one in different
stages of spiritual development. The first task is to wean one away
from vice; and t o achieve this end the existence of self as meaning
continuity of karma and its result is taught; then to get rid of
attachment the NairZtmya Doctrine is preached; finally for realising
complete freedom the giving up of all views is insisted on?
The application of the Dialectic to some of the important categories,
Causality, Motion and Rest, Modes and Substance (Zitman), shows
the nature of the MZdhyamika method in cogzcreto. All views on any
problem can be formulated under four classes, the affirmative (sat),
MKV. pp. 354 ff. e.g. iitmii hi iitmano niitha etc. and niistiha sattva Btma
v2 dharmgs tu ete sahetukiih; aniitmiinah sarvadharmah etc.
iitmetyapi prajiiapitam aniitmety api desitam;
buddhair niitmii na ciiniitmii kahcid ity api dekitam. MK. XVIII, 6.
Cf. MKV. pp. 356-60 yatah caivam hinamadhyotbsta-vineya jan%ayananatvena iitm5niitmatadubhaya-prati~edhena Buddhiiniim bhagavatgm
dharma-dehan~pravyttii, tasmiin niistyiigamabiidho MBdhyamikiiniim. MKV.
P. 359.
MK. XVIII, 7.
sad asat sadasac ceti nobhayam ceti kathyate;
nanu vyiidhivakiit sarvam ausadharh niima jiiyate. cS. VIII, 20.
CS.VIII, 15.
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negative (asat), conjunctive assertion of both (ubhaya) and disjunctive denial (anubhaya). Every view is rejected as it reveals, on
critical analysis, inherent flaws that cannot be remedied by attention
and adjustment. Rejection of one view does not mean the acceptance
of the opposite or any other view. The Msdhyamika dialectic uses
reductio ad absu~dum arguments only (prasangSp5danam). The
Dialectic is criticism only; it is not itself a view or a synthesis of
view-points. Rejection of all thought-categories and views is the
rejection of the competence of Reason to apprehend reality. The
Real is transcendent to thought ;it is non-dual (Siinya), free from the
duality of 'is' and 'not-is.'

CHAPTER EIGHT

T H E M ~ D H Y A M I K ACONCEPTION OF
PHILOSOPHY AS P R A J ~ ~ P ~ R A M I T ~

I

I

CRITICISM OR DIALECTIC ITSELF IS PHILOSOPHY

I

T is usual to ask of a system of philosophy to give us its views
about ultimate existences--God, soul and matter. Systems are
labelled Monism, Dualism, Idealism, Realism, etc., according to
the nature of the answers given. The MHdhyamika philosophy is
no system in this sense. Nowhere is there any attempt to raise such
problems on its own initiative. The Dialectic is not a body of doctrines,
but their criticism. Philosophy, for the Msdhyamika, is not an
explanation of things through conceptual patterns. That is the way
of dogmatic speculation (drsti); but this does not give us the truth.
The Dialectic is intended as an effective antidote for this dogmatic
procedure of reason; it is the criticism of theories (SCinyatB
sarva-dntinsm) . The Dialectic itself is philosophy.
Criticism of theories is not another theory; SiinyatH of drstis is not
one more dygti, but is prajiis-their reflective awareness. I t has been
shown that to be aware of a dy&i (view), we must be aware of its
falsity. Reflective consciousness is necessarily the consciousness of
the false. As the MHdhyamika dialectic relentlessly exposes the
falsity of every philosophical view, each of which pretends to give
a complete and only picture of all things, it curbs the speculative
disposition of dogmatic Reason. It is a reversal of the natural
process of looking at things through set ideas, the disabusing of the
mind of a erzori notions which are the mainsprings of our empirical
ways of life.
The essence of the Msdhyamika attitude, his philosophy (the
madhyams pratipad), consists in not allowing oneself to be entangled
in views and theories, but just to observe the nature of things without
standpoints (bhfita-pratyavekss) . The RatnakiZ@ SzZra ( K i i ~ a P a parivarta) states the middle position thus:
"The Bodhisattva desiring to adopt the spiritual discipline must cultivate
Supra Chap. VI, Section entitled: "Is Siinyat&a Theory."
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the attitude of unceasing, critical alertness with regard to things (yonigo
dhar~naprayuktenabhavitavyam) . And what is this alertness? It is the
perception of all things in their true form (sarvadharm5n5m bhfitapratyaveksg). And again, what is the nature of this true perception?
Where, KHSyapa, there is not the viewing of things as atman (substance)
etc., that which does not take riipa, (matter), vedan8, samjfiz, samskgra,
vijfisna as eternal (nitya), or changing (anitya). That things are unchanging (nitya),this, K59yapa, is one end (antah);that they are changing
is another . . . that reality is substance (5tmeti) is one end; that it is only
modal (nairgtmyam iti) is another end; the middle between these two
extremes of 5tman and nairiitmya is the intangible, the incomparable,
non-appearing, not comprehensible, without any position . . . that verily
is the Middle Path-the vision of the Real in its true form.1
The Prajfii-Pdi.amit6 texts contain innumerable passages of the
same i m p ~ r t NZgZrjuna
.~
and his school, in rejecting all views and
systems and refusing t o advance a view of their own, have been
most consistent in this regard. Philosophy, for the Mgdhyamika, is
not a Weltanschaung; it is not the explanation of things on a particular
hypothesis or pattern, however grand this may be. That is the way of
science, and is valuable there, as the hypothesis can be verified by
appeal to sense-experience. The procedure, however, carries a necessary
limitation with it. Systems of philosophy adopt this procedure, but
discard the limitation; they seek t o comprehend the entire universe in
their scope and attempt t o reach the unconditioned. In the absence of
any objective criterion that might eliminate questionable and
inadequate views, the formulation of innumerable systems of thought
and their inevitable conflict are necessary consequences. Deadlock in
philosophy results. This should open our eyes t o the irrelevance of the
scientific met hod (hypothesis and explanat ion) in philosophy.
Adoption of the scientific method can only result in the identity of
science and philosophy to the detriment of the latter. Philosophy
becomes superfluous and pretentious. Positivism, as the restriction
of significant discourse t o the empirically verifiable, i .e. to science,
inevitably results; and positivism is inimical to true metaphysics.
The objective of all philosophy is to attain universality-knowledge
of the entire reality. Philosophical knowledge is thus distinguished
from the scientific, which is incomplete and piecemeal in character.
KdSyapafiarivarta, pp. 82-87.
a bodhisattvena mahzsattvena prajfigpgramit&y5m carat5 prajii5-pZramitZy2m bhgvayatg na r i p e sthgtavyam na vedan2y5m. . . ASP. p. 8.

.
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Again, philosophy claims t o give absolutely certain knowledge free
from every trace of the problematic, the doubtful and the false. It is
knowledge unaffected by contingencies of time, place and circumstance. There has also been the tradition that philosophy represents
the highest good, and that the philosopher realises all values. The
particular sciences and even the arts (literature and fine art) cater
merely to the physical and the cultural needs of man; they are thus
incapable of achieving the summum bonum.1
Philosophy has, however, been pursuing a method not in consonance
with its objective. Though the objective is exalted and far difierent
from that of the sciences and arts, philosophy has in the main adopted
the scientific method of hypothesis and explanation or the literary
method of imagination and construction. Systems of philosophy
have merely universalised the scientific method and given free scope
to the fiight of imagination. Little do they realise that a diKerent
ideal calls for a different method. This results in chaos and conflict;
it is not calculated t o give us universality and absolute certitude that
is the ideal of philoso~hy.
The Mgdhyamika system is unique in this respect that it rejects
the scientific or the literary method of explanation and speculative
construction as utterly unsuited to philosophy. For, t o pitch upon a
particular concept or even a combination of them to explain things is
beset with difficulties. There is nothing to justify the initial choice of
the concept or a priori notion; this is dependent on temperament and
is a matter of happy suggestion Like g e n i ~ sOnce
. ~ we accept a fundamental pattern, reasoning can get under way; we can then, and only
then, reject some other notions as inconsistent with or opposed to it.
This merely means that if you accept an idea, you are necessarily
committed to its implications, and not that you are committed t o the
Maitreyo bodhisattvo mahgsattvo na riipam nityam nznityam na rcpam
baddham na muktam atyanta-vihuddham ity abhisambhotsyate . . . evam na
vedangm na samskgrgn. . . . ASP. p. 200.
Ary8valokite6varo bodhisattvo gambhir8ySri.l prajii8pZramit8y8m caryQm
caram8no vyavalokayati sma; paiicaskandhzms tZnsca svabhZvaSiinyZn
pahyati sma. iha, S ~ r i ~ u t rriipam
a,
siinyatg, Siinyataiva riipam . . . Pra.jGiiPdramitii Hrdaya Siitra.
a Cf. What Hume says in this matter: "It is not solely in poetry and music
we must follow our taste and sentiment, but likewise in philosophy. When I am
convinced of any principle, it is only an idea which strikes more strongly upon
me. When I give the preference to one set of arguments above another I do
nothing but decide from my feeling concerning the superiority of their influence."
Treatise o f Human Nature. p. 103 (Selby-Bigge's Edn.)
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idea itself.' Moreover, the adoption of any ideal pattern necessarily
restricts our scope and narrows down our vision. The entire range of
reality is not, and cannot be, covered; determination is negation,
Universality eludes our grasp like the horizon. Besides, as already
pointed out, we have no means of settling the disputes among systems
of philosophy. With the met hod pursued, differences should increase
with time; and there are definite indications, as exemplified by the
history of philosophy both in the east and the west, that this reading
is correct. Differences tend to throw doubt on the doctrines of philosophy. Absolute certainty that we seek to attain in philosophy is an
ideal that cannot come about through this method.
The Mgdhyamika method is to deconceptualise the mind and to
disburden it of all notions, empirical as well as a priori. The dialectic
is not an avenue for the acquisition of information, but a catharsis;
it is primarily a path of purification of the intellect. As an ancillary,
purification of moral defilement is also enjoined. The method is
negative. Universality and certitude are reached not by the summation of particular points of view, but by rigidly excluding them; for,
a view is always particular. It is the abolition of all restrictions which
conceptual patterns necessarily impose. It is not nihilism, which is
itself a standpoint asserting that nothing is. The dialectic is rejection
of all views including the nihilistic.
The implication of the Mzdhyamika method is that the real is
overlaid with the undergrowth of our notions and views. Most of
them are a priori; this is a ~ i d y 5 which,
,~
in this system is equated
with ideal construction screening the real. The Real is known by
uncovering it, by the removal of the opacity of ideas (SiinyatL of
dr&i). Philosophy performs this uncovering function. It is both this
process and its culmination. Then the Intellect becomes so pure
(amala) and transparent (bhLvara) that no distinction can possibly
exist between the Real and the Intellect apprehending it. The Real
(tattva) can indifferently be called dharmat5 (Absolute) or prajfigpzramitl (Intuition). The Absolute as devoid of all determinations is
the inexpressible ground of all phenomena; Intellectual Intuition
Systems of philosophy offer no explanation of their initial principle. Every
system of philosophy can be exhibited as based on one fundamental principle.
Its various doctrines can be shown to follow from that principle, provided the
system is well-knit. Many systems do not possess even this internal consistency.
a Reference may be made to the discussion of the nature of avidyii in the
next chapter.

The Midhyamika Conception of Philosophy as Prajiiri- Pdramitci 2 13
(fiajfiiPBramit2) is also devoid of the two extremes ('Is' and 'Is not'
views). Emphasising the faculty of knowledge, the MZdhyamika
prefers to call the Absolute PrajiiCParamitl. Prajiig is not a special
faculty depending on causes and conditions; it is the intellect freed
of conceptual restrictions by the negative function of the dialectic; it
is the prius of all functions, and is the universal nature of the mind.
In most systems the negative method of criticism (parapakgnirakaranam) is employed. The purpose is to refute other views and
remove opposition, strengthening thereby the view advocated.
Criticism of other views is a means, not an end itself. Even in the
Vedhta and the VijfikavZda, the dialectic is in the service of a
theory of the Real which these systems uphold. Only in the MBdhyamika is the dialectic not a means but an end. Criticism itself is
philosophy.
Kant comes nearest to the MZdhyamika conception of philosophy.1
His Critique shows the futility of all views, of Reason itself, to reveal
to us the unconditioned; like the MZdhyamika dialectic, it exposes the
pretensions of dogmatic philosophy to give us pure knowledge. Like
the MZdhyamika, the Critique does not erect any view of its own on
the criticism of other views, convinced as it is that all views belong to
the phenomenal realm. There is, however, an important difference,
almost a vital one, between the MBdhyamika dialectic and the
Kantian Critique. For Kant the critique has no value per se; it is
intended to make the path safe for faith; and it is Practical Reason
that secures for Kant his noumenal values. The Critique of Pure
Reason is a brilliant luxury, and is but externally related to the
practical discipline which guarantees Freedom, Immortality and God.
In the Mgdhyamika, the dialectic itself is true metaphysic or philosophy par excellence. It is a t once Freedom from pain as freeing man
from Ignorance, the root cause of his suffering. And is his Perfection
as God (Tathzgata).
11

P H I L ~ ~ ~ P H I c A KNOWLEDGE
L
IS PRAJGA-NON-DUAL

INTUITION

The MBdhyarnika philosophy is a systematisation of the Pya+fiiramitd treatises:P D i ~ B g sums
a
up admirably the Prajfig-pkarnitP
Infra--Chap. XII.
a According to Chinese sources NBgHrjuna is the author of Mahd PrajMPfiamiti (Sfitra) Sistra (Nanjio No. 1169)a circumstance which might have
given rise to the allegation that the PrajfiipiSlarnito' SQtvas (AsmShasrikH etc.)
are his work. See Kimura . . MahcSya'na and H?naydna pp. 1 0 ff.
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teaching thus : "Praj fiiipiiramitii (Highest wisdom) is non-dual
knowledge, and that is the TathLgata. The treatise and the spiritual
discipline, as leading to this end, receive the same appellation."1
This is pregnant with implications.
Metaphysics or true philosophy (prajfiZ) is non-dual knowledgeIntuition of the Real. The possibility of intellectual intuition is not
only accepted but is taken to be the very heart of reality. It is the
Truth. In intuition, Knowledge
- and the Real coincide; essence and
existence are identical. It is non-dual as being the negation of the
opposites. Only when we look a t a thing from a distance, through the
mediation of concepts and viewpoints, is there the possibility of
discrepancy between what exists and our apprehension of it. Reason
works through differentia and distinction. I t cannot dispense with
the duality of the opposites without losing its nature as Reason. The
standpoint of Reason is that of a particular special viewpoint; it is
not universal or disinterested knowledge. Non-dual knowledge
(jfiZnam advayam) is the abolition of all particular viewpoints which
restrict and distort reality.
Non-duality, for the MZdhyamika, is not attained, as in Hegel, by
the synthesis of particular points of view, but by their n e g a t i ~ nA. ~
view is negated only when we are conscious of its falsity. The
consciousness of falsity means that what appeared as unitary and
simple is not really so, but turns out to be a bundle of contradictions.
And only as we analyse a content into its components and are thus
aware of its falsity, do we become reflective. To say then that the
MZdhyamika begins with the negation and falsity of judgment and
views is to say that metaphysic begins with criticism or reflective
consciousness.
I t is common ground between the Miidhyamika and the absolutist
systems such as Vij fiZnaviida and Vediinta that they all begin with
negation or consciousness of illusion.3 Absolutism is established in
-

prajfiiipiiramitii jiignam advayam sii tathiigatah; siidhyii tiidarthyayogena
tgcchabdyam granthamiirgayoh: This is from the PrajuiGpdramitd Pinddrtha
NirdeSa of Digngga, quoted in Haribhadra's AbhisanzayGlarikd~dloka twice.
(pp. 28; 153).According t o Obermiller, PrajEGpGramitdrtha Samgraha is another
name for this-Doctrine of Prajrid-Priramitd, pp. 5; 7. See also Buslon-Val. 1.
P. 51. Tucci has published the entire work with an English translation in the
JRAS. 1947, P P 53-75.
For a comparison of the Miidhyamika and the Hegelian Dialectic see
Chap. XII.
The V i m i a t i k d of Vasubandhu begins with an analysis of ream-illusion
(vijfiaptimiitram evaitad asadarthiivabhHsanHt). The B r a h m a SGlra Bh@ya
1

'
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all of them by the negation of duality as illusion. But the illusion with
which they start and the manner of formulating negation differ in
each system. The VedZnta and the Vijiianavada start with an
empirical illusion-the rope-snake or dream-object. For the VedZnta,
illusion consists in mistaking the given (Being) for something else,
in taking the 'this' as 'snake'. The 'this' is real; it is independent of
the act of knowing. Even for being mistaken as 'snake', the rope
('this') must already be there as the substrate. The 'snake', however, is
false because it has no existence apart from being known (dySyatvZt
mithy5): it is totally exhausted within the apprehension (pratibhhamztra-Sariratva). This analysis of the rope-snake illusion is applied
to the cosmic illusion. Brahman as Pure Being (sanmiitra) corresponds
to the 'this' and is real; phenomena as superimposed on the real
correspond to the 'snake'. l
For the Vijfianavzda, illusion consists in the wrong objectification
of what is essentially a state of consciousness (vijfiana): an idea is
mistaken for an external object (idam). In dreams and other illusions
there is wrong ascription of independent existence (objectivity) to an
idea or state of consciousness. The 'snake' is real as an idea, but its
supposed externality to consciousness as 'this' is unreal. This
analysis of illusion is applied to phenomena. The given object is
parikalpita (falsely constructed), while consciousness (vijii5na) is
indispensably real as the constructor of the unreal object .
There is a difference in the Vedanta and Vijfi5navZda analysis of
Committed as it
illusion that amounts almost to a tran~position.~
is to the reality of the given, the 'this' (idam) is real for the VedZnta;
the 'snake' as a creature of subjective construction is false. The
Vedanta analysis of illusion is realistic and is from the standpoint
of knowledge, where the object known is independent of the knowing
act and is the self-evident thing-in-itself (vastutantra). The
VijiiZnavMa analyses illusion from an opposite angle. The real in
this system is the constructive activity of consciousness which alone
invests things with significance. Independence of the subjective act
of knowing is here the very essence of the unreal; the 'this' (idam)
of Samkara likewise begins with the consideration of adhyzsa, and all Vedanta
treatises commence invariably with an analysis of illusion.
Advaita Siddhi. pp. 31 ff. (N.S. Edn.).

...

yadantar jiieyariipam tu bahirvad avabhaate.
m B T . pp. 15 and 2 2 .
The BhGmnti (p. 26, N.S. Edn.) makes this very significant analysis with
regard to Vijiignakhygti.
a
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in the context of the illusion, 'this is a snake', is false. Both the
Vediinta and the VijfiiinavPda have, however, one thing in common.
They start with a real that is experienced and which serves as the
ground (adhisthzna) for the appearance of the false. There are two
stages in their approach-first the analysis of an empirical illusion,
and second its analogical application to the world-illusion. This
imports an element of dogmatism; for do not the Vedznta and the
VijiiBnaviida extend what is true of the empirical to the unconditioned? Even granting that their analysis is correct, it is possible to
show that the analysis of an empivical illusion may not be applied in
toto to the world-illusion.
The proposition that all phenomena are illusory does not necessarily follow from the fact that empirical illusions occur. The problem
must present itself in all its generality affecting all things. The cue
for pronouncing the world illusory and something else real as
constituting the ground underlying it must be sought in an extralogical mode of knowledge. It was indicated in a previous section1
that the Vedznta starts with the reality of Being as revealed by the
Upani~ads;and the VijfiZnaviida bases itself on the deliverance of
the highest trance-states, where the object drops out leaving
consciousness as the sole reality.
Distinct from the above, the MZdhyamika starts with the worldillusion itself in all its directness and universality. He thus avoids the
dogmatic procedure of analogical extension employed by the VedZnta
and the Vij fignavgda. The world-illusion is presented to the MZdhyamika as the total and persistent conflict of Reason-the interminable
opposition of philosophical viewpoints. He is solely concerned with
the Transcendental illusion. As the several philosophical views are
views of reality, the MZdhyamika, in being aware of the illusoriness
of the views, is aware of the illusoriness of the world which is
characterised by these views. For instance, in rejecting the different
theories of causation (satkgryaviida, asatklryaviida etc.) the
MZdhyamika has rejected causation as a constitutive feature of the
real.
I t must, however, be said that the MZdhyamika dialectic, being a
criticism of philosophical standpoints, can get under way only when
the different systems have already been formulated. It cannot be an
original system. This may make the Mldhyamika philosophy appear
adventitious, as it has to depend on the chance-emergence of different
Chap. VI, Section V.
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systems and their opposition. It has, however, been shown that the
conflict is necessary and implicit in Reason itself. The MBdhyamika
system may be later in time, but its emergence is logically necessary;
the inner dynamism of philosophical consciousness leads to the
transcendentalism of the Mfidhyamika.
I11

DISTINCTION BETWEEN ADVAYA AND ADVAITA

In all the three absolutisms the highest knowledge is conceived as
Intuition, beyond all traces of duality. A distinction must, however,
be made between the advaya of the Mgdhyamika and the advaita
of the Vedgnta,l although in the end it may turn out to be one of
emphasis of approach. Advaya is knowledge free from the duality
of the extremes (antas or dystis) of 'Is' and 'Is not', Being and
Becoming etc. I t is knowledge freed of conceptual distinctions.
(Pure
Advaita is knowledge of a differenceless entity-Brahman
Being) or Vij fiBna (Pure consciousness). The Vij nHnav5da although
it uses the term advaya for its absolute, is really an advaita system.
'Advaya' is purely an epistemological approach; the advaita is
ontological. The sole concern of the MZdhyamika advaya-vZda is the
purification of the faculty of knowing. The primordial error consists
in the intellect being infected by the inveterate tendency to view
Reality as identity or difference, permanent or momentary, one or
many etc. These views falsify reality, and the dialectic administers
a cathartic corrective. With the purification of the intellect, Intuition
(prajfi5) emerges; the Real is known as it is, as TathatH or bhfitakoti.
The emphasis is on the correct attitude of our knowing and not on the
known.
On the ontological standpoint of the Advaita VedZnta, the emphasis
is on the thing known. When that is universal and devoid of difference,
the knowing faculty too gets concentrated and lost in it (brahma veda
brahmaiva bhavati) ; Brahma experience is non-dual (akhanda). The
primary aim of the VedZnta and the VijfiZnavZda is to seek the
truly real and suffuse the mind exclusively with it to the extent that
the mind becomes one with the real. Dialectic is employed to
Professor Bhattacharya in his Agarnu Sdstra (p. 102) draws the distinction
thus: "But there is a marked difference between the two terms advaitava'da
and advayava'da, while the former literally means the theory of non-difference,
i.e. the non-difference between or identity of (according to the school of
Sankara)jiva and brahman; the latter means the theory of non-bvo, i.e.,neither
of the two extreme views."
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demonstrate the falsity of the opposed views of the Real. The
VedPnta employs it to demolish difference (bheda), plurality (dvaita)
and particularity (pariccheda), thereby indirectly establishing the
sole reality of Pure Being as changeless, universal and self-evident.
The Vijfianavada employs the dialectic to disprove the reality of the
object and plurality; it thereby indirectly establishes the sole reality
of consciousness (vijiiana).
The MZdhyamika, however, has no doctrine of existence, ontology.
This would be, according to him, to indulge in dogmatic speculation
(drstivzda). To the Vedanta and VijfiHnavHda, the MZdhyamika,
with his purely epistemological approach and lack of a doctrine of
reality, cannot but appear as nihilistic (sarva-vainiiiika, ifinya-vgda).
The 'no-doctrine' attitude of the Miidhyamika is construed by Vedgnta
and VijiiZnavHda as a 'no-realit y' doctrine; they accuse the Mgdhyamika, unjustifiably, of denying the real altogether and as admitting
a theory of appearance without any reality as its ground (niradhi~thzna
bhrama). I n fact, the Miidhyamika does not deny the real; he only
denies doctrines about the real. For him, the real as transcendent to
thought can be reached only by the denial of the determinations which
systems of philosophy ascribe to it. When the entire conceptual
activity of Reason is dissolved by criticism, there is PrajfiZ-PiiramitZ.
The Astasihasriki declares in the clearest terms that PrajnZpiiramit2
is not to be construed as a doctrine of Elements, of Groups etc. These
conceptual devices do not obtain in reality. The non-apprehension of
things (yo'nupalambhah sarvadharmiinzm) is PrajfiZpZramit5.l
The method of the MHdhyamika is negative, not the result. His
denial of the views of the real is not denial of the real, and he makes the
denial of views-the dialectic itself-the means for realising the real.
MADHYAMIKA INTUITION (PRAJRA)
The intuition of the MZdhyamika (prajfig) has nothing in common
with sensory intuition, which is a specific empirical act. This occurs
when the sense-organs are stimulated by specific sense-data under
IV

T H E NATURE O F T H E

neyam, Subhiite, prajfigp2ramit2 skandhaho v2 dh2tuSo va 2yatanaSo vg
gakya nirde~tumv2 hrotum v2 . . . t a t kasya hetoh? skandha-dh2tv2yatanam
eva hi Subhiite Siinyam viviktam SZntam iti hi prajfigpZramit2 ca skandhadhatvgyatanari.1 cddvaya9.t~etad advazdh~k&~ak,
Siinyatv5d viviktatv2d evam
.Gntatv2n nopalabhyate. yo'nupalambhah sarva-dharm6ndk s6 prajE6flaramitetyucyate. yadS na bhava ti samjii2, samajiia-pra.jfiaptirvyavah2ras tad2 prajfigparamite tyucyate. ASP. p. 177.
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favourable conditions of response. It is a transitory act with a limited
content. But Prajfig is not a transitory state, being the very nature
of all things. Though realised in its pristine form in the highest
ecstatic states, it is not a special faculty with a limited scope; it is
the prius of all things-(prakytir dharm5nSm). Intuition must be
viewed as that generic and invariable form of knowledge of which
other modes of apprehension are species.' Anti-conceptualism notwithstanding, the intellectual intuition of the Mgdhyamika must not
be confounded with the Bergsonian view of Intuition. For Bergson,
Reason spatialises things; it freezes reality which is movement,
elan vital-the life-principle. The Real can be apprehended, according
to him, only by sympathetically identifying oneself with it. From the
examples that Berson suggests and his interpretation of the course of
evolution, it is evident that intuition for him is instinctuai in nature;
its position is infra-rational. I t would not be very wrong to say that
Bergson wants us to sink down to the level of birds and insects. He
does not prescribe any discipline for acquiring this faculty or for
suppressing reason. The PrajiiZ of the MZdhyamika, on the other
hand, is not instinct and cannot be identified with any biotic force.
It is supra-rational.
The dialectic does not bring Intuition into existence de novo;
it only removes the obstructions and limitations which have been
obscuring it. It is not an acquisition intrinsically, although it may
appear to be so for the individual undertaking the spiritual discipline.
There is novelty epistemically, not ontolopcally. As the non-dual
knowledge is not accretion of information, it is got not through any
special faculty, but by divestifying the mind of its natural disposition
to bifurcate and conceptualise.
Non-dual knowledge (prajfig) is contentless Intuition. Nothing
stands out against it as an other confronting it. I t is thus always described as advayZ (non-dual) advaidhikZr5 (non-bifurcated). It might
be truer to say that the absolute or the entire reality is its content
and not any particular limited object. On this account, the PrajilC
Pdramitd texts speak of the Intuition as unfathomable (gambhirg),
immeasurable (aprameyg) and Infinite (asamkhyeyg) ; it is really inexpressible,too deep for words, too universal for distinctions to apply.2
gambhir5, Bhagavan, prakrtir dharm5nZm. ASP. p. 192.
a na mayZ Ananda, prajiiZpZramitZyZh pramgnah vZ ksayo v5 paryanto
v i SkhyZtah. nZmak5ya-padakgya-vyaiijanak2yZh khalu punar Ananda
Pram2na-baddhZ, neyarh prajii2pZramitS pramZna-baddhQ.ASP. p. 467.
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The mind as it is freed of impediments (gvaranas) is perfectly
diaphanous, transparent. In that state it is non-distinct from the
real, and a description of the one is thus a description of the other,
Intuition is the Absolute.
In the Intuition of the Absolute there is not the consciousness of
realisation; for, that would militate against the purity and fullness of
the intuition. To be self-conscious of the thing known, we must stand
aside and away from it, distinguish it from ourselves and even cbntrast
our present knowledge with our previous state of non-knowing. This
is possible only in a discursive form of apprehension.'
The MBdhyamika conception of Philosophy as Prajfiaparamit~
(non-dual, contentless intuition) precludes progress and surprise.
Progress implies that the goal is reached successively by a series of
steps in an order, and that it could be measured in quantitative
terms. PrajfiB is knowledge of the entire reality once for all, and it
does not depend on contingent factors as a special faculty, favourable
circumstances or previous information. A progressive realisation of
the absolute is thus incompatible. Science which investigates the
contingent order of things is a body of information, collected and
collated by a team of workers investigating the field piecemeal; there
is successive growth in the volume of our knowledge. The concept of
progress is applicable to science, not to philosophy. It is, however,
possible to conceive of the progressive falling away of the hindrances
that obstruct our vision of the real. But there is neither order nor
addition in the content of our knowledge of the real. The modern
conception of philosophy as a universal science, co-ordinating and
weaving the findings of the various sciences into a coherent system,
is at variance with the Mgdhyamika conception of philosophy as
Prajfigpzramit Z.

In common with other Indian systems, philosophy for the
Mzdhyamika is not a theoretic consideration of things meant to
satisfy idle curiosity. Of most systems of philosophy in the West it
may be said that they have no ethical bearing; they could go with any
kind of ethics; and even dispense with that altogether.
For the MZdhyamika, philosophy starts with the negative judgment
sa cet, Subhiite, bodhisattvo mahzsattvah prajfigp8rarnit8m at~antavivikt5m iti sarhjsnite, na s5 prajfiZp8ramitii syZt. ASP. p. 440.
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or illusion. Illusion is the consciousness of the inapplicability of our
subjective notions to the real. On the practical side, it is the poignant
feeling of pain that provides the impetus for the search of a means to
end suffering. Pain is impeded willing-the inconsonance of our
desires with objective circumstances. As the secular means are
incapable of giving us complete and abiding freedom from pain,
recourse is to be had to philosophy. Freedom from pain is achieved
by the elimination of kle5as-the unconscious primordial passions
impelling man towards attachment and bondage. Prajiil is the negation of all vikalpa--conceptual constructions; it is the reaching of
non-dual knowledge, a state beyond the discursive level of Reason.
The end of practical discipline is the spiritual good, beyond the
duality of good and evil. The spiritual must be distinguished from the
moral, which is a social relationship based on justice. In the moral
there is still an opposition between one's good and the good of another.
Even in the individual there is the conflict between the good of the
moment and his real abiding good. The dialectic resolves the antinomical confict in reason by eliminating the root-cause of it-the
duality of 'is' and 'not-is'. Likewise, the spiritual discipline of
attaining the Enlightenment of Buddha-hood (bodhicittotpZda)
resolves the moral conflict between private and public good. The
spiritual is the consummation of all values; it is value par excellence.
"To achieve freedom from pain and attain blissJ', says Slnti Deva,
"let one, with strong faith, fix one's spirit on Enlightenment (bodhi)."1
It must not be thought that Intellectual Intuition (prajiil) and
Freedom are two parallel but independent processes. Freedom is the
practical implication of prajfil. Buddhist spiritual discipline had
always consisted of three parts-Sila (virtue), samldhi (contemplation) and prajiil (wisdom). Practice of virtue and contemplation are
ancillaries to the attainment of prajiil.2 A person assailed by passions
and distracted by worldliness cannot perceive the truth. And only
on perceiving the truth is one completely freed of passions.
Broadly, the discipline can be divided into two stages: bmatha
(control of mind) and vipaSyanl ( I n ~ i g h t )In
. ~ the more elaborate
duhkantah kartukaena sukhgntam gantum icchatH; Araddh8miilari.1
drdhikflya bodhau kPry2 matir drdha. SS. p. 2 .
bhavaduhkha-Sat~nitartuksmair api sattva-vyasanini hartukHmaih; bahusaukhya-hathi bhoktukgmair na vimocyam hi sadaiva bodhicittam. BCA. I, 8.
imam parikara~sarvam prajiiHrtharh hi munir jagau;
tasmPd utpsdayet prajfigxb duhkhanivyttikHnk~yB.BCA. IX, I .
BCAP. pp. 348 ff.

'
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doctrine of the Six Plramitls (Excellences or Perfections), the first
five (dlna, Sila, kslnti, virya and dhylna) are preparatory to the
last-prajiiz (Intuition) which crowns them. In a celebrated passage
it is pointed out that prajiil is the leader
in the Astaslihas~ikd,~
(nlyaka) of the plramit 2s; the latter are blind and directionless
without praj 88. Nor are they plramitls (Infinite) without prajfig;
that alone can con~pletethem. Practice of separate virtues and
disconnected acts of contemplation cannot impart that unity and
singleness of purpose so essential for spiritual life. The entire man is
to be harnessed for this effort. I t is prajfil which informs and directs
the whole process from the beginning.
Freedom is a negative process; it is not the accumulation of merit
or accession of power, but the removal of hindrances (kleilvarana)
which cover the real. Attachment and aversion (the root-kleSas) are
themselves dependent on imaginative construction (kalpanZ).2 It is
as we invest things with glowing or grisly attributes that we attach
ourselves or evince aversion to them. I t cannot be maintained that
things are inherently, objectively, attractive or otherwise; for, what
is liked by one is disliked by another, while a third may be indifferent
to it.3 This shows the inherently subjective character of these basic
attitudes. Because the kleSas are subjective, they can be helped; we
can be freed of them. NZgBrjuna analyses the nature of bondage and
freedom thus : "Of constructive imagination are born attachment,
aversion and infatuation, depending (respectively) on our good, evil
and stupid attitudes. Entities which depend on these are not anything
by themselves. The kleSas are unreal."4 "Freedom (moksa) is the
paramatviit sii prajiiiipiiramitii niimadheyam labhate . . . tasmiit tarhy,
Qnanda, sarvajfiatiipariniimita-kuSala-miilatviit prajfiii-piiramitii pancanam
pgramitiiniim piirvangamii niiyikii parinzyikii. ASP. p. 81.
evam eva, kaukika, diinam Silam ksgntir viryam dhyiinam ca prajfiZp8ramitgniimadheyam labhate. jztyandhabhiitam bhavati vinii prajfiiipiiramitayz
apariniiyakatviid abhavyam sarvajiiatiimiirgiivatgriiya,kutah punah sarvajfiatiim anuprQpsyati. yadii punah .
prajfiiipiiramit2-parigyhitam bhavati tad8 pzramitii niimadheyam piiramitg
Sabdam labhate. ASP. p. 172.
a Cf. cS. VIII, 3. vinii kalpanayiistitvarh riigiidin5m na vidyate; bhiitiirthah
kalpanii ceti ko grahisyati buddhimiin.
a Cf. cS. VIII, 2 . tatraiva rajyate kaScit kaScit tatraiva dusyati; kahcin
muhyati tatraiva tasmiit kiimo nirarthakah.
samkalpaprabhavo riigo dveso mohaS ca kathyate;
SubhiiSubha-viparyiisiin sambhavanti pratitya hi.
SubhiiSubha-viparyiisiin sambhavanti pratitya ye;
te svabhiiviin na vidyante tasmiit klekii na tattvatah. MK. XXII, 1, 2 .

. .
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cessation of karma and kleia (acts and passions); these arise from
vikalpa (imagination);this ceases with the knowledge of their falsity
(SCnyatH)."I
Siinyata is the antidote for all kleSas.' When the real is not (mis)
apprehended as an ens nor a non-ens there is cessation of kalpanii.
There can then be no gain or loss, elation or depression.This
doctrine is as old as Buddha himself. A verse attributed to Buddha
says :
"Desire, know I thy root ; from imagination (sankalpa) thou springest;
No more shall I indulge in imagination; I will have no desire any more."

The Msdhyamika doctrine of freedom implies that complete
spiritual regeneration of man is possible; the human mind can be
educated and trained. The problem is essentially one of knowledgeinsight into the nature of the real. The supremacy of the intellect and
its absolute power t o control and eradicate passions is the rock on
which the MZdhyamika spiritual discipline is built. Not the will but
the intellect is the supreme faculty to which others are subject. Truth
is the highest value. This is at variance with the Kantian conception.
For Kant, the good will is higher and more valuable than the Intellect. There is a deep conflict between the theoretical and the practical
Reason, and Kant's predilections led him t o ascribe superiority t o the
latter.
In the Vediinta and VijfiHnavHda too, there is the identity of
Intellectual Intuition and Freedom; they also subscribe to the
supremacy of knowledge over will. A distinction can, however, be
made between the Miidhyamika doctrine of Freedom and that of the
Vedgnta. Freedom in the VedHnta follows from knowledge of the
identity of the self with Brahman. The abandonment of the particular
standpoint of the ego and identification with the universal Being
(Brahman) makes passions (attachment and aversion) impossible;"
MK.XVIII, 5.
hfinyatg duhkhahamani tatah k i h jayate bhayam. BCA. IX, 56.
a BCA. IX,152: evam hiinyesu dharmesu kim labdham kim hoam bhavet;
satk@ah paribhiito va kena kah sambhavisyati.
' kama jgngmi te mfilam sankalpgt kila jzyase; na tvZm sankalpayisy8mi
tat0 me na bhavisyasi. Quoted in MKV. p. 350; 451.
Cf. also Dhammapada 153-154.
tatra ko mohah kah Soka ekatvam anupaAyatah-ISa'
Upanisad. yatra
sarvarn atmaivgbhiit-By. Up.

'
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there is 110 other which you can like or hate. Freedom is the
consequence of the attainment of universality (sarvBtmatva). In the
Vij iiiinavgda the realisation of the sole reality of consciousness means
the unreality of the other-the object. Without the reality of the
object, no attachment or aversion is possible. In the MBdhyamika it
is more direct. Siinyata (Intellectual Intuition) as the dissolution of
the conceptual function of mind is freedom. There is not first the
suflusing of the mind with Brahman or VijfiBna which makes passion
incompatible with it. The difference between the two standpoints
in this regard is but one more implication of the fact that Vediinta
and VijiiBnaviida have an ontologv, a doctrine of the real, and employ
a , is no doctrine of
the dialectic as a means. For the ~ B d h ~ a m i kthere
being; dialectic itself is philosophy.

PrajiiB-pBramitB, as non-dual knowledge, is equated with
TathBgata-the Perfect Being, God.2 We are asked to apprehend the
Buddha as dharmakiiya, as one with the absolute. The conception
of BuddhakBya is essentially religious. The Tathiigata is viewed not
merely as the reality of all being (SfinYat2 or Bhfitakoti), but as a
Person endowed with all divine qualities and powers. He has ten
powers (dagabala), four grounds of confidence (catviiri vaiGradyiini)
and eighteen unique attributes or perfections (a~tMasPvenikL
dharmBh). The personality of the TathBgata cannot be doubted.
He is credited with a free phenomenalising activity by which he
assumes a t will, actuated by infinite compassion, forms to succour all
beings. He is not invested with creative and other cosmic functions
as in the Brahmanical conceptions of Iivara. Karma accounts for the
existence of the universe and gradation of beings (karmajam lokavaicitryam). Out of compassion, Buddha saves all beings. His
compassion is a free act of grace; it knows no distinction and suffers
from no limitation of time or extent. I t is this mahBkarunB which
To illustrate the distinction. Sex-love can be got over by directing the
mind t o the Transcendent which grips i t so entirely that sex ceases to have
any attraction. Or, i t can be got rid of by being conscious of its inherent hollowness. The latter alternative is analogous t o the Madhyamika discipline.
uktam hyetad bhagavatfi: dharmakHy5 buddhfi bhagavantah. n2 kha11.1
punar imam, bhiksavah, satkfiyam k5yam manyadhvam. dharmaksyaparinispattito mLm bhiksavo d r a k ~ y a n t yesa ca tath2gatakHyo bhctakotiprabhavito drastavyo yad uta ~ r a j i i a ~ ~ r a r n ASP.
i k i . p. 94.
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makes the Tathggata the Deity, a personal God. He takes individual
interest in beings and continuously strives for their good.
A difference is sometimes made between Praj ABpLramitL (Absolute)
and the Tathggata, the personalised aspect of the Absolute. Prajiia
is taken as the matrix from which the TathZgatas have sprung.'
Godhead is a manifestation, a particular phenomenalisation of
DharmatZ which is transcendent. There is no restriction as regards
the number and form of the Tathggatas. According to the needs and
circumstances, the Buddhas arise and manifest themselves. A
personal god is in some sense lower in the hierarchy of the real. The
relation of the Deity (tathggata) to the Absolute (prajiig, Siinyatg)
is one-sided; the former depends on the latter, and not vice versa.
It is a free identity; metaphysically, the Tathggata is a principle
of a lower order than p r a j f k 2
The acceptance of God may appear to be a n after-thought and
even unwarranted in the MZdhyamika system. Buddhism has always
laid stress on self-effort; it has even repudiated kvara.' It has been
a religion of works than of grace. Simultaneous with the revolution
in Buddhism which changed it from the radical pluralism of the
HinayPna to the absolutism of the MahBygna, there was felt the need
for a mediating principle between the absolute and phenomenal
beings. Buddha is that mediator. I n PrajfiZ he is identical with the
absolute; but as a human being subjecting himself to all the limitations, he is a t once phenomenal. Buddha soon came to be deified.
His enlightenment was not an accident; it was deliberately and
freely chosen by the Deity. And Gautama the Buddha is just one of
those innumerable manifestations in the past and the future. Nor
is Buddha different from other beings. In essence they are identical
with him; every being is Buddha in the making. "The Buddhas were
subjected to a six-fold process of evolution; they were multiplied,
immortalised, deified, spiritualised, universalised and ~ n i f i e d . "The
~
process, however, is not historical or accidental. The logical necessity
to find a mediating principle between the Absolute and phenomena
ASP. p. 254.In the invocation to PrajfiBpBramit5 (ASP. p. I)it is explicitly
stated that Prajiia is the matrix of all the world-teachers, the Buddhas.
yo' dhika janayitri ca mat2 tvam asi vatsalg;
yad buddha lokaguravah putras tava krp8lavah.
The position of fSvara in the Vedanta is analogous to this.
BCA. IX,119 ff. (BCAP.p. 544 ff.) MKV. 77. TSP. pp. 414 ff"a.r
Dayal-The Bodhisattva Doctrine, p. 28.
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has given rise to the religion of the MBdhyamika and the acceptance
of God.
There can be no religion without the consciousness of a being that is
transcendent. A contrast must be felt between the exalted Being
(God)and the finite creatures. Semitic religions- Judaism, Christianity
and Mahommedanism-magnify this difference t o the extent of
creating an unbridgeable gulf between the two; the difference between
the two is one of kind and is eternal. These religions minimise and
even ignore the basic fact of the affinity of God and man as spirit.
The two cannot differ in kind, as this would mean lack of relationship;
man cannot worship a mere other, and God would not condescend to
save man. Any relation, even the relationship of worshipper and
worshipped, presupposes a fundamental unity which provides the
platform for these differences that are relative. This aspect of religion
is emphasised by the philosophical religions of India, Vediinta,
Buddhism and even Jainism. God and man are not different. How
can religious consciousness obtain without difference, in the absence
of the contrast between the transcendent being and finite beings, it
might be asked. The difference, however, need not be that of one
thing and another differing eternally in kind, but one of states or
stages of the same being; there is enough contrast felt between the
ideal and the actual t o sustain the religious consciousness.
A necessary implication of the non-difference between God and
man is that both of them have t o be considered as aspects of a more
basic being-the Absolute ; they are appearances and not ultimate.
God is a personal manifestation, the individualisation, of the Absolute.
As this is a free phenomenalisation, there is no conceivable limit to
the number, form and occasion of these manifestations. All beings
have also t o be considered a s God; Buddha (Gautama) is not the only
instance of man attaining perfection. Absolutism translated in terms
of religion can only be a Pantheism. I t is necessarily committed to the
unity of all beings, the identity of God and man and the transcendence
of the Absolute. All this is exemplified in the M~dhyamikareligion
of the Triple Body of the Buddha (Trikzya).
The conception of PrajiiBpgramitii is the distinctive feature of the
Mgdhyamika system. That dominates every part of its philosophyits metaphysic, ethics and religion. Praj iiii is the non-dual knowledge
(jfiBnam advayam). As pointed out before, the dialectic reaches its
fruition through three 'moments': the antinomical conflict of opposed
views of the real advanced by speculative systems (d&ivZda); their
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criticism, which exposes their hollowness (itinyatz); and intuition of
the Real in which the duality of 'is' and 'not is' is totally resolved
(prajiiz). I t is the Absolute beyond Reason. Implicit in the process,
Pra j fig guides the entire dialectical movement.
PrajfiZ as non-conceptual knowledge removes avidyg, which, in
this system, is the inveterate tendency t o conceptualise things.
Passions (attachment and aversion), all of which have their origin
in this tendency, cease on the attainment of prajiiz. Prajfiii is not
merely Intellectual Intuition but Freedom as well.
Praj iiZpZramitZ-the Absolute-is also identified with Tat hZgata
-the Deity who is its freely phenomenalised aspect. Essentially a
fact of religious consciousness, the TathZgata serves as the principle
of mediation between the Absolute (9iinyatZ) and phenomenal beings.
This is the logic implied in the admission of the Triple Buddhakgya.
Anything like an adequate treatment of the implications of the
PrajiiZpZramitZ conception would have to consider Praj ii5 (Intuition)
as Absolute, as Freedom and as TathZgata.

CHAPTER NINE

ABSOLUTE AND PHENOMENA

RAJNAPARAMITA as non-dual Intuition is the Absolute.
This was shown in the last chapter. The converse is equally
significant. The Real is non-dual-free from all empirical
predicates and relation. I t is Sfinyapdevoid of every kind of
determination. The Real (tattva) is invariably defined, in the
Miidhyamika treatises, as transcendent to thought1 as non-relative,
non-determinate, quiescent, non-discursive, non-dual. All possible
modes of predication are classified under four heads: bhiiva (existence,
affirmation) and abhiiva (non-existence, negation) are the primary
modes which are conjointly affirmed (ubhayam) or disjunctively
denied (na bhiivah, naiviibhgvah) to make the third and the fourth
class of predicates respectively. Tattva cannot be characterised by
. ~ point has
any of these predicates taken singly or in c o m b i n a t i ~ nThis
been reiterated with regard to all categories of thought--causality,
motion, substance, Relation, Self (iitman) and modes.
Different systems of philosophy which conceive the Real on any of
these conceptual patterns are also criticized, and the inherent flaw
in their attitude is demonstrated. The dialectic demonstrates, by a
series of reductio ad absurdurn (prasangiipiidana) arguments that
phenomena and the categories which define them are relative, valid
only under certain conditions. A thing is significant as it is related
causally or otherwise to other things. I t is nothing apart from the
spatio-temporal continuum on which it depends for its existence. It
is a narrow, false, view that considers particular entities as
independent things in themselves. "There is no entity", says
NZgiirjuna, "that is not dependent. An absolute non-relational entity
buddher agocaras tattvam buddhih samvfiir ucyate. BCA. IX, 2 .
apara-pratyayam S2ntam prapaficair aprapaficitam;
nirvikalpam aniiniirtham etat tattvasya laksanam. MK. XVIII, 9.
Cf. the celebrated verse quoted at various places. (BCAP. p. 359; Sawa
Dadana Sangraha Chap. on Bauddha Darbana): na san niisan na sadasan na
capyanubhayiitmakam; catuskoti-vinirmuktarh tattvam Madhyamika viduh.
This is probably from Saraha. See Subh6;itasamgrahah.
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(a5iinyo dharmah) does not therefore exist. "l Relativity or dependence
is an invariable mark of the unreal. The Real (tattva) is the absolute,
self-conceived and self-existent (apara-pratyayam). Conversely, the
dependent is an appearance. Pratit ya-samutpgda is thus equated
~ unreal lacks a nature of its own
with Siinyatii, ~ n r e a l i t y .The
(nihsvabhgvatz).
Two considerations stand out prominently in the Miidhyamika
notion of the Absolute: its utter indeterminateness and the consequent
non-accessibilit y to Reason. The one emphasises the logical nature
of the absolute; the other the mode of its apprehension. The Absolute
is very aptly termed Siinya, as it is devoid of all predicates. Even
existence, unity, selfhood and goodness cannot be affirmed of it. One
is precluded from asserting that it "is" (sat), a positive ens (bhgva).
It would then be subject to origination, decay and death; there is no
empirical existence which is free from these characteristic^.^ An
entity has its being in an environment; it derives all its meaning as
co-operating with other entities which together make the universe;
it affects and is affected by other entities; technically, it is samskrta;
but the absolute is not such an entity.4 Moreover, in conceiving it as
a bhzva (ens), we have perforce to take it as engendered by specific
causes and conditions; it is not anything by i t ~ e l f If
. ~ the Absolute
could not be conceived as bhgva, a fortiori the category of nonexistence (abhgva) cannot apply to it. Non-existence, as cessation,
comes into being on the destruction of things that had been e x i ~ t i n g . ~
The Absolute as Nirvgna is conceived by some as the cessation of all
desires and aversions. This implies that it was not existent before the
destruction. The Absolute then would be as much subject to temporal
limitation as the desires and aversions on whose cessation it supervenes.
Moreover, the cessation has to be brought about by the operation of
certain forces and conditions. And as these may not always be
MK. XXIV, 19. Cf. cS. IX, 2 ; hetupratyaya-sgmagrim pratitya jgtasya
PargyattZitmalgbhasya pratibimbasyeva kutah sasvabhgvaa. BCAP. p. 354.
a yah pratityasamutp3dah SiinyatZm tgm pracaksmahe. MK. XXIV, 18.
yQ pratitya-samutpgdah SiinyatS saiva te mat3;
bhiivah svatantro ndstitz simhangdas tavgtula. quoted in BCAP. p. 417.
bhQvastavan na nirvgnam jargmarana-laksanam;
prasajyetasti bhgvo hi na jargmaranaxh vin8. MK. XXV, 4.
bh5vaS ca yadi nirviinam nirvana& samskytah bhavet. MK. XXV,5.
MK. XXV, 6 .
yady abh3vaS ca nirvsnam anupPd5ya tat katham;
nirv3qam na hy abhsvo'sti yo1nup5d3yavidyate. MK. XXV, 8.
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available, the Absolute has to depend on the off-chance of their
occurrence.
These difficulties might be avoided, it might be thought, if nonexistence were taken as a n other to existence or as its opposite. This
would be a species of existence and is subject t o the objections already
urged with regard to the conception of existence. Or, if it is a nonentity, like the square-circle, hare's horn etc., then it is a mere name
and less than nothing.
At tempts to combine the concepts of existence and non-existence
are less plausible. Hegel has made familiar the notion of a synthesis
which unifies and yet retains the differences in its grip. Neither the
diff erents without the unity nor the bare unity without the difierences
are significant in his view. The real is a concrete whole, a universal
which subsumes particulars without annulling them.
Without entering into the intricacies and details of the Hegelian
conception of the Absolute, it may be pointed out that the MZdhyamika system has had before it such a synthetic view of the absolute
in the third alternative, (bhzva and abhzva, sat and asat). It has
rejected this pattern too as not applicable t o the absolute. If the two
ingredients, existence and non-existence or identity and difference,
retain their nature in the synthesis, the combination is subject to the
. ~ should have
difficulties urged with regard to each a l t e r n a t i ~ e We
added t o our difficulty by creating some more problems: the manifest
incompatibility in affirming two opposed characteristics at once3
and the necessity of formulating a new relationship between the
composite synthesis on the one hand and the components on the other.4
The considered MBdhyamika criticism is that reciprocity or mutual
dependence of unity on difference and vice versa is a mark of the
~ n r e a lThis
. ~ detracts from its nature as absolute. Bound up with the
above is the contention that such an absolute is within Reason
(buddhi), is Reason itself. But buddhi hides the real nature of the
MKV. pp. 529-30.
a MK. XXV, 11-13.
bhaved abhfivo bhiivaS ca nirviinam ubhayatn katham;
na tayor ekatr Sstitvatn glokatamasor yathfi. MK. XXV, 14.
For a fuller criticism of the Hegelian conception reference may be made
t o Chaps. V and XII.
yo'peksya siddhyate bhiivas tam evzpeksya siddhyrtti;
yadi yo'peksitavyah sa siddhyatfim karn apeksya kah. MK. X, 10.
parasparfipelrsayoh karmakiirakavadeva siddhir, na sviibhsviki.
MKV. p. 189.
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absolute. Hegel's absolute is the samvyti (Appearance) of the
Mgdhyamika.
The fourth alternative of the negation of both existence and nonexistence does not appear t o be more convincing. Granting that this
is true, how is one t o know that to be so? There is no ego in NirvBna,
as the psychic functions and states are admittedly absent there.'
If the category of existence or non-existence cannot be applied to
the absolute, there is less justification for applying other categoriespermanence, change, substance (gtman) modes, unity, plurality, et c.
Whatever may be the empirical value of these categories as devices
for interpreting phenomena, they are not assignable determinations
of the absolute. The MBdhyarnika dialectic relentlessly exposes their
relative and empirical character. They belong t o the region of the
empirical truth-samvyti satya.
It might be considered that we are stretching the point too far;
the terms Being, Substance, Unity, Becoming, Plurality may be used
in a slightly different but legitimate sense to characterise the ultimately
real. Such confidence, however, is born of dogmatism. There is no
term, concept or category, however exalted and general, that can
apply both t o the absolute and phenomena unz voce. The two never
stand on the same plane; they cannot be related, compared or
contrasted. Words do not denote the absolute in any recognisable
sense. The Absolute is incommensurable and inexpressible; it is
utterly transcendent t o t bought-Siinya.
"Appellation ceases with the absence of the objects of thought: The
absolute as the essence of all things is not born, nor does it cease to be.'I2

11

CONSIDERATION

OF

SOME MISCONCEPTIONS
(THE ABSOLUTE)

ABOUT

SUNYATK

If nothing can be predicated of the Absolute and no terms can be
applied to it, how then do we continue to speak of it? How can it be
cognised at all as the ultimately Real?
The Absolute, it is true, is not known in the way that particular
phenomena are known. As their reality, however, it is known as the
I.

MKV. p. 533.
nivfltam abhidhatavvam nivrtte cittagocare;
anutpannzniruddha hi nirvanam iva dharmaa. MK. XVIII, 7.
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implicate, the norm of all things. The Absolute does not possess any
attribute of its own; but its presence can be indicated even by an
ascribed mark (samlropZt).l I t is asked: HOWcan the anaksara
(literally, the inexpressible) be understood and taught (declared)?
The absolute is known as the reality of the appearances, what they
falsely stand for. By discovering, removing, the superimposed
character of phenomena, the true nature of the absolute is revealed.
Technically, this is called adhyiirop8pavZdanyZya-the method of
removal of the ascription. Phenomena are utilised as devices (upzya)
to reach the unconditioned (paramgrtha) which is their end (upeya).
There is no other means of expressing the inexpressible.2
Although an ascribed character may not constitute the real, yet it
can indicate it as its ground. Even an ascribed mark can serve the
purpose of definition. In one sense, it may be said that the cognition
of everything is the cognition of the absolute; because it is that which
appears under these varied and veiled forms.a In another sense, the
absolute is not known through any of these forms; for it is not a
particular entity. We really know it when nothing else is before us.
~ Absolute is totally free from
The real language is ~ i l e n c e .The
conception; it is not open to thought.
The transcendence of the absolute must not be understood to mean
that it is an other that lies outside the world of phenomena. There are
not two sets of the real. The Absolute is the reality of the apparent
(dharmiiniim dharmatz) ; it is their real nature (vlstavikam riipam).
Conversely, phenomena are the veiled form or false appearance of
the Absolute (sLmvytam riipam). If this position is discountenanced
and two reds are accepted, there would be no point in calling one of
them the absolute and the other appearance. Both would be equally,
unconditionedly, real. The absolute, as lacking determinations and
without any recognisable content, would even be less real than the
anaksarasya dharrnasya Srutih kii dedan8 ca kii; Sriiyate deSyate c2pi
samiiropZd anaksarah. Saying of Buddha quoted in MKV. p. 264, BCAP.
P. 365.
MK. XXV, 10. tasmiin nirviinSdhigamopZyatv8d avahyam eva yathgvasthit8 samvytir Zd8v abhyupey8, bhSjanam iva saliliirthin8. MKV. p. 494.
a Brahman, in the Vediinta, is likewise taken as unknown (avedya) and at
the same time as known in all cognition (sarvapratyayavedya).
yo'nupalambhah sarvadharmZn5xh sa PrajiiapiiramitZ. ASP. p. 177.
yadii na bhZvo ngbhiivo mateh sarfitisthate purah:
tadanyagatyabhavena nir8lambanS praSZmyati. BCA. IX, 35.
paramartho hy Bry5pS.m tfisnimbhiiva eva. MKV. p. 57.
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empirical. The absolute is the only real; it is identical with phenomena.
The difference between the two is epistemic-subjective and not real.
In full accordance with this, Niiggrjuna declares that there is not the
least difference between the Absolute and the universe:' "The
Universe viewed as a whole is the Absolute, viewed as a process it is
the phenomenal-Having regard to causes and conditions (constituting all phenomena; we call this world)-phenomenal world. This
same world, when causes and conditions are disregarded, i.e. the
world as whole, sub specie aeternitatis) is called the A b s o l ~ t e . " ~
Some absolutists have fallen into the illusion that there is a
double process-the initial transformation of the Absolute into
phenomena and its later reconversion to its pristine state through
knowledge. The Vijfiiinaviidins invariably speak of consciousness as
undergoing the process of defilement (samkleh) and purification
(vyavadiina). I n the pre-Sankara VedZnta too we find a similar
notion of retransformation of the world into Brahman (prapaiicapravilaya) implying that there had been an original degradation of
Brahman.
All this is wrong according to the Miidhyamika. There has been no
initial fall, and there is no need for re-transformation. Nirviina, says
NiigZirjuna, is non-ceasing, ~ n a c h i e v e dThere
.~
is only the dissolution
of false views (kalpaniik~aya),but no becoming in the real. The
Absolute has always been of one uniform nature (tathatii, sarvakglam
tathSbhiivZt). In the last resort, the consciousness of achievement too
is subjective.
The function of the Miidhyamika dialectic is not to bring about a
change in things, but in our mentality. Therefore it is declared in the
texts that through wisdom the real things are not made unreal; things
themselves are unreal.6 Siinyatii is not an arbitrary prescription to
2.

na samsZrasya nirvZnZt kixhcid asti visesanarn;
na nirvanasya saAsZrZt kimcid asti vse~narn.MK. XXV, 19.
Cf. also: tathagato yatsvabhavas tatsvabhzvam idam jagat. MK. XXII, 16.
a ya Zjavam-javibhZva up5dZya pratitya vZ;
so1pratity8nup8dZyanirvZnam upadiSyate. MK. XXV, 9.
(Stcherbatsky's Translation. Nivvdna p. 48)
a Cf. The prapafica-pravilaya-vHda of Bhartqrapafica, Sankara's B k d ~
on Br. Siit. 111, ii, 21.
"prahinam asamprgptam anucchinnam aSZSvatam;
aniruddham anutpannam etan nirvZnam ucyate. MK. XXV, 3.
yan na AiinyatayZ dharmh Siinysn karoti, api tu dharmQeva siinyah. etc.
K~~yapaparivavta
p. 94 (63).also quoted in MKV.p. 248.
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view things as unreal; it is the revelation of their intrinsic nature.'
And this frees the human mind of the cobwebs of false views and
wrong perspectives.
3. Very often the Absolute of the Miidhyamika is taken by the
misinformed as a non-entity, a mere nothing. The system is dubbed
as rank nihilism. Ignorance in this matter is born of prejudice. The
terms %nya and %nyatii which are used by the Miidhyamika in
referring t o his Absolute seem t o have provided the cue for such criticism. There is, however, hardly any justification for characterising the
Miidhyamika as a nihilist. No absolutism would, in that case, escape
this chargelafor everyone of them has t o negate all predicates of the
absolute. There is no reason t o single out the Miidhyamika as specially
nihilistic. If anything, his is a very consistent form of absolutism.
Not only affirmative predicates (bhiiva, sat) but also negative
predicates (abhiiva, asat) are denied of the real. The Miidhyamika
does not specially favour the negative view. We are on the contrary
expressly warned against taking Siinyatii as abhiiva3 (non-existence).
The negative method implied in the rejection of all views by the
Miidhyamika dialectic may also have led some critics to take the
system as barren and nihilistic in outlook. The Miidhyamika rejects
every view as falsification of the real. The rejection is, however, a
means, the only means open t o absolutism, t o free the real of the
accidental accretions with which the finite mind invests it through
ignorance; it is not an end. I t is a confusion t o regard the "no views
of the real" attitude of the Miidhyamika as a "no reality" view.'
Negation itself is significant because there is an underlying reality
-the subjacent ground. If there were no transcendent ground, how
n5Siinyam Siinyavad dystam nirviinam me bhavisyati;
mithyzdyster na nirvsnam varnayailti tathZgatZh. CS. VIII, 7.
Sankara too complains that his Brahman is misunderstood as nonexistent, as nothing (hiinyam), by men of weak intellect, simply because it is
devoid of empirical determinations: digdeSaguI?a-gati-phala-bheda-86nyad
hi
paramarthasad advayam brahma mandabuddhingm asad iva pratibhati.
San karaJs Commentary on the Ch. Up. VIII, I. (p. 437, Anand~sramaEdn.)
atra briimah: SiinyatByZm na tvam vetsi prayojanam;
StnyatBm Siinyatgrtham ca tata evam vihanyase. MK. XXIV, 7;
See also Kdrikd, I 3.
bhaviims t u niistitvam SiinyatBrthari.1 parikalpayan, prapaiica-jiilam eva
samvardhayam2no na SinyatByBm prayojanam vetti, evam pratitya-samutWda-Sabdasya yo'rthah Siinyatg-Sabdasyiirthah. abhgvahabdgrtham ca
~Gnyatsrthamity adhyiiropya bhaviin asmZn upiilabhate. MKV. pp. 491; 499The confusion lies in taking no determination as negative determination.
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could any view be condemned as false. A view is false, because it
falsifies the real, makes the thing appear other than what it is in
itself. Falsity implies the real that is falsified. Phenomena are
characterised as samvrti, because they cover the real nature of things
(sarvapadgrtha-tat t vzcchZdan5t samvytih) .
NZgZrjuna is emphatic in stating that without the acceptance of
the paramsrtha (the ultimate reality) there can be no deliverance
(NirvBna) from Samszra. That the unconditioned (paramzrtha
satya) cannot be determined as this or that, but is the indeterminate
par excellence, is not t o be construed as denial of the ultimately real.
That would be a deplorable misunderstandng of S ~ n ~ a t ~ . ~
If the Paramgrtha were not beyond concept and speech, it would
cease to be that and would be identical with the empirical. As the
ultimate Norm which serves as the absolute standard-of evaluation,
it is beyond the possibility of any change or l i m i t a t i ~ n . ~
The Mgdhyamika is not a nihilist; only, he resists all attempts to
determine what is essentially Indeterminate. The Absolute cannot
even be identified with Being or Consciousness, as this would be to
compromise its nature as the unconditioned ground of phenomena.
The Tattva, however, is accepted by the MZdhyamika as the Reality
of all things (dharm5nZm dharmatz), their essential nature (prakytir
dharmgnzm). I t is uniform and universal, neither decreasing, nor
increasing, neither originating nor decaying. The Absolute alone is
in itself (ak~trimasvabhzva). The Absolute is that intrinsic form in
which things would appear to the clear vision of an Arya (realised
saint) free from ignorance.
4. I t might be urged that a thing which lacks all determinations is
as good as nothing; it is an abstraction empty of all content and lacks
paramgrtham anagamya nirvgnam ngdhigamyate. MK. X X I V , 10.
This contention of NggZrjuna is clearly based on the well-known Uddna
text-asti bhiksavas tad ajZtam abhiitam asamskwm etc. (UdZna, p. 80,
V I I I , 3).
vingiayati durdrstg Siinyatg mandamedhasam; sarpo yathZi durghito
vidyZ v5 dusprasgdhitg. MK. X X I V , 11.
A rya Satya-dvaydvatdra, quoted in BCAP. p. 366; M K V . pp. 374-5.
Candrakirti puts the matter very explicitly thus:
yadi khalu tad adhygropgd bhavadbhir astity ucyate kidyiam t a t ? yZ sZ
dharmd?za% dharmatd ngma saiva tatsvariipam. atha keyam dharmgngm
dharmatg? dharmgngm svabhgvah, prakyt*. kg ceyam prakytih? yeyam
Siinyat~.keyam SfinyatZ? naihsvgbhzvyam. kim idam naih-svgbhZvyam?
tathata', keyam tathatg? tathdbhdvo'vikZrite~amsadaiua stktiyitd, sarvadZnutpZda
eva paranirapeksatvgd akflrimatvgt svabhgva it y ucyate. M K V . pp. 264-5.
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reality; the concrete alone is real. The absolute, on this contention,
contains within itself all determinations. On this account it cannot
be foreign to thought; it may even be identical with it.
The possible Hegelian criticism of the Mgdhyamika absolute is from
a specific standpoint; it assumes a particular kind of metaphysics.
If the fundamental assumption that the Real is Reason is conceded,
the criticism becomes pertinent. But nothing could justify the initial
assumption-" What is not accessible to thought is unreal. This is
virtually to deny intellectual intuition and to restrict all cognition
to judgment. All this directly traverses the Madhyamika position,
and has to be rejected as dogmatic speculation. Inaccessibility of the
Absolute to thought does not mean that it is a non-entity. The
MZdhyamika holds that the Absolute is cognised in a non-dual
intuition-Prajfi8. It is that Intuition itself.
"

In the Madhyamika, Vijfianavada and Vedanta systems, the
Absolute is non-conceptual and non-empirical; it is realised in a
transcendent non-dual experience, variously called by them prajiib
pZramitl, lokottara-jfiZna and aparokslnubhiiti respectively. All
emphasise the inapplicability of empirical determinations to the
Absolute, and employ the language of negation. They are agreed on
the formal aspect of the absolute. The Vedanta and Vijfignavgda,
however, identify the absolute with something that is experienced
in some form even empirically-the VedZnta with Pure Being
(sanmMra) which is Ztman (substance) and the Vij iriinaviida with
Consciousness (willing). Taking these as real, they try to remove the
wrong ascriptions which make the absolute appear as a limited
empirical thing. When, however, the Ztman or vijfigna is absolute, it
is a misuse of words to continue to call it by such terms; for there is
no other from which it could be distinguished. They are also reduced to
the MZdhyamika position of the Absolute as the utterly inexpres$ble.
Words can only be used metaphorically to characterise or rather t o
indicate it.
There is, however, this difference that the Vedanta and VijfiBnavgdal
owing to their identification of the real with Atman or VijiiZna, are
For a fuller discussion of the difference between these Absolutisms reference
may be made to Chap. XIII.
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seemingly inore able to provide a bridge between the world of
appearance and the Absolute. The transition seems easier. The
Mgdhyamika by his insistence on the sheer transcendence of the
absolute and his refusal to identify it with anything rnet with in
experience appears to do violence to our accustomed ways of approach.
He is too abrupt and harsh. But in principle, however, there is no
difference in the form of the Absolutes in all these systems. Siinyatz
represents the form of all absolutism.
The Vedanta and VijiignavPda characterisation of the Mgdhyamika
as Sfinyav~dais worthy of consideration, as it brings out a difference.
Both Vedgnta and VijfiSnav5da analyse illusion and show that the
illusory appears on a real ground (adhi~thgna)but for which illusion
itself would not be possible. The world-illusion too is thus a superimposition on Brahman or Vijii5na.l It is not true to say, as is done by
VedPnta and Vijiignavgda, that the Mgdhyamika conceives illusion
to occur without any underlying ground (niradhi~thznabhrama)
.
Tattva as DharmatZ or Bhiitakoti is accepted by the Mgdhyamika
as the underlying ground of phenomena. But it is not shown by him
to be immanent in experience, how DharmatZ activates and illumines
empirical things. Not that the Mgdhyamika takes the Absolute and
the world of phenomena as two different sets of entities; but the
Absolute is nowhere explicitly shown to be in things constituting their
very soul. The relation between the two is not made abundantly clear.
This may be said to constitute a drawback in the Mgdhyamika
conception of the Absolute.
The case is, however, different with the Vedgnta and Vijiignavgda.
Brahman is no doubt devoid of determinations; it cannot be made an
object of thought as a particular thing is. But it is self-evident
(svayamprakiiia) and because of this anything becomes evident; it
implicitly, invariably and unconditionally illumines things. In a
slightly different manner VijfignavZda shows that ..-the object is
dependent on consciousness, and not vice versa. Vijnana is selfconscious (svasamvedya) and is creative of the object. Factually,
the Msdhyamika Absolute too is immanent, but epistemologically
it is not shown to be such.
In the Vedanta and VijiiBnavBda, it is possible to speak of the
intuition of the absolute, Brahman or VijfiBna. But this can only be in
a metaphoric, and not literal, sense. For in the highest experience,
Btmadharmopac&rohi vividho yah pravartate;
vijii8naparin8me1 sau. T~aviaSikd.I
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no conceivable difference can be made between Brahman or Vijfiana
and the person knowing it. 'l'hey beco111e intrinsically one. In the
Mgdhyamika it is truer t o speak of the Intuition (Prajiig) itself as the
Absolute.

The Absolute in itself is indeterminate (Siinya); no category of
thought applies to it. I t is avidyii (Ignorance) that invests it with all
the colourful forms that we come across in ordinary experience. It is
the cause of appearance. If the absolute is the realm of ultimate
truth (paramiirtha sat ya) , avidyii belongs t o appearance (samvyti),
is samvyti itself.
Avidyii hides the real from us, and in its place puts forth the unreal
appearance. The Slilistamba Slitra defines it as the non-apprehension
of the Real (tattve apratipattih) and its misapprehension as something else2 (mithy5 pratipattih). There are thus two functions of
avidyii: one is obscurative (Zvarana), covering the real nature of
things; the other is constructive, as it throws u p a false appearance
(asatkhyapana). These two correspond t o the Vediinta notion of
avidyii having two powers, iivyti (veiling) and vik~epa(creative).
The two functions are inter-related: without the emergence of an
unreal appearance there could be no obscuration of the real; the false
has to take the place of the real; and without non-apprehension of the
true nature of the real there could be no false notion about it. If we
were in possession of true knowledge, the illusion could not even get
started.
The precise nature of avidyii in the Miidhyamika system consists
in the inveterate tendency to indulge in conceptual construction
(sankalpa). The Real is Indeterminate (Siinya); the viewing of it
through thought-forms is avidyii. For instance, to consider the real
as substance (iitman), or as mode (dharma), as One or Many, as
Unchanging (SLSvata) or Ceasing (uccheda), Existence (astitva) and
Non-existence (niistitva) etc., are some of the forms of falsification
(viparyiisa).
abhiitam khyzpayaty artham bhiitam 5vytya vartate;
avidys jSyam5neva k5malatZnkavyttivat. BCAP. p. 352.
a tattve'pratipattir mithy2 pratipattir ajiianam avidyeti. From the
Sdlistamba Siitra as quoted in BCAP. 352, SS. p. 222' MKV. p. 564, MA. VI, 2 8 .
mohah svabh8v5varanddhi samvytih, satyam tayg lchygti yad eva kytrimam.
avidya hi padiirth5satsvariipiiropik2, svabh5,vadarSan~vara~tmikii
samvytih.
MA. p. 23.
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Avidy5 for the Vaibhg~ikaor the SautrZntika would consist in the
imposition of unity, permanence and universality on what is really
plural, transitory and uniquely particular. In this system the Real
is identified with the changing modes-the
dharmas. Avidy5 is
sat kiiyadysti, the endowing of discrete momentary entities (angtma
dharmas) with substantiality, identity and permanence, e.g. in the
apprehension of the flame or the stream as one. In the VedZnta,
avidyZ is just the reverse. The Real is unchanging Pure Being (Ztman);
it is identical at all times, and there is no plurality or difference.
AvidyZ consists in the differentiation into 'I' and 'You' of what is
essentially one indivisible whole devoid of every kind of difference.
In the VijfiZnavZda, the real is Consciousness without the trace of an
other confronting it. Pure Consciousness (VijiiZptimiitratZ) is devoid
of the duality of the knower and the known (grzhadvaya). AvidyZ
is the appearance of the object as an entity existing independently
of consciousness with which it is really identical.
For the MZdhyamika not only difference but identity too is avidyz;
the real is neither one nor many, neither permanent nor momentary;
neither subject (vijfigna) nor object. These are relative to each other
and are equally unreal. The Real is purely indeterminate, and all
attempts to identify it with Being, Becoming, Consciousness etc.,
are vikalpa, subjective devices. NZg5rjuna says: If the apprehension of the impermanent as permanent is illusion, why is the
apprehension of the indeterminate as impermanent not illusion as
well."l
In the Abhidharmika, VedZnta and VijiiZnavZda systems particular
concepts or ways of viewing the real are avidy5; they of course differ,
as shown above, in what they take to be avidyZ. For the Mgdhyamika,
avidyg is much wider and more general in scope: conceptualisation
as such (not merely particular concepts), any view without exception,
is avidyg. Reason as the faculty of conceptualisation is avidyZ. It is
said: "Reason (buddhi) is not grounded in the real; it is a subjective
play of the imagination (vikalpasvabhZva); and all vikalpa is avidyz
--as it apprehends the non-entity (avastugrZhitvZt). Thus it is said:
Vikalpa is, by its nature, of the stuff of a ~ i d y g . " ~
"

anitye nityam ity evam yadi gr5ho viparyayah;
anityam ity api gr5hah 6iinye kim na viparyayah. MK. XXII, 14.
a buddhih samvoir ucyata iti. sarvz hi bhuddhir 5lambana-nirSlambanahy8
vikalpasvabll5~5.vikalpai ca sarva e ~ d v i d ~ d s v a b h d v a havastugr8hitvZt.
,
yad
gha: "vikalpah svayam evayam avidy5riipatSm gatah" iti. BCAP. p. 366.
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For the Abhidharmika system satkayadpti (Sub~tanc~-~i~.) is
Avidyg; for the VijfiSnavSda, bahya or visaya-dysti (objectification)
is avidya; for the Vedanta bhedadnti (differentiation)is avidyk For
the Mgdhyamika all viewing, d ~ s tas
i such, is avidyl; d r ~ tisi kalpang
and kalpana is the ascription of features which are non-existent in
reality. l
In keeping with the equation of avidya with Buddhi (reason)we are
told that avidya has its origin in pointless attention-distraction
(ayonigo r n a n a ~ k a r a )The
. ~ distracted mind does not confine itself to
a point, to the thing in hand; but flits, like a butterfly, from one
thing to another. This ensues in comparing, differentiating, identifying and synthesising things; i.e. in viewing things in relation to each
other. A related view of things comprehends only appearance.
Prajfia, on the other hand, is the intensity of concentration of mind
(nirvikalpa-jfizna) ; the thing is known then as it really is (prajfii
yathzbhiitam artham prajanati).
Avidya is beginningless; for there is no assignable limit, prior or
posterior, to the existence of the phenomenal world (samszra is
anavaragrah) , and samsara cannot be without avidya and its satellite
kleSas. Though beginningless, it has an end. It cannot be argued that
what is without beginning is without end as well. The seed is produced
from the tree and this from the seed, it is thus without any assignable
prior limit. But it can be destroyed by fire or other causes3Likewise,
avidya and other kleSas (passions) which are at the root of
phenomena can be reduced to nullity on the attainment of insight
(prajfia).*
What is the nature of avidya-is it an ens or a non-ens? Is it Real
or unreal? It is contended by the Realists that that which makes the
false appear cannot itself be unreal. The dream-objects may be
unreal, but the dreaming act and the disturbing conditions of the
mind which cause the dream-objects are real. If avidyZ itself were
kalpana hy abhfitasvabhgvam artham gropayati. CSV. p. 294.
uktam hi PratityasamutPdda sat^ bhagavat5.: avidy&pi, bhiksavah
sahetuka sapratyayz sanidgng. ka8 cgvidy2yZ hetuh. ayoniio, bhik~avo,
manaskgro avidyay2 hetuh.
2vilo mohajo manaskaro avidyZyZ hetur ity ato avidy2 samkalpaprabEva
bhavati. MKV. p. 452.
a yath2 bijasya dysto'nto na c&distasya vidyate;
tath2 k2rana-vaikalyaj janrnano'pi na sambhave. cS. VIII, 2 5 .
CSV. pp. 29--30.
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unreal or non-existent how could it cause the appearance? Not only
is avidyii real, by this argument, but there is a real causation. Even
in the absolutism of VijfiZnaviida, consciousness (citta) is credited
with the two inherently real functions of initial defilement and later
purification. The implied argument is that bondage and freedom are
real; spiritual life would not be possible without these being considered
real. Bondage is caused by Ignorance (avidyii) and other k l e h ; this
causation is a real process. The unreal cannot exert any influence.1
The difference between the VaibhZ~ikaand the Vijfikaviida in this
matter is that for the latter both the process of defilement and
purification are the internal functions of the mind, while the former
takes them to be caused by factors external to the mind. Both, however,
agree in taking the processes to be real.
The Miidhyamika view is that avidyZ is itself ~ n r e a l it; ~is Miiya.
If it were real, its products too would be real, and there could be no
question of negating or even changing the world-process. We cannot
help facts. NZgPrjuna puts the matter dialectically thus: If the
passions belonged to one as an integrally real part of one's nature, how
could they be abandoned; the real cannot be rejected by any one.s
If the passions did not belong to any one how could they be abandoned;
for who could abandon the unreal, the non-existent?* It is concluded
that kleSas, karma and their result are of the stufl of fairy castles,
mirage and dreams. They are not real as facts; they have only an
epistemic status.
As for the contention that there is real exertion of influence by
avidyZ whereas the unreal cannot cause anything, the reverse is
perhaps true. The unreal can and does influence, and even a false
atr5ha: yadi viparyaa-nirodh5d avidy5 niruddhyate' sti tarhy avidy5
yasya evarh viparyasanirodh5n nirodho bhavati. na tarhy avidyam8n5yQ
gagana-ciitalat2~5hprah8nop8~5nvesanamasti. tasm5d vidyata ev5vidyB.
MKV. p. 470.
a evam avidyam5nPs tenocyante avidyeti. t5n bZlapflhagjan5 aSrutavanto9
bhinivisfgh. tair asamvidyam5n5h sarvadharmah kalpit5h. te t5n kalpayitv5
dvayor antayor 5sakt5h tan dharm5n na j5nanti na pakyanti etc. ASP. p. 15.
yathoktam bhagavat5: avidyay5 naiva kad5ci vidyate avidyata pratyayasambhavak ca; avidyamgneyam avidy8 loke tasm8n may5 ukt5 avidya es5. from
S~varanaprabhi~sa
(VI, 17-8; p. 53) quoted in MKV. p. 462.
yadi bhiit5h svabhavena kleS5h keciddhi kasya cit;
katharh n5ma prahiyeran kah svabhgvam prahzsyati. MK. XXIII, 24.
yady abhfit5h svabhavena kleS5h keciddhi kasyacit;
katham n5ma prahiyeran koJsadbh8vamprahasyati. ibid. 25.

'
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apparition can appear and work.' Causal or other relation obtains
essentially between appearances only; it is a mark of the unreal.
In all these, the Miidhyamika view approaches very close to the
Vediintic notion of avidyii as a begnningless positive entity that
is totally destroyed by knowledge. Its non-definabilit y (anirvacaniyatva) as either real or unreal (sat or asat) makes it out as having an
epistemic status only. Like the Mgdhyamika, the Vediinta too holds
that the unreal can be efficient, and causation is not a criterion of the
real, but of the unreal.
The Vediinta, however, elaborates its conception of avidyZ by
defining its locus (Zkraya) and object (vi~aya).
Avidyg belongs to Pure
Being, Brahman, as it cannot belong to any inert being (jade Zvaranakytyiibhiiviit); only a conscious being capable of knowledge can be
ignorant. And that can be only undifferentiated universal pure Being
(nirvibhsga citi) ;for particular beings (the Jiva) presuppose difference
~ object of ignorance is
which is the function of a ~ i d y g .The
Brahman; for that is the object of ignorance which when known
removes it. That ignorance is one, not many, follows from its locus
(akraya) and object (vi~aya)being not only one but identical. All
ignorance is fundamentally self-ignorance, and knowledge is selfknowledge.
The Mgdhyamika with his anti-speculative tendency refuses to
be drawn into such questions about who is ignorant, etc. Dialectical
objections are urged against any determinate view regarding the
person ignorant, the object of his ignorance etc.' This is in keeping
with his no-doctrine attitude and avoidance of all theorising.
asaty api yathii mZy8 dyhyii drastr tathii manah. BCA. IX, 28.
Vinaye ca: yantrakiirakiiritii yantrayuvatih sadbhfita-yuvatihiinyii sadbhiitayuvatifipena pratibhzste; tasya ca citrakiirasya kiimariigiispadibhiit2. tathg
mr~iisvabhiiviiapi bhiivii biiliiniim samkleSavyavadiina-nibandhanam bhavanti.
MKV. p. 46.
The RatnakQ.ta Siitra (Kdiyapaparivarta) 138-149; pp. 200-16. recounts
a t length how a group of 500 monks were taught the highest wisdom
by two apparitional monks created by the Lord. ity evam my$%-svabhZvZbhy2m
tathiigatanirtnit~bhyiimbhiksubhyiim paiicznzm bhiksuSat8niim vyavadgnanibandhanam k o a m iti MKV. p. 50.
Savizk;epa Sdr~raka,I, 319; see also I, 21, 11, 212 etc.
yena grhniiti yo griiho grahitz yac ca gyhyate;
upahiintiini sarviini tasmiid griiho na vidyate.
na ciipi viparitasya sambhavanti viparyayiih;
na ciipyaviparitasya sambhavanti viparyayfih. MK. XXIII, 15.
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OF REALITY".

Absolutism is committed t o the doctrine of two truths; for, it
makes the distinction between the thing as it is, unrelatedly, absolutely,
and how it appears in relation t o the percipients who look a t it
through views and standpoints. The Real as the Noumenon has to
be contrasted with phenomena which are but appearance. The
distinction is implicit in all philosophy. No serious and sustained
consideration of things can rest satisfied with what appears to the
untutored consciousness; it seeks to penetrate to the innermost core
of things.
It cannot be claimed that the doctrine of two truths was initiated
by the Miidhyamika or even by Buddha. The Upani~adsclearly
anticipate this when they speak of Brahman as the real of the reds
(satyasya satyam1), and even as the sole real it^.^ In the teachings of
Buddha too the distinction between Nirviina as the absolutely real
and phenomena as conventionally real is made.3 The earlier Abhidharmika system had already differentiated between the ultimate
reality of the separate elements which is the object of Prajfig and the
Prajiiapti-sat which is of conventional signification (samvyti). I t is,
however, the Mgdhyamika who systematically worked out the doctrine
of two truths and consistently applied it to synthesise Buddhist texts
and doctrines.
All MZdhyamika treatises4 take the two truths-Paramgrtha Satya
and Samvrti Satya-as vital to the system; some even begin their
philosophical disquisitions with the distinction. According t o
NZgZrjuna, "Those that are unaware of the distinction between these
two truths are incapable of grasping the deep significance of the
satyasya satyam. pr8n2 vai satyam; tesarn esa satyam. By. Up.11, iii, 6 .
a idam sarvam yad ayam atma; na tad dvitiyam asti yat tad vibhaktam
pa4yet. neha n8nZsti kimcana. yatra nZnyat pasyati etc.
uktam Siitre: tan mys2 mo~adharmayad idam samskytam. etaddhi khalu,
bhiksavah, paramam satyam yad idam amosadharma nirvfinam sanrasamskgrii6 ca mysZ mosadharmZ~aiti. quoted in MKV. pp. 41 and 237. Parallel
Passages in the PZli Canons:
Majj. N . 11, p. 245 (Sutta, 140). etam hi bhikkhu paramam ariyasaccam yad
idam amosadhammam nibbanam. See also Afajj. N. 11, 261; Sarn. N . 111,
I42 etc.
some chief references where this doctrine is discussed: hlK. XXIV;
MA. VI, 23 ff. BCA. IX, i ff-BCAP. pp. 352 ff. AfadhyamakcZrtha Sangrahah of
Bhgvaviveka.
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teaching of Buddha."l The doctrine is already well-developed in the
Astasihasriki and other Prajiiipiramiti texts besides Saddharma
p h d a r i k a , Samridhirrija and similar MahHyHna Siitras.
ParamHrtha Satya or Absolute Truth is the knowledge of the real
as it is without any distortion (akytrimam vastu-riipam).' Categories
of thought and points of view distort the real. They unconsciously
coerce the mind to view things in a cramped, biassed way; and are
thus inherently incapable of giving us the Truth. The paramzrtha is
the utter absence of the function of Reason (buddhi) which is therefore equated with samvrti. The Absolute truth is beyond the scope
of discursive thought, language and empirical activity; and converseiy,
the object of these is samvyti satya? It is said: "The paramartha is
in fact the unutterable (anabhilgpya), the unthinkable, unteachable
etc.'I4
Devoid of empirical determinations, it is the object of the innermost
experience of the wise.5 I t is so intimate and integral that we cannot
be self-conscious of it.
Samvrti satya is Truth so called; truth as conventionally believed
in common parlance. Candrakirti gives three definitions of samvrti.
As the etymology shows, samvyti is that which covers up entirely
the real nature of things and makes them appear otherwise. In this
sense it is identical with avidyg-the categorising function of the
mind-Reason.
Tattva is the unconditioned (nirvikalpa and
ni~prapafica)
. I t may also mean the mutual dependence of thingstheir relativity. In this sense it is equated with phenomena, and is
ye' nayor na vijananti vibhzgam satyayor dvayoh;
te tattvam na vijznanti gambhiram buddha-bgsane. MK. XXIV, 9.
a parama uttamo' rthah paramarthah. akrtrirnam vasturijpam, sarva
dharmangm nihsvabhavat8. BCAP. p. 354.
yadi hi paramarthatah param8rthasatyam kgyav2nmanasii.m visayatilm
upagacchet, na t a t paramarthasatyam iti samkhyzm gacchet. samvfli satyam
eva tad bhavet. api tu, devaputra, paramarthasatyam sarvavyavaharasamatikrZntari.1 nirvikesam asamutpannam aniruddham, abhidhey8bhidhZnajfieyajfigna-vigatam, etc. from Satyadvayhvatdra as quoted in BCAP p. 366; see also
MKV. PP. 374-5.
yah punah paramarthah soJnabhil2pyah, anajiieyah aparijfieyah,
avijfieyah. adebitah, aprakahitah etc. from Pithputra Sam6guma as quoted in
SS. p. 256; BCAP. p. 367.
tad etad aryansm eva svasamvidita-svabhgvataya pratyatrnavedyam.
atas tad evatra pramanam. BCAP. p. 367. kutas tatra paramarthe vaczm
Pravfitih kuto vL jfi2nasya. sa hi param8rtho1 parapratyayah hbta?
pratygtma-vedya Bryanam sarvaprapaficatitah. MKV. p. 493.

'
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in direct contrast with the absolute which is by itself, unrelated. The
third definition of samvyti is that which is of conventional nature
(samvrti-samketa), depending as it does on what is usually accepted
by the common folk (loka-vyavahsrah). l It is the truth that does not
do any violence to what obtains in our every-day world, being in
close conformity with linguistic conventions and ideas. It is the object
of the ignorant and the immature. ParamZrtha satya is unsignified
by language and belongs t o the realm of the unutterable, and is
experienced by the wise in a very intimate way.2
In calling it 'lokasamvfii,' it is implied that there is some appearance
which is 'alokaJ-non-empirical, i.e. false for the empirical consciousness even. Cases of optical and other illusions, distorted perceptions
caused by diseased and defective sense-organs, experiencesin abnormal
states of the mind and dream-objects are examples of the 'aloka or
mithy5 s a m v ~ t i ' .This
~
corresponds to the pr3tibhZsika of the
VedZnta. The spatio-temporal objects of the every-day world enjoy
a relatively higher status as 'real objects' in contrast to these shadowy
appearances. This alone provides the raison d'atre for the vy3vahZrika
being considered as real (tathya samvfii). But it is the experienced
illusoriness of the prZtibhZsika (mithyZsamvyti of the MZdhyamika)
that provides the cue for suspecting that the empirical objects may
themselves be mere appearance from the ultimate point of view. The
Mgdhyamika, however, does not recognise the prstibhsika as a
different class of truth. He very conveniently subsumes it under
samvrti satya. The Msdhyamika advocates Two Truths unlike the
VedZnta and Vij fi3navZda doctrine of Three Truths.
ParamZrtha sat ya, as the unutterable ultimate experience wherein
samantad Bvaranam hi samvyt*. ajfianah hi samantat sarvapadarthatattv2cchadanat samvflir ity ucyate; (ii) paraspara-sambhavanam v2 samvytir
anyony2Srayenety arthah; (iii) atha v5 samvrtih samketo loka-vyavahara
ity arthah. sa ciibhidh2nabhidhey2dilaksanah-MKV. p. 492.
It is in the first sense of samvfii as Avidya that Sgntideva identifies samvyti
with buddhi. BCA. IX, 2 ; this is the same as dysti. See also MA. VII, 28. mohah
svabhavHvaran8d dhi saxhv&h, satyam tayzkhysti yad eva Wrimam.
avidya hi padartha-satsvarijp8ropika svabh2vadarSaniivarar?gtmik~
samvyt*.
MA. p. 23.
a abhfit5rthadarhinam pfihagjan2nPm mysP-darhana-vi~ayatay8sam8darSit2tmasatt~kam.BCAP. p. 360.
samyagdrsam yo vi~ayahsa tattvam;
mr~a-drhamsamvfli-satyam uktam. MA. VI, 23.
MA. VI, 24,25 and 26. vinopaghatena yadindriyanam sann2m api grahyam
avaiti lokah; satyam tal lokata eva Se~amvikalpitah lokata eva mithys.
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the real and the intellect cognising it are non-different (advaya),
does not admit of differentiation and degrees. Knowledge could be
different on two grounds principally: because of the dillerence of
objects or of the cognising agent. As both these differences are absent
in the paramiirtha, it is of one uniform, undifferentiated nature.
It is therefore variously called 'Tathat Z, BhGta-Koti, Dharmati,
Dharmadhiitu and Sfin~at2.l
Samvrti, on the other hand, admits of differences and degrees. There
may be a hierarchy among them. The dream-objects are experienced
as illusory even by the common man. To the philosopher or the Yogi
the objects of the everyday world that appear permanent and alluring
may look transitory and hollow; his vision is truer than the common
man's.2 It is, however, within samvyti. Even among the Yogins there
may be the gradation of the lower and the higher. All are within the
play of reason.
The distinction between two truths enables the Miidhyamika to
synthesise the different doctrines of the schools that rely on the
utterances of Buddha often at variance with each other. The reality
of the Elements (Skandhas, DhZtu and Ayatana) is empirical, not
ultimate. The Lord has formulated them as a concession to commonsense. The Abhidharmikas have in all simplicity conceived as absolute
what is conditional and relative.* The Lord has taught this doctrine
of elements as a step facilitating the understanding of the final
teaching. I n reality, things are neither plural nor are they momentary
as it is made out in the Abhidharma ~ y s t e m . ~
The Real being truly indeterminate, it is, however, possible to
utilise any means appropriate to the person in particular circumstances for leading him to the ultimate truth. There is no limit to the
number and nature of the doctrinal devices that may be employed to
kfinyatii, tathatii, bhiitakoti, dharmadhiitur ityZdi paryiiyiih. Mal~dvyut.
p. 30 (Bib. Buddhica) BCAP. p. 354.
BCA. IX, 8.
tatra loko dvidhii dysto yogi priikytakas tathii;
tatra priikytako loko yogilokeila biidhyate.
biidhyante dhivihesena yogino'pyuttarottaraih. BCA. IX, 3, 4.
biila-janaprasiddhyaiva ca bhagavatii tad evaisiim siimvytam rfipam
A bhidhavme vyavasthZpitam. MKV. p. 261. evam avidy2timiropagh2tgd
atattvadrSo biilZ yad etat skandha-dhiitvgyatanadi-svariipam upalabhante
tad esiim sgmvytam riipam. BCAP. p. 364.
ti 1okZvatiiraniirtham ca bhiivii niithena dehitiih;
tattvatah ksanikii naite. . . . BCA. IX, 7.
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realise this end. The only consideration is that the device must be
suited to the spiritual temperament and needs of beings, like the
medicine to the malady. This is the celebrated doctrine of Upsyakau4alya (excellence in the choice of methods). Buddha is compared
to a skilled physician who adjusts his remedies conforming to the
nature and intensity of the disease of the patients; he does not, like
a quack, prescribe one remedy for all. To one suffering from dogmatic
belief in substance (Ztman) he may prescribe the nairZtmya doctrine
as a corrective, and for the sceptic and the materialist he may
prescribe as an antidote, the reality of the self and the continuance
bf Karma and its result. To the spiritually advanced man, he teaches
that there is neither self nor the states. According to the nature of the
malady to be cured the appropriate teaching could be used.1
~ ~ ~ Z r j says:
u n a Buddhas have taught, with a purpose, the reality
of the 'I' and 'the mine' as indeed have they the doctrine of the
groups, the elements and bases.2As the occasion required, the Buddha
has affirmed the self or denied, both affirmed a i d denied, or done
neither.3
Not only common notions of the layman, but philosophical viewpoints as embodied in systems of thought can be accorded some status
and significance on the MZdhyamika notion of the empirical reality
of the samvyti and its transcendent (ultimate) ideality. But strangely
enough, we often find among the MZdhyamika authors a spirit of
intolerance towards the BrZhmanical systems and their tenets.
Candrakirti roundly condemns their systems as false from the
empirical standpoint even; they are mithyZ-samvrti (empirically
false) for him.4
The reason for this is that no Buddhist could recognise the Ztman
(substance) in any form. They could not conceive even empirical
sad asad sadasac ceti nobhayam ceti kathyate;
nanu vyZdhiva63t sarvam ausadham nZma jayate. cS. VIII, 2 0 quoted in
MKV. p. 372.
mamety aham iti proktam yathZ kZryavaSZj jjinaa;
tatha ksrya-vab8t prokt&hskandhsyatana-dhHtav*. From the Yukligag.!iki quoted in BCAP. p. 376.
MK. XVIII, 6.
sarhvytyzpi
tadiyavyavasthZnabhyupagamZt.
satyadvaya-viparitadarkana-paribhrastg eva hi tirthiksh-MKV. p. 27 see also p. 344. ajiiznamiddhotksubhitair yat'h~svakprakalpitam yat kila tivtAikaiS ca. miya maricyZdisu
kalpitarh yat tat lokata6 cZpi na vidyate hi. MA. VI, ~6.satyadvayavirahZcca na
hal lam zpnuvanti. tasmZd etair yad gunatraysdikarh kalpitam, tal lokasamvmaiva nHsti. MA. p. 2 3 .
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reality on the Htma-pattern, committed as they were to momentariness and a sequential view of things. The Vedanta too could not
accommodate the Buddhist view even for the empirical realm, though
it did accept the Samkhya and even the NyHya as approximate truths
for the vyavahiirika.
The view of Bhavaviveka, the great exponent of the Svatantra
MHdhyamika school, is a notable exception to this. Though we have
a very summary account of his position, it is still interesting His
Madhyamirtha Sangrahahl begins with the two truths (paramHrtha
and samvyti) and proceeds to subdivide them. Paramartha is
ni~prapafica(Non-Phenomenal) and admits of two kinds:l Parydya
Paramirtha-the absolute that is still capable of expression in wordsm d the other, aparyaja Paramirtha, that is beyond all expression
[paryayarahitah) and totally free from any kind of empirical
The aparygya paramgrtha
determination (sarvaprapanca-~arjitah).~
corresponds to the paramiirtha of Nagarjuna and Candrakirti. The
parygya paramiirtha is of two kinds: jgtiparyaya vastu parmgrtha
(the Absolute that can be understood as a kind of universal positive
being) and the other, janmarodha paramartha (the absolute which is
the complete extinction of all manifestations).4 "As no light is thrown
by the author on the former, he seems to have included in it the views
of the Tirthikas such as Siilikhyas etc."= The Hinayana conception
3f Nirvana as the extinction of all forces, all samskiiras and entities,
seems to be meant by the janmarodha paramgrtha.
Samvyti is divided by BhHvaviveka into tathyi samvyti, which is
:he empirically efficient and the other mithyti samvyti, that is not so
tfficient. The latter is of two kinds-one that involves ideation for
its apprehension, like the illusion of rope-snake, and the other that
is more or less mechanical like optical illusions, the double moon
Restored from the Tibetan Version with an English translation by Pandit
N. Ayyaswami Sgstri and published in the Journal of Oriental Research, Madras,
Vol. V, Part I, (March, 1931).I am indebted to this valuable restoration and
the introductory note for the information given here.
paramgrtho nisprapancah kartavyo dvividhah sa ca; parygya-pararn2rthaS caparyaya-paramarthakah. Madhyamhrtha Sam. 2.
sarvaprapaiica-varjitah; sa tu parygyarahito vijiieyah paramarthatah;
satkofiS cHpy asatkofir dvaya-sarva-vivarjitah etgdyk paramartho hi.
Mad. Sam. 5, 6.
sa ca syiit prathamo dvedhg, jZtipary2ya vastu ca;
paramartho janmarodhah, parartho ruddhajanmakah. ibid. 3, 4j Journal of Oriental Research, Vol. V, Part I, pp. 42-43.
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and the bent-stick1 in water. The noteworthy feature in Bhgvaviveka's account is his liberal accommodation of the Absolutes of
the Brshmanical and H i n a y h a systems as some kind of Paramartha
(paryZya paramsrt ha). Candrakirti would not have accepted this.
It is, however, refreshing t o find both NZgZrjuna and Candrakirti
rejecting, in some important respects, tbe modal view of the Abhidharmika system as unsatisfactory for explaining phenomena.
NggZrjuna explicitly says that there can be no act without an agent
or vice versa;2 he calls them ignorant of the true meaning of the
Buddha's teaching who take the reality of the Ztman only or of the
states as separate from it if there is no stman apart from the states,
there are no states too apart from the Ztman.4 If the cause and efiect
are not identical (satkgryavZda), they are not diiierent from each
other too. I n fact the entire MZdhyamika position is developed by a
trenchant criticism of the one-sided modal view of the Abhidharmika
system, by being alive t o the other side of the picture equally exhibited
in the empirical sphere.
In the same strain Candrakirti complains that the Abhidharmikas
have not given a n adequate picture of the empirical even. "If it is
sought t o depict the empirically real (vyavahgra-satyam) then
besides momentary states, the activity and the agent too must be
admitted."5 "In taking that there could be an activity without an
agent relying on the scriptural text: 'all entities are without self
(substance)' the Abhidharmikas have failed to understand the true
import of the scripture^."^
Candrakirti shows, in a sustained criticism of the VaibhZsikaSautrZntika view of the mere attributes or states without any
underlying substrate in which they inhere, that this does violence
vastvarthakaranaksamam; tathya-samvyti-nipam hi drsyam arthakriygksamam; mithyabhfitz samvytih syad vijiieyg dvividh5 ca sB; sakalpzkalpayugrnena sakalpzhigraho gune; sa.4idvayagr5.ho1kalp8.. . . Mad. Samg.
7, 8 and g.
W K . VIII, 12. cf. also MKV. 64-5. yadi jiiznam karanam visayasya
paricchede kah kart% na ca kartzram antarengsti karan5dinZm sambhavah.
MK. X , 16.
%a copSd8nam evgtrnii vyeti tatsamudeti ca;
katham hi namopgd5nam upZd5t5 bhavisyati. MK. XXVII, 6.
MKV. p. I I6. tasm5.d yadi vyavahZrasatyam, dharmamztravat kriygpyupagamyatam. atha tattvacintz, tada kriyzvad dharmamztram api nastiti
bhavat2bhyupagamyatam.
MKV. p. 65.
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t o common modes of thought and language; it fails as a correct
picture of the empirical; nor can it be taken as true of the unconditioned real.' He further shows that the Sautrsntika account of
perception as cognising the unique particular (svalak~ana)without
any of the common and relational features is untenable logically,
and must also be rejected as not being applicable to the generally
accepted perception of the table, pitcher etc. If it were contended that
the pitcher etc. is 'perceivedJ only in a metaphorical sense, there
being, on the Sautrgntika view, no pitcher over and above the
qualities, it is equally true to say that there is no quality apart from
the substance, and hence the cognition of the quality itself has to be
taken in a metaphorical sense.jJ2 "From the standpoint of the
paramgrtha neither the pitcher nor its quality 'blue etc.' is cognised;
from the empirical standpoint, however, the perception of substances,
e.g. pitcher etc. has to be a c c e ~ t e d . "Moreover,
~
all our empirical
activity is bound up with the relational mode of perception and
not with the non-relational mode of kn~wledge.~
To cover all
cases of knowledge and objects, the MZdhyamika accepts four
sources of knowledge-perception (pratyak~a),inference (anurnha),
comparison (upamZna) and testimony (Sabda) like the 'Nygya as
against the Buddhistic view of two pramiinas-Perception and
Inference based on two different kinds of objects-the particular and
the universal (svalak~anaand s2mZnya-laksana) .5
In all these, the Mgdhyamika appears as a champion of the
empirical reality of substance, universal and relational mode of
perception etc. as against the Abhidharmika who had rejected the
reality of these even empirically. This is the true Msdhyamika
tasmsd yadi laukiko vyavahsras tad5vaSyain laksanaval laksyengpi
bhavitavyam . . . atha paramsrthas tadZ lhksy5bhsv51 lak~anamapi natiti.
MKV. p. 69.
lokavyavah~r51igabhiito ghato yadi niladi vyatirikto nastiti WvS tasy
aupac5rikarh ~ r a t y a ~ s a t v a m
parikalpyate; nanv evam sati pflhivySdivyatirekena nilsdikam api nsstiti nilsder apy aupaczrikam pratyaksatvam
kalpyatam. MKV. p. 70.
tattva-vidapeksays hi pratyaksatvam ghatadinsm nilgdlnam ca nesyate.
lokasamvytys tvabhyupagantavyam eva pratyaksatvarh ghamdinSm.
MKV. p. 71.
MKV. p. 74.
paroksa-vi~ayarhtu jiiZnarh sZdhy2vyabhic&rilingotpannam anurngnam.
s5ksZd atindriyPrthavid5m BptsnPm yad vacanafi sa @amah. SP~TSYM
ananubhiitZrth8dhigama upamanarh gauriva gavaya iti yath8. tad evam
pvamdtza-catu;.taydl lokasydrthddhigamo vyavasthapyate. MKV. p. 75.
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~tandpoint-acceptance of the empirical reality (saxhmi satya) of
substance and modes etc., and rejection of them as not ultimate
(~aramarthasatya). Kant's position is similar: he accepts the
empirical reality of the categories (space, time, substance etc.) though
they are transcendentally ideal (unreal).
As in the case of the Absolute, the doctrine of two truths also is
liable to misinterpretation. There are not two different spheres or
sets of objects to which these apply. There would then be no point
in calling one samvrti and the other paramiirtha; the two may be
diflerent, but one would not be less real than the other. It was pointed
out that the relation between the Absolute and phenomena is not that
of otherness; the absolute, looked at through the categories of Reason
(thought-forms), is the world of phenomena; and phenomena, devoid
of these falsifying thought-forms, are the Absolute. Absolute is the
sole Reality. Likewise, all things put on two forms owing to the
manner of our apprehension: one is the tattva which is the object
of right knowledge and the other is the object of false knowledge.'
One and the same thing is the object of either true or false knowledge.
We have also to accept the deliverance of right knowledge as the
truth. In fact, there is only one Truth-the paramiirtha satya, as
there is only one real-the Absolute.2 The other is trzdh so-called in
common parlance; it is totally false from the absolute standpoint.
Samvyti satya is what is conventionally believed to be true by the
ignorant; it is true for empirical purposes. The absolute truth is not
false from the samvyti point of view; but in our ordinary activities
we are not interested in the Absolute. The Mgdhyamika or any other
Absolutist such as the Vedantin or VijiZnavZdin does not establish
the reality of the empirical objects, but they merely take cognisance
of the commonly believed notion.
This effectively disposes of the objection raised by Kumkila in
his Slokaulirttika. He asks: "samvyti cannot be a kind of truth, for
there is no generic feature between that and paramartha by virtue
of which it could be classified as a truth. If it is truth (satya), it could
samyan-rnrsii-dadanalabdhabhgvam riipadvayam bibhrati sarvabhsva;
samyagdrS5m yo visayab sa tattvam, m~s2dySZm sad-satyam
uktam.
MA. VI, 23.
a ekam eva, bhiksavah, paramam satyarh, yadut&pramosadharma& nirvQam sarvasamskZrZ.4 ca m y ~ 2mosadha~mZnaiti. quoted in MKV. p. 41;
BCAP. p. 363.
vastutas tu param2rtha evaikarh satyam. BCAP. p. 362.
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not be samvrti (apparent); if it is unreal (mr@). how is it a truth."l
There is only one truth, the paramiirtha, and samvyti does not share
in that. Samvyti is truth by courtesy; it is accepted as such only by
the ignorant, not by the Miidhyamika.
The four Holy Truths (catvari Bryasatyiini) have to be understood
as included in these two: nirodhasatya as Nirvana is paramlrtha;
and the other three, including the miirga, are within samvyti. Even the
spiritual discipline (marga) undertaken for attaining Nirvsna, exalted
and purifying as it is, is within samvrti. So too the four fruits of
the discipline are within samvyti. The Pvajfiripciramitd goes so
far as to say that even Buddhahood is illusory like a dream or mgyg;
if there were anything higher than that even, it has to be pronounced
to be within samvytL2 The reason is that the scope of samvyti is
co-terminus with the range of concepts and words, with any kind of
distinction and duality.
If samvyti and param2rtha cannot be understood as two classes
of truth, for paramartha is the only truth, there is less justification to
interpret the doctrine as meaning 'degrees' of truth and reality.
Samvrti cannot be taken as a lesser, partial or incomplete form of
truth and that it needs the addition of some other features to make it
the whole truth. The Absolute in the Miidhyamika system is not made
up of particular things; it is not a synthesis or summation of different
aspects and piecemeal views. The Absolute and phenomena differ
qualitatively, not in quantity. The concept of degrees is applicable
only when the thing to which it applies is capable of quantitative
measurement and when it increases or decreases with the accretion
or subtraction of entities. To accept the degrees of truth is really to
reduce the distinction between truth and falsity to one of size-the
real is the bigger, the fuller, while the 'false' is the smaller, the
incomplete; the real is so much more of the false. This is to give up
the qualitative distinction of the true and the false. Samvrti is totally
false; and nothing of it is taken up in forming the paramzrtha.
samvfier na t u satyatvam, satyabhedah kuto nvayam; satyam cet
samvrtih keyam, mysZ cet satyatZ katham; satyatvarh na ca sHmHnyah
mysZrthaparamZrthayoh; virodhZn na hi vyksatvam sHrnHnyari.1 v~ksasimhayoh. Slokavdrt (NirZlmbanavZda 6 , 7.)
a m5yopamZs te, devputra, sattvZh, svapnopamZh sarvadharma api . .
samyaksambuddho'pi, samyaksambuddhatvam api.
ygvan nirvgnam api mZyopam svapnopamam. sa cen nirvHnld api
kahcid dharmo vikistatarah syZt tam spy aharh mi%yopam svapnopamam
vadami. ASP. pp. 39-40; MKV. pp. 449-50; BCAP. p. 379.
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It might be asked: if samvgi is ultimately to be rejected and not
retained in the paramzrtha, why consider it at all? We should concern
ourselves with the paramartha alone. But can we do so without taking
the help of the samvrti (vynvaharika)? If we had been already rooted
in the Absolute (paramzrtha), there should not be any occasion or
use for the samvyti; we would not have then cared to draw the distinction between the two. The paramartha, however, can be understood
and realised only negatively, only as we remove the samvyti, the forms
which thought has already, unconsciously and beginninglessly,
ascribed to the real. The Real is t o be uncovered, discovered, and
realised as the reality of appearances (dharmangm dharmata). In the
order of our discovery, the removal of samvyti must precede our
knowledge of the paramartha. Paramartha is the end or goal that we
seek to attain, and samvyti is the means; it is the ladder or the
jumping board which enables us t o reach that objective. I t is therefore
stated that samvyti is the means (upzyabhiita) and ParamZrtha is
the end (upeyabhiita). Basing ourselves on vyavahZra do we advance
to the paramZrtha.l
It need not be doubted that samvyti cannot be used as means to
reach the ultimately real (paramzrtha) when it is unreal in itself.
The unreal, it might be thought, cannot lead us to the real. It has been
already pointed out that even an assumption can work; an imputed
mark can give us the correct knowledge. For though it does not
constitute or characterise the real, it may indicate it truly, ~ n e r r i n g l y . ~
A further advantage of this conception of loose non-constitutive
relationship between the Paramartha and samvyti is that we are not
committed t o one or a fixed number of such devices; nor is there any
restriction with regard t o the nature of such devices. The only criterion
is that it should work.
Another indubitable advantage of this indicative, non-constitutive,
vyavahsram an5Sritya paramartho na desyate. MK. XXIV, 10.
tathya-samvyti-sopsnam antarena vipahcitah;
tattva-pr8sZda-Sikhar8rohanarhna hi yujyate. quoted in AAA. p. 150.
upsya-bhii tam vyavahgra-sat yam, upeyabhfitam paramartha-satyam;
MA. VI, 80.
' MKV. p. 50; BCA. IX, 9, 10; BCAP, p. 380, 423 ff. In the Vedanta too,
though Sruti itself is within phenomena (avidyHvad-visaya)it can still indicate
the paramsrtha, Brahman: katham tv asatyena vedsnta-vskyena satyasya
brahmatmatvasya pratipattir upapadyeta . . . ity adin8 tencisatyenaiva
SvaPnadarSanena satyam maranam siicyata iti darhayati . . . tath8Erad.isatyiiksaraprati~attirdyst.5, rekhsn-ksarapratipatteh. B h d ~ y aon BY. SiZtva.
11, i, 14 (quoted with gaps).
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relation of phenomena t o the Absolute is that the latter is not in any
way affected by these; it does not become determined or limited in
any manner. The Absolute can hold all the variety of content
presented by aspects of the universe and of viewpoints in a sort of
loose dynamic synthesis. The Hegelian absolute is a determinate
synthesis, as it is the unification of things in one particular mode; it
is a static synthesis, as not allowing of different modes of combiliation
according to the changing times and shifting points of emphasis.'
The doctrine of two truths enables the MHdhyamika not only to
accommodate all views as in some measure and manner leading to the
ultimate, but also to synthesise and evaluate the scriptural texts
and their doctrines. Texts are divided, on the basis of the paramartha
and vygvahzrika, into nitgrtha and ney5rtha respectively. Those
texts which speak of the means, of the path and of the reality of this
and that (Htman, skandhas etc.) are ney5rtha; they are not to be
taken as literally true; they are of secondary import (ZbhiprZyika)
only and must be subordinated to the texts which speak of the
Absolute in negative terms. The nitiirtha, on the other hand, are not
concerned with the means, but with the end (phala), the ultimate
goal; they are of primary import. The Advaita Vedanta makes a
similar distinction of the Sruti texts into par5 and aparZ.
The distinction of these two kinds of texts imparts a great measure
of order and unity to Buddhistic doctines. In the absence of this
division, there would be interminable conflict about the admissibility
of certain texts and the relative importance to be assigned to them.
A significant synthesis of all the texts and the doctrines expounded
in them is possible only on this basis of two truths.
The entire MHdhyamika S ~ s t r arests on this foundation of the
Reference may be made to the concluding chapter for an elaboration of
this idea.
a uktam ca Arydk;ayavnati Siitre: katame sutrgntg neyiirthiih, katame
nitgrthgh. ye siitriinta mgrgiivatarangya nirdista ima ucyante ney2rthZh; ye
sfitrantah phalgvatgrgya nirdistg ima ucyante nitiirthiih. ygvad ye sijtrgntgh
S i i n y a t g n i m i t t g - p r a n i h i t g - n a b h i s a w -5t&-nutpgd5-bhiiva-nir8tmanihsattva-nirjiva-nispudga12sv~mik?ivimoksamukhg nirdistiih, ta ucyante
nits*h%h. iyam ucyate, Bhadanta hradvgtiputra, nitgrthasiitrg~ltapratiiaranatal na neygrtha siitrgnta pratiSaranatZ iti. quoted in MKV. p. 43. See also
Samddhi~djaSiitra,(VII, 5; p. 78) Gilgit MSS. nitartha siitrgnta viSesa jgnatl;
yathopadistii Sugatena Siinyatii; yasmin punah pudgala-sattvapurusa
neyarthatam jgnati sarvadharmgn. This is also quoted in MKV. p. 44 and
P- 276. The Vij fiinavadins too make this distinction, but from a different point
of view.
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distinction between the nitgrtha and ney2rtha sCit ras (Canons).
Candrakirti clearly states that N2g2rjuna has written his Mahyamika
Sistra to expound this distinction.' This implies that evaluation is
made from the absolute standpoint. Samvfii or neyartha can still
have some significance as means to the end (paramartha).
1 ata evedaxh MadhyamakadiZstra~ pranitam
Hcgryena neyaniarthasfitrHntavibh8gopadarSan8rtham.MKV. pp. 40-1.The colophon at the end of
the MKV (p.594) reads: samaptaxh cedam Madhyamaka-Sgstraxh sakala-lokalokottara-pravacana-nitaney~rtha-vy~khyHna-naipunya-viS~radam
iti.

C H A P T E R TEN

DIALECTIC AND FREEDOM
I

T H E CONCEPT O F FREEDOM

F

REEDOM is freedom from pain; it is the eradication of
suffering-actual and possible. Pain is frustrated will. We
desire, consciously or otherwise, to acquire and enjoy things;
we may have the utmost liberty in desiring things; but
objective conditions are not always in consonance with our desires;
often they are not. An unfavourable balance on the subjective side
results; there is suffering. The root-cause of pain is desire, passion
and attachment. Freedom is the achieving of a state of passionlessness. I t is essentially a negative process and not the acquisition of
merit or other values. Not that the practice of virtue or acquisition
of merit (punya-sambhsra) is not needed for achieving freedom; but
it is a means, not the end. According to the Mzdhyamika, attachment
is dependent on constructive imagination (vikalpa). We are attracted
to things as we invest them, in our imagination, with this or that
quality. This is a subjective affair; it is not real.' Freedom is the total
cessation of imagination (sarva-kalpanz-k~ayohi nirvsnam). Summing up the essence of spiritual discipline Arya Deva characterises it
as a "Take away all." "Desisting from vice, freeing oneself from the
substance-view and lastly giving up all (standpoints) are the stages
of this process.
Freedom being a process of negation or annulment of ignorance
and passions it is possible t o reach perfection; and this can be
permanent, being natural to the spirit. If it were an acquisition, there
could be no finality; the pile of merit can mount higher and higher;
there is no conceivable limit to its size. The acquisition, conditioned
as it must be by special causes, will be transitory, the length of the
duration notwithstanding. The acquisition calls for special aptitudes

a

vinZ kalpanay8stitvam rggZdin5x-h na vidyate;
bhfitgrthah kalpang ceti ko grahisyati buddhimgn. cS. VIII, 3.
v8ranam prgg apunyasya madhye vZranam 8tmanah;
sarvasya vPranarh paScZd yo jgnite sa buddhim8n. cS. VIII. 15; and

CSV p. 17.
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and efforts; and the resultant merit will perforce vary with the
individuals. Freedom or Nirvana does not admit of degrees or
hierarchy; it is equal and universal in all. The MZdhyamika treatises
speak of this state as SamatL1 (equality). All beings, irrespective of
their status and attainment, are equally heir to Buddhahood-the
highest perfection as unconditioned Nirvana. They contain within
them the seed of Enlightenment and Perfection (Tathagat agarbha).
The Uttaratant~a,~
quoting the Tathigatagarbha Szitra says: "All
living beings are endowed with the Essence of the Buddha." What is
the meaning of this? The Body of the Supreme Buddha is all-pervading,
The Absolute is (one) undifferentiated (whole). And the Germ of
(Buddhahood)exists (in every living being),
Therefore, for ever and anon, all that lives is endowed with the Essence
of the B ~ d d h a . ~
Again it is said:
"Just as, being essentially free from (dialectical) thought-construction,
the element of space is ubiquitous.
In the same way the Immaculate Essence which is of Spiritual nature,
pervades all that exists."*
Spiritual discipline is of the nature of purification or removal of
the hindrances and defilements that cover up the real. Beings are
found in various stages and degrees of purification, though they are
essentially one as Buddha. I t must not be thought that the process
being negative, it is short or easy of accomplishment. The PrajfiiPiramitd and other texts speak of the career of the Bodhisattva as
difficult and arduous, calling for the intensest efiort sustained for
countless aeons (asamkhyeya kalpa). I t does mean, however, that the
ills and defilements, however long-standing and great they may be,
are accidental accretions t o the spirit. They are capable of complete
removal by Intuitional knowledge (prajfig). The absolute power of
the intellect over the will, the wrong exercise of which is the cause of
suffering, is the basic implication of the MBdhyamika spiritual
e.g. The Sama'dhirdja SGtra, the full title of which is Savvadharma-svabhZz~a

SamatE-vipa~cita~amadhircZjaSzitra illustrates the point.

This is a work by Asanga from the Priisangika Mgdhyamika standpoint.
See Oberrniller's The Su.blime Science of Maitreya, Acta Orientalia, IX,p. 95
and also his Doctrine of PrajEdpa'ramztd, p. 90 and pp. 99-100.
The Sublin1.e Science of Maitreya (trans. by Obermiller) pp. I 56-7.
Ibid . . p. 184.

.
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discipline for freedom. Evil or erratic willing is the consequence of
ignorance of the real; the removal of ignorance effectively does away
with all forms of evil-metaphysical evil (finitude),moral evil (vice)
and physical evil (pain).
In all this, the closest parallel is oliered by the Advaita Vedinta,
Moksa is not acquisition (kgrya) of any kind; it is the natural state
of the spirit . l There is the annulment of ignorance, and only in this
negative sense can it be said to be an achievement. Mok~adoes not
admit of gradations, nor is it transitory; conversely, where there is
gradation there is s a m ~ s r a .For
~ both the Vedinta and the
MLdhyamika the basic problem is one of knowledge; to know the
real is a t once to be free from ~ a m s s r a . ~
I1

FREEDOM IS SPIRITUAL

The freedom that the Msdhyamika or any other system of Indian
Philosophy puts before us as the summum bo?zumis Spiritual Freedom;
it is totally different from other kinds of freedom. The so-called four
freedoms-freedom of speech, freedom of association, freedom of
worship and freedom from want-are all secular. Attainment of
them is only a means, not the final value. At best, they provide
facilities for the group or the individual to realise his highest destiny.
The freedoms represent particular and partial satisfactions; many, if
not all of them, are liable t o abuse. Freedom of speech as exercised
by the moderns-by
the press and the platform-is
largely
propaganda, an instrument to further partisan selfish interests.
Individuals and nations, in their anxiety to be free from fear, may
arm themselves to the teeth and commit aggression. This is happening
in the present age and does not require any pointed example.
Practically every nation is guilty of this. In striving for freedom from
want, we may and do exploit weaker beings and nations. The freedoms
t o be exercised in the truest interests of humanity, of all beings,
presuppose a passionless and disinterested outlook free from every
brahmabhgvai ca moksah. Blzeya on BY. SCtvas I, i, 4.
a evaln avidy2didosavaHm dharma-t&ratamyanimittarh 4arlropgdHnaporvakam sukha-duhkha-taratamyam anityam sarhsara-riiparh irutismfinygyaprasiddham. Ibid.
api ca "brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati" . . . "abhayam vai, Janaka,
prapto'si"; "tad Stmanam evaved aharh brahmasmiti tasmat tat sarvam
abhavat" . . . ity evamadya Srutayo brahmavidyanantaram moksam darSayantyo madhye kZry8ntararh varayanti. Ibid.
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vestige of egoism. They all imply spiritual freedom. And only the
individual can be free spiritually.
The spiritual is capable of precise definition. Thcre are certain
unmistakable marks of the spiritual. The spiritual man is a one-level
personality. In him there is no division of the inner and the outer,
the surface motives and the deeper unconscious drives. He is not tom
asunder by conflict and confusion; he is fully integrated and unified.
The secular man does not react to a situation in a total way; the
spiritual man does. All the hard knots of his heart are broken and
fused into one whole by the fire of a master-idea. The entire
personality is consumed in it; the dross is converted into gold. The
Prajfia (Sfinyata) of the Madhyamika or the brahmasak$itkZra of
the Vedanta are the most potent catalytic agents which transform
the man into a one-level persona1ity.l He has no passions and
prejudices which sway him from below. Buddha and other spiritual
persons are invariably represented as having a transparent clear
skin; this is the physical analogue of the spiritual.
As in the spiritual person there is no conflict of diKerent ideals
and cross purposes, there is also complete identity between the
individual and the cosmic good. A man divided in himself must
necessarily &vide himself from others. In the spiritual realm, not
only is there no such opposition, but the very possibility of it is
ruled out. Self-seeking, egoity, is totally absent. The pain of another
is one's own; his troubles are mine.2 The good of one is the good of all
beings without any reservation. All spirituality is the attainment of
this universal interest and the elimination of private standpoints
and values. The Bodhisattva ideal of the Madhyamika and VijfiZnavada systems and the doctrine of Great Compassion (mahZkarun2)
are concrete expressions of this essential mark of the spiritual.
In the spiritual, the means and the end coincide. In the moral
sphere, we do certain acts, e.g. charity, for some other-worldly good
or social solidarity which would benefit us indirectly. Charity is not

' aSucipratimBm

imBm grhitvB jinaratna-pratimgm karoty anargham;
rasajgtam ativa vedhaniyam sudrdharh ~ h n a t abodhicitta-samjiiam.
BCA. I, 10.
ekah sarvajfiatHcittotpBda-rasadhatuh kuSalamiila-parinamans-jfiznasarfigrhitah sawakarmakleS8varanalohani paryBdaya sawadharman sarvajfiaasuvarnarh karoti. From Arya Maitreya Vimoksa S4tra as quoted in BCAP.
PP. 16-17 and in 5s. pp. 177-8.
yada mama pareszxh ca bhayam duhkhah ca na priyarn;
tadztmanab ko viiqo yat tam rak~gminetaram. SS. p. 2.
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for its own sake. Nor do moral acts carry with them their own sanction. Their observance is commended by external authority, fear of
God or the approval of society. The spiritual person is good, he is
chaste or charitable, not because he desires to gain something in
this or the other world. I t is his nature to be so; his goodness is
motiveless. The spiritual act is not a means to an end; it is the end
itself. It therefore necessarily carries within itself the criterion of its
efficacy and soundness (praty3t mavedaniya) .
I11

SPIRITUAL AWAKENING

Spiritual life is born of the sharp contrast felt between what is and
what should be. It is the consciousness of suffering. Pain as
an undesirable state is felt by all beings; they all try, in their own way,
to get rid of it. The layman, however, is not aware of its magnitude
or intensity. He entertains the fond hope that pain is a temporary
phase, and that it can be remedied by the ordinary means. In
pursuance of this, he adopts measures that are accessible to him in
various spheres. The essential prerequisite of spiritual awakening is
the awareness of the intensity and universality of suffering. A state
of unpleasant feeling is but a sample of what could befall us at all
times. The awareness is not complete unless it is extended infinitely
before and after this life.' Its inexorability, given the causes and
Buddha gives a graphic description of this fact of suffering: "What do you
think, 0 monks! Which may be more, the flow of tears you have shed on this
long way, running again and again t o new birth and new death, united to the
disliked, separated from the liked, complaining and weeping, or the water of
the four great oceans? . . . But how is this possible? Without beginning or end,
0 monks, is this round of rebirth. There cannot be discerned the first beginning
of beings, who sunk in ignorance and bound by thirst, are incessantly transmigrating and again and again run t o a new birth. And thus, 0 monks, through
a long time you have experienced suffering, pain and misery, and enlarged the
burying ground; truly long enough t o be disgusted with every kind of existence,
long enough t o turn away from every kind of existence, long enough to deliver
yourself from it" Sam. Nikliya 11, pp. 178ff. (Translation quoted from Grimm:
The Doctrine of the Buddha. pp. 96-98).
This is the duhkha satya-the clear intuition of which forms the first four
of the 16 moments of Enlightenment, viz: duhkhe dharma-jfilna-ksznti,
duhkhe dharma-jii8nam duhkhe anvaya jii~na-k?8nti, duhkhe anvayajfiznam. See MKV. pp. 482-3; AAA. p. 151.
Jaigisayra (Yogaslitra Bhli;ya, 111, 18) gives expression to the duhua
satya in identical terms:
daSasu mahssargesu bhavyatvPd anabhibhfitena buddhisattvena may5
naraka-tiryagbhavam duhkham sampaSyat8 devamanusyesu punah Punar
utpadyamznena yat kiiicid anubhfitarh t a t sarvarh duhkham eva pratyavaim.
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conditions which engender it, must be realised. Even highly placed
beings-kings or gods--do not escape suffering in some form or the
other. What appears as pleasure is pain in the making; it necessarily
leads to hankering for the repetition of the state; and if this is
frustrated, there is anger against the impeding agents. Attachment
and aversion result ; this is samssra (bondage).
Every Indian system begins with the problem of suffering. The
parallel on the intellectual side is the consciousness of illusion. That
makes us critical, reflective. Consciousness of suffering leads us to
discard secular values and to go in search of the abiding. Buddhism
has always laid great emphasis on suffering. The first two truths
(grya satya) are the consciousness of pain (duhkha) and its cause
(samudaya). I t is convinced that all phenomena are pain-actual or
potential.' The inescapability of suffering in the natural course of
things is brought home to us with the utmost vigour in the Pratitya
SamutpZda doctrine accepted by all Buddhist schools. The twelvelinked causal chain is an unending continuum of suffering
(kevalasyaivam etasya duhkhaskandhasya sambhavah).2
There is suffering; but it can be helped, because it is conditioned
(pratityasamutpanna). If it were a brute fact of nature and not the
result of avidyz and karma, our efforts would be unavailing, and there
could be no spiritual life.3 Acceptance of Karma as the basic factor
in the constitution of the universe is indispensable. Buddha rejected
at the very outset all forms of materialism and determinism (ucchedavZda and akriysvsda), as these militate against the efficacy of karma.
Again, if there were other more easy or fruitful means of removing
pain, none would take to philosophy. The conviction that the worldly
means are no remedies, but make for tightening the grip of samsgra
duhkha is usually considered in the three-fold way; duhkha-duhkhaathe actual pain; t8pa-duhkhat8 (longing, desire) and the samskzra duhkhatzthe root-causes, kleSas or passions, e.g. attachment, aversion etc. In short,
phenomenal existence or all the five upgd8na skandhas are pain. (sankhittena
pafic'upgd8na kkand8 pi dukkh8).
MK. XXVI, g. cf. also:
yathgkseparh kram8d n d d h a h samtanah klekakarmabhih;
paralokam punar ygtityangdi bhava-cakrakam.
yah pratityasamutp8do dv8daSgngas trikgndakah.
From Pratitya SamutpiZdahydaya by Nggarjuna quoted in BCAP. p. 389.
duhkha is not uncaused, natural (svayab kytam), nor caused by an
external factor (paralqtam),nor both, nor neither, but pratityajam, conditioned
by avidy2-kalpan8. Hence it can be helped. MK. XI1 (Duhkha-pariksd);
Sam. N . 11, I 1 4 ff.
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on us and that PrajnL alone can remove the root of suffering
(ignorance) is the commencement of the spiritual discipline.'
Considering that opportunities for the cultivation of the spiritual
life are rare and the obstacles many, the votary must make up his
mind to cultivate the Bodhicitta a t the earliest He should direct all
his efforts towards the attainment of Bodhi and Buddhahood. It is
the contention of the Mgdhyamika that freedom cannot be attained
without the realisation of the unreality (Siinyat2) of things.'

The Sat-P5ra1nitB-Naya,~the sixfold path of Highest Perfection,
is the Miidhyamika spiritual discipline. The Prajfik-pciramiti
treatises treat of these, especially the last Piiramit2, Prajfi2-Wisdom.
The Piiramitg way is distinguished from the older discipline of the
Hinayiina in three important respects: the replacement of the arhat
by the bodhisattva ideal, the elaboration of the older Sila-samiidhiprajiig stadia of spiritual discipline into the six-fold path of the
avidyZy8m niruddh8y8m samskZr8n3.m asambhavah;
avidyZy8 nirodhas t u jfianen8syaiva bh8van8t. MK. XXVI, I I.
asyaiva pratitya-samutp5dasya yath8vad aviparita-bh8van5toJ avidy2
prahiyate. MKV. p. 559.
S S . p. 2 ; BCA. pp. 595 ff.
muktis tu Siinyat8-dystes tadarth8Sesabh8van8. N8g8rjunaJsdictum quoted
in BCAP. p. 438, with the introductory words: idam eva AcZrya-p8dair uktam;
also quoted in Subhdsita Samgraha. kleSajiiey8vytitamahpratipakso hi Siinyat~;
Aighram sarvajfiat8k8mo na bhgvayati t8m katham. BCA. IX, 55 (p. 447).
'P8ramit2' is derived etymologically in two ways: p8ram it2 (gatz), that
which has gone to the utmost limit, infinity; or from 'parama' excellent or
superior. The first derivation is the generally accepted one. See AAA
(p. 28):pdram prakarsaparyantam etiti vigrhya kvipi sarv8pahgrilope 'nityam
2gamab8sanam ity atuki, "tatpuruse krti bahulam" ity aluki ca karmavibhakteh kfie p6ramis tadbhavah pdramitd. prajiigys dharma-pravicayalaksan2ygh pgramitg, mukhyg Buddho Bhagavgn mgyopam jiianam advayam.
For the second derivation see Bodhisattva BhQmi (passage quoted in the
Bodhisattva Doctrine (p. 166) of Dr. Hardayal): "Pgramitg is really derived
from Parama (and not from pdra with the root 'i'), as the Bodhisattva BhCmi
. . . clearly explains. The PBramit8s are so called because they are acquired
during a long period of time (paramena kglena samudzgatah) and supremely
pure in their nature (paramay8 svabh8va-viSuddhay8 viSuddh2.h). They
also transcend the virtues or the qualities of the Sr~vakas and the
Pratyekabuddhas, and lead t o the highest result (paramam ca phalam
anuprayacchanti)." The Asfasdhasvikd (p. 81) hints a t this derivation:
paramatvat prajiiZ.p5ramitZ.-ngmadheyarhlabhate.
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p~ramit%-dZina,6%) k$nti, virya, dhyana and prajiiii, and the
minuter analysis of the highest stages of spiritual life into bhcmis or
planes of yoga culminating in complete Buddhahood. These
revolutionalise the ideal, the path and the final result of the spiritual
discipline; they impart a unity and universality never known before
in spiritual life.
(i) The ideal of the arhat is the highest state of the Hinayana
systems. It is replaced here by the ideal of the bodhisattva. Arhathood
is a lower ideal of perfection that is purely negative: the cessation of
suffering (kleS5varana-nivrttih) and the nirvana as conceived by
them is almost a blank state of annihilation.1 The Bodhisattva aims
at complete Buddhahood, existence as Perfect Being (ens Perfectissimum). ALI beings are identical with the Buddha; and Bodhi
(Enlightenment) is implicit in them , but it has to be realised by the
spiritual discipline. This is the positive ideal of the unity of all beings
as the Buddha. Again, the Arhat rests satisfied with achieving his
own private salvation; he is not necessarily and actively interested
in the welfare of others. The ideal of the Arhat smacks of selfishness;
and there is even a lurking fear that the world would take hold of him
if he tarried here too long. The Bodhisattva makes the salvation of
all his own good.2 He shuns retiring into the final state of NirvZina,
though fully entitled to it, preferring, by his own free choice, to toil
for even the lowest of beings for ages. He is actuated by this motiveless altruism from the very start of his career. I t is not that the
Bodhisattva cannot achieve his freedom without achieving the
freedom of all. This would involve a vicious circle: he cannot free
others without first being free himself, and he cannot free himself
without freeing others. No, his freedom is full and complete by
itself; but he condescends to raise others to his level. This is a free
phenomenalising act of grace and compassion. A deeply religious
element is introduced into Buddhism which would have otherwise
remained an exalted moral naturalism. Buddha-which the Bodhisattva eventually becomes-is
a person-the
Highest Person. In
See Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, pp. 27-28.
a duskarakgrakgh, Subhiite, bodhisattvs mahasattvs ye lokahitgya
Samprasthitg lokasukhgya, lokgnukampgyai samprasthitgh, lokasya tranah
bhavisy&mo,saranari.1 bhavisygmah-ity evarh riipam anuttargygm samyaksambodhau viryam grabhante. ASP. p. 293.
nsham tvaritariipena bodhirfi praptum ihotsahe;
pargnta-kotim s t h g s y h i sattvasyaikasya kiraggt. SS.p. 14.
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Buddha, we have the conception of a person without any trace of
the ego. There is activity without attachment. There is nothing
which the Bodhisattva 'cannot sacrifice for the good of others. He
dedicates his present and future lives unreservedly in the service of
all beings1
With the Buddhas as his ideal the Bodhisattva aims at Bodhi,
and undertakes the discipline for it (bodhicitt otpZda). SiinYat2and
K a r u ~ Hare the two principal features of the Bodhicitta.2 $iinyatg
is prajfiz, intellectual intuition, and is identical with the Absolute.
Karunz is the active principle of compassion that gives concrete
expression to Sfinyat2 in phenomena. If the first is transcendent and
looks to the Absolute, the second is fully immanent and looks down
towards phenomena. The first is the abstract universal reality of
which no determinations can be predicated; it is beyond the duality
of good and evil, love and hatred, virtue and vice; the second &
goodness, love and pure act; SfinyatH is potential, Karuna is the
actualised state. Buddha and the Bodhisat tva, who models himself
on him, are thus amphibious beings with one foot in the Absolute
and the other in phenomena. They are virtuous and good and the
source of all goodness in the world. The bodhicitta is a unique blend
of Intellect and Will.
The MahZyZna texts cannot praise the Bodhicitta too highly. It is
the foundation of all good, the source of all endeavour, the refuge of
all beings, a veritable t r e a ~ u r eAs
. ~ the one secure foundation for the
happiness of all beings and the one remedy for their suflering, it is
api t u khalu punar avikalpa eva hinarnadhyotkrstgngm sattv8n8m
vygdhim apanayati. evam eva kulaputra Bodhisattvena mahgsattvena
asmim.4 cgturmahgbhautike gtmabhgve bhaisajya-saiijotp3dayitavyg yes8m
ye@m sattvgngm yena yensrthah t a t tad eva me harantu hastam hastzrthinah,
padam pgdgrthinah . . . iti. From Ndvciya?za Paripycchd. Quoted in SS. p. 21.
ayam eva mays k8yah sarvasattv3niim kinkaraniyesu ksapayitavyah. tad
yathgpi ngmemgni bghygni catvgri mahgbhfitgni pfihividh2tur abdh8tus
tejodhgtur v3yu-dh3tuS ca ngngsukhair nznopiiyair niingrambanair n8nopakaranair ngnaparibhogaih sattv8n8m ngnopabhogam gacchanti, evam
evaham k8yam caturmahgbhfita-samucchr&yam ngn8 sukhair . . . sarvasattv h Z m upabhogyam karisyzmiti. From Ak;ayamoli SBtva quoted in 5s. PP.
21-22 and BCAP. p. 86.
a bodhicittam hi, kulaputra, bijabhfitari.1 sarva buddha-dhamQn8fi,
ksetra-bhfitam sarva-jagacchukla-dharmavirohanatayii, dharanibhfitam sarvaloka-prati-Saranatay~,
yiivat pitybhfitah . . . vaihravanabhiitam sarvadsridryasamchedanata~getc. from Gaqdavyiiha Siitra as quoted in SS. PP. 5-6
and BCAP. p. 23.
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immeasurable in its purity and g0odness.l I t is not to be thought tlrat
the Bodhicitta is a preparation for some unworldly ideal having no
relevance to the problems of the present-day world. Even in this
world its influence is very great; as the basis of all altruism, it makes
for social solidarity and happy human relationship.'
Bodhicitta is usually spoken of as in two stages of development. One
is the preparatory stage wherein the devotee makes great resolves,
and defines his ideal to attain complete Buddhahood. The next stage
is the actual starting on the journey towards that goal-the practice
of the psramitzs. The former is called bodhi pranidhi citta and the
latter bodhi prasthina
At the beginning of his career the Bodhisattva makes the Great
Resolves (mahZ-pranidhgna), usually before a Spiritual Guide
(KalyBna-mitra), about his intention and endeavour. The MahBySna
treatises give the number as ten or t w e l ~ eThe
. ~ chief ones are that the
Bodhisattva would help all beings in their spiritual endeavour;
"that his unlimited knowledge and means (prajiiopsya) be of unending service t o beings; that all beings should, leaving the inferior path
(Srsvaka and pratyeka-buddhayzna) , take to the MahZy2na path of
supreme enlightenment; that beings following my discipline be firm in
their virtue and they be not born in evil state; that beings afflicted by
various diseases, but helpless and poor, be cured of their diseases" etc.
The importance of the Great Resolves cannot be overestimated.
They set the goal of the Bodhisattva very clearly before him for all
time. They give unerring and unfailing direction to him in his
spiritual career. The resolve itself acts as an accelerating force in his
progress and counteracts unspiritual tendencies. Man becomes what
Cf. BCA. (I, 26) j agadznandabijasya jagad-duhkhausadhasya ca;
cittaratnasya yat punyam tat katham hi pramiyatam.
bodhicittgd dhi yat punyam tac ca rGpi bhaved yadi;
BkBSadhZtum sampirya bhfiya6 cottari tad bhavet.
Quoted in BCAP. p. 32.
a bodhi-pranidhi-cittasya samsgre'pi phalam mahat. BCA. I, 17.
Cf. 5s. p. 8; AAA. p. 2 9
BCA. I, 15, 16: tad bodhicittam dvividham vijfigtavyam samaatah;
bodhipranidhicittam ca bodhiprasthsnacittam eva ca.
gantukgmasya gantuS ca yath2 bhedah pratiyate;
tathH bhedo'nayor jfieyo yathg-samkhyena panditaa.
The Dadabhiimikd Siitra. pp. 14-16 gives 10 pranidhgnas; also quoted in
5s. pp. 291 a.
The Bhaisajyaguru-VaidQrya-Prabhd-S4tra
(pp. 4 ff) mentions 12 pranidhanas.
Taken from the Bhaisajya Guru Sfitra pp. 4 ff.

'
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he wills. He is not r~louldedby circumstances; he moulds the circumstances. Spiritual realisation is a growth from within, self-creative
and self-determining. I t is not too much to say that the nature of
the resolve determines the nature of the final attainment, like the
seed determining the plant. The seed of Buddhahood is sown in the
initial vow that the Bodhisattva makes. The entire later discipline
is the cultivation and preservation of this.
Salutation to and worship of the Buddhas and their sons (the
Bodhisattvas) is an integral part of the bodhicary8.1 Offerings are
made to them, and an elaborate ritual in the best Brghmanical style
is undergone. An unreserved confession of one's sins (pgpa-deSanZ)
is made before them, and the devotee asks for their active help in his
path. It would be wrong to understand this as theistic worship of an
other. The Buddhas are but the realised ideal of the devotee, his
higher self. I t is as it were the actual becomes the ideal, which it
really is, by constantly having it before the mind's eye and venerating
it. True worship is self-worship; the lower is completely transmuted
into the higher which it is in fact; the lower surrenders itself, and the
higher attracts and raises the lower. Buddhist religion can only be a
species of Absolutist Pantheism.
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(ii) Buddhist spiritual discipline has always been of the three-tier
type-sila, Samgdhi and PrajfiB-Virtues, Concentration of mind and
W i ~ d o m .The
~ PZramit5 doctrine did not replace it exactly, but
modified and elaborated it into the six-fold paramit2 discipline of
d3na, Sila, ksgnti, virya, dhygna and prajiig. This gives greater
prominence to the preparatory stages, and emphasises certain virtues
as Charity and Forbearance, and enjoins ceaseless and enthusiastic
effort as essential for attaining Buddhahood. The place of PrajfiB as
the guiding and controlling factor to which all other PgramitBs tend
is made abundantly clear. Though in the earlier systems too PrajfiL
was taken as the culmination of the discipline, there was a tendency
%ti Deva is the accredited teacher of the worship-cult in the M~dhyamika
system. It would, however, be wrong t o hold that he was the innovator of this.
In Ngggrjuna's Catuhstava we have the feature of worship in full measure.
a In the Pgli Canons the locus classicus of this is the latter portion of the
Sdmafiiiaphala Sutta and the whole of Subha Sutta: tinnarh kho, minava,
khandh8nam so Bhagava vannavgdi ahosi, ettha ca imam janatam sarnidapesi.
nivesesi, patitth8pesi. katamesam tinnam? ariyassa silakkhandhassa, ariyassa
samddhikkhandhassa, ariyassa paittidkkhandhassa. Subha Sutta, 6 (Digh. N .
1, P. 206). The Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa is based on these three topics:
Sila, Samgdhi and Pahiis.
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to regard the spiritual path as the almost mechanical performance of
virtues and practice of concentration. Here Prajiis informs and
inspires the entire spiritual discipline; every virtue and each act of
concentration is dedicated to the gaining of insight into the real. The
stress has shifted from the moral to the metaphysical axis.
The conception of PZramitB revolutionises the conception of virtue.
D2na (charity), Sila (Moral restraints and observances) K~Znti
(Forbearance) DhyZna (Meditation) are not disconnected and
aimless acts. They are not performedjust to conform to tradition or
social pressure. They have only one aim-to make man fit for the
highest knowledge. A mind swayed by passions and attached to the
world (a sakleia citta) cannot know the truth; the distracted mind
(asamiihita citta) is incapable of perceiving the truth for lack of
steadiness in attention. All the other paramitas are meant to purify
the mind and make it fit t o receive the intuition of the absolute
(prajiiz). It is prajiiii-pZramitZ again that can complete them, make
each of them a pzramitl-a perfection.' How can any one give away
all, not expecting any return, without the conviction that the things
are not his, and even that he must atone for happening to possess
them. I t is not possible t o forbear from retaliating when the greatest
injury is done t o us, unless we are convinced of the fact that in reality
there has been no loss, nor is the misdoer our enemy. Without the
realisation of the ultimate, no virtue can be practised fully. It is therefore pointed out that prajiiZ is the leader of all the other PZrarnitZi~.~
Spiritual culture is self-culture. There is no external compulsion
or pressure t o which the Bodhisattva accommodates himself; no
outside authority can draw out the entire man as the bodhi discipline
does. The essence of self-culture is the bringing about a cltange in
oneself, not in the environment. Changing the external world to suit
one'sdesires is the way of worldly men; that is like carpeting the whole
earth to avoid being hurt by thorn^.^ The same end can be achieved
-

-

es2. hi prajfig-pHramitH saeHm paramianam piirvamgamg, ngyiki,
pariqAyik8, samdarkikg, janayitri, dhHtri . . . tat kasya hetoh. prajfii%phunit.ZvirahitS, hi pafica psramiah na prajfizyante napi p%ramitA-nzmadheyaxh
labhante. ASP. p. 398. See also ASP. pp. 80-2, I O I and 172.
a This point has been treated at some length in Ch. VIII.
bhfimim chsdayitum sarvHxh kuta.6 carma bhavi~yati;
upanac-carmamztrena cchanng bhavati medid.
bZhy2 bhZv5 may5 tadvac chaky5 vgrayituch na hi;
sva-cittarh v8rayisyHmi kixh mamanyair nirvgrita*. BCA. V, 13 and 14
cittsdhino dharmo, dharmadhina bodhir iti. From Dharmasangiti SQtra
quoted in BCAP. p. 105.
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more effectively and less expensively by equipping oneself with a
pair of shoes. Instead of acquiring control over things external to us,
one must control one's mind and make it impervious to any external
influence. Spiritual culture is the cultivation of the bodhicitta.
Spiritual culture must be further understood as an intense and
sustained self-reflection, self-criticism. I t is a ceaseless watchfulness
of one's doings-speech, bodily and mental action. Passions overpower us because of our self-forgetfulness, we are not self-possessed.
With mindfulness (smyti or smytyupasthgna) regained, the passions
cease to have hold on us. Just as the dialectic on the intellectual side
is the reflective criticism of the inveterate tendency of the mind to
speculate and spin theories, on the practical side i t is the ever alert
self-criticism of one's activity. l
The Pr3timok~ais the basis for the Buddhist discipline; the
Mahiiyiina has elaborated it with great care and deep insight into the
different strata of spiritual
consciousness. I t is not meant for recluses
only, as the Hinayiina discipline was; for we hear of even householder
(gyhi) Bodhisattvas. The Bodhicaryii is a t once liberally conceived
and minutely drawn.2
-

-

(iii) Completing his training and the accumulation of merit
(punya-sambhgra-mgrga), the Bodhisattva enters, fully equipped,
the path of illumination (darSana-mzrga) and of concentrated
contemplation (bh5vanCmHrga). The higher reaches of the spiritual
path are traced, with a wealth of detail and an intimacy born of
This is called samprajanya or smytyupasth2na in the MahZyZna treatises.
Samprajanaya is defined:
etad eva sam2sena samprajanyasya laksanam;
yat klyacittlvasth2yZh pratyavek~gmuhur muhuh. BCA. V, 108. See also 5s.
pp. I 2 0 ff.
The PrajiiZpgramitZ describes this thus:
caram6 carZmiti prajZnZti, sthitah sthito'smiti prajZ11Zt.i etc.
Quoted in BCA. p. 108; SS. p. 120.
This is the SatipatthZna of the Digha NikGya:
And how does a monk become self-possessed He acts, mendicants, in full
presence of mind. Whatever he may do, in going out or coming in, in looking
forward or in looking round, in bending his arm, or stretching it forth, in
wearing his robes, or in carrying his bowel, in eating or drinking . . . Thus let
a monk be mindful and self-possessed; this is our instruction to you." Mahd
Pari Nibbiina Sutta 11, 12 and 13 Trans. by Rhys Davids. The whole of Mahi
Satipalthdna Sutta ( D . N . Sutta 22) is devoted t o this topic.
- %ti Deva's Sikgdsamuccaya which is a compendium of Precepts culled
from Mahiysna texts and Bodhicarydvatdra are our chief sources for the
Mgdhyamika spiritual discipline.
# 8

'
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experience of those planes, in the UaSabhJmikd, Bodhisattvab~mi
and the PaiIcavimSati Sdhasrikd and other Mahgygna treatises. The
A bhisamaydlarikdra of Asanga and its commentaries deal with the
stages of the spiritual path (abhisamaya) under eight heads.' It is
interesting to note the concordance of the Abhisamaya and the Ten
Planes of Mah8yhistic meditation. Candrakirti actually a t tempts,
in his Madhyamakdvatira, to fit in the PZramitSs with the ten
Bhiimis-beginning from Pramudit 2 and culminating in the Dharmamegh8. As the disciple progresses, there is the progressive dissolution
of the passions and falling away of the mental defilements. Great
clarity is attained, till the mind becomes transparent, free from all
impediments, obscurations, passions and sloth. The Bodhisattva
approximates more and more to Buddha; he acquires great yogic
taken to be the
powers. The tenth Bhiimi-Dharma-meghg-is
B~ddhabhiimi,~
though complete Buddhahood is still far off.
SUNYATA IS THE SOLE MEANS TO NIRVANA
It is the contention of the Msdhyamikas that the final release is
possible only through Sfinyat8-by the giving up of all views, standpoints and predicaments.* The paths advocated by other systems can
V

Prajfi5-p8ramitZ-~t5bhihpadartha* samudiria;
sarvZkarajiiat8, mzrgajiiaa sarvajiiatg tatah;
sarv5k8r8bhisambodho murdhapr&ptoW
nuptirvam;
ekaksan8bhisambodho dharmakPyaS ca te'stadh8. Abhzsamay~larikhra
kdrikds 4 and 5. Quoted in AAA. p. 19.
The Satasiihasrikd ( X Chap. pp. 1454 ff) gives a full and clear account of
the Bhtimis.
A historical and comparative study of the Mahayha and Hinayana planes
of meditation as contained in the Mahdvastu and the DaJabhfimikii etc. is very
interesting. Such a study is made in Dr. N. Dutt's "Aspects of MahQyana in
relation to HinByana."
tatra katham bodhisattvo mahasattvo dakamyam bhiimau sthitas
tathagata eva vaktavyah. yasya bodhisattvasya sarvapgramit2h paripiirns
bhavanti, dakatathggata-balzni, catvari vaiSZradyani, catasrah pratisamvidah
ast8daSgvenik8 buddhadharmsh, sarvZk3.rajfiat&jfiiinam,sarva-v2sanZnusamdhikleSaprahgr?arhlmah8karuq&,sarvabuddhadharmak ca pariptima bhavanti.
Satasiihasrikd (X)p. 1472.
"muktis tu Stinyat&dysfestadarthZSesabh&vang".A dictum of NBg5rjuna
quoted in BCAP. p. 438 and also in Subhdsita Samgrha. Also in Guqratna's
commentary (p. 47) on Sa$darJana Samuccaya.
buddh*
pratyeka-buddhaiS ca SrZivakaiS ca nisevitii; mBrgas tvam ek8
mobasya natyanya iti nihcayah. ASP. IX,41.
na vinanena margena bodhir ityagamo yatah. BCA. IX, 41.

'
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a t best lead to partial release, or be a preliminary to this.' Consideration of the real in any particular mode, e.g. as Substance, Being,
Becoming etc. necessarily creates an other, the opposite, from which
it is distinguished. We cannot help being attached to what we take
to be real+ur
view-and reject others. A view, because of its
restriction, determination, carries with it duality, the root of samszra.
NPgPrjuna states this dialectical predicament thus: when the self is
posited, an other (para) confronts it; with the division of the self and
the not-self, attachment and aversion result. Depending on these all
vices spring up. Attachment begets the thirst for pleasure, and thirst
hides all flaws (of the objects). Blinded by this, the thirsty man imagines qualities in things, and seizes upon the means to achieve pleasure.
Samszra is thus present as long as there is the attachment to the ' I j . 2
"A position ( p a k ~ a )begets a counter-position (pratipak~a),and
neither of them is real."3 In the practical sphere, the holding of views
begets attachment and aversion. The kind of view does not matter;
a view as such is exclusive, and by that very act an opposition is set
up. We cannot avoid controversy and conflict in holding any viewaffirmative or n e g a t i ~ e . ~
-

"ekam hi yiinari.1dvitiyam na vidyate". See also ASP. p. 319. ekam eva hi
ygnam bhavati yad uta buddha-ygnam, bodhisattvgnam yathii iiyusmatah
subhfiter nirdeSah.
I t is explicitly stated in the AAA. (p. 120) that it is the opinion of Ngggrjuna
and his followers that the votaries of other paths do not gain final release, that
they remain in a lower state, but are, a t the end of the period, enlightened by the
Buddha.
Arya NHgzrjuna-p5dBis tanmatanusiiriqah caikayiina-nayavgdina Bhuh:
labdhva bodhi-dvayam hy ete bhaviid uttrastamiinasiih;
bhavanty gyuh-ksayiit tustgh priipta-nirvana-samjiiinah.
na tes2m asti nirviinam kim tu janma-bhavatraye;
dhiitau na vidyate tesiim te'pi tisthanty anarave.
aklista-jiiiina-hiiniiya paSc5d buddhaih prabodhitiih;
sambhrtya bodhi-sambhiirams te'pi syur lokangyakzh. AAA. p. 120.
The Caluh Stava (I, 21, quoted by Advayavajra, p. 22) has a verse of this
import ;
dharmadhiitor asambhediid yznabhedo'sti na prabho;
yiinatritayam gkhyiitam tvay2 sattviivatZratah.
"utndvali of Niigiirjuna as quoted in BCAP. p. 492.
a pakszddhi pratipak~ahsy2.d ubhayah tac ca niirthatah. From Ratndvali
as quoted in MKV. p. 359.
"astiti
niistiti ca kalpaniivatiim evam carantiina na duhkha hgmyatiti.
MKV. p. 523.
astiti niistiti vivgda e ~ a hsuddhi
;
asuddhiti a y a h viviidah; viv~da-prHptyg
na duhkharh praSiimyate; aviviidapr2ptys ca duhkhaxh niruddhyate. From
Samddhiriija Siitra as quoted in MKV. pp. 135-36.
~

-

-
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The root-cause of duhkha, in the MZidhyarnika system, is the
indulging in views (drsti) or imagination (kalpang). Kalpan5,
(vikalpa) is avidy5 par excellence. The real is the indeterminate
(Siinya); investing it with a character, determining it as 'this' or 'not
this', is making the Real one-sided, partial and unreal. This is
unconsciously t o negate the real; for all determination is negation.
The dialectic then, as the Siinyat3 of dntis, is the negation of standpoints, which are the initial negation of the real that is essentially
indeterminate (nirvikalpa, nisprapaiica) . Correctly understood,
Siinyatii is not annihilation, but the negation of negation; it is the
conscious correction of an initial unconscious falsification of the real.
NIRVANA
Buddhism had always maintained that though the state of nirvgna
cannot be expressed in words, it is real. "There is the not-born, the
not-become, the not-created, the not-compounded. . . . If there were
not this not-born etc. . . . there could be no escape from this world of
compounded things." "There is the realm where there is neither earth
nor water . . . neither the boundless realm of space nor boundless
consciousness. . . . This I call neither coming nor going nor standing,
neither origination nor annihilation. Without support, without
beginning, without foundation is this. The same is the end of suffering."' I t is even spoken of in positive terms as "a reality beyond all
suffering and change, as unfading, still, undecaying, taintless, as
peace and blissful. I t is an island, the shelter, the refuge and the
goal.'J2We are expressly forbidden to consider NirvZna-the state
of the Tathzgata after death-as annihilation. I t is one of the four
sets of questions declared inexpressible by the Lord. The MZdhyamika
conception of Nirviina can be understood as bringing out the deeper
significance of the Buddhist conception by a trenchant criticism of
the Vaibhii~ikaand Sautriintika views on the subject.
A distiilction is usually made between upadhiiega and nirupadh i S e ~or pari-Nirv2na.s The former is the total cessation of Ignorance
VI
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Udgna VIII, 3 and 2 cf. also Itivuttaka, p. 37 (43).
a asankhatam ca vo bhikkhave desisssmi asamkhatagsminca maggam . . .
anssavanca . . . saccam . . . param . . . nipunam . . . ajajjaram . . . dhuvam . . .
s5ntam . . . amatam . . . panitam . . . sivam . . . khemam . . . abbhfitam . . .
antikadhamma . . . nibbanam . . . dipam tsnam . . . saranam
Sam. N .
I v , p. 368 ff.
MKV. p. 519.

...
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and of the passions, though the body and the mind continue to function but without passions. This state corresponds to the jivanmukti
of the VedPnta and SHnkhya. Buddha after his enlightenment is a
representative example. NirupadhiSesa NirvHna is the state of final
release where even the skandhas, which constitute empirical existence,
have totally ceased. The MahHyPnists added one more variety-the
Aprati~thita NirvHna, the state of the Bodhisattva who shuns
retiring into Final Release, although fully entitled to it, and who by
his free choice devotes himself to the service of all beings.
The question is: Is nirupadhigesa or (pari-) NirvHna, the goal of
spiritual discipline, a state of annihilation, a lifeless blank? Phenomenal existence is conceived by the VaibhP~ikaas the play of ultimate
discrete elements (the dharmas) flowing under the force of the
substance-view (satkPyadnti) and its attendant passions; they thus
engender the upa'da'na skandhas (conditioned existence) which are
pain (duhkha). By the operation of prajiiH, assisted by the practice
of virtues and mind-concentration, the elements are separated and
converted into their non-co-operating state.l As the defiling forces
(samskgras) have ceased, the elements stand in their pure undefiled
state (anasrava dharma). Is the state of NirvHna that is engendered
by prajii5 any reality a t all? Stcherbatsky holds very pronounced
views on the subject:
"When all manifestations are stopped, all forces extinct, remains the
lifeless residue. It is impersonal eternal death, and it is a separate element,
a reality, the reality of elements in their lifeless condition. This reality is
very similar to the reality of the Ssnkhya's undifferentiated matter
(prakrti); it is eternal absolute death. . . .
"The moral law conduces through a very long process of evolution the
living world into a state of final quiescence where there is no life, but something lifeless, inanimate. In this sense, the Vaibhiisika outlook resembles
the materialism of modem ~cience.~
This is rather an over~tatement.~
The VaibhH~ikasor any school of
Buddhism never took NirvHna as nothing, but as an asamsk~ta
dharma, some sort of noumenal unconditioned reality behind the
play of phenomena. True, it does not have the colour and vivacity of
pratisamkhyg-nirodho yo visamyogah pythak. AKV. p. 16.
Buddhist Nirvdna. pp. 27-9.
Stcherbatsky's view has been subjected to a sustained criticism by
Dr. N. Dutt in his Aspects of Mahdydna. pp. 154 ff.
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the empirical flux; it is however a dharma, an existent real. As being
identical with the state of the Tathsgata after his death, no Buddhist
school ever denied its reality. Only, it was in-expressible; it is not
bh5va (being); because, being asamsk~tait is not subject to birth,
decay and death like an empirical thing. It is not a b h ~ v a(non-being)
either, as it is not merely the total cessation of things, the example of
the blowing out of a lamp notwithstanding. The VaibhZsika is
definite that nirvsna is not mere negation, it is a Dlzarma in which
there is the absence of the samsksras; in itself it is a positive entity.'
It is against this bh2va conception of NirvZna that N2g5rjunaJs
criticism is directed principally. He shows that NirvZna cannot be a
bhsva and asamskrta (anupsdsna) at once.2 For that very reason it
cannot be taken as the destruction of kleSas and karma supervening at a particular stage in the course of things. NirvZna would then
become transitory and accidental (conditioned as it is by ~ a u s e s ) . ~
Two chief features distinguish the Mgdhyamika from the Vaibh%ika
conception of NirvZna. For the latter the discrete existences
(samskfla dharmas) are really changed into another state of inoperative existence (asamskyta dharma). The Mgdhyamika brings out by
his criticism that there is no change in things; if the kleSas were real,
they could not be reduced to nothing. There is only change in our outlook, not in reality. NirvZna is "what is not abandoned nor acquired;
what is not annihilation nor eternality; what is not destroyed nor
created.' The function of praj fi8is not to transform the real, but on1y
to create a change in our attitude towards it.5 The change is
-

l "pradyotasyeva nirvgnam vimoksas tasya cetasa" ity uktam. na ca
pradyotasya n i v w i r bhava ity upapadyate. ucyate naitad evam vijiieyam:
trsntiyah ksayah t~snaksayaiti. kixh tarhi tysngygh ksayo' sminniti nirv2nZikhye
dharme sati bhavati sa trsnabaya iti vaktavyam. pradipaS ca dys@ntamatram; tatrapi yasmin sati cetaso vimok~obhavatiti veditavyam iti. MKV.
P. 525.
bhZvaS ca yadi nirvsnam nirvsnam samskmm bhavet. nZsamskflo hi
vidyate bhgvah kvacana kakcana bh5vaS ca yadi nirvgnam anupzdaya tat
katham MK. XXV, 5-6.
MK. XXV, 8-9; MKV. pp. 527 ff.
svabhZvena hi vyavasthienam kleSgnZm skandhZn8m ca svabh8vasyanapgyitv8t kuto nivyttir, yatas tanniqttya nirvznam . . . yadi khalu Sfinyavadinah kleS2nBm skandhgnanh vg nivrttilahanam nirvanam necchanti, kirh
laksanam
tarhicchanti. ucyate;
,'
aprahinam asampraptam anucchinnam aSZhvatam;
aniruddham anutpannam etan nirvanam ucyate." MKV. p. 52 I.
na prajfia aSfiny8n bhavan 6iinySn karoti; bh5vZ eva Sfinya.

'
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epistemic (subjective), not ontological (objective). The real is as it
has ever been. This is the Copernican revolution that the Mgdhyamika
dialectic ushered in Buddhism and in Indian philosophy.
This leads to the other contention of the MZdhyamika that there is
no difierence whatever between NirvZna and Samsgra; Noumenon
and Phenomena are not two separate sets of entities, nor are they two
states of the same thing.' The absolute is the only real; it is the reality
of samsZra, which is sustained by false construction (kalpang). The
absolute looked a t through the thought -forms of constructive
imagination is the empirical world; and conversely, the absolute is the
world viewed sub specie aeternitatis, without these distorting media
of t h ~ u g h t . ~
NirvZna is not an ens (bhZva) or abhiiva (non-ens), etc.; it is the
abandonment of such considerations of the real (bhgvgbhgvapar2marSak~ayon i r ~ Z n a m )This
. ~ is in full accord with the teaching
of Buddha asking us to abandon the existential (bhava-drsti) and
non-existential (vibhava-dr~ti)views4 This is the true significance
of the avyZkfla (Inexpressibles) regarding the nature of the Tath2gata
-whether he exists after death or does not or both or neither.5
NirvZna as one with the Absolute is free from thought-determinations. And only by leaving these do we attain Nirviina.
The MZdhyamika conception of Nirvgna comes very close to the
Advaita notion of mukti as brahmabhiiva. In the Miidhyamika,
however, NirvZna is not identified with consciousness or bliss. For
the Vedznta, mukti is not merely absolute existence, free from suffering, but consciousness and bliss as well--cit and iinanda. The
Vedsnta by a critique of experience shows Brahman as the unconditionedly self-evident being (sgksiid aparok~adbrahma) which makes
~ feeling of pleasure we experience in the
knowledge p ~ s s i b l e .The
objects is but the infinite bliss of Brahman in a limited impure
form.' M o k ~ ais the removal of these limitations; and iinanda, which
MK. XXV, 9.
MK. XXV,19, 20.
a tad evam na kasyacin nirvane prah5nam napi kasyacin nirodha iti
vijfieyam. tatah ca sarvakalpandk~ayarfipaeva nirvlnam. tathoktam Arya
Ratndvalydm: na clbh8v01pi nirvlnam kuta ev5sya bh5vatZ; bhaviibhgvaparsmarha-ksayo nirvanam ucyate. MKV. p. 524.
W K . XXV, 17-8.
MK. XXV, 10.
cf. Veddnta Paribhdsa' Chap. I .
etasyaivanandasya any8ni bhiit5ni m5trii.m upajivanti.
ko ev8ny5t kah prlnyld yad esa gkiia gnando na syiit. Tailt. U p . 111-
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is the nature of Brahman, emerges in full measure. The M&dhyamika
seems to stop with the that or the bare assertion of the Absolute as the
implicate of phenomena; the Vedsnta proceeds further to define the
what or the nature (svariipa) of Brahman as Consciousness and Bliss.
Metaphysically, the Madhyarnika Nirvana is indeterminate and
cannot be identified with the Good or Bliss. From the religious
standpoint, however, it is identified with the Tathagata--God.
NirvZna is the transcendent life of the Spirit.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

I

TATHAGATA

NECESSARY AS T H E MEDIATOR BETWEEN ABSOLUTE
AND PHENOMENA

T

HE Tathggata, it was pointed out before, is the principle of
mediation between the Absolute that is transcendent to
thought (Siinya) and phenomenal beings. The need for a
mediator is felt in all absolutism; Vediinta has recourse to
I ~ v a r aapart
,
from Brahman, to account for the revelation of truth;
in the Mzdhyamika and Vijiilnavlda that function is performed by
the Tathiigata.
Sfinyat5 does not need to be declared as Sfinyat~;the Real or the
Truth is not constituted by our knowing or not knowing it as such.
If our knowing were to constitute it, the real would be relative to the
person knowing it and the circumstances under which it is known.
To accept this would be to accept the Protogorean maxim, "Man is
the measure of all things", with all its implications. Nothing would,
in that case, be false, every knowledge being true for the person in
that particular context. But Truth is impersonal, true for all and for
all time. PrajiiL or Siinyat%is bhfitakoti or dharmatl, the intrinsic
nature of all things; it is Tathatii-the 'Thatness', invariable for all
I t does not suffer by not being taught
time (tathlbh8vo'vik2ritvan1~).
(declared as the Truth) ; nor does it sufier by being taught either.2It
is not a necessary part of Truth that it should be known and declared
as truth.
A being confined to the phenomenal sphere cannot know the
Absolute; all his experience is in and through the categories of thought
which are samvrti (avidyz). The Absolute cannot know the truth; it
is itself the Truth. A fovtiovi, it cannot declare the truth; this requires,
tathcibhdvo'vikdritvam sadaiva sthdyitd. sarvadiinutpiida eva hy agnyPdinPm
paranirapeksatviid akytrimatviit svabhiiva ity ucyate. MIW. p. 265.
a yii dharmPnPm dharmatii s8 deSyamiinPpi tavaty eva, adeSyamPn8pi
tzvad eva. ASP. p. 196. See also p. 307.
cf. the !&ilistamba SGtra passage: utpiidiid v& tathagatiiniirn anutpPdZd va
tathPgat8niim sthitaivaisii dharm8n2m dharmat8. Quoted in MKV. P. 40;
Dababhiimikd VIII (p. 6 5 ) ; BCAP, p. 5 8 8 ; Bhdnzati, 11, ii, 19 (p. 526). See Sam.
N. 11, p. 2 5 for the PZli parallel.
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besides knowledge, adequate and appropriate instruments of
communication. Only a being which enjoys a sort of dual existence,
having one foot in phenomena and the other in the Absolute, can
possibly know the Absolute and reveal it to others. A difference is
therefore made between TathatZ (the Real or Absolute Truth) and
Tathggata, who knows the truth.' PrajfiZp2ramitB is, a t many places
in the A;[asihasrika' and other texts, taken as the mother of the
B u d d h a ~From
.~
time to time the Buddhas, out of great compassion,
condescend from their exalted position to reveal the truth to all
beings (gods, men and lowly creatures).
The nature of the Absolute as Siinyatl does not include the
revelatory function that is invariably associated with BuddhaTathZgata. The Absolute is the impersonal reality underlying all
phenomena; TathZgata is a n Exalted Personality (bhagavgn), a
being freed of limitations and endowed with excellences. Though
Siinyatl does not necessarily imply the TathZgata, it does not,
however, lose its nature by freely manifesting itself as a Person, as
God. It is the nature of the Good to 'overflow'. The TathZgata is an
emanation of the Absolute, to adopt a significant Neo-Platonic term.
Two possible objections may be raised against this position: one
that there is no necessity for such a being; any one can come to have
a knowledge of the absolute by self-effort; and second that a being
intermediate bet ween the Absolute and man is logically untenable ;
one may be the Absolute or a phenomenal being, and not both a t
once.
Can we dispense with revelation altogether, and yet acquire a
knowledge of the Absolute through purely logical means? A being
confined to the phenomenal has no obvious means of knowing what
admittedly is beyond that sphere. His sense-organs and even intellect (buddhi) are conditioned by avidyl. All his knowledge is in and
through the categories of thought, buddhi (Reason), and buddhi is
samvyti. But cannot the dialectical consciousness, because of its own
inner dynamism, afford us a knowledge of the absolute? Will not the
very conflict in Reason, the dialectical play of thesis and anti-thesis,

'

atit2 tathatZ yadvat pratyutpannZpy anagata;
sarvadharmZs tathd-dp&Zstenoktah sa tathligatah. CSV. p. 32.
sarvZkZrZviparita-dha~ma-daiSikatvenapargrtha-sampad2 tatEgat2h.
M.p. 62.
prajiEp2ramit8 tathZgatZnZri.1 janayitri. ASP. p. 254.
ato nirj2tZs tathagatah. ibid.
buddhasya matre. . . . Abhisamaydlankdra Ktivikd, VI, I .
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resolve the conflict and lead us beyond Reason? The crust of buddhi
(Reason) can break owing to internal pressure, as it may do because of
external impact. I t has been shown that the conflict is total and
inevitable in philosophy, as systems of philosophy with totally
divergent views arise and clamour for recognition as the true and only
picture of reality. The intenser the conflict the quicker will be its
denouement. PrajfiB should emerge as the finale of the process.
The abstract possibility of such a contingent emergence of Prajfiz
may be conceded. Perhaps, the conception of the Pratyeka Buddha as
a person having derived the knowledge all from himself, without
reference to revelation or Buddhas, has this philosophical basis.'
There are some significant considerations why the above contention cannot be accepted
in a n unmodified form. The conflict in
Reason does occur, and the dialectical consciousness is already at
work within us. I t is not, however, an automatic mechanical proces~.~
If it were so, every one is bound, as a matter of course and in spite of
himself even, to have PrajfiZ and reach the Absolute; the progress of
the individual cannot be retarded or accelerated to any extent. This
should obviate the necessity to learn or to teach philosophy. Such,
however, is not the case.
All this is opposed to our mode of learning; we usually learn from
the teacher. Even with regard to innate truths and axioms, it is the
teacher who directs our attention to them. The dialectical consciousness is no doubt present, but it is the enlightened who can make us
appreciate its significance. Buddha does not create the dialectical
consciousness; but it is he who makes us appreciate its full significance.
The case of Pratyeka Buddhas may appear to be an exception, as they
eflect their enlightenment without the help of a teacher. But here too
it can be said that in their previous births they had already received
the necessary instruction.
NZ.gZ.rjuna seems to concede this possibility when he says:
sambuddh2nSm anutpZ.de SrSvak2nZ.m punah ksaye;
jiiZ.nari3 Pratyeka-Buddh2nZ.m asamsarggt pravartate. MK. XVIII, 12.
a This would be a species of fortuitous origination like that of adhityasamutpada, which Buddha condemns most emphatically. The Ajivaka-theory
advocated this kind of automatic spiritual progress. See Barua: Pye-Buddhistic Indian Philosophy, pp. 316 ff.
a Candrakirti actually says this: tathapi ptirvajanm8ntara-dharmatattva6ravanabalZ.d eva . . . svSyambhuvam jjiiSnari.1 bhavati. MKV. p. 378.
Arya Deva hints a t this with regard to the future birth:
iha yady api tattvajiio nirvanam ngdhigacchati;
prapnoty ayatnatolvaSyarh punar-janmani karmavad. cS. VIII 22.
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The other objection against the acceptance of TathQata is that an
amphibious being partaking of both phenomena and the nournenon
at once is logically unsound. Personality is incompatible with
freedom and vice versa. Either a being is within phenomena as long
as he has not achieved nirvgna, or he is the Absolute. There is no
intermediary stage, and no intermediary being too can be adrmtted.
The moment a man attains Prajiig, he is swallowed up in the absolute.
There is no stage when he can declare that he is freed; he cannot leave
any kind of record. Logically, he cannot even know that he is free:
as long as he is in bondage, it would be false if he took himself to be
free; and when he is free, he is not longer there to know that he is
free, as he is immediately merged in the absolute. Freedom would in
that case be an unconscious process. If this were a true state of afiairs,
how does the objector know that there is the absolute. For aught, he
may become the absolute; but he cannot know anything about the
absolute, even that it is, as long as he is in phenomena. Not only he
cannot have that knowledge himself, but he is precluded from
deriving it through others. For ex hypothesi, other freed men too share
the same predicament, and an Igvara or Tathsgata is not accepted.
The objection involves a contradiction: it denies the possibility of
knowledge of the absolute on the part of any phenomenal being; but
the objection itself can be made only when a knowledge of the absolute
is possessed by the objector.
Free, egoless, personality must be accepted. I t is not that as one
achieves freedom one is absorbed into the absolute wholly and a t
once. Though free, one has still enough of the phenomenal in one to
feel kinship with fellow beings and help them out of samsgra. Freedom
does not repel personality; nor does all personality mean bondage.
There can be a Free Person, and Buddha is that.
The account that has come down to us of Gautama the Buddha's1
attainment of Bodhi and his initial hesitation to teach and later
acceptance of it out of compassion for beings2is proof of the existence
and necessity of a Free Phenomenal Being.

a

K

See the first Section of Mahdvagga (Vinaya Pitaka).
at& ca pratyudiivfltam cittam dehayitum muneh;
dharmam matvgsya dharmasya mandair duravagshatiim.
MK. XXIV, 12 and MKV. p. 498.
. . . yah saddharmam adebayed; anukampPm upiidiiya tam namasyiimi
Gautamam. MK XXVII, 30.
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CONCEPTION O F GODHEAD

The Absolute (Siinya) is the universal impersonal reality of the
world. Although identical in essence with the absolute, Buddha is
primarily a Person. He is the object of worship and devotion. Buddha's
real nature can be realised only in the appropriate religious consciousness and accredited Buddhist tradition. We can logically demonstratel
at best, the need for a mediating principle between the absolute and
phenomena. For the nature and the manner of the mediator we have
t o fall back upon religion.
Buddha is BhagavHn, God, endowed as he is with power and
perfection. He possesses, in entirety, all power, splendour, fame,
wealth, knowledge and act .l He has completely eliminated all passion
and karma and the two obscurations (klegiivarana and jfiey%varana).Z
He is omniscient (sarvajiiii and sarviikgrajiia), having a full knowledge of the Absolute Truth (prajiia-piiramitg) and of the empirical
world likewise. His wisdom is spoken of as consisting of five varieties:
(I) "The perfectly pure intuition of the Absolute, there being no
bifurcation into the 'is' and the 'is not' (advaya-jfignam); (2)the
knowledge resembling a mirror wherein everything is reflected
(HdarSa-jiisna); (3) the discriminative knowledge precisely cognising
all the separate objects and elements without confounding any of
them (pratyavek~aniij
fiHna); (4) the cognition of the unity, the
equality of one-self and of others as possessed of the unique Essence
of Buddhahood (samatHjfiHna); and (5) the active wisdom pursuing
the welfare of all living beings (kytyanu~thHnajiiZna) The first two
forms of knowledge, especially the first, belong to the Dharmakiya
of the Buddha; the third and the fourth (pratyavek~anHand samatb
jfiiina) to the Sambhoga Kiiya (body of Bliss) and the pursuit of the
welfare of beings to the NirmHnakHya (Apparitional Body). Besides
omniscient knowledge, Buddha possesses several other perfections such
as Ten Powers-(dagabala) ,' Four confidences (catviiri v a i i ~ r a d y i i ) ,
Thirty-two mercies (dvHtrimSat mahHkarunHh) etc.
"ai8varyasya samagrasya riipasya yahasah hriyah;
jiiZnasy5tha prayatnasya sann8m bhaga iti 8rutih."
so'sy8stiti samagraihvary8dim5.n Bhagav5.n.
"kle8a-karma tath5. janma kleSajiiey5.vfii tath2.;
yena vaipaksikz bhagnzs teneha Bhagav5.n smfiah." AAA. p. 9.
a Obermiller's The Doctrine of PmajfiEpd~amitc2,
p. 45. Ada Orientalia, Val- *I.
a Mahdvyutpatti. pp. 2-4 (B. Budd. Edn.).
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KumZrila argues, with great force and no little ingenuity, that
only the Impersonal and Eternal Word (Veda) can be omniscient, and
not any person. A person is subject to passions and idiosyncraciesl
His powers of cognition are limited. It may well be that by
practice he may come to possess knowledge of more things than
others, but this can never lead to knowledge of all things.' Nor
is it possible for any one to know all the minute and varied details of
things and their p a r k s This raises the question: what kind of
knowledge is meant by omniscience: is it of the particulars or of the
universals alone: does that knowledge function successively or
sim~ltaneously?~
Buddha, Vardhamka, Kapila and others all claim
omniscience; it is difficult to decide who is really that and who is
not.6 One thing is certain that they contradict each other, and no
two of them can be valid. Kumzrila concludes: A seer of the supersensuous does not therefore exist; whoever knows anything knows
it through the Eternal Word (Veda).6
There is, however, no valid objection against the existence of an
omniscient person. A fact cannot be denied because it is not cognised
by all and sundry. There is positive evidence of the omniscience of
the Buddha; for, following the path taught by him one is freed of
samssra. Most of the objections against the acceptance of omniscience
are based on the assumption that it is the acquisition of a new
faculty, or that it is a laborious process of accretion of information.
It is on the other hand a case of divesting the mind of its accidental
defects which have crept into it. In itself the intellect is transparent
and has natural affinity with the real.' By the contemplation of the
unreality of things (nairztmya-bhzvanz) it is possible to void the
Sloka Va'rttika. p. 74 (Chou. Edn.)
Cf. dossh santi na santiti pumviicy~uhi 8amkyate;
Srutau kartur abhZvHn nu dosdamkaiva ngsti nah. TS. p. 585.
a TS. p. 826-27.
yatrspy atiSayo drstah sa svHrthsnatilanghan5t;
diirasiiksm5.di-drs@usy2.n na riipe Srotravyttia.
SZo. Vdrt. I 14 of the CodandsCtra).
TS. p. 821.
TS. p. 844.
sugato yadi sarvajiiah kapilo neti kH prams;
athobhsvapi sarvajfiau matabhedas tayoh katham. TS. p. 822.
tasmsd atindriygrthiinsm sZks5d drastZ na vidyate;
vacanena tu nitvena yah pakyati sa paiyati. TS. p. 828.
' prabhgsvaram idarh cittam tattvadarhana-sstmakam;
prakrtyaiva sthitam yasm2.n mal& tv sgantavo m a t a . TS p. 895.
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intellect of all defects-klebs. Owing to the removal of the obscuring
factors omniscience shines out, as there is nothing to obstruct its
vision.' Those that deny omniscience really deny the possibility of
the intellect to be free from defects; they must logically deny freedom
(mukti) too.
It might be said that when a person is freed of all defects (kleia)
he ips0 facto loses all power of ideation, and communication of
the truth is not possible. For, buddhi has ceased to function for
the enlightened Buddha. He is absorbed in the contemplation
of the Absolute; he is in self-contemplation. I t is even held that
the Buddha himself did not utter a word from the time that he
attained Bodhi till his final release.' How then has his teaching
been propagated?
Several answers have been given by the Mgdhyamika teachers.
NggLrjuna says in the Catuh Stava: "Though, Lord, you have not
uttered a single word, all the votaries have been satisfied by the
teaching of the doctrine. Candrakirti suggests that the Lord uttered
but once the word at the time of his Bodhi, and it has, according to
the needs and spiritual attainments of the votaries, been active in
is also compared to the wishdispelling their ignorance."uddha
fulfilling precious stone (cintzmani) and the kalpataru tree, both of
which give out the different favours sought of them by different
votaries.6 Likewise, the diversity of the Lord's teaching is dependent
on the different spiritual temperament and maturity of the seekers
after truth (vineyavakgt). The initial incentive to propagate the
truth, on the part of the Lord, is the result of his resolve (pranidhgna)
to strive for the good of all beings made previous to his attainment
of Buddhahood. That benign intention of his contrives to influence
J

J

~

pratyak~ikrta-nairltmyena doso labhate sthitim;
tadviruddhatayg dipre pradipe timiram yath5.
s2ks5tkytiviSe~5cca doso n5sti savlsanah;
sarvjiiatvam atah siddham sarvgvarana-muktitah. TS. Verses 3338-9.
a yam ca rltrim, Sgntamate, tath5gato'nuttaririz samyak-sambodhim
abhisambuddhah, yam ca rltrim anup5dgya parinirvgsyati, atrantare
tathsgatenaikam apyak~aramnod5hrtam na vylhrtam ngpi pravyaharati
n&pipravygharisyati. MKV. pp. 366 and 539.
nod&hwmtvay5 kimcid ekam apyak~ararhvibho;
kytsna6 ca vaineyajano dharma-varsena tarsitah.
Ngggrjuna's Catuhstava quoted in BCAP. P.420.
"KV.
p. 366.
6 cintgmanih kalpatarur yathecchsparipiiran*;
vineya-pranidhZnSbhj4m jinabimbarh tatheksyate. BCA. IX, 36.
1
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his intellect even after the Bodhi, like the continuance of the rotation
of the potter's wheel even after the pitcher is made.1
~ e s i d e his
s omniscience and other perfections, what makes Buddha
a loving God is his great compassion imahiikarunii) and his active and
abiding interest in the welfare not only of suffering humanity but
of all beings. His karunH is great (mahii) as it knows no limitation of
any kind; his mercy is for all, the deserving and the undeserving, for
the lowly creatures especially; it is not for a short period of time but
for aeons and aeons; the quality of his karunz is intense and pure.
His love is more intense than that of a father for his only dear son;
. ~ activity of
it does not expect any gain, recognition or r e ~ p e c t"No
the Buddhas". says Arya Deva, "is without intention; their very
breath is for the good of beings.'
This Great ~ o k ~ a s s i oisnnot of a sentimental kind, grand but
blind. It is born of the realisation of the universality and unity of all
being (samatii). Nggiirjuna says in his Catuhstava: "Of the essential
non-difference between the Buddhas and all beings, of oneself and
As one with the
others, is the Equality (samatg) taught by
DharmadhZtu all beings are equal. The Buddhas have realised this
oneness, and it is their sacred function to lead all to a realisation of
this basic truth. The Tathiigata-garbha (the germ of Buddhahood)
present equally in all beings is to be made manifest.
Siinyat2 and karunH (Wisdom and Compassion) are the two
essential characteristics of God in MahHyiina Buddhism. Stinyatii is
PrajiiB, non-dual intuition; and in having this, the Tathiigata is
non-diff erent from the Absolute-Tathat Z, Siinya. KarunH takes note
of the plight of the suffering world, and is an unceasing act of grace,
condescension. It is born of Buddha's syrnpathy, sense of equality,
ye buddhasya bhagavato vineyah, tadupadhiphalavihe~apratilambhahetukuhala-karma paripakgt ; tadvahgt. pranidhgnavahgc ca, yat piirvam bodhisattv2vasthgyam aneka-prakgrain bhagavata sattvgrtha-sampgdanam praahitam tasy2ksepavaSgt. kul~lacakra-bhramangk~epa-nyZiyen2bhogena
pravartan2t. BCAP. p. 419.
a mahgkarunam
evghritya, priyaikaputrgdhikatara-premapstra-sakalatribhuvana-jano, na labha-satkzra-pratyupakarBdi-Lipsay&.MKV. pp. 592-3.
"na ce~t5,kila buddhgn8m asti k5cid akPranZ;
nihSv8s01pi hitgyaiva praqingm sampravartate."
(101) Fragments.
harira-vgca-manasarfipravmh svartha muner nHsti na c5pyanarthH;
maha--2vigJa-vikuddha-buddheh parodayZyaiva punah pravfltih.
Catuhbalikd. p. 407, Fragments pd. by MM. H. P. Sbtri.
buddhanarh sattvadhSto.4 ca yenabhinnatvam arthaw; Stmand ca
Paregah ca samac tena te matg." BCAP. p. 590.

'
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with creatures. As identical with Praj fiHpBramitZ, Buddha is the
Absolute and belongs to the region of the param3rtha. As possessed
of Karunii and owing to his essential equality with all beings, he is
in the region of phenomena (samvrti). He is thus an amphibious
being, having one foot in the Absolute and the other in phenomena.'
And it is because of this he performs the function of a mediator
between the two.
I n the Buddhist Pantheon, Maiijugri and AvalokiteSvara are the
concrete expressions of these two aspects of god-head. A purer
conception of God it would be difficult to find in other religions. In
Tiintric Buddhism, these appear as PrajfiH and UpHya respectively,
and are comparable to Siva and Sakti of the Briihmanical Tantra.
The dual aspect of Buddha's nature is reflected in the Bodhisattvas
whose ideal He is. Their influence permeates the world.

The dual nature of Buddha, as one with the Absolute (Siinya)and
a t once actively pursuing the welfare of beings, supplies the philosophical basis for the theological conception of the Trikiiya of Buddha.
The three bodies or aspects of Buddha are:2
(I) The Dhama KZya-The

SambhogakZya
(3) Nirmsnakgya
(2)

Cosmical body is his essential nature; it
is one with the Absolute;
-The body of bliss; and the
-Assumed body.

As the Dharmakzya, Buddha fully realises his identity with the
Absolute (dharmatg, SiinyatH) and unity (samatH) with all beings. It
is the oneness with the Absolute that enables Buddha to intuit the
Truth, which it is his sacred function to reveal to phenomenal beings.
This is the fountain-source of his implicit strength which he concretises in the finite sphere. The Sambhoga Kgya is the concrete
manifest at ion to himself (svasambhoga) and to the elect (parasamtaduktam: yatah prajiig tattvam bhajati karung samvytim atah;
tavgbhin nihsattvam jagad iti yathgrtham vimySatah.
yads c8visto'bhfir daiabala-jananyg karunayg;
tadL te' b h i d Brte suta iva pituh prema jagati. Quoted in BCAP. P. 4a8svgbhzvikah sgmbhogiko nairmgniko' paras tathg;
d h a r m a k ~ y a hsakgritrah caturdh5 samudiritah. AAA. p. 26.
See also Mahzyrina SriMlarikdra p p 45 fl-
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bhoga) the power and splendour of god-head. In furtherance of
the great resolve to succour all beings, Buddha incarnates himself
from time to time in forms best calculated to achieve this end
(nirmgnakiiya).
The PrajZi-piramit6 texts repeatedly ask us to consider Buddha
as Dharmaklya, and not in the overt form which appears to us.1
Dharmaklya is the essence, the reality of the universe. I t is completely
free from every trace of duality. It is the very nature of the universe
and is therefore also called the svlbhZvika k8ya.3 It would be, however, not exactly correct to take the DharmakZya to be the abstract
metaphysical principle-Siinyat Z or Suchness (tathat 3). The
DharmakZya3 is still a Person, and innumerable merits and powers
etc. are ascribed to him.4
ye m8m nipepa c8drfiksur ye m a ghosena anvayuh
mithyaprah8na-prasytB na msm draksyanti te jan8h
dharmato Buddha drastavyii dharmakiiya hi ngyakgh
dharmatg capy avijiieya na sB Saky2 vijanitum
Vajracchedikd. p. 43, quoted in MKV. p. 448; BCAP. p. 421.
uktam hy etad Bhagavaa:
dharmak8yii Buddha Bhagavantah. m5 khalu punar imam b h i k ~ v a h
satkgyarh kayam manyadhvam dharma-k8ya pariniqattito miim b h i k ~ v o
draksyanty esa ca Tathagatakiiyah. ASP. p. 94. mukhyato dharmak2yas
tathagatah. AAA. p. 181. See also pp. 205, 521 ff.
a sarv2kiir8ri.1viSuddhim ye dharm8h priipt5 nirZsravZh;
svgbhaviko muneh kayas tesam praw-laksanah. AAA. p. 523.
a The Avatamska Siitra, copious excerpts from which are given by Suzuki,
characterises the Dharmakaya thus:
"The Dharmakaya, though manifesting itself in the triple world, is free
from impurities and desires. It unfolds itself here, there, and everywhere
responding to the call of karuna. I t is not an individual reality; it is not a false
existence, but is universal and pure. I t comes from nowhere, it goes to nowhere;
it does not assert itself; nor is it subject to annihilation. It is for ever serene and
eternal. I t is the One; devoid of all determinations. This Body of Dharma has
no boundary, no quarters, but is embodied in all bodies. Its freedom or
spontaniety is incomprehensible, its spiritual presence in things corporeal is
incomprehensible. . . . The universe becomes, but this Body for ever remains.
It is free from all opposites and contraries, yet it is working in all things to
lead them to Nirvana." (Outlines of Mah6y6na1 pp. 223-4.)
See AAA. pp. 523 ff. Buston (History of Buddhism. Vol. I pp. 1289) says:
"The Sanskrit name for the cosmical Body is dharmakaya. The word KZya is
derived from the verb-root ci-to collect, accumulate. (The Cosmical Body)
is thus regarded as the accumulation, the aggregate of all the elements,
uninfluenced (by defiling agencies). The Satyadvaya-vibhanga accordingly says:
The cosmical Body is thus called, Being the aggregate of all the elements.
The substratum of all the unthinkable virtues, And the essence of all things,
the nature of which agrees with logic."
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The Body of Bliss (Sambhoga-k5ya) is so called because it
represents (an existence characterised by) the full enjoyment of the
Truth of the great Vehicle, as it is said : "Perfectly enjoying the Truth
or since it takes delight in the Truth."l The body of Bliss is the
reflection of the Cosmic Body in the empirical world in a corporeal
form. Buddha appears here as a Supreme God, abiding in the
Akani~thaheaven, surrounded by a host of Bodhisattvas. He is
endowed with 32 principal and 80 secondary marks of beauty and
excellence.2 This body is the result of the previous virtuous deeds.
The descriptions given of Buddha in the opening sections of the
MahHyHna Sfitras are of this body. The Satasdhasrikd PrajiE@liramitd
may be cited as a good example of this. For pages on end there are
descriptions of every part of Buddha's body, of rays proceeding from
his head, hands and feet and even fingers, reaching up to the extremities
of the world.3 Only the Bodhisattvas who have reached the tenth
stage can perceivethe body of Bliss, and not others, is the opinion
of some MHdhyamika teacher^.^ The Sambhogakzya is the vibhiti
(glory) of the Lord, a fine example of which wehave in the Bhagavad
Gitd (Chapter XI).
The NirmHna Kgya, usually translated as apparitional body, is
really a body assumed by Buddha in fulfilment of his resolve to save
beings from misery. The manifestation of the body of bliss in the
empirical world as Gautama (SHkyamuni) or other previous and
succeeding Tathsgatas is the NirmHnakHya of Buddha.5 The advent of
a Buddha in the world is not an accident, the lucky chance of a
human being happening to attain enlightenment. It is a deliberate
descent of the Divinity, incarnating Itself as human being; his
Buston Vol. I, p. 129.
AAA. p. 5 2 6 : dvatrirfiSa1 laksan8Sitivyaiijan5tm2 muner ayam;
sgmbhogiko matah kayo mahayiinopabhogatah.
A complete list of these characteristics is given in AAA. pp. 526 ff. Buston
V0l. I, pp. 131-2.
a Sata Sa'hasrikiZ. pp. 2 ff.
This is the view of Dharmamitra the Mgdhyamika, as we learn from
Buston Vol. I (pp. I 3 I ff .) . His work is called Prasphu.tapa'da, and is preserved
only in Tibetan.
"ena
!kkyamuni-tathZigat~diriipen5sarhs5rarh sarvaloka-dh8tusu sattv5n5m samihitam artham samankaroty asau kgyah, prabandhatay2nuparato
nairmzniko buddhasya bhagavatah . . . tatha coktam:
karoti yena citrgni hitZni jagatah samam;
Qbhavat so'nupacchinnah kayo nairmaniko muneh. AAA. p. 532.
1

various (twelve principal) acts from birth to passing away into
parinirvgna are make-believe acts, designed to create a sense of
kinship with human beings.l Gautama is one of the Buddhas; and
the Bodhisattvas are other forms chosen by divinity to help man and
other beings. As Haribhadra says: "When some living being requires
the explanation of the Doctrine or some other kind of help, then the
Lord, by the force of his previous vows, fulfils the purpose of this
living being manifesting himself in this or that form."2 Buddha is the
Providence that takes the keenest interest in beings. The particulars
with regard to the KPya conception cannot be logically demonstrated.
They are to be taken as revealed to the elect and communicated by
them to others.
In the Hinaysna religion, Gautarna the Buddha is an exalted
human being, distinguished from the ordinary mankind by his
unique and unaided attainment. He was not certainly God before he
attained bodhi. The historicity of the Buddha (SPka~amuni)is
indispensable for that religion. In MahPy3na, though Gautama is a
historical person, he is not the only Buddha, and his occurrence is
one of the innumerable acts of divine dispensation. The MahPyka
religion escapes the predicament of having to depend on any particular
historical person as the founder of its religion.

It should be of interest to compare the VedPnta conception of
I ~ v a r awith that of Buddha. In both the systems the highest is the
Absolute-Brahman or Siinya; it is the sole reality. As the absolute
transcends thought and empirical modes of existence, it is not possible
to attain the knowledge-that the Absolute is real-by
beings
confined to the phenomenal sphere. The Absolute cannot declare
itself as such. There is thus the need, as pointed before, for a mediator
who reveals the Absolute. ISvara and the TathPgata perform this
necessary function. Though free, they are however, within phenomena,
See Buston, pp. 133 ff. Uttaratantva of Asanga. pp. 254 ff. (Obermiller's
Trans. Acta Orientdia Vol. I X , 1931).
a yasya sattvasya yasmin kZle dharma-deSanZdikarh kriyamznam ayZtipathyam bhavati, tadZ tasyZrthakaranZya piirva-prani-dhZnasamyddhyH
tatpratibhZsZnuriipenZkZrenHrthakriyZkZriBhagavZn iti . . . tatha coktam:
paripZkam gate hetau yasya yasya yadZ yada
hibhavati kartavyam prathate tasya tasya sah. AAA. p. 525.
K'
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mgyika;' they are the free manifestation of the absolute. I~varaor
the TathZgata is a lower principle than the Absolute. The absolute is
realised in the highest knowledge, in the context of the philosophical
consciousness. ISvara or TathZgata is an object of devotion and
worship, and is understood in the context of religious consciousness.
M o k ~ aor NirvZna is possible only through knowledge (advaita or
advaya-jfiZna). As an implication of this, both the systems take
devotion and other religious acts as but ancillary to knowledge.
Religion is subordinate to philosophy, but there is no opposition
between them.
The religion that is in consonance with the MHdhyamika or
VedZnta absolutism can best be characterised as Pantheism. It is
not theism in which there is a n absolute difference between God and
man as we have in the semitic religions. There is essential and
inexpressible identity between man (all beings) and f ~ v a r aor the
TathHgata; both are really the absolute; their difference is superficial,
and belongs to the phenomenal region; it is, however, enough to
It need not be supposed that if the
sustain religious conscio~sness.~
difference between the worshipper and the worshipped were not
ultimate, religious devotion could not lead to fruitful result. Whether
Buddha is ultimately real or not has no relevance with regard to
religious acts being fruitfuL3
The differences between ISvara and TathZgata, however, must not
be overlooked. To ISvara is assigned not merely the function of
revealing the Truth (Veda); creation, sustenance, destruction and
samyak sambudho'pi m2.yopamah svapnopamah; samyaksambuddhatvam
api mgyopamam svapnopamam. ASP. p. 39.
mayopam2.j jin8t punyam sadbh8v01pi katham yath8. BCA. IX, g.
tad evam avidy8tmakopZdhi-paricched8pek$amevehvarasye-hvaratvamsarvajfiatvam sarvahaktitvam ca na paramarthato vidyay8p8stasarvop8dhi-svariipa
Ztmanihitrihitavya-sarvajiiatvgdi-vyavahra upapadyate. BY. SGtr. Bhdsya,
11, i, 14.
sy8t paramehvarasy8picch8vahZn mgygmayam riipam s8dhak8nugrah2.rthamS
Br. Stitr. Bha';ya, I, i, 20.
satyam neSvar2.d anyah sams8ri . . tathehzpi deh8di-samgh8topgdhi-sambandha-vivekawehvara - sams8ri - bheda-mithygbuddhih. Br. SCtra
Bhzsya, I, i, 5.
evam avidy8-kyta-n8rnarfip8nurodhihvaro
bhavati . . . sa ca sv8tmabhfit&n
eva ghatZk8ha-sthZniy2.n . . . jivZkhy2.n vijfigngtmanah pratiste vyavahgravisaye. Ibid. 11, i, 14.
8gam2.c ca phalam tatra samvytya tattvato'pi v2.;
satyabuddhe kyt&pfijg saphaleti katham yath8. BCA. IX,40.
See BCAP. P. 380.
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other cosmic functions
are also performed by him. 1
In Buddhism karma takes the place of I ~ v a r ain this regard.
I4vara reveals the Absolute Truth to phenomenal beings through
some extraordinary mechanism of communication, probably in the
beginning of every creation; he does not incarnate himself as man for
this purpose. He is always free and always the Lord (sadaiva muktab,
sadaiva ISvarah). The Tathsgata, however, descends from his divine
plane and takes birth amongst men, conforms to their modes of life,
gains their sympathy and reveals the truth through the ordinary
methods of communication. The TathZgata is, to all intents, man
perfected, deified by the destruction of passions (kleh-jiieysvarananivyttih).2
The most characteristic feature of God in Buddhism is the
mah5karun5 that is prepared for any sacri6ce for any one and for all
time. This active and unceasing interest and effort for the welfare
and final release of all beings makes the Tathggata a very loving and
lovable God. It is easily one of the purest and most exalted conceptions
of God-head. Not that I ~ v a r ais not conceived as benign and loving,
but that the ideal of mahskarung and sarvamukti3is not so intensely
and intimately expressed as in Buddhism.
f ~ v a r ais not only SHstrayoni, but also the creator and sustainer of the
intra-subjective (vyZvahZrika) world common to all; the jivas are the makers
of the pratibhgsika world which is private and subjective. He is also the
sustainer of the moral order. Neither Brahman, who is beyond the duality of
good and evil, nor the jiva, who is not unmixed with evil, can serve as the
Norm of the good.
2 SarvajfiatZ, sarvikarajfiat8 and other godly perfections accrue on the
destruction of klebas. Buddha, to all ordinary intents, was in bonda e previously
(piirva bandhakoti), though he has destroyed that now for ever. Svara of the
Vedanta and the Yoga systems never had this prior bondage. In Jainism too,
Mahgvira and other Kevalins are conceived as having attained omniscience etc.
as a result of the destruction of karma (ksiyika-jfiZna etc.). What distinguishes
the MahZySna conception from this is that God (the Tathsgata) was never a
mere man, but irtcarnates himself as man, and undergoes the usual practices etc.
as enactment of his role as a teacher. It is the enactment of descent as man and
of ascent to God-head (samyak sambuddhattva).
There are feeble and indistinct references to the doctrine of sarvamukti
(Universal Freedom) as the VedZntic ideal. Freed jivas attain to f~varabhiva
or Saksibhgva before finally becoming merged into Brahman (bhfiyaS cinte
viSvamZyZnivrtt&). See Siddhiintaleda Sarigraha, IV, 5 , for a discussion of the
issue, ekamukti or sarva-mukti.
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PART THREE

The Madhyamika and Allied Systems

CHAPTER TWELVE

T H E M ~ D H Y A M I K AAND SOME WESTERN
DIALECTICAL SYSTEMS
ISTORIANS of Indian thought have noticed striking
similarities between the absolutist systems of India and
some western dialectical systems such as those of Kant,
Hegel and Bradley.' A comparative study would not
materially add to our knowledge of the systems under comparison;
it is, however, valuable as establishing affinities, and as precisely
differentiating them. There is gain in definition and distinction. A
comparative study, to be fruitful, must be made between systems of
thought which have prima facie generic affinity of standpoint. We
should not, in our eagerness to discover affinities of thought, ignore
the differences; in fact, our endeavour should be to throw into relief
points of specific differences. A comparative study further presupposes
an adequate knowledge of the systems compared.
In the course of our exposition of the Mgdhyamika system,
attention has been drawn a t various places to the points of similarity
and difference between the Mgdhyamika system on the one hand and
Kant, Hegel, Bradley, Vedznta and Vijiignavada on the other. It may
be advantageous to consider them systematically.

1

As has already been pointed out, both the Msdhyamika and
Kant initiated the critical phase in philosophy in their respective
spheres. They engendered the "Copernican Revolution" by a sustained
challenge to dogmatism and speculative metaphysics. They were
successful in shifting the centre of philosophical interest from the
object to the knowing mind, to Reason. Both were led to this reflective
criticism by the impasse created principally by two opposed currents
in philosophy: by Rationalism and Empiricism in the case of Kant and
I.

I.P. Vol. I, 648, 664 ff. Vol. I1 pp. 524 ff, (Sankara with Bradley) 527 ff.
(Saxikara with Kant) 538 ff. (with Hegel) etc. Stcherbatsky: Buddhist Nivvtina
pp. 51 ff. (Msdhyamilta with Hegel, Bradley and others).
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by the Htma tradition (substance-view) and nairHtmya tradition
(modal view) in the case of the Mgdhyamika. These views gave totally
conflicting answers to problems of existence and knowledge. If anything, the opposition between the 3tma and the nairgtmya points of
view was intenser and more sustained and of a longer duration than
the one between Rationalism and Empiricism. Both were led, as a
consequence of this, to envisage the conflict in all its universality
and inevitability as a conflict in Reason.' Criticism, dialectic, was
born. Dialectic is a t once the consciousness of the total and
inevitable (antinomical) conflict of Reason and the resolution of it by
rising to a higher plane of consciousness.
The purpose of the dialectic is to demonstrate the subjectivity of
the categories of thought, namely, that they are of empirical validity
and can be significantly used within phenomena only; the Nournenon
(tattva) is transcendent to thought. The function of the Dialectic is
t o show up the pretensions of reason exemplified in the several systems
of thought. As analysis or resolution of theories, it is not itself a
theory; the Dialectic is not one more speculative system of philosophy.
Instead of the usual antithesis between two opposed speculative
systems of metaphysics, a newer, deeper, antithesis-that between
) Criticism (88nyat5, prajfi8)-emerges in Kant
Dogmatism ( d r ~ t iand
and the MHdhyamika. Their rejection of speculative philosophy
( d r ~ t i is
) final and unqualified. For them, the Dialectic, Criticism,
itself is philosophy.
The denial of the competence of Reason to have access to the real
creates the duality of what appears in relation to the categories or
a priori forms of thought (sPmvrta-erscheinung), and what is in
itself, the unconditioned (tattva, Siinya-Noumenon). The postKantian philosophy refuses t o accept this gulf as unbridgeable and
attempts to resolve this duality. The systems of Fichte, Schelling,
Hegel and Schopenhauer can be understood, against the Kantian
background, as the diverse ways in which this objective could be
attained. In India too, the utter transcendence of the MMhyamika
Absolute (Siinya), as impervious not only to thought but as
unidentifiable with anything in experience, led to the criticism by the
VijfiBnavBda of the MZdhyamika way, that it pours away the child
"The battle-field of these endless controversies is called metaphysics."
(P. 7) . . . 1 do not mean by this a critique of books and systems, but of the
faculty of reason in general, in respect of all knowledge after which it may
strive independently of all experience." Critique, p. 9.
1s
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with the bath in its rejection of dogmatism; the real is no doubt
inaccessible t o thought, as the MPdhyamika rightly holds, but it
can be utterly transcendent only at the peril of being unreal, nothing.
To escape this predicament, the real is to be understood as implied in
experience. The VijiiZnavPda identifies it with Consciousness, the
Vedanta with Pure Being. Their criticism of the MLdhyamika
position that it advocates the theory of appearance without a
ground (nir2dhLra-bhrama) is inspired by the necessity t o bring the
absolute in intimate, though non-conceptual, relation with the
phenomenal.
z. In their conception of the function of philosophy, Kant and the
Mgdhyamika agree. Both address themselves directly to the criticism
of the philosophical consciousness as exemplified in the diflerent
systems of thought, and only indirectly t o an investigation of the real.
As such, both the systems may be taken as the philosophy of
philosophies-the reflective awareness of the working of philosophy.
Reflection is self-consciousness; it is possible only as we become
conscious of the falsity of what we were taking as true; this again
implies that closer scrutiny reveals incongruous elements in what
appeared unitary and coherent.
The logical starting-point of their philosophy, therefore, is the
transcendental illusion1 which consists in the transcendent or
unrestricted use of the ordinary categories of thought-substance,
causality, whole and part etc., beyond their legitimate field of
experience. Dogmatism, speculative philosophy, indulges in
imaginatively constructing the real in terms of the empirical and
deludes itself that this is knowledge.
3. How do Kant and the MHdhyamika prove that dogmatic
philosophy ("metaphysics as a natural disposition") is an illusion and
that it gives only semblance-knowledge? The hl~dhyarnikadoes this
by showing, through reductio ad absuvdum arguments (prasanga),that
every phlosophical system (dnti) is riddled with contradiction. I t is
shown that a view is incompatible with its consequences. The
absurdity of a view is brought home t o the upholder of the view on
principles and proofs acceptable t o him. The Dialectic aims a t selfconviction. But for the strong and unconscious attachment to his
view, the dogmatist himself could have become aware of the
absurdities.
Critiquc pp. 298-9.
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The procedure of Kant might appear to be different. He first of all
analyses experience and discovers the functioning of the a priori in
the sphere of Sensibility (Trans. Aesthetic) and the Understanding
(Trans. Analytic). In a very imposing and intense critique, mainly
directed against the Empiricists, Kant gives us a system of the a
priori. Knowledge is the synthesis of two factors belonging to two
different orders-the a $riori categories which are subjective and the
given manifold of sense-data which are things-in-themselves. Kant
accepts unquestioningly the contention of Hume and of the
Rationalists that experience cannot give us universality and necessity
which we associate with propositions in mathematics and science.
His innovation consists in pointing to the transcendental subjectivity
as the source of the necessary and the universal. Hume was content
to derive the notions of causality, substance etc. from experience
itself through the operation of the empirical laws of association and
habit. Kant acquaints us with a deeper and more universal subjectivity
-the Transcendental. Both agree that the categories are not objective;
they are not constitutive of the real.
The crux of the whole problem, as Hegel points out at many
places, is why should the a priori be taken as merely subjective and
not as forms of the real too. The usual Kantian answer is that we
cannot explain the universality and necessity of the categories or
forms of knowledge except by conceiving them as the innate ideas of
the cognising mind. The argument which proves that the categories
are universal and necessary-a priori-at
once proves them valid
only phenomena1ly.l Therefore, Kant, after proving the work of the
a priori in experience, proceeds in the Trans. Dialectic to show their
necessary confinement within the limits of experience.
This does not seem to be cogent. It would be cogent if universality
and necessity could not be secured in any other way. There are at least
two other modes by which the same end could be achieved. Instead
of supposing, as Kant does, that knowledge is the interpretative
synthesis, through the categories, of the manifold of sense given to
the mind ab extra and thereby creating an irreconcilable opposition2
between the two, we may take the given data of knowledge as the
work of the mind, as an 'other' created by it through its own inner
Critique pp. 23-4.
The opposition appears in many forms: distinction between percept and
concept; thing-in-itself (the given manifold of sense) and the a priori categories
of thought; the unconditioned (Nournenon) and the Ideas of Reason.
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laws of self-expression. Mind (Thought or Reason) is the only Real,
and all activity is the activity of reason or consciousness. This is the
idealistic solution. Hegel and Vij ii2navBda came to formulate this,
as a reaction against Kant and the Mgdhyamika respectively. The
realistic solution of the knowledge-problem would be to minimise,
and even to deny, the interpretative (manipulative) work of thought;
all distinctions and relations are given equally with the terms; not
only matter but form too is objective, constitutive of the real. The
NyZya-VaiSesika and other types of Indian Realism may be cited as
consistent and successful examples of this at tempt.
If explanation of experience were our aim, either of these explanations should do equally well. The Transcendental illusion could not
have arisen then; for it arises only when our explanations are pushed
beyond their legitimate field to the unconditioned. Moreover, it is
not the real aim of Kant to offer an explanation of the knowledge
process; the purpose of the Critique is not to justify science and set it
on secure foundations but to "make room for faith by denying
knowledge,"' by confining it within phenomena. He is interested in
freeing the noumenal realities-God, Immortality and Freedom from
the denials and doubts to which they had been subjected by philosophical systems. The essential part of the Critique then is the
Transcendental Dialectic, where Kant exposes the pretensions of
speculative metaphysics. The Transcendent a1 illusion is the real
starting point of his Critique. The consciousness of this illusion is
engendered by the conflict in Reason as exemplified by totally opposed
philosophies. Kant's pre-occupation with an explanation of experience
only serves to confound his readers and to cloud the issues. And it is
at variance with the ant i-speculative tendency of the Critique.
AS the Msdhyamika goes straight to the issue in hand, the conflict
in Reason, his objective too is very clear; namely, to condemn all
conceptual patterns as relative (86nya) and confine them to the
empirical realm (vyavahgra, sammi). This corresponds to the
Kantian dict um about the transcendental ideality but empirical
reality of the categories.
4. How is the Transcendental illusion removed? Can it be removed
Critique: p. 30. "From what has already been said, it is evident that even
the assumption-as made on behalf of the necessary practical employment of
my reason---of God, -freedom,and immoriality, is not permissible unless a t the
same time speculative reason be deprived of its pretensions t o transcendent
insight."
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a t all? The MZdhyamika is definite that it is possible to eliminateall
dogmatism and to reach the Absolute in Prajiil (non-dual knowledge),
Kant speaks in a very hesitant and unhopeful tone. He says:
"Transcendental illusion, on the other hand, does not cease even after
it has been detected and its invalidity clearly revealed by
transcendental criticism (e.g. the illusion : the world must have a
beginning in time). . . . This is an illusion which can no more be
prevented than we can prevent the sea appearing higher at the
horizon than at the shore, since we see it through higher light rays;
or to cite a still better example, than the astronomer can prevent the
moon from appearing larger a t its rising, although he is not deceived
by this illusion. . . . The Transcendental dialectic will therefore
content itself with exposing the illusion of transcendent judgments;
and a t the same time taking precautions that we be not deceived by
it. That the illusion should, like logical illusion, actually disappear
and cease to be an illusion, is something which transcendental dialectic
can never be in a position to achieve. For here we have to do with a
natural and inevitable illusion which rests on subjective principles
and foists them upon us as objective."l
This should be disconcerting if it were logically sound. But is the
consciousness of the Transcendental illusion possible without the
consciousness of the Unconditioned? The consciousness of the Ideas
of Reason as purely subjective (this much Kant grants) involves
their contrast with the objective, the Noumenon. Only by being in
possession of the unconditioned Real, the precise mode of this
knowledge apart, can the falsity of the subjective forms be declared
and laid bare. Kant cannot escape this argument by saying that we
have only the thought of the unconditioned as a limiting concept and
do not have direct knowledge of it. The reason is that illusion, as
Kant understands it, is possible because of two factors: "the
subjective grounds of the judgment enter into union with the
objective grounds and make these latter deviate from their true
f ~ n c t i o n . " ~Truth and error, therefore, and consequently also
illusion as leading to error) are only to be found in the judgment)
i.e. only in the relation of the object to our understanding. In any
knowledge which completely accords with the laws of understanding
there is no error. In a representation of senses, as containing no
judgment whatsoever, there is also no error. Thus neither the under1d

Critique: pp. 299-300.

8

Cvitique: p. 298.
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standing by itself (uninfluenced by another cause) nor the senses by
themselves would fall into 'errorl."l
The true significance of this admission is that illusion (Transcendental illusion included) cannot arise without an objective ground
on which subjective (thought) forms are superimposed. The dilemma
is: either we have no consciousness of the Transcendental illusion,
and this is possible only if there were no conflicting philosophies; or
if we are conscious of the illusion, we must perforce accept some kind
of apprehension of the ground of that illusion. Kant might have
feared that to claim to have knowledge of the unconditioned would
be to phenomenalise it; for, knowledge is possible only in and through
the categories. But this could be effectively warded off by refusing to
predicate anything of the Noumenon. The MZdhyamika does not
allow any predicates (affirmative, negative or their combination) to
be ascribed of the Absolute. Secondly, by differentiating that
apprehension of the Noumenon from any empirical mode of knowledge,
including Reason. Intellectual intuition4irect knowledge of the
thing without the categories-is not merely theoretically possible but
is the verv prius of all experience; it can be realised by divesting the
mind of the adventitious thought-forms. We know the unconditioned
then, but not through the Ideas of Reason, but without them as
their implication.

5. Kant says that the dialectic can only expose the pretensions of
Reason but cannot make the transcendental illusion disappear; for,
the subjective principles through which we look at things are natural
to the mind, as for example, the moon cannot but appear bigger a t
the horizon than a t the zenith because we necessarily look a t it through
higher rays of light. This is indeed true if we take the dialectic or any
philosophy as a mere theoretic consideration of things. In that case
it could a t best give us either information or warning; but it cannot
transform, much less eradicate, the subjectivity that is the cause of
illusion. The a priori cast of the mind would not be amenable to
influence by knowledge. Kant was justified in looking to a nonintellectual agent-practical reason or faith-to do the work that
could not be done by Pure Reason. In common with other Indian
systems, the M5dhyamika, however, conceives our bondage as due to
ignorance or wrong knowledge, which is completely removable by
knowledge. The fundamental problem is knowing the real as it is.
Ibid: p. 298.
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The supremacy of the Intellect over other factors of the mind must
be accepted.
Kant was not genuinely convinced of the possibility of Intellectual
Intuition , l pure knowledge without the mediation of the categories.
He vaguely admits this in the case of God, but does not seriously
contemplate the human mind ever achieving that state. Nor could he
formulate any spiritual discipline which would lead to this. The
MBdhyamika conception of Praj fiZppLramitB (the non-conceptual
intuitional knowledge), as an effective antidote to vikalpa and as
identical with the Absolute, meets the requirements. As we have seen,
PrajfiB is preceded by a discipline of moral culture and concentration
of the mind, by the other ppLramitZs, such as dZna (Charity), 5ila
(Virtue), ksZnti (Forbearance), virya (Effort) and dhyana
(Contemplation), which purify the mind and enable it to have the
insight. PrajfiB in turn perfects these virtues and makes them
p8ramit 5s-in finite excellences.
The second reason for Kant's shortcoming is the divorce that he
makes between Pure Reason and Practical Reason (Duty) and Faith
(Religion). Convinced as he is of the inability of Pure Reason
(philosophy) to lead us to the noumenal realities, God, Freedom and
Immortality, Kant could only make a negative and insignificant use
of the Critique of Pure Reason, namely, to silence Reason completely
so as to give free scope to faith and the dictates of moral consciousness.
The elaborate structure of his Critique should not be taken as proving
this doctrine; it proceeds on that very assumption. Kant has already
prejudged the issue and has decided in favour of the non-intellectual
functions. His Critique of Pzlre Reason is an elaborate justification of
this dogmatic assumption which he had culturally inherited, the
conflict of Reason and Faith (Philosophy and Religion) being
"We have not indeed been able t o prove t h a t sensible intuition is the only
possible intuition but only t h a t i t is so for us. But neither have we been able
t o prove t h a t another kind of intuition is possible. Consequently, although our
thought can abstract from all sensibility, i t is still a n open question whether
the notion of a noumenon be not a mere form of a concept, and whether, when
this separation has been made, any object whatsoever is left." Critique: pp.

270-1.
'

d

But in t h a t case a noumenon is not for our understanding a special kind of
object, namely a n intelligible object; the (sort of) understanding to which it
might belong is itself a problem. For we cannot in the least represent to ourselves the possibility of our understanding which should know its object, not
discursively through categories, but intuitively in a non-sensible intuition."
Critique: pp. 272-3.
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traditional in the West. Paradoxically, criticism in Kant is in the
service of dogmatism.
In the Msdhyamika we find the closest affinity between Intellectual
Intuition (Prajfig), Freedom (nirvgna) and Perfection. Praj fiz as the
dissolution of vikalpa (conceptual construction) is Freedom ; for the
root-cause of bondage and pain is vikalpa. And Prajiig as the
Absolute is identical with the Tathggata-Ens
realissimunz; the
TathZgata is a free phenomenal manifestation of Siinyat2 (PrajiiP).
PrajfiPpgramit5 is the unity of the Intellectual, moral and religious
~on~~iou~nes~.

Dialectic is the central theme of the Hegelian and the
Mgdhyamika systems. It is common ground to both that Reason
; ~works through the
(buddhi) is antinomical, relative, in n a t ~ r e it
opposites, and the dialectic is the consciousness of this opposition.
Both try t o resolve the opposition by rising to a higher standpoint.
For Hegel, the dialectic is the movement from the standpoint of the
understanding, which isolates and abstracts things and attends to
them piecemeal and in an artificial way, t o the standpoint of Reason
which a t once comprehends and unifies the opposites of the understanding. For the Mgdhyamika, however, the dialectic is a movement
from the relativity of buddhi which is phenomenal to the non-dual
Intuition of the absolute, from dy&i t o prajiiz.
I.

The Hegelian Dialectic, as pointed out in a previous place,3
tries to remove the opposition between the thesis and the antithesis
(e.g. Being and not-being), by intimately relating and unifying them
under a third concept in which, Hegel claims, their discord is removed;
there they are harmonised. The synthesis of positions is not a bare
affirmation of the togetherness of the two; that would be the Jaina
view. Hegel takes the synthesis as a newer, richer, more
2.

See Chap. VIII.
a "That true and positive meaning of the antinomies in Kant is this: that
every actual thing involves a co-existence of opposed elements. Consequently
to know, or in other words, to comprehend an object is equivalent to being
conscious of it as a concrete unity of opposed determinations." The Logic of
Hegel (Trans. by Wallace) p. 100. Cf. this with the Madhyamika dictum:
apratitya samutpanno dharmah kaScin na vidyate; yasmst tasmad aSiinyo
hi dharmah kaScin na vidyate, MK. XXIV, 19.
Supra Chap. V.
d
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comprehensive, and therefore higher idea providing the basis for the
differences. "It is a new concept, but a higher. richer concept than
that which preceded; for it has been enriched by the negation or
opposition of that preceding concept and thus contains it but
contains also more than it, and is the unity of it and its ~ p p o s i t i ~ ~ . ~
Being and Non-Being are held together and unified in Becoming. The
subject and the object are comprehended in the Absolute Spirit. AS
the Dialectical movement is a passage from a lower concept with a
lesser content to a higher concept with a greater content, it is possible
to determine the two limits of the dialectical process. The lower
limit is the idea with the least content (Pure Being, bare existence)'
and the culmination is the idea with the richest content (Absolute).
The dialectical movement is a triadic process; the synthesis of the
lower itself forms the starting point, the thesis, for a new triad. The
dialectic is a spiral, each coil of which is a triad. I t is better pictured
as an inverted pyramid, as the Absolute is the most comprehensive
unity of all.
Granting that the nature of thought is such as Hegel describes it,
how does the investigation of the structure of thought help us to
know the Real? The Hegelian answer, which has been arrived at after
a searching criticism of the Kantian duality of thing-in-itself on the
one hand and the thought forms on the other, is that they cannot be
foreign to each other without losing significance alt ogether."'For
reason is unconditioned, only in so far as it is self-characterising, and
thus in point of content is its own master.'I4 The identity of Thought
and Reality is the basic principle of Hegel. His proof for this amounts
t o saying that there is no other way of explanation. An imposing
superstructure is taken to guarantee the soundness of the foundation.
But there might be equally plausible and valid conceptions of the
function of thought as distortive or purely representative.
3. The Hegelian dialectic raises important issues on which the
MHdhyamika differs from Hegel fundamentally. The synthesis of the
opposites is invariably called by Hegel higher, truer, more real. The
Logic (Library of Philo. Edn.) Vol. I p. 65.
a The Beginning is Pure Being without a n y content or filling-Pure
immediacy-Ibid p. 81-2;see also p. 84. "As it is simple immediacy, nothing
can be intuited in it; i t is "vacuity or empty thought." Pure Being is thus
indistinguishable from nothing, Non-being. Being thus passes over to its
opposite non-Being.
4 Ibid. pp. I O ~ I I O .
The Logic of Hegel, p. 121.
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can be higher only if it is shown as the reality of the opposites,
which would thus be false appearances of the real. The true and the
false are not merely different. There is evaluation : the false is
what is rejected, and the true is what is accepted. In Hegel
there is some perception that the synthesis is more real, because it is
inclusive and in that sense indispensable. But quantitative measurements cannot be ascribed to the real. Does it make any sense to say
that a thing is more existent or less existent? We can say that it is
big, bigger or smaller, that it has more stuff or less. Hegel reduces the
qualitative distinction of the true and the false to one of degree.' The
real cannot be understood as the more extensive. The opposites are
partly real i.e. partly unreal as they stand, but if something were
added to them, they would be fully real, more real. On the Mgdhyarnika
contention, we cannot know anything as real except by rejecting the
appearances, the several views. The real is reached through the
negation of the views, and not by their addition. The real is the reality
of the apparent; tattva is the S h y a t 5 of dystis. The Mgdhyamika
dialectic is the negation of the differences, (sat, asat, both and neither) ;
Hegel's is a summation (vargikarana) of them.

4. Hegel speaks of retaining and absorbing the opposites without
annulling them, negation itself being understood as completion, not
supplantation. The synthesis is the harmony of the discordant notes.
This is termed by him the concrete universal with which is contrasted
the bare universal got by abstracting the hfferences. The precise
mode of the existence of the differences in the absolute has never been
made clear by Hegel or by his followers who make such great use of
this notion. This is a doctrine which we shall meet with in Bradley
too. It is the very nature of a particular thing to stand out against its
opposite. So long as it retains its individuality, there would be opposition and discord. Its claim for exclusive existence and attention has to
be rejected in toto. What can be retained is its essence, what it really
is. We have thus to make the distinction of what a thing is essentially
and what it is superficially, between the paramiirtha and samvfii.
The Doctrine of the Degrees of Truth and Reality is a necessary consequence
of this conception of partial and fuller truth. Both in Hegel and Bradley this

doctrine plays an important part. The Mgdhyamika conception of the paramartha and vyavahara satya does not correspond to this, as we have seen. The
paramartha is the only real truth. The vyavahara satya is truth so called in
common parlance; it is absolutely false, notwithstanding its duration and
empirical utility. I t would be a mistake to identify 'the two truths' doctrine with
that of the Degrees of Reality, although this is done by some exponents.
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The Hegelian criticism of the abstact universal or the spurious
infinite does not affect the Mgdhyamika, or the VedLnta even.
According to him, "The real infinite, far from being a mere transcendence of the finite, always involves the absorption of the finite
into its own nature."' If the relation between the Real (Infinite)and
the finite appearance were that of an other, this criticism is justified;
for, the finite would fall outside the infinite and would be there as a
standing mockery. The Infinite would be poorer for this. The
MZdhyamika absolute, as we have taken care to point out, is not one
reality set against another, the phenomenal world; it is the reality
of phenomena (dharmHnlm dharmatl, prakrtir dharmznzm). It is
therefore declared by Nagzrjuna that there is not even the minutest
difference between samsiira and n i r ~ l n a If. ~there is rejection, it is
of our misapprehension; but there is no abandoning or abridgement
of the real. Even on Hegel's view, the abstraction of the understanding
has necessarily to be transcended. It would not do to say that even
this misunderstanding of things is retained.

5. This brings us to the function of thought (Reason) in Hegel and
the Mldhyamika. Hegel takes thought as constituting the very
texture of the real. For the Mzdhyamika, buddhi is ignorance; it is
the falsifying function (samvyti) obscuring the real from us. To know
the real as it is, it is necessary, according to the Mldhyamika, to free
oneself from the relativity of buddhi. The Real is non-relative,
absolute (aparapratyayam); and as buddhi functions with differentia
and distinction, i.e. through relating one thing with another, the
absolute is beyond its comprehension. The Absolute can be known
only in intuition, Praj fiiiplramitii (advayam j filnam). Here the Real
and the cognition of it coincide so intimately as to preclude the
possibility of any discrepancy.
For Hegel, mutual dependence or relativity is the inherent feature
of the Real; the non-relative, e.g. the abstract and the purely
immediate, is insignificant. Every form of knowledge from the
lowest (perception) to the highest (Absolute Idea) is interpreted by
Hegel as stages of thought itself, thought as self-alienated and
thought as returned to itself. The samvyti of the M~dhyamikais the
Absolute of Hegel.
Tlze Logic of Hegel p. 93. See also pp. 174 ff.
MK. XXV, 19-20. sainsPra-nirvHnayob parasparato nPsti kahcid viheso.
vicfiryarn2nayos tulya-rfipatvgt. MKV. p. 535.
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If Reason and Reality are identical and the logic of the one is the
logic of the other, every thought should be true, not partially but in
entirety. Discrepancy between them should not only be capable of
being composed, but should not even occur a t all. But the warring
systems of philosophy and the manifest influence of these ideologies on
practical life are evidence of the inadmissibility of thought as
constituting the real. If it be said that the occurrence of discrepancy
and discord is itself the self-determination of thought, the composition
of the differences too would be equally inevitable, automatic. Reflection into the dialectical movement of thought can have no relevance
in realising the absolute; we cannot possibly retard or hasten the
movement, as it is actuated by its own inevitable dynamism. The
dialectic of Hegel is a brilliant superfluity; it has no spiritual value.
6. Hegel identifies the Absolute with Thought, the Mgdhyamika
with Non-dual Intuition (PrajfigpZramit5). This influences the
general structure of the Dialectic and every detail of its working in
either system. For Hegel, the dialectic is a synthetic movement of the
categories for binhng them closer; it is within phenomena. For the
MZdhyamika, the dialectic is the instrument of critical analysis
intended for divesting the mind of the categories; it is a movement
away from phenomena. The conflict of opposed theories and standpoints is resolved in the Mgdhyamika by analysing each theory and
exhibiting its inner flaw; the dialectic dissolves theories without
residue; it does not precipitate another theory. In Hegel the resolution
of the conflict is tried t o be achieved by synthesising them in a unity.
The synthesis of the opposites does not remove the opposition
completely even according t o Hegel; for, the first synthesis is a fresh
moment in the next synthesis. There could be no logical limit to this
unending spiral the coils of which will describe broader and broader
circles. The dialectic can never culminate in anything that is in
itself, the absolute. This is the dilemma: either the opposition is
removed in the first triadic synthesis itself and there is no spiral
movement, or even an infinite number of syntheses cannot remove it.
For how can we admit that after a finite number of revolutions, the
dialectical process suddenly abolishes the other and develops complete
inwardness. It is the nature of thought, as thought, to be confronted
by an other which can never be wholly one with it. In fact, to identify
the Absolute with thought is to make it a spurious Infinite as Hegel
understands it; for the 'other' necessarily falls outside and cannot be
included within it.
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There is a significant passage in Hegel himself that confirms our
criticism. "The consummation of the infinite End, therefore, consists
merely in removing the illusion which make it seem yet unacconzpli~h~d.
The good, the absolutely Good, is eternally accomplishing itself in the
world: and the result is that it needs not wait upon us, but is already
by implication, as well as in full actuality accomplished. This is the
illusion under which we live. It alone supplies a t the same time the
actualising force on which the interest in the world reposes. In the
course of its process the Idea creates that illusion, by setting an
antithesis to confront it; and its action consists in getting rid of the
illusion which it has created. Only out of this error does the truth
arise. In this fact lies the reconciliation with error and with finitude.
Error or other-being, when superseded, is still a necessary dynamic
element of truth; for truth can only be where it makes itself its own
result."l
This might have been written by a Mgdhyamika; but in Hegel it
is glaringly out of consonance with the general tenor of his dialectic.
The good is eternally realised, and the function of thought is to get
rid of the illusion which it had, perhaps unwittingly, created. What
then becomes of the Hegelian doctrine of thought as self-creativeand
as identical with the real? Thought is an accident, an illusion that has
t o be transcended on our way to the Absolute.

The difficulties of Hegel have led some of the Neo-Hegelians,
notably Bradley, to introduce modifications in the notion of the
Absolute. Unlike Hegel, Bradley conceives the Absolute as "immediate
experience" in which the differences of the finite are transmuted and
unified. He thus hopes t o have escaped the predicament of Hegel and
yet to have retained the great merit of Hegel in unifying the differences.
His dialectical criticism of the categories of experience comes very
close t o the Miidhyamika method, and deserves comparison on that
score.
For Bradley, all things are infected with relativity and
contradiction. "For thought what is not relative is n ~ t h i n g . "(p.
~ 25).
And yet a thing must obviously be something to be related even.
I.

The Logic of Hegel. pp. 351-2.

a Sotations in this section are from Bradley's Appearance

Edn. (Oxford U. Press).

and Reality

2nd
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he ultimate contradiction is therefore one of the irreconcilability of
terms and relations. Terms must exist first in order to be related,
i.e., relation presupposes the relata; and yet the terms taken by
themselves, without the relation, dwindle into nothing, i.e., the
relata without the relation are insignificant abstractions. "Relation
presupposes quality, and quality relation. Each can be something
neither together with nor apart from the other; and the vicious
circle in which they turn is not the truth about reality." (p. 2 I). "The
conclusion to which I am brought," says Bradley, "is that a relational
view of thought-any one that moves by the machinery of terms and
relations-must give appearance and not truth. . . . Our intellect,
then, has been condemned to confusion and bankruptcy, and the
reality has been left outside uncomprehended." (pp. 28-9).
This is the principle of Bradley's dialectic stated in full in his
own words; and this is similar to that of the Mgdhyamika, for whom
neither of those two things is real which cannot be conceived either
as identical with or different from each other? Bradley proceeds to
apply this logic to some familiar modes of our understanding of the
real, e.g., Substance-attribute, Space, Time, Action, Causality, Self
etc. To illustrate this in the case of causality. The essence of causation
is that one thing becomes or gives rise to another; but this process is
ultimately unintelligible. "A becomes B, and this alteration is felt
to be not compatible with A. Mere A would still be mere A, and if it
turns to be something different, then something else is concerned."
(p. 46). The basic dilemma may a t once be stated thus: "If the
sequence of the effect were different from the cause, how is the
ascription of the difference to be rationally defended? If, on the other
hand, it is not different, then causation does not exist, and its assertion is a farce. There is no escape from this fundamental dilemma."
(p. 47). The difficulty is: "causation must be continuous" and yet "it
cannot be continuous" (p. 51-2)
2.

3. Both Bradley and the Mgdhyamika are agreed that no
.~
are but appearance,
phenomenon is exempt from r e l a t i ~ i t y They
not real. There is, however, a significant difference between the
MZdhyamika dialectic and Bradley's. The cue for the MZdhyamika

a

Cf. MK. 11, 21.
Cf . hetoh phalasya caikatvah na hi jstfipapadyate;
hetoh phalasya cgnyatvam na hi jatiipapadyate. MK. XX, 19.
MK. XXIV, 19.
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dialectic is the consciousness of the Transcendent a1 illusion engendered
by the conflict of totally opposed views of the real, e.g. the 2tma and
nairgtmya views. I n the entire procedure of the dialectic, the distinction between dr&i (dogmatism) and prajfiB (criticism) is explicitly
kept in view. The Madhyamika rejects both the alternatives, every
possible alternative, on any problem, and he has a schema (catu~koti)
under which he brings all systems of philosophy. The MLdhyamika
dialectic is a critique of the philosophical consciousness. We do not
find in Bradley any such schema of alternatives; nor is there any
explicit consciousness of the transcendental illusion. Categories of
thought , like substance, quality, space, time etc., are taken almost
a t random and criticised.
We have also seen that the MZdhyamika, in criticising any view,
does not advance any argument of his own; he does not commit
himself to a position. He is consistent in adopting the reductio ad
absurdurn method (prasangspgdanam). Bradley, it must be admitted,
has no definite procedure in criticising any view. He even advances a
counter-position and adduces arguments that may not bring home the
contradiction to the opponent. All this is evidence of lack of system.'

4. The greatest difference between the Mzdhyamika and Bradley
is in their notion of the Real and its relation to appearance. When we
reject anything as appearance do we know something positive about
reality? Bradley fills up the positive content of reality as:
(i) Reality must be self-consistent; (ii) Reality must own all the
appearances ; and (iii) Reality is experience.
That realitv must be consistent and self-contained and that this
can be the Absolute only is established by both. The Mgdhyamika
defines his Tattva (Real) as aparapratyayam (Non-dependent)
nirvikalparn (Non-conceptual) etc. But how is this reached? Bradley's
answer is this: we know anything to be appearance because it is selfcontradictory, and the self-contradictory cannot be real." "To
criticise anything is to use a criterion of reality." (p. 120) "Ultimate
-1

Radhakrishnan, however, makes a different estimate. Comparing the two
systems, he says: "We are reminded of the attempt of Bradley, since the
general principle is the same in the two cases. Of course, we have not here the
luminous systematic application which constitutes the greatness of Bradley's
metaphysics. NBgBrjunaJs attempt is neither so full nor so methodical as
Bradley's. He lacks the latter's passion for system and symmetry, but he !s
aware of the general principle, and his work has a unity in spite of much thatfi
deficient as well as redundant." I.P. Vol. I p. 648. I have come to an opposite
conclusion for the reasons adduced above.
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Reality is such t h a t it does not contradict itself. . . . Even in attempting to doubt it, we tacitly assume its validity." (p. 120) But this
knowledge seems to be merely formaland cannot yield real knowledge;
nor can it prevent any one starting with a dfferent criterion. The
sequence is not clear: do we have a knowledge of the real first and
therefore condemn phenomena as not measuring up to our standard?
If so, it is not shown how we could have come by such a knowledge
so secretly and securely; and condemnation of appearance becomes
quite gratuitous. I t is rather the other way about. The inherent selfcontradction of appearance itself leads us to a knowledge of the real.
This is the Mgdhyarnika way.
Are things self-contradictory? Do appearances quarrel and
contradict each other? They do not do so, except in a metaphorical
sense. There can be conflict and contradiction in our views of things,
and not in things. Our thoughts can be and are a t variance with
things, and therefore they can be helped. The real starting-point for
Bradley, then, is the consciousness of the transcendent a1 illusion,
the conflict of systems of philosophy. This failure to appreciate the
true nature of the conflict constitutes a fundamental weakness in
Bradley as a philosopher.
Probably, Bradley had unconsciously identified thought with
Reality and therefore what is merely a conflict in thought is considered
by him as a conflict in things as well. And this provides the clue for
Bradley's rather inconsistent contention that the appearances too
are somehow real and thus constitute the texture of reality. He says:
"Whatever is rejected as appearance, is for that very reason no mere
non-entity. I t cannot bodily be shelved and got rid of, and therefore
since it must fall somewhere, it must belong to reality. Reality must
own, and cannot be less than appearance." (p. 404). How precisely
the appearances are unified and the discordant note in them is attuned
is nowhere made clear. What is the form in which pain, evil, ugliness
and finitude can be retained? Can they be retained at all without
phenomenalising the absolute, making it a mere bundle of incongruent
entities?
Is the discord constituent of the nature of things or not? If it were,
it can never be dissolved without dissolving things at the same time;
then nothing remains to be taken up in the Absolute. If it were not
constitutive of the real, then our viewing of things as contradictory
and discordant is our error, a mistake that cannot find a place in the
real. It has just an epistemic status, not an ontological one.
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This is the real issue between Bradley and the Madhyamika,
According t o Bradley even t o reject a thing it must exist. The
Msdhyamika of course would be compelled to admit that a blank
nothing could not be negated. The vital point is as to the status of
the negated content. For the MZdhyamika an ontological fact,
existing by itself, can never be rejected. Hence if anything is to be
negated a t all, it must be epistemic.l Bradley might say that the
appearance is retained in some form, without its abstraction and
jarring features. But how can we assert the identity of the appearance
as it appears to finite perception and the same in the Absolute
experience? It need not be objected that if the appearances are not
absorbed in the Absolute, the two would fall asunder, and there would
be two realities. For the MZdhyamika, and this is true of the Vedanta
and VijfiLnavHda too, the Absolute is the reality of the appearances.
Therefore the Absolute is at once transcendent and immanent:
transcendent as free from the empiricality of the appearances;
immanent as it is the essence of appearances and is therefore not
different from them, This is a unique relation obtaining between the
Absolute and Phenomena. Bradley's anxiety to retain the appearance
as appearance, can only result in the Absolute being but the totality
of appearances; there should not be any distinction, even epistemic,
between the two; appearance itself would be absolute!
Departing from Hegel, Bradley conceives the Absolute as experience.
"We perceive, on reflection, that to be real or even barely to exist,
must be to fall within sentience-sentient experience, in short, ,is
reality, and what is not this is not real." (p. 127). Though this is an
advance on Hegel, Bradley does not make clear the nature and
content of this experience. He is quite aware of the inade~uacyof
thought, and of the opposition inherent in it owing to the sundering
of the 'that' (real) from the 'what' (ideal content). Yet Bradley does
not explicitly reject thought as giving us appearance only; he even
speaks of it as constituting the absolute. This is confusing and
inconsistent. Bradley shows in this and in other doctrines, such as
the Degrees of Reality and Truth and the relation of phenomena to
the absolute, the influence of Hegel. Most of these doctrines have
already been subjected t o criticism. The Miidhyamika, however, is
definite that the Absolute transcends thought, and as the unity and
reality of all phenomena it is Non-dual ~ntuition-~rajfigpgram~t~.
Cf. MK. XXIII 24-5.

CHAPTER T H I R T E E N

T H E MADHYAMIKA, VIJNANAVADA AND
VEDANTA ABSOLUTISM
I

THE PROBLEM OF THE DIFFERENT ABSOLUTES
I N THE INDIAN SYSTEMS

F

OR a critical student of Indian Philosophy the difierent
Absolutisms present one of the crucial but unsolved problems.
We are confronted with the Sfinya of the MZdhyamika, the
Vij iiaptimatratg of the Vij fiznavZdin, the Brahman of the
Vedgnta, I~varZdvaitaof the Prat yabhijfig system, Sabda Brahman
of the Vaiyzkaranas and possibly other advaitisms. It is a commonly
held notion that there is no real difference between the absolutes of
these systems; the differences are superficial and pertain only t o
terminology. Why then does the VedZnta refute the Mzdhyamika,
and the MZdhyamika the VijfignavZda and vice versa, to mention
only a few instances?l We are asked to believe that owing either to
their faulty understanding of each other's philosophy or to religious
fanaticism, they mistook a friend for a foe; hence the severe polemic
found in each system against the others. I t is even suggested that the
refutations have been wilfully indulged in. Stcherbatsky says for
example :
There is but little difference between Buddhism and Vedanta . . . a
circumstance which Sankara carefully co,zceals. But in later works,
e.g. Vedinta P a r i b h e i or Nyiya Makaranda, different pramgnas are
established as proofs for the existence of Brahman. When commenting
upon Vedcnta Satras, 11, ii, 28, Sankara, in combating Buddhist idealism,
resorts to arguments of which he himself does not believe a uord, since they
are arguments which the most genuine realist would use. He then argues
not sva-matena, but paramatam aritya, a method very much in vogue among
Indian Pandits. Deussen's interpretation of this point, (Op. cit. p. 260) as
intended to vindicate vyavahsra satya, is a misunderstanding, since the
Buddhists never denied the vyavahzra or samvrti. Against M. Walleser's
Mgdhyamika criticism of VijfiBnavBda, MKV. pp. 61 ff. BCAP. pp. 389 ff.
MA. pp. 40 ff.VijfianavBda criticism of the MBdhyamika: TvimJikd I; MVBT. I.
Sankara's criticism of Vijfianavida and MBdhyamika: Br. Slit. 11, ii, 28 ff.
Sankara's refutation oi SphoBviida (SabdBdvaita)in BY.Slitras I, iii, 28 may also
be noted.
L
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(Der iilterc Vedinta p. 43) opinion that the objectivity of our ideas themselves is meant, it must be pointed out that the Buddhists did not deny the
jfihgkgra, and Sankara clearly states that external objects, not ideas, are
mean t-tasmgd artha-jiignayor bhedah.l
Such explanations are heroic, and tacitly assume that there is no
other way of explaining the differences without imputing motives,
The problem has remained unsolved because the approach has been
linguistic and historical. We now know enough of the systems and
their implications not to confound them. We want a schematism to
bring under it the different absolutisms which, without ignoring the
vital differences, will clearly indicate the precise place of each in a
comprehensive scheme.

We should be in a better position to understand each of these
three absolutisms, if we first attempted to understand the standpoint
from which one system criticises the others.
The VedZinta criticism of the hlgdhyamika is little better than
a summary condemnation of it as nihilism that does not merit even
a consideration. The one significant sentence in the condemnation
is that "it is not possible to negate the empirical world without the
acceptance of another reality; for, to negate an error is to accept the
general truth on which it is b a ~ e d : " ~
In the light of our exposition of the Mgdhyamika conception of the
Absolute based on explicit statements of the original works and the
entire logic of the system, it is clearly impossible to agree with this
interpretation of 'Siinya'. I t may be suggested that most critics of
this system have not gone beyond the awe-inspiring term 'Siinya'
(Void). They have made it all too easy for their rejection of the
system by foisting upon it a doctrine, rather an absurdity, which the
MZidhyamikas had never accepted. If affirmative predicates (sat,
bhZiva) are denied of the Absolute, negative predicates (asat, a b h h
etc.) are equally denied, perhaps with greater vehemence. We are
expressly warned not to take SfinyatZi as abhlva-drsti (Negation).
Tattva (the Real) is accepted explicitly; but we are forbidden to
The Conception of Buddhist N i r v m a pp. 38-9 (italics mine).
.4finyavidipak~as t u sarvapram8~a-vipratisiddha iti tannirlkarang~a
n a a r a h kriyate; nahy ayarh sarvaprarniinaprasiddho lokavyavah~ro'n~~l
tattvam anadhzgamya f akyate' pahfiotum apavdd8bhdva utsargapmsiddhef.
Samkara's Bhd;ya on Br. Siitr. 11, ii, 31.
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characterise and clothe it in empirical terms. Every absolutism,
including the VedZnta, has to do this. The Absolute is taken as the
reality of things (dharmiiniim dharmatii), as their true nature
(bhiita-koti) and as suchness (tathatg). It is identified with the
Perfect Being-TathZgata, as we have seen. We have, however, tried
to show how possibly this mistake could have arisen. The "nodoctrine-about-reality" attitude of the Miidhyamika is mistaken for
the "no-reality" doctrine. Accustomed as they are to deal with
doctrinal systems and not finding any doctrine about the stock
subjects, God, soul, matter etc. in the MZdhyamika, other systems
have dubbed it as nihilism, giving it a short shrift. The purely
epistemological standpoint of criticism has eluded their grasp.'
In contrast, Sankara's exposition of VijiiZnavZda is quite fair and
full;2 and his criticism is sound from his own standpoint. Samkara
points out that the sole reality of Vijfiiina is tried to be proved on
these grounds:
(i) The existence of the object in the form of atoms or a whole
composed of them is untenable; this predicament infects every
conception of the object as universal and particular, whole
and parts, substance and attribute etc.
(ii) The existence of the object apart from knowledge is inconceivable; knowledge, however, is invariable and indispensable.
This is the idealistic argument, esse is percipiJ (sahopalambhaniyamzd abhedo nilataddhiyoh.)
(iii) Consciousness can exist without object, as in dreams etc.
(svapn5divac cedam dra~tavyam);it cannot be denied, as it
is self-revealed (svasamvedya).
(iv) We can easily account for the arising of the different states of
knowledge with varied content on the simpler hypothesis of
the inner dynamism of Vijfi5na unfoldmg itself impelled by
different seeds (~Zsaniis)latent in it. All these arguments are
actually employed by VijiiZnavZda, and Samkara even uses
the very expressions of their treatises.
His criticism of Vij iiZnav5da is an acute and brilliant performance;
it brings out admirably the essential difference of the VedZnta from
VijiiZnavZda.3
a

See supra. Chap. VIII.
See his BhZ~yaon BY.SQtr. 11, ii, 28 ff.
This may be taken as an answer to Stcherbatsky's remark quoted before.
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(I) The given thing (bghyo'rthah) cannot be denied, as it is
cognised in every act of knowledge.'
( 2 ) It does not make sense to take the cognising act itself as the
object cognised; for the nature of cognition is to reveal2 what is
present, given to us, and not to create the content out of
itself. That could not be knowledge at all.
(3) Even the idealist's denial of the given thlng-in-itself when he
states that consciousness itself appears to apprehend forms of
content as if there were the given object (yad antar jfieya-r8pam
bahirvad avabhgsate) admits, by implication, the reality of
the object. If the idealist had no knowledge, as he pretends, of
the given thing-in-itself, how does he speak of consciousness
apprehending a content as if there were a given etc. No
comparison can be made with an entity (given object) which
is non-existent (according t o the Idealist hypothesis).3
Sarikara's contention is that even for the occurrence of the
illusion of givenness, there must be something given.
(4) If there were no object, there can be no representation of it in
knowledge. This is really a counter-argument to the Idealist's
contention of the non-availability of the object apart from the
knowing of it. Samkara's position is identical with that of
Kant and the Mgdhyamika, viz., that without the given object
there can be no knowledge either.
(5) The distinction between dream and waking consciousness,
i.e. between false and true perception, cannot be made except
on the ground that the object of the waking experience is given,
independent of the knowing act, while in dream the object is
not so given. Every content being the internal modification of
vijfigna equally, on what ground can the Idealist account for
the distinction between the true and the false?4
upalabhyate hi pratipratyayam blhyo'rthah, stambhah kudyam, ghatah
pata iti. B h g ~ y aon Br. SGt. 11, ii, 28.
a upalabdhivyatireko'pi balld arthasylbhyupagantavyah, upalabdher eva.
nahi kakcid upalabdhim eva stambhah kudyam cety upalabhate. upalabdhirisaytvenaiva tu stambha-kudyldin sarve laukik2 upalabhante. Bhd?ya on
Br. Sat. 11, ii, 28.
a yat.pratyiicaksPna api behylrtharn eva vyiicaksate yadantar jfieyarc~am
tad bahirvnd avabhlsata iti. te'pi sarvaloka-prasiddhlk bahir avabhgsamgngd
samvidam pratilabhamlnlh pratylkhyZtuk8ml$ ca bghyarn artham bahiyvad
iti vatkdram kurvanti. itarthii hi kasmld bahirvad iti briiyuh. Ibid.
See Sankara's Bhd;ya on Br. Sfitr. 11, ii, 29.
1
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These arguments of S ~ m k a r ado not mean, as is misunderstood by
some modern exponents, that he accepts the reality of the empirical
world as it appears to us. That would mean giving up of his absolutism;
his Absolute, Brahman, cannot then be freed of empirical determinations; it could not be nirdharmaka. His position means that in every
experience there is the real thing-in-itself, which is given ; it serves as
the passive substratum for the superimposition of thought-categories
(e.g. difference, change and particularity). The empirical world of
appearance is real, but as Brahman. For Samkara, knowledge is of the
given; it is dependent on the thing (vastutantram hi jfiZnam). The
knowing function does not create or even distort the object (the
given); it just reveals, l discovers, an existent complete in all respects
(parini~thitavastu).
The ideal of Pure knowledge is to know the thing
as it is, without the least trace of the subjective forms, categories or
representations. In no empirical experience, however, is this ideal
requirement satisfied. Only the knowledge of Brahman is pure
knowledge; for there the knowing act is totally devoid of any
subjective bias; it is so pure and diaphanous that no distinction can
be made between the knowing (Ztman) and the known (brahman).
The position can be summed up by stating that knowing does not
make the thing, the given; but the given (thing-in-itself) makes
knowledge possible. The real object of knowledge does not exist in
and through our knowing act, i.e. in relation to our knowing; but
exists in itself, unrelated. That alone is sat (Real) which is in itself,
which does not need anything to be what it is. On the contrary, what
is in relation t o our knowing act and nothing apart from it is the
appearance (prztibhisika); its existence is totally exhausted within
that relationship.
On this criterion, only Being that is Pure (changeless), universal
(undifferentiated into particulars) and self-evident (unrelated) is
real; only that is the true object of knowledge. That is the Absolute,
Brahman. A changing being (becoming) is conditioned; it is not in
itself. The particular is as it is related t o other particulars, as it is
opposed t o others. The self-evident (svayamprakgga) does not need
Cf. The famous argument formulated by the Vivarana and accepted by the
entire body of Vedanta writers regarding the nature of pramanajfiana as
revealing an existent: pramanajii5nam, s~a~r5~abh8va-vyatirikta-svavi~ay8varana-svanivartya-svade~agata-vastvantara-pfirvakam
aprak5SitarthapramBakatvad, andhakare prathamotpanna-pradipa-prabh*at. Vivara?la. p. 13.
That the standpoint of knowledge is fundamental t o Vedanta is proved by its
analysis of illusion oil this basis.
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to be evidenced by another; it is immediate without being related to
the knowing act (avedya, yet, aparoksa). Considerations of space
prevent us from analysing the implications of these propositions here.
The Vedlnta analyses experience from the standpoint of knowledge;
the thing-in-itself (sanmatra, Brahman) is all that exists; the knowing
act merely reveals. Anything that is not by itself, but is only through
being known, is appearance, e.g. the 'rope-snake' in the stock example.
The Vedanta may be taken as realistic in its epistemology; for, it
upholds the reality of the given (thing-in-itself). It is more correctly
characterised as a species of critical realism or Transcendence; for,
as opposed to naive realism, Vedanta shows that the true object of
knowledge is beyond empirical experience, and what we empirically
know is appearance of the real, not the real itself. The Vedata has
greater affinity with Kant and the Mldhyamika than with Idealism.
The Idealistic position of Vijiianavada, on the other hand, takes
the knowing act or consciousness to be the only real, and the object is
projected, created, out of it. Although the YogacZra uses the terms
..-jiiana, vijnana, vijiiapti, citta, svasamvedana, etc. he is really
meaning by these terms the creative act, Will. His Vijiiana is really
Pure Act; pure as it is not conditioned by anything outside it with
regard to its existence and function; it is act, as it is not a static
passive Being like the Vedantic Brahman, but an incessantly selfactive creative entity. The object is just an other (idam) extruded and
projected out of itself by the sheer self-creativity of VijfiBna. This
creative projection is not of course empirical in character, but
transcendental; it is the act of a deeper subjectivity. The object, as
willed and projected out of consciousness, is therefore in and through
the latter and nothing apart from that. This is idealism par excellence,
and the VijfianavHda is the only genuinely idealistic' school in India.
Vijiiana is Cosmic, Impersonal Will, realising itself through the
projection and retraction of the object. The YogPcLra chooses, for its
analysis of illusion, such cases as dream-objects, where the creative
act predominates; the Vedanta chooses those where the given (Being)
predominates. Each tries to analyse illusion and all experience with
the knowledge or Will bias, as it were. What is real for the VedBnta,
the given (being), is appearance for Vijii2navZida, and vice versa.
This statement requires to be modified t o this extent that ISvarSdvaita is
also a species of Absolute Idealism, as I ~ v a r ais conceived more as Will
(Sakti or Kriy5) than as knowledge or Being. Some idealistic trends have also
entered the VedBnta, e.g. the doctrine of dr&isrstiv5da1 the main exponent of
which is the author of Veddn#aSiddhdnta ~ ~ k t b i ~ l i .
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The parallel for Vijfignavgda in the West is the system of Fichte
or Hegel, both of whom conceive the Pure Ego (Fichte) or Reason
(Hegel) as self-legislative, as containing and creating both the
categories and the objects on which the categories function. The
difference between Hegel and VijfiHnavgda is that the Hegelian
absolute is thought or Reason, and therefore has the duality of the
opposites; the VijfiPnavZda absolute is above reason and is non-dual
(advaya). A further difference is that Hegel employs the logic of
dialectic t o draw out the categories, while the Vijfignavgda uses
psychological analysis t o exhibit the three strata of consciousness
functioning in mutual co-operation.
MADHYAMIKA AND VI JNANAVADA STANDPOINTS
The Mgdhyamika criticism1 of Vijfignavgda brings out the difference
between them. The VijfiPnavPda contends that consciousness can
exist by itself without the object, as it admittedly does in dreamstates and other illusions. Consciousness should be regarded as
giving rise t o the varied contents of its states from its own inner
potentiality2 (svaSakti); it is self-determining, and is governed by its
own laws of development; it is creative of the object. Further,
Consciousness is self-luminous : it is self-known (svasarhvitt@) like
a lamp.
In the course of a trenchant criticism of the above contentions
both Candrakirti and Sgntideva overthrow the Vijfikavgda position.
The main criticism is that without the object3the knowing consciousness cannot fuhction; if the object were unreal, as the Vijfiznavidin
holds, what is known at all?*Citta (mind) is empty, it cannot cognise
itself. It has t o work on something; a mere f o m cannot provide the
content. "Even the sharpest sword cannot cut itself; the finger-tips
111

THE

See MKV. pp. 61 ff; pp. 27 -5, MA. VI, 45 ff. (pp. 40-64) BCA. pp. 389 ff;
ryadeva have not criticised VijiiZnavBda, as it
had not been formulated at that time. But there is no doubt about their
approving the criticism of VijiignavSda made by Candrakirti and SPnti Deva.
a yathS tarangS mahatolmburZseh samiranapreranay odbhavanti; tathiilay5khySd api sarvabijgd vijiiPnamStram bhavati svahkteh. MA. VI, 46.
sarhksepato jfieyam asa.d yathaiva, na dhirapity artham imam hy avehi.
jfieyasvabhzvo yathS nasti tathS jiieyzksrakadhir api sv8tmatoJnutpannZ
veditavy~. . . tasmSd vijiiSnavastuvBd~pasmBragFhitobBhyavisayS-pav2di
ayah kasmPd Stmaprapate na patisyati. MA. VI, pp. 58-9.
BCA. p. 390: yadP mZyaiva te nPsti, tad8 kim upalabhyate.
408 ff. 525 ff. NSgSrjuna and

d
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cannot be touched by the same finger-tips. Citta does not know
itself:"' How can anything be the knower and the known at once,
without splitting itself into two? If it is known by another act of
knowledge, the later knowledge will be known by another, thus leading
to a regress.
As for some texts which speak of the sole reality of consciousness,
they have been taught by Buddha as a preparatory2 step leading
t o the Siinyat2 doctrine, without unduly frightening the feebleminded. They are neyzrtha (secondary in import) and not nitPrtha
(ultimate teaching) . The Vij iiiinavada accepts the existence of
something (vijfizna) and denies the existence of others (objects),and
therefore it cannot be taken as the denial of both the 'is' and 'not is'
standpoints3 which is the real madhyamz-pratipad (middle position)
of Buddha. Only the Miidhyamika system is that.
The Miidhyamika criticism of Vijiiznavada reminds one of the
Refutation of Idealism by Kant in the Critique at several4 places.
Both very explicitly deny that we can have self-knowledge without
knowledge of objects; mere categories or even the Transcendental
'I' are quite empty. With regard to empirical things, they are even
prepared to accept the realistic outlook. They hold the view that
idealism upsets the ordinary modes of understanding objective
existence without any compensatory advantage. The Kantian or the
Mgdhyamika position can be characterised as Transcendental or
Critical Idealism6which accepts the empirical reality of things (object
and the knowing subject) with their transcendental or ultimate
unreality. As mutually dependent, neither pure subject nor pure
object (thing-in-itself , sense-datum) is real unconditionedly. This is
a new species of Absolutism, which is neither the Absolutism of the
Pure Cognising Act without any trace of the 'given' object (VijBZnavgda), nor the absolutism of the Pure Object (Being) free from the
See MKV. pp. 61 ff. MA. pp. 59 ff. BCA. pp. 391 ff. for the Madhyamika
criticism of the svasamvitti doctrine.
MKV. p. 276; BCAP. p. 406.
MKV. p. 275.
"In Kant's critical writings we find no less than seven different statements
of his refutation of idealism." Kemp Smith-A
Commentary to the Critique,
p. 298.

'

"The Transcendental Idealist is, therefore, an empirical realist and allows
t o matter, as appearance, a reality which does not permit of being inferred.
but is immediately perceived. " Critique, p. 347. Cf. yathM&am h r ~ t a ~ ~ ~
Jfiztam naiveha pratisiddhyate. BCA. p. 404.
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mediation of the thought-forms (Brahman of the VedBnt a). Reflective
criticism or the Dialectical consciousness itself is the Absolute here.
The VijfiBnavBda criticism of the Mgdhyamika is that his
interpretation of SiinyatB is an unwarranted extremism. Siinyat5 is
not the negation of all, but the negation of the Duality of Subject and
Object in something. That, where the negation of duality (dvayaSanyat3) obtains, does exist; and it is something in itself, the Absolute.
The formula is: "Constructive Ideation (abhfita-parikalpah) is real.
In it duality does not (absolutely) exist. Non-substantialit y (Siinyat3),
however, exists in it. In this (Non-substantialit y) t 00, that (Constructive Ideation) is found." l By the term 'abhiita-yarikalpa' (translated
as Constructive Ideation) is meant, not the wrong ideation itself
which is phenomenal, but the basis of that false construction
(abhtitasya parikalpo yasmin). This abhiitaparikalpa is the Transcendent dynamic stream of consciousness which creates from itself
all phenomena, substance (ZtrnZ), elements (dharma), or rather
subject, object etc. All relations are within it, and not between it and
some other beside it. Constructive Ideation constructs the phenomenal
world of subject-object-relation, which cannot, for that reason, have
an independent existence. The constructed subject-object world is
unreal; but this does not make the abhiitaparikalpa unreal; for, it is
the substratum for the unreal subject-object d ~ a l i t yI.t~is, however,
non-conceptual. If it were the object of ideation, it would be unreal
like any other superimposed (parikalpita) object. I t is realised in
lokottara or Non-dual knowledge. There is, in one sense, difference
between the abhiitaparikalpa and the Absolute (parinispanna), for
the latter is totally free of the duality; while the former has that
superimposed on it. In another sense the two are identical; for, the
Parini~panna(Absolute) is none other than the Abhfitaparikapas
freed of the unreal duality infecting it. The relation of Absolute to
the phenomena is thus both transcendent and immanent (anya,
ananya) .
MVBT. p. g.
a na khalv abhiitaparikalpo'pi na bhavati. yath5 rajjuh SiinyB sarpatvabhavena tatsvabhavatvabhfivst sarvakfilam SiinyB na tu rajjusvabhsvena,
tathehapi. . . .
yac chiinyam tasya sadbhavfid, yena Siinyam tasya tatrtibhHv5t. MVBT.

PP. 12-13.
MVBT. p. 40 TrimSik@-nispannas tasya piirvena sad2 rahitatz tu y l :
ata eva sa naivanyo nPnanyah paratantratah.

21-22,

L*
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The above position of the VijiiHnavHda has been arrived at after
a thorough criticism of the position of the MMhyamika and the
Realist. Vij fiHnavHda shows itself as an Absolutism of C ~ n s ~
as Pure Act, constructing absolutely the duality of ~ u b j e c t - ~ b j ~ ~ t
In contrast, Brahman is passive (Pure) Being devoid of difference.
Brahman does not construct; but construction is possible on the
passive ground of Brahman (adhi~thgna)
, because Brahman lends
itself to be superimposed upon. For the VedHnta, activity, which can
only obtain through limitation (sopzdhikam kart~tvam)
, presupposes
a n unlimited, undifferentiated Pure Being. The logic behind this is
that all difference presupposes identity and not vice versa (abhedapiirvako hi bhedah). In the Vedants, Pure Act as embodied in
ISvara is a category of a lower order; it is phenomenal, though not
empirical. For the VedHnta then, the Pure Ideation (abhiitaparikalpa)
of Vijiignavgda is through avidyg; the Absolute, as the basis of this,
is beyond the Act. For the VijfiHnavgda, however, the VedZnta
Absolute-Brahman as the Pure Given (Thing-in-itself) cannot but
appear as the primordial construct of Ideation. In the result, their
Absolutes and AvidyH are transpositions of each other.
For the MLdhyamika both the given t hing-in-itself (sanmZtra of
the VedLnta) and the constructive Ideation (abhiitaparikalpa of
VijfiZnavHda) are relative to each other; we cannot have the one
without the other. As such both are conditioned (pratityasamutpanna), and hence Siinya. He does not therefore hesitate to
consider both the thing-in-itself and the categories of Pure Reason as
vikalpa, conceptual constructions. Vikalpa (as samvrti) is the
obscuration of Intuition which is the Real in the MHdhyamika systemIt is thus seen that Non-Relative, unconditioned, Immediacy (Pure
Intuition) is the prius of both Thought and things (Act and Being).
In this sense Siinyat2 or PrajfiH may be taken as a more general form
of the Absolute than that of Pure Being or Pure Ideation.
IV

T H E COMMON FORM O F ALL ABSOLUTISMS

As absolutisms, the MHdhyamika, VijBHnavHda and Vedata
exhibit some common features as to their form; they differ in the mode
of their approach, and possibly with regard to that entity with which
they identify the absolute. In the actual state of the Absolute, they
may be identical; a t least we have no means of asserting their
difference; silence is their most proper language. The centre of the
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circle may be reached from the periphery by any of the possible
radii; short of reaching the very centre, persons adopting different
radii may genuinely feel that they are on the right path to the
centre and that the others are not. For, each votary may see the centre
looming ahead of him; but he cannot, from the nature of his predicament, see that others also may be reaching the centre through their
particular modes of approach.
In all these systems, the absolute is transcendent, totally devoid of
empirical determinations (nirdharmaka, Sfinya). The Absolute is
immanent too, being the reality of appearance. The Absolute is but
the phenomena in their essential form. I t follows that the absolute is
realised only in a non-empirical intuition called variously, prajiizparamits, lokottarajiizna, and aparoksZnubhEti. The nature of this
experience is that it is a non-hscursive, immediate and unitary
c o p t i o n ; here essence and existence coincide. They further agree
with regard t o the nature and status of phenomena which are
appearance. Engendered by a beginningless non-empirical avidyz,
the appearance can be negated completely by the true knowledge of
the absolute. The nature of avidyg and its orientation to the absolute
differ in each system. Every absolutism is really an advaita or
advayavzda, non-dualism; they do not establish the absolute, but
just reject duality as illusion. And the rejection is dialectically made
and not on the basis of positive arguments. Otherwise, that on the
strength of which the absolute is established will stand out as another
reality. What is rejected as illusory differs in these systems: the
MBdhyamika negates the conceptualist tendency (vikalpa or d r ~ t i ) ;
for, this is what falsifies reality which is Intuition (prajiiz); the
VijiiZnav~da negates objectivity; for this makes VijKina appear
infected with the duality of subject and object; the Vedznta negates
difference (bheda); the real is Universal and Identical.
By implication every absolutism has t o formulate the distinction
of Reality and Appearance and the two truths (paramMha and
vyavahara). Scriptures too are interpreted on this basis-nitzrtha
(para) and neyzrtha (apara). The Vedgntic doctrine of three 'truths'
and the admission of the priitibhgsika is necessitated by the fact that
it first analyses an empirical illusion (an illusion which is cancelled
in our ordinary experience even) and applies this analysis analogically
to the world-illusion. The position of VijfiHnavgda is similar. The
M5dhyarnika, however, addresses himself directly to the worldillusion as presented in the conflicting philosophies and points of
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view. He is concerned with what has been called by Elant the
Transcendental illusion.
All three agree in their ideal of spiritual discipline. I t is knowledge
(praj85, brahmaj 8 h a ) that frees us; other factors are auxiliary to
this. The state of mukti (nirvana) is a complete identity with the
Absolute.

V

THE DIFFERENT MODES OF THEABSOLLTE AND THEIR
IMPLICATIONS

The differences of the absolutes, a t least in the manner of their
approach, should not be overlooked. Every absolutism may be
understood as a mode of the negative judgment, as negation of
illusion. There is difference with regard t o the illusion with which they
start, and the standpoint from which they negate the illusory. By
implication, this entails a difference in the way that the relation
between the real and the appearance is conceived in each system.
The Vedanta and Vijfianavgda start with an empirical illusion,
the 'rope-snake' or the dream-object , and extend this analysis
analogically t o the world-illusion superimposed on the real. The
Vedgnta analyses illusion from the knowledge-standpoint; the
illusion consists in wrong character isat ion, in mistaking the given as
something else; the 'this' which is given is misperceived as the 'snake'.
Even for being mistaken, the 'this' must be there as the substrate,
independent of our knowing. The 'snake' is, however, exhausted
in the knowledge-relation itself, and it is therefore prstibhlsika
(appearance).
VijiiHnavZda analyses illusion from an opposite angle; for it, the
'given' is appearance, and the ideating consciousness alone is real.
The appearance of something, the 'this', independent of the act of
cognition, is negated; and the true nature of the appearance as
identical with the projecting consciousness is reinstated.
I n both Vedanta and Vij iianavada, the analysis of empirical illusion
is extended analogically to the world. But what will tell us that the
phenomenal world itself is illusory? For, here obviously we have no
experience of an actual cancellation t o justify this, as we had in the
example of an empirical illusion. An empirical illusion (of the form
'this is snake') does not of itself necessitate being universalised of all
phenomena. The problem must present itself in all its universality*
I.
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Both VedZnta and VijfiZnavada have therefore to take the cue from
some extra-logical mode of cognition: the VedZnta gets it from revelation (Sruti) which declares the Htman (Brahman) alone to be real;
the YogZcgra depends on the deliverance of the trance-states where
the object drops out leaving consciousness as the sole reality. This is
made the norm for judging phenomena.'
But all this imports an element of dogmatism in their procedure as
well as indirectness; there is first the analysis of empirical illusion and
then its analogical extension t o the world-illusion. Both VedZnta and
VijiEnavZda are still given t o metaphysical construction.
The MZdhyamika starts, not with an empirical illusion, but with
the Transcendental illusion, as exhibited in the inevitable conflict of
opposed standpoints and philosophies. He addresses himself primarily
to the views about the real; only indirectly, he is concerned with the
things or reality; for the views criticised are views of the real. The
MZdhyamika approach is solely that of a critic of experience. Dialectic
or criticism itself is philosophy; while for the VedZnta and Vijii5navZda
dialectic is enlisted in the service of philosophy.
What is negated? If the form of illusion is set down as: "This is
snake", the negating or cancelling consciousness is of the form :
"This is not snake." For the VedZnta the not applies to the 'snake'.
This is not snake, i.e. This is real, but its ascribed snake-character is
false. For the VijiiZnavPda, the 'not' applies to the tlzis, 'The snake
is not this' i.e. the 'snake' is not out there as this, as an object
independent of the projecting Ideation of consciousness, but is
identical with the latter. The 'this' (given, Being) is real for the
VedHnta, and the 'snake' as a creature of projective imagination is
appearance; for the VijiiZnavZda, it is just the reverse: the 'this' as
an other, independent of consciousness, is appearance; and the 'snake'
is real, b e h g the mode of constructive Ideation. Both have this
common feature however. From the context of illusion they reject
one aspect-the appearance-(the 'snake' by the VedHntin and the
'this' by the VijfiEnavHdin); it is totally false, unreal (svarfipato
mithy8, parikalpita2). They, however, salvage and retrieve the other
2.

Refer to Chap. VI section 5 .
yena yena vikalpena yad yad vastu vikalpyate;
parikalpita evisau svabhHvo na sa vidyate. Trimiikd 20.
prathamo laksanenaiva nihsvabhavah . . . Ibid. 23.
ataS ca svariipibh2vit khapuspavat svariipenaiva nihsvabhivah. Ibid.

P. 41.
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part, the real or the prius of illusion (the 'this' by the Ved&ntinand
the 'snake' by the Vijfiiinaviidin); only its relationship with the
appearance is false (samsargato mithyg); the paratantra (the stream
of consciousness) is false to the extent of the imputation of the object
(parikalpita); but in itself it is identical with the parinispanna
(Absolute).
Logically, the above analysis means that although the relation may
be false, both the terms are not false, but only one; there is an
absolute or non-relative term. The general formula is: the two terms
sustaining a relation are not of the same order, one is higher and the
other lower: the two terms are neither mutually dependent nor
mutually independent; relation is neither 'internal' nor 'external'.
If mutually dependent, we cannot distinguish between the two terms;
as they so necessarily imply each other that one cannot exist without
the other any time. We cannot even say that there are two terms, as
the basis of distinction is lacking. If mutually independent, there is
no basis of connection; each term is a self, a self-contained universe
as it were. To escape this dilemma we have to conceive one term as
basic, and thus capable of existing apart from its relation to the other;
while the other is incapable of so doing and therefore dependent.
One term, the higher, is not exhausted in the relationship; it has a
transcendent or non-implicatory existence which is its intrinsic
nature; the other term, however, is entirely exhausted within the
relation, and it has no non-relative existence.
For the MBdhyamika negation applies to both the 'this' and the
'snake' : this is not snake. The 'this' cannot be had apart from the
'snake', for we know the 'this' only as identified with the 'snake'
(predicate) and not in isolation; the 'snake' too can be had only as
identified with the 'this' (substrate, subject) . They are relative to
each other, and this constitutes their falsity. Neither the constructive
Ideation of the VijfiHnaviida, nor the Pure Being (of the Vedsnta)
which allows, as the Passive ground, for the superimposition to occur,
is real for the Msdhyamika. For, what can tell us that either the one
or the other is real. Not the context of illusion itself; for there each is
relative to the other (the 'this' is apprehended as related with the
'snake' and vice versa). And if we bring to the analysis of illusion, an
extra-philosophical knowledge of the real, that would be a dogmatic
assumption. The Vediintin and the VijfifinavHdin might point out
that the justification consists in the very impossibility of explaining
illusion except by taking the 'this' as real and the 'snake' as false)
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or vice versa.l The MHdhyamika will, however, answer that, in that
case, there should be one and only one way of explaining illusion;
but obviously the VedHnta analyses illusion with a knowledge-bias
and the VijiiZnavHda with the will-bias. For, do they not choose, from
among several possible ways of explanation, one as the true one? The
illusion-context itself does not disclose its mind, its inner essence;
but if we come to it with a made-up mind, the explanation could be
justified. But nothing can justify that initial bias itself. This
means that even in explaining illusion, we are still theorising,
indulging in speculation. The illusion itself shows, on the contrary,
that the two ('this' and 'snake') are relative to each other.
Can anything be retrieved from the relativity of the two terms?
Not the two moments, certainly; they are relative and have no
t rejective consciousness to
nature of their own (nihsvabhHva2).~ u the
which they both appear is absolute; for it is outside the conflict.
Pictorially, in a duel of equals, both the combatants fall down
exhausted; the spectator is the residue. Likewise, the MZdhyamZ
Pratipad as the Reflective awareness of the antinomical conflict of
reason (dharmZnZm bhiita-pratyaveksz) is at once above the
conflict and is an inner insight into it. We cannot dispense with this
critical awareness to which the conflict appears, which appreciates
and appraises the conflict. It is the philosophical consciousness come
As pointed out, illusion for the Vedgntin and VijfiBnavBdin is the wrong
identification of entities belonging t o two different orders-ne
is real and the
other unreal (satyiinyte mithuni-kytya). They may very well consider the
Madhyamika contention of the equal status of the 'rope' and 'snake' in the
context of illusion as contrary to facts. They may further point out that the
function of the Mgdhyamika dialectic is in the preliminary stage; it is to bring
home the nature of Transcendent illusion. How that illusion is constituted,
what are the ingredients necessary for its occurrence, etc. are questions that
need analysis of actual experience; and dialectical criticism is irrelevant then.
This is how both Vedanta and VijfiZnav5da might escape the MBdhyamika
charge of dogmatism levelled against them.
For the MBdhyamika, both the terms of a relational complex are false;
as mutually dependent, they lack an essential nature of their own (tat tat
prapya yad utpannam notpannam tat svabha'vatah); the relativity of things is
their unreality. The VedZntin and the VijiiiinavZdin will not reject both the
terms as relative; they accept one as the reality or the basis of the other. For
the Mgdhyamika the substance and the attributes are equally unreal, as
neither of them can be had apart from the other. The Vedantin would say that
the attributes are mere ascriptions of substance, the particulars are negations
of the universal and are therefore unreal by their very nature (svariipato
mithyg) ; but the substance or the universal is inherently real, only its seeming
relationship with the attributes or particulars is false (samsargato mithyii);
it has a transcendent nature without the relation.
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of age. I t cannot be got at as a thing; but it is there, as the deepest
and innermost attitude of things. I t is Prajiiii.
The Miidhyamika Absolute (Siinyata) has t o be understood as the
Reflective awareness of the dialectical play of reason, of the 'is' and
'not-is'; it is none other than this critical consciousness. To deny this
is t o deny critical reflection. That would be t o hold that we can do a
thing' but cannot know that we do it: that we can theorise and speculate,
but cannot know that we theorise or speculate. This amounts to a
contradiction, for the denial itself betrays knowledge of the theory.
The understanding of Siinyatii as Reflection or criticism provides
the reason why nothing can be predicated of it. As the awareness of
'is' (bhgva) and 'not-is' (abhiiva), of 'nitya' and 'anitya', it cannot be
identified with either of them. The review of positions is no position:
it is neither one of the positions reviewed, nor another position; as in
that case it would lose its nature as reflection (self-consciousness).
This is why the Msdhyamika consistently refuses to characterise it
as sat, asat, both or neither (catu~koti-vinirmukta).PrajiiZ is
transcendent t o thought (Siinya).
As reflection is not another position, but the same position
simplified, analysed and clarified, the Mgdhyamika absolute is
immanent; it is essentially identical with the views (sat, 'asat' etc.)
criticised. To reflect on a problem is t o resolve it.
We shall miss the true nature of the Mgdhyamika Sfinyatii if we
failed t o understand the true nature of critical reflection, which is the
philosophical consciousness par excellence. All misrepresentations of
the Msdhyamika and cheap criticism of it as Nihilism etc. spring
from the failure t o appreciate the nature of philosophical reflection.
Let the critics pause and make clear t o themselves what is the nature
and status of reflction. They will have then found the key for the
understanding of the Miidhyamika system.
To sum up the discussion. Brahman is the Absolute of Pure Being;
and the method of approach is from the standpoint of knowledge.
Vijfiaptimatratii is Pure Act (Transcendental Ideation), and the
approach is from the standpoint of the will consciousness. SanyatZ
is PrajfiZ, non-dual Intuition, and the approach is from the standpoint
of philosophical reflection or criticism. I t is that contentless and
positionless awareness itself. Brahman and VijiiaptimPtratH too are
contentless; for in Pure Being there is no other from which it could
be distinguished and related. Nothing can be predicated of it, and
one cannot even speak of it literally. Can we still continue to call it
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Being, VijfiBna, or by any other term? In the end every consistent
absolutist is reduced t o the Mldhyamika position of 'No-position1.
The differences pertain to the mode of approach, to the standpoint
from which these systems reach the Absolute, like the centre of a
circle which is reached from the periphery by different radii.
Orientating from Kant we may understand the three absolutisms
(Vedlnta, Vijfiiinavgda and the MHdhyamika) as the three most
consistent forms of what are left in Kant as indications and demands.
There are two distinct trends in the Critique: the constructive as
exemplified in the Trans. A nalytic and the other critical or halectical
as exemplified in the Trans. Dialectic. In the Analytic, Kant attempts
to give a constructive theory of experience as the composition of two
factors belonging t o two hfferent spheres: on the one hand, there are
the a priori categories that are innate to the mind; on the other, we
have the thing-in-itself, the given which is interpreted in terms of the
a priori. In spite of Hegelian or other criticism, we can dispense with
neither. The demand is for a discipline to realise either of them, apart
from the other, in a non-phenomenal experience. We must realise,
in a non-empirical way, the pure thing-in-itself without the mediation
of the categories of thought; likewise, we must realise the categories
of pure thought without the spectre of the other (the given thing-initself). The logic of the demand is: if empirical experience is a
composite of two factors, the constitutents must be had apart from
the other; otherwise there could be no question of a composition; the
two factors would be really one.
The Advaita Vediinta is that consistent discipline by which we
realise the Thing-in-itself, the Pure Object (sanmiitra) immediately,
self-evidently, unrelatedly, without the categories. The Vijfilnavlda
is the attempt t o reach the Transcendental categories (Pure Thought)
without any trace of the given. In both ways, we reach an absolutism;
for, there is no other either of thought or of the given. As pointed out
already, both Vediinta and Vijfi5navPda reach their characteristic
position by an analysis of illusion from their respective standpoints.
The other and more dominant trend in Kant's Critique is the
dialectical consciousness that is alive to the antinomical conflict in
philosophy. Dogmatic, speculative theories try to reach the unconditioned by unduly extending empirical principles; they come into
necessary clash with each other. Dialectic or criticism results.
Avoiding speculation, criticism addresses itself to an analytic
understanding of how philosophical construction works. Implicit in
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all dogmatic metaphysics, philosophy, or the dialectical ~ o n s c i o u s ~ ~ ~
emerges through its own inner dynamism of conflict. This evervigilant dialectical consciousness of all philosophy is another kind of
absolute, if we correctly appraise its worth. For, it rises above all
positions, transcending the duality of the thesis and the antithesis
which eminently contain the whole universe. I t is unfortunate that
Kant missed the startling discovery that he had made. Prejudiced
in favour of faith, Kant makes only a negative and trivial use of
criticism. He should have taken criticism itself as philosophy, the true
metaphysic as a science. The Mgdhyamika, however, most consistently
develops this. His absolute is the critical Reflection itself.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

HISTORICAL, analytic and comparative survey of the
MHdhyarnika system has been made. I t now remains to
assess critically the soundness and value of the system as
- philosophy and religion. Is Siinyat2 a consistent absolutism?
Even if consistent, is it significant? What has been its contribution to
Indian philosophy, and can it prove of help in solving our present-day
problems?
We have a right t o expect adequate answers to these and similar
questions.

Dialectic is the pivot of the MZdhyarnika system. And this
could emerge as the inherent and inevitable conflict developed
between the Ztma and anatma traditions, one drawing its inspiration
from the Upani~adsand the other from the teachings of Buddha.
Dialectic is the consciousness of the antinomical confict of Reason
in the opposition of the two 'momentsJ-'is' and 'not-is'; it is a t once
their resolution by arising t o a higher plane of critical awareness. I t
has been shown that the Madhyamika dalectic is but the systematic
form of the suggestions already found in the teachings of Buddha as
embodied in the P2li and other Canons. The Mgdhyamika develops
his characteristic 'middle-position', which is really no position, by
a trenchant criticism of the various systems and points of view,
especially of the Abhidharmika system. All this has been treated at
sufficient length, and it is not proposed to cover the ground over again.
The Jaina system and Hegel attempt to resolve the antinomical
conflict in Reason by synt hesising the view-points and evolving a new
system incorporating the views. For them the conflict is engendered
by one-sidedness, and this, they aver' is removed in a synthesis. For
the Mgdhyamika, the synthesis of views is but another view, and it
does not escape the predicament inherent in all views.' To get rid
I.

The Jaina and the MZdhyamika positions are antipodal to each other: for
the Jaina, all views are true, and the real is a conspectus of view-points; for
the MZdhyamika, no view is true and the Real transcends thought.
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of the conflict, then, we have to transcend all views and standpoints
that cramp our understanding and make reality an appearance. Every
view must be given up t o reach the real as it is. The rejection is done
by exhibiting the inherent, but unnoticed, contradiction present in
every thesis t o the upholder of the thesis on principles and arguments
acceptable to him; i t is done by prasanga or vedzrctio ad absurdznn
arguments. Not only affirmative views, but negative ones and even
a conjunction of them, are negated by the MHdhyamika dialectic.
The one legitimate conclusion that can follow from this procedure
is that the Real is transcendent t o thought, and that it cannot be
conceived in terms of the empirical. The dialectic should not be taken,
as is done by the uninformed, as the denial of the Real-Nihilism. As
we have pointed out before, the 'no-doctrine-about-the-real' attitude
of the MHdhyamika is confounded with the 'no-reality' doctrine. Any
consistent absolutism has necessarily to exclude empirical deterrninations of the real; and all determinations are empirical. This may
appear to men accustomed t o assess things with the norm of the
empirical as non-existent; but it is not non-existent in itself. The
objection assumes that the spatio-temporal world perceived by the
senses is real, and that that alone is real.'
We are explicitly warned by the MHdhyamikas not to consider
S t i n y a t ~as abhBva, non-exi~tence.~
To deny the accessibility of the
real to thought is not to deny the real, unless we assumed the
identity of the real with thought. A Hegel might urge that what lacks
thought-determinations and is inaccessible to Reason is nothing. The
objection has force only when you have accepted, assumed, that the
Real is Reason and nothing else. And what will justify this assumption? It may be said that we know nothing else beside this, and that
provides the justification for the criterion of the real. But thought
does not exhaust the modes of our cognition; nor is it the prius. For
the MBdhyamika, the total negation of thought-modes is Prajfi3Intuition. PrajiiH is Absolute, as the Real and the knowledge of it
are non-dual (advaya), non-different .
If PrajiiB is Intuition and is, therefore, positive, why should the
Samkara too complains t h a t Brahman, the Absolute, may appear t o the
ignorant as nothing, Siinya: digdeSagunagatiphalabhedaSiinyari.1hi paramarthasad advayam Brahma mandabuddhingm asad iva pratibhzti. Bha'sya on
Chh. U p . (beginning of V I I I Chap.)
NBggrjuna and Candrakirti answer these and similar objections in the MK.
XXIV-(Arya Satya Paviksd). For a discussion of these points and textual
citations, reference may be made t o the chapter on Absolute & Phenomena.
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Mgdhyamika identify it with Sfinyat5. and use the negative method
of the Dialectic t o attain this end? The objection betrays ignorance
of the logic of absolutism. We cannot know the real except by negating appearance: the real is the reality of the apparent, and only as we
tear off the superficial vestures in which it is clothed do we know the
real, not otherwise. Intuition is not one other mode of knowledge
beside thought; if it were so, we should have two alternative, even
complementary, modes of knowing. And nothing can then decide
between their rival claims. But thought is inherently incapable of
revealing the real; for it looks a t it through conceptual patterns,
through differentia and distinction; it sunders and distorts the real.
Buddhil (Reason) is therefore characterised as samvyti, the veil that
covers the real. And the soul of buddhi is in the 'antas', in the 'is'
and 'not-is' attitudes or a combination of them. To know the real,
then, we have necessarily to remove the function of buddhi, i.e. negate
the 'antas' or attitudes of 'is' and 'not-is'. YrajfiZ is very rightly
, negation of concepts (antadvayataken as the Siinyat8 of d r ~ t ithe
iiinya) .
This allows us t o understand the nature of the absolute as at once
transcendent and immanent. It is transcendent as it is beyond the
categories of thought, untouched by empirical predicates (catuskotivinirmukta, nirvikalpa); it is immanent, as it is not another thing
beside the world, but is the world itself known truly, without the
mstorting medium of buddhi. I t is no accident then that the
MZdhyamika uses the language of negation. The real is not to be
brought into existence de novo; nor can a knowledge of it be taken
as a new acquisition. Misconceptions alone require to be removed.
And this function the Dialectic performs; that alone is its function.

~ l i n ~ aist dnot Positivism: it has a spiritual goal.
The critic of the MBdhyamika may not be easily satisfied. "Your
logic," he might say, "is impeccable; but your logic ends in nothing."
To him the dialectic may possibly appear to be an elaborate game
designed t o cover up the hollowness of the void (Siinya). There is
nothing to distinguish the MLdhyamika system from positivism,
like that of Logical Positivism of the present age, or the forthright
materialism of old.2 All these are anti-metaphysical and anti2.

BCA. I X , 2 ; hIKV. p. 492.
Some of the CgrvSkas, like JayarZSi, have also adopted the negative method
of the MPdhyamika. In his Tattr~opaplavaSimha, Jayadhi subjects the various
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religious in their objective. With his rejection of all views, of all
constructive metaphysics which give us access to the ultimately real,
the MHdhyamika is a species of positivism.
The objection is by no means new. I t had been raised against
NZgHrjuna and his successors, and has been answered by them.l
Though the external form of denial and refutation may be common
to positivism and the MHdhyamika dialectic, they have two totally
different and opposite objectives. The positivist denies the significance
of metaphysics, calling it sheer nonsense even, because for him all
significance is confined t o the propositions that are empirically
verifiable, such as those of science. For him, the sense-given is, in the
last resort, the only real; he has neither use for nor knowledge of the
transcendent. He is a materialist a t heart. The MMhyamika rejects
speculative (dogmatic) metaphysics, not because there is no real that
is transcendent, but because by its defective procedure dogmatic
metaphysics wrongly understands the transcendent in terms of the
empirical modes; it illegitimately extends, to the unconditioned, the
categories of thought that are true within phenomena alone. To
safeguard the purity of his tattva (Real) it is necessary for the
MHdhyamika to deny the pretensions of dogmatic metaphysics. His
position is akin to that of Kant. Kant's Transcendental dialectic is
directed against speculative metaphysics (against Rational
Psychology, Cosmology and Theology) not because he did not believe
in the reality of God, Freedom and Immortality of the Soul, but
because he wanted to make them safe from the unwarranted ascriptions of pure Reason. The difference between the two, as has been
pointed out previously, is that Kant seeks to realise these noumenal
realities in a non-intellectual mode-Faith and practical Reason;
the MHdhyamika does it in Intellectual ~ntuition-Praj iiHpHramit8.
The MHdhyamika is spiritual to the core. His absolute is not
conceptions of Pramgna to a searching analysis and condemns them as
untenable. Without the pramgnas there can be no determination of the real.
But empirical activity is possible, because things appear as attractive and real
superficially. He concludes: tad evam upaplute~v eva t a t t v e ~ u avicftritaramaniygh sarve vyavahgrgh ghatante. Tattvopaplava p. 125.
Cf. MKV. pp. 273 ff & 368 ff. atraike paricodayanti: n~stikl-viSi~t8
MgdhyamikZh yasmgt kuSalZkuSalam karma kartgram ca phala& ca sarvam
ca lokam bhZvasvabh3.va-ifinyam iti bruvate. ngstikg api hyetan niistiti
bruvate. tasmgn ngstikZviSi~t8Mgdhyamikg iti-naivam. pratityasamutpgdavgdino hi Mgdhyamikgh etc. p. 368.
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void, but devoid of finitude and imperfection. It is nothing but
Spirit.l
The objective of his dialectic is spiritual; it is to free the mind of all
vikalpa by resolving the antas, alternatives. By this, freedom from
kleSas-passions, attachment and aversion-is achieved; for the
kleSas hive their root in vikalpa or false construction.2 ~ r a j f i ais
Nirvgna-the state of freedom. I t is also the attainment of Buddhahood; Prajiiz-pBramitZ is T a t h e a t a , the Ens realzssimum. Prajiis
consummates the moral and the religious ideal; it is spiritual. The
spiritual is a state of undivided personality: the person is not divided
in himself; nor does he divide himself from others. The internal conflict
between various levels of personality and the external conflict of
one's good as antagonistic to the good of others are both resolved.
This is possible in the advaita or advayaJ where all our faculties and
interests are unified as Brahman or PrajfiZpSramitg. I t is possible
only in advaita, for that alone abolishes private standpoints and
interests, which make for the ego-centric outlook. In the last analysis,
the ego is the root of the unspiritual; the universal is the spiritual.
Siinyat~,as the negation of all particular views and standpoints, is
the universal par excellence.
Not only has the Mgdhyamika dialectic the spiritual for its
objective, it is not also incompatible with any empirical activity.
It is not opposed t o commonsense or science, where our aim is t o
know and handle things presented t o sense in the phenomenal sphere.
The categories of thought, causality, substance, identity and
difference, good and bad etc., are certainly not applicable to the
ultimately real, being relative; but the MZdhyamika does not deny
of explanation in the empirical region. It is the
their utility as
dogmatic theorist with his insistence upon the sole truth of his
particular conception of the real who makes empirical activity
-

-

-

-

Hiriyanna thinks that the MMhyamika SiinyatZ is Nothing; he relies
entirely on the superficial characterisation of it by the orthodox Hindu
systems (Outlinesof Ind. Phil.p. 221).This is a bare statement without much
argument or textual support. The professor, however, has the candour to say:
"Our object here being chiefly to present later Buddhism as i t was understood
by Hindu thinkers and is found set forth in their works, i t is easy to answer the
question, for they all alike agree in holding that the void is the only truth
according t o the Mzdhyamika." Professor Radhakrishnan correctly interprets
4
Siinyat3, as a positive principle"; "To call i t being is wrong, only concrete
things are. To call i t non-being is equally wrong. I t is best t o avoid all descriptions of it." I.P. Vol. I. pp. 663-4.
a MK. XVIII, 5.
I
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impossible. Transcendental ideality (unreality) and empirical reality
well go together.

Very often the criticism is made that the Msdhyamika system is
destructive in its function. The dialectic may be efficient as a logical
weapon, but it savours of ill-will symptomatic of a disposition that
sees no good in others. How does it escape being a species of philosophical sadism? Rightly understood, the Msdhyamika, however, is
the one system that is completely free from every trace of dogmatism.
The dialectic is not condemnation of others, but is self-criticism. It is
the self-consciousness of philosophy. This self-consciousness is born
of the necessary conflict in dogmatic metaphysics. The contrast
implied is between the dogmatic procedure of reason that is intent
on weaving theories about things and the self-conscious awareness
of the weaving of theories. Through dogmatism and the necessary
conflict of Reason, philosophical consciousness comes into its own.
In theorising, we make use of assumptions and pre-suppositions
that are unnoticed at the time. Dialectic makes us aware of the
pre-suppositions, the foundations on which our edifice rests. It may
be claimed for the Mgdhyamika Dialectic that it is the impartial
tribunal which alone can assess the true nature of every philosophical
system. We know the inside of a system only as we analyse it and
subject it to a penetrating criticism. The Mgdhyamika dialectic is
the search-light that illumines the darkest recesses of reason. If it
had been a theory, one among others, it would singularly fail in its
high office as the Norm of all philosophy.
Philosophy is the quest for knowledge that is universal in scope
and absolutely certain in its quality. The demand is to possess
knowledge that does not leave anything out of its comprehension and
which is a t once free from the possibility of doubt. This demand,
however, cannot be satisfied by science or speculative metaphysics.
Knowledge gained by science is piecemeal in character and is
progressively accumulative; there can possibly be no conceivable
limit to the acquisition of information. The scientific method of
Cf. svabhsv8d yadi bhiivsngm sadbhiivam anupaSyasi;
ahetupratyayiin bhgvams tvam evam sati paSyasi.
sarva-samvyavah2r5mS ca laukikan pratibsdhase;
yat pratityasamutpsda-SiinyatBm pratibgdhase. MK. XXIV, 16,36.
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explanation, through hypothesis and verification by appeal to
sense-experience, necessarily restricts the scope of science to the
empirical.
Speculative metaphysics has certainly freed itself of this limitation ;
as it does not depend on empirical verification, it can claim to give us
universal (unrestricted) and final knowledge of the entire reality.
But there are two fatal drawbacks which vitiate dogmatic philosophy.
Each philosophical system selects a particular pattern and views
reality from that standpoint; it becomes a view (a d r ~ t i ) a, standpoint or position. The position selected may be attractive and
advantageous; but it is one view, a particular standpoint, and therefore necessarily restricts our vision. A view is one-sided (ekPntavZda)
and cannot give us the whole reality. The second drawback is that
there is nothing that can validate our picture of reality. Among a
number of possible ways of conceiving the real, we have no a prior2
or other means of deciding in favour of one. We cannot appeal to
empirical experience as we do in science; for the propositions of
philosophy are of the super-sensible, the unconditionedly real.
Consistent and elaborate working out of a particular philosophical
pattern does not mean that it conforms to the real; it just evidences
our powers of imagination and logical attention. If internal
consistency and elaboration were the criterion of the truth of any
philosophy, this would be satisfied by many systems. We cannot
admit that all or even any two of them are true as they contradict
each other. For example, the systems of the 3tma and the anPtma
tradition are internally consistent and elaborate; but they are
diametrically opposed to each other in their standpoints. This
throws doubt on philosophy, on every system. Certitude and finality
have eluded us.
Can universality and certitude be attained by synthesising all
possible views, thus obviating restriction of scope and uncertainty.
The Jain system in India and Hegel in the West can be cited as
examples of this attempt; the Jaina attempts a disjunctive synthesis
of possible views and Hegel a conjunctive or integrating synthesis.'
Combination of views is another view. For, we have to marshal all
views according t o a pre-arranged plan; there would be shifting of
emphasis with regard t o the constituents of the synthesis. And, owing
to the emphasis placed on identity or difference, the synthesis too
See Chaps. V and IX.
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would become different. Syntheses become many and varied and are
subject to the predicaments already adduced.
The Mgdhyamika dialectic avoids all this by its negative method, as
pointed out before. Universality is attained not by a combination of
particular viewpoints, but by abolishing viewpoints. Certitude is
gained, not by dogmatic assertion, but by critical reflection (bhfitapratyaveksg). We do not advance theories, but we become aware of
theories. T'he Mgdhyamika goes to the tendency which is the rootcause of our inability to know the real in itself+onceptual construction, drsti; this is concretely expressed in the various ideologies and
philosophical systems. I t is avidyg or samvyti. The antidote is to
void the mind of this tendency to conceptualise the real; to resolve
the dystis, both of the affirmative and the negative kind. As special
standpoints and particular positions are abolished, the knowing
Intellect becomes transparent (bhgsvara, amala), free from obscuration (~varana-prahsna).The Real is no longer looked at through the
categories of thought, mediately, wrongly; the Intellect is not different from the Real. That is Prajiiiipzramitg-Intuition or Non-Dual
knowledge, free from the concepts of 'is' and 'not-is'. We do not
acquire the absolute or PrajiiB; we only remove the impediments.
Strange as it may appear, the Miidhyamika Siin~atii(Absolute)
can serve as the basis for a synthesis of philosophical systems. Because
of its rigorous eschewing of all thought-content from the Real
(Siinya), it is no doubt transcendent to thought. But on that very
score, it can be 'freely' phenomenalised, and one need not restrict
oneself to any $avticular mode of synthesis to serve for all time and
for all people. In the Hegelian synthesis, there is emphasis on unity
and the differences are subordinated to it. The opposite may well be
the case: difference can be made the prius and identity subordinated
t o it. The order of the synthesised categories may be varied. In Hegel,
the synthesis is a blocked series; it cannot be replaced without replacing his conception of the Absolute too. In the Mgdhyamika, one mode
of synthesis may be replaced by another without necessitating any
change in the Absolute. This may be called a loose dynamic synthesis.
It must, however, be borne in mind that all these modes of phenomenalisation are merely 'devices' (upHya): ultimately false, but eminently
useful, both for the empirical world and as means for reaching the
absolute. That they are false does not make them less useful; even
the false can work. Secondly, such syntheses1 can be formulated only
This is the celebrated up5yakauSalya of the Buddhas.
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by those that have spiritual realisation; it is not just a matter of
logical skill and imaginative manipulation. For, each device must
serve the purpose of reaching us to the Absolute by the path most
suited to the person concerned. Only one who has trodden the path
before can lead others to it.
In one sense, the Mzdhyamika may seem one of the most intolerant
of systems, as it negates all possible views without exception. In
another sense, in the manner shown above, it can accommodate and
give significance to all systems and shades of views. As pointed out
before SfinyatZi does not militate against vyavahgra. Justly can
Nzgiirjuna claim :
All is concord indeed for him who to Sfinyat2 conforms;l
All is not concordant for him who conforms not to S i i n ~ a t ~ .
I11

THE VALUE OF THE

MADHYAMIKA SYSTEM

AS BASIS FOR WORLD

CULTURE

The Mgdhyamika is not an academic system. I t profoundly
influenced the philosophy and religion of India and a good part of
Asia for several centuries. It is the first Absolutist system
(advayavzda) to be formulated in India or elsewhere. To the
Mzdhyamika should also belong the honour of establishing advayavzda
through the Dialectic. This ushered in a revolution, as we have
traced, in Buddhism, in the entire range of its metaphysics, ethics
and religion. Siinyat5, mahzkarung and the Tath5gata1s TrikZya
became the fundamental ideas for all subsequent philosophy and
religion. The non-Buddhist systems may not have borrowed the
tenets of the MBdhyamika or VijfiHnavgda; but they were conceivably
profited by their technique. Advaitism came to be established as the
most dominant feature of the spiritual culture of India. The essence
of this consists in the inner realisation of the unity of all being and
the utter negation of all egoity. The great measure of unity and
stability of social structure which still persists is the reflection of the
Siinyatz (Absolutist) conception in the practical affairs of men. I t
permeated every walk of life-literature, fine art, social sciences,
religion and philosophy. A stable and exalted civilisation was built
up and sustained for centuries in the greater part of Asia, in India,
China, Japan, Tibet and other countries.
sarvam ca yujyate tasya, SiinyaEi yasya yujyate;
sarvam na yujyate tasya Siinyarh yasya na yujyate. MK. XXIV,14.
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Its influence cannot be confined to the past. What could be done
once can be done once again. And there is all the greater need to
emphasise the spiritual unity of the world, torn as it is by ever so
many conflicts and warring ideologies that threaten to engulf the
entire world in speedy ruin. Everywhere the hold of tradition has
loosened. During the Middle Ages the civilised world enjoyed, with a
few exceptions, a period of peace and stability never known before. No
doubt the known world was divided into three well-defined blocks, the
Christian zone in the West, the Moslem in the Middle East and the
Hindu (including Buddhist) in the East and Far East. Feeling of
brotherhood and unity of man were vital forces. These traditional
influences are no longer a t work. The Christian world has been
disintegrating for centuries, since the Renaissance. There is little
hope that it could regain the lost ground and reassert itself. The
East is hardly better, though the disintegration has not proceeded to
to such an extent; but the spiritual is no longer an active force.
Owing to the phenomenal discoveries in science and their practical
application, the peoples of the world have been brought together; the
geographical and physical oneness of the world has been brought
home to us. But our differences and divergences have increased
tremendously; strife and bitterness are rampant. War has become
chronic and global in its proportions. The present-day world lacks
unity and goodwill; it has no soul or spirit to animate and unify it.
The causes are not hidden. Western civilisation, which has become
the norm for all, has developed, since the Renaissance, along
materialistic lines. "The contrast between the success of modern
European minds in controlling almost any situation in which the
elements are physical bodies and the forces physical forces, and their
inability to control situations in which the elements are human beings
and the forces mental forces" is too evident to need elaboration. Man
has conquered Nature or is very near doing that; but he has not the
rudimentary control over himself. The consequences are disastrous.
Organised life with any pretence to stability and security has become
precarious. We have gained the world, but have lost our soul.
I t has been suggested that the remedy lies in increased production
by the harnessing of all our ingenuity and resources, and by a more
equitable distribution by concentration on the reorganisation of the
social structure on a classless basis. Fascism and Communism are
the concrete forms of this urge. Accepting the material as the only
value, these try to work out a civilisation to the best advantage. The
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experiment needs t o be tried, if only as a matter of dialectical
necessity. We have t o be convinced of the utter futility of the material
norm before we could give it up.
It may bring about temporary and even partial relief, but it is
bound t o fail as a final solution. The basic principles underlying it are
vicious. If material goods, earthly life, were the only good, how can
one have too much of these. One would try to secure them as much as
possible and by every means; fair and foul can have no moral signification, but can be judged by the measure of material success they bring
about. How can the possessive instinct be conquered, or even kept
under control? This is done, in a materialistic society, by checks and
counter-checks and by the balancing of forces in the society. But
what prevents the guardians of such a society, the ruling class, from
appropriating more t o themselves. Fear of public opinion may prove
somewhat of a check, but a skilful determined man can easily
manipulate the cards. In the last resort, there must be some
considerable body of men who cannot be compelled to behave by
external pressure, but who are intrinsically convinced of the worthlessness of material goods. They should have transcended the instinct
of possession and must have risen above class and property, like the
guardians of state in PlatoJs Republic.
Increased production and organisation cannot per se result in
good. Goodwill must be there. And goodwill can be born of inner
spiritual conviction alone; it cannot be commanded into existence
by faith or secular authority. For that would fail miserably and can
succeed in making us hypocritical. We have to realise that the good
of all is the good of oneself, and that there can be no room for the ego.
In the last analysis, the transcending of the standpoint of the ego, or
more positively, the attainment of the Universal is the essence of the
spiritual. And only the spiritual can provide the basis for the society
and can be conducive for the realisation of other values.
In this regard, MahHyPna absolutism and the Advaita Vedanta are
valuable as providing the basis on which a world-culture can be built.
It is only absolutism that can make for the fundamental unity of
existence and a t the same time allow for differences. Catholicity of
outlook and tolerance of differences are their very soul; both insist on
the universality of the Real and transcendence of the ego-centric
standpoint. The VedHnta, however, is traditional in outlook and is
bound t o the authority of the Veda, and perhaps it presupposes a
specific milieu in which alone it can thrive. The MahLyZna is quite
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liberal, and it has proved its capacity to accommodate itself to various
religious and social structures, to revitalise and absorb them; this is
seen in Tibet, Mongolia, China and Japan. I t has further the concrete
expression of SiinyatL and MahHkarunL in the exalted Bodhisattva
ideal.
Thinkers' in the West and the East are becoming increasingly alive
t o the impending crisis in our civilisation and are suggesting the ways,
of saving it. The issue is not between Capitalism and Communism,
although their quarrel tends to cloud the real nature of the maladv.
The need is for the spiritual regeneration of the world. Denominational religions with- their dogmas and organisational sanctions
deservedly stand discredited. There is something inherently secular
and unspiritual in any organisation. I t tends to create vested interests
and to breed corruption. In stifling freedom of expression and setting
up a norm of dogmas to which the votaries are required to conform,
organised religion (the church) succeeds only in antagonising other
religious groups and creating schisms and heresies within its own fold.
What we need is the realisation of the spiritual which is the bed-rock
of all our endeavour. Only mystical religion, which eminently combines
-

I n his numerous works, especially in T h e Idealist V i e w of L i f e and Eastern
Religions a n d W e s t e r n T h o u g h t , the great Eastern Philosopher, Professor
Radhakrishnan, advocates the necessity for the revival of the deeply spiritual
mystical experience which is the basis of all religions and which is expressed
in a pure form in Hinduism. He says: "In spite of all appearances to the contrary,
we discern in the present unrest the gradual dawning of a great light, a
converging life-endeavour, a growing realisation that there is a secret spirit
in which we are all one, and of which humanity is the highest vehicle on earth,
and an increasing desire to live out this knowledge and establish a kingdom of
spirit on earth." ( E a s t e r n Religions a n d W e s t e r n Thought, p. 33). "The different
religions have now come together, and if they are not to continue in a state of
conflict or competition, they must develop a spirit of comprehension which
will break down prejudice and misunderstanding and bind them together as
varied expressions of a single truth. Such a spirit characterised the development
of Hinduism, which has not been interrupted for nearly fifty centuries."
(ibid. p. 308). "We must recognise humbly the partial and defective character
of our isolated traditions and seek their source in the generic tradition from
which they all have sprung." (ibid. p. 347).
To take an example from the West. M. Guknon has made a commendable
effort to interpret the true spirit of Hindu culture to the West in his many
works, notably in An Introduction to the S t u d y of H i n d u Doctrines, M a n and
H i s Becoming according to the Veddnta, E a s t a n d W e s t , T h e Crisis in the
M o d e r n W o r l d , etc. The form of regeneration consists, for M. GuCnon, not in
a fusion or synthesis of the two cultures, but in the West regaining, as the
result of a dynamic turn in its present trend, those springs of true spirituality
through the help of the East. I t would be hazardous to forecast the time of the
change or the precise manner in which i t would be brought about.
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the unity of Ultimate Being with the freedom of hfferent paths for
realising it, can hope to unite the world.
The student of philosophy can only suggest that the MZdhyamika
Absolutism can serve as the basis for a possible world-culture. It is
not his province t o show how best this could be implemented, what
practical shape this would assume and at which point and time in the
affairs of the world this could be introduced. These are questions which
the religious reformer might answer, and even he has to depend upon
the spiritual guidance and direction from above.
We must end with a note of warning. I t is possible, in our
enthusiasm, t o over-rate the part played by scholarship and the
theoretical understanding of things in the task of regeneration. It is
good to remember that history does not record of a single instance of
a spiritual revolution of global dimensions brought out by a band of
scholars or skilful thinkers. The malady of the world is far too
universal and deep-seated for remedies to be prescribed direct from
books. A spiritual genius of the order of Buddha or Christ alone
knows how to strike at the thing. But even a theoretic understanding
of the Mzdhyamika absolutism should prove of value by way of
preparing the back-ground for the spiritual regeneration of the world.

G1,OSSAKY O F S A N S K V T TERMS
abhiva, non-being, negation, absence.
abRijziveSa, excessive attachment , dogmatic belief.
abhcta-parikalpa, literally, that where the construction of the nonexistent
(object) obtains; in the Yog5cZra philosophy, a term for the 'paratantra'
reality, the Constructive Ideation of Consciousness, the stream of
ideas itself.
icirya, teacher, master.
adhipati-pratyaya, literally, a presiding or dominant condition or cause,
e.g., the organ of vision with regard to the occurrence of visual
sensation; one of the four kinds of Causes. This has been differently
interpreted by the Theravzdins and Sarv2stivBdins. According to the
latter, it is the influence that any entity exerts upon all other entities
excepting itself and the unconditioned nournena. See pp. 170-72.
a'di-Sa'nta, quiescent from the very beginning.
advaita, non-dual, not two ultimate realities.
advaita-vgda, the theory of non-dualism; monism or absolutism.
advaya, advaya-vida, negation of both views or extremes of the real.
Though almost the same as advaita, there is still some difference
between them. See pp. 217-8.
ajiti-va'da, literally, the theory of non-origination. The MPdhyamika view
that there has been neither origination nor cessation of things.
dambana, ilambana-pratyaya, the object viewed as a cause or condition for
the occurrence of any knowledge. See p. 170.
daya, ilaya-vijfiina, in the Yog5c2ra philosophy, the 'store-house'.
Consciousness containing potentially all the ideas and other mental
states; it is also the residuam of all thoughts and deeds.
anabhila'pya, the unutterable, the inexpressible.
anisrava, without defilement, pure.
anitma-va'da, no-self (soul) theory; the basic Buddhist doctrine that all
things lack substance or permanent identical reality; same as
nairgtmya-v5da.
aneka'nta, not one-sided, manifold.
anekhzta-vida, the theory, especially of the Jainas, that reality is manifold
or many-sided, not unitary.
anit,va, impermanent, changing, momentary.
anta, end, one extreme or alternative; this is applied specially to views or
standpoints in philosophy.
anu, atom; the impartite bit of matter; same as paramgnu.
ajwntistJzitanirvina, literally, the non-fixed nirvgna; the non-egoistic
nirvana of the Mahgyba, as contrasted with the personal salvation of
the Hinayana. The Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas, according to the
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Mah5y51la conception, disdain to pass into the state of final release,
though fully entitled to it, but continue to be incessantly and actively
engaged in the welfare of all beings.
irambha-vida, the theory that the effect is a new beginning (differentfrom
the cause), or the theory of the prior non-existence of the effect,
advocated by the Ny5ya-VaiSe~ika.
arhat, the perfected Saint who has eliminated all passions and suffering.
This is the highest stage of attainment according to the HinaySna. The
Mah5y5na sharply contrasts this with the Bodhisattva ideal of
attaining complete Buddhahood and of non-egoistic (altruistic)
striving for the salvation of all beings.
arthakriyikiyi, efficient, useful; the criterion of the real as the efficient.
&ya, a Perfected Person, Saint. When used as an adjective, it means holy,
sacred, noble.
irya-satya, The Holy Truths; the four Buddhist Truths of Suffering, its
Cause, its Cessation and the Path leading to Cessation.
asamskyta, asamskrta dharmas, the Unconditioned or Noumenal entities.
According to the Sarv5stiv5dins there are three such entities: Space
(SkgSa), Nirvsna, and the Cessation of Elements due to the lack of
favourable conditions (aprati-samkhy5-nirodha).
israva, the impure tendencies, passions (kleSas), that infect and defile the
mind, causing bondage and suffering.
itman, Self, Soul, Substance. '5tman' is equated with dravya (substance),
with the nitya (permanent, eternal), with svabh5va (nature or selfbeing), with s5ra (essence) and vastu (real).
&a-vida, the theory that the real is substance, permanent and eternal,
and has a nature of its own. The opposite view is the angtma-vSda or
nairstmya-viida of the Buddhists.
avayavin, one that has parts, whole.
avyikyta (Pdi,
avyikata), avyikrta-vastcni, the Undeclared, the Inexpressible; the fourteen questions regarding the ultimate nature of the
World, the Perfect Being (Tathggata), and the Soul (Jiva) which
Buddha declared as not capable of definition either as existent or as
non-existent or as both or as neither; see pp. 36ff.
cijatana, literally, that which engenders the ingress of (sensations); senseorgans, e.g., the eye, etc., and sense-data, colour, etc.; the twelve bases
of sensation and sense-data. See pp. 185-6.
bhiva, being, existence, affirmation.
bhava-ditthi, affirmative or existential view.
bhata-koti, the sphere of the Ultimate (Absolute).
bodhi, Enlightenment, Wisdom.
bodhi-citto-tpida, Cultivation of the Intellect for Enlightenment; (Buddhist)
Spiritual Discipline.
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bodhisattva, the Aspirant for Enlightenment.
brahman, Absolute.
buddha-bhakti, devotion to Buddha.
buddhi, Intellect, Mind.
buddha-kiya, the Body of Buddha. See pp. 284-7.
citta, Mind, Pure Consciousness. In Buddhism, this is conceived as a stream
or a series of momentary mental states without any abiding stratum.
In the Siimkhya, i t is the Intellect (buddhi) which is an abiding
substance that is modified from time to time into the several mental
states (vrttis).
caitta, mental states.
citta-vipry~kta-samskiras,the non-mental forces.
dina, charity.
dina-piramitg, The Infinite Excellence (Perfection) of Charity.
dars'ana, Immediate Knowledge, Transcendental Insight, Intuition.
dars'ana-ma'rga, the Path of Insight or Illumination.
deva, devati, Deity, God.
dharma, Law, especially Moral Law; Virtue or Merit; Essence or Nature of
a thing; Element or Ultimate Constituent of Existence. (The last
meaning obtains only in Buddhism).
dharma-dhitu, dharmati, The Reality or Essence of Dharmas (Elements of
Existence) ; the Noumenal Ground of Phenomena; synonymous with
Dharma-KBya, SiinyatH and TathatH.
dharm,a-kiya, The Cosmical Body of the Buddha: the essence of all beings.
dharma-~zairitmya,the unreality of elements as separate ultimate existences;
this contention of the MZdhyamika is directed against the dogmatic
acceptance of the reality of elements by the Hinaygna Schools
(Abhidharmika and Sautrgntika).
dhrama-samketa, the formula or law regarding the sequence of existences.
dharma-vcida, the theory of elements: the Abhidharmika theory.
dhitu, the literal meaning is 'root' or ultimate element. In Buddhist
thought, this term is used in three senses: (i) the three planes of
existence (trai-dhztuka), viz., the Kiimadhiitu (Sphere of G ~ o s s
Desires or Bodies), Riipadhgtu (the Sphere of Subtle Bodies), and
Artipadhiitu (the Sphere of Immaterial Bodies); (ii) for the Six
Ultimate Elements of Existence (the four general elements of matter,
viz., Air, Fire, Water and Earth), AkaSa (Space) and VijfiHna (pure
awareness) ; (iii) for the eighteen elements of existence (a$ Hdaiadhstavah), viz., the six sense-data, the six sense-organs of cognition
and the six resultant cognitions or sensations (visual consciousness,
etc.)
dhyina, concentrated contemplation, same as Yoga or SamHdhi.
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dhyina-piyamita', the Infinite Excellence (Perfection) of Co~lcentratio~
of
Mind, one of the Six Pgramitgs.
dravya, substance, reality.
dravyirthika-naya, the substance-view of reality, as opposed to the modal
view which takes the real as particulars or modes.
d p t i ( P d i , ditthi), view, philosophical standpoint, speculative theory.
d~sti-vdda,
. ..
dogmatism, speculative philosophy as contrasted wit11 Prajfi~,
which is the rejection of all dogmatic views.
du.bklza, suffering, pain.
eka-naya-vida, literally 'the sole way theory' ; Nsgik-juna and his followers
hold that Sfinyat2 is the sole means to Nirvsna.
ghatzka's'a, the space enclosed or limited by the pitcher. This is a stockexample in the Advaita Vedgnta to explain the relation between the
Absolute (Brahman) and the Individual Souls (Jivas).
gotra, gens, spiritual lineage.
lzctu, Cause or Condition; also used more specifically to mean the 'producing
cause' (nirvarttako hetuh). See p. 170.
indriya, organs of sense-cognition and action.
ISvara, Lord, God.
jada, inert, matter or material.
jiva, the empirical self, individual soul.
jfiina, knowledge, cognition.
jiieyivara?za, the veil or obscuration of ignorance w-it11 regard to the true
nature of the real. In the Yog5cgra system, this stands for the
obscuration engendered by the wrong belief in the reality of the object.
kalpand, conceptualisation; the application of thought-categories and
names (forms in general) to the real.
kalpanipodlzam, free from any trace of thought-activity (name and
concept).
kalpita, imputed, false.
karma, free or purposeful act, volition; past deeds and their traces or
results.
karu@, compassion, pity, especially the unmotived infinite Grace of tile
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas for beings; see also under Mah2-karunz.
kles'a, defiling forces, passions.
kleia'varana, the veiling or obscuration caused by passions; moral
defilement .
ksana, ksanika, moment, momentary being.
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k;i?z,ti, forbearance, forgiveness, patience.
ksinti-piramiti, the Infinite Excellence (Perfection) of Forbearance or
Forgiveness.
kfitastha-ndya, literally, unchanging as the anvil, e.g., the Self (purusa)
according to the Sgmkhya and the Vedgnta; the unchangingly real.
contrasted with the changing real (prakyti).
lokottara, super-mundane, transcendent, non-empirical.
Madhyamaka, Midhyamika, the Middle Position or Philosophy (of
Niigiirjuna) .
madhyami pratipad, the Middle Path; the avoidance of extremes.
mahikaru?zi, the Great Compassion of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas towards
all beings; the Condescending Grace or the Free Phenomenalising
activity of the Absolute (Sunya); see pp. 259, 280-3. 337, 340.
mimimsi, synthetic consideration, especially exegetical; a school of
Briihmanical philosophy.
nairitmya, soullessness, substancelessness, unreality.
nairitmya-vida, the theory that there is no substance or soul.
neyu'rtha, teaching of the indirect or circumstantial import, having
phenomenal validity only. See pp. 53, 122, 254-5.
nih.svabhivati, devoid of real essence or reality; having no reality or
independent existence; a synonym for the Siinya.
~zihsvabhiva-vida,the theory embodying the above contention.
nirmina-kiya, An Assumed Body of the Buddha acting in the world of
phenomena for the good of beings.
nirupad/ziSesa-gzirvina,the nirvgna without any trace of body-constituents;
final release or parinirvgna; this corresponds to the Videhamukti of
the VedZnta.
~zirvikalpa,free from conceptual construction ; indeterminate.
nispraPaGca, transcending speech or verbal elaboration; the absolute.
nita'rtha, teaching of the direct or ultimate import. See pp. 53, 122, 254-55.
pakpa, tenet, thesis.
paraminu, atom.
paramirtha, param6rtha-sat, the Ultimate or Noumenal Reality; Absolute.
paratantra, the relative reality. In the Yogzcgra system, it stands for the
mind and the mental states on which there occurs the imputation
of subject-object distinction; same as abhiita-parikalpa.
piramiti, literally, that which has gone beyond all limits; Infinite
Excellence, Perfection.
Parzkalpita, the imputed or illusory aspect of appearance; in the Yoggc5ra.
the entire world of objects is imputed on consciousness, and is therefore
essentially unreal.
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Pirimindalya, the atornic size.
parinima, modification, change.
parinimi-nitya, real as changing: the prakrti (primordial matter) of the
Sgmkhya.
parini~eanna,absolute reality; the specific term for the Yogficgra absolute.
prajfii, wisdom, non-dual knowledge, intuition.
PrajEi-piramiti, Perfection of Wisdom; the Highest Reality identified with
the Buddha.
prajfiapti-sat, literally, real in thought (only); subjective; unreal.
praminas, sources of valid knowledge.
prapafica, verbal elaboration; the phenomenal world.
prapaficopaSama, the cessation of the world.
prasanga, prasanga-vikya, reductio ad absurdum.
prisangika, one who resorts to veductio ad absurdztm arguments; one school
of the Mgdhyamika; dialectician.
pritibhisika, apparent, illusory like the 'rope-snake' in the stock example of
the Vedgnta.
pratipaksa, counter-thesis.
PratZtya-samutpida, dependent origination; this is equated, in the
Mgdhyamika, with Sfinyat2, the Relativity of things.
pudgala, (Pili, puggala), the empirical individual, ego.
pudgalitma-vida, the theory, held by the Vgtsiputriyas or Sgmmitiyas, of
a quasi-permanent entity (pudgala), neither completely identical with
the mental states, nor totally different from them. See pp. 26,81, 202,
205-6.
rtipa, matter, material forms or elements.
sahopalambha-niyama, the principle of the apprehension of knowledge and
object together; this is the main Yogkgra argument to establish his
idealism, and it corresponds to the principle: esse est percipi.
Sakti, Power; the Phenomenalising Aspect of the Absolute, Siva.
samanantara-pratyaya, the immediately preceding cessation of an entity
conceived as a condition in the occurrence of an effect, especially of a
mental state. See pp. 170-2, 176n.
samavcija, inherence relation in the Nygya-Vaige~ika.See p. 65.
Samatha, quiescence of the mind by the elimination of passions.
sambhoga-kiya, the Buddha's Body of Enjoyment or Bliss.
samjfii, ideation; apprehension of determining marks, i.e., judgement; one
of the Five Groups (Skandhas).
samsira, literally, incessantly in motion, flux; the world of phenomena.
samski~a,the forces, mental and material, that condition existential
(phenomenal) entities.
samskyta, conditioned existence, phenomenon.
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somvlti, literally, the covered or the covering activity; superhcial reality,
appearance. See pp. 86, 122, 243ff.
samvlti-satya, superficial or apparent truth, phenomenal reality. See pp.
243ff.
Sinta, quiescent , tranquil.
santina, series, continuum.
Sarvisti-vida, the Buddhist School which holds that all the elements
(dharmas) exist in all the three times (sarvadii asti); another name for
the Vaibhiisika.
SZvata-vida, eternalism, the theory that the real is changeless and
permanent.
satkiya-dpti (Pili, sakkgya-di&hi),the dogmatic view which clings to the
reality of Btman or substance; same as iitma-dysti.
satka'rya-vada, the (Siimkhya) theory that the effect is pre-existent in or
identical with the cause.
Sautrintika, the adherents of the Siitras of Buddha who deny the canonical
character of the Abhidharma treatises; the Buddhist School of
Critical Realism. See pp. 81-2, 95, 192.
Sila, practice of moral virtues.
Sila-+&amit&,the Perfection of Moral Virtues.
Sz'la-vrata, sila-vrata-parimaria, the mechanical performance of moral
rules, rites and rituals.
Siva, the Personal Absolute of the Tantra philosophy; as an adjective, it
means 'benign', 'blessed'.
skandha (Pilz',khandha), the (Five) Groups of Elements (dharmas) into
which all existences are classified in Early Buddhism. The Five are:
Riipa (matter), Vedanii (feeling), Sarhji ii (ideation), SamskZra (forces
or drives), Vijfiiina (pure consciousness or sensation). See under each
head.
sopadhiie~a-nirvina,the nirvzna with residue of mental and body constituents, not final release; corresponds
to the Jivanmukti of the Vediinta.
sthipaniya, one of the four kinds of questions, one which has to be put
aside as not to be answered.
Sthavira-vida, The Doctrine of the Elders; an early school of Buddhism
belonging to the HinayBna; same as Theraviida.
SGnya, ifinyati, the terms are used in two allied meanings: (i) the phenomena are Sfinya, as they are relative and lack substantiality or
independent reality; they are conditioned (pratitya-samutpanna), and
hence are unreal; (ii) the Absolute is Siinya or SiinyatZ itself, as it is
devoid of empirical forms; no thought-category or predicate ('is',
'not-is', 'is and not-is', 'neither is nor not-is') can legitimately be
applied to it; it is Transcendent to thought (Siinya).
svalaksana, the unique momentary particular; the thing-in-itself ; the only
real according to early Buddhism; it is cognised in pure sensation.
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svatan,tra, svitantrika, the MBdhyamika school of BhBvaviveka and others
which adduced arguments and examples of their own in refuting their
opponents; this is opposed to the other MBdhyamika school (the
Pr~sangika)of Buddhap5lita, Candrakirti, etc., which strictly adhered
to the method of reductio ad absurdum. See pp. ggff., 132.
suibha'vika-kiya, the Essential o r ~ a t u r a Body
l
of the Buddha; same as
the Dharrna-kBya.
Tathlgata, appellation of Buddha; one who has realised and known things
as they are in reality; Perfect Being.
iathata', Suchness, Thatness; the Real that stays unmodified; Absolute.
tattva, Essence, Ultimate Reality.
uccheda-vida, nihilism, materialism; the theory that denies freedom (free
will and its responsibility, karma and karma-phala).
zrpiya, means; the free phenomenal activity of the Absolute manifesting
itself as karun5.
upiya-kaudalya, excellence in the choice of methods; the skill of Buddha in
adopting appropriate and varied means in preaching the truth.
vastu-sat, objectively real; opposite of prajiiapti-sat.
vedani, feeling; the second of the Five Groups (Paiica Skandhas).
uibhava-drsti (Pili, vibhava-ditthi), negative or non-existential view.
vijfia'na, consciousness or pure awareness without content; the last of the
Five Groups (Skandhas).
vijfiaptima'trat5, the sole reality of Consciousness; the YogPc5ra doctrine of
the Absolute.
vikalpa, conceptual construction; the subjective activity of thought
interpreting the object.
vipaiyani, analytic insight, intuition.
virya, effort, enthusiasm.
vz'rya-PZramiti, the Perfection of Effort.
viveka, discrimination, analytic insight; wisdom.
vyakta, manifest, determinate.
vya'vahirika, phenomenal reality; relative truth or appearance.

APPENDIX

A NOTE O N THE TWENTY MODES

OF SUNYATA
OME of the later Prajfiipa'vamitis, such as the Paiicavirrz&ztisihasriki, speak of the twenty modes of Siinyat2.1 There is no
explicit discussion of this topic in the writings of noted
Mgdhyamika philosophers. Probably, this is a later innovation.
This does not however mean that NZgBrjuna or his successors had
not considered all the implications of Siinyat2 and of the possible
modes of its application.
The Twenty Modes of Siinyat2, as enumerated in the PaffcavimSati, are as follows.
I. The Unreality of Internal Elements of Existence (adhygtmaSfinyat8) ;
1 It must be noted that the present PaCcavimSati available in Sanskrit is
one that had been redacted in the light of the Abhisawzaydlamkdra. No definite
opinion can therefore be expressed whether the doctrine of the Twenty Modes
of Stinyatii is original to the Prajiidpdramitds or is a later addition. The
Abhisamaya'lamkdrrZloka of Haribhadra treats of the modes of Siinyata in
terms identical with the PaficavimSati. Haribhadra, in his Aloka, assigns each
mode of Stinyatii to one of the Ten Planes of Concentration (dah-bhiimi) or to
the preparatory or posterior stages. For instance, the first three modes of
Siinyatii are said to belong to the Preparatory Stage, literally the Stage of
Action in Faith (adhimukticary8bhtimi) and the fourth 8iinyatii belongs to
the Stage of Training (prayoga-mgrga); the fifth is assigned to the First
Plane of Concentration (prathamii bhtimi, pramuditii) and the sixth Siiliyatii
to the Second Stage, and so on. The last three modes of Giinyatg belong to
the Plane of Buddahood (buddha-bhcmi), above the Tenth Plane of Concentration. This alignment of the modes of SiinyatB with the Stages of Concentration is not dealt with here.
The Madhydntavibhiga.tZkd (pp. 43ff.; pp. 5I f f . Japanese Edn.) mentions
only 16 modes of StinyatB as the doctrine of the Praj6liPa'ramitds; the last
four modes seem to be later additions. The Madhya'ntavibhZga interpretation
is largely coloured by the Yogiiciira standpoint. References: PaEcavikSatisdhasrikd, pp. 24, 195-8; Abhisanzaydla~zka'vdloka of Haribhadra, pp. 8gff.
Madhydntavibhdga.tik6, pp. 43ff .; pp. 5 ~ f f (Japanese
.
Edn.).
Dharmasamgraha, pp. 8-9; Mahdvyutpatti, section XXXVII, lists only 18
modes of Stinyatii, omitting Nos. 17 and 2 0 of the list given above.
Obermiller: A Study of the Twenty Aspects of Sfinyata', Indian Historical
Quarterly, Vol. I X (1933))p . 170-187;
Obenniller: The Term iinyata' and its Diflerent Interpretations, in the
Journal of the Greater India Society, vol. I, pp. 105-117.
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11. The Unreality of the External Objects (bahirdhZSfinyat5);
111. The Unreality of Both together as in the sense organs or
the body (adhyiitmabahirdhiiiiinyatii);
IV. The Unreality of (the Knowledge of) Unreality (SfinyataSiinyat5) ;
V. The Unreality of the Great (Infinite Space), (mahii8Cnyatii) ;
VI. The Unreality of the Ultimate Reality, Nirviina (paramZrthaSiinyatii) ;
VII. The Unreality of the Conditioned (samskytaSfinyatii);
VIII. The Unreality of the Unconditioned (asamskytaSfinyatii);
IX. The Unreality of the Limitless (atyantaMnyatii) ;
X. The Unreality of that which is Beginningless and Endless
(anavariigraSiinyat2);
XI. The Unreality of the 'Undeniable' (anavakHraSiinyat2);
XII. The Unreality of the Ultimate Essences (prakyti8iinyatii);
XI1I. The Unreality of All Elements of Existence (sarvadharmaiiinyatii) ;
XIV. The Unreality of all Determination (Definition), (lak5anaSiinyatZ);
XV. The Unreality of the Past, the Present and the Future
(anupalambhaSiinyatii) ;
XVI. The Unreality of Relation or Combination conceived as a
Non-ens (abh~va9vabhiivaSiinyatii)
;
XVII. The Unreality of the Positive Constituents of Empirical
Existence (bhiiva9iinyatii) ;
XVIII. The Unreality of Non-Ens (of the Non-empirical) , (abhgvaSiinyatZ) ;
XIX. The Unreality of Self-Being (svabh~vaSiinyatH)
;
XX. The Unreality of Dependent Being (parabhiiva8iinyat5)).
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Although an a priori deduction or a logical classification of these
modes of Siinyatii may not be possible, a kind of dialectical movement
is perceptible if we take them in combination. The first three modes
clearly go together. The first applies to psychical facts, mental states
such as feelings, volitions, etc. Their nature is not discribable
either as unchangingly real (akiitastha), or as totally non-emergent
(avinLSi); that is, they are neither real (sat) nor unreal (asat). And
this constitutes their Siinyatii, relativity or unreality. This is the
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stock argument that is applied to other modes also.' The unreality of
external objects follows as a matter of dialectical necessity. The hope
may be entertained that the above two are unreal as they are abstractions, and one that combines both the aspects together in itself
may possibly escape being unreal. The third mode of SiinyatP repels
any such contention.
The subsequent modes refer to thought-categories and doctrines
of early Buddhism. Importance attaches to the fourth mode,
SfinyatL of Sfinyata. The criticism that everything is relative, unreal
(Sfinya) may be thought to stand out as a reality; when all things
are rejected, the rejection itself could not be rejected. This would,
however, be a misconception. The rejection itself is as much relative,
unreal, as the rejected; because, it is unintelligible without the
latter. The fire of criticism which consumes all dogmatic views
itself dies down, as there is nothing on which it could thrive; the
medicine after curing the disease dissolves itself, and does not itself
constitute a fresh disorder. If it were itself a view, a negative
view, it would be as absurd as, if not worse than, other theories.2
But the rejection of the dialectical criticism (Siinyatg) does not
mean the reinstatement of the reality of the phenomenal world; it
merely means that in rejecting the unreal we have to resort to means
that are themselves of the same order, like the extracting of a thorn
by another thorn. This Siinyatz should have been logically stated as
the last.
Space is notional; our conception of it is relative to the distinctions
of directions, east, west, etc. and also to things resident in them. In
the absence of these, space itself crumbles away. The Sfinyat3 of
Space is termed Great, as space has infinite expanse.
By the Unreality of the Ultimate Reality (No. VI) is meant the
unreality of Nirvana as a separate reality. The Abhidharmikas did
conceive nirvzna as a separate entity (dharma) engendered by the
cessation of all defiling forces. But the Madhyamika view is that
nirvzna is identical with the world of phenomena as its transcendent
ground; the difference between them exists merely in thought. This
1 tatra katmH adhy8trnaSiinyatS? gdhyZtmikZ dharmH ucyante caksuh
grotram ghrHnam jihva kayo man*. tatra caksui caksus8 hiinyam, akiiesthZvin8SitHm upHdZpa. tat kasya hetoh? prakfiir asyaiss.
Paii.cae~imbatisdhasrikip. I 95.
2 This point has been discussed before, see pp. I 6off. The VedHnta conception
of the Illusoriness of the Illusory (mithygtva-mithyHtva) may be compared
to the MHdhaymika hfinyat2 of SiinyatB. See pp. 161.

Siinyatii guards against the error of regarding nirvlna as a separate
reality.
The next two modes (NOS.VII and VIII) make a natural pair. The
conditioned (samskyta) is unreal, as it is nothing in itself; it is neither
permanent nor non-emergent. The Unconditioned (asamskyta) can
only be conceived in contradistinction to the conditioned; it is neither
brought into being, nor destroyed by any activity of ours.
The ninth mode is with reference to our consciousness of the Limit
and the Limitless. I t might be thought that, in steering clear of the
two extremes or ends of Eternalism and Nihilism, we are relying on
a middle line of demarcation and that thereby the Middle or the
Limitless might become invested with a nature of its own. Dialectic
or Siinyatii applies to this also. The Limitless is nothing in itself;
the Middle position is no position at all, but a review of positions.2
The following mode is similar in character. It applies to distinctions in time, such as the beginning, the middle and the end. These
. ~ reality nothing stands out rigidly
distinctions are s u b j e c t i ~ e In
as the beginning, the middle and the end; the times flow into each
other. Consequent on the rejection of the beginning, etc., the beginningless too turns out to be notional; and it should be recognised
as relative or unreal on that score.
When we reject anything as untenable, something else is kept
aside as the unrejectable, the undeniable, it might be thought.
Our dialectical insight will not be complete without realising that the
so-called unrej ectable is itself relative to the rejected, and is hence
nothing in itself. The eleventh mode of Sfinyatii brings out this
aspect. I t seems to be identical with the fourth (Sfinyatii of SiinyatZ).
The dialectic or any activity on the part of Buddhas and others
does not either make or mar things; for, they exist in their own right
(prakrtyii). The dialectic does not deprive them of their reality;
things themselves are void, lack essential reality of their own. There
is change in our notions, not in the real.4 This is brought out by the
twelfth mode of Siinyatii.
There is nothing new regarding the thirteenth mode of SiinyatZ.
I t oilly reiterates that all modes of being, phenomenal and noumenal,
lack essential reality, and so are unreal (sarvadharmaSiinyatZ).
For a discussion of this point, see pp. 274ff.
This point has been discussed before; see pp. 129, 16off.
3 See pp. 181ff.
4 See pp. 162, 233-34.

Early Buddhist thought, though it rejected the soul or substance
(permanent and identical existence), had erected a system of
discrete, unique entities (dharmas) and gave cut and precise definitions of them, e.g. impenetrability of matter (riipa), apprehension
of object of consciousness (vijiiha) etc. The dialectic brings home to
us that matter and other entities lack the essence attributed to them.
All definition is of the nature of a distinction within a general class
(~5m2nya-viSe~a-prajfiaptim2tratviLt),
and is therefore nominal in
character. This is the Unreality of all Determination, definition
(1aksanaSiinyatZ or svalaksanaiiinyat5).
The unreality or the purely nominal character of the Past, the
Present and the Future is demonstrable by the consideration that in
the past itself there is no present and future, and vice versa; and
yet without such relating, the consciousness of the past, etc., does
not arise. l This constitutes their unreality (anupalambhaSiinyatZ) .
The dependent elements of phenomenal existence are what they
are in their functional dependence on each other. And so dependent
(pratityasan~utpannatvZt)
, they have no nature of their own in
thcinselves. This mode of SiinyatH (abhHvasvabhBvaSiinyat5) is the
basic principle of the Msdhyamika dialectic.
The Five Groups of Individuality and Existence (upzdznaskandhas) do not stand for any objective reality; the collection is a nonentity, as it is a grouping subjectively imposed upon things. The
dialectic shows that corresponding to words and concepts there is no
entity. This is the meaning of the seventeenth niode of SiinyatZ
(bh5vaSiinyatZ).
Likewise, the unconditioned, conceived as the absense of the
Five Groups, is also unreal. For example, Space, one of the unconditioned, is defined as non-obstruction (aniivyti). It is determined
solely by the absence of positive characteristics. This is also the case
with nirviina, another unconditioned. Hence they are merely
nominal entities. This is the nature of the eighteenth mode of GinyatZ (abhzvaiiinyata).
The last two modes of iiinyats serve to emphasize the nature of
reality as something existing in itself (svabhgva), and is not therefore
constituted by wisdom and intuition on our part. For this very
reason, no external factor, like the agent or his instruments, plays
any part (parabhBvaSiinyat5) in making up its reality. It is pointed
out that whether the Buddhas are born or they are not, the nature of
See pp. 199-200.
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the Ultimate Reality remains utterly unaffected. This constitutes
its complete freedom from others.
It may be noted that some of the enumerations are redundant
(e.g. the last five) ; most if not all of them refer, directly or indirectlv,
to categories of Buddhist thought. Though it may be difficult (0
follow in detail the scholastic intricacies and the implied criticism
in pronouncing each category unreal (giinys), the principle is clear.
Dialectical criticism (9iinyatZ) cannot spare anything; it has to
include within its scope, not only all modes of being, but also modes
of value and of speculative thought; it has to include itself too, to
be consistent and complete. The pronouncement that everything is
Siinya (relative, unreal) is itself unreal; it is not to be taken for one
more entity. Otherwise, it would lead to a regress ad injinituln and
prove a standing contradiction to the principle of Sfin~atii.
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See pp. 276-77.

INDEX
Abhayakaragupta, 103
abhidhamma, its Literature, 67
abhidharma, definition of, 66;
literature of, 67-9
Abhidharma, 226
abhidharmika, qff., 14, 74-5, 105, 182,
184-194, 329; interpretation of
Buddha's 'silence' (avyZikyta),41ff. ;
as basic Buddhistic system, 56ff.;
its conception of dharmas, 56ff.;
conception of momentariness, 66ff. ;
relation to Pali Abhidhamma, 6gn.;
difference from the atma-tradition,
74-5; conception of Cause and its
kinds, 17off.; its modal conception,
184; its Categories and their Classification, 184ff.; Criticism of these
by the Madhyamika, 186ff.;
criticism of its conception of
Nirvana, 271-4; its conception of
avidya, 239-40
Abhidharmakoda, 26, 41, 66, 68, 68n.,
81n., 171, 185
Abhidharmakosa'bhdsya, 36n.
A bhidharrnakoSavydkhyd (Sphutdrthd),
I 71 ; see also under Abbreviations
Abhisamaydlamkdra, 84n., 108, 269,
26gn., 277n
A bkisamaydlamkar~loka
(of
Haribhadra), 84n., 2 14n.
Absolute, Absolutism, 5, 12-3, 48, 59,
I off. ; its
transcendence, 48 ;
conception of in the Prajiidpdramitds, 86; in the Madhyamika,
141, 228ff.; different types of, 116,
311ff.; common form of, 320-2;
difference in their approach, 322-8 ;
difference between Vedanta, Vijiianavada and Madhyamika absolutisms, 236-8; as h n y a (transcendent), 228-31; as immanent as
well, 330-3 I ; misconceptions about
the Mgdhyamika conception and
their refutation, 231-36; not nihilism, 234-36; relation to TathZigata,
27679
A buddhabodhaka, 91
Achilles, I 83
Acta Orientalia, 257n., 287n.

Acyut, IIon.
adhipatipratyaya, r 70-72, I 76n.
A dl~yardhadatikd (PrajiidpiZramiliZ),
84n.
advaita and advaya, their distinction,
217-18
Advaita Siddhi, 156n., 161n., 215n.
advaita Vedanta, gff., 14, 34, 55, 197,
254, 258; its conception of m o k ~ a ,
258, 274-5; --of avidyZi, 238-42;
value for world culture, 339-40 (see
also under Vedanta)
Advayavajra, 270n.
Affirmation, 129-30, 147
Agama Sdstra of GaMapiZda, ~ o z n . ,
113-15, 2I7n.
Agni, 15
Agnostic, Agnosticism, 37, 47, 47n.,
131
Aiy&swZimi S&stri,Pandit N., his note
on NZigSrjuna, 60n., 82n.; his
Appendix to Alambana ParZk~d,
82n., 107x1.; his restoration of
Karatalaratna, 96ff., of Madhyamartha Samgraha, 98n., 24811.; of
Madhyamakdvatdra, ggn.; his translation of the PvatZtya Samutpdda
Hrdaya in the K. V. R. Ayyangar
Comm. Vol. gon.
Ajita Keia kambalin, 40
Ajivaka theory, 278n.
&k%a, 189-90
Ak3ara Satakam, 91, 93-4
A ksayamati SGtra (Arya A ksayamuti
SQtra),86, 254n., 264n.
A kutobhaya, 8811.
A laguddiipama Sutta, 52
Alambana Pariksd, 105n., 106-711.
alambana-pratyaya, I 70, I 72, I 76n.
Alas KZilama, 22, 60
Aldtddntz
Parakarana
(of the
Mdndiikya Kdrzkds), I I 4- I 5
Alternatives, 38ff ., 12gff.
Alternative Paths, 28-9
anatmavgda, 27, 56, 113; nature of,
off ., 74-5; development of 56ff.
(see also under nairatmya-vada)
Ananda, 23n., 26, 45
afiii2navada (of Safijaya), 47n., 13In.

Index
Antinomies of Reason, 38ff ., 46, 13I ff.
Apagogic proof, 131
Appearance and Reaslily, I 38n., I 39n.,
I77n., 306-10
a priori, 152-3, 296, 299
Arcelaus, I 26n.
Arhat, 5, 76, 263
Aristotle, I 26n.
Arya Deva, 4, 84, 86, 87, 129n., 132,
139, I941 196, 200, 256, 278n.. 283,
3 I 7 ; his life and date, 92 ; his works:
Catu!z Sataka, 92-3; Sata !&istra,
93 ; A ksara Sataham, 93-4, etc. ;
his refutation of other systems, 94,
165
2rya satyas, 252
Arya Satya Dvaydvatdra, 86, etc. (see
under Satya Dvaydvatdra)
asamskyta dharmas, 272-3
Asanga, 4, 66, 76n., 107, 257x1.~269;
his Mnhdydna Sfitrdlamkdva, 66n.,
76n.; his Uttara Tantra, 257n.,
287n.; his Abhisamaydlamkdra, 269;
his position in the development of
MahZyana, 108; his works, 108; his
relation t o Tantric Buddhism,
I 08-9
asatkZryavZda, I 3 I , I 39ff., I 7off.
ASoka (Emperor), 67, 78
Aspects of Mahdydna Buddhism and
its Relation to Hinaydna, 82n.,
269n., 272n.
A ;.tddaia Sdhasrikd
( Prajiidpdramitd), 84n., 162
AsJa Sdhasrikd ( Praji'idpdramitd), 6n.,
31, 79n., 83-5, 218, 244, 262n., 277
AAvaghosa, 79; his works, 79n.
gtman, off., I 16; different conceptions of, 201ff. ; Buddhist conception of, 202-3 ;Vatsiputriya conception of 202, 205-6; their criticism
by the M?idhyamika, 202ff.
ZtmavZda, off ., 74-5, 121-2, ~ g g f i .
aupanisada school, 64, I 10, I I 3, I 66
A vaddna Literature, 79
Avaddna Sataka, 7911.
AvalokiteS.vara, 284
Avatamsaka SQtra, 285n.
avidya, MZdhyamika conception of,
212, 238ff.; its two functions, 238;
as conceptual construction, 238ff. ;
Abhidharmika conception of 23941; Vediinta conception of 239-42

Avydkata Samyuttam, 36n.
avy8kyta, their number and interpretation, 36ff.
Zyatana, I 85-7
Ayer (A.J.), 126n.

Eanerj ee (Anukulchandra), 9 I n.
Barua (Dr. B.M.), his History of PreBuddhistic Indian Philosophy, 64n.,
27811.
Beck, 20
Becoming (problem of), I 24, I 26n.,
302
Being (problem of), 124, 12611.~129,
I471 302
Bendell (C.), I O I
Bergson, 183-4, 219
Berkeley, 82
Bhagavadgitd, 286
Bhaisajya Guru Vaidiirya Prabha
SQtra, 265n.
BhdmatZ, 175n., 215n., 276n.
Bhartyhari, his Vdkyapadiya, I 3
Bhartymitra, I I o
Bhartyprapaiica, I 10, 2331-1.
BhZruci, I 10
BhZskara, I I 7
Bhattacharyya (Dr. Benoyatosh),
85n., Ioon., 103n., 109n.; his
Esoteric Buddhism, 109n.
Bhattacharyya (Professor Vidhushekhara), 92n., 93n., 99n.; his Basic
Conception of Buddhism, 18, 94n.;
his restoration of Catuh Sataka,
92-3;
his Agama Sdstra of
Gaudapdda, 102n., I 13ff., 21711.;his
views on Gaudapgda and the
Md&iikya-Kdrikds,
I I 3-1 5; his
distinction between advaita and
advaya, 2 I 7n.
Bhdvandkrama, 103
Bhavasamkrdnti Siitra Vytli, 91
Bhgvaviveka (Bhavya), 78,95ff.,102,
132, 165-6; his method, g5ff.i
Candrakirti's criticism of, 95-6,
132n.; his standpoint, 97-8; his
works:
Karatalaratna,
96-7,
Tarkajvdlci, 98, 132n.; his Madhyamdrtha Samgraha, 98, 243n.; his
Svatantra School, 132-3; his Conception of two truths, 248-9

Index
Bhik~uvarsdgrap?.ccha',78n.
Bidyabinod, 84n.
Bodhsyana, I I o
bodhicitta, nature of, 264ff.; stages in
the development of, 265
Bodhicarydvat6ra, Ioon., 101, 150n.
bodhisattva, 5, 76, 259; ideal of, 263ff.
Bodhisattvabhiimi, 262n., 269
Bodhisattva Doctrine, The, 6n., 225n.,
262n.
Bosanquet, his Logic, 154., 155x1.
Bradley, 138n., 13gn., 177n., 293; his
Appearance and Reality (see
separately); comparison with the
Mgdhyamika, 306-1 o; his definition
of appearance, 306-7; status of
appearance in, 309-10; his critical
method, 306-7; difference from the
Mgdhyamika, 308-10
Brahmadatta, I I o
Brahmajdla Sutta, 17, 36n., 40, 47n.,
52n.
brahman, as absolute (see under
absolute and under Vedsnta); as
freedom, 274-5
Brghmanical systems, Upani~adic
origin of, off ., 55; difference from
Buddhism, 12ff., 26ff., 35 ; influence
on by Madhyamika and VijfiBnavgda, 56ff.; influence on the
Mahgygna, 81
Brghmanism, 3, 8, off.
Brahmanandi, I 10
Brahma Szitra.s, 12n., 13, 15, 60, 61,
65n., 110, IIIn., 175n., 214n.,
258n., 288x1.~311n-1411.
Brltada'ra?zyaka Upanisad, rgn., 16n.,
Ign., 63n., 110, 223n., 24311.
Buddha; nature of his teaching, 8,
16ff., 329; his 'silence', 36ff., 47;
suggestion of the dialectic in, g, 54,
124; denial of soul, 17ff., 26; his
relation t o Upanisadic thought,
16ff ., 48ff. ; his practicality, 29--30,
36; his knowledge of philosophical
theories, 30; his doctrine of Karma,
3 I ff. ; his rejection of all conceptual
views, 35, 4off ., 45, 52; his so-called
agnosticism, 37; his solution of
philosophical problems, qoff.; his
existence after nirvgna, 43ff. ; his
skill in preaching of doctrines, 24,
42, 207; his Siinyat2 doctrine, 51;
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his middle position, 51; his supermundane personality, 76, 80; his
view on self, 206--8; worship of, 266;
his mahgkarunz, 265 ; as Tathagata,
276ff.; Godhead of, doff.; his
divine qualities, 280-4; his ornniscience, 281-2; his Triple Body
(TrikHya) 284-7; comparicoll with
ISvara, 287-9
buddhabhiimi, 269
Buddhaghosa, his Visz~ddhi~~~agga,
185, 266n.
BuddhajiiHnap5da1 I 03
Buddhapalita, 87, 95, 95n., 132, 165
Buddhism, its schools and sub-schools,
3ff., 57ff., 67, 78; its conception of
existence, off .; relation to Upanisadic thought, off., 81; difference
from other systems, 12ff., 24ff. 35;
development of, 26ff ., 77ff.; its
subjectivity, 57ff., 105 ; influence on
other systems, 58ff.; relation t o the
Sgmkhya, 62; conception of change,
7off.; denial of the Universal and
the Whole, 72; notion of avidyg,
73; epistemology of, 74; its Tantric
phrase, I 08-9; its earlier phase, I 2 I ;
notion
of
Causality,
I 33-4;
comparison with and difference
from Hume, 167-8; its spiritual
discipline, 266ff. ; its conception of
Nirviina, 2 71-5
Buddhist Councils, 3, 80
Buddhist Esotevism, 10911.
Buddhist Logic, 4n, 70n.
Buddhist Nirvcina (Conception of),
5n., ;?on., 68n., 81n., 88n., 233n.,
263n., 272n., zg3n., 31 I-12n.
Buddhist Philosophy (Keith), 37n.,
53n-8 54n.
Buddhist Philosophy of Universal
Flux, 70n., 196n.
Buddhist Psychology, 22n.
Buddhistic tradition, 55
Buddhistic Remains of Andhra. 8Rn.
Bulletin of th.e Acadejlzy of Sciences,
U.S.S. R., 41n.
Bu-ston, 3, 68n., 69x1.~ 88n., 89, 91,
gIn., 99, IoIn., 102, 103n.; his
History of Buddhism, 4, 77n., 78n.,
285n., 286n., 287n. ; on the
Swingings of the Wheel of Law,
3ff.
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Candrakirti, 4n., 79n., 83n., 85n., 86n.,
88n., 89, 901 92ff., 95ff., 132, 165,
178, 190n., 191n., 235n., 255,2781~)
331n.; his life and date, 98ff.; his
works, 99; his Prasannapadd, 88n.,
99, 165; his Madhyamakdvatdra,
96n., 165, 174n., 269; his standpoint, 99-100; his criticism of
VijiiSnav5da, I 00, 3I 7-8 ; criticism
of VaibhZ~ikaand Sautrgntika, 100,
249-50; on Causation, 178; his
conception of Sarhvfii Satya, 2445, 247-50; on the divine nature of
Buddha, 282
Canons, 23, 31
Capitalism, 340
Carneades, I 26n.
CgrvZka, 27, 331
Catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist
Canons, 86n.
Catuh Sataka, 92ff., 99, 142n., 177n.,
184; its content and importance,
92-3
Catuh $ati~.d,92, 283n.
Catuh Stava, go, 101, 266n., zzon.,
282, 282n., 283
Cause, 121-2; conception of: in the
Brghmanical systems, 61, 74; in
74; in the
Buddhism, 70-2,
Abhidharmika system, 170ff.
Causality, dialectical analysis of,
132ff. ; criticism of, 166ff.
Causal Law, 49
Central Conception of Buddhism, 6gn.,
170n., 18911.
Chalmers, 47n.
Chdndogya Upanisad, 15n., 22n.,
234n., 330n.
China, 337
Chinese Buddhism, g I n.
Chinese Tripitaka, 67, 91, 94
Christ, 341
Citsukhi, 24211.
Cittaviduddhi Prakarana, 94, 94n.
Communism, 338-40
Comte, 126n.
Conception of Nirvdna according to 2 0
Heretical Schools, 95
Conze (Dr. E.), his edition of the
Prajiid~Bramitd Hrdaya SGtra,
84n.
Copernican revolution, I 23-4, 274
Cosmological problems, 3gff.

Criticism, 46, 47, 144ff.; relation to
canons of knowledge, 149-53; place
in Kant and the Miidhyamika,
293ff.; not one more theory, 161ff.
Critique of Reason, 145-6
Critique of Pure Reason, 8,57, I24-5*,,
13In.j 143, I45n., 153, 213, 2g4ff.,
3 I 8, 327; Commentary to the Critique
(by Kemp Smith), 145n., 318n.
CzZla MdlGnkya Sutta, 36
Cullavagga, 67n.
DaSabhGmikd SCtra, 85, 265n., 269,
26gn., 276n.
DaSabhGmivibhdgi Sdstra, g I, 9 I n.
Das Gupta (Professor S. N.), his
History of Indian Philosophy, vol. I,
61n.
DaSa Sdhasrikd (Prajfidpdramitd),
84n.
Descartes, 82
Deussen, 31 I
Deva Sarrng, 6811.
Dhammapada, 23x1.~22311.
Dhammasangani, 67
DhBnyakataka, 88
dharma, as central conception of
Buddhism, 7, 69ff.; theory of
dharmas, 69ff.
Dharma-dharmatd- Vibhanga, 108
dharmaksya, 6, 280, 284-7
Dharmakirti, 4, IOO
Dharmameghg, 269
dharma-nairgtmya, 26, 50, 80, 122
Dharmapgla, 93
DharmasamgZtiSzZtra, 267n.
Dharmasamgraha, 36n., 91, 16011.
dharma-samketa, 7, 32, 121
dharmatg, 5, 86, 246
dhgtu, I 88-90
Dhdtu-vibhanga, I 89n.
Dialectic (dialectical), suggestion in
Buddha, 9, 54; nature of, 27, 124ff.i
origin of, 75-6, 122-3; its influence
on Ved3nt.a and Vijfi8navgdap
~ o q f f as
. ; Conflict of Reason, 124-6;
as resolution of Conflict in Reason,
126; meaning of 'dialectic', 124;
Hegelian conception of, 128, 301-6;
Jaina conception of. 127-~;
Mgdhyamika conception of 128ff.;
as reductio ad absurdum, 131-2; its

1ndex
Dialectic-cont.
principle as relativity, 136ff. ;
'moments' of, 14off.; objections
against, 144ff.; as self-criticism,
145-6; as violating the Law of
Excluded Middle, I 56-8; relation
to canons of knowledge, 149-53; in
relation to significant negation,
154ff.;not one more position, 160ff.;
analysis of causation, 166ff.; application to categories of causation.
etc., 165ff.; criticism of motion and
rest, 178ff .; criticism of the Zbhidharmika categories. 1~4-91; of
Space and Time, 197-200; of the
Safiskfla and PratitYa SamutpBda.
191-5; of Atman1 200-1; ConcePtion of philosophy, zogff .; as
Freedom, 14212131 22O-41 256-75;
as TathBgata~276ff.; the Kantian
and the MBdhyamika conceptions
of 294-301 ; Hegelian and the
MBdhyamika, 301-6; Bradlian and
the MZdhyamika, 306-10; final
estimate of its value, 329-40; its
spiritual objective, 332-4; unique
features of the MZdhyamika dialectic, 334-6
Diamond Siitra, 84n.
Difference, I 34
Digha Nikaya, 40, 131n., 266n.,
26811.
DignBga, Dinngga, 4, 100, 2 13, 21411.;
his
PrajCiipdramitd
Pi?zddrtha
NirdeSa, z 14n.
Diparhkara Srijfiiina (AtiSa), 103
Dipavamsa, 80
ditthi, d&i, 46-7
Divya'vadiZna, 33n., 7911.
Doctrine of PrajGiipiramita', qn., 89n.,
103n., 108n., 214n., 257n., 280".
Dogmatism, 46
DramiQa, I 10
dravygrthika-naya, I I, I 2 7
dpti, dysti-vZda, 123, 125, 140, 295".
Dp!i-ParZkpi, 36n.
Dutt, Dr. N., 67, 77n., 82n., 84n.,
g2n. ;editor, Gilgit MSS.,67n., 85n.;
his Early History of the Spread of
Buddhism, 77n. ; his Aspects of
Mahiydna Buddhism, 82x1.~26gn.,
27211.; his Three Principal Schools
of Buddhism, 78n.
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Dutt, Dr. Sukumar, his Early
Monastic Buddhism, 77n.
Dvtidadanikiya (mukha) Sdstra, 91

E~~~~~~
~ ~ d d hsqn,
i ~ ~ ,
Edkins, his Chinese Buddhism, g ~ n .
~ k ~ j sistra,
l ~ kgI~
~
k
~
~Bone ~
~
~
~
~ l ~~ ~~ thI 26n.
i~ ~~ l ,
Elements, theory of, 4 1, 49, 51, I 92%.;
its criticism by the M&dhyamika,
192ff., 246
Empiricism, 8, g, 57, 123, 126n.,
z93-4
ens perfe~tissimum,I 42, 263
6,
vealissimum, 40, 301, 333
~
~
i30
~
~
Esoteric teaching, 77
Eternalism (Ssvatav&da),7, 39
~ ~ ~~ i ld d ~l 1~~,6
d-8 ~ d
Exoteric teaching, 77

~

Fascism, 338
Fichte, 124, 126n., 294, 317
Franke, Otto, 53, 53n.
Freedom, MBdhyamika conception
142, 220-4,
256ff.; nature
spiritual, 258-60
Gap$aviZha SQtra, 85, 26411.
GaudapSda, 13, 56, 64, I off., 121; his
MtZndiikya KiZvikis, I I 1-3; his
position in V e d a t a thought; his
indebtedness to MahiiyBna; revolutionary nature of his thought, I I 1-2
Gautama (Buddha), 25, 225, 279, 287
Gautama the Buddha, zon., 4811.
Gilgit MSS., 52n., rzgn.
God, 40, 297; conception of, in the
MBdhyamika, 276ff. (see also under
Tathiigata, Buddha and ISvara)
Gokhale, V., gon., 93
Gomperz, his Greek Thinkevs, 183n.
GopinBth Kaviraj, Pt. M.M., IIon.,
I 16n.
Gorgias, I 2611.
Gotama (Buddha), 45
Great Resolves (MahSpranidhBnas),
265

Index
Grimm, his Doctrine of the Buddha,
26011.
Guenon, R., his works: An Introduction to the Study of Hindu Doctrines,
Man and his Becoeming according to
the l7edGszta, East and West, Cvisis
in the Modern World, etc., 34on.
Guha Deva, I 10
Gunaratna, his Commentary on the
SaddarSana Samuccaya, 26911.
Gtdhya Samdja Tanlm, 108, Iogn.
Hannya, Shaku, 84n.
Har Dayal, Dr., his Bodkisattva
Doctrine, 6n., 225n., 26211.
Haribhadra, 84n., 102-3, 12gn., 287;
his Abhisamaydlamkdriiloka, 2 q n . ,
287n.
Harivarman, 82
Hastavdla Prakarana, 94
Hegel, 8, 104, 124, 126-7, 131, 139,
147, 214, 230, 293, 293n.j 29G7,
329-30,
335-6; his dialectical
synthesis, I 27-8 ; difference from
the Mgdhyamika, 230--I, 236;
comparison with VijiiBnavBda, 3I 7
Heracleitus, I 26n.
hetu-pratyaya, I 70, I 7on., I 72, 176n.
Hieun Tsang, 93
Hinayiina, 26, 6g, 248-9; difference
from Mahgygna, 3ff., 76-7, 268,
287; conception of Buddha, 287;
conception of Nirviina, 271ff.
Hindu, 109; its Tgntric phase, 109
Hiriyanna, I Ion., 16on.; his Outlines
of Indian Philosophy, 15n., 333n.
History of Buddhism (Bu-ston), 4,
77n., 78n., 285n., 286n., 287n.
History of Buddhist Thought (by
E. J . Thomas), 37n., 38n., 80n.
History of Indian Literature, Vol. 11.
(Winternitz), 77n., 95n., Ioon. (see
under Abbreviations)
Hobogirin, 68, 83n., 93, 94
Hume, 57-8, 73-4, 126n., 130, 211n.,
296; his Treatise of Human Nature,

Idealism, I 26n.
Ideas of Reason, I 25
Identity, I 33

Illusion, conception of, in M&dhyamika, Vedgnta and Vijfignav~d~,
214-4, 323ff.
Imitation of Christ, I O I
Indian philosophy, influence of Buddhism, 3, g, 58-9; the two traditions
of, off. ; contribution of Buddhist
thought to, 57-8
Indra, 15
Inexpressibles (avyBkyta), definition,
number and interpretation of 36ff.,
83
Intuition, 126; MBdhyamika conception of 218-20
IS6 Upanisad, 22311.
kvara, necessity of in the VedZnta,
276-9;
personality of, 287-8;
comparison with TathBgata, 287-9
Itivuttaka, 6n., 7n., 48n., 51n., 271".
Iyengar, H. R. R., his translation of
Ekadloka Sdstra, 91n.
Izumi, 84n.

Jaigisavya, 260n.
Jaina, Jainism, 131, 200, 205, 226,
28gn., 329, 335; his conception of
reality, I ~ f.,f 59; his synthesis of
viewpoints, 126-7; his view of
causation, I 33-4
Japan, 103, 337
Jdtakas, 33
Jaya Deva, IOO
JayHnanda, ggn.
JayarBSi, 331n.; his Tattvopa~lava
Simha, 331-211,
Jayaswal, K. P., 8gn.
jiva, nature as inexpressible, 39ff.
J fignagarbha, I 02-3
Jfidndlokdlamkdra, 108
Jfidnaprasthdna, 68, I 8n.
Jfidnascira Samuccaya, 94, 94".
Johnson, 148; his Logic, 148n.
Journal of Oriental Research, 248n.
Judgment, negative judgment, 155ff.
ju-jutsu, 132

KaccByana, 5 I
kalpanl, as root-cause of bondage,
270-1
Kalyiinavarman (King), I oo

Index
Kamalabuddhi, 99
KamalaSila, 87, 101, 166; his life and
works, 101-3
Kaniska, 79
Kanjur, 86x1.
Kant, 5, 8, 9,38, 39, 57-8, 73-4, 122,
125, 140-3, 147, 151, 153, 167-8,
204n., 223, 251, 2g3ff.; his conception of philosophy, 213, 295;
comparison with the Mgdhyamika,
123-4, 293-301; their position in
Indian and Modern Philosophy,
,293-4; their respective standpoints,
293-5; their method and procedure,
295-7;
conception of Transcendental Illusion, 297-9 ;difference
from the Mgdhyamika, 293-301 ;
orientation with regard to the
MBdhyamika and other absolutisms, 327-8 ; his spiritual objective,
332; his Critique of Pure Reason, see
under Critique
Kapardi, I 10
Kapila, 281
karma, 19; Buddhist doctrine of 17,
31ff.
karunB, 264; see also under
mahBkarunB
Kavirzj, Gopingth Pt. MM., I Ion.,
I 16n.
I<B'syapa, 26
Kdiyapa Parivarta (same as Ratnak@ta Siitra), 27, 27n., 51, 52n., 85n.,
12gn., 164, 164n., 209- on., 233n.,
242n.
Kathdvatthu, 3, 24, 26n., 67, 78n., 81n.
Kathenotheism, I 6
Kajha Upanisad, 15n.
Kgtygyaniputra, 6811.
Kaukkutika School, 80n.
Keith (A. B.), 53, 81; his Buddh.ist
Philosophy, 37n., 53n., 54n.; his
Sdmkhya System, 60n., 81n.
Kemp Smith, Professor Norman, his
Commentary to Kant's Critique of
Pure Reason, 14511.' 31811.
Kena Upanisad, 1511.
Kern, 53; his Manual of Indian
Buddhism, 53n., 60n., 81
Khai-dub, 103
Khandana Khanda K h a y a , I I 7n.,
14gn., 151n.
KhemB Theri, 44

Kimura ( R . ) 50, 76, 77n.; his
Histmzcal Study of the Terms
Mahdydna and Hinayiina, 50n.,
60n., 67n., 76, 77n., 79n., 83n.,
2 13n. : his Shifting of the Centres of
Buddhisln in India, 77n.; his
History of the Early Buddhistic
Schools, 77n.
Kindred Sayings, 45n.
K;a?zabhanga Siddhi, 1g6n.
Kumdrajiva, 83n., 91, 93
Kumgralgbha, 43n.
Kumgrila, 166; his objection against
Sarnvyti Satya, 251 ; his views on
Omniscience, 28 1-2 ; his Sloka
Vdrttika, 166, 251-2n., 281n.
KuppuswSmi SBstri, M. M.; 161n.
Lalita L'istara, 79, 85; its content and
importance for the Mgdhjramika,
79n.
Lamotte, Professor E., his translation
of Mahdprajiidpa'ramitd Sdstra, g I 11.
Lankdvatdra SGtra, 79n., 85, 95, 108
Levi, Sylvain, 68
Leumann, 84n.
Locke, 82
Logic (Hegel's, Library of Philosophy
Edn.) 30211.
Logic of Hegel, The (Transl. by
Wallace), 301n., 302n., 304x1.~306n.
Logical Positivism, I 26n., 331-2
Lokaraksa, 84
LokottaravBdins, 79n., 8on.
M5idhavgcBrya, 27; his Sarzladars'ana
Samgraha, 27
MadhyamtZvtha Sakgraha., 98, 243n.,
248, 248n., 24911.
Madhyamaka Hydaya Kdrikd, g8n.
Madhyamaka PrajEdvatdra, 99
madhyamz pratipad (middle path),
7, 8, 129, 209
n,fadhyawzaka Pratitya Sanzutpdda, 98
nfadhyamakdvatdra, 96n., 99, 165,
I 74n., 269; see also under abbreviations.
MadhyamaRdvatdra Pradipa, 98
Mgdhyamika, its place in Buddhism,
qff., 122; anticipations of, 50ff.;
definition of the name, 8711.;

Mgdhyamika-cont.
interpretation of texts, 2311.) 24,
122; development of, 35, 55; its
exegesis, 53; the catuskoti of, 38;
dialectic of, 54, 59, 75-6, 122-3, see
also - under Dialectic; beginnings
of, 75-6; date of, 85; transition to,
80-2; stages of, 87ff.; schools of,
87ff., 102-3; syncretism with the
YogZcZra, 102-3 ; influence on
VijiiZnavBda, 104-5 ; influence on
the Vedanta, ~ogff.,I I 5-7; method
of, 49; its method as reductio ad
absurdum, I 3 I ff. ; as nihsvabhavaviida, 106; a s heart of Buddhist
thought, 55; its Siinyata as pivotal
conception of Buddhism, 58; criticism of: causality, 132ff ., 166-78; of
motion and rest, 178ff.; of the
Abhidharmika
categories
of
gyatana, dhZtu and skandha, 184191; of Samskyta and Pratitya
SamutpZda, 191ff. ; of Space and
Time, 196-200; of atoms, 200-1;
of Stman, 201ff .; position regarding
self, 24, 206-8; its standpoint as
no-position, 129-30; not positivism,
126; function of negation in, 154ff .;
conception of Philosophy as prajiiapZramit5, 209ff.; conception of the
Real, 157-8, 212-3; conception of
the absolute, 228ff., 3189, 325-8,
see also under absolute and
SiinyatB; conception of avidyii,
238-42; conception of two truths,
243ff., see also under paramartha
and samvoi satya; conception of
freedom, 142, 220-4,
256-75;
conception of nirvZna, 272-75 ;
conception of Tathiigata (God),
214, 224-6, 276ff.; conception of
Trikiiya (Triple Body of Buddha),
284-7; comparison with Kant: their
respective standpoints, 123-4, 2935 ; their conception of philosophy,
295; their method and procedure,
295-7; their conception of transcendental illusion, 297-9; their
differences, 299-301; comparison
with Hegel (301-6): nature and
place of thought (Reason) in both,
301-2, 304-6; nature of dialectical
movement in both, 302-3; com-

parison with Bradley ( 3 0 6 1 ~ ) :
their notion of appearance and
diaIectica1 method, 306-8; their
differences, 308-10; M2dhyamika
absolute compared with that of the
Vedanta and VijiianavBda, 3I ~ f ;f .
common form of its absolute with
other conceptions, 320-2; their
specific differences, 322-28 ; an
estimate of, 329-40; unique features
of 334-7; its spiritual objective,
332-3; the value of Mgdhyamika
thought t o world culture, 339-41
Mddhyamika Kdrikiis (Madhyamaka,
MCla Madhyamaka-KiZrikds), 7,
36n., 51, 52, 88, 88n., 8gn., 92-3,
102, 137, 15on., 165-6, 184-5,
1g3n., 202n., 205, 255, see also
under abbreviations.
Mddhyamikdlamkdra Kirikds, I oz
Mddhyamikdloka, I 03
Mahdcinakrama Tantra, Iogn.
mahZikarun5, 6, 259, 280-3, 337, 340
MahZkau~thila(MahZkotthika), 68n.,
46
Mahdli Sutta, 36n.
Mahdniddna Sutta, 36n., 52n.
Mahdparinibbdna Sutta, 18n., 23n.,
47n., 268n.
MahdprajEdpdramitd Sdstra, 83n., 91 ;
translation of from Chinese into
French, gIn., 21311.
Mahdsatipafihdna Sutta, 26811.
Mahdsudassana Sutta, 18n.
MahZsamghikas, 67n., 76, 78; as
precursors of the MahZyZna, 78ff.;
their doctrines, 80-1
Mahdvagga ( Vinaya Pijaka), I 7n.,
279n.
Mahdvastu, 7gn., 26911.; its content,
79".
Mahdvibhdsd, 68
MahZvira, 28gn.
Mahdvyzttpatti, 36n., 16on., 246n.,
280n.
MahZyZna, 6, 26, 50, 53, 57, 244;
difference from HinayZna, 6, 76-7;
origin of, 57, 76-7, 80; evolution of,
77ff.; influence of BrZhmanical
thought on, 80; relation to Vedgnta,
113-7, 268-9; its conception of
Godhead, 283ff.; its value for world
'
culture, 339-41

Index
Mahdydna and HZnaydna, A Historical
Study of the Terms, 5on., 60n., 67n.,
76, 77% 79% 83% 213n.
Mahdydna Satadharma Vidydmukham, 10711.
Mahdydna SQtrdZamkZra, 66n., 76n.,
108n., 125n., 284n.
Mahdydna VimSaka, g I
MaheSvara school, 95
Maitreyangtha, 107; as founder of the
YogScBra school, 107; his historicity, 107n.
Maitreya Vimok;a SQtra (IZrya), q g n .
MajjhimaNikdya, 3n., 7n., 17n., zgn.,
36n.144n.1 45n.1 47n.1 501 50n.1 5In-I
52n.1 531 18gn.1 243n.
Mgliinkyaputta, zg
MdlQnkyaputtaSutta (CQla),36
Mandana MiSra, 64, I 6 In. ;his Bvahma
Siddhi, 161n.
MZn@Qkya Kdrikds, I I I ff. ; their
content and relationship
to
Mahgygna, I I 3-5
MafijuSri, 100, 284
MafijuSrZ Parivartta, 84x1.
Masuda, J., his Origin and Doctrines
of Early Indian Buddhist Schools
(Asia Major), 78n., 8011.
Materialists, I 33-5
Matsumoto, his Die PrajBGpdramitd
Literatur, 84n.
Maudgalysyana (Moggalsna), 26,
68n., 46
McGovern, W. M., 68n., 6gn.; his
Manual of Buddhist Philosophy,
68n., 6gn., 10711.) 170n., 171n.,
I 85n.
Middle Path, 7, 27-8
Milinda Pafiha, 36n., 42, qzn., 58
MirnBmsB, 14, 22, 30, 59, 166
Mitra, R. L., 8411.; his Nepalese
Buddhist Literature, 77n.
Modal View, I I ff.
Mongolia, 98, 103
Mookerjee, Dr. S. K., his Buddhist
Philosophy of Universal Flux, 70n.,
1g6n.
Motion, criticism of by the Mghyamika, 178ff.
Miila Madhyamaka KZrikds, same as
Mddhyamika Kdrikds
Mundaka Upanisad, mn.
Museon, Le., ggn.

Ngggrjuna, 4, 7, 50, g ~ f f . 59,
, 60n.,
69, 83n., 84ff., 86, 87ff., 122, 13on.,
132, 134n., 142n., 146n., Iqgn., 156,
165, 177, 178, 181-3, 189, 191,
202n., 203, 204n., 206, 21311.~233,
235, 241, 255, .266n., 270, 277n.,
282, 283, 317n., 331n., 337; his life
and date, 87, 88, 88n.; his works,
88-1,
(see separately under
Mahyamika Kdrikds, VigrahavyiZvarttani, etc. for his particular
works); his dialectic, 124ff. (see
separately under dialectic); his
interpretation of the four views,
130; his statement of the principle
of the dialectic, I 37ff .; his criticism
and view of causality, 16gff .; his
refutation of pramgnas, 147ff .; his
criticism of motion and rest, I 78ff. ;
his view of Siinyat&, 161ff .; on the
Absolute, 228ff.; on avidy8, 241;
on two truths, 243ff. ; on the nature
of bondage and freedom, 222-3,
2g6ff. ; on the Tathggata, 276ff. ; on
Buddha's equality with all beings,
283; comparison with Kant, Hegel
and Bradley, 293-3 10
NggBrjunikonQa, 88n.
Nggasena, 4211.
nairgtmya (soullessness, denial of
substance), roff ., 58ff ., I 16, I 2 1-2,
207; objections against, 28ff.
Naiskarmya Siddhi, 3In.
Nanjio (Catalogue of Chinese Buddhist
Tripiiaka), 68, 83n., 8411.) 91~93,94
Nhrdyana Parip.rcchd, 264n.
Nariman, his A Literary History of
Sanskrit Buddhism, 77n.
Negation, 12g-30, 147; significant
negation and the dialectic, 15qff.
Neo-Hegelians, 306
Neo-Platonic, 277
neygrtha (texts), 53, 122, 254-5, 254x1.
Newtonian, I 81
Nihilism, 7, 8, 40ff., 47
nihsvabhBvav&da,I 05
Nikdyas, 184
nirmaa-ksya, 6, 280, 284-7
NirvBna, positive conception of, 47;
Siinyatg as sole means of, 269; the
Sautrgntika and VaibhZsika conceptions of, 271-4; non-diff erence
from samera, 233, 274; not an
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achievement, 273 ; the MBdhyamika
conception of, 272-5
nitartha (texts), 53, 122, 254, 255
Non-being, 129, 147
Nyaya, I4, 34, 59, 63ff.1 I 3 0 n . ~248;
its criticism of the MBdhyamika,
66; on the objectivity of pramSnas,
66
Nydyabindu, 74
Nydyabindu Tikd, 15 In.
Nydya Kanclali, I 3 In.
Nydya Makaranda, 3 I I
Nydydmyta Tarangini, I 6 In.
Nydya SGtras, 66, 66n., I 3 In., 150n.,
154n.
Nydya- VaiSesika, 10, 14, 59, 63ff .,
105, 181; development of, 64ff.;
standpoint of 65ff.; its realism, 65,
297; its conception of relation, 65;
relation t o Buddhism, 65-6
Obermiller, 77n., 84n., 103; his
Doctrine of Praj.iidpdramitd, 4n.,
84n., 89n., 103n., 108n., 214n.,
257n., 280n. ; his Sublime Science of
Maitreya, 25711. ; his tran. of Uttara
Tantra, 108, 287n.
Oldenberg, 37
Otto, R., 6
Outlines of A4ahdydna, The, 285x1.
Pain, 256, 260ff.
Pakudha Kaccgyana, 64
Pgli Canons, 7n., 53n., 58, 66-7, 184,
329
Paiicavimiati Sdhasrikd (Prajfidpdramitd), 83, 83n., 84, 160n., 269
paficaskandha, 99
Parahita, 8911.
paramartha, 86, 122, 140
paramartha satya, 243ff. ; definition
and meaning of, 244-6; Bhgvaviveka's conception of, 248-9
pgramit8, number and nature of, 222,
226ff.; the discipline of, 262ff.;
difference from the Hinaysna
discipline, 262-3
paratantra, IOO
parikalpita, IOO
Par?ksdnzukha SGtra Tik8, I 5 I n.

Parmenides, I 24
paryayarthika naya, I I, I 27
Pasenadi (King), 44
Patel, Prabhubhai, gon., gqn.
Pafisambhida', 80
Peri, N., 95n., Ioon.
Pikiputra Samfigama Sfitra, 86, 189,
244n.
Plate, I 24, I 26n., 339; his Parmenides,
124; his Republic, 339
Positivism, 40, 126, 126n.
Poflhapdda Sutta, 22, 36n.
Poussin, 20, 53, 53n., 68, 88n., gon.,
96n., 99n., IoIn., 102n.; his Theorie
des douze Causes, 9on.
prajiig, role of, 31; as non-dual
knowledge, 86, 140-2, 213ff.; as
Sfinyata, 142, 283-4; nature as
intuition, 218-20, 236, 330-1; as
freedom, 220-4; as TathHgata,
224-7, 276-9
PrajGa'danda, 9 I
PrajiiZikaramati, 90, IoIn. ; his
Bodhicarydvatdra Paiijikd, IoIn. ;
see also under Abbreviations
Praj6dmiila (another name for The
Mdhyamika Kdrikds), 88
prajfiaparamit5, 3 I ; as non-dual
knowledge, 2 I 2ff. ; as non-dual
intuition, 212-3 ; as freedom, 213,
220--4; as TathZgata, 142; 224-27;
meaning of, 213-4; leading role of,
among the paramitas, 267ff.
Prajfidpdramitd, 6n., 80, 107, 213,
244, 252-7; literature of, 83-6;
doctrines of, 86; place of, 83; as
basis for the Mgdhyamika system,
83; problems of, 8411. ; texts of, 84n.,
210, 219; conception of Samvci,
252 ; on the nature of Dharmakzya,
285
Prajfidpdramitd Hydaya S.iilra, 83n.,
84, 84n., 21111.
PrajGdpdranzitd Pi?zddrtha NirdeJa,
21411.
Prajiidpdramitd Samgvaha, 2 I@.
Prajfidpradipa, 98, 9811.
Prajfidpti Sdstra, 68n.
PrajiiBruci, 91
Prakaranapdda, 6811.
Prakaranapa ficikd, I 5 In.
Prakyti, 39, 57; Samkhya conception
of, 61ff.

Index
pramBna, I qgff .
Pramdna Samuccaya, 74
Prama'na Naya Tattvdloka'lamkdra,
I In.
Prama'na Vdrttika, 106n.
Prameya Kamala Ma'rtapda, I 27n.
prasanga, I 3 I ff .
prgsangika, 87, ggff., gg
Prasannapada', 88n., 99, 165; see also
under Abbreviations
Prasphu.tapa'da, 286n.
prgtibhssika, I 56n.
Pratitya Samutpgda, 49; interpretation of by Buddhist schools, 7ff .,
122; in the Prajiia'pdramitd, 86;
MBdhyamika interpretation of, I 22 ;
as relativity, I 36ff. ; equated with
SiinyatB, 166; MBdhyamika criticism of the Abhidharmika interpretation of, 191-5
Pratitya Samutpa'da Hrdaya, go, 261x1.
pratitya-samutpanna (conditioned),
136ff.
Pratitya Samutpa'da Sa'stra, gon.
Pratitya Samutpa'da SGlra, 24on.
PratyabhiiijB system, 3 I I
Pratyeka Buddha, 262n.; conception
of, 278
Pre-Diriniiga Buddhist Texts, 8gn.
pre-Sankara Vedgnta, I off ., 233 ;
its standpoint and tenets, 110-11
Protagoras, I 26n., 276
pudgala (puggala), 201
pudgala-nairgtmya, 26, 50, 83, I 22
pudgalgtma theory 26,81,202,202n.,
205-6; criticism of i t by the
MBdhyamika, 205--6
pudgalBtmavBdin, 202, 205-6
purusa, 39, 57, 61ff.; SBmkhya
conception of, 61-3
E r v a MimSmsB, I I I
Pyrrho, 126n., 131
Questions, 38ff., 41ff.; number of,
36ff.; their nature as inexpressible,
4off.
Radhakrishnan, Professor S., 19, 48,
34on.; his view on the relation of
Buddhist and Upanisadic thought,
I gff. ;his interpretation of Buddha's
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silence, 48; his appraisal of the
Mgdhyamika in comparison with
Bradley, 208n. ; his observations on
the present crisis, 340; his Gautama
the Buddha, 2on., 48; his Idealist
View of Life and Eastern Religions
and Western Thought, 340n.; his
Indian Philosophy, see under Abbreviations
Ramgnu ja, I 10
Rationalism, 8, g, 57, 123, 126n.,
293-4
Rational Cosmology, 39
Rational Theology, 40
Ratnaciida Paripyccha', 86
Ratnagu?zasamcaya Gdthd, 8411.
Ratnakwa class, 86
Ratnak4.t~ Sfitra (identical with
KdSyapa Parivartta), 27, 27n., 5 I ,
52n., 85n., 129n., 209, 21on., 24211.
Ratnamegha Siitra, 86
RatmZvali, 60n., go, 204n., 270n.,
274n.
Real, Abhidharmika conception of,
7off. ; SBmkhya conception of, 61ff. ;
Hegelian conception of, 301-6;
MBdhyarnika conception of, I 39,
228ff. (see also under Absolute,
Siinyat&and Nirvgna and Tathatii)
Realism, I 26n.
Reason, conflict in, 4off., 46, 48-9,
277-8; constitution of, 57, 75-6;
Hegelian conception of, I 28, 301-6;
relativity of, 139; critique of, 145,
zgqff. ; Kantian and MBdhyamika
conceptions of, 2g4ff. ; Hegelian and
Mgdhyamika notions of, 301-6,
33-1
Refutation of Four Heretical HZnaydna
Schools, 94
Regamy, K., 85x1.
Relation, Mgdhyamika conception of,
I 37-9; NyBya-Vaiksika conception
of, 65-6
Relativity, I 36-9
Republic, 339
Rest, criticism of, 182-4
Rhys Davids, 3gn., 268n.
Rhys Davids, Mrs., I 8, 2off ., 67; her
interpretation of Buddha's teaching, 20ff. ; her Buddhist Psychology,
2on., 21n., 22n., 23n.; her Gotarna
the Man, 2on., 21n.; A Manual of

Index
Rhys Davids, Mrs.--cont.
Buddhism, 2on., 2311.; Slikya or
Buddhist Origins, son., 2 In. ; What
was the Original Buddhism, 2on.;
Outlines of Buddhism, ;?on., 21n.,
23n., To Become or not to Become,
20n.
Rockhill, his Life of Buddha, 78n.
Rosenberg, 68; his Die Probleme der
buddhistischen Philosophie, qn ., 7n .,
6gn., 185n.
Rouse, IoIn.

Samyutta Nikdya, 7n., 36n., 44n.,
46n'J 48n., 50n., 51n., 2q3n., 260n.,
261n., 271n., 276n.
Saiijaya, 27n., 131, 131n.
Sankara. 13. 55. 64. 90. 121, zoo,
2oon., 233n., 311-2, 330x1,; revolution in the Vedanta ushered by, 56,
I off .; his predecessors, I I O--II ; his
criticism of the VaiSesika, 6511. ; his
criticism of the Buddhist theory of
causation, I 75n. ; his refutation of
the Mgdhyamika Siinyat2, 312; his
exposition and refutation of the
VijiiSnavZda, 3I 3-5 ;his conception
of Brahman, 316-7; his ComS a b d a - ~ r a h m a - ~ S d166,
a , 3I I
mentary (Bhd;ya) on the Brahma
Saddharma Pu?zdariRa, 7gn., 85, 244
Siitras, see under Brahma SQtras;
SaddarJana Samuccaya, 26gn.
his Commentary (Bha';ya) on the
sakkayaditthi, 17; see also under
Chdndogya U$anigad, 33011.
satkSyadysti
Sdlistamba SGtra, 7, 7n., 33, 17411.) SSnkFtySyana, R., Bgn., 98n.
Sanmati Tarka, IIn., 127n.
238, 238n.. 276n.
Samddhirdja Siitra (same as Chandra- Sanron sect, 10
pradipa Siitra) 52n., 85, 12gn., 244, SSntaraksita ( Zntiraksita), 10, 27,
87, Ioon., 101, 115, 134n., 166; his
254n., 257n., 270n.
life and works, 101-3; his standsamanantara-pratyaya, I 70-2, I 76n.
point, 102-3
SdmaCEaphala Sutta, 17, 22, 47n.,
h
n
t i Deva, 7gn., 85n., 86, 98, 132,
64n., 266n.
150n., 166, 221, 245n., 266n.,
samavZya, 65
268n. ; his life, 100; his date, Ioon.;
sambhoga kgya, 6, 280, 284ff.
his works: Sik;d Samuccaya, 86,
Samdhinirmocana Siitra, 108
268n., etc. ; Bodhicarydvatdra, 101,
Samgiti paryaya, 68n.
150n., 268n., see under AbbreviaSBmkhya~91 101 14126, 34139ffa155ff.1
tions; his conception of the role of
59ff., 74, 92, 112, 121, 127, 131,
prajiig, 31 ; his criticism of VijfiO133ff., 248, 272; origin of, 55ff.; its
navSda, 3 I 7-8 ; his standpoint and
synthesis of the Upani~ads,55ff.,
importance in the Msdhyamika
6off. ;its conception of change, 61ff. ;
thought, IOI
its conception of Prakyti and
Purusa, 61ff.; its precedence t o SaptaSatikd (Prajiidpa'ramitd),83,84nBuddhism, 69-70; the difficulties Saptasiiryodaya SGtra, 33, 33".
of, 61ff. ; its conception of causality Saraha, 228n.
(satkZryav5da)
stated
and kriputra, SZriputta, 26, 68n., 46, 531
criticised, I 33-4, I 68ff.
54
Sdmkhya Kdrikds, 34n., 62n.
SarvadarSavza Samgraha, 27, 228n.
Samksepa Sdriraka, 242n.
SarvZstivBda, 4, 66ff., 78; literature
SSmmitiyas, 67n.. 78
of, 67-8; its conception of reality,
samprajanya, 26811.
6gff ., theory of causation and kinds
samskgra, samskyta, conception of,
of causes, 170-7; its conception and
191-2; MZdhyamika criticism of
classification of categories of
existence, I 84ff.; the Mgdhyamika
192-5
criticism of, 186ff.
samvyti, 86, 122
samvyti satya, 243ff.; definition and SZistri, H. P. MM., gznn., 94n., Io7n.1
283n.
different meanings of, 244-6;
BhSvavivekals conception of, 248-9
Sata'k;ara Sdstra, 93
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Satasdhasrikd (Pvajt?dfidramitd), 83,
83n., 84, 16on., 669., 286, 28611.
Sataba'stra, 93
Satas'dstra Vaipulya, 93
SBtavBhana (King), 88
Satipaflhdna Sutta, 268n.
satkBryavBda, 61, 74, 121, 131, 133ff.,
168; statement and criticism of
168ff.
satkByadnti, 17, 73, 73n.; see also
under sakkgyaditf hi
Satyadvaydvatdra SQtra, 86, 235n.,
244n.
Satyadvayavibhanga, 285n.
Satyasiddhi School, 82
Sautrgntika, 4, 24, 41, 68, 70, 81-2,
95, 192; critical realism of, 81-2;
other names of, 8 In. ; its doctrine of
Representative Perception, 82 ;
standpoint of, 81, 82n., conception
of nirvana, 27 1-4; Candrakirti's
criticism of, 249-50; its value and
importance in Buddhist thought,
I 82
Sceptic, Scepticism, 13I , 126, 126n.,
I33
Schaeffer, Phil., 8gn.
Schayer (S.), 8gn.
Schelling, 294
Scheler, Max., I z6n.
Schopenhauer, I 24, I 26n., 294
Self, Upani9adic conception of, 16;
Buddhist denial of, I 8ff. ; see under
atman and StmavBda
Semitic religions, their conception of
God, 226
Sermon of the Bearev of the Burden, 31
Senart, E., 7gn.
Siddhdntaleia Samgraha, 161n., 28gn.
Sigwart (C.), his Logic (Eng. trans.),
155n.
Siksa' Samuccaya, 101; see under
Abbreviations
Sino-Indian Studies, 60n.
Siva and Sakti, 284
Six Buddhist Nydya Tracts, 70n.,
175n., 196x1.
skandha, 26; doctrine of, 49
Sloka Varttika, 3on., 166
smytyupasthBna, 268
Sogen, Yamakami, 82 ; his Systems of
Buddhist Thought, 82n.
Sophists, I 26n.

Soul, Upanisadic conception and
Buddhist denial of, 17ff ., 26; nature
as inexpressible, 42ff.; see also
under self, Btman and BtmavBda
Soullessness, 18; see also under
nairatmya, and nilpwabhBvavBda.
Soul Theory of the Buddhists, 18n.,
33n., 41n.B.
Space, conception of, 197-8; MBdhyamika criticism of, 198
Spiritual, characteristics of, 258-60;
awakening of 260-2; culture of,
267-8
SphotavBda, 3 I I n.
Sridhara. 66

srigupta;
I02

Sri Harsa. I 17n., 14gn.; his Kha?zdana
Kha&a K h a y a , 14gn.
Sr~ma'liidevz'
Simhan6da SQtra, 108
Sriparvata, 88
Stael-Holstein, Baron von A., 85n.
Stcherbatsky, Th., 4, 5, 18, 41n.ff.,
681 69, 701 811 891 g8, 233n.B 2721
2g3n., 31 I ; his Buddhist Logic, 4n.,
7011.; his Conception of Buddhist
NirvZ~a,5n., ;?on.,68n., 81n., 88n.,
233n., 263n., 272n., 312n.; his
Central Conception of Buddhism,
6gn.; his Soul Theory of the
Buddhists, 18n., 41n.B.~70n.; his
view of earlier Buddhism, 18; his
observation on the revolutionary
nature of the MBdhyamika philosophy, 5; his interpretation of the
Vaibhgsika notion of NirvBna, 272.
Sten Konow, 84n.
SthaviravMa, SthaviravBdins (same
as TheravBda), 67n., 78n., 80-1,
184-5
Stoicism, 30
StotrakBra, 2611.
Subha Sutta, 3n., 266n.
Subhdsita Samgraha, 228n., 262n.,
26gn.
Substance, the Bbhidharmika polernic
against, 7off.
Substance-view, off.
suffering, nature of, 260-1, cessation
of, 262ff.
Suhyllekha, 88
Sundara PBnQya, I I o
Sfinyap Sfinyas, equated with the
Middle Path, 7; identified with
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Siinya, hnyatB-conl.
PratItya SamutpBda, 7; as the
unreality of elements, 50; as
dependence of things, 50; as heart
of Buddha's teaching, 5off.; as the
pivotal conception of Buddhism,
58; the PrajilBpBramitS conception
of, 86; as basis for Tantricism, 109;
as criticism itself, 140; meanings of,
142-3; its relation to significant
negation, 154ff. ; as intuition, 160,
220, 224; not a theory, 16off.; not
nihilism, 234-6, 329-34; some misconceptions of and their refutation,
231ff.; as freedom, 221-4; as sole
means to Nirvana, 269-71; as
absolute, 228ff.; as the nature of
Godhead, 283-4; difference from
the Tathggata, 276-79; as feature
of bodhicitta, 264; relation to
karun2, 283; not positivism, 331-2;
correct interpretation of 32g-34
SQnyatd Saptati, 89, 89n., 99
SureSvarBcZirya, 31, I I I ; his Nuiskarmya Siddhi, 3on.
SiiripBda, 13511.
Sfitra, 24311.
SiitrakBra (VedBnta), 63
SQtra Samuccaya, 91, IoIn.
Sutta Nipdta, 5on.
Suvar?ta Prabhdsa Sfitra, 85, 24 In.
Suvikvdnti Vikrami ParipycchG, 84n.
Suzuki, D. T., 79n., 84n.; his translationof The A wakeningof Faith, 7gn. ;
his Outlines of Mahdydna, 28511.
svabhBvavBda, I 67
s v a l a k ~ n a I, oo
svatantra (svgtantrika) Miidhyamika
school, ggff., 132
SvetdSvatara Upanisad, I 5n.
Syddvdda Mafijari, I 2711.
Syddvdda Ratndkara, I 27n.

TathatB, nature of, 246, 276ff.
TathBgata, existence of as inexpressible, 38ff.; his rejection of all
views, qqff.; transcendence of, 44;
supermundane personality of, 80;
as identical with prajiiBparamita,
2 14, 224-7; his qualities and powers,
224; his difference from the
absolute, 225; his state of nirvgga,
273-5; his difference from tat hat^,
277; objections against the conception of, 278-9; the personality of,
279; his divine qualities, 280--4; his
Triple Body (TrikBya), 284-7;
comparison with ISvara, 287-9
Tathdgatngarbha Sfitra, 257
TathGgataguhyaka, 85
Tdtparya Tikd, I 5on.
Tattvdrtha Slokavdrttika, I 27n.
Tattva Samgraha, Ioon., 102-3.) 166;
see also under Abbreviations
Tattva Siddhi, Ioon.
TheravBda, TheravBdins, 4, 24n., 50,
66ff ., 76-7, 185; see also under
SthaviravBda
Thesis, 136
Thomas, E. J., 37; his History of
Buddhist Thought, 37n., 38n., 80n.
Thomas, F. W., 94n.
Tibet, g8, 103, 337
Tibetan, church, 87; - historians, 102
Time, conception of, 198; criticism of
by the MBdhyamika, 198-200
Toganoo, 84n.
Tradition, 10; the two traditions in
Indian Philosophy, off.; their
differences, 74-5
Transcendental Aesthetic, -Analytic,
-Dialectic, 296-7
Transcendental Illusion, 140-1, 297301
Treatise of Human Nature, 73n.,
211n.
TrimSikd, 8n., 105n., 106-7"., 237n.s
TaittirZya Upanisad, 16n., 22, 27421.
311n., 31gn., 323n.
Trisvabhdvanirdeda, 8n., Ioqn.
Takakusu, 67
Truth, impersonal nature of, 276
Tanka, I 10
Tantra, Tantricism, 6-7, 108; basic Tson-kha-pa, I 03
notions of, 109; influence of Bud- Tucci, G., 84n., 8gn., gon., 93n.9
10711. ; his Pre-DirinQa Buddhist
dhist Tantra, 108, 108n.; Tantric
Buddhism, 284
Texts on Logic, 89n.. 93n-; his
Some Aspects of the Doctrines of
TiXranBtha, 4, 78n., 8gn., 199, Iorn.;
Maitreyqndtha and Asanga, 107"his Geschichte des Buddhismus, 781-1.
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Uddna, 48, 48n., 51, 235n., 271n.
Udayan&carya, 27, 66
Uddaka U m a p u t t a , 22, 60
Udyotakara, 66
Ui, H., 107n.
UmBsvBti, his TattviZrthddhigama
Su'tras, I I ~ .
UPdZi Parip.7cchQ, 86
Upanisads, gff., 48, 113ff., 117, 329;
the 2tmavBda of, off. ; the teaching
of, I@., relation t o Buddhist
thought, I qff., 48ff., 8 I ; conception
of Brahman in, 48; suggestion of
two truths in, 243
Upani~adictradition, 55, 64; development in, 64ff.
Upavarsa, I 10
Upiyahydaya, g I
upHyakauSalya, 24711.
Uttaratantra, 108, 257, 257n., 287".
VZcaspati Misra, 66
Vaccagotta, 29, qqff., 47
Vacca Gotta Samyuttam, 36
Vacca Gotta Sutta, 45n., 4711.
Vaibhgsika, 4, 24, 41, 55, 105, 82,
192, 194-5, 200; origin of, 68; its
literature, 68; its conception of
'dharma', 6gff.; criticism of i t by
the Sautrgntika, 82 ; conception of
cause and kinds of causes, 170--2;
the Mgdhyamika criticism thereof,
172-7; criticism of their metaphysical
and
epistemological
conceptions, 249-50; their conception of NirvBna and its criticism by
the Mgdhyamika, 271-4
T/aidaZya SQtra, 89
Vaidya, P. L., his gtudes sur Arya
Deva et son Catuh Sataka, 93n.,
95n., IoIn.
VaiSgLi, 80
Vaihesika, 14, 26, 55, 60, 62, 92-4,
200; its realism, 55
Vaidesika SQfras, 1g6n., 1g8n.
Vaisnava School, 95
Vaiygkaranas, 3 I I
Vajjian monks, 76
Vajracchedikd (Prajiiipdramiti), 84n.,
285n.
VardhamBna, 28 I
VajrayBna, gqn., 108-9, rogn.
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Varupa, 15
Vasubandhu, 4, 26, 33, 41ff ., 68,81n.,
107, 185; his Abhidharma Koda, 26,
33, 41; date of, 107n.
Vasumitra, 68n., 78, 80; his Nikby6lambana Sdstra, 78n., 80n.
VBtsiputriya, 26, 202ff.; his interpretation of the Inexpressibles,
42ff. ; his doctrine of Self (pudgala),
42ff., 81, 202n., 205; the MZdhyamika criticism of it, 205-6; value of
his standpoint, 81, 81n.; see also
under SBmmitiyas
VBtsyHyana, 66
Veda, teaching of, I gff. ; omniscient
character of, 28 I
Vedgnta, g, 14, 34, 55ff., 60ff., 121,
130, 272, zg3ff.; its conception of
avidy8, 58, 239-42 ; its conception
of illusion, 2 I 4--6, 323-5 ; function
of negation in, 158-9; conception of
freedom, 223-4; conception of
lhvara, 226, 276, 2 8 7 9 ; conception
of Brahman, 315-6, 320; relation to
the MBdhyamika, ~ogff., 121ff.;
difference from the Mgdhyamika,
217-8, 236-8; conception of kinds
of truths, 245-6; comparison with
other systems, 3I I ff .;form common
with other absolutisms (MBdhyamika and VijiEnavBda), 320-2 ;
their differences, 322-8 ; difference
in standpoint from the VijfiZnavBda, 315-7; its value for world
culture, 339-40
Vedanta Paribh&d, 274n., 311
Veda'nta Siddhinta MuktiivalZ, 3 16n.
Vedinta SGtras, 3I I ; same as Brak~na
SQtras
Vepacitta, 52
Vibhajyavgda, 3
Vibhdsd, 68
T'igrahavydvartta~zi, 89, 8gn., I qgn.,
I5On., 154".
vijfigna, nature of, 105ff.
VijCdnakZya, 68n.
VijfiBnavBda, 4, 8, 82, 99, ~oqff.,
165-6, 200, 233, 254"; its conception of avidy8, 59; its conception of
illusion, 214--6, 323-5; its antirealism, 105-6; exposition and
criticism of its idealism by Sankara,
313; its conception of freedom,
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223-4; conception of three truths,
245; its conception of the Tathggata, 276; comparison with other
systems of thought, 2g3ff., 31 ~ f f . ;
difference in standpoint from the
VedZnta, 3I 5-7; difference from
the Mgdhyamika, 236-8, 317-20;
its critcism of the Mgdhyamika
conception of Siinyat~,319-20; its
conception of Constructive Ideation
(abhiita parikalpa) ; 319--20; common form of its absolute with other
absolutes, 320-2; difference from
other absolutisms, 322-8; see also
under Y og5c5ra
vikalpa, 57, 74; the a priori nature of,
57ffVimdatikd, ~ o g n . 106n.,
,
2oon., 2 I 4n.
Vimuktasena, 103
Vinaya Pi.taka, 66, 242n.
Vinita Deva, 67n.; his Samayabhedoparacandcakra, 78n.
Visuddhimagga, 185, 266n.
Vivarana, 3I 5n.
Vyavahdra Siddhi, 89
Walleser, Max, his Die Sekten des
alten Buddhismus, 78n.; his Life of
Nagd~juna, 88n.; his Der altere
Vedanta, 3I 1-2
Warren, his Buddhisrtz in Translations, 45n.
Wassilief, 88n.

Western civilisation, 3 3 8 3
Winternitz, M.,77n., 9511.~Ioon.; his
History of Indian Literature (Vol.
11),77n., etc.; see under Abbreviations
Wittgenstein, I 26n.
Wogihara, U., 68, 84n.
Woodward, 45n.
World, eternity of 43; end of, 43
YZjfiavalkya, 55
Yamaka1 53, 54
YaSornitra, 26n., 68, 68n.
Yoga, 14, 22
Yoga Sfitras, 62n., 169n.
Yoga Sfitra Bhd;ya, 260n.
YogScSra, 4, 8,95, 104; its interpretation of Buddhist texts and
doctrines, 24; standpoint of, 104;
its distinction from the MZdhyamika, 104-5 ; its characteristic
interpretation of Siinyat~,104-5;
its criticism of the Mgdhyamika,
107; its 'dharmas', 107; beginnings
of, I 07-8; relation to the Vedanta,
I I 3ff. ; its conception of negation,
I 59; see also under Vijiignaviida
Yukti Sas.tikd, 89, Bgn., 99, 177n.
Zeller, his History of Greek Philoso~hy,
Izqn., 183n.
Zeno, 9, 124, 178, 182-3
Zen Buddhism, Essays in, 84n.
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